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Abstract
ABSTRACT
Studies in Southern Wakashan (Nootkan) Grammar
by
Matthew Davidson

This dissertation is a study of Southern Wakashan (Nootkan) grammar using data from two languages, Makah and the Tseshaht dialect of Nuuchahnulth (Nootka). The phonology, morphology,
and syntax of each language are examined with emphasis on structurally important or typologically interesting features. The description of Makah is based mostly on field data collected in
Neah Bay, Washington by the author. Nuuchahnulth data is drawn from Sapir and Swadesh’s two
published text collections on the language (Sapir & Swadesh 1939, 1955).
Chapter One introduces the Southern Wakashan family and describes the nature of the present study, explaining how the dissertation came to be written, the corpus used in the study, and
previous literature on Southern Wakashan. Chapter Two summarizes Southern Wakashan segmental phonology with a presentation of the Nuuchahnulth consonant and vowel inventories, basic allophonic processes, ablaut patterns, and discussion of the special behavior of nasals when
they appear in syllable codas. The accent systems of the two languages are also briefly described
and compared. Chapter Three, Phonological Alternations, describes a variety of alternations triggered by affixation, including glottalization and lenition of final base segments by affixes, alterations to the CV skeleton of bases required by affixes, and, in Makah, widespread patterns of
vowel insertion and loss. Chapter Four is a grammatical sketch of Southern Wakashan divided
into sections on word classes, morphology (word structure, lexical suffixes, and aspect), predicate
structure, basic clause structure (referring phrase functions, constituent order, clause types), referring phrases, and complex constructions. Chapter Five examines the recursive polysynthetic word
structure more closely. Chapter Six presents the aspect system. Chapter Seven, Clitics, describes

xvii

mood and pronominal clitics, as well as other clitics associated with predicates. Chapter Eight
argues that, although word classes are very weakly grammaticalized in Makah and Nuuchahnulth,
distributional evidence is available for distinguishing nouns (and other nominal subcategories)
from verbs. It goes on to show many examples of nominals and verbs in each of their possible
syntactic contexts. Lists of lexical suffixes in Makah and Nuuchahnulth and selected Makah vocabulary are provided in two appendices.
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1 Introduction
This dissertation is a description of major features of Southern Wakashan (Nootkan) grammar
using data from two languages, Makah and Nuuchahnulth (formerly called Nootka).1 Because the
dissertation is descriptive in intent and written for a general linguist audience rather than practioners of a particular linguistic theory, no specific grammatical formalism or framework is employed. Southern Wakashan does, however, raise various issues of theoretical import, and, at appropriate points, theoretical implications are considered. The grammatical concepts and terminology used in the description are generally vernacular among linguists, apart from those specific to
the Southern Wakashan descriptive tradition; these are defined as necessary.
The dissertation is organized as follows. The remainder of the present chapter is divided into
sections on the genetic affiliation of Makah and Nuuchahnulth (§1.1), an explanation of how the
dissertation came to be written (§1.2), a discussion of the corpus (§1.3), and consideration of previous literature on the languages (§1.4). Chapters Two and Three describe segmental phonology
and phonological alternations, respectively. Chapter Four is a general overview of Southern Wakashan morphology and syntax. Chapter Five is a description of certain features of the polysynthetic word structure. Chapter Six gives an account of the aspect system. Chapter Seven describes
clitics, and Chapter Eight describes word classes.

1.1 Genetic affiliation
Southern Wakashan (also known as Nootkan), the southern branch of the Wakashan language
family, is a small and fairly homogeneous subfamily comprised of three languages. Nuuchahnulth
is spoken in British Columbia, Canada along the west coast of Vancouver Island from Cape Cook
to Pachena Point. Aboriginal settlement patterns, in part necessitated by weather and distribution
of economic resources, have created several dialect groups, each containing a few distinct dialects
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or subdialects (cf. Drucker 1951: 3-10). The dialects represented in Sapir and Swadesh’s publications on the language (and hence in this dissertation, §1.3) are Barkley Sound and Alberni Canal
dialects, mostly Tseshaht (BhR@F`sG), but also Ucluelet (xTKtFhKF`sG) in texts dictated by the
speaker Kwishanishim in Sapir & Swadesh (1955). A few forms from the more northern Clayoquot (Q`FTjihF`sG) and Ahousaht (Y@GTrF`sG) dialects can be found in some of the history
texts in Part 8 (“Warfare”) of Sapir & Swadesh (1955).
The other two languages in the family are Ditidaht (also Nitinaht or Nitinat), spoken south of
Nuuchahnulth on the southern coast of Vancouver Island, and Makah, the only Wakashan language in the United States, spoken in the vicinity of Cape Flattery on the Olympic Peninsula in
Washington State. Today, most Makah speakers reside in Neah Bay, Washington, but this was
originally only one of five Makah villages: Neah Bay (cHx`), Bahaada (ahFhcF`), Sooes
(BTx`r), Waatch (v`F`E), and Ozette (FtrDFhK). With the exception of Ozette, all these sites are
still occupied, but Neah Bay is the most populous.

1.2 Genesis of the dissertation
My first exposure to a Southern Wakashan language took place during thirteen months of field
work on Makah under the auspices of the Makah Cultural and Research Center at Neah Bay. The
thirteen months were spread over three trips from 1996 through 1998 (mid-August through midSeptember 1996; May-June 1997, and February-December 1998). The present dissertation was
originally intended to be a comprehensive grammar of Makah based on material gathered during
these trips, but data problems intervened to prevent this plan. Not having anticipated certain challenges of working in a language death situation,2 I failed to gather Makah data that was sufficient
in either quantity or reliability to support the kind of grammar I planned to write. Because South-

ern Wakashan languages are so closely related (the main differences between them are phonological and lexical), a logical solution to the data quandary was to augment my Makah data
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with Nuuchahnulth material from Sapir and Swadesh’s (1939, 1955) text collections on this
language, thereby widening the scope of the project to a general study of Southern Wakashan
grammar.
An essentially complete draft using only Nuuchahnulth data was written first. Generalizations were either drawn from the previous literature on Nuuchahnulth (§1.4), which was then
cited accordingly, or reformulated or expanded based on earlier analyses in the literature, or,
if necessary, formulated anew. Most generalizations fall into the second of these categories.
In any case, all analysis was tested against the corpus described in §1.3. Considerable effort
was made to use fresh examples from the corpus even when the analysis was based on the
work of earlier authors.
The first Makah section written was the Makah appendix to Chapter 3 (Phonological Alternations). Jacobsen’s papers on Makah were an especially important resource for this section (and for Chapter 7), although original data from my fieldwork (§1.3) was introduced
wherever possible. Next, Makah data was compared with the generalizations achieved from
the investigation of Nuuchahnulth described in the rest of the dissertation. Sometimes Makah
examples could simply be added with no changes to the accompanying text, but more often
Makah-specific description had to added. The final sections prepared were the list of lexical
suffixes and the Makah vocabulary found in Appendices A and B.

1.3 Corpus
The Nuuchahnulth corpus consists of all 80 texts in Sapir’s (1924) and Sapir & Swadesh’s
(1939, 1955) publications on the language. The texts were entered in a Microsoft Access database. The complete computerized Nuuchahnulth corpus amounts to 16,648 sentences,
28,590 distinct word types, and 81,413 word tokens.
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The corpus locations of example words in the phonology and word structure chapters
(Chapters 2-3, 5) are usually not given, but sentence examples in other chapters are cited by
page and line number in Sapir (1924) (abbreviated “RW”), Sapir & Swadesh (1939) (“NT”),
and Sapir & Swadesh (1955) (“NA”), e.g. NA 159.4 indicates the example is found on the
fourth line of page 159 in Sapir & Swadesh (1955).
Sentences illustrating this or that grammatical construction often contain complications
that might obfuscate, rather than illuminate, it. Accordingly, I have introduced two sorts of
modification when citing Nuuchahnuth text sentences in support of grammatical claims. The
first is omission: grammatically optional words or clauses irrelevant the point being made are
sometimes left out. Ellipses indicate omitted material. For example, a text sentence intended
to demonstrate a simple transitive clause like the Nuuchahnulth analogue of The next morning they charred their canoe-bottoms to make them smooth in the water might be simplified in
the dissertation example to ...They charred their canoe-bottoms...

The second sort of modification involves altering (but not omitting altogether) some feature of an example sentence, or, occasionally, adding material to it to clarify its structure. For
example, a first person mood marker with overt form might be substituted for a zero third
person form, or They charred their canoe-bottoms might be changed to The men charred their
canoe-bottoms in an example intended to show the typical position of the subject expression. A

modified example sentence is indicated by “based on” (e.g. “based on NA 159.4”).
The published translations are generally more faithful to the structure of the original
Nuuchahnulth in Sapir (1924) and Sapir & Swadesh (1939). As Swadesh (Sapir & Swadesh
1955: 2-3) explains, translations in the 1955 volume tend to paraphrase rather than translate
exactly. For this reason I have modified some original translations in example glosses to
more closely reflect the original structure.
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The 1955 text volume is, unfortunately, riddled with spelling errors, presumably printing
or typographic errors, which renders it almost useless as a data source to linguists not thoroughly familiar with Nuuchahnulth grammar and vocabulary. Nearly every page has at least
one error, and many have multiple errors. Page twenty-one, for example, has at least eight:
e.g. the suffix ‘on the ocean’ in the word pi`L@phlK`Rhrsl`YHpQtjFhsp ‘however many
roundish objects they wish to have on the ocean’ on line four is a misprint for ,`ChRs (the correct
form of the word is thus pi`L@phlK`ChRsl`YHpQtjFhsp), the root lhm@Kh ‘fishing bank’ on
line 14 should be Lhm@Kh+ hmjrXhphmp` on line 39 ‘using a stick as bait’ is missing an initial glottal stop (the correct form is FhmjrXhphmp`), etc. Such errors have been corrected in cited examples without comment.
The grammatical notes and especially the lexical materials in Part III of Sapir & Swadesh
(1939: 235-334) were very important in the preparation of the present work. Analysis of the
composition of the Nuuchahnulth lexicon and all claims about the occurrence or non-occurrence
of forms in it is based on the lists of “primary stems” and suffixes in this source.
Makah data informing the present description comes from several sources. In addition to my
own elicitation notes and texts that I have collected (primarily from speaker HW), several researchers (Ann Renker, Maria Pascua, and Cora Buttram) kindly allowed me access to their
Makah notes. I have also made use of various texts that are on file in manuscript form at the
Makah Cultural and Research Center. These were written or recorded by various speakers in the
1980’s and 1990’s and edited either by myself or by members of the Makah Language Program.
Example sentences from texts are cited in the dissertation with the speaker’s initials and the name
of the text. I also consulted a long text by speaker KH that was recorded by Scott Tyler and transcribed by John Thomas in late 1970’s. Papers on various topics in Makah grammar by Jacobsen
(listed below in §1.4) were also consulted as noted in relevant places in the dissertation.
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1.4 Previous literature
Despite the fact that the Southern Wakashan languages have attracted some of the finest minds in
North American linguistics, only one complete grammar is available, Rose’s (1981) grammar of
the Kyuquot dialect of Nuuchahnulth. This work provides an important counterbalance to the
rather anemic view of Nuuchahnulth syntax presented by Swadesh (1939) and, among other discoveries, recognizes the imperfective/perfective nature of the aspect system. There is a fair
amount of descriptive material on Southern Wakashan in theses, journal articles and conference
presentations. Much of this material is about the Tseshaht dialect of Nuuchahnulth, and is the
work of Edward Sapir (Sapir 1911a, 1915, 1924, 1929, 1938), who initiated the scientific study of
Nuuchahnulth, and his student and colleague, Morris Swadesh (Swadesh 1931, 1933, 1939,
1948a). There are also the two volumes of Nuuchahnulth texts edited by Sapir and Swadesh
(1939; 1955). Other notable works on Southern Wakashan languages other than Makah or not
exclusively on Makah include two Nitinaht texts with grammatical analysis (Swadesh & Swadesh
1933, Touchie 1977), papers on historical reconstruction by Haas (1969) and Jacobsen (1969a), a
discussion of labialization in Nootkan languages (Jacobsen 1969b), an investigation of NootkaNitinaht stem and root structure (Haas 1972), a discussion of variable-length vowels in Nuuchahnulth (Klokeid 1975), a thesis on Nuuchahnulth phonology (Rose 1976), studies of Nitinaht enclitics (Klokeid 1976, 1978), a note on Nitinaht numerals (Hess 1990), a discussion of Mary Haas’s
contributions to Wakashan linguistics (Jacobsen 1997b), and several papers on Nootkan syntax
(Rose & Carlson 1984, Whistler 1985, Emanatian 1986, Jacobsen 1993, Nakayama 1997b). The
interaction of discourse and morphosyntactic structure in Nuuchahnulth is discussed in Nakayama
(1997a); Nuuchahnulth-Nitinaht ablaut and reduplication patterns are discussed in Stonham
(1994a). Stonham (1999) describes noun phrase structure in Nuuchahnulth.
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Work on Makah was begun in the early 1960s by W. H. Jacobsen, Jr. His research has focused on various aspects of the (morpho)phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicography of the
language. This research program has produced the bulk of our knowledge of Makah. A number of
papers concentrate on phonology or morphophonology. Jacobsen (1968) addresses the issue of
glottalized resonants in the historical reconstruction of Makah and uses this reconstruction to account for some synchronic morphophonemic processes in the language. Jacobsen (1971) discusses the widespread patterns of vowel insertion and vowel loss. Ablaut in vocative forms is presented in Jacobsen (1994). Jacobsen (1996) describes the morphophonemic processes of “hardening” (i.e. glottalization) and “softening” (i.e. lenition) in Makah. Two papers, (Jacobsen 1997a,
1998a), deal with ablaut/reduplication patterns. Jacobsen (1998c) describes labialization dissimilation. Finally, Jacobsen (1999a, 2000) discuss the “velar increment”, an excrescent /k/ that appears in certain forms. In addition to these papers, there is another publication (Jacobsen 1979b,
1999b) that contains useful discussion of the segment inventory, pronunciation, and morphophonemics, as well as several modal paradigms.
Jacobsen’s works on Makah morphosyntax include Jacobsen (1973), which presents the system of pronouns and mood forms, and Jacobsen (1979a), an important paper that uses Makah data
to establish morphological and syntactic criteria for distinguishing word classes in Nootkan languages, which are often claimed to have no noun/verb contrast (cf. Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 23536 and Renker 1987). Other papers are Jacobsen (1979c), which considers the relationship of
Makah to the other Wakashan languages and discusses the history of Wakashan comparative
studies, Jacobsen (1980), on the semantics of Makah neologisms, and Jacobsen (1986), which
presents the Makah evidential system. Jacobsen (1998b) discusses an early Makah word list collected in 1792 by Spanish explorers.
The other researcher who has worked on Makah is A. Renker. Her American University dissertation (Renker 1987) examines the behavior of AUX elements in Makah grammar and con-
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cludes that an appropriate characterization of these elements obviates the need for a noun/verb
distinction in Makah. In the course of the analysis, she presents part of the clitic system that codes
tense, person, mood, and evidentiality, as well as a classification of stem types based on their cooccurrence patterns with various AUX elements.
Several anthropological works contain information on Makah, including Waterman (1920), a
discussion of Makah whaling equipment, Gunther (1936) on ethnozoology, and Gunther (1945)
and Gill & Renker (1985) on ethnobotany.
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2 Segmental Phonology and Accent
This chapter and the next describe aspects of Southern Wakashan phonology. I have organized
the discussion according to two of the three basic tasks of phonological description (cf.
Kenstowicz 1994: 57). Thus, the present chapter is concerned with the inventory of consonant
and vowel phonemes in Nuuchahnulth. It also touches on ablaut patterns (patterns of functionally
significant changes in vowel quality and quantity) and the accent system. Chapter 3 then describes the most important automatic and non-automatic (morpheme-specific) phonological alternations in Nuuchahnulth. Unfortunately, time has not permitted much discussion of phonotactics,
that is, the patterns of the distribution of phonemes in the various units of phonological structure
(see, however, §2.3), but other authors have made references to the subject, e.g. Sapir (1911a,
1933, 1938), Jacobsen (1969a), Haas (1972), Stonham (1994a), inter alia. Rose (1981: 29-31)
provides basic information on phonotactics and morpheme structure in Kyuquot dialect. A brief
discussion of Makah phonology is provided in §0.

2.1 Consonants
Nuuchahnulth has 37 consonant phonemes, laid out in Table 1 (based on Sapir & Swadesh 1939:
12). International Phonetic Alphabet equivalents for Americanist symbols are listed in Table 2.
Because Table 1 is a table of phonemes, not phones, I have organized it giving relatively
more consideration to the phonological properties of segments than to similarity of articulation
per se. For instance, from a purely phonetic point of view, the glottal stop might be considered a
plain voiceless stop, but I have placed it in the “Ejectives” row because, from a phonological and
phonotactic point of view, it patterns more like an ejective stop than a voiceless stop –– glottal
constriction evidently has more influence on its phonological behavior in Nuuchahnulth than lack
of voicing. The “ejective pharyngeal stop” /Y/ is a similar case. Phonetically,the segment is a glot-
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Labial

Dental

Alveolar

Lateral

Alveo–
Palatal

Velar

Labialized
Velar

Uvular

Labialized
Uvular

Pharyngeal

Glottal

Table 1. Nuuchahnulth consonant inventory

Stops

o

S

b

Q

C

j

ji

p

pi

Ejectives

O

S

B

I

E

J

Ji

P

Pi

Y

F

r

K

R

w

wi

W

Wi

G

g

Fricatives
Sonorants

l

m

x

v

Glottalized
Sonorants

L

M

X

V

Table 2. Symbol correspondences
Nuu.
IPA

b

Q

C

R

W

G

Zsr\ Zsø\ ZsR\ ZR\ ZW\ ZÏ\

tal stop with pharyngeal constriction (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 12-13, Swadesh 1939: 78), but, like
the plain glottal stop, it patterns with the ejectives phonologically. Tables of the Nuuchahnulth
inventory in other publications sometimes appear to follow phonetics instead of phonology by
placing the two glottal stops with the plain stops (e.g. Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 12, Nakayama
1997a: 9). For Sapir and Swadesh at least, this may have been unwitting, since both recognized
the importance of phonological considerations (over purely phonetic ones) in the organization of
the phonemic system of a language (cf. Sapir 1925, Swadesh 1934). Their practice with other segment classes clearly follows phonology rather than phonetics. Like myself, for example, they (and
Nakayama) group the plain and ejective affricates with the plain and ejective stops, whereas a
strictly articulation-based classification would have them in separate categories.3 Another case of
the phonology-over-phonetics principle in Table 1 is the grouping of the nasals and glides into a
single manner category, the “Sonorants” category. Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 12), Rose (1981: 13)
and Nakayama (1997a: 9) agree in putting these segments together in a single category.4 The phonological motivations for the groupings in Table 1 will become apparent in Chapter 3.
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A note on orthography: various symbols have been used for the pharyngealized glottal stop in
the literature. To cite a few, Sapir (1924) and Sapir & Swadesh (1939) use an apostrophe with
underdot, Sapir & Swadesh (1955) use a turned apostrophe (the symbol traditionally used to
transliterate Arabic ‘ain), and, more recently, Rose (1981) and Nakayama (1997a) have used a
turned glottal stop. I have avoided these symbols in this dissertation because Sapir and Swadesh’s
modified apostrophe is not a standard symbol in either the Americanist or IPA traditions, and the
turned glottal stop and ‘ain symbols are phonetically misleading in that they normally represent a
voiced pharyngeal fricative. Instead, I use a glottal stop with superimposed tilde, the IPA diacritic
for velarization or pharyngealization (Pullum & Ladusaw 1986: 221); ‘Y’ is a closer symbolic
representation of the segment’s articulation.
The Nuuchahnulth consonant inventory has many features of typological interest, most of
which are shared by other languages in the Northwest Coast area. An obvious one is its size: with
37 segments, it is large by cross-linguistic standards, but typical of the area, where all the languages have rich consonant systems. Other areal traits of the inventory include:
•

A full complement of velar and post-velar segments that includes an opposition between labialized and non-labialized segments;

•

An opposition between a plain voiceless stop series and an ejective stop series;

•

An opposition between a plain sonorant series and a glottalized sonorant series;

•

Multiple lateral segments, including the lateral affricates /Q I/;

•

Glottal stop featured as a segment in the inventory parallel to other stops;

•

No labial fricatives, despite an almost complete set of fricatives at other places of articulation;

•

No /r/ segment.

For further details and references on Northwest Coast areal phenomena, both phonological and
grammatical, see Thompson & Kinkade (1990).
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The consonants show little allophonic variation. One process is coda aspiration (Sapir 1924:
84, note 8; Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 12): Sapir’s (1924) phonetic transcription shows that voiceless
plain (non-ejective) non-affricate stops /o s j jip p]/ are aspirated when they appear in syllable
codas; otherwise they are only lightly aspirated or unaspirated. (See note 7 for a brief description
of syllable structure.) Thus (with normalized transcription), l@F`j [l`9F`jg] ‘California
whale’, but j`wHjhr [j`wh9jιr] ‘Kahikis (place name)’. This rule also applies in coda clusters:
BhsjohQ [sr"ιsgjgoιsK] ‘lie down in the house on (one’s) back’.

2.2 Vowels
Sapir & Swadesh’s (1939: 12–13) analysis of the vowel inventory is shown in Table 3.5 Symbols
are adjusted to reflect current orthographic practice in the Southern Wakashan descriptive literature (see note 6). Approximate phonetic values (inferred from Sapir’s 1924 phonetic transcription
system and Sapir & Swadesh’s 1955: 3-4 pronunciation notes) are as follows:
h

[ι]

high front unrounded lax, as in Standard American English (SAE) pit

H

[hı]

high front unrounded tense long, as in SAE Pete

t

[T]

high back rounded lax, as in SAE put (but see below)

T [tı]

high back rounded tense long, as in SAE hoot (but see below)

`

low central unrounded, as in SAE pot

[`]

@ [`ı]

low central unrounded long, as in SAE father

d

mid front lax, as in SAE pet

[D]

D [dı]

mid front tense long, as in SAE pate

n

mid back lax, as in SAE bought

[å]

N [åı]

mid back lax long, as in SAE dog
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Table 3. Nuuchahnulth vowel inventory
Front

Central

Back

High

h H

T T

Mid

d D

n N

Low

` @

The high back vowels are actually more open than the cardinal value, having the lip rounding of
the vowel in hoot but the height of the vowel in coat (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 13, 1955: 4).6
The mid vowels in Table 3 are phonemically marginal. Although common on the surface (except the short mid back vowel –– see below), most occurrences are secondary, arising from one of
two sources. First, the long mid vowels /D N/ often appear as ablauted variants of the six basic
(i.e. non-mid) vowels /h H t T ` @/ in emphatic vocative and “calling out” forms (§2.4), and also
in some interjections, e.g.
(1)

FD (expressing dissatisfaction)
g`mD ‘hey!’
gD (implying that a statement is true in a surprising way or to a surprising degree)
gNVh (expressing willingness and intention of doing as requested)

Second, the mid front vowels /d D/ can result from an umlaut rule that raises and fronts /` @/ to
/d D/ preceding /h H/ with only glottal stop intervening, e.g. s`M` ‘child’, s`MdFhr ‘little child’
(§3.2.1).
Since the ablaut variants /D N/ have functional significance, they must be considered phonemic. There are also a very few occurrences of /d D/ in underlying forms of native vocabulary
(not attributable to umlaut) that support their phonemic status. The short mid front vowel appears
underlyingly (and not from umlaut) in a few interjections and a single root in Sapir & Swadesh’s
(1939: 243-316) list of “primary stems”: jdFDbj`s, or j`bjdFd9s, ‘jump on one leg, hop’. The
long front mid vowel also appears in this root as well as in a few personal names (some of which
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may not be of Nuuchahnulth origin), e.g. woman’s name CDF`j`l. The short mid back vowel
/n/ seems to occur only as an allophonic variant of /t/ and is therefore probably non-phonemic.
Vowels show more tendency for allophonic variation than the consonants. There is no complete, systematic account of Tseshaht dialect vowel allophony that I am aware of, but the following allophones can be posited from comments in Sapir (1924) and Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 13).
All vowels are characterized by “a breath-release” in word-final position (Sapir 1924: 84,
note 9). It is not heard when the word is pronounced in close proximity to the next word. Thus,
Sapir (1924: 76) transcribes FhmjFH ‘the fire’ as [Fιm5jgFιg] (transcription normalized; for the
aspiration of /j/ see §2.1; for [5] see §2.3).
The pharyngeal consonants condition another set of allophonic vowel processes. These consonants have certain coarticulatory effects on adjacent high vowels. The pharyngeal fricative /G/
is said to have a “voiceless a-timbre [that] colors and lowers following high vowels” (Sapir 1924:
83, note 3). The examples in (2) show two roots with short high vowels preceded by /G/, both in
phonemic representation (in slashes) and Sapir’s phonetic notation (in brackets).
(2)

/Ghr,/ [GDr]
/Gtr,/ [Går]

‘blood’
‘salt water’

These lowered allophones of the high vowels are tenser than the mid-vowel phonemes in Table 3,
ensuring that we are dealing with an allophonic process here rather than a neutralizing one (cf.
Sapir 1924: 85, note 22).
This “coloring” also affects long vowels, creating what Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 13) refer to
as “pseudo-diphthongs”, e.g. the suffix -`rGT(K) ‘at the chest’ is transcribed by Sapir (1924: 87,
note 44) as [`rG`tK]. In word-final position, however, /H/ is usually [d9] after /G/, e.g. F`sGH
‘night’ is transcribed as [F`sGd9]. Sapir also records the [d9] allophone word-medially in a few
cases: GhGHrrtK ‘bloody-eyed’ is transcribed as [GεGd9rrtK].
Evidently this lowering influence also extends to some preceding high vowels:
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(3)

/StG,/ [SåG]
/jtG/ [jåG]

‘head’
‘hole’

(Sapir 1924: 85, note 20)
(Sapir 1924: 87, note 36)

Table 4 summarizes the effects of pharyngeals on the high vowels that can be gleaned from
Sapir’s (1924) transcriptions. More study is required to determine the conditioning environments
for those segments listed with multiple allophones, and also to determine whether the gaps in
Table 4 are real or only due to lack of data.
Table 4. Articulatory effects of pharyngeals
h

H

t

T

G^^^^

ZD\

ZD\ Zd9\ZDh\ Z`h\

Zå\

Z`t\ Zåt\

^^^^G

ZD\

Zh9] [hD\

Zå\

Y^^^^

ZD\

ZDh\ Z`h\

Zå\

^^^^Y

Zd\

Z`t\ Zåt\

Uvular stops have similar effects to the pharyngeals, although these appear more sporadic;
Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 13) speak of “e-glides due to q”. For example, the suffix ,pH ‘on top’ in
F`opH ‘(on) the summit’ is transcribed by Sapir (1924: 87, note 44) as [pdg].

2.3 Coda nasals and post-nasal murmur-vowels
Nasal consonants in syllable codas are pronounced with a schwa-like murmur-vowel release
(Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 13), e.g. bhjhlhm ‘iron’ [srιjιlιm5], Chlr [sRιl5r] ‘black bear’,
gtmprhlC [gtm5pgrιl5sR] ‘do a ritual to catch drift-whales’, Fhmji [Fιm5jg] ‘fire’.7 Sapir described the sound of this post-nasal release vowel in several passages over the course of his writings on the language. In one early work he called it a “short open i-vowel of rather unclear quality” (1915, reprint 1949: 196). Later, he referred to it variously as a “murmured i-vowel” (1924:
84, note 9), a “murmured vowel of i-timbre” (1933, reprint 1949: 57), a “light i-murmur release”
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(1938, reprint 1949: 235), and (with Swadesh) a “voiced murmur-vowel release” (Sapir &
Swadesh 1939: 13). My characterization of it as schwa follows Rose (1981: 21).
The status of these murmured schwas as mere phonetic concomitants to coda nasals may imply that they are phonologically inert, but this is only partially accurate. It is true that they are
invisible for purposes of syllable counting (and hence not represented in the current orthography8), e.g. Fhmji ‘fire’ is monosyllabic, as the behavior of attached suffixes with long vowels
(§3.1) shows: the vowel in the locative suffix ,@r ‘on a horizontal surface’ is long if the suffix
falls in the first or second syllable of a word (e.g. bhj,@r ‘aslant on it’), but, in third or later syllables, it is short (e.g. r`l`K,`r ‘crawling around on it’). In Fhmji,@r ‘fire on it’, the vowel is
long, proving Fhmji is monosyllabic. However, murmur-vowels do count as vowels for “linear”
phonological processes –– suffixes that directly follow murmur-vowels take post-vocalic forms.
For example, certain suffixes have an initial consonant that is lost following consonant-final
bases, but retained following vowel-final bases, including bases with final coda nasals and murmur-vowels (§3.3.8). The locative suffix -(b)r`9S` [L] ‘on the forehead’ is one such suffix.9 The
bracketed initial consonant is lost following the consonant-final base vhj ‘not, nothing’ in (4)a,
but retained following the vowel-final base j`, ‘stick-like object protruding’ in (4)b. (4)c shows
that the initial consonant is also retained following the coda nasal and its murmur-vowel.
(4)

a. Consonant-final base
vHjr@S`
vhjÊ(b)r`9S` [L]
not–on.forehead

‘nothing on the forehead’
b. Vowel-final base
j@br@S`
j`Ê(b)r`9S` [L]
stick.like.object.protruding–on.forehead

‘(feather) protruding from the forehead’
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c. Base with final coda nasal and murmur-vowel
Fhlbr@S`
[Fιl5srr`9S`]
FhlÊ(b)r`9S` [L]
locative.root–on.forehead

‘on the forehead’
Leniting suffixes (§3.3.3) provide another example. These suffixes, symbolized by ,#, have no
effect following stop consonants (5)a, but following vowels (5)b or coda nasals with murmurvowels (5)c, they require insertion of a glottal stop:
(5)

a. Stop-final base
Fhphr
FhpÊ#hr
still–on.beach

‘still on the beach’
b. Vowel-final base
F`FTFhr
F`Ê"t9Ê#hr
schooling.fish–lie.in.wait.for–on.beach

‘camp on the beach waiting for schools of fish’
c. Base with final coda nasal and murmur-vowel
F`oVhmFhr [F`oVιm5Fιr]
F`oÊVhmÊ#hr
locative.root–in.middle–on.beach

‘in the middle on the beach’
For a third example, the possessive clitic takes the form <tj when following consonant-final
bases (6)a, but <F`j following vowel-final bases (6)b. Bases ending with coda nasals and murmur-vowels are again treated as vowel-final bases (6)c:
(6)

a. Consonant-final base
C`jtotjFh
C`jto<tj<FH
man=POSS=ART

‘her husband’
b. Vowel-final base
EhG@F`jFh
EhG@<F`j<FH
ghost=POSS=ART

‘his ghost’
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c. Base with final coda nasal and murmur-vowel
F@Cr@ShlF`jFh
F`CÊ(b)r`9S` [L]Êhl<F`j<FH
wedge.up–on.forehead–thing=POSS=ART

‘his head-flattener’
Syllables containing coda nasals pattern with syllables containing long vowels with respect to
a morpheme-specific process of vowel lengthening (§3.3.1). Some suffixes require phonological
alterations to the first syllable of their base such as initial CV reduplication or vowel lengthening.
If the first syllable vowel is already long, it is not affected –– there are no overlong vowels. Compare the effect a suffix of this type has on bases with underlying short and long vowels (7)a-b
with its effect on a base with an underlying coda nasal in the first syllable (7)c.
(7)

a. Base with an underlying short vowel in first syllable
vHjr@S`
vhjÊ(b)r`9S` [L]
not–on.forehead

‘nothing on the forehead’
b. Base with an underlying long vowel in first syllable
FTRr@S`
FTRÊ(b)r`9S` [L]
something–on.forehead

‘something on the forehead’
c. Base with an underlying coda nasal in first syllable
Fhlbr@S`
[Fιl5srr`9S`]
FhlÊ(b)r`9S` [L]
locative.root–on.forehead

‘on the forehead’
Neither the underlying long vowel in (7)b nor the syllable with the coda nasal in (7)c are affected
by the suffix-induced length. However, the underlying short vowel in vhj ‘not’ in (7)a is lengthened to vHj.
Post-nasal murmur-vowels are in origin reductions of original full vowels, either through historical change or through synchronic alternation. To begin with the historical, compare the Makah
and Nuuchahnulth forms in (8). For present purposes, the Makah forms are assumed to represent
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the original Proto-Southern-Wakashan vowels. (Note that Nuuchahnulth nasals /l L m M/, reflexes of original PSW nasals, correspond to voiced stops /a c/ in Makah; here it is Nuuchahnulth
that is more conservative).
(8)

M

N

F`c@ji

Fhmji

‘fire’

F`c@a`

Fhml`

‘breast; milk’

,"`ch

,"hm

‘making sound of ...’

,a@c`

-lhm

formative suffix

,a`c`W

,LhmG

plural suffix

,a`Wh

,lGh

‘suitable for ...’

BdFhchv`

BdFhmv`

‘barnacle sp.’

BhahS`vh9

BhlST

‘squirrel’

,c`a`

,mhl

‘having the objective of obtaining ...’

,h9c`

,hm

formative suffix

I`a@r

Ihlr

‘soft fat, marrow’

,rta`C

,rhlC

‘doing ritual for ...’

rhaHs ,

rhls,

‘roast fish over open coals’

W`a`p,

Ghlp,

‘dodge, evade’

vhcHr

vhmr

‘vehicle right side up, on even keel’

These morphemes exhibit correspondences with regard to nasals and murmur-vowels that suggest
three related changes in the history of Nuuchahnulth: 1) the reduction of original PSW full postnasal vowels (retained in Makah) in vowel-nasal-vowel sequences to murmured non-nuclear
(weightless) schwas; 2) incorporation of the now stranded nasals (along with any following consonants not immediately followed by a vowel) into the coda of the preceding syllable, followed
by 3) “thinning” of the original pre-nasal vowels to /i/, apparently an assimilatory reaction to the
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development of the murmur-vowel (Sapir 1933, reprint 1949: 57, footnote 19). Sapir (1924: 84,
note 9), for example, posits )F`m,`j as etymon of Fhmji, a reconstruction clearly supported by
the modern Makah form F`c@ji. (The source of the long vowel in Makah is unclear; it does not
affect the point at hand). Thus, assuming a PSW form for ‘fire’ like that proposed by Sapir, we
surmise the following sequence of changes leading to the modern Nuuchahnulth reflex:
(9)

F`-m`j

initial form (period indicates syllable boundary)

F`-mj

reduction of post-nasal vowel to non-nuclear murmur-vowel

F`mj

incorporation of the nasal (and following consonant) into the
coda of the preceding syllable

Fhmj

pre-nasal /`/ thins to /h/

Synchronic alternations between reduced and non-reduced post-nasal vowels occur in nasalinitial suffixes. In schematic form, such suffixes have two alternates, -NV(C)... and -N(C)..., e.g.
(10)

,mtQ, ,mQ

perfective aspect suffix

,MH, ,m

‘arrive’

,Mhp,, ,mp,

‘down a slope’

,l`, ,l

‘... thing’

,l`K,, ,lK,

‘moving about’

Addition of a nasal-initial suffix to a vowel-final base creates a vowel-nasal-vowel sequence in
which the post-nasal vowel often reduces as outlined in (9). When added to consonant-final bases,
on the other hand, the suffix-initial nasal does not follow a vowel, and the post-nasal vowel cannot reduce. Compare, for example, the shapes of ,Mhp, ‘down a slope’ and ,l`K, ‘moving about’
when affixed to consonant-final bases (11)a, (12)a and vowel-final bases (11)b, (12)b.
(11) a. Nasal-initial suffix with consonant-final base
j`lhspMhpr`Q
j`lhspiÊMhpÊr`Q
run–down.slope–on.beach.PERF

‘run down to the beach’
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b. Nasal-initial suffix with vowel-final base
ghshmpr`Q
ghs`ÊMhpÊr`Q
empty.root–down.slope–on.beach.PERF

‘go down to the beach’
(12) a. Nasal-initial suffix with consonant-final base
J@xTol`K`oh
J@xToÊl`KÊ`oh [L]
swing–move.about–in.air

‘swinging about in the air’
b. Nasal-initial suffix with vowel-final base
gHrhlK`oh
ghr`Êl`KÊ`oh [L]
there–move.about–in.air

‘moving about in the air (there)’
Added to a consonant-final base like j`lhspi, ‘run’, ,Mhp, forms a consonant-nasal-vowel sequence, /pMh/ in this case, in which the vowel cannot reduce. But following the empty root ghs`,,
a vowel-nasal-vowel sequence is formed in which the vowel is subject to reduction:
(13)

gh-s`-Mhp-r`Q

underlying form

gh-s`-Mp-r`Q

reduction of post-nasal vowel to non-nuclear murmur-vowel

gh-s`mp-r`Q

incorporation of the nasal (and following consonant) into the
coda of the preceding syllable (with accompanying loss of glottalization on the nasal)

ghshmpr`Q

pre-nasal /`/ thins to /h/

‘go down to the beach’
The reduction of post-nasal vowels to murmur-vowels in vowel-nasal-vowel sequences is
widespread in the language, but not completely general. Some morphemes have internal sequences with full post-nasal vowels, e.g. along with the suffix ,rhlC [L] ‘doing ritual for ...’ (M
-rta`C) with its coda nasal and murmur-vowel (14)a, we find the suffix -o`m`C [L] ‘moving
about at random’ (M ,o`c`C) with an always intact vowel-nasal-vowel sequence /`m`/ (14)b.
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(14) a. FTrhlC
FtÊrhlC [L]
so.and.so–do.ritual.for

‘doing ritual for it’
b. s@o`m`C (*s@ohmC)
s`Êo`m`C [L]
drift–move.about.randomly

‘adrift’
There are also nasal-initial suffixes whose vowel does not reduce when the suffix is attached to
vowel-final bases. Compare reducing ,mhs ‘stocked with ...’ with the non-reducing suffix ,m@ji
‘having ...’:
(15) a. F`xhms
F`x`Êmhs
many–stocked.with

‘stocked with many, well stocked’
b. F`x`m`j (*F`xhmj)
F`x`Êm@ji
many–have

‘have many’
Finally, dialects can vary as to which morphemes have reduced sequences and which do not. In
Tseshaht dialect, the dialect of most of our examples, the subordinating modal particle F`mh ‘that,
because’ does not have a reduced vowel; in Kyuquot dialect (Rose 1981), on the other hand, this
particle is reduced: Fhm.
Given the existence of both reducing and non-reducing morphemes, it is natural to ask
whether any conditioning factors for reduction can be found. Unfortunately, little of substance
can be said at this point. Sapir (1924: 84, note 9) relates reduction of post-nasal vowels to lack of
accent on the reduced vowel: “The common Nootka groups ιmh and ιlh, in which the h represents a
murmured-i vowel, go back to fuller forms of type a (or ι, u) + n or m + a (or ι, u), in which the
second vowel is unaccented.” But this fails to account for morphemes like ,o`m`C in (14), where,
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according to the basic accent rule (§2.5), the second vowel can never be accented, but remains
unreduced.
It is also clear that, in at least some cases, reduction is optional. In the texts, we find, for example, both unreduced x`bM@phmtQ and reduced x`bM@phmQ ‘climb up (to the summit)’ and
unreduced x`pi@mTQ and reduced x`pihmQ ‘that’s why, therefore, for this reason’:
(16) a. x`bM@phmtQ and
x`bÊM@phÊmtQ

x`bM@phmQ

walk–on.summit–PERF

‘climb up (to the summit)’ (unreduced form at NA 147.44; reduced form at NA 142.29,
31, 32)
b. x`pi@mTQ and x`pihmQ
x`piÊ@mt9Q
that.which–because.of

‘that’s why’ (unreduced form at NA 142.14, 260.18, 440.28, etc.; reduced form at NT
186.32, NA 70.17, 150.11, etc.)
The reduced forms seem more common.

2.4 Ablaut
The long mid vowels /D N/ replace the six basic vowels in vocative or emphatic calling out
forms that occur in direct address. The attested replacement patterns are shown in (17) with examples:
(17) a. h → D
G`VhK ‘chief’ → G`VDK
F`GjTF`QtjidFhb ‘here is yours’ → F`GjTF`QtjidFDb
F`rChGhmj ‘parent and child together’ → F`rChGDmj
b. H → D
F`jsbjiH ‘debris from gnawing’ → F`jsbjiD
F`KbjiH ‘vomit’ → F`KbjiD
C@jtoHG ‘men’ → C@jtoDG
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c. `→ D
BhR@F`sG ‘Tsisha people’ → BhR@FDsG
EhS@pl` ‘weather board’ → EhS@plD
FdFHv` boy’s name → FdFHvD
d. @ → D
g@vhx@K man’s name → g@vhxDK
ghb@j ‘bed platform’ → ghbDj
ji`sx@s name of mythological character → ji`sxDs
e. t→ N
m`mdFhprt ‘uncles’ → m`mdFhprN
B@G`prtK ‘Toughmouth (man’s name)’ → B@G`prNK
BhBhR`F`prto ‘Tsisha women’ → BhBhR`F`prNo
f.

T→N
BhlST ‘squirrel’ → BhlSN
j@FTb ‘grandchild’ → j@FNb

These replacements are sometimes found in other emphatic circumstances as well, e.g. xHK
‘yonder’ may be emphasized as xDK (with long, drawn out vowel) ‘faaaaaar off yonder’. See
Jacobsen (1994) and Stonham (1994a) for further details and analysis.

2.5 Accent
Like vowel allophones, accent in Nuuchahnulth has received little systematic attention from researchers, forcing us again to rely on Sapir (1924) as our source. This text is too short (284 word
tokens) for a complete analysis, but a preliminary rule of thumb is presented below that accounts
for much of the data.
Sapir’s transcription shows that accent placement in Nuuchahnulth is governed by a rather
different rule from that found in Makah, formulated by Jacobsen (1979b: 4) as follows: “If the
first vowel of a word is long, the accent falls on this syllable; if it is short, the accent falls on the
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second syllable.”10 The apparent basic rule in Nuuchahnulth is, if the first vowel of a word is
short and the second vowel is long, the accent falls on the second syllable; otherwise the accent
falls on the first syllable. In other words, the first syllable is accented by default.11 The Makah
and Nuuchahnulth rules place accent identically except when the first two syllables are both
short. In this case, Makah has accent on the second syllable, whereas Nuuchahnulth has accent on
the first. The words in (18) show the Nuuchahnuth rule in action. (Here, as elsewhere in the dissertation, Sapir’s orthography has been normalized. The glosses are Sapir’s word glosses. Accented vowels are underscored).
(18)

a. Default placement
SS
BhsjohF`Q
j`QGRhQ
StGBhsh
StStGb`pBt
vhJ`Qtj

‘Now lay down in the house on (his) side’ (ln. 3)
‘appeared’ (ln. 7)
‘head’ (ln. 7)
‘Head-at-each-end’ (ln. 15)
‘Now of (him) was not’ (ln. 4)

LS
F@xhljRhF`Q
jiHro`mTKRhF`Q
KTbrl`
l@F`j
FTrhlE`Q

‘Now began to obtain many in hunting’ (ln. 8)
‘Now began successively (to jump) from side to side’ (ln. 20)
‘woman’ (ln. 5)
‘California whale’ (ln. 1)
‘Now trained secretly for success in so and so’ (ln. 1)

LL
FHGsTo
lTCHK
M@br@Q
p@x@o`m`Cp`
XTpi@

‘humpback whale’ (ln. 2)
‘was for four days’ (ln. 43)
‘Now was looking at’ (ln. 5)
‘being drifting aimlessly’ (ln. 32)
‘likewise’ (ln. 76)

b. First syllable short, second syllable long -- accent on long syllable
SL
g`vHF`Q
‘Now finished’ (ln. 3)
‘had obtained ten’ (ln. 86)
G`xTXhoRhQ
m`ows@F`QpTvdFhm ‘Now would die immediately, it is said’ (ln. 24)
‘move inland’ (ln. 36)
RhQrsHr
‘the door of (them)’ (ln. 6)
S`RHF`jFh
This rule works in most cases, but there are exceptions. Quick tabulation shows the rule accounts
for 206 of 284 word tokens (78 exceptions from a population of 284 = 206/284 or 73%). Many of
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the exceptions involve 1) words that have no accent marked or 2) tokens of the Ditidaht personal
name C`F`bHa. If these two classes of exceptions are set aside, the percentage conforming to the
rule rises somewhat (39 exceptions from a population of 245 = 206/245 correct or 84%). Explaining the remaining exceptions is extremely difficult given the small amount of data, although some
may be systematic (assuming the basic rule is correct in the first place). We are not aided by the
fact that the reliability of the transcription is suspect in places, since accent is sometimes inconsistently marked across tokens of the same word type, e.g. F`sGH ‘night’ at line 28, but F`sGH at
lines 6 and 44; gtF`b`ChQ ‘return’ at line 58, but gtF`b`ChQ at line 69.
I mentioned earlier (§2.3) that syllables containing coda nasals pattern with syllables containing long vowels with regard to a certain phonological alternation involving length. The available
evidence is contradictory as to whether this parallelism continues with accent placement. Stonham (1994a: 126, 1994b: 16) cites data from Sapir’s unpublished field notes on Nuuchahnulth
that suggests it does: ChlrLHs ‘Son of Bear’, G`Chlrhpr`jFh ‘her brothers’, ghRhlXTo ‘gather
together’. However, Sapir (1924) contains several words in which a coda nasal in the second syllable does not attract stress from a short first syllable as we would expect given the examples in
(18)b: QhRQhm ‘foot’ (ln. 19), GhrhlX`vhF`Q ‘now became blood-covered’ (ln. 20), ghKxhmFh ‘the
one at the bow’ (ln. 50). Further research is required to address theses discrepancies.
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3 Phonological Alternations
A variety of phonological alternations take place during word formation, the most important and
common of which are described in this chapter. The presentation is descriptive in intent and informal for the most part, although, for descriptive purposes, it does assume a model of phonology
with extrinsically ordered rules applied to underlying forms.
The alternations are presented in order of application to underlying forms except that the
automatic alternations in §3.2 are ordered after the morpheme-specific alternations in §3.3 even
though they are described first for expository reasons. The important issue of vowel-length alternations is discussed apart from the other alternations in §3.1. Only alternations of some generality
are discussed individually in this chapter; those that are restricted to a few morphemes or are
rarely encountered are introduced as necessary.
Underlying forms, which do double duty as citation forms, frequently contain diacritics that
specify how or if certain morpheme-specific rules apply. It has not been possible to avoid using
morphemes with diacritics in examples before the diacritics themselves have been introduced;
readers may consult the list of abbreviations and symbols after the Table of Contents for brief
explanations of them. Most are used in the same way as in Sapir and Swadesh’s works, where
they were originally introduced (see especially Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 236-39), although their
diacritic conventions have been simplified in a few cases. Some of their original diacritics are
used to abbreviate sets of allomorphs (cf. McCawley 1967: 108): they represent the phonological
properties of each allomorph in a single citation form by “superimposing” the allomorphs on one
another. Sometimes, however, the present analysis posits a single underlying form for such lexical items rather than an allomorph set, which eliminates the need for Sapir and Swadesh’s diacritic. For example, labialized consonants alternate with their non-labialized homorganic counterparts in word-final position and a few other environments (§3.2.2), e.g. we find l`l@rhX`ji,Hb
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‘belonging to a mud shark’, but l`l@rhX`j ‘mud shark’ without the suffix. In Sapir and
Swadesh’s analysis, the ‘mud shark’ root has two allomorphs, the word-final allomorph
/l`l@rhX`j/ and the pre-vowel allomorph /l`l@rhX`ji,/. They merge these to produce the
citation form l`l@rhX`j(i,), where the parentheses and hyphen show that the labialized allomorph appears before vowel-initial suffixes. The analysis proposed in §3.2.2, on the other hand,
posits the underlying form l`l@rhX`ji and an automatic delabialization rule. With this analysis
the parentheses and hyphen are redundant: since no labialized final consonant fails to alternate in
the relevant environment, there is no need for a special mark to signal the alternation.12
Many of the alternations described in this chapter are triggered by affixation. The language
distinguishes an inner layer of affixes, mostly suffixes but also a few infixes, from an outer layer
of enclitics. The inner affixes include various aspectual formatives and “lexical” suffixes, suffixes
with relatively concrete meanings like the verbalizing suffix ,rhlC ‘doing ritual for ...’. The clitics are more loosely joined to their host phonologically, and typically have more abstract grammatical functions than inner-layer affixes, coding grammatical categories like tense, mood, and
person and number of the subject. The inner affixes and the clitics behave differently with regard
to several of the phonological alternations described. Differences will be noted piecemeal as we
go along, and a summary list of them can be found in Chapter 7.

3.1 Neutralization of vowel length
Table 3 in Chapter 2 showed that vowel length is contrastive in Nuuchahnulth. The length contrast is demonstrated by the following minimal pairs of roots, which are distinguished only by
vowel length. (The period in s`K-, ‘undried, fresh’ and stj-, ‘mass of small round objects strewn
about’ is a diacritic signaling a morpholexical rule described in §3.3.2).
(19)

Short vowel

Long vowel

s`K-,
‘undried, fresh’

s@K
‘warmed’
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sh,
‘wipe’

sH,
‘sink under water’

rhp,
‘get cooked’

rHp,
‘stick-like object gets pushed along’

stj-,
‘mass of small round
objects strewn about’

sTj,
‘planted, planting’

rts,
‘you (sg.)’

rTs,
‘(to) drill’

Frequently, however, the contrast between long and short vowels is neutralized. Compare the
length of the bold-face vowels in the first column of (20) to the length of those in the second column. In each case the bold-face vowel is long in the second syllable of the word, but short in the
third or later syllables. Thus, the length alternation is neutralized in syllables after the second in
the word.
(20)

Long vowel in second syllable

a. b`pHb
b`pHb

Short vowel in third or later syllable

b`b`phb
[R]Êb`pHb

twenty

PL–twenty

‘twenty’

‘twenty each’

b. Ftm@j
FtÊm@ji

E`o`bm`j
E`o`bÊm@ji

so.and.so–have

canoe–have

‘have it’

‘have a canoe’

c. B`wiHM`j
B`wiÊHM`ji

BhoS`wihM`j
BhoS`wiÊHM`ji

spear–imitate.in.dance

somersault–imitate.in.dance

‘Spear-Dance (man’s name)’

‘perform a somersault dance’

d. J`oFTjs
J`oÊ-FTjs

Y`B`wFtjs
Y`B`wiÊ-FTjs

rob–obtained.by

snare–obtained.by

‘stolen goods’

‘(fish) obtained by snaring’

e. FHGDFhb
FHGi<(l)@<Fhb

mtmTjidFhb
mtmTj<(l)@<Fhb

big=INDIC=2sg

sing=INDIC=2sg

‘you (sg.) are big’

‘you (sg.) are singing’
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This alternation can be accounted for by the following neutralization rule:
(21)

Neutralization of Vowel Length
Long vowels become short in the third syllable of the word or later.

There are cases where the neutralization rule fails to apply. Some roots have underlying long
vowels in the third or later syllable, e.g. F`l`F`9r ‘in the very act of doing’, YHRYhmh9I` ‘univalve shell’, B`v`xt9r ‘rainbow’. (These are free roots; that is roots that may also occur as
words, §5.2.2.) Suffixes such as -h9br ‘bringing, carrying ...’ and ,rXt9C ‘exposed’ have long
vowels that never shorten regardless of their position in a word:
(22)

Suffix with long vowel in second syllable

a. ETCjHbr
ETCjÊh9br

Suffix with long vowel in third or later syllable

ldFhQp`bHbr
ldFhQp`bÊh9br

all–bring

boy–bring

‘bringing all’

‘bringing a boy’

b. m@QjrXTC
m`QjÊrXt9C [L]

gTF`jrXTC
gTF`jiÊrXt9C [L]

have.feet.located–exposed

early–exposed

‘have one’s feet sticking out’

‘out of bed early’

Nevertheless, the number of morphemes in the lexicon with long vowels that follow the
neutralization rule exceeds the number with vowels that fail to neutralize. Following Jacobsen
(1979a), “Persistently long” vowels, as I refer to them henceforth, are marked as exceptions to the
neutralization rule with a colon in underlying form, e.g. B`v`xt9r ‘rainbow, ,h9br ‘bringing,
carrying ...’, ,rXt9C ‘exposed’. The persistent-length colon is the first of many diacritics in this
chapter that indicate a segment behaves peculiarly with respect to some phonological rule. Not all
morphemes with long vowels occur in the texts in forms that would show whether the vowels
neutralize or are persistently long. I assume neutralization as the default case.
An addendum to Rule (21): long vowels also regularly become short in prefixed reduplicative
syllables (cf. Swadesh 1948a: 107). Reduplication is used for various grammatical purposes in
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Nuuchahnulth, e.g. plural marking in (23), where [R] stands for reduplication. See §3.3.1 and
Chapter 5 for others.
(23)

a. ptpTF`r (due to two subsequent changes this form surfaces as ptpi@r; see (88)c)
[R]ÊpTF`r
PL–person

‘people’
b. FhFHG (due to two subsequent changes this form surfaces as FdFHG)
[R]–FHGi
PL–big

‘big ones’
Persistently long vowels do not shorten in reduplicative syllables:
(24)

s@s@xh
[R]–s`9xH
PL–older.brother

‘older brothers’
Other discussions of length alternations in Nuuchahnulth can be found in Sapir & Swadesh
(1939: 237), Klokeid (1975), Jacobsen (1979a: 145, note 3) Rose (1981: 27), Stonham (1994a).
The present analysis is based on Jacobsen’s.
Before concluding this section, a look at the historical origin of the length alternation is instructive, for it is a good example of the kind of messy, domain-straddling phenomena that arise
when the output of regular historical change is disturbed by later developments. I draw upon
Jacobsen (1979c: 779-81) for the following description of the probable course of development.
Proto-Southern-Wakashan (PSW) originally had a simple three-vowel system with contrastive
length: /` @ h H t T/. Both long and short vowels occurred in all positions in the word. Long
vowels were then shortened in the third or later syllable for reasons that are as yet unclear. Later,
in the post-PSW period, long vowels were reintroduced in the third and later syllables in the
daughter languages by various additional changes. These more recently introduced long vowels
are source of the persistently long vowels of modern Nuuchahnulth. Most obvious are vowels
resulting from the vowel-glide contraction described in Haas (1969: 118) (cf. also Sapir 1924: 88,
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note 51, 1938, reprint 1949: 233): *`x > h9 and *`v > t9. To these we can add a few apparent
cases of *tv > t9.13 The results can be seen in comparison with Makah, which has in some cases
preserved the original vowel-glide sequences. The surface sequence dx in Makah is from underlying /`x/ or /hx/. The root example shows contraction in the first or second syllable rather than the
third or later, because examples of the latter are hard to come by, but the long vowel in Nuuchahnulth is assumed to have persistent length for sake of discussion.14
(25)

M

N

,"dx`W

,"h9G

‘hunting, collecting ...’

,"dxhj

,"h9ji

‘given to, fond of ... -ing’

,"`vh ‘waiting for ...’

,"t9,

‘intending to get ...; camping out for the
purpose of getting ...; waiting in ambush
to get ...’

wtvhb,

wt9b,

‘intoxicated’

Klokeid (1996: 51) also notes borrowing as a source of persistently long vowels in Nuuchahnulth,
e.g. FNo`jn9s ‘overcoat’ (< Eng.). We must conclude that what began as a more or less phonological process resulting from a regular sound change is now at least partly a lexical matter, since
lexical items with alternating vowels must be distinguished in the lexicon somehow from lexical
items with more recently developed persistently long vowels.

3.2 Automatic alternations
3.2.1

Umlaut

The low central vowels /` @/ are raised and fronted to /d D/ when followed in the next syllable
by /h/ or /H/ and only /F/ intervenes (Sapir 1924: 85, note 22). This environment may occur in
derivation when a suffix or clitic beginning with glottal stop and a high front vowel is added to a
base ending in /`/ or /@/ (26)a-b, or it may occur morpheme-internally (26)c:
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(26)

‘many’

→

F`xdFh

‘the many’

F@m`

‘thus long’

→

F@mdFhr

‘short’

b. BHp@

‘chanting’

→

BHpDFh

‘the ones chanting’

‘thus far’

→

F`mDFH

‘get to be thus far’

a. F`x`

F`m@
c. jdFhr

‘going directly where one is going without swerving or pausing’

vdFhC

‘sleeping’

XdFhrh

‘common clam, butter clam’

As noted earlier (§2.2), the umlauted vowels are articulatorily distinct from the allophones of the
high vowels lowered by pharyngeals and (sporadically) uvular consonants. Sapir (1924: 85-86,
note 22) writes: “[T]hese [umlauted] vowels are felt as distinct from secondary d, ε, and D …
that are merely lowered from h, H because of preceding or following velar consonant.” (By “velar” he means “uvular.” It is unclear why there is no mention of the lowering by pharyngeals). He
also describes the umlauted vowels as “open”, probably indicating a lax quality versus the tenser
quality of the high vowels lowered by the pharyngeals (and uvulars). The fact that the two sets of
phones, the umlaut set and the lowered set, are distinct removes the possibility of a violation of
bi-uniqueness, i.e. a situation in which a single allophone belongs to two phonemes.
This umlaut process occurs throughout the southern region of the Southern Wakashan speaking area: in Makah, Ditidaht, and the southern dialects of Nuuchahnulth represented in Sapir and
Swadesh’s texts (Tseshaht and Ucluelet). More northerly dialects of Nuuchahnulth like Ahousaht
and Kyuquot retain original /` @/, cf. Ahousaht ji`Fh9Q ‘sit down on the ground’ (Nakayama
1997a: 19, ex. 20) (Tseshaht jidFHQ), Ahousaht, Kyuquot v`FhC ‘sleeping’ (Nakayama 1997a:
150, ex. 246; Rose 1981: 61, ex. 121).
3.2.2

Neutralization of labialized and non-labialized consonants

The contrast between labialized and non-labialized consonants is neutralized in several environments (cf. Sapir 1924: 87, note 33, 89, note 58, Swadesh 1933: 10, 1939: 80, Jacobsen 1969b).
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Some neutralizing environments favor non-labialized consonants, others favor labialized consonants. A segment that occurs in a proscribed environment is replaced by its homorganic labialized
or non-labialized counterpart.
Non-labialized consonants that are capable of labialization are replaced by their labialized
counterparts when immediately preceded by a high back vowel:
(27)

BhlSTpi`r
BhlSTÊ(p)@r
squirrel–daughter.of

‘Squirrel-daughter’
See §3.3.8 for the significance of the parentheses in ,(p)@r. They are irrelevant to the present
discussion.
Labialized consonants are replaced by their non-labialized counterparts in the following three
environments:
Environment 1: Immediately preceding non-pharyngeal and non-glottal consonants:
(28)

l`jRhQ
l`jiÊRhQ
buy–PERF

‘buy’
Compare the realization of l`ji, when it precedes
•

an unrounded vowel, e.g. l`jihmj ‘trade’ (< l`ji, + -hmj ‘together with’)15

•

a pharyngeal consonant, e.g. l`jiG@ ‘buy’ (< l`ji, + -G@ ‘buy ... (perf.)’)

•

a glottal consonant, e.g. l`jiF`st ‘sell’ (< l`ji, + -F`st ‘come off (perf.)’).16

Delabialization is optional before pharyngeals:
(29)

x@x@pGhmF`r or x@x@piGhmF`r
x`piÊGhm [LR+L]Ê"`r
that.which–at.end–outside

‘the end of the village’
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Environment 2: Immediately preceding a rounded vowel
(30)

l`jtK
l`jiÊtKi
buy–place.for

‘store’
Compare (30) with l`ji, preceding a vowel other than /t/ or /T/, e.g. l`jihmj ‘trade’.
Environment 3: Immediately preceding a word boundary
(31)

Fhmj
Fhmji
fire

‘fire’
Compare (31) with Fhmji preceding a (vowel-initial) suffix, e.g. Fhmji@r ‘fire on a horizontal
surface’(< Fhmji + ,@r ‘on a horizontal surface’).
Boundaries between clitics and their hosts are treated like word boundaries with respect to
labialization. (Clitic boundaries are symbolized by ‘=’.)
(32)

FhmjFH
Fhmji<FH
fire=ART

‘the fire’
We would expect *FhmjiFh given the condition listed in (28), which permits labialized consonants
before glottal stops, but the clitic boundary triggers delabialization instead.
In circumstances where the rules for neutralization of labialization conflict, i.e. where a segment capable of labialization follows /t T/, which would trigger labialization, but, at the same
time, precedes a consonant that would otherwise prevent labialization (Environment 1), a rounded
vowel (Environment 2), or a word boundary (Environment 3), labialization is optional. The texts
that form the main body of our corpus are not a reliable guide here, since, as Jacobsen (1969b)
points out, the orthography in Sapir & Swadesh (1939, 1955) is phonemically rather than phonetically significant with regard to this data. Thus, in these two volumes we find only transcriptions with non-labialized consonants in these environments, e.g.
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(33)

gHmhrTFtj
‘moving along up and down’ (NT 142.30, NA 48.32-33, etc.)
E@otj
‘man in a canoe, a manned canoe’ (NT 64.8, 150.19, etc.)
sTjrhlC
‘doing ritual to catch sea-lions’ (NT 112.22, NA 48.32)
stwRhQ
‘jump’ (NA 81.17, 368.19, etc.)

However, in Sapir (1924), which uses a phonetically-based orthography, we find gHmhrTFtj at
77.28, but E@otji at 78.2, and sTjrhlC at p. 82, note 1, but mTjiBt ‘music inside’ at p. 86,
note 31 and stwiRhQ at p. 88, note 45. Klokeid (1977) notes similar variation in unpublished
manuscripts.
While it is generally true that Sapir & Swadesh (1939, 1955) do not record the actual phonetic variation in labialization, even in these texts it can be found in few places. Consider the examples in (34): addition of the Subordinate mood clitic <p@ (§7.2.7) to G`xt ‘ten’, a base ending in a rounded vowel, produces a form transcribed variously as G`xtp` or G`xtpi`. As previously mentioned, clitic boundaries are treated like word boundaries for purposes of labialization,
so such variation is expected:
(34)

G`xtp` or
G`xt<p@

G`xtpi`

ten=SUBOR

‘that there were ten’ (first form at NA 344.20, second at NA 62.33-34)
3.2.3

Reduction of vowel sequences

Vowel sequences are not permitted. When two vowels come to be adjacent in the course of derivation, the sequence is reduced to a single vowel whose length and quality are determined by the
length and quality of the underlying vowels (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 236-37). The rules for reduction of vowel sequences that involve the first root vowel (i.e. the vowel following the initial
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consonant of the root) differ slightly from those for sequences that do not involve the first root
vowel. This involves a bit of morphological conditioning (because the rules need to “know”
whether a vowel is the first vowel of a root –– a morphological rather than phonological question), so reduction of vowel sequences is not a purely phonologically-conditioned process like the
other processes in this section, but it is regular, unlike the morpheme-specific processes described
in §3.3.
3.2.3.1

Sequences not involving the first root vowel

a) The quality of the resultant vowel is determined by the hierarchy t > h > `. The quality will
be /t/ if one of the two underlying vowels is /t/, /h/ if an /h/ but no /t/ is involved, and /`/
only if both underlying vowels are /`/. The order of the underlying vowels is immaterial. Examples are wanting for h*t and `*t sequences due to the scarcity of /t/-initial suffixes.
(35)

a. u + i → u
G`xtrs`
G`xtÊhrs`

i+u→ u

unattested in corpus

ten–in.canoe.as.crew

‘ten crewmen’
b. u + a → u
G`xtxh
G`xtÊ`xH

a+u→ u

unattested in corpus, but see (37)c

ten–give.PERF

‘give ten’
c. i + a → i
YtXhxh
YtXhÊ`xH

a+i→ i

F`xhrs`
F`x`Êhrs`

medicine–give.PERF

many–in.canoe.as.crew

‘give (as) medicine’

‘many crewmen’

d. a + a → a
F`x`xh
F`x`Ê`xH
many–give.PERF

‘give many’
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b) The length of the resultant vowel is determined by the hierarchy long > short: the resultant
vowel is long if one of the two underlying vowels is long, otherwise it is short. (The [L] is
explained in §3.3.1.)
(36)

a. FTjiHMtK
FtÊChÊ@Mt(K) [L]
so.and.so–at–along.length

‘along its length’
b. ghm@ChQ
ghm`Ê@ÊChQ
empty.root–go.out.to.sea–PERF

‘go out to sea’
A morpheme with a persistently long vowel carrys this into combination. That such combinations
produce persistently long vowels rather than ordinary long vowels is shown definitively by examples like (37)b,d, in which the resultant vowel appears in the third or later syllable.
(37)

a. B`vHb
B`v@Êh9b
one–belong.to

‘belong to one’
b. F@F`x`rB@oh
F`x`Ê@rB`Ê`9oh [LR+S]
many–on.roof–too

‘too many on the roof’
c. gHmTl`K
ghm`Êt9l`K [L]
empty.root–born.at

‘born at’
d. QTji@mHChQ
QTji@m`Êh9ChQ
Wolf.Ritual–INCEP

‘Wolf Ritual begins’
3.2.3.2

Sequences involving the first root vowel

The resultant vowel is long and its quality is that of the underlying root vowel.
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(38)

a. ji@KB`ohQ
ji`Ê`KB`ÊohQ
move.backwards–at.vertical.surface–in.house.PERF

‘(to) back up against the wall’
b. B@M`j
B`ÊHM`ji
flow–imitate.in.dance

‘perform a river dance’
c. gTr
gtÊ@r
fly.in.flock–on.horizontal.surface

‘having landed in a flock in a tree’
That the length of the resultant vowel is long in examples like (38) is evident in circumstances
where this vowel comes to stand in the third or later syllable due to reduplicative processes. Sapir
& Swadesh (1939: 237) demonstrate this with the alternation of vowel length in the word
FtFTs`G ‘hunting it (whale)’ (< Ft, ‘so-and-so’ + ,`s`G [R] ‘hunting ...’) and its distributive
form, FtFtFts`G. The steps in the derivation of these words are shown in (39).
(39)

Ft,`s`G

Ft,`s`G

underlying form

FtFt`s`G

FtFt`s`G

reduplication ([R] CV template, §3.3.1)

FtFTs`G

FtFTs`G

reduction of vowel sequence

N/A

FtFtFTs`G

distributive reduplication (§5.5.4)

FtFTs`G

FtFtFts`G

vowel-length neutralization (§3.1)

‘hunting it’

‘hunting it here and there’

The CV reduplication in the second step is the product of a rule we have not encountered yet. See
§3.3.1. The crucial steps for the issue at hand are the third step, which shows the reduction of the
t+` vowel sequence to a single long vowel, and the fourth step, in which distributive reduplication moves the long vowel to the third syllable where it is realized as a short vowel in the final
step. The alternation in length between FtFTs`G and FtFtFts`G demonstrates unequivocally
that the resultant vowel is long (rather than persistently long).
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Morphemes with persistently long vowels again produce resultant vowels with persistent
length (40)a. Persistent length is demonstrated by reduplication in which the resultant vowel surfaces long in the reduplicative syllable (40)b, cf. the addendum to Rule (21) given in §3.1.
(40)

a. FTb
FtÊh9b
so.and.so–belong.to

‘belong to it’
b. FTFTbhx`pG
FtÊh9bÊhx`pG [R]
so.and.so–belong.to–sing.song

‘singing (a song) belonging to him’

3.3 Morpheme-specific alternations
3.3.1

Affix-associated CV templates

An unusual characteristic of Wakashan affixes, both suffixes and infixes, is that they often impose restrictions on the structure of the CV skeleton of the word containing them. In most cases
these configurational requirements have no semantic significance, and are merely formal, combinatorial properties of the affixes in question.17 In Nuuchahnulth, each affix of this type is associated with one or more of eleven CV templates. (There is also a large group of neutral affixes, that
is, affixes that place no particular restrictions on CV structure.) If the CV structure of the word
before affixation does not match that specified by the template associated with an affix, the word
is altered accordingly. The eleven templates are shown in (41).
(41)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

B0UG0
B0UG0B1E1
B 0E 0B 1E 1
B 0U 0B 0U 0
B0UG0B0E0
B0U0B0UG0

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

B0U0cB0UG0
B0UG0B0U0
B0UG0cB0U0
B0UG0B0UG0
B0UG0cB0UG0

Key:
B0 = onset consonant of 1st syllable
B1 = onset consonant of 2nd syllable
UG = vowel must be long
E = vowel must be short
U = surface vowel length is nonspecific
c = /c/ interfixed in coda of reduplicative
syllable
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The symbols in (42) are abbreviations introduced by Swadesh (1939) and Sapir & Swadesh
(1939) to indicate affixal effects in morpheme glosses.18
(42)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

[L]
[L+S]
[S+S]
[R]
[LR+S]
[R+L]

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

[Rc+L]
[LR]19
[LRc]
[LR+L]
[LRc+L]

Each template is disyllabic except the first, which is monosyllabic. Words containing a template-specifying affix can be of any length but any portion of the word that falls outside that specified by the template is not affected by required changes to the skeleton. If the first template (a)
[L] is applied to a polysyllabic word, for instance, only the first syllable is specified (it must be
long). The second, third and subsequent syllables of the word are not affected (see, for example,
(48) below).
The first three templates (a-c) specify vowel length. Template (a) requires that the first syllable of the word is long, while template (b) requires that the first syllable is long and the second
syllable is short. Template (c) requires that both the first and second syllables are short.
The remaining eight templates (d-k) specify reduplication of the initial consonant and vowel
of the word, usually in concert with specification of the vowel length of the reduplicative syllable,
the original first syllable of the word, or both. The symbol U with no length marking (i.e. no
breve or length dots) in these reduplicative templates stands for a vowel of nonspecific length;
“nonspecific” here simply means the template has no particular requirements for the length of the
vowel. As noted earlier (§3.1), original long vowels generally shorten in nonspecified reduplicative syllables.20 Templates (g), (i), and (k) are counterparts of (f), (h), and (j), respectively, that
specify insertion of the consonant /c/ into the coda of the reduplicative syllable.
The tests introduced earlier –– putting a long vowel in the third syllable of the word or in a
reduplicative syllable –– show that vowels lengthened by affix templates are ordinary (alternating) long vowels rather than persistently long. Thus, the suffix ,Mtj [R+L] ‘at the hands’ redupli-
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cates and lengthens the vowel of the root ltsp, ‘amputate’ to produce ltlTspMtj ‘amputated
at hands (i.e. fingers cut, shot off)’. The suffix is associated with template (f) [R+L], and the root
is reduplicated with a long vowel in the original initial syllable in conformance with templatic
requirements. That the vowel is not persistently long becomes evident when it comes to stand in
the third syllable of the word through distributive reduplication.
(43)

ltltltspMtj
[R]ÊltspÊMtj [R+L]
PL–amputate–at.hands

‘each with fingers shot off’ (NA 448.24-25)
The shortening of the original base vowel, now in the third syllable, shows that it must be long
rather than persistently long. Another example along the same vein is the distributive form of
X`X@pGh ‘long-limbed’ (< X@p ‘long’ + ,Gh [R+L] ‘at the limbs’), which is attested in the corpus
at NA 20.8: X`X`X`pGh ‘each having long limbs’.
As mentioned earlier (§3.1), long vowels normally shorten in prefixed reduplicative syllables.
This fact can also be used to show that long vowels imposed by templates are not persistently
long. For example, the suffix ,`oh [L] ‘in the air, erect; standing’ is associated with template (a)
[L]; applied to the root b`oji, ‘have head bowed’, the suffix produces the form b@oji`otQ
‘bow one’s head’ (the form also includes the perfective aspect suffix ,tQ). Distributive reduplication places the initial vowel in the reduplicated syllable, where it appears short:
(44)

b`b@oji`otQ
[R]Êb`ojiÊ`oh [L]ÊtQ
PL–have.head.bowed–erect–PERF

‘each bowed their head’ (NA 449.1)
The requirements for vowel length made by affix templates have precedence over requirements on length that later rules in the derivation would otherwise impose. Section 3.2.3 described
the reduction of vowel sequences involving the first root vowel to a single long vowel with the
quality of the root vowel. Consider the derivation of FtFTs`G ‘hunt it (whale)’ in (45), repeated
from (39):
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(45)

Ft,`s`G

underlying form

FtFt`s`G

application of CV template (d)

FtFTs`G

reduction of vowel sequence (§3.2.3)

‘hunting it’
The resultant long vowel falls in the second syllable. If, however, the word contains an affix like
-hsX`j [LR+S] ‘fearing ...’ that specifies a short second base vowel, this precludes a long vowel;
the vowel must be short:
(46)

Ft,hsX`j

underlying form

FTFŭhsX`j

application of CV template (e) [LR+S]

FTFŭsX`j

reduction of vowel sequence

FTFtsX`j

resultant form

‘fear it’
Any portion of a word falling within the domain of a template that already meets the template’s specifications is unchanged. If template (a) [L] is applied to a word whose initial vowel is
long, for example, then the word meets its specifications, and no changes are necessary.
(47) shows suffixes specifying each template with various short monosyllabic roots, except
g`V`, ‘eat’, which is disyllabic.
(47)

a. B0UG0

gHKÊr@S`

‘there on the forehead’ (ghK ‘there’)

b. B0UG0B1E1

ji@,btFtj

‘go along backwards’ (ji`, ‘go backwards’)

c. B0E0B1E1

FhG,`p`p

‘very big’ (FHGi ‘big’)

d. B0U0B0U0

g`g`oÊ`r

‘hair on the cheeks’ (g`o, ‘hair’)

e. B0UG0B0E0

vHvhjÊhsX`j

‘fear nothing’ (vhj ‘not, nothing’)

B0U0B0UG0

FtFTÊjih9p`

‘impeded by it’ (Ft, ‘so-and-so’)

g. B0U0cB0UG0

g`bg@V`ÊbrtK

‘drowsy from eating’ (g`V`, ‘eat’)

h. B0UG0B0U0

jTjtGÊhmphK

‘hole at the ribs’ (jtG ‘hole’)

f.
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i.

B0UG0cB0U0

g@bg`V`ÊbrtoS@K

‘have an eating contest’ (g`V`, ‘eat’)

j.

B0UG0B0UG0

gHgHKÊGhm

‘there at the end’ (ghK ‘there’))

FTbFTL`ÊGr`

‘at the very edge’ (FtL@ ‘as far as’)

k. B0UG0cB0UG0

An affix-associated template must be satisfied regardless of how long a word is, or how far
the affix is from the portion of the word specified by the template, either in number of syllables or
in number of morphemes. The locative suffix -`oh ‘in the air, erect; standing’ selects the (a) template. If attached to the four syllable (synchronically) monomorphemic base j`Kjhms`ohlK,
‘strawberry’, the first syllable must be long even though the affix itself is separated from it by
several intervening syllables:
(48)

j@Kjhms`ohlKÊ`oh

‘strawberry up in the air’

Similarly, the word F`E`otFhKhl ‘a pad underneath’ consists of four morphemes, the root F`C,
‘support with a block or pad’ and three neutral (not associated with a template) suffixes, ,"`ot(K),
‘underneath’, ,#hK ‘in the house’, and -hl ‘... thing’ (lit. ‘thing serving as a pad underneath in the
house’). If affixed by the suffix -GVhmji [L] ‘using ...’, which selects the (a) template, the first
syllable is lengthened despite the three suffixes between the specifying suffix and the specified
syllable:
(49)

F@EÊ`otÊFhKÊhlÊGVhmj

‘using a pad underneath’

Affixes are subject to their own templatic specification if their position in a base is within
their template’s domain. Let us consider a straightforward example. The suffix -bh9Xtj [L+S]
‘going to ...’ is associated with the (b) template, the two-syllable template that requires the first
syllable of the word to be long and the second syllable short. If this suffix is affixed to a monosyllabic base such as the relative root pih, ‘whoever, whatever’, the persistently long first syllable of
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the suffix ends up as the second syllable of the resultant base and is thus subject to shortening by
the template: piHbhXtj ‘wherever one is going’:
(50)

underlying

→

B0 UG0 B1 E1

pihÊbh9Xtj

→

pi H b h---Xtj

A word can contain multiple template-specifying affixes (suffixes or infixes). Three types of
interactions are possible. The affixes can specify 1) the same template, 2) compatible templates,
or 3) conflicting templates. The result of the first situation can be predicted from the principles I
described above: because a base that conforms to a particular template requires no alteration upon
addition of an affix associated with that template, we would correctly predict that a given template is only applied once; addition of a second affix associated with the same template as an earlier affix will thus produce no change. Example (51) demonstrates this with a word with two affixes specifying template (a):
(51)

FTrhlCM`Gh
FtÊrhlC [L]ÊM`Gh [L]
so.and.so–do.ritual.for–ready.to

‘ready to perform a ritual for it’
Assuming that templates are applied in order from left to right as their affixes are added to the
base, we would expect the effects of compatible templates to be cumulative. That is, effects of
later templates are applied to the form that results from application of earlier templates. Examples
like (52) seem to bear this out:
(52)

Y@Y`pl`pJtji`MTG
Y`pÊl`pÊJtj [R]Ê@Mt(K) [L]Êh9G [L]
grass–plant–resemble–along.length–PL

‘made of hemp rope, pl.’ (NA 63.46)
The leftmost non-neutral suffix is -Jtj (,l`p, ‘... plant’ is neutral), which is associated with
template (d), initial CV reduplication with nonspecified vowel length. This template applied to
the underlying form Y`pl`pJtj produces Y`Y`pl`pJtj. The (a) template associated with
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-@Mt(K) [L] ‘along a length’ is then applied producing Y@Y`pl`pJtji`MtK. Addition of the plural suffix ,h9G rounds out the attested form. (The final /K/ of ,@Mt(K) is deleted before the plural
suffix.)
Following the same logic, conflicting templatic effects ought to be resolved by the later template undoing the effects of the earlier template. Conflicts always involve conflicting length requirements. For example, when a suffix specifying the (a) template (long first syllable) is followed by a suffix that specifies the (c) template (first and second syllables both short), the resultant word should have a short first syllable. Comparison of (53)a-b supports this hypothesis:
(53)

a. F@S@MtK
F`S`Ê@Mt(K) [L]
thick–along.length

‘thick along its length’
b. F`S`MtK`p`p
F`S`Ê@Mt(K) [L]Ê`p`p [S+S]
thick–along.length–very

‘very thick along its length’
The effect of the (a) template of -@Mt(K) [L] ‘along a length’ has been undone in (53)b by the (c)
template associated with ,(p)`p ,`p`p [S+S] ‘very’.
Although examples (51)-(53) are preliminary support for our predictions about templatic interactions, more study is necessary to determine how consistently they are born out. Rose (1981:
341) reports restrictions against the co-occurrence of suffixes associated with certain templates,
e.g. (g) and (h), in Kyuquot dialect. I suspect this is a consequence of the semantic or grammatical incompatibility of the suffixes rather than an inherent property of the templates themselves.
She also reports a dominance hierarchy among certain templates that determines which will prevail in combination. These possibilities require further investigation for Tseshaht. Incidentally,
affixes are frequently associated with different templates in Kyuquot and Tseshaht, e.g. -(b)rS`K
‘reciprocally’ is neutral in Tseshaht but associated with template (i) in Kyuquot (Rose 1981: 361).
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Some affixes are associated with more than one template. Sometimes the meaning of the affix
depends on which template is used. For example, the locative suffix -"`Gr means ‘in a vessel’
when neutral and ‘at the teeth’ when associated with template (d):
(54)

a. Neutral
ShY`Gr
ShpiÊ"`Gr
sit–in.vessel

‘sitting in a vessel’
b. Template (d)
s`s`rF`pI`GrÊho
s`r-Ê"`pQÊ"`Gr [R]Êho
rub–inside–at.teeth–CAUS.PERF

‘rub sth on sb’s teeth’ (NT 40.22)
Frequently, however, there is no discernible difference in meaning. The plural infix -s, is associated with one of four different templates:
(55)

a. Template (a)
g@sFtl
g`FtlÊ;s= [L]
fish–<PL>

‘fish(es)’
b. Template (d)
ghsghE`pQ
ghCÊ"`pQÊ;s= [R]
illuminate–inside –<PL>

‘torches’
c. Template (f)
F`sF@rl`
F`rl`Ê;s= [R+L]
highborn.child–<PL>

‘highborn children’
d. Template (h)
l@sl@r (< l@sl`F`r, see §3.3.4 for `F` > @)
l`F`rÊ;s= [LR]
tribe–<PL>

‘tribes’
The choice of which template is selected for each base appears to be purely lexical.
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In the remainder of this section I have provided examples of each template with a variety of
base types, i.e. bases with different numbers of syllables, as well as bases that already partially or
fully meet templatic specifications. Since I have only used attested examples for the following
catalog, it has not been possible to give the full range of base types for some of the less common
templates. For simplicity, the bases are underived in most cases.
The block of examples for each template begins with its CV schema, as listed in (41). This is
followed by the mnemonic abbreviation in square brackets, e.g. template (a) is abbreviated as [L].
In parentheses I indicate the approximate number of affixes associated with each template. We
begin with examples of three neutral affixes.
Neutral Affixes
Neutral affixes have no effect on the base.
(56)

a. j`lhspiHFhQ
j`lhspiÊh9FhQ

b. FDFHjs`pX`j
FDFHjs`pÊX`ji

c. CHvH
CHÊvH

run–move.into.house.PERF

miracle.occurs–instrument

pull–point.comes.out.PERF

‘run into the house’

‘wondrous thing’

‘(spear) pulls out (intr.)’

B0UG0 [L] Affixes (125)
[L] affixes require the first syllable of the base to be long. The examples in (57) show [L] suffixes
with one, two, and three syllable bases.
(57)

a. CTF`st
CtÊF`st [L]

b. G@xtlHj
G`xtÊlh9ji [L]

c. l@lHs`prhlC
l`lHs`ÊpÊrhlC [L]

dive–sink.into.water.PERF

ten–getter.of

live.bait.fishing–BFR–do.ritual.for

‘dive down into water’

‘getter of ten’

‘perform a ritual for live bait
fishing’

The following three examples show [L] suffixes with bases that already have long vowels in their
first syllables, and thus require no change on addition of the suffix.
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(58)

a. FHGGVhmj
FHGiÊGVhmji [L]

b. FTRBhm`p`j
FTRÊBhm`p`j [L]

c. GTCtpQhrF`sGrhlC
GTCtpQhrF`sGÊrhlC

big–use

sth–discuss

Uchucklesit–do.ritual.for

‘use a big one’

‘discuss something’

‘perform ritual for (catching) Uchucklesits’

B0UG0B1E1 [L+S] Affixes (4)
This template is similar to the previous one except [L+S] affixes require that the second syllable
be short in addition to the first syllable being long. An [L+S] affix can easily be mistaken for an
[L] affix since the two templates only produce distinct results when applied to words with long
second syllables, as in (59). If [L] affixes were affixed to these words instead of the [L+S] affixes, both the first and second syllables would surface as long. The fact that the persistently long
vowel in ,h9r ‘carrying’ in (59)a surfaces short is another example of the principle already mentioned that persistent length is overridden by templatically imposed length.
(59)

a. gHmhrTFtj
b. FDFhR`vHpR
ghm`Êh9rÊt9Ftj [L+S]
FdFHRÊ`vh9pR [L+S]

c. F@Qr`sG`vHpR
F`QÊr@sGÊ`vh9pR [L+S]

empty.root–carry–going

hurry–call.for

two–X.many.tribes–call.for

‘carry along’

‘call for sb to hurry’

‘send for two tribes’

The words in (60) have underlyingly short second syllables and would therefore look identical
with [L] affixes.
(60)

a. gHm`vHpR
ghm`Ê`vh9pR [L+S]

b. r@EhbHXtj
r`EhÊbh9Xtj [L+S]

c. pTF`b`vHpR
ptF`bÊ`vh9pR [L+S]

empty.root–call.for

unceasing–going.to

person–call.for

‘send for’

‘unceasingly going to’

‘call for a person’

B0E0B1E1 [S+S] Suffix (1)
[S+S] suffixes require that both the first and the second syllable of the base be short. There seems
to be only one suffix associated with the [S+S] template, the general intensifier suffix -`p`p ~
-(p)`p ‘very, big’. The following examples demonstrate this suffix with one and three syllable
bases. The base in example (61)c has the suffix -@Mt(K) ‘along a length’, an [L] suffix, so the
form is actually F@S@MtK before affixation of -`p`p.
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(61)

a. FhG`p`p
FHGiÊ`p`p [S+S]

b. F`xhChQ`p
c. F`S`MtK`p`p
[S+S]
F`x`Êh9ChQÊ(p)`p [S+S] F`S`Ê@Mt(K) [L]Ê`p`p

big–very

many–INCEP–very

thick–along.length–very

‘very big’

‘become very many’

‘very thick along length’

If the base has only underlying short syllables, the effects of this template will, of course, be indistinguishable from those of a neutral affix:
(62)

a. g`Ftji`p
g`FtjÊ(p)`p [S+S]

b. QtK`p`p
QtKÊ`p`p [S+S]

c. KhKl`p`p
KhKl`Ê`p`p [S+S]

eat–very

good–very

secure–very

‘eat a lot’

‘very good’

‘very secure’

Examples like (63) show that the suffix is in fact neutral in some cases, otherwise the first syllable of FHEhl would be short:
(63)

FHEhl`p
FHEhlÊ(p)`p
old–very

‘very old’
B0U0B0U0 [R] Affixes (44)
These affixes specify initial CV reduplication of the word with both reduplicated and original
vowel lengths nonspecified. The first set of examples shows [R] affixes on underived bases with
one, two, and three syllables, the first of which in each case is short.
(64)

a. bhbhY@Ktj
bhpÊ"`9Ktj [R]

b. F`F`m`r
F`m`Ê`r [R]

c. jtjtGVhr`YHG
jtGVhr`ÊpÊ"h9G [R]

speak–attend.to

only–on.cheeks

hair.seal–BFR–hunt

‘listen to sb speaking’

‘only that on the cheeks’

‘hunt hair-seal’

The pharyngealized glottal stop /Y/ in (64)a,c arises from underlying /p/ through the influence of
the glottalizing suffixes ,"`9Ktj and ,"h9G (§3.3.2). Examples (65)a-c show [R] affixes on bases
with apparent persistently long first syllables. The word in (65)b illustrates a minor rule we have
not encountered: sequences of vowel-glide are sometimes reduced in derived contexts to single
long vowel, which is /H/ if the glide is /x/ or /X/, and /T/ if the glide is /v/ or /V/. Thus, the underlying form of (65)b (following application of the [R] template) is V@V@xhJtj.
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(65)

a. EHEHK`s`G
Eh9KÊ`s`G [R]

b. V@VHJtj
V`9xhÊJtj [R]

c. gTgTFhCtQ`s`G
gt9FhCÊtQÊ`s`G [R]

escape–ready.to

Wayi–resemble

sleep.PL–PERF–ready.to

‘ready to escape’

‘Wayi-Like (place name)’ ‘ready to fall asleep’

The vowels in (65) retain their original length in the nonspecified reduplicative syllable. Generally, however, original long vowels are short in nonspecified reduplicative syllables, as noted earlier (§3.1). The words in (66) illustrate this with suffixes associated with the [R] template, but the
same applies to other templates with nonspecified reduplicative vowels:
(66)

a. F`F@b`s`G
F@bÊ`s`G [R]

b. x`x@E`o
x@ÊE`o [R]

go.fishing–ready.to

sore–sore.with

‘ready to go fishing’

‘feel sore’

B0UG0B0E0 [LR+S] (2)
[LR+S] affixes specify initial CV reduplication with the reduplicated vowel long and the original
vowel short. Only two suffixes are recorded with this template in Sapir & Swadesh (1939), -hsX`j
[LR+S] ‘fear ...’ and -`9oh [LR+S] ‘too much, too ...’. (The latter is listed by them on p. 318 as
[R+S], which (67)c shows it cannot be). Unfortunately, none of the attested bases has the crucial
underlying CV structure (a long first syllable) to show definitively that either of these suffixes is
[LR+S] rather than simply [LR] (for which see below).
(67)

a. piHpihsX`j
pihÊhsX`j [LR+S]

b. vHvhjhsX`j
vhjÊhsX`j [LR+S]

c. r@r`x@oh
r`x`Ê`9oh [LR+S]

whatever–fear

not–fear

far.off–too

‘whatever one fears’

‘not fear it, fear nothing’

‘too far off’

B0U0B0UG0 [R+L] (19)
These affixes require initial CV reduplication with the reduplicated vowel non-specified and the
original vowel long. Unlike the previous template, the [R+L] template is associated with a fair
number of affixes. (68)a-b illustrate [R+L] suffixes with one and two syllable bases with short
initial syllables; (68)c illustrates the plural infix ,s, with the [R+L] template:
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(68)

a. FtFTjihX`K
FtÊChX`K [R+L]

b. F`F@xhlBt
F`x`ÊlBt [R+L]

c. m`sm@Rtj
m`R-ÊtjÊ;s= [R+L]

so.and.so–pursue

many–regale

strong–DUR–<PL>

‘pursue it’

‘regale many’

‘strong (ones)’

The next example has bases with long initial syllables.
(69)

a. FtFTRs`p
FTRÊs`p [R+L]

b. g`g@Yhmxt
g@YhmÊxt [R+L]

something–work.on

invite–PL

‘do work’

‘several inviting’

B0U0bB0UG0 [Rc+L] (1)
These affixes have effects identical to those in the previous section except the consonant /c/ is
inserted in the coda of the reduplicative syllable. Only one suffix is attested with this template,
-(b)rt(K) [Rc+L] ‘at the eyes’, which also appears with the simple [R+L] template in some words
(71). Example (70) shows words with one and two syllable bases:
(70)

(71)

a. IhbIHGrtK
IhGÊ(b)rt(K) [Rc+L]

b. FTbFTprtFhK
Ft9pÊ(b)rt(K) [Rc+L]Ê#hK

c. g`bg@V`brtK
g`V`Ê(b)rt(K)

red–at.eyes

merry–at.eyes–in.house

eat–at.eyes

‘red-eyed’

‘merry-eyed in the house’

‘drowsy from eating’

IhIHbrTQ
IhÊ(b)rt(K) [Rc+L]
shoot–at.eyes.PERF

‘get shot in the eye’
As described in §2.3, coda nasals function like long vowels with respect to most phonological
alternations. Example (72) is further demonstration of this principle; it shows that templatespecified length is satisfied by a coda nasal with no additional lengthening:
(72)

FhbFhmjrtK
FhmjiÊ(b)rt(K) [Rc+L]
fire–at.eyes

‘blinded by fire’
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B0UG0B0U0 [LR] (17)
This template is the converse of the [R+L] template: the reduplicated syllable must be long and
the original initial base vowel is nonspecified. Only words with one and two syllable bases are
attested in the corpus. No words containing a suffix associated with this template have been found
with a long initial base syllable. (73)b is another case of the vowel-glide-vowel reduction rule.
The input to the rule is bHbhx`oCh. See the discussion of (65)b for more information.
(73)

a. jTjtGhmphK
jtGiÊhmphK- [LR]

b. bHbHoCh
bhx`oÊCh [LR]

c. C@Chlv`XHj
C`l`Êv@KÊ"h9ji [LR]

hole–at.ribs

hat–attached

proper–speak–adept.at

‘hole at the ribs’

‘a hat attached’

‘Speaks-Right (man’s
name)’

B0UG0cB0U0 [LRc] (1)
These affixes are /c/-inserting analogues of [LR] affixes. Only one suffix is attested with this
template, ,(b)rtoS`9K [LRc] ‘competing in ...’. Example (74) shows words with one and two syllable bases. No bases with initial long vowels have been found.
(74)

a. QHbQhGrtoS@K
b. FTbFtjrtoS@K
QhGÊ(b)rtoS@K [LRc]
FtÊ(b)rtoS`9K [LRc]

c. g@bg`V`brtoS@K
g`V`Ê(b)rtoS`9K [LRc]

move.pointwise–compete.in

so.and.so–compete.in

eat–compete.in

‘have a canoe race’

‘compete in it’

‘have an eating contest’

B0UG0B0UG0 [LR+L] (6)
[LR+L] suffixes specify initial CV reduplication with both vowels long. Examples show the
[LR+L] suffix ,Ghm ‘at the end’ with mono- and disyllabic bases that have initial short syllables.
Example (75)c has a monosyllabic base with a long initial syllable.
(75)

a. sTsTojGhm
stojÊGhm [LR+L]

b. gHgHRbhsGhm
ghRÊbhsÊGhm [LR+L]

c. mHmHGl`p`
mHGÊl`p` [LR+L]

black–at.end

all–at.X.end–at.end

1pl–for.sake.of

‘black-tipped’

‘at both ends’

‘for our sake’

Example (76) shows the [LR+L] template applied to a base with a coda nasal (§2.3) in the original base syllable.
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(76)

CHChlbhsGhmF`r
ChlÊbhsÊGhm [LR+L]–"`r
right–on.X.end–at.end–outside

‘(at) the right end of the village’
B0UG0bB0UG0 [LRc+L] (1)
The only suffix attested with the [LRc+L] template is the locative suffix ,(p)Gr` ‘at the brink’.
The suffix ,L@ ‘as far as’ in (77)b is sometimes associated with the [L] template, which means
the base for ,(p)Gr` in this word is either FtL@ or FTL@.
(77)

3.3.2

a. gHbghmGr`bo`
ghmÊ(p)Gr` [LRc+L]Êbo@

b. FTbFTL`pGr`
FtÊL@–(p)Gr` [LRc+L]

empty.root.–at.brink–on.X.side

so.and.so–as.far.as–at.brink

‘on the beach side’

‘at the very edge (of a bluff)’

Glottalizing suffixes

Nearly fifty suffixes, symbolized by Ê" in citation form, glottalize immediately preceding consonants.21 Stops are glottalized to homorganic ejectives, except /p pi/, which become /Y/. Fricatives
become glottalized glides. Dental, alveo-palatal, and lateral fricatives /r K R/ become /X/. A few
instances of /K/ (generally following /t/, but sometimes other vowels) become /V/ instead of /X/.
These are written ‘Ki’ in underlying form. Labialized velar and labialized uvular fricatives /wi Wi/
become /V/- Most non-labialized velar, non-labialized uvular, and pharyngeal fricatives /w W G/
are unaffected by glottalization and require insertion of a glottal stop instead. Some pharyngeal
fricatives, indicated by ‘Gi’ in underlying form, become /V/. Glottalizing suffixes rarely occur
after /x/ or /v/ because these segments do not normally appear in morpheme-final position due to
a phonotactic constraint on morpheme structure. A very few roots like S@v, ‘sleep with’ violate
this constraint. With these, the glide is glottalized. Table 5 summarizes the effects of glottalizing
suffixes.
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Table 5. Effects of glottalizing suffixes
o

→

O

g`o, ‘hair’ + ,"hQ [L] ‘get ... (perf.)’ → g@OhQ ‘get hair’

s

→

S

l`s, ‘fly’ + ,"`r ‘on the ground’ → l`S`r ‘perched on the ground’

b

→

B

b`pHb ‘twenty’ + ,"`Gr ‘in a vessel’ → b`pHB`Gr ‘twenty in a vessel’

Q

→

I

l`Q, ‘tied up’ + ,"`Gr ‘in a vessel’ → l`I`Gr ‘tied in a vessel’

C

→

E

YhKC, ‘dog’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’ → YhKEHr ‘eating dog’

j

→

J

ETCj ‘all’ + ,"`r ‘on the ground → ETCJ`r ‘all on the ground’

ji →

Ji

Mhji, ‘hold with claws’ + ,"hQ [L] ‘get ... (perf.)’ → MHJihQ ‘pick up w/ claws’

p

→

Y

rhp, ‘cooked’ + ,"`Q formative suffix → rhY`Q ‘ripe, cooked’

pi →

Y

F`QHpi ‘forty’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’ → F`QHYhr ‘consuming forty’

r

→

X

Bhr, ‘strung out’ + ,"`otK` [L] ‘under’ → BHX`otK` ‘strung out under’

K

→

X

F`Q`ji`K ‘eight’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’ → F`Q`ji`Xhr ‘consuming eight’

Ki →

V

,tKi ‘... place’ + ,"`r → -tV`r ‘... place on the ground’

R

→

X

IhlR, ‘boiled’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’ → IhlXHr ‘consuming sth boiled’

w

→

xF

Jacobsen (1969a: 143); not attested in corpus

wi →

V

B`wi, ‘spear’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → B`V`pQ ‘speared inside’

G

GF bhG, ‘sour’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → bhbhGF`pQ ‘crab-apple’

→

Gi →

V

FHGi ‘big’ + ,"`r ‘on the ground’ → FHV`r ‘big on the ground’

l →

L

jhl, ‘resting prone with chin on surface’ + "`r ‘on the ground’ →
jhL`r ‘animal crouched to spring with head low to ground’

m

→

M

ghm, empty root + ,"h9I` [L] ‘underneath’ → gHMHI` ‘underneath’

v →

V

S@v, ‘sleep with’ + "`r ‘go to ...’ → S@V`r ‘go to sleep with’
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Some roots and suffixes have final consonants that unpredictably resist glottalization and instead require insertion of a glottal stop. These are symbolized with a following period, as in OhR-,
‘bad’, e.g.
(78) OhR-, ‘bad’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’ → OhRFHr ‘eating sth bad’
Compare with

IhlXHr ‘consuming sth boiled’ < IhlR, ‘boiled’ + ,"Hr

ptK-, ‘slave’ + ,"`Gr ‘in a vessel’ → ptKF`Gr ‘slave in a vessel’
Compare with

Ihr`X`Gr ‘blanket in a vessel’ < Ihr`K ‘blanket’ + ,"`Gr

ghr-, ‘chop’ + -"HQ ‘on the ground, perf.’ → ghrFHQ ‘chop on the ground’
Compare with BtXHQ

‘get buried in the ground’ < Btr, ‘dig’ + ,"HQ

There is also a series of locative suffixes with final /K/ that resist glottalization. These are
symbolized ‘(K)’. The lateral fricative is later deleted by a morpheme-specific final consonant deletion rule (79). See §3.3.7.
(79)

ghs@otF`r
ghs`Ê"`ot(K)Ê"`r
empty.root–underneath–on.ground

‘underneath on the ground’
All the examples we have seen so far have glottalizing suffixes following consonants. They
can also follow vowels, in which case a glottal stop is inserted. This is often lost later in the derivation (§3.3.4) (but the glottal stop in examples like (79) is not subject to deletion, §3.3.7), e.g.
(80)

F`Q`,"`jQh

underlying form (F`Q` ‘two’ + ,"`jQh ‘at the rear’)

F`Q`F`jQh

glottal stop insertion

F`Q@jQh

reduction of VFV sequence (§3.3.4)

‘two at the rear’
Why not simply analyze glottalizing suffixes as suffixes with initial glottal stops? This
straightforward solution is prevented by the existence of suffixes with initial glottal stops that
never trigger the effects described above, e.g. ,F`st [L] ‘sink (perf.)’ and ,-FTjs ‘obtained by
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...’.22 These suffixes always appear with glottal stops (which may be lost later in the derivation)
and have no effect on preceding sounds. (The period diacritic in ,-FTjs ‘obtained by’ is explained in §3.3.4).
(81)

a. J`oFTjs
J`oÊ-FTjs
rob–obtained.by

‘stolen goods’
Compare with

J`O`r ‘go to rob’ < J`o, + "`r ‘go in order to ...’

b. gToF`st
gtoÊF`st [L]
round.object–sink.PERF

‘sun sets’
Compare with

gtO`r ‘ball on the ground’ < gto, + ,"`r ‘on the ground’.

In addition to glottalizing suffixes there are also several glottalizing clitics, e.g. <"`Q temporal specifier, <"`s passive-inverse. These are similar to glottalizing suffixes, but have less influence on preceding sounds: they glottalize preceding stops just as glottalizing suffixes, but simply
insert a glottal stop when following fricatives. They do not glottalize them:
(82)

g`KHKF`Q
g`KHK<"`Q
invite.to.participate=TEMP

‘invite sb to participate now’
Compare with

3.3.3

g`KHX`r ‘go to invite’ < g`KHK + ,"`r ‘go in order to’ (a glottalizing suffix)

Leniting suffixes

Three suffixes in Nuuchahnulth lenite immediately preceding fricatives.23 These suffixes, symbolized by #, in citation form, change preceding fricatives to glides following the pattern of the
glottalizing suffixes. The three leniting suffixes are ,#hK ‘on the floor, in the house’, ,#hr ‘on the
beach’, and ,#`ChQ perfective inceptive aspect. Table 6 summarizes these patterns.
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Table 6. Effects of leniting suffixes
r

→

x

Bhr, ‘lined up’ + ,#hr → Bhxhr ‘lined up on the beach’

K

→

x

QtK ‘good’ + ,#`ChQ → Qtx`ChQ ‘get well, become good’

Ki →

v ,tKi ‘... place’ + #hr → ,tvhr ‘place on the beach’

R

x

→

OhR-, ‘bad’ + ,#`ChQ → Ohx`ChQ ‘get bad’

wi →

v B`wi, ‘spear’ + ,#hr → B`vhr ‘point foremost in the beach’

Gi →

v FHGi ‘big’ + ,#`ChQ → FHv`ChQ ‘get big’

Leniting suffixes have no effect on /G/ and other consonants, e.g.
(83)

a. QhGhr
QhGÊ#hr
move.pointwise–on.beach

‘(canoe) touches beach’
b. vdFhChK
vdFhCÊ#hK
sleep–in.house

‘sleeping in the house’
c. ShpihK
ShpiÊ#hK
sit–in.house

‘sitting in the house’
d. j`mhK
j`mÊ#hK
kneel–in.house

‘kneeling in the house’
Morphemes with final consonants that require insertion of glottal stops before glottalizing
suffixes (§3.3.2) often require one before leniting suffixes as well:
(84) a. FtrsFhr
Ftrs-Ê#hr
locative.root–on.beach

‘on the beach’
Compare with FtrsF`r

‘on the ground’ < Ftrs-, + ,"`r ‘on the ground’
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b. KhbHCFhK
KhbÊHC-Ê#hK
spread.cloth–covering–on.floor

‘covered by a spread cloth on the floor’
Compare with KhbHCF`Gr

‘covered by a spread cloth in vessel’ < ,HC-, + -"`Gr ‘in vessel’

c. ghs@otFhr
ghs`Ê"`ot(K)Ê#hr
empty.root–underneath–on.beach

‘underneath on the beach’
Compare with ghs@otF`r

‘underneath on the ground’ (79)

There are a few morphemes, however, with final consonants that resist glottalization (and
require insertion of a glottal stop instead) but accept lenition, e.g.
(85)

Qtx`ChQ
QtKÊ#`ChQ
good–INCEP

‘become good’
Compare with QtKF`r

‘nice spot on the ground’ < QtK- + ,"`r ‘on the ground’24

The only two morphemes found with this property to date are the roots QtK- ‘good’ and OhR-,
‘bad’. In some cases QtK does resist lenition, however. Unlike the examples in (84), no glottal
stop is inserted in these cases:
(86)

QtKhr
QtK-Ê#hr
good–on.beach

‘clear beach’ (NA 321.17)
Following vowels, leniting suffixes insert a glottal stop like glottalizing suffixes:
(87)

QdFhK
Q`Ê#hK
stick-like.object.stands–in.house

‘(stick-like object) standing in the house’
In most environments the glottal stop is lost later in the derivation by reduction of VFV sequences
(§3.3.4).
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3.3.4

Reduction of VFV sequences

In derived environments, sequences of vowel-F-vowel where the first vowel is not in the initial
syllable are often reduced to a single long vowel with the quality of the second underlying vowel:
U0FV2 → UG2.25 Example (88) shows reductions in derivations involving glottal stops from the
three possible sources:
(88) a. Reduction involving a suffix-initial glottal stop
F`Q`,F`st

underlying form (F`Q` ‘two’ + ,F`st ‘fall off (perf.)’)

F`Q@st

reduction of VFV sequence

‘two fall off’
b. Reduction involving a glottal stop derived from a glottalizing suffix
F`Q`,"Hr

underlying form (F`Q` ‘two’ + ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’)

F`Q`FHr

glottal stop insertion (§3.3.2)

F`QHr

reduction of VFV sequence

‘consuming two’
c.

Reduction involving a root-internal glottal stop

pTF`r

underlying form (pTF`r ‘person, man’)

ptpTF`r

distributive reduplication (§5.5.4)

ptp@r

reduction of VFV sequence

ptpi@r

labialization (§3.2.2)

‘people’
Several types of sequences systematically fail to reduce:
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a) Sequences with a persistently long vowel:
(89)

CHbrFTFhr
CHÊh9br-Ê"t9Ê#hr
pull–carry.along–camp.out.for.purpose.of.getting–on.beach

‘camp out on the beach for the purpose of getting (fish) by trolling’
b) Sequences with a long vowel in the second syllable of a word followed by a glottal stop derived from a glottalizing clitic:
(90)

EhbrvHF`Q
EhÊ(b)rvH<"`Q
cut–through.PERF=TEMP

‘cut through now’
If the glottal stop derives from a glottalizing suffix, reduction is permissible:
(91)

Ehbrv@r
EhÊ(b)rvHÊ"`r
cut–through.PERF–on.ground

‘cut through on the ground’26
c) Sequences involving a glottal stop derived from glottalizing Imperative mood clitics, e.g.
<"Hr second person singular acting on first person singular non-future Imperative (§7.2.20):
(92)

M`CY@F`stFhr
M`CÊY@F`st<"Hr
look–move.down.PERF=IMPER.2sg/1sg

‘Look down upon me!’
d) Sequences including a glottal stop from a clitic with an underlying initial glottal stop, e.g.
<FH article:
(93)

F`xdFh
F`x`<FH
many=ART

‘the many’
e) Sequences including the first vowel of the root when it stands in the first syllable of a word:
(94)

mtF`st
mtÊF`st
sing–leave.off.PERF

‘stop singing’
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As (88)c shows, if the first root vowel comes to stand in the second syllable of the word by reduplication, the sequence can reduce under certain circumstances, namely if the second underlying
vowel is part of the root (as it is in (88)c) or part of an aspect suffix (Sapir & Swadesh 1939:
237). If the second underlying vowel is not one of these, the sequence cannot reduce:
(95)

Q`QdFhK (*Q`QHK)
[R]ÊQ`Ê#hK
PL–stick-like.object.stands–in.house

‘(stick-like objects) standing here and there in the house’ (cf. (87))
There are also morpheme-specific exceptions. These fall into three categories:
a) Suffixes with underlying initial glottal stops that do not reduce. These are symbolized ,-F,
e.g. ,-FTjs ‘obtained by ...’
(96)

FtxhFtjs
FtÊxhÊ-FTjs
so.and.so–at.X.time–obtained.by

‘obtained at such and such time’
b) Glottalizing suffixes that do not allow reduction of the glottal stop inserted when they occur
in post-vocalic position (§3.3.2). These are symbolized ,-", e.g. ,-"`prto ‘woman of ...’
(97)

BhR@F`prto
BhR@Ê-"`prto
Tsisha–woman.of

‘woman of the Tsisha (Tseshaht) Tribe’
c) Morphemes with final vowels that do not permit reduction with following glottal stops derived from suffixes with initial glottal stops or glottalizing/leniting suffixes. These are symbolized with a following period, e.g. ,(b)rF`st- [L] ‘at the door’.
(98)

gHKrF`stF`r
ghKÊ(b)rF`st- [L]Ê"`r
there–at.door–outside

‘there outside at the door’
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Morphemes like ,(b)rF`st- may also resist reduction of simple VV sequences (§3.2.3). This possibility requires further research. These morphemes do allow reduction of sequences with glottal
stops from glottalizing clitics.
(99)

gHKrF`s`Q
ghKÊ(b)rF`st- [L]<"`Q
there–at.door=TEMP

‘He was there at the door.’ (13.6.4)
Reduction of VFV sequences occurs only in derived environments, i.e. at the boundary between a suffix or clitic and a base (88)a-b, or morpheme-internally in roots that have undergone
distributive reduplication (88)c. Tautomorphemic sequences never reduce otherwise, cf. unreduced sequences in roots like F`F@x`pr`F` ‘blanket’ and EhsHF`rhl ‘copper’.
3.3.5

Denasalization

A small group of bound roots end in genuine nasals (not coda nasals, §2.3), e.g.
(100)

Bound roots ending in genuine nasals, e.g.

F`l, locative root

Jtl, ‘point, poke, press with finger’

Bhl, ‘bulging muscle’

Jihm, ‘stuck, glued on’

EHl, ‘plug up’

I`l, ‘two-pronged object attached on’

j`m, ‘kneel’

Ihl, ‘stroke with hands’

jhl, ‘resting prone with chin on a surface’

Ihm, ‘stem broken off, distended’

j`m, ‘camp, stop temporarily’

rhl, ‘pole-like object has position’

Unlike morphemes with final coda nasals, roots with genuine final nasals are consonant-final, as
can be determined by examining their behavior in the alternations described in this chapter. For
example, we saw in §2.3 that morphemes with final coda nasals require insertion of a glottal stop
before glottalizing suffixes (§3.3.2), just as vowel-final morphemes do (101)a. Nasal-final roots,
however, accept glottalization from these suffixes like most other consonant-final morphemes
(101)b-c:
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(101)

a. Morpheme with final coda nasal
KtKTCmhlF`r
KtCÊmhl [R+L]Ê"`r
woman–try.to.obtain–go.in.order.to

‘go to get a wife’
b. Root with final nasal
JtL`pQ
JtlÊ"`pQ
point.with.finger–inside

‘have one’s finger poked inside’
c. Root with final non-nasal consonant
B`wX`Ji`pQMtj
B`wiÊX`jiÊ"`pQÊMtj
spear–instrument–inside–at.hand

‘(hold) a spear in the hand’
This parallelism between nasal-final and consonant-final morphemes continues through the other
alternations.
When roots with final nasals precede consonant-initial suffixes, the nasal is replaced by a
homorganic voiceless stop:
(102)

F`obhShl ‘the side of the head’ < F`l, locative root + ,bhShl ‘at the side of the head’
Bhor@o ‘flex muscles’ < Bhl, ‘bulging muscle’ + ,r@o causative perfective
EHoRhQ ‘plug up, caulk, jam in’ < EHl, ‘plug up’ + ,RhQ perfective
j`sRhQ ‘strike with knee’ < j`m, ‘kneel’ + ,RhQ
jhoRhQ ‘close mouth’ < jhl, ‘have lips tightly closed’ + ,RhQ
J`sRhQ ‘(to) camp’ < J`m, ‘camp, stop temporarily’ + ,RhQ
JtoBtpi` ‘finger inserted in mouth’ < Jtl, ‘point, press, poke with finger’ + ,Btpi`
‘in the mouth’
JihsoH ‘glued to one’s back’ < Jihm, ‘stuck, glued on’ + -oH ‘on the back’
Ihol`KtK ‘stroke one’s face with fingers’ < Ihl, ‘stroke with hands’ + ,l`K, ‘moving
about’ + -(p)T(K) ‘on the face’
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IhsF`st ‘stem breaks off’ < Ihm, ‘stem broken off, distended’ + ,F`st ‘come off (perf.)’
rhosTo ‘pole’ < rhl, ‘pole-like object has position’ + ,(R)sTo ‘... thing’
Preceding vowel-initial suffixes, the nasal remains.
(103)

F`l@brh ‘the front of the thighs’ < F`l, locative root + ,@brh ‘on the lap’
jhl`ChRs ‘resting with chin on the water’ < jhl, ‘resting prone with chin on a surface’ +
-`ChRs ‘on the ocean’

3.3.6

Nasalization

Clitics beginning with an /l/ that is subject to initial consonant deletion §3.3.8, which includes
the Indicative mood clitic <(l)@ and the past tense morpheme <(l)hs, regularly turn preceding
voiceless labial stops to homorganic nasals.
(104)

a. F`CX@lhsFh
F`CX@o<(l)hs<FH
gather.wood=PAST=ART

‘the one who had come for wood’
b. F`CX@ldFhb
F`CX@o<(l)@<Fhb
gather.wood=INDIC=2sg

‘you are gathering wood’
c. GTCtpQhrF`prtlhsFh
GTCtpQhrÊ-"`prto<(l)hs<FH
Huchuktlis–woman.of=PAST=ART

‘the late woman of Huchuktlis (place name)’
d. FtF@lhm
FtÊ-"@o<(l)@<mh
so.and.so–buy=INDIC=1pl

‘we bought it’
There are occasional exceptions, however, which seem to involve primarily the first person
plural.
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The past tense clitic also sometimes turns preceding voiceless dental stops (with preceding
vowels) to homorganic nasals. The conditioning environments for this process require further research.
(105) a. vhJHmhs`
vhJHs<(l)hs<`
not.exist=PAST=INDIC

‘there was none’
b. lhY@mhsFh
lhY@s<(l)hs<FH
sockeye=PAST=ART

‘the former sockeye salmon (now cut up)’
3.3.7

Final /K/ deletion

All restrictive locative suffixes (§5.5.2) with final /tK/ or /TK/ and one with final /HK/ (,oHK ‘in
the middle’) undergo deletion of the /K/ when they precede glottalizing/leniting suffixes and a few
other suffixes, e.g. ,l` ,hl ,tl ‘... thing’, ,h9G plural. This is signaled in underlying form by
parentheses around the deleting consonant, e.g. ,(p)T(K) ‘on the face’. By the processes described
in §3.3.2 and §3.3.3, a glottal stop is inserted between the deleting final (prior to deletion) and
glottalizing/leniting suffixes. This leaves a vowel-F-vowel sequence after deletion of /K/. This sequence is never subject to the reduction processes in §3.3.4.
(106)

a. Deletion preceding glottalizing suffix
Ji@KTF`r
Ji@KÊ(p)T(K)Ê"`r
branches–on.face–outside

‘Branches-on-face-Outdoors (man’s name)’
Compare with Ji@KTK

‘branches on face’

b. Deletion preceding –ma
GtpTl`
GtpÊ(p)T(K)Êl`
inverted.hollow.object–on.face–thing

‘head mask’
Compare with GtpTK

‘wearing a head-mask’
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c. Deletion preceding plural suffix
GtpTG
GtpÊ(p)T(K)Êh9G
inverted.hollow.object–in.face–PL

‘wearing a head-mask (pl.)’
Strictly speaking, marking suffixes that undergo deletion with a diacritic is redundant, since,
with the exception of ,oH(K) ‘in the middle’, it is entirely predictable which suffixes fall into this
category based on morpheme class and phonological shape. It is useful as a mnemonic device,
though, because there are many other locative and non-locative suffixes that end in /K/, including
a few non-locative suffixes that end in /tK/, that do not undergo deletion. These are subject to
regular glottalization and lenition processes described in §3.3.2 and §3.3.3.
(107)

a. lTCHX`r
lTÊCHKÊ"`r
four–X.many.days–on.ground

‘four days on the ground’
b. B@wrhlCtV`r
B`wiÊrhlC [L]ÊtKiÊ"`r
hurl.point.foremost–do.ritual.for–place.for–outside

‘place outdoors for performing spearing rituals’
The final /Q/ in all allomorphs of the perfective aspect suffix and in all portmanteau morphemes with a perfective component, whether suffixes or roots, is lost before glottalizing clitics.
A non-reducing glottal stop is inserted between morpheme and clitic. This is not marked by any
diacritic since it applies with absolute regularity to forms signaling this grammatical category.
(108)

a. Deletion involving an allomorph of the perfective suffix
j`sRhF`Q
j`mÊRhQ<"`Q
kneel–PERF=TEMP

‘kneel down now’
b. Deletion involving a portmanteau morpheme with perfective component
j`sohF`Q
j`mÊohQ<"`Q
kneel–in.house.PERF=TEMP

‘kneel down in the house now’
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This segment undergoes regular glottalization preceding glottalizing suffixes:
(109)

j`sRhI`r
j`mÊRhQÊ"`r
kneel–PERF–about.to

‘about to kneel down’
The perfective allomorphs ,TQ and ,t9Q, which occur with locative suffixes with final /t(K)/ or
/T(K)/ (e.g. ,(p)T(K) ‘on the face’, perf. ,(p)TQ), take the form ,`vhQ before glottalizing clitics:
(110)

YtXhp`vhF`Q
YtXhÊ(p)`vhQ<"`Q
medicine–on.face.PERF=TEMP

‘put medicine on one’s (own) face’
Several inherently perfective suffixes ending in /Q/ also undergo /Q/-deletion, which suggests
that they may have the perfective suffix as an etymological component. Among these suffixes are
,`v`Q [L] ‘find, come upon ... (perf.)’, ,"HQ ‘lose ... (perf.)’, ,"hQ [L] ‘go for, get, invite ...
(perf.)’, ,Ot9Q ‘get paid (for) ... (perf.)’, -rt9Q ‘... dies (perf.)’. This list may be complete.
(111)

a. vHj`v`F`Q
vhjÊ`v`Q [L]<"`Q
not–find.PERF=TEMP

‘have nothing come to one now’ (Sapir 1924: 102, note 182)
b. lTFhF`Q
lTÊ"hQ [L]<"`Q
four–get.PERF=TEMP

‘get four now’
Non-perfective morphemes that end in /Q/ undergo regular glottalization preceding both glottalizing suffixes and glottalizing clitics:
(112)

a. F`F@sTl@F`I`r
F`F@st9Êl`9F`QÊ"`r
ask–intend.to–about.to

‘about to ask’
b. F`F@sTl@F`I`Q
F`F@st9Êl`9F`Q<"`Q
ask–intend.to=TEMP

‘intend to ask’
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3.3.8

Initial consonant deletion

Certain suffixes begin with consonants that are present when they follow bases ending in a vowel
or coda nasal, but lost when they follow consonant-final bases. The following consonants are subject to initial deletion in a least one suffix: /C jip m R v x X/. There are other suffixes beginning
with each of these consonants that never undergo initial deletion. Deleting consonants are symbolized with parentheses, e.g. ,(p)@r ‘daughter of ...’. Compare this suffix in (113) to ,pH ‘on
top, on the head’ with non-deleting /p/ in (114):
(113)

(114)

a. Vowel-final base
BhlSTpi`r
BhlSTÊ(p)@r

b. Base with final coda nasal
j@m`phlp`r
j@m`phlÊ(p)@r

c. Consonant-final base
Y@rhb`r
Y@rhbÊ(p)@r

squirrel–daughter.of

Kanakim–daughter.of

bee–daughter.of

‘Squirrel-daughter’

‘daughter of Kanakim’

‘Daughter of the Bee’

a. ghs`ph
ghs`ÊpH

b. ChlpH
ChlÊpH

c. ghlspH
ghlsÊpH

empty.root–on.top

ready–on.top

crosswise–on.top

‘on top’

‘prepared on top’

‘crosswise on top’

One unexplained exception to the general rule of retention after nasals has turned up thus far:
(115)

FHEhl`p
FHEhlÊ(p)`p
old–very

‘very old’
There are also several clitics subject to initial consonant deletion, e.g. <(v)t9r dubitative,
<(l)@ Indicative mood (116). Note also the deleting /x/ of the continuative aspect suffix in
(116)a:
(116)

b. Nasal-final base
c. Consonant-final base
a. Vowel-final base
gtjr@l`G
g`g`pChll`G
F`mHK`G
gtjrÊ(x)@<(l)@<`G g`g`pChl<(l)@<`G
F`m`Ê#hK<(l)@<`G
count–CONT=INDIC=1sg
hardly=INDIC=1sg
only–in.house<INDIC=1sg
‘I am counting’

‘I hardly ...’

‘only I am in the house’
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Another, much more restricted, initial deletion alternation involves several suffixes beginning
with /b/, among them ,b`pBt9 ‘at the end, at the ... end’, ,b@r ‘at one of a pair of body parts’,
,bHK ‘on the edge, on the ... edge’, ,bhs, ‘on the ... side, end’ and ,btV`s [L] ‘on ... side, on the ...
side’. These lose initial /b/ following at least one root ending in /r/, the root jihr, ‘different’
(117)a. It is unknown whether other /r/-final roots trigger the same alternation. The /b/ is retained
after other consonants (117)b-c:
(117)

b. Post-consonantal
ghRb`pBT
ghRÊb`pBt9

a. After jihr,
jihr`pBT
jihrÊb`pBt9

c. Post-consonantal
StStGb`pBT
[R]ÊStGÊb`pBt9

different–at.X.end

all–at.X.end

PL–head–at.end

‘at the other end’

‘at both ends’

‘a head at each end’

3.3.9

Alternating initial consonants

(118)

PW

NW

)j

j [ji]

C

Kw ItO5j ‘root’;27 M, N ItO`C id.

)J

J [Ji]

E

Kw J`s, ‘paint’;28 M E`s, ‘write, draw, paint’

)f

f [fi]

C

Kw f`ltu` ‘halibut hook’;29 M ChaTc,30 N Chltm id.

)w

w [wi]

R

Kw S5w, ‘road, trail’;31 M, N S`R, id.

SW

As laid out in (118), the non-labialized velar consonant series /j J f w/ in Proto-Wakashan developed to palatalized velars in Northern Wakashan and to alveo-palatals in Southern Wakashan
(Sapir 1911a: 16, 1924: 87, note 32, 1938, reprint 1949: 231).32 Note also that the PW voiced and
voiceless series have remained distinct in NW, but merged in SW (Sapir 1924: 84, note 8).
Proto-Wakashan labialized velars have been retained in both branches of the family, as shown by
correspondences such as Kwakwala c5wi, ‘to jump’ (Boas 1947: 216), Nuuchahnulth stwi, id;
Kw s5kpi, ‘soft’ (Lincoln & Rath 1980: 100), N stpi, ‘melted, dissolved’ (Kw /5k/ corresponds
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to N /t/); Kw S5kwi, ‘to shred cedar bark’ (Boas 1947: 223), Nu Stwi, id. (old word); Kw ,mtji
‘having’ (Boas 1947: 348), N ,m@ji ‘having ...’.
The different historical development of the two PW velar series, labialized and
non-labialized, in SW has had morphophonological consequences in Nuuchahnulth. The language
has inherited a group of suffixes, many of which are preserved in NW as well, that originally began with a non-labialized velar consonant. Following bases with final consonants or /` h/ this
segment appears as /C/ in modern Nuuchahnulth, as we would expect from the correspondences in
(118). Following /t/, however, it appears as /ji/ today, since labial neutralization (§3.2.2), evidently an ancient alternation, replaced */j/ with */ji/ in this environment and thus protected it
from the palatalization process that affected it in other environments. The same applies mutatis
mutandis to suffixes that began with */J/. Example (119) shows words in both environments containing suffixes that putatively began with original */j/ or */J/. I follow Rose (1981) in positing
/C/ as the synchronic underlying initial segment of these suffixes.
(119)

a. Following consonants or /a i/
F`F@x`CHp`
F`x`ÊCh9p` [R+L]

b. Following /u/
FtFTjiHp`
FtÊCh9p` [R+L]

many–impeded.by

so.and.so–impeded.by

‘impeded by many’

‘impeded by it’

ChChCE`o
ChCÊE`o [R]

FtFtJi`o
FtÊE`o [R]

tooth–sore.in

so.and.so–sore.in

‘have a tooth-ache’

‘suffer from it’

The underlining of the initial segment (e.g. -Ch9p`) is to distinguish these suffixes from suffixes
like ,C`r [R] ‘fond of ...’ that have initial /C/ that does not alternate with /ji/. There are very few
non-alternating suffixes, and some of these may ultimately prove to alternate when tested in the
appropriate environments.
Many suffixes of this type have deleting initial consonants (§3.3.8). These suffixes are similar
to those in (119) except the initial consonant deletes after consonant-final bases instead of appear-
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ing as /C/. (Recall from §2.3 that bases with final coda nasals count as vowel final with regard to
consonant deletion.) Example (120) demonstrates with ,(C)hs ‘on the body’. There is no need for
underlining with most of these suffixes because most suffixes with deleting initial /C/ have a velar
alternate. The cognate Northern Wakashan suffix ,(f)hs ‘body’ is included for comparison. The
first word of the NW examples is Haisla (kindly provided by Emmon Bach, p.c.), and the final
two are Kwakwala from Boas (1947: 353).33
(120)

a. Following /a i/
E`Chs
E`Ê(C)hs

b. Following /u/
lTjihs
lTÊ(C)hs

c. Following a consonant
E`ptbhs
E`ptbÊ(C)hs

water–on.body

four–on.body

bubble–on.body

‘water on the body’

‘four on the body’

‘Bubbly-Body (name)’

chfhs`
ch‚(f)hs‚`

FtfihchF
Ft‚(f)hs‚#hF

J5kphs`
J5kp‚(f)hs‚`

wipe–body–TRANS

locative.root–body–NOM

lick–body–TRANS

‘to wipe body’ (Haisla)

‘body of pole, tree’ (Kw)

‘to lick body’ (Kw)

Thus far, all alternating suffixes have begun with the alternating consonant followed by a
vowel. Many of these suffixes, however, begin with a consonant cluster that consists of the alternating consonant followed by one or two consonants. This occasions certain phonological
changes in the alternating consonant. First, due to optional neutralization of labialization between
/t/ and a consonant, the alternate following /t/ may be pronounced either /j/ or /ji/, although it is
always written /j/ (§3.2.2).
(121)

a. Following /a i/
ghr`CK`
ghr`Ê(C)K@

b. Following /u/
FtjK@
FtÊ(C)K@

c. Following a consonant
EhGK@
EhGÊ(C)K@

there–have.as.name

so.and.so–have.as.name

ghost–have.as.name

‘named after that place’

‘have it as name’

‘have a ghost name’

The alternate that follows /` h/ is also subject to variation. Before alveolar consonants /r b/ it
is realized as /b/.
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(122)

a. Following /a i/
Fhlbr@S`
FhlÊ(b)r`9S` [L]

b. Following /u/
FTjr@S`
FtÊ(b)r`9S` [L]

c. Following a consonant
F@Cr@Shl
F`CÊ(b)r`9S` [L]Êhl

locative.root–on.forehead

so.and.so–on.forehead

pad–on.forehead–thing

‘on the forehead’

‘have it on the forehead’

‘head-flattener’

Note that alternating consonants are represented in underlying form by the shape they take following /` h/.
Before dental /s/ the alternate following /` h /is realized as /R/. (Underlining of the alternating
segments distinguishes these suffixes from those with deleting initial /R/ segments that do not alternate; see, for example, (125) below.)
(123)

a. Following /a i/
FTji`Rshr
Ftji`Ê(R)shr [L]

b. Following /u/
FTjshr
FtÊ(R)shr [L]

c. Following a consonant
vHjshr
vhjÊ(R)shr [L]

oneself–act.with.ref.to

so.and.so–act.with.ref.to

nothing–act.with.ref.to

‘act of one’s own accord’

‘act based on it’

‘act without permission’

Not all deleting initial /j/ or /R/ segments alternate, although they may have at one time in
history. The suffix ,(j)Ch ‘along with ...’ begins with a deleting, but non-alternating /j/.
(124)

a. Following /a i/
F`m`jChK
F`m`Ê(j)ChÊ#hK

b. Following /u/
FtjCHK
FtÊ(j)ChÊ#hK

c. Following a consonant
FTRCh
FTRÊ(j)Ch

only–along.with–in.house

so.and.so–along.with–in.house

someone–along.with

‘along with only indoors’

‘along with him indoors’

‘along with sb’

Similarly, the suffix ,(R)sHo ‘doing to while ...’ begins with a non-alternating /R/.
(125)

a. Following /a i/
r`x@Rsho
r`x@Ê(R)sHo

b. Following /u/
rTRsHo
rtÊ[L]–(R)sHo

c. Following a consonant
ghKsHo
ghKÊ(R)sHo

distant–do.to.while

hold–CONT–do.to.while

there–do.to.while

‘do to while distant’

‘do to while holding’

‘do to while there’
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Table 7. Realization of alternating initial consonants
Underlying

/` h/___

/t/___

C___

Example

,CV...

,CV...

,jV...

-CV...

(119)

,EV...

,EV...

,JV...

,EV...

(119)

,(C)V...

,CV...

,jV...

-V...

(120)

,(C)KV...

,CKV...

,jK---

,KV...

(121)

,(b)rV...

,brV...

,jrV...

,rV...

(122)

,(R)sV...

,RsV...

,jsV...

,sV...

(123)

Table 7 (after Rose 1981: 17) summarizes the realizations of alternating initial consonants we
have discussed. Labialization of the pre-vocalic ,CV... and ,EV... alternates in the /t/___ environment is handled by the regular labial neutralization rules (§3.2.2).

3.4 Appendix on Makah
In this section I introduce the main points of Makah phonology. Data on Makah is less abundant
than on Nuuchahnulth, and the discussion is accordingly less detailed. Original description of
most of the processes can be found in Jacobsen (1968, 1969b, 1971, 1973, 1994, 1996, 1997a,
1998a, 1998c, 1999a-b, 2000).
In general, Makah presents a very similar picture to what we have seen in Nuuchahnulth:
Makah has the typical Wakashan glottalizing/leniting suffixes, affixal CV templates, reduction of
VV and VFV sequences, deleting initial and final consonants, etc., but it has developed additional
complexities of its own. Among the most prominent of these are the “mutating” clitics (§3.4.2)
and widespread patterns of vowel insertion and loss (epenthesis, syncope, and apocope) (§3.4.3).
In the discussion that follows I concentrate on these Makah-specific processes. A typologically
interesting process in Makah not described here is labialization dissimiliation (Jacobsen 1998c).
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3.4.1

Segment inventory

Makah has 34 consonant phonemes.

Dental

Alveolar

Lateral

AlveoPalatal

Velar

Labialized
Velar

Uvular

Labialized
Uvular

Voiceless Stops

o

s

b

Q

C

j

ji

p

pi

Ejectives

O

S

B

I

E

J

Ji

P

Pi

F

Voiced Stops

a

c
r

K

R

w

wi

W

Wi

g

k

x

Fricatives
(l) (m)

Sonorants

Glottal

Labial

Table 8. Makah consonant inventory

v

The nasals /l m/ are marginal in Makah, occurring in only a few words, e.g. g`l ‘feces’, m@mH
‘grizzly bear’. See below. In addition to the phonemes in Table 8, one word in Makah contains
/g/: WhfHchs ‘Clallam Bay (place name)’, a borrowing from Clallam, a neighboring Salish language.
The Makah and Nuuchahnulth inventories (see Table 1) differ in four ways.34 First, as described in Jacobsen (1969a), the Proto-Southern-Wakashan ejective uvular stops and uvular fricatives shifted to pharyngeals in Nuuchahnulth, but were retained in Makah:
M

N

*P

P

Y

M PhcHQ, N YhmHQ ‘dog’

*Pi

Pi

Y

M PihC,, N YhC, ‘rotten’

*W

W

G

M W`CH, N G`CH ‘deep down’

*Wi

Wi

G

M FhFHWi`, N FHG ‘big’35

(126) PSW
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The other three differences have to do with historical changes in the original sonorant system.
These have interconnected results, so it is convenient to describe them together. These changes
are as follows:
1. The PSW nasals have shifted to voiced stops in Makah, which accounts for the rarity of
/l/ and /m/ in the language.
2. The PSW glottalized sonorants have merged with the plain sonorants in Makah. Loss of
glottalization has been accompanied by compensatory lengthening of preceding vowels
(Jacobsen 1968).
3. PSW )/k/ has merged with /m/ in Nuuchahnulth, but remains in Makah as /k/.
These changes produce the correspondences shown in (127). I have chosen examples with original word-medial glottalized sonorants to make the effects of compensatory lengthening in the
Makah forms more apparent.
(127)

PSW

N

M

*l

l

a

N l`,, M a`, ‘dwelling’

)L

L

a (+ length)

N gtL@p, M gTa@p ‘wild rhubarb’

)m

m

c

N mtmTj, M ctcTj ‘singing’

)M

M

c (+ length)

N CtM`, M CTc` ‘vulva’

)X

X

x (+ length)

N YtXh, M PTx` ‘medicine’

)V

V

v (+ length)

N btVhs, M bTvhs ‘silver salmon’

)k

m

k

N m`ji,, M k`ji, ‘tongue extended’

These changes influence the outcome of several phonological alternations in Makah, which we
will see as the discussion progresses (§3.4.2).
The change of nasals to stops is uncommon cross-linguistically, but has occurred in other
languages of the Northwest Coast region, both related and unrelated, viz. Ditidaht (Southern Wa-
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kashan), Quileute (Chimakuan), Lushootseed (Salish), and Twana (Salish) (Thompson &
Kinkade 1990).
Makah vowels are shown in Table 9. Pronunciation details are similar to those given in §2.2
for Nuuchahnulth except that, as pronounced by most speakers, the Makah high back vowels are
closer to cardinal value, the long mid back vowel is tense rather than lax, the short central vowel
is [¿] rather than [a], and the long mid front vowel is [æ9] rather than [e9].
Table 9. Makah vowel inventory
Front

Central

Back

High h H

t T

d D

n N

Mid
Low

` @

Short vowels frequently have tense allophones. More research is required before definitive
statements can be made, but at this point it seems fairly certain that the short high vowels and
sometimes /`/ have tense allophones before sonorants, e.g.
(128)

ghxT [ghxt9]

‘stop, finish’

ShptvhK [SHptvHK]

‘sitting room’

F`xhr`ptj [F`xHr¿pUjig]36

‘tricky, mischievous’

The short high back vowel also seems to have a tense allophone before labial stops, e.g. stojr@o
‘blacken sth’ [stogjgr`9og].
We noted in §2.2 that the mid vowels in the Nuuchahnulth inventory given by Sapir &
Swadesh (1939) (see Table 3) were phonemically marginal. The same applies to Makah: they frequently arise by secondary processes, but belong in the inventory because they appear in several
words where they cannot be accounted for by rule, e.g. Fdc discourse particle, JnFtK, ‘further
away, a little ways’, JnknFN ‘wild currant’.
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Southern Wakashan languages have no underlying diphthongs. On the surface, however,
there are environments in Makah in which they appear (§3.4.3).
3.4.2

Glottalization and lenition

Jacobsen (1996) describes glottalization in Makah. The facts, summarized in Table 10, are similar
to those described for Nuuchahnulth in §§3.3.2: stops are glottalized and most fricatives are
changed to glides. Makah, however, shows some distinct developments. First, the change of fricatives to glides is accompanied by lengthening of immediately preceding vowels. For example, the
final /r/ of vhPhr ‘dirty’ in (129) is changed to /x/ by the glottalizing suffix ,"`jQh ‘at the end,
rear’. The /h/ preceding the new glide is lengthened to /H/. (The loss of the final vowel of the suffix is explained in §3.4.3.)
(129)

vhPHx`jQ
vhPhr,"`jQh
dirty-at.end

‘dirty end’
Preceding length is indicated in Table 10 by ‘9’ before the resulting sonorant. This concomitant
lengthening is the result of the historical loss of glottalized sonorants and accompanying compensatory lengthening of preceding vowels mentioned in §3.4.1.
Second, a small group of bound roots with final /o/ or /s/ have this segment voiced rather than
glottalized when followed by a glottalizing suffix, e.g. when followed by /R/, the final segment of
j`U, ‘kneel’ surfaces as /s/ (130)a, but when followed by a glottalizing suffix, the segment becomes /c/ (130)b:
(130)

a. j`sRhQ
j`UÊRhQ
kneel–PERF

‘kneel’
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Table 10. Effects of glottalizing suffixes in Makah
o

→

O

W`ato, ‘know (a person)’ + ,"hc` ‘treated as ... ’ → W`atOhc ‘famous’

u

→

9a

I`u, ‘two-pronged object clamped on’ + "hQ ‘get ... (perf.) →
I@ahQ ‘pick up with tongs’

s

→

S

jihcHs, ‘Quileute’ + ,"`prto ‘woman of ...’ → jihcHS`prto ‘Quileute woman’

U

→

9c

JihU, ‘stuck on’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → JiHc`pQ ‘sth stuck inside ’

b

→

B

ohb, ‘cedar bark’ + ,"to formative suffix → ohBto ‘(inner) cedar bark’

Q

→

I

a`Q, ‘tied up, fastened’ + ,"`r ‘on the ground’ → a`I`r ‘(door) locked’

C

→

E

RtC, ‘tree’ + ,"`r formative suffix → RtE`r ‘tree’

j

→

J

vhj, ‘not’ + ,"hC ‘clothed in ...’ → vhJhC ‘undressed, not wearing’

ji →

Ji

a`ji, ‘buy’ + ,"`r ‘go to ... ’ → a`Ji`r ‘go to buy’

p

P

rhp, ‘suppurating’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → rhP`pQ ‘pimple, abscess’

→

pi →

Pi Otp, ‘feather’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → OtPi`pQ ‘feather mattress’

r

→

9x

Otr, ‘tired’ + ,"`st ‘stop ... -ing’ → OTx`s ‘rest after work’

K

→

9x

v@K, ‘say’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → v@x`pQ ‘think (said of a man)’

Ki →

9v

,tKi ‘... place’ + ,"`r → -Tv`r ‘... place on the ground’

K.k →

9k

a`K.k, ‘cold’ + ,"`Wr ‘in a vessel’ → a@k`Wr ‘cold water’

R

→

9x

S`R, ‘door, trail’ + ,"`r ‘on the ground’ → S@x`r ‘road, trail’

w

→

9v

C@x`w ‘pick berries’ + ,"d9Fhr ‘go to ...’ → C@x@vDFhr ‘go to pick berries’37

w

→

wF

C@x`w ‘pick berries’ + ,"d9Fhr ‘go to ...’ → C@x`wFDFhr ‘go to pick berries’

wi →

9v

j`wi, ‘fall’ + ,"`P`st ‘move down (perf.)’ → j@v`P`s ‘fall down off’

W

→

WF

IhW, ‘red’ + ,"`pQ ‘inside’ → IhWHF`pQ ‘red inside’; plus epenthesis, §3.4.3

Wi →

9v

FHWi, ‘big’ + ,"`ahK [R] ‘at the ears’ → FHFHv`ahK ‘donkey’
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b. j@c`r
j`UÊ"`r
kneel–on.ground

‘kneeling on the ground’
Note also the concomitant lengthening of the preceding vowel. Preceding a vowel, the segment
appears as /o/ or /s/.
(131)

Jihs@
JihUÊ(x)@
stuck.on–CONT

‘stuck on’
Following Jacobsen (1996), such segments are marked by the diacritic ‘u’ or ‘U’, e.g. j`U,
‘kneel’, Ehu, ‘plug, jam in’. Most of these roots are cognate with Nuuchahnulth roots with final
nasals (§3.3.5). Similarly, a few roots ending in /K/ change this to /k/ with concomitant lengthening
of the preceding vowel before glottalizing suffixes: a`K.k, ‘cold’ + -"`Wr ‘in a vessel’ > a@k`Wr
‘cold water’.38 These changes also occur before leniting suffixes, but without lengthening.
Glottalizing clitics in Makah have almost identical effects to glottalizing clitics in Nuuchahnulth (§3.3.2) except that no glottal stop is inserted following fricatives:
(132)

MAKAH

a.

c`FTpr`Q
c`FTÊpr<"`Q
accompany–in.vessel=TEMP

‘going along with sb in a vessel’
(132)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. m`FTprF`Q
m`FTÊpr<"`Q
accompany–in.vessel=TEMP

id.
Appearance of a glottal stop from a glottalizing clitic following a fricative in this context thus
indicates that a vowel is present underlyingly that has deleted due to syncope (§3.4.3). For example, the word c`FTprF`Q ‘accompany in a vessel’ in (133) adds the perfective aspect suffix ,hQ
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to (132)a. The final /Q/ of the perfective suffix deletes as described in §3.3.7 leaving a /hF`/ sequence that undergoes syncope.
(133)

MAKAH

c`FTprF`Q
c`FTÊprÊhQ<"`Q
accompany–in.vessel–PERF=TEMP

‘go along sb in a vessel’
The effects of leniting suffixes are laid out in Table 11. Examples are mostly from Jacobsen
(1996). In addition to the three leniting suffixes found in Nuuchahnulth (,#hK ‘in the house’, ,#hr
‘on the beach’, ,#`ChQ perfective inceptive aspect), Makah has a fourth leniting suffix, the suffix
,#t, a formative suffix that appears with two noun roots referring to kinds of berries, bhjxdR,,
bhjxdxt ‘elderberries’; p`jv`R,, p`jvdxt ‘salmonberries’.39
Table 11. Effects of leniting suffixes in Makah
r

→

x

Btr, ‘dig’ + ,#hr → Btxhr ‘hole dug on the beach’

K

→

x

,a`K, ‘moving about’ + ,#hK → ,adxhK < ,a`xhK ‘moving about in the house’

Ki →

v ,tKi ‘... place’ + #hr → ,tvhr ‘place on the beach’

K.k →

k

ahK.k, ‘even, level’ + #hr → ahkhr ‘flat, level beach’

R

x

p`jv`R, ‘salmonberries’ + ,#t → p`jvdx ‘salmonberries’

→

wi →

v b`wi, ‘round’ + ,#hr → b`vhr ‘Round-on-Beach’ (place name)40

Wi →

v FHWi, ‘big’ + ,#`ChQ → FHv`ChQ ‘to get big’

u →

a

F`u, locative root + ,#hK → F`ahK ‘right in the middle indoors’

U

s

j`U, ‘kneel’ + ,#hK → j`chK ‘kneeling on the floor’

→

Makah has also developed “mutating” clitics, which include the article <?hp, the diminutive
clitic <?hRC, and the second and third person Indicative mood clitics, e.g. <?h third person singular Indicative. Mutating clitics show either glottalizing or leniting effects depending on the preceding segment. They have no effect on preceding fricatives, but change /o/ and /s/ to /a/ and /c/
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respectively, /Q/ to /k/, and glottalize other voiceless stops, except /ji/ and sometimes /j/, which
become /v/.
(134)

a. gtjsTahp
gtjsTo<?hp
bird=ART

‘the bird’
b. FhFHWi`jKFhc
FhFHWi`Ê(j)KFhs<?h
big–very=INDIC.3sg

‘It is very big.’
c. a`Chk
a`ÊChQ<?h
close.teeth–PERF=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it bit him/her/it.’
d. ItO`Ehp
ItO`C<?hp
root=ART

‘the root’
e. ji`F`vhb
ji`F`ji<?hb
small=INDIC.2sg

‘You (sg.) are small.’
After vowels, a glottal stop is inserted. A preceding short vowel is generally lost (135)b (§3.4.3):
(135)

a. Jto@F
JtoÊ(x)@<?h
point–CONT=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she is pointing.’
b. C@a`SFhp
C@a`S`<?hp
chief=ART

‘the chief’
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3.4.3

Vowel insertion and loss

The most striking phonological differences between Makah and Nuuchahnulth have to do with
the patterns of vowel insertion and loss in Makah described by Jacobsen (1971). Very briefly,
these are as follows.
Epenthesis
Makah has a phonotactic constraint against a voiced or glottalized consonant (including glottal
stop) in the the onset of the second syllable when the coda of the first syllable is filled. An impermissable cluster that arises during derivation is broken up by the insertion of a long copy of
the first syllable vowel between the coda consonant of the first syllable and the following onset
consonant, which is the voiced or glottalized segment, of the second syllable:
(136)

a. B`p@ahr
B`pÊ@Êahr
bark–EPEN–collectivity.of

‘tree bark’
b. phsHchs
phsÊHÊchs
bass–EPEN–stocked.with

‘Bass-Stocked (place name)’
c. BtrTx`j
BtrÊTÊx`ji
dig–EPEN–thing.for

‘shovel’
d. IhWHBhsp`j
IhWÊHÊBhspÊ`ji
red–EPEN–colored–DUR

‘reddish colored’
Epenthesis can separate the consonants of a morpheme, as in (137)a, where the glottalization of
the final consonant of PhQC, ‘dog’ by ,"`Wr ‘in a vessel’ creates the banned cluster /QE/, or
(137)b-c, where the initial clusters of the suffixes ,(j)rF`shFh9 [L] ‘at the door’ and ,(j)rS`K ‘re-
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ciprocally’ are broken up when the suffixes attach to a monosyllabic base. The ‘<x>’ notation
indicates that the epenthetic vowel separates the consonants of a morpheme.
(137)

a. PhQHE`Wr
PhQCÊ;H=Ê"`Wr
dog–<EPEN>–in.vessel

‘a dog in a vessel’
b. B@rpr@F`shFh
B@rpÊ;@=Ê(j)rF`shFh9 [L]
knock–<EPEN>–at.door

‘knocking at the door’
c. BtprTS`K
BtpÊ;T=Ê(j)rS`K
punch–<EPEN>–reciprocally

‘punching each other, boxing’
In (138), the suffix ,`KB` ‘at, on a vertical surface’ attaches to the root gh,, and the resulting /h`/
sequence reduces to /H/ as described for Nuuchahnulth in §3.2.3: gh,`KB` > gHKB`. This leaves
the impermissable /KB/ cluster, which is then broken up by epenthesis: gHKB` > ghKHB`. (The final
vowel is in turn lost by apocope. See below. The shortening of the initial vowel appears to be a
more or less regular concomitant of epenthesis and may be related to the initial shortening that
accompanies appended vowels, §3.4.4).
(138)

ghKHB
ghÊ`KB`
face.located–at.vertical.surface

‘have one’s face against the wall’
Clusters with final voiced or glottalized segments are permitted later in the word:
(139)

a. IHc`pahr
IHc`pÊahr
fog–collectivity.of

‘fog’
b. vhPhrBhsp`j
vhPhrÊBhspÊ`ji
dirty–colored–DUR

‘dirty colored’
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c. ghc`KB
ghc`Ê`KB`
empty.root–at.vertical.surface

‘on the wall’
As will be seen below, banned clusters with final glottal stop (e.g. vhjFnK ‘not see, perceive’) can
emerge on the surface due to the operation of a later syncope rule.
Apocope
Word-final short vowels are lost under most conditions. [RepR] in (140)b indicates reduplication
occurring as part of repetitive aspect formation (§6.5.4):
(140)

a. g`Fta
g`Fta`
food

‘food’
b. piHpiHchCC`p
pihchCC`ÊpÊ(x)` [RepR]
Makah–BFR–REP

‘speaking Makah’
c. CHF`P`s
CHÊ"`P`st
pull–move.down.PERF

‘pull sth down’
d. a`ChI
a`ÊChQ<"h
close.teeth–PERF=IMPER.2sg

‘Bite him/her/it!’
e. E@FTpihK
E@FTpihK<?h
drunk=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she is drunk.’
A related rule concerns the length of long vowels in word-final position. Regular long vowels
are shortened and optionally lost (141)a; persistently long vowels are merely shortened (141)b:
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(141)

a. ghs`Bt or ghs`B
ghs`ÊBT
empty.root–in.container

‘in a container’
b. Ihbtwi`ch
Ihbtwi`ch9
person

‘person, Indian’
This shortening is only quantitative, that is, the basic tense quality of the vowel is unchanged. For
example, a long /H/ shortened in final position is always pronounced [i], never [ι]. In very careful
citation speech, shortening is sometimes hardly evident. It is not clear whether accented vowels
shorten.41 Pending further research, words like ptKT ‘slave’ will be written with long vowels.
Makah has no underlying diphthongs. Due to apocope, however, they can arise on the surface. The loss of a short vowel from a word-final vowel-glide-vowel sequence (e.g. /... `v`#/)
leaves a diphthong. Vowel-loss after /x/ leaves a diphthong with a [y] offglide; vowel-loss after
/v/ leaves a diphthong with a [w] offglide. The following examples show long and short /`/ before /x/ and /v/.
(142)

a. bhjxdx [srHjgxdy]
bhjxdxt
elderberry

‘elderberry’
b. s`jx@x [s¿jgx`9y]
s`jx@xt
elder.brother.of.male

‘elder brother or senior-line male cousin of a male’
c. P`S`v [P¿S`w]
P`S`v`
beaver

‘beaver’
d. c@K@v [c`9K`9w]42
c@K@vh
awesome.sight

‘(a) strange, awesome sight’
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Syncope
VFV sequences in which both vowels are short are often subject to syncope: V0FV2 → FV2. The
rules for syncope are complex and not yet fully understood, but the following words give some
idea of their effects. See Jacobsen (1971: 15-17) for further discussion and examples.43 Example
(143)b shows that syncope must operate after vowel shortening (§3.1) because otherwise this
vowel would surface long, being in the second syllable.
(143)

a. W@aF`j
W@a`ÊF`ji
stay.overnight–DUR

‘staying overnight’
b. a`pFhjr
a`phÊ"Hjr
what–consume

‘consuming what?’
Assimilation or partial assimilation sometimes takes place whereby the second vowel takes on
features of the first vowel before the first vowel deletes. (The final /o/ of the benefactive clitic in
(144)c is lost before glottalizing clitics, which creates the VFV sequence in this word).
(144)

a. E`EFdr
[R]–E`Ê#hr
PL–water–on.beach

‘puddles of water here and there on the beach’
b. vhjFnK
vhjÊtF`K
not–perceive.PERF

‘not perceive’
c. rtjihQFtr
rtÊjihQ<to<"hr
hold–PERF=BEN=IMPER.2sg/1sg

‘Get it for me!’
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Syncope is another source for surface diphthongs. The application of this rule to a sequence
like /...dxtFh/ leaves a glide in the syllable coda: /...dx$Fh/. Vowel-glide sequences in this circumstance are diphthongized, e.g.
(145)

c@K@vFhp [c`9K`9wFHph]
c@K@vh<?hp
awesome.sight=ART

‘the awesome sight’
3.4.4

Appended vowels

Makah has converted many historically consonant-final monosyllabic free forms into vowel-final
bisyllabic forms by means of an “appended” vowel, a long copy of the first syllable vowel appended to the root to create a second syllable. This effect of this historical process can be seen in
comparison with cognate roots in Nuuchahnulth, which has not developed these vowels.
(146)

N

M

Ehs

EhsH

‘soft, easily torn’

YHji

PhjH

‘pair of brothers’

FhC

FhCH

‘fat (shellfish)’

JiHr

JihrH

‘snow’

QtK

QtKT

‘good, clean’

I`b

I`b@

‘fat’

I`G

I`W@

‘not crying’

Itp

ItpT

‘wide, broad’

l@r

a`r@

‘bake (intr.) on open fire’

mTj

ctjT

‘song’

p`s

p`s@

‘hard, brittle’

pTK

ptKT

‘slave’
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s@K

s`K@

‘warm (in time of cold)’

sHC

shCH

‘alive, well’

FtG

FtWT

deictic pronoun

vhj

vhjH

‘not, nothing’

x`pi

x`p@

‘one who, that which’

As several of the forms show (e.g. N JiHr, M JihrH or N s@K, M s`K@), original long vowels in
the first syllable shorten in Makah as part of this process.44
For evidence against the alternative analysis that the appended vowel has been dropped in
Nuuchahnulth rather than added in Makah we can look to Kwakwala cognates, which agree with
the short Nuuchahnulth forms rather than the appended Makah forms. (Recall from §3.3.9 that
Proto-Wakashan */j/ corresponds to Southern Wakashan /C/):
(147)

N

M

‘good’

FhC

FhCH

‘fat (shell fish)’45

I™W ‘stop crying’

I`G

I`W@

‘not crying’

Kw
Fhj

A few roots exceptionally lack the appended vowel, F`p ‘wide’, Ji`K ‘branch’. It is also absent from monosyllabic discourse particles and interjections like Fdc emphatic particle, FhR ‘and’,
vDc ‘hey! (calling for attention)’.
The appended vowel is present before most clitics (148)a-b, but not before <"`Q temporal
specifier, <"h Imperative, and perhaps other glottalizing clitics (148)c-d.
(148) a. vhjHr
vhjÊH<r
not–APPEN=INDIC.1sg

C@a`S
C@a`S`
rich

‘I’m not rich.’
(148) b. vhjHahsr
vhjÊH<(a)hs<r
not–APPEN=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I wasn’t rich.’

C@a`S
C@a`S`
rich
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(148) c. vhJ`Qr
vhj<"`Q<r

C@a`S
C@a`S`

not=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

rich

‘I’m not rich now.’
(148) d. vhJ
vhj<"h
not=IMPER.2sg

v`g@j
v`g@ji
go.PERF

‘Don’t go!’
So far we have seen appended vowels only in connection with free roots. However, we also
find them added to some underlyingly monosyllabic derivatives. Comparison with Nuuchahnulth
is again revealing:
(149)
a.

b.

c.

d.

N

M

E@pQ
E`Ê"`pQ

E`pQ@
E`Ê"`pQÊ@

water–inside

water–inside–APPEN

‘water inside’

‘blister’

FTjR
FtÊjR [L]

FtCT
FtÊC [L]–T

so.and.so–ask.for

so.and.so–ask.for–APPEN

‘ask for it’

id.

FTb
FtÊh9b

FtbT
FtÊh9bÊT

so.and.so–belong.to

so.and.so–belong.to–APPEN

‘belong to it’

id.

Ftpr
FtÊpr

FtprT
FtÊprÊT

so.and.so–in.vessel

so.and.so–in.vessel–APPEN

‘it (is) in a vessel’

id.

In each case an underlyingly monosyllabic Makah derivative has been rendered bisyllabic by the
addition of an appended vowel. The productivity of this process requires further research because
we find other potential monosyllables (e.g. Ft, + ,h9jr ‘carrying, bringing along ...’) that are
avoided instead by insertion of a glottal stop: FtFTjr ‘bringing it’ (with assimilation of underlying /H/ to /T/). The corresponding derivative in Nuuchahnulth is FTbr.
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4 Grammatical Sketch
This chapter provides an overview of Southern Wakashan morphology and syntax. For the most
part I make no attempt to justify individual points of analysis here; cross-references are given to
more detailed discussion in later chapters where appropriate.

4.1 Word classes
Makah and Nuuchahnulth have at least the following word classes. (Note that “word class” in this
dissertation refers to distributionally-defined classes of unextended words, §4.2.1).
Nominals
Nouns
Numerals, quantities, and quantifiers
Pronouns and demonstratives
Verbs
Predicate modifiers
The division between the major classes of nominal and verb rests on the syntactic fact (first
pointed out by Jacobsen 1979a) that nominals may occur as single-word referring phrases (RPs),
the Nootkan equivalent of a noun phrase, while verbs may do so only when accompanied by the
enclitic article M <?hp, N <FH (§4.5, §7.2.21). In Makah, the classes are further distinguished
by the fact that only nominals may occur with possessive enclitics like <rhr first singular possessive ‘my’ (cf. Jacobsen 1979a: 140). The various nominal subclasses are distinguished from each
other by morphological and syntactic criteria laid out in Chapter 8. Unlike words of the other
classes, predicate modifiers may not function as predicate heads (§4.3.4).
As will be evident throughout the present chapter, the degree of grammatical differentiation
among word classes is quite low. Consequently, researchers have debated whether Southern Wa-
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kashan languages should be analyzed as having nouns, verbs, and other word classes at all. Most
(e.g. Swadesh 1933, 1939, Sapir & Swadesh 1939, Renker 1987, Nakayama 1997a) have argued
that they should not be, while others (e.g. Jacobsen 1979a, Rose 1981) disagree. In this dissertation I accept the claim that the distributional differences one finds do justify word classes in
Southern Wakashan. See §8.1 for discussion.
I reserve word-class terms like noun and verb for words, but the Southern Wakashan lexicon
also contains many bound roots that cannot function as a word without affixation by a lexical suffix or aspectual formative. Bound roots are provisionally referred to as “bound verb roots” or
“bound noun roots” (though the vast majority seem to be verb roots) based on morphosemantic
parallelisms with free roots of the relevant class (§8.1).

4.2 Morphology
Makah and Nuuchahnulth are polysynthetic languages making extensive use of suffixation, including enclisis. Reduplicative prefixation, used to form plurals and express aspectual distinctions, is also important. These are the only morphological techniques, apart from a few plural infixes and some aspectually significant changes in vowel length. Reduplication and changes in
vowel length are also used to create special base forms required by some affixes (§3.3.1). There is
no prefixation (apart from reduplicative prefixes), compounding, or noun incorporation.46
4.2.1

Word structure

A full word (as opposed to a particle) has the structure shown in Figure 1. The structure is
simplified for expository purposes; a slightly more complex description is given in Chapter 5. All
full words (e.g. nouns, verbs, etc.) have the same structure.
An unextended word is formed by a base plus zero, one, or more “lexical” suffixes (derivational suffixes with relatively concrete meanings) and zero, one, or more aspectual morphemes.
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Figure 1. Word structure (simplified)
base lexical suffixes aspect
clitics
unextended word
extended word
The unextended word in (150), the verb M, N vdFhC ‘sleeping’, contains no lexical suffixes or
aspectual morphemes –– it is a bare root.
(150)

vdFhC
vdFhC
sleep

‘sleeping’
In (151)a, the Makah verb is composed of vdFhC, functioning as the base, plus a lexical suffix,
the locative suffix -"`Wr ‘in a vessel’. The verb in (151)b is composed of the bound verb root
F`bj`s, ‘jump’ as base plus -"`Wr and the perfective aspect suffix -hQ.
(151)

MAKAH

a. vdFhE`Wr
vdFhCÊ"`Wr
sleep–in.vessel

‘sleeping in a canoe’
(151) b. F`bj`S`WrhQ
F`bj`sÊ"`WrÊhQ
jump–in.vessel–PERF

‘jump into a canoe’
The base can be a root as in (151) or an already derived base, making word structure recursive.
For example, the verb from (151)a vdFhE`Wr ‘sleeping in a canoe’ is base to another lexical suffix, the verbalizing suffix ,tF`K ‘perceive ... (perf.)’ in (152).
(152)

MAKAH

vdFhE`WrFnK
vdFhCÊ"`WrÊtF`K
sleep–in.vessel–perceive.PERF

‘see someone sleeping in a canoe’
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The recursive nature of word structure, as well as the distribution of semantic elements among the
base and suffixes, are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Not indicated in Figure 1 is the fact that words may also be marked as plural or distributive
by reduplication, infixation, or some combination of the two. Such plural/distributive marking is
grammatically optional and subject to many formal irregularities. See §5.5.4 for examples.
Depending on its syntactic role and position in a sentence, the morphological construct of
base + lexical suffixes + aspect (called the “unextended” word by Swadesh 1933, 1939) can take
additional formatives known variously as “incremental suffixes” (Swadesh 1933, Sapir &
Swadesh 1939), “word suffixes” (Swadesh 1939), “inflectional suffixes” (Rose 1981), or
“peripheral suffixes” (Nakayama 1997a) to form an “extended” word. Such formatives express
clause-level grammatical categories like tense, mood, voice, and pronominal indexes.
Though all the aforementioned authors refer to these formatives as “suffixes” of one type or
another, their status as such is actually rather ambivalent. They differ from lexical and aspect suffixes on a number of phonological, morphological, and semantic points (see Chapter 7 for a summary list). Some researchers (e.g. Klokeid 1976, 1978, Jacobsen 1979a: 151, note 31, Renker
1987) have suggested that these formatives in Ditidaht and Makah are actually clitics (an analysis
that extends easily to Nuuchahnulth as well).47 This idea appears to account for a number of their
syntactic properties.
The unextended word carries the lexical (dictionary) meaning of the word, while the clitics
specify values for grammatical categories associated with the word in its syntactic context. As
Swadesh (1933: 11) puts it for Nuuchahnulth: “From the lexical point of view, the word is the
unextended unit composed of stem plus derivational and aspect suffixes. From the syntactic point
of view, the word is the total phonetic unity, sometimes identical with the lexical unit, sometimes
more or less extended by [enclitic] elements.” In (153), for example, Makah vdFhE`k ‘he/she/it is
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sleeping’ is formed from the verb vdFhC ‘sleep’ plus the temporal specifier clitic <"`Q glossed
“TEMP” (explained in §4.3.2 below) and<?h, the third person singular Indicative mood clitic.
(153)

MAKAH

vdFhE`k
vdFhC<"`Q<?h
sleep=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it is sleeping.’
In general, words functioning as predicate heads in main clauses have the greatest potential for
hosting clitics. The clitics occur in an ordered sequence of slots following their host (§7.5). First
come clitics coding categories like the causative, passive-inverse, and tense. Next are mood and
pronominal clitics indexing subjects and, in Makah, some non-subjects. As seen in (153), third
person formatives in Makah have fused with mood clitics. In Nuuchahnulth, there is no marking
for third person in most moods. Finally, a word may end with one or more clitics drawn from a
small post-modal set that includes a morpheme expressing the plurality of a third person participant, a morpheme meaning ‘again’, and a habitual marker. See §4.3 for more on clitics and their
place in the structure of the predicate.
4.2.2

Lexical suffixes

The 500 or so lexical suffixes can be divided into two main types (§5.3). The first type, nuclear
suffixes (§5.4), includes nominalizing suffixes (154) and verbalizing suffixes (155):
(154)

Examples of nominalizing suffixes

M ,`Bhr, N ,`Btr ‘surface, platform for ...’
M ,HshFh9, N ,Hs` ‘... -er’
M ,(j)r`b, N ,(b)r`b ‘container, vessel for ...’
M ,x`ji, N ,X`ji ‘thing, instrument for ...’
(155)

Examples of verbalizing suffixes

M ,`a`9Bt, N ,l`Btj ‘talking about ...’

M, N ,Jtj [R] ‘resembling ...’
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M ,Bhr, N ,Btr [L] ‘laughing at ...’

M, N ,O`K ‘smelling like ...’

M ,c@ji, N ,m@ji ‘having ...’

M ,rta`C, N ,rhlC [L] ‘do ritual for ...’

M ,hctW, N ,M@G ‘seeking ...’

M ,tF`K, N ,(x)tF`K ‘perceive ... (perf.)’

The second type, restrictive suffixes (§5.5), consists mostly of suffixes indicating spatial disposition including path-orientation suffixes (156) and locative suffixes (157):
(156)

Examples of path-orientation suffixes

M, N ,(-F)`K ‘attached on’
M ,@xhQ, N ,`xh9FhQ ‘enter a building (perf.)’
M, N -jihr,s, ‘move away from (perf.)’
M ,a`K,, N ,l`K, ‘moving about’
N ,MHp, ‘down a slope (perf.)’
(157)

Examples of locative suffixes

M ,"`Wr, N -"`Gr ‘in a vessel’
M, N ,@rB` ‘on the roof’
N ,hmjrS`r ‘at the back of the head’
M ,`chK, N ,(v)hmK [L] ‘on the neck’
M ,(j)rF`shFh9, N ,(b)rF`st [L] ‘at the door’
At least since Sapir (1924) ellipses, i.e. the symbol “...”, have been included in the glosses of
nuclear suffixes to indicate the relation of the meaning of the suffix to that of the base, that is,
where the meaning of the base “fits” in the meaning of the suffix. Ellipses are not used in glosses
of restrictive suffixes because they have essentially additive relations with bases that are always
semantically predictable. In this dissertation nuclear ellipses are used only with glosses in the
body of the text and not in morpheme-by-morpheme glosses for reasons of economy.
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4.2.3

Aspect

Southern Wakashan has a basic perfective/imperfective aspectual system, with the imperfective
subdivided into a set of uniplex (steady-state or single action/event) categories and a set of multiplex categories specifying repetition or iterativity. Every predicate head has some aspectual value.
Aspect is normally indicated by the final morpheme of the unextended word. In (158), for example, aspect is marked by the perfective aspect suffix M, N ,RhQ:
(158)

NUUCHAHNULTH

bhpRhQF@pQ`G
bhpÊRhQ<F`9pQ<(l)@<`G
speak–PERF=INTENT=INDIC=1sg

‘I shall speak.’
Aspect is either specified by an aspect suffix, as in (158) and (159)a-b, an aspectually significant
CV-template (159)c, or else is inherent in the meaning of the final morpheme of the word. This
can be the root itself (159)d or a lexical suffix (159)e.
(159)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Imperfective (stative) aspect indicated by durative aspect suffix
p`G`jl`
p`GÊ`ji<l@
dead–DUR=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are dead.’
(159) b. Imperfective (dynamic) aspect indicated by continuative aspect suffix
b`r@F`Ql`
b`rÊ(x)@<"`Q<l@
chase–CONT=TEMP=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are chasing it.’
(159) c.

Imperfective (dynamic) aspect marked by continuative CV template

rTF`Ql`
rtÊ[L]<"`Q<l@
hold–CONT=TEMP=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are holding it.’
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(159) d. Imperfective aspect inherent in root
vdFhCl`
vdFhC<l@
sleeping=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are sleeping.’
(159) e.

Imperfective aspect inherent in lexical suffix

BHG`sHKF`Ql`
BhG`sÊ(C)h9K [L]<"`Q<l@
arrow–make=TEMP=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are making arrows.’
The formal aspect categories in Southern Wakashan, i.e. non-inherent categories marked by
an aspect suffix or CV template, are as follows:
(160)

Formal aspect categories

perfective (§6.4)
imperfective
(uniplex)
graduative (§6.5.1)
durative (§6.5.2)
continuative (§6.5.3)
(multiplex)
repetitive (§6.5.4)
iterative I & II (§6.5.5)
See Chapter 6 for discussion of the formal realizations and functions of the aspects.
The perfective suffix, which occurs in many allomorphs, has the widest distribution of any
aspectual morpheme; it can occur with most roots (including nouns and other nominals, which
then become verbs with typically inchoative meaning) and many lexical suffixes. The graduative
occurs with perfective bases to imperfectize them. The durative and continuative aspects occur
only with bound roots (§5.2.1) and a handful of lexical suffixes. Most free roots (§5.2.2) are inherently imperfective and thus need no additional imperfective marking.
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Inherent aspectual values of roots and lexical suffixes seem limited to the following:
(161)

Inherent aspectual values

Stative imperfective, e.g. noun M RtE`r, N rtE`r ‘tree’
Dynamic imperfective, e.g. verbs M, N vdFhC ‘sleeping’, M ctcTj, N mtmTj ‘singing’
Perfective, e.g. M, N verb v`g@ji ‘go’ in (162)
Predicate heads with no formal aspect marking and no aspectual meaning indicated in the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss may be assumed to be inherently imperfective. Inherent perfective
meaning is indicated in the gloss, e.g. the verb M, N v`g@ji ‘go (perf.)’ is inherently perfective.
(162)

NUUCHAHNULTH

v`g@J`Q`G
v`g@ji<"`Q<(l)@<`G
go.PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

‘I went.’

4.3 Structure of the predicate
The predicate is a complex consisting of an obligatory head, clitics coding clause-level categories
like tense, mood, and pronominal indexes, and one or two optional predicate modifiers.
(163)

MAKAH

ctcTJi`Qhshc
xTxt
ctcTj<"`Q<(a)hs<hc xTxT
sing=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1pl
head and clitics

for.a.while
predicate modifier

‘We sang for a while.’
Words from most of the classes listed in §4.1 may function as predicate head. (See §4.4.3 for a
classification of clause types according to the word classes of their predicate heads.)
4.3.1

Mood and pronominal marking

Southern Wakashan predicates may be mood-marked or “absolute,” i.e. not marked for mood. In
Makah, the first word in a mood-marked predicate hosts a clitic indicating mood. Indicative
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mood, the default mood for conversation, is marked by its own set of pronominal clitics. (For the
moment we restrict our attention to predicates containing no predicate modifiers.)
(164)

MAKAH

ctcTJi`Qr
ctcTj<"`Q<r
sing=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

‘I am singing.’
Other moods are generally expressed by a mood clitic followed by a separate pronominal clitic.
The Polar (‘yes/no’) Interrogative mood shown in (165), for example, is marked by the Polar Interrogative clitic <(p)@j plus a set of pronominal clitics in which the first person singular subject form is <r:
(165)

MAKAH

ctcTJi`Q@jr
ctcTj<"`Q<(p)`9j<r
sing=TEMP=POLAR=1sg

‘Am I singing?’
In non-Indicative moods, pronominal markers involving first and second persons are transparently structurally distinct from the mood clitics. For third person forms, although a more abstract
analysis is theoretically possible in which the mood markers and pronominal formatives are
sometimes distinct, formal complexities arise that make it more analytically convenient to assume
fused mood-pronominal forms (§7.2.1).
(166)

MAKAH

ctcTJi`Q`
ctcTj<"`Q<(p)`9
sing=TEMP=POLAR.3sg

‘Is he/she singing?’
Pronominal clitics (including the fused mood-pronominal combinations) in Makah index at
least the subject and sometimes also one non-subject grammatical role. The non-subject role is
often, but not necessarily, the object.
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(167)

MAKAH

c@brF`QrHbtW
c@br`<"`Q<rh9btW
see=TEMP=INDIC.1sg/2sg

‘I [SUBJ] see you (sg.) [OBJ].’
Example (168) contains the possessive clitic <F`ji, which here indicates that the grammatical
subject is the possessor of the single argument of the intransitive predicate head (S) cTvhprt
‘father’; the possessed S argument is syntactically an oblique. The first person possessor in (168)
is hence the subject and the second person participant, the S of cTvhprt ‘(be) father’, is oblique.
Significantly, the same Indicative pronominal clitic is used as in the preceding first person singular acting on second person singular transitive example (167).
(168)
(167)

MAKAH

cTvhpr@jrHbtW
cTvhprt<F`ji<rh9btW
father=POSS=INDIC.1sg/2sg

‘You [OBLIQUE] (sg.) are my [SUBJ] father.’
Eschewing the details, arguments can be given to show that (168) is, in fact, intransitive; that is,
we are not dealing with a transitive construction like ‘you (are) father (to) me’.
In Nuuchahnulth, the first word in a mood-marked predicate hosts a mood clitic followed directly by a pronominal clitic that expresses the person and number of the subject:
(169)

NUUCHAHNULTH

mtmTJi`Q`G
mtmTj<"`Q<(l)@<`G
sing=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

‘I am singing.’
Third person, however, is unmarked by a pronominal clitic –– the absence of a pronominal clitic
indicates third person. In some cases the mood clitic shows slight formal peculiarities when not
followed by a first or second person clitic that could be said to mark third person, but third person
has no clitic of its own:
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(170)

NUUCHAHNULTH

mtmTJi`Ql`
mtmTj<"`Q<l@
sing=TEMP=INDIC

‘He/she/it/they are singing.’
The Nuuchahnulth pronominal subject clitics fall into several sets of forms depending on the preceding mood clitic (§7.2.2), e.g. the Indicative mood clitic in (169) and (170) <(l)@ (or <l@
with no following pronominal clitic) is followed by a set in which first person singular is indicated by <`G.
Unlike Makah, Nuuchahnulth does not mark non-subjects in the clitic sequence under most
circumstances. However, first person non-subjects are marked in imperative moods (§7.2.20),
and, very rarely, in the Indicative (§7.2.4).
Southern Wakashan mood clitics express a varied set of modal, evidential, and speech-act
categories. Most of these are in paradigmatic opposition, but a few may co-occur to form mood
combinations (§7.2.3). Mood clitics include the Indicative illustrated above for both languages,
the Purposive M, N <"`9 ‘in order that’, interrogative moods used to form both yes/no and content questions, the Conditional M <pdx(t), N <pt9 ‘if, when; would’, the Nuuchahnulth Dubitative <p@E` ‘perhaps’, and the Subordinate M <W, <p`9, N <p@, which forms that-clause
complements of predicates of saying, thinking, etc. as well as causal (‘because’) clauses, and, in
Makah, ‘when’ clauses (in conjunction with Ftxt ‘when’). There are also several evidential
moods in both languages, including the Quotative M <v`9s, <v`9c`, N <vDFhm and inferential moods. The Makah Relative <(p)hj, <(p)h and Nuuchahnulth Definite Relative <FHsp and
Indefinite Relative <(x)h9 moods form relative clauses. See Chapter 7 for more on the form and
function of these and other mood clitics.
Predicates without mood marking are often called “absolute” or “absolutive” in the Southern
Wakashan descriptive literature (e.g. Sapir 1924: 82, note 1, Rose 1981: 213, Jacobsen 1979a,
1993). It is necessary to recognize two types of absolute predicates: subject-marked absolutes and
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non-subject-marked absolutes, which I henceforth refer to as “bare absolutes”. Bare absolutes
occur only as same-subject juxtaposed predicates in the common sentence-building construction
described in §4.5, or as complements of certain complement-taking words (§4.6.2.1). Subjectmarked absolutes typically occur in narrative contexts where the mood has been previously established in the discourse by a preceding mood-marked predicate.
Pronominal subjects in subject-marked absolute predicates are marked on the first word of the
predicate by a set of pronominal clitics, which, in Makah, has no form indicating third person
singular, and, in Nuuchahnulth, has no form indicating third person whatsoever. Bare absolute
predicates (by definition) have no subject marking. This means that a third person subject-marked
absolute is overtly indistinguishable from a bare absolute. For example, in the Makah sentences in
(171), compare the third person singular subject-marked absolute in (171)a with the two predicates in (171)b, the first of which is the third person singular subject-marked absolute matrix
predicate vhJ`Q ‘He/she/it did, were not’, and the second, g`FtjRhQ ‘eat’, a bare absolute functioning as complement to vhJ`Q.
(171)

MAKAH

a. g`FtjRF`Q
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q
eat–PERF=TEMP

‘He/she/it ate.’
(171) b. vhJ`Q
[g`FtjRhQ]
vhj<"`Q [g`FtjÊRhQ]
not=TEMP
matrix

[eat–PERF]
complement

‘He/she/it didn’t eat.’
The three predicates are superficially identical with respect to subject marking. However, it is
easy enough to tell them apart as long as we keep in mind the structural difference between a zero
form and nothing, that is, a form where a decision between paradigmatic options has resulted in a
marker that happens to be zero versus a form in which no marking can ever occur. This distinction clearly emerges when the sentences are put in first person:
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(172)

MAKAH

a. g`FtjRF`Qrh
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q<rh9
eat–PERF=TEMP=1sg

‘I ate.’
(172) b vhJ`Qrh
[g`FtjRhQ]
vhj<"`Q<rh9 [g`FtjÊRhQ]
not=TEMP=1sg

[eat–PERF]

‘I didn’t eat.’
(172) c. )vhJ`Qrh [g`FtjRhQrH]
The subject-marked absolute predicates in (172)a-b are now marked with the first person singular
clitic <rh9. The bare absolute complement to vhJ`Qrh in (172)b remains without the subject clitic, and, as (172)c shows, the sentence becomes ungrammatical (with this meaning) if it is added.
(172)c is a grammatical string, but only if it is interpreted as two successive subject-marked absolutes (‘I didn’t do it; I ate’), where the speaker asserts that he did eat, but didn’t do something
else. In this dissertation, predicates in constructed sentence examples are usually marked with
Indicative mood (the unmarked mood for conversation), but examples cited from texts are frequently subject-marked absolutes. See, for example, (176)e-f, (178)b, (179)c etc. below. Presented with a subject-marked absolute out of context, Makah speakers typically “correct” it to a
mood-marked predicate.
4.3.2

Tense

Sentences with no overt tense marking are, strictly speaking, non-future, that is, they are interpreted as having either past or present time reference, according to context. Non-tense-marked
predicates in isolated elicitation sentences are invariably interpreted as having present time reference in Makah (unless they are perfective –– see below), and I suspect in Nuuchahnulth also. In
both languages, however, one frequently finds non-tense-marked predicates with past time reference in narrative discourse. Past and future tense clitics in the predicate indicate time reference
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relative to that already established in the discourse. For example, the past tense clitic M <(a)hs,
N <(l)hs is a relative past marker in that it indicates time reference prior to the discourseestablished time reference rather than absolute past time reference.
(173)

NUUCHAHNULTH

mtmTJi`Qhsrh
mtmTj<"`Q<(l)hs<rH
sing=TEMP=PAST=1sg

‘I was, had been singing.’
It is worth pointing out here that tense and aspect are entirely distinct formal systems in Southern
Wakashan. Tense is marked by clitics, while aspect is marked by suffixes, reduplication, or length
changes in base vowels (§4.2.3). However, past temporal reference is strongly implied by perfective aspect, which is usually incompatible with present reference (§6.4). See, for example, the
past tense translations of the sentences in (171) and (172).
The temporal specifier M, N <"`Q is another predicate clitic implicated in temporal reckoning. It precedes tense, mood and pronominal clitics in the clitic sequence. The temporal specifier
is not a tense marker, but is used to indicate temporal sequencing of events and states. It is usually
left untranslated, but can be rendered ‘now, then, at that time’ if necessary. The temporal specifier
is grammatically optional, but is stylistically important and very frequent in discourse. See §7.3.3
for further information.
4.3.3

Other clitics

Thus far we have seen clitics expressing mood, pronominals, and tense. These belong to a larger
set of clitics that may occur in the predicate. When more than one occurs on the same word in the
predicate, they are strictly ordered. Although the order differs somewhat for the two languages,
clitics in both may be divided into three groups based on their sequencing requirements: premodal clitics, mood and pronominal clitics, and post-modal clitics. Pre-modal clitics precede
mood clitics. Among them we find the following (only a single allomorph of each is shown):
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(174)

Selected pre-modal clitics

Intentive Future: N <F`9pQ (§7.3.2)
Causative: M, N <"`o
Temporal Specifier (‘now, then, at that time’): M, N <"`Q (§7.3.3)
Passive-inverse: M <"hs, N <"`s (§4.4.2, §7.3.5)
Possessive: M, N <tj (§7.3.4)
Tense: including past M<(a)hs, N <(l)hs and hypothetical future M <"dxhj, N <"h9j
Co-occurrence restrictions and relative ordering of these clitics are discussed at §7.5. Some of
the clitics in (174) are briefly discussed elsewhere in this chapter, e.g. see §4.4.2 for the passiveinverse.
Post-modal clitics follow mood and pronominal clitics.
(175)

Selected post-modal clitics

Third plural (optionally signals third person plural participant): M <`K, N<F`K (§7.4.1)
Habitual: M <`9j, N <F`9K` (§7.4.2)
‘again’: M <QFn, N <Q`9 (§7.4.4)
4.3.4

Predicate modifiers

The basic predicate structure of head and clitics in the examples seen so far in this section may be
expanded by the addition of one or two predicate modifiers. Predicate modifiers are a small
closed-class of words like N F`GF@ ‘then’, M F@ch, N F@mh ‘really, in fact’, M xTxT, N C@mh
‘at first, for a while, temporarily’, N FHpGH ‘still’, M gTF`Wh ‘still, yet’, M jTvhK, N jtVhK`
‘doing as directed’, N v@Q ‘now, then, thereupon’, and M xTpi@, N XTpi@ ‘likewise’. A few
words from other word classes can also play this syntactic role, e.g. M FhFHWi`, N FHGi ‘big’
also occurs as as a predicate modifier meaning ‘really, very much, to a great extent’.
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(176)

MAKAH

a. ctcTJi`Qhsr
ctcTj<"`Q<(a)hs<r

xTpi`
xTpi@

sing=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

likewise

‘I was singing too.’
(176) b. Fhx`WFh
Fhx`W`<?h
at=INDIC.3sg

gTF`W sH
gTF`Wh sH
still

DEM

‘He/she/it is still here.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(176) c. mtmTJi`Qhs`G
XTpi@
mtmTj<"`Q<(l)hs<(l)@<`G XTpi@
sing=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1sg

likewise

‘I was singing too.’
(176) d. LtEhCtF`Ql`
LtEhCÊtQ<"`Q<l@
clothed–PERF=TEMP=INDIC

F`GF@
F`GF@

wwwwwww

then

‘Then they got dressed.’ (based on NA 19.41)
(176) e. vhjY`I`Q
vhjÊY`Q<"`Q
not–make.X.sound.PERF=TEMP

jtVhK`
jtVhK`

xtbGVhKhl
xtbGVhKhl

do.as.directed

Feint.Woman

‘Feint-Woman kept quiet as she was told.’ (NA 404.39)
(176) f. ---IhG`pRhF`Q
FHG wwwwwwwwwwwww
---IhG`pÊRhQ<"`Q FHGi
... thin–PERF=TEMP

very

‘She had gotten very thin.’ (NT 190.28)
A predicate modifier can follow the predicate head, as in (176), or it can precede the head, in
which case it hosts some or all of the clitics. (Post-head modifiers rarely host any clitics.)
(177)

MAKAH

a. xTpi@F`Qhsr
xTpi@<"`Q<(a)hs<r
likewise=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

ctcTJi`Q
ctcTj<"`Q
sing=TEMP

‘I was singing too.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(177) b. XTpi@F`Qhs`G
mtmTJi`Q
XTpi@<"`Q<(l)hs<(l)@<`G mtmTj<"`Q
likewise=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1sg

‘I was singing too.’

sing=TEMP
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(177) c. FHGF`Q`G
g@m`F`Q
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
FHGi<"`Q<(l)@<`G g@m`F`<"`Q
very=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

play.lehal=TEMP

‘I was playing lehal (a gambling game) in a big way.’ (NA 270.18)
Clitics differ in their propensity for attaching to the initial modifier, to the head, or to both in the
situation illustrated in (177). We can distinguish three main groups: second-position clitics, head
clitics, and flexibly-positioned clitics. Second-position clitics, which include the tense, mood, and
pronominal clitics, tend to occur only on the first word of the predicate, whether it is the head or a
modifier. Head clitics, which include the passive-inverse and possessive, tend to occur on the
head. Flexibly-positioned clitics like the temporal specifier M, N <"`Q occur on either or on
both. It is important to understand, however, that these patterns are tendencies rather than rigidly
followed rules; speakers are allowed a considerable amount of choice in clitic placement.
Head clitics are frequently subject to second-position copying. That is, when the first word of
the predicate is a modifier rather than the head, head clitics can occur only on the head (178)a, but
are also commonly copied onto the predicate-initial modifier as well (178)b.
(178)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`GF@F`Ql`
K`K`JihmChF`I`s--F`GF@<"`Q<l@ K`K`JihmÊChQ<"`Q<"`s
then=TEMP=INDIC

beg–PERF=TEMP=PINV

‘He was begged.’ (NA 9.33)
(178) b. F`GF@F`I`s
K`K`JihmChF`I`s
F`GF@<"`Q<"`s K`K`JihmÊChQ<"`Q<"`s
then=TEMP=PINV

beg–PERF=TEMP=PINV

‘They were begged.’ (NA 67.14-15)
They do not normally occur on the initial modifier without also occurring on the head.
The predicate can be doubly modified. The two modifiers may span the head, or both may
precede it. There seems to be a grammatical restriction against both modifiers following the head.
The sentences in (179) demonstrate doubly modified predicates. Clitic placement remains as previously described.
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(179)

MAKAH

a. xTpi@F`Qhsr
xTpi@<"`Q<(a)hs<r

ctcTJi`Q
F@c
ctcTj<"`Q F@ch

likewise=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

sing=TEMP

modifier

in.fact

head

modifier

‘I, in fact, was singing too.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(179) b. F`GF@F`Q`G
bhpRhF`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<(l)@<`G bhpÊRhQ<"`Q
then=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

XTpi@--XTpi@

speak–PERF=TEMP

modifier

head

likewise
modifier

‘I also spoke.’ (NA 134.12)
(179) c. XTpi@F`Q
Y`shpRhQ
XTpi@<"`Q Y`shpÊRhQ
likewise=TEMP

F`GF@
F`GF@

express.thanks–PERF

modifier

head

then
modifier

‘He also expressed thanks.’ (NA 154.7)
(179) d. F`GF@F`Q`G
XTpi@ bhpRhF`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<(l)@<`G XTpi@ bhpÊRhQ<"`Q
then=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

likewise

modifier

modifier

speak–PERF=TEMP
head

‘Then I too spoke.’ (NA 133.33)

4.4 Basic clause structure
4.4.1

RP functions and constituent order

In addition to the predicate, a clause can (but need not) contain referring expressions that function
as subjects and objects, or in oblique roles. Referring expressions are expressed syntactically as
referring phrases (RPs) (§4.5). The predicate usually comes first in the clause followed by the
core (i.e. subject and object) RPs in either order. There is no case-marking or other overt means
of indicating which RP is subject, and which is object.
(180)

MAKAH

a. rtjiF`Q
rtÊjihQ<"`Q
hold–PERF=TEMP

PiDsh jihCHxDFhpwwwwwwwwwww
PiDsH jihCHx`9<?hp
Qweti

land=ART

‘Qweti took (away) the land.’ (HW, Qweti and Wolf)
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(180) b. gHrji@x@F`Qr
ghrÊji`9x`9oÊ[L]<"`Q<r

ohBto
ohBto

chop–in.pieces.CAUS.PERF–GRAD=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

inner.cedar.bark

‘I am pounding up cedar bark.’
(180) c. c@brFh
c@br`<?h
see=INDIC.3sg

w`cF`vhp
x@c`p`vhp
w`cF`ji<?hp x@c`p`ji<?hp
woman=ART

baby=ART

a. ‘The woman sees the baby.’
b. ‘The baby sees the woman.’
(180) d. c@brFh
c@br`<?h
see=INDIC.3sg

w`cF`vhp
w`cF`ji<?hp
woman=ART

a. ‘The woman sees him/her/it.’
b. ‘He/she/it/ sees the woman.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(180) e.

IhChF`Q`G
IhÊChQ<"`Q<(l)@<`G

pi`x`BHjFh
pi`x`BHj<FH

shoot–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

wolf=ART

‘I shot at the wolf.’
(180) f.

IhChF`Ql`
IhÊChQ<"`Q<l@

pi`x`BHjFh
cccc
pi`x`BHj<FH

shoot–PERF=TEMP=INDIC

wolf=ART

‘He/she/they shot at the wolf.’
(180) g. M@br@Q`G
rtV`
M@br`<"`Q<(l)@<`G rtV`
see=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

2sg

‘I see you (sg).’
Ambiguities in referent/role relations like those in (180)c-d are, of course, often mitigated by context, and are further reduced by the passive-inverse voice construction, which is an important
means of reference tracking (§4.4.2). The object can also be placed in a separate clause with a
bare absolute transitive predicate (i.e. ‘the woman sees, doing it to the baby), which tends to clarify relations.
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(181)

MAKAH

c@brFh
c@br`<?h

w`cF`vhp
FtjsHo
w`cF`ji<?hp FtÊ(j)sh9o

x@c`p`vhp
x@c`p`ji<?hp

see=INDIC.3sg

woman=ART

baby=ART

so.and.so–do.to

‘The woman sees the baby.’
We will see more examples of this strategy later in the chapter (§4.6.1.1). The sentences in
(182)a-c show a few more Nuuchahnulth examples of transitive predicates.
(182)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. j`QGr@O`Q
j`QGÊr@o<"`Q
visible–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

KTbrl@j
QTwVhChs
KTbrl`<F`j QTwVhChs

p`v`Rr`btjFh
p`v`RÊ(b)r`b<tj<FH

woman=POSS

sberry–container=POSS=ART

Woodpecker

‘Woodpecker’s wife brought out her salmonberry dish.’ (NT 50.9)
(182) b. rTF`Q
rtÊ[L]<"`Q
hold–CONT=TEMP

F`Cl`
F`CÊl`

bHbHpG`mhl
bhpÊGhm [RL+L]<hl

wedge.up–thing

speak–at.end–thing

‘Speak-Ends (man’s name) held a block.’ (NA 369.51)
(182) c. B`wRhF`QQ@
B`wiÊRhQ<"`Q<Q`9
spear–PERF=TEMP=again

XTpi@ Ji`krhb
XTpi@ Ji`krhb

FHGsToFh
rrr c
FHGiÊ(R)sTo<FH

likewise

big–thing=ART

Kwalisits

‘And then, once more, Kwalisits too speared the whale.’ (RW 79.8)
Southern Wakashan can be shown to follow an accusative alignment pattern: the single argument of an intransitive (S) predicate is treated grammatically like the agent-like argument of a
transitive (A) predicate (cf. also Jacobsen 1993: 236). Given the relative paucity of marking of
syntactic relations, this is not immediately obvious, but, as demonstrated by Rose (1981) for
Nuuchahnulth and later emphasized by Emanatian (1986), a subject relation (grammatical union
of S+A arguments) can be deduced from fairly subtle patterns of clausal co-reference we need not
elaborate here. Similar arguments could be developed for Makah.
A core RP can be positioned before the predicate head under certain pragmatic circumstances. Fronting of RPs has no effect on placement of clitics –– they remain on heads or predicate-initial modifiers as described in §4.3.4. Example (183) shows a pre-head subject:
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(183)

NUUCHAHNULTH

XTpi@F`Q
[BhR@F`sGFh
vhF`j] rtjihF`Q
XTpi@<"`Q [BhR@F`sG<FH vhF`ji] rtÊjihQ<"`Q

Y`QxTFh--Y`QÊxT<FH

likewise=TEMP

twisted–having.been=ART

[Tseshaht=ART

warrior]

hold–PERF=TEMP

subject

object

‘A Tseshaht warrior likewise took hold of the (Maktliath) cedar line.’ (NT 182.15)
The subject RP ‘a Tseshaht warrior’ has been displaced from its typical post-predicate position
and moved forward between the predicate-initial modifier and predicate head. The context for this
example involves contrastive focus on the subject, which perhaps motivates the shift. A canoe
load of Maktliath band warriors is struggling over a drift whale against a canoe load of Tseshaht
warriors. Both canoes have attached cedar ropes to the whale and are pulling in opposite directions. The sentences immediately preceding this example read ‘The Maktliath warrior Sound-ofDropping took the line (of the Tseshaht). He cut it apart.’ The subjects and objects in these sentences are in their usual position after the predicate . The tit-for-tat action reported by example
(183) produces a contrastive focus reading: ‘A Tseshaht warrior likewise took hold of the (Maktliath) line.’
Unlike core RPs, RPs functioning as oblique adverbial modifiers do not bear a grammatical
relation to the predicate head. As described further in §4.4.3.1, it can be difficult to determine in
some cases whether an RP is an object or an oblique, but differences in behavior do exist that distinguish the two (e.g. ability to passivize). Obliques most commonly occur after core RPs (184)g.
(184)

MAKAH

a. v`g@Jdxhjhc
v`g@ji<"dxhj<hc
go.PERF=FUT=INDIC.1pl

F@adxtkhp
F@adxtQ<?hp
tomorrow=ART

‘We will go tomorrow.’
(184) b. F`c@jr@PDFhrr
F`c@jiÊr`9pÊ"d9Fhr<r
fire–CAUS.PERF–go.to=INDIC.1sg

pihRNv`rhp
pihRÊtKiÊ"`r<?hp
smoke–place.for–on.ground=ART

‘I am going to make a fire in the smokehouse.’ (HI)
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NUUCHAHNULTH

(184) c- V`ChF`Q
V`ÊChQ<"`Q

F`GF@ F`sGHFh
F`GF@ F`sGH<FHww

attack.as.group=TEMP

then

night=ART

‘They attacked at night.’ (NA 370.31-32)
(184) d. g`FtjRhF`Q
jtF`KFh
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q jtF`K<FH
eat–PERF=TEMP

cwwwwwwwwww w

morning=ART

‘He/she/it/they ate in the morning.’
(184) e. g@YhmChF`QQ@
g@YhmÊChQ<"`Q<Q`9
call.out–PERF=TEMP=again

jtF`Kwwwwwwwwwwwwww
jtF`K
morning

‘Again he called out in the morning.’ (NT 120.26)
(184) f. FhmJi`ChF`Q
l`GSHFh--FhmjiÊ"`ChQ<"`Q l`GSH<FH
fire–INCEP=TEMP

cwwwwbwwwww

house=ART

‘Fires were started in the house.’ (NT 156.1)
(184) g. ---X`jRhF`Q
---X`jÊRhQ<"`Q

G`VhKFh
S`RHF`jFh---wwwww
G`VhK<FH S`RH<F`j<FH---

... appear–PERF=TEMP

chief=ART

door=POSS=ART...

‘The chief appeared at his door.’ (NA 50.37)
(184) h. ---otX@O`QpT
---otÊX@o<"`Q<pt9
... run.enmass–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=COND

C@C@jFhwwwwwwwwwwwwww
[LR]ÊC`F`j<FH
PL–island=ART

‘... when he chased them (into the sea) from the islands’ (NA 14.19)
(184) i. ---F`GF@F`Q
shlpRhF`Q
---F`GF@<"`Q shlpÊRhQ<"`Q
... then=TEMP

wade–PERF=TEMP

stO`KFhwwwwwwwwww
stO`K<FH
sea=ART

‘Then they waded into the sea.’ (NA 240.23-24)
Examples like (184)b,f-i with a locative oblique but no other locative elements in the sentence are
uncommon. There must generally be some type of additional locative element in the sentence to
support the locative RP. A simple strategy often resorted to in both languages is to include one or
more restrictive path-orientation or locative suffixes on the predicate head, the reference of which
the locative RP expands.
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(185)

MAKAH

a. F`bj`S`WrF`Qv@c
F`bj`sÊ"`WrÊhQ<"`Q<v`9c`

PiDsh E`o`Bhp
PiDsH E`o`b<?hp

jump–in.vessel–PERF=TEMP=QUOT.3sg

Qweti

canoe=ART

‘Qweti jumped into the canoe.’ (HW, Qweti and Wolf)
(185) b. FTRWTWoHc
FTRÊTÊ(W)W<oh9s<?h
someone–APPEN–while=INFER=INDIC.3sg

vdFhCo`Q
vdFhCÊo`Q

C`aDFhKrhr
C`aDFhK<rhr

sleep–in.house.PERF

bed=POSS.1sg

‘Someone slept in my bed.’ (HI, Three Bears)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(185) c. BhsjohF`Q
BhsjÊohQ<"`Q
lie.on.back–in.house.PERF=TEMP

FhmjFH
wwwwwwwwwwwwww
Fhmji<FH
fire=ART

‘He lay down on his back by the fire in the house’ (RW 76.3)
(185) d. shlpl`K`rtFhrF`Q
shlpÊl`KÊ`rt-Ê#hr<"`Q

Q`plhr ghr@vhrS`sG
Q`plhr ghr@vhrS`sG

wade–move.about–in.liquid–on.beach=TEMP

oil

Hisawista

‘The Hisawista (people) waded in oil.’ (NA 163.38)
(185) e. BhprhO`Q
BhÊprÊho<"`Q
pour–in.vessel–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

E`F`j IhlRr`bFh
E`F`j IhlRÊ(b)r`b<FH

ji`sx@s
ji`sx@s

water

boil–container.for=ART

Kwatyat

object

locative oblique

subject

‘Kwatyat poured water into the boiling box.’
In these sentences the locative oblique RPs add information about the locative specification given
by the locative suffixes on the predicate head, i.e.,
(185)a ,"`Wr,hQ --- E`o`Bhp ‘in(to) a vessel, the canoe’
(185)b ,o`Q --- C`aDFhKrhr ‘in the house (on) my bed’
(185)c ,ohQ --- FhmjFH ‘in the house (by) the fire’
(185)d ,l`K`rtFhr --- Q`plhr ‘moving about in liquid (oil) on the beach’
(185)e ,pr,ho --- IhlRr`bFh ‘in(to) a vessel, the boiling box’ in (185)c
Another strategy is for the locative element itself to be the predicate head. The languages differ somewhat as to nature of this locative predicate. Makah has a transitive verb, Fhx`W` ‘(be) at’,
described by Jacobsen (1979a) as a “preposition” (which, for him, is a subtype of transitive verb),
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but I prefer to think of it simply as a locational verb. With this verb as predicate head, the locative
RP is not an oblique, but an argument. A path-orientation suffix or locative suffix can occur on
the verb to further specify the location.
(186)

MAKAH

a. Fhx`WFhK
Fhx`W`<?h<`K
at=INDIC.3sg=3pl

v`F`Eww
v`F`E
Waatch

‘They are at Waatch.’
(186) b. Fhx`W@sWhsct
BTx`r
Fhx`W`Ê"`sW<(a)hs<ct9 BtrÊ"`r
at–dwelling=PAST=1pl

dig–on.ground

‘We lived at Dug-in-Ground (Sooes).’
(186) c. Fhx`WHKr@Ijd
Fhx`W`Ê#hKÊr`<"`Q<"h<jd9
at–in.house–precisely=TEMP=IMPER.2sg=ADVISE

‘Be right here (in the house)!’ (HW, Deer and Wolves)
The locative verb often occurs in a bare absolute adverbial clause (§4.6.1.1):
(187)

MAKAH

F`C@x@PDFhrr
F`C@x`9pÊ"d9Fhr<r

[Fhx`W`W
ghc@pI`rhp]
[Fhx`W`Ê(W)W ghc`Ê"@pI`r<?hp]

gather.wood–go.to=INDIC.1sg

[at–while

empty.root–in.woods=ART]

‘I am going to gather wood in the woods.’
Nuuchahnulth has a series of intransitive deictic verbs of which ghK ‘there, at this place’ is
one of the most commonly encountered.48 The locative RP is set in apposition to the deictic verb.
The deictic may or may not contain restrictive path-orientation or locative suffixes that further
specify location.
(188)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghKF`Ql`
ghK<"`Q<l@
there=TEMP=INDIC

L`F`pTF`
L`F`pTF`
Maakua

‘They were at Maakua.’
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(188) b. ghX`GrF`Q
ghKÊ"`Gr
there–in.vessel=TEMP

E`o`bFh
E`o`b<FH
canoe=ART

‘They were in the canoe.’
These constructions certainly do not exhaust the means for expressing location in Makah and
Nuuchahnulth, but at least give an idea of how this function is accomplished.
Locative and temporal modifiers are not the only oblique RP types. Agent RPs in passiveinverse clauses and possessed RPs in clauses with possessor subjects are also oblique:
(189)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Agent oblique
---Qtojr@O`I`srh
---QtojÊr@o<"`Q<"`s<rH
... awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=1sg

MNVhrwwwwwww
MNVhr
father.POSS.1sg

‘I was awakened by my father.’ (NT 178.22)
(189) b. Oblique possessed RP
QtojRhF`Qtjrh
QtojÊRhQ<"`Q<tj<rH
awake–PERF=TEMP=POSS=1sg

MNVhr
MNVhr
father.POSS.1sg

‘My father awoke.’
See §7.3.4 for the possessive subject construction and §7.3.5 for the passive-inverse.
4.4.2

The grammar and functional dynamics of subject choice

An important characteristic of the syntax (really, an interaction between syntax and discourse
principles) is a strong tendency for speech-act participants (i.e. first and second persons) and
highly topical third person arguments to occupy main grammatical roles, particularly subject.49 It
is not, of course, uncommon for languages to show a statistical preference for coding such participants as subjects, but Southern Wakashan stands out for how sensitive the structure of basic
clauses is to reference-related requirements on subject choice. The use of two common constructions, the passive-inverse and possessor-raising constructions, is largely controlled by these concerns. Details are reserved for §7.3.4 and §7.3.5, but a preliminary Makah example will give an
idea of the considerations involved.
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When one argument of a transitive clause is a speech-act participant (SAP) and the other is
third person, the SAP must be the subject regardless of its semantic role. If the third person argument is the P (patient-like argument), it is coded as object, and the clause is direct, i.e. nonpassive-inverse.
(190) SAP acting on 3 P
jtcTjr@F`Qhsr
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)hs<r
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

Bill
Bill
Bill

‘I woke Bill.’
If, on the other hand, the SAP is the P, a passive-inverse construction is used (marked by the clitic
M <"hs, N <"`s glossed “PINV” on the predicate head) with the SAP as subject and the third
person A (agent-like argument) as an oblique (191)a. A direct construction with the third person
A as subject and the SAP P as object is ungrammatical (191)b.
(191)

3 A acting on SAP P

a. jtcTjr@F`Ihshsr
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<"hs<(a)hs<r

Bill
Bill

awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=PAST=INDIC.1sg

Bill

‘Bill woke me.’
(191) b. )jtcTjr@F`QFt
)jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)t<?h
*awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

Bill rhx@
Bill rhx@
Bill

1sg

See Chapter 7 for more information.
This example demonstrates the preference for having SAPs rather than third persons as subject. A similar (though not so rigidly enforced) preference exists for more topical third person
referents to occupy the subject role rather than less topical third person referents. As others have
noted (e.g. Jacobsen 1993: 236), this plays a major role in reference tracking in the absence of
other structural means (like case marking, a gender system, etc.) that could serve this function.
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4.4.3

4.4.3.1

Clause types

Verbal predicates

In many languages, it is possible to classify verbal predicates by the number and types of objects
they take: intransitive (no object), transitive (one object), and ditransitive (two objects). Sometimes atransitive or ambient predicates, that is, predicates with no (semantic) arguments, are also
distinguished. In Southern Wakashan, a classification with roughly these types is possible in theory, but in practice it proves difficult to assign every predicate to one or another of the types with
certainty. In this section I first present a few more-or-less straightforward examples of each of the
apparent verbal predicate types (intransitive, transitive, ditransitive, and atransitive), and then discuss problems that Makah and Nuuchahnulth raise for such a classification.
Intransitive predicates have a subject, but no object.
(192)

MAKAH

a. j`jv`K`Qv@c`K
j`jv`K<"`Q<v`9c`<`K
lost=TEMP=QUOT.3sg=3pl

‘They were lost.’ (HW, Frogs)
(192) b. F@cF`Qv@c
F@ch<"`Q<v`9c`
in.fact=TEMP=QUOT.3sg

ghcTr@Qwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
ghc`Êvhr`9<"`Q
empty.root–come.to.surface.of.water.PERF=TEMP

‘He did in fact come to the surface of the water.’ (HI, Qweti and Canoe-Swallower)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(192) c. p`GRhF`Ql`
p`GÊRhQ<"`Q<l@
dead–PERF=TEMP=INDIC

Y@stRFh
Y@stR<FH
deer=ART

‘The deer died.’
(192) d. ghwtpRhF`Qhm
ghwtpÊRhQ<"`Q<(l)@<mh
shout–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

‘We gave a shout.’ (NA 159.40)
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(192) e. b`b@oji`otQl`
[R]–b`ojiÊ`oh [L]ÊtQ<l@
PL–have.head.bowed–erect–PERF=INDIC

gHKHbLhmGFh
Y@GTrF`sG
ghKÊ(v)h9b [L]ÊLhmG<FH Y@GTrF`sG
there–along.edge–PL=ART

Ahousaht

‘The Ahousahts standing along the edge each bowed their heads.’ (NA 449.1)
(192) f. gHmTr`F@Kp`sGF`Q
ghm`ÊVhr@ÊF`9K [IterL]Êp@sG<"`Q
empty.root–come.to.surface.of.water.PERF–ITER–pretendedly=TEMP

‘They pretended to come to the surface at intervals.’ (NA 230.35)
Deictic verbs with locational meanings (e.g. N ghK ‘there’, M, N x@K ‘yonder’) function as intransitive predicate heads. The Nuuchahnulth demonstrative F`G ‘here’ in (193)b is thus claimed to
be in apposition to, rather than an object of, ghK ‘there’, i.e. the sentence literally translates as
‘two dorsal fins were there: here’.50
(193)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghKF`Q
ghK<"`Q
there=TEMP

F`G
F`G

F`QphlK
F`QÊphlK

C`ji@rh
C`ji@rh

DEM

two–X.many.round.objects

dorsal.fin

‘Here were two dorsal fins of whales.’ (NT 164.20)
(193) b. ghFHrF`QtjidFhbT
ghFHr<"`Q<tj<(l)@<FhbT
there.on.ground=TEMP=POSS=INDIC=2pl

jTjtGVhr`---wwwwww
jTjtGVhr`
hair.seal

‘Your hair-seals are on the ground there.’ (NT 70.27)
(193) c. x@Kl@
x@K<l@
yonder=INDIC

gTMH
gTMH

v@F`Qwwwwwwwwwwww
v@<"`Q

drift.whale

say.PERF=TEMP

‘“Yonder’s a drift whale,” he said.’ (NA 337.47)
Passive-inverse clauses are also believed to be intransitive.
(194)

MAKAHi

p`Wr@F`IhsFt
p`WÊr`9o<"`Q<"hs<(a)t<?h

atjv`C
atjv`C

dead–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=PAST=INDIC.3sg

deer

‘Deer was killed.’
Transitive clauses have a subject and one object. Recall from §4.3.1 that Makah marks objects in the clitic sequence in some cases (first and second person and third person plural), while
Nuuchahnulth does not. Object marking in Makah is dealt with in more detail in §7.2.1.
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(195)

MAKAH

a. c@brF`Q
c@br`<"`Q
see=TEMP

QTjRTc
QTjRTc`

B@Ftvhp
B`ÊFtj<?hp

raven

flow–DUR=ART

‘Raven was watching the river.’ (HW, Raven and His Beak)
(195) b. F`QCdx`KRF`QhscHbtW
F`QÊCdx`KÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<ch9btW

gHcTK
ghc`ÊTK [L]

two–X.many.days–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1pl/2sg

empty.root–expect

‘We expected you for two days.’
(195) c. FtFtctWr@K
FtÊhctW<r<`9K

x`jx@c`pxTFhp
x@c`pÊxt9 [R+L]<?hp

so.and.so–look.for=INDIC.1sg=3pl

child–PL=ART

‘I am looking for the kids.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(195) d. C`pRhQF@pQG`j
C`pÊRhQ<F`9pQ<G@<j
push–PERF=INTENT=INTERR=2sg

ghFHr
ghFHr

pi`x`BHjtjFhsp`j
pi`x`Bh9j<tj<FHsp`<j

there.on.ground

wolf=POSS=DEF=2sg

‘Are you going to shove your wolf there away?’ (NA 143.18-19)
(195) e.

FtjiHKRhF`Q
FtÊ(C)h9KÊRhQ<"`Q

Ihbr`Btr---wwwwwwwwwwww
IhÊ(b)r`Btr

so.and.so–make=PERF=TEMP

shoot–surface.for

‘They built a shooting platform.’ (NA 387.34-35)
(195) f.

rTF`Q
rtÊ[L]<"`Q

O`br@jtl---wwwwwwwwwww
O`br@jtl

hold–CONT=TEMP

potlatch.handle

‘It held a potlatch handle.’ (NT 152.10)
(195) g. g`FtjRhF`Q
Mhwshm
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q Mhwshm
eat–PERF=TEMP

salmon.eggs

ptFhRhmLhs---wwwwwwwww
ptFhRhmÊLHs
raven–son.of

‘Raven began to eat the salmon eggs.’ (NT 44.10)
(195) h. ---G`ltoRhF`Q
---G`ltoÊRhQ<"`Q
... recognize–PERF=TEMP

MtVhbtF`KF`Q
MtVhbÊ(x)tF`K<"`Q

m`X`p`jFh
m`X`pÊ`ji<FH

father–perceive.PERF=TEMP

baby–DUR=ART

‘The baby recognized him, saw him as (his) father.’ (NT 82.34)
(195) i.

FTFhI`r`G
FtÊ"hQ [L]Ê"`r<(l)@<`G

rtV`--rtV`

so.and.so–get–go.in.order.to.PERF=INDIC=1sg

2sg

‘I came to get you.’ (NT 68.30)
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Transitives are also created by addition of a causative morpheme, either an allomorph of the syncretic causative perfective suffix (196)a-b, or the causative clitic (196)c.
(196)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. p`Gr@O`Ql`
p`GÊr@o<"`Q<l@
dead–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=INDIC

Y@stRFh
Y@stR<FH
deer=ART

‘He/she/it/they killed the deer.’
(196) b. gHm`otO`QpTvdFhm
ghm`Ê`oh [L]Êto<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm
empty.root–up.in.air–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=COND=QUOT

StGbjiH
StGÊbjiH

xTKtFhKF`sGwww
xTKtFhKF`sG

head–remains.of

Ucluelet

‘The Ucluelets kept lifting up the (severed) heads.’ (NA 388.21-22)
(196) c. QTKF`rrhmG`o
QtK-Ê"`rÊrhmGh [L]<"`o

ghm`GtF`rtjFh--ghm`Ê`GT(K)Ê"`r<tj<FH-

good–on.ground–in.condition=CAUS

empty.root–in.front–on.ground=POSS=ART

‘He kept clean (lit. good) the front (of his house).’ (NA 143.51-52)
Ditransitive verbal predicates have two objects. Following Dryer (to appear), we may designate the recipient-like argument of a ditransitive predicate R and the theme-like argument T.
(197)

MAKAH

a. ghcHahsr
ghc`ÊH<(a)hs<r

Maria B`jv@p`oK
Maria B`jv@Êp`oK

empty.root–give.PERF=PAST=INDIC.1sg

Maria

one–X.many.round.objects

R

T

‘I gave Maria a dollar.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(197) b. ghmHrhQ@
ghm`Êh9<rH<Q`9
empty.root–give.PERF=1sg=again

ghCl`
ghCÊl`

G`VHG
G`VhKÊh9G

illuminate–thing

chief–PL

T

R

‘Again I gave torches to the chiefs.’ (NT 144.5)
(197) c. g`K@ChQ
[O`sp@v`LhmGhsFh
G`xt G@VHG`Q] ji@s@
G`K@ÊChQ [O`spiÊ(x)@v`ÊLhmG<(l)hs<FH G`xt G@VHG`Q] ji@s@
pay–PERF

[goods–go.for.at.interval–PL=PAST=ART
R

ten

young.men]

quarter
T

‘He paid a quarter each to the ten men who had packed the goods (back and forth
from the boat).’(NA 281.15-16)
The objects expressing the R and T arguments seem to receive identical grammatical treatment; there is no immediate evidence for recognizing either distinct direct and indirect object re-
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lations, or distinct primary object (PO) and secondary object (SO) relations. In a PO/SO system,
the R argument of a ditransitive predicate is treated grammatically like the single P argument of a
transitive predicate (Dryer 1986, to appear). The sentences shown in (198)-(199) might suggest a
PO/SO system in Southern Wakashan, but this is probably artifactual. We have seen that, while
objects are marked by clitics in Makah, they are not in Nuuchahnulth. There is one exception to
this rule: as shown in (198)b, first person objects in Nuuchahnulth are marked in clauses in Imperative mood with second person subjects (§7.2.20).
(198)

First person P
MAKAH

a. c`F@FtW`Ihr
c`F@FtW<"`Q<"hr
listen=TEMP=IMPER.2sg/1sg

‘Listen to me!’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(198) b. m`F@s`GF`Ihr
m`F@s`G<"`Q<"Hr
listen=TEMP=IMPER.2sg/1sg

‘Listen to me!’ (NA 59.37)
In an Imperative mood ditransitive clause with a first person R, the R is likewise marked by the
pronominal clitic in both languages:
(199)

First person R
MAKAH

a. ghcHFhr
ghc`ÊH<"hr

J`sr`Bhp
J`UÊ(j)r`b<?hp

empty.root–give.PERF=IMPER.2sg/1sg

oil–container.for=ART

‘Give me the oil bowl!’ (HI, Raven and Eagle)
(199)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. p@bHFhr
p@bH<"Hr
give.a.present=IMPER.2sg/1sg

g`FtlF`jFhsp`j--g`Ftl<F`j<FHsp`<j
food=POSS=DEF=2sg

‘Give me your food!’ (NA 48.26)
The first person R in (199) is treated like first person P in (198) as in a PO/SO system, but this is
simply a reflection of the general primacy in Southern Wakashan of first person over third person
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we already have seen in the discussion of subject choice §4.4.2, rather than evidence of any particular grammatical identity of R and P arguments per se.
The T and R arguments can both be expressed by overt RPs in the same clause, but it is more
common for only one object RP to appear. Frequently one or the other is old information and left
unmarked if third person singular (in Makah) or third person (in Nuuchahnulth):
(200)

MAKAH

a. g`JihKhx@aFt
g`JihKÊhx`9<(a)t<?h

ghsHc
ghsHc`

borrow–give.PERF=PAST=INDIC.3sg

blanket
T

‘He/she loaned him/her a blanket.’
(200)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. ghmHF`Q
ghm`Êh9<"`Q

KTbrl@jFh
KTbrl`<F`j<FH

empty.root–give.PERF=TEMP

woman=POSS=ART
R

‘He gave it to his wife.’ (NT 102.8)
(200) c. ---ghmHF`Q
---ghm`Êh9<"`Q

KtFtj wwwwwwwwwwww
KtFtj

... empty.root–give.PERF=TEMP

board
T

‘They gave him weather boards.’ (NA 345.24)
Another option is to express the R and T in separate clauses with a bare absolute construction
(§4.5). In (201)a, the T arguments are set off with the bare absolute predicate FtxHF`Q ‘give’,
and, in (201)b, the R argument is set off with FtFHo ‘give a gift to’.
(201)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. O`ChF`Q
O`ÊChQ<"`Q
give.gift.in.potlatch–PERF=TEMP

[x@
[x@

G`VhKHbFh
G`VhKÊh9b<FH

S`M`]
S`M`]

[DEM

chief–belong.to=ART

child]

R

(201) xx FtxHF`Q
FtÊ`xH<"`Q
so.and.so–give.PERF=TEMP

X`j@K
X`j@K

Ihshmj
Ihshmji

canoe.mat

cape

T

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

T

‘They gave the chief’s child a gift of a cedar bark mat and cape.’ (NA 24.40-41)
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(201) b. J`bHF`Q
J`bÊh9<"`Q
pinch–give.PERF=TEMP

FhRBHotjFh
FtFHo
FhRBHo<tj<FH FtÊFh9o

L@LHprtFh--L@LHprt<FH

gum=POSS=ART

older.sibling=ART

T

so.and.so–give.gift.PERF

R

‘Then he pinched off some of his gum and gave it to the older sister.’ (NT 80.27-28)
Atransitive predicates have no semantic arguments. Moods are marked just as in other clause
types, but there is no subject reference. Atransitives typically express environmental situations
like weather conditions.
(202)

MAKAH

a. aHQRhk
ahQÊRhQÊ[L+S]<?h
rain–PERF–GRAD=INDIC.3sg

‘It is just starting to rain.’
(202) b. F@sWhChk
F`sWHÊChQÊ[L+S]<?h
night–PERF–GRAD=INDIC.3sg

‘It is evening.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(202) c. Jihr@F`Ql`
JihrÊ(x)@<"`Q<l@
snow–CONT=TEMP=INDIC

‘It was snowing.’ (NA 267.13)
(202) d. Jihr@F`QG`
JihrÊ(x)@<"`Q<G@
snow–CONT=TEMP=INTERR

‘Was it snowing?’
(202) e. F@sGRhF`QQ@
F`sGÊRhQÊ[L+S]<"`Q<Q`9
night–PERF–GRAD=TEMP=again

‘Again night came.’ (NA 59.29)
In addition to the apparently clear-cut examples of different predicate types we have seen to
this point, Makah and Nuuchahnulth present not a few cases that are less easy to categorize. As
Dryer (to appear) points out, the classification of predicates based on transitivity in a language
rests on the ability to distinguish transitive verbs (or other transitive predicates) with objects from
intransitive predicates with adjuncts (or obliques). In Southern Wakashan, this distinction is not
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always straightforward. First, there is little explicit marking of syntactic relations or transitivity.51
Second, earlier examples like (184)a-f have shown that locative and temporal obliques can occur
in a sentence with no overt marking of their adjunct status. It must be considered at least a possibility that other participant roles (e.g. instrumentals) might occur as unmarked adjuncts as well.
Hence, it is not always clear which non-subject RPs are objects and which are adjuncts. For example, on the face of it, it is unclear whether the instrumental participants in the Nuuchahnulth
examples in (203)a-c (‘club’, ‘stick’, ‘cedar-limb lines’) are objects in some type of ditransitive
construction or adjuncts. (See §4.5 for a more common way of expressing instrumentals.)
(203)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---ghrRhFhr
---ghrÊRhQ<"Hr

F`GMH EhSTKtjFhsp`j--F`GMH EhSTK<tj<FHsp`<j---

... strike–PERF=IMPER.2sg/1sg

DEM

war.club=POSS=DEF=2sg...

‘Strike me with your club!’ (NA 447.46-47)
(203) b. ghrRhF`Qrh
ghrÊRhQ<"`Q<rH
strike–PERF=TEMP=1sg

m`rpX`jtjp`r
m`rpÊX`ji<tj<p@<r

x@
x@

m`rp`BtrFh
m`rpÊ`Btr<FH

beat–thing.for=POSS=DEF=1sg

DEM

beat–surface.for=ART

‘I beat with my stick on the beating board.’ (NA 68.8)
(203) c. l`QRhF`Q
Y`QxTFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
l`QÊRhQ<"`Q Y`QÊxT<FH
tie–PERF=TEMP

twist–having.been=ART

‘They tied it with cedar-limb lines.’ (NT 182.11)
A similar example with a location participant:
(204)

NUUCHAHNULTH

BhChF`Q
BhÊChQ<"`Q

Y`QxTFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Y`QÊxT<FH

pour–PERF=TEMP

twist–having.been=ART

‘He poured water on the cedar-branch rope.’ (NA 408.10)
The behavioral properties of such object-like RPs must be compared across apparent transitive
types in order to determine their status. The most obvious behavioral property of RPs to test is
whether they can become passive subject. Another is their ability to precede the predicate head,
which appears to be possible only for core RPs (Rose 1981).
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4.4.3.2

Nominal predicates

Nominal predicate heads in Southern Wakashan occur in three construction types: class-inclusion
predicates, equational constructions, and existential constructions.
Class-inclusion predicates
In Makah and Nuuchahnulth, nominals may function directly as predicate heads with no intervening copular element.52 They take predicate clitics exactly as verbal predicates do: there are no restrictions on the predicate clitics they may occur with. The words in (205)-(206) show Makah
nouns and property words as heads of class-inclusion predicates; that is, predicates denoting a
class of entities the subject is asserted to be a member of.53 Example (207) shows an intransitive
verbal predicate for comparison. The coding of each clause type is identical: the mood and pronominal clitics are attached directly to the predicate head in all cases. (Only the masculine singular gloss is given for the third person examples for sake of economy.)
MAKAH

(205)

(206)

(207)

a. vhjvHx@jr
vhjvHx`9ji<r

b. vhjvHx@vhb
vhjvHx`9ji<?hb

c. vhjvHx@v
vhjvHx`9ji<?h

boy=INDIC.1sg

boy=INDIC.2sg

boy=INDIC.3sg

‘I am a boy’

‘You (sg.) are a boy’

‘He is a boy’

a. ji`F`jr
ji`F`ji<r

b. ji`F`vhb
ji`F`ji<?hb

c. ji`F`v
ji`F`ji<?h

small=INDIC.1sg

small=INDIC.2sg

small=INDIC.3sg

‘I am small’

‘You (sg.) are small’

‘He is small’

a. a`atx`jr
a`atx`ji<r

b. a`atx`vhb
a`atx`ji<?hb

c. a`atx`v
a`atx`ji<?h

work=INDIC.1sg

work=INDIC.2sg

work=INDIC.3sg

‘I am working’

‘You (sg.) are working’

‘He is working’

Tense marking is as uniform across clause types as mood and subject marking, as shown by
the past tense noun, property, and verbal predicates in (208).54 Polar Interrogative mood is used
in these examples instead of Indicative mood for sake of variety, and also to further illustrate the
ability of nominal words to occur with mood and subject clitics. Only second person singular
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forms are given, the possibility of nominal predicates occurring with all persons being amply
demonstrated by (205) and (206). Second person singular is zero-marked with this mood in
Makah (§7.2.1)
(208)

MAKAH

a. vhjvHx@jhs@j
vhjvHx`9ji<(a)hs<(p)`9j
boy=PAST=POLAR

‘Were you (sg.) a boy?’
(208) b. ji`F`jhs@j
ji`F`ji<(a)hs<(p)`9j
small=PAST=POLAR

‘Were you (sg.) small?’
(208) c. a`atx`jhs@j
a`atx`ji<(a)hs<(p)`9j
work=PAST=POLAR

‘Were you (sg.) working?’
The homogeneity of coding across word classes demonstrated for mood-marked predicates in
(205)-(208) extends to absolute predicates as well. Examples (209)a-c show a noun, a property
word, and an intransitive verb as bare absolute predicates in complements to the negative root
vhjH.
(209)

MAKAH

a. vhjHr
vhjÊH<r
not–APPEN=INDIC.1sg

vhjvHx@j
vhjvHx`9ji
boy

‘I am not a boy.’
(209) b. vhjHr
vhjÊH<r
not–APPEN=INDIC.1sg

ji`F`j
ji`F`ji
small

‘I am not small.’
(209) c. vhjHr
vhjÊH<r
not–APPEN=INDIC.1sg

‘I am not working.’

a`atx`j
a`atx`ji
work
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A nominal predicate head may be complex, consisting of a string of nominal words (e.g. a
property + noun, a quantifier + noun, etc.). The words in a multi-word nominal predicate head are
usually strictly ordered: quantifier/numeral > property > noun. Clitics must occur on the first
word of the head. Example (210) shows two multi-word nominal predicates; the predicated expression in (210)a is M FhFHWi PhcHQ ‘big dog’ and, in (210)b, it is N QtK g`Ftl ‘good food’.
Note the position of the predicate modifier XTpi@ ‘likewise’ following g`Ftl in (210)b; its
location is evidence that the string QtKF`Q g`Ftl is indeed a unitary predicate head, since, as
described in §4.3.4, post-head predicate modifiers usually directly follow the predicate head and
precede core arguments.
(210)

MAKAH

a. [FhFHWiFh
[FhFHWi`<?h
[big=INDIC.3sg

PhcHQ] WT
PhcHQ] WT
dog]

DEM

‘That is a big dog.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(210) b. [QtKF`Q
[QtK<"`Q
[good=TEMP

g`Ftl XTpi@] ItC@RsFh
C`l`rF`Q
g`Ftl XTpi@] ItCÊ(ji)@Rs<FH C`l`r<"`Q
food

likewise]

mussel–dried=ART

sweet=TEMP

‘Dried mussels are also good food, and sweet.’ (NA 22.29)
Equational clauses
Within the major clause types in a language one often finds subtypes with different coding properties that vary according to the semantic or grammatical properties of the lexical items functioning in predicates (e.g. transitive and intransitive subtypes of verbal predication), or according to
different functional predication types possible with expressions headed by the same word class.
An important distinction of the latter sort among nominal predicates is between clauses with
class-inclusion predicates (called “true nominal predicates” by Dryer [to appear]) and those with
equational predicates. In a (declarative) class-inclusion clause the subject is asserted to be a
member of the class of entities denoted by the predicate, e.g. John is a teacher. An equational
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clause, on the other hand, asserts that the individual denoted by the predicate is the same as the
individual denoted by the subject, i.e. the latter is equated with the former, e.g. John is the
teacher. In English, the two types are distinguished in several ways (Lyons 1977: 471-72, Dryer
[to appear]). The examples in the previous section are of the class-inclusion type, e.g. (205)a M
vhjvHx@jr ‘I am a boy’. We see from those examples that class-inclusion clauses in Southern
Wakashan have the nominal expression as the (syntactic) predicate head. Clauses with equational
predicates are formed at least two ways. The first, and less preferred, way, only attested in Nuuchahnulth, is to use the same construction found in class-inclusion clauses: the entity to which the
subject is equated serves as predicate head with the appropriate predicate clitics attached:
(211)

NUUCHAHNULTH

G`VhKl`
G`VhK<l@

ghK
ghK

chief=INDIC

there

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

‘He is the chief there.’ (based on NA 47.2)
Although the translation of (211) in the source and its discourse context make clear that it is to be
taken as equational, out of context it is presumably ambiguous between class-inclusion and equational readings, i.e. out of context (211) could also mean ‘He is a chief (i.e. high ranking male)
there’. (The usual English gloss for G`VhK, ‘chief’, is misleading because it implies unique status
for its referent in a group. The word actually refers to any high-ranking male, so a group can have
more than one G`VhK –– the class-inclusion reading is perfectly plausible, and, as we see next, is
probably preferred.)
The second, and more common, construction involves pronouns interposed as copular elements. This is in fact the only possible construction if the (semantic) predicate is a personal name,
place name, an RP with the article, or, in Makah, an RP with a possessive clitic, because these
types of nominal expressions cannot normally function as syntactic predicate heads:55
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(212)

MAKAH

a. *BillFh
*Bill<?h
*Bill=INDIC.3sg

*‘He is Bill.’
(212) b. *gtWs`jr@pshFHFhP
*gtWs`jÊr`9pÊshFh9<?hp<?h
*know.how–CAUS.PERF–...er=ART=INDIC

Bill
Bill
Bill

*‘Bill is the teacher.’
(The prohibition against co-occurrence of mood clitics and the article will be shown to be natural
when I suggest in §4.5.1 that the article itself is a mood clitic.)
The precise form of the correct construction in Nuuchahnulth depends on the person of the
subject, which is the entity on X-side of the semantic equational schema. If it is first or second
person, the predicative form of the appropriate independent pronoun intervenes as predicate head,
and the entity on the Y-side of the equational schema is simply syntactically apposed to it:56
(213)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---rhX@p`G
mHmhrO`sv`rwwwwww
---rhX@p<(l)@<`G mHmhrO`sv`r
... 1sg.PRED=INDIC=1sg

Niinispatwas

‘I am Niinispatwas.’ (NA 142.14)
(213) b. rhX@p`G
m`omHsFh
rhX@p<(l)@<`G m`omHs<FH
1sg.PRED=INDIC=1sg

priest=ART

‘I am the priest.’
The literal force of this construction appears to be ‘I am I (who am) Niinispatwas’, with the name
or RP-with-article as an “appositional complement” to the predicate. This is supported by the fact
that the very same construction translates as ‘It it I, NAME’.
(214)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. rhX@p`G
I@blHj
rhX@p<(l)@<`G I`bÊlh9ji [L]
1sg.PRED=INDIC=1sg

blubber–getter.of

‘It is I, Blubber-Getter.’ (NA 138.44)
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(214) b. rhX@Y`Q`G
C`jtotjFhsp`j
QTwVhChs
rhX@p<"`Q<(l)@<`G C`jto<tj<FHsp`<j QTwVhChs
1sg.PRED=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

man=POSS=DEF=2sg

Woodpecker

‘It is I, your husband Woodpecker.’ (NT 52.12)
These predicative pronoun forms otherwise appear only in subject focus constructions like (215),
which suggests that equational predication is treated as a pragmatically marked discourse type.
(215)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`GF@F`Qrh
rhX@Y`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<rH rhX@p<"`Q

bhpRhQ
bhpÊRhQ

then=TEMP=1sg

speak–PERF

1sg.PRED=TEMP

‘Then I myself spoke.’ (NT 64.26)
If the subject is third person, the deictic pronoun FtG ‘this one, that one, so-and-so, such-andsuch’ fills the syntactic predicate head slot with the X as its subject and the Y as antecedent to
FtG. The construction literally means something like ‘He is so-and-so (who is) Bill’ or ‘Bill is
that one (who is) the priest’. Note in (216)c that the Y has been moved before the predicate head,
while in (216)d it is the X that has been fronted.
(216)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a.

FtGF`Q
FtG<"`Q

FhFhRrtFhK--FhFhRrtFhK

so.and.so=TEMP

Pitch.Woman

wwwwww

‘It was Pitch-Woman.’ (NT 92.26)
(216) b. FtGl@
FtG<l@
so.and.so=INDIC

Bill m`omHsFh
Bill m`omHs<FH
Bill

priest=ART

‘Bill is the priest.’
(216) c.

l@bl@xtwihmE`
l@bl@xtwihm<E@

FtGF`Q
FtG<F`Q

supernatural.spearsman=QUOT.ART so.and.so=TEMP

‘It is the supernatural spearman.’ (46.11.27)
(216) d. x@
x@
DEM

sto@shFh
Ftgl@
sto@sh<FH FtG<l@

FdFHGE`
[R]ÊFHGi<E@

tuupati=ART

PL–big=QUOTART

so.and.so=INDIC

wwwwww

‘That tuupati is the big (kind) that one hears about.’ (NT 158.4)
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(216) e. FtGl@
FtG<l@
so.and.so=INDIC

FHGE@
FHGi<E@

sHKTo
sHKTo

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

big=QUOT.ART devil.fish

‘It is the large kind of devil-fish one hears about.’ (NT 170.32)
The same construction is used in Makah except that independent pronouns in Makah do not
have predicative forms. Hence, its cognate to the Nuuchahnulth deictic pronoun, FtWT (with appended vowel), serves as the predicate head regardless of the person of the subject:
(217)

MAKAH

a. FtWTr
FtWÊT<r
so.and.so–APPEN=INDIC.1sg

Bill
Bill
Bill

‘I am Bill.’
(217) b. FtWTF
FtWÊT<?h
so.and.so–APPEN=INDIC.3sg

Bill GtWs`jr@pshFHFhp
Bill gtWs`jÊr`9pÊshFh9<?hp
Bill

know.how–CAUS.PERF–...er=ART

‘Bill is the teacher.’
Existential predication
Thus far we have seen nominal predicates in class-inclusion and equational constructions. There
is one final function nominal predicates may serve. A nominal expression may function as predicate head in an existential construction. Since existentials are typically used to assert the existence of an entity at a particular location (e.g. English there was water in the bucket), some locative specification usually occurs in the clause as well, either by a following bare absolute verb
with locational meaning (218)a,c-d, or else a restrictive locative suffix (or suffixes) directly affixed to the head (218)b,e-g. The Nuuchahnulth sentence in (218)f also has the adjunct RP BhR@
‘Tsisha (place name)’ expanding the reference of the locative suffix. Note that F`QphlK
Ito`p`j ‘two heating-stones’ in (218)d and F`QphlK`r SHbJhm ‘two thunderbirds on a surface’
in (218)g form complex predicate heads –– cf. (210).
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(218)

MAKAH

a. atjv`E`k
atjv`C<"`Q<?h
deer=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

Fhx`W
ghghs`WrFhp
Fhx`W` ghs`ÊWr` [R]<?hp
at

empty.root–in.bushes=ART

‘There is a deer in the bushes.’
(218) b. PhQHE`Wr`k
PhQCÊ;H=Ê"`Wr<"`Q<?h
dog–<EPEN>–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘There is a dog in a vessel.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(218) c. pi`x`BHJ`Ql`
ghFHr---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
pi`x`Bh9j<"`Q<l@ ghFHr
wolf=TEMP=INDIC

there.on.ground

‘There was a wolf on the ground.’ (NA 143.16)
(218) d. F`QphlKl`
F`QÊphlK<l@
two–X.many.round.objects=INDIC

Ito`p`j
Ito`pÊ`ji

l`CHK---www
l`CHK

heating.stone–DUR

in.house

‘There were two heating-stones in the house.’ (NT 202.5)
(218) e. B@v`xTrbHY`r
B`v`xt9rÊ(b)bh9Y`r [L]
rainbow–at.outside.wall.of.house

‘There is a rainbow on the side of the house.’ (NA 86.29)
(218) f. ---Y`FtJi`pI`Q
BhR@wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
---Y`FtjÊ"`pQ<"`Q BhR@
... lake–inside=TEMP

Tsisha

‘There is a lake under the surface at Tsisha (place name).’ (NT 166.23)
(218) g. F`QphlK`rQ@
F`QÊphlKÊ@r<Q`9
two–X.many.round.objects–on.horizontal.surface=again

SHbJhm
SHbJhm

l`s@r
l`sÊ@r

thunderbird

fly–on.surface

‘There were again two thunderbirds perched (on a barge).’ (NA 133.3)
(The translation ‘perched’ for l`s@r in (218)g comes from the inherent stative aspect of the
locative suffix applied to the meaning of the bound verb root; the resulting stative verb literally
means ‘having flown onto a surface’.) Unlike other nominal predicates, existential predicates are
atransitive (or ambient); they have no semantic arguments, and thus no subject reference. See
§4.4.3.1 for further discussion of atransitive predicates.
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Existentials in which the location is expressed by a following verb –– e.g. (218)a,c-d –– are in
essence multi-clausal reversals of a mono-clausal construction having the locational verb as the
sole predicate head and the nominal expression as its subject. (218)c-d, for instance, could be expressed equally well with such a mono-clausal sentence:
(219) a ghFHrF`Ql`
ghFHr<"`Q<l@
there.on.ground=TEMP=INDIC

pi`x`BHj
pi`x`Bh9j
wolf

‘A wolf was on the ground there.’
(219) b. l`CHKF`Q
l`CHK<"`Q
in.house=TEMP

F`QphlK
F`QÊphlK

Ito`p`j
Ito`pÊ`ji

two–X.many.round.objects

heating.stone–DUR

‘Two heating-stones were in the house.’
See also (193).
Nominal predicates containing restrictive path-orientation or locative suffixes are a special
case. They are often atransitive existentials (in (218)b,e-g, for example). In some cases, however,
they are intransitive with personal subject reference. In this use, the subject referent is asserted to
have some relation with the referent of the nominal base that can be loosely referred to as possession.57 Schematically: ‘X [subject referent] has Y [referent of nominal base] at Z [location denoted by suffix(es)]’. I call this the possessive-existential (or bahuvrihi) reading. Consider the
examples in (220).
(220)

MAKAH

a. PhQHE`Wr`Qr
PhQCÊ;H=Ê"`Wr<"`Q<r
dog–<EPEN>–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

‘I have a dog in my canoe.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(220) b. O`sY`GrF`Q`G
O`spiÊ"`Gr<"`Q<(l)@<`G
goods–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

‘I have freight in my canoe.’

E`o`brhr
E`o`b<rhr
canoe=POSS.1sg
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(220) c. ptF`bF`BtKvdFhmF@K`
F`Q`F`BtK
M@r`otKFh
ptF`bÊ-F@Bt(K)<vDFhm<F`9K` F`Q`Ê-F@Bt(K) M@rÊ(p)`otK<FH
person–on.surface=QUOT=HAB

two–on.surface

day–representing=ART

‘A day screen usually shows two people on its surface.’ (NA 159.44)
(220) d. Y`Y`jX`Ji`pQMtJi`Q
[R]ÊY`jiÊX`jiÊ"`pQÊMtj<"`Q
PL–cut.with.knife–thing.for–inside–at.hand=TEMP

‘Each held a knife, i.e had a knife in his hand.’ (NA 75.11)
(220) e. sto`S`GrF@pI`QmhQ@
sto`sÊ"`Gr<F`9pQ<"`Q<mH<Q`9
tupati–in.vessel=INTENT=TEMP=1pl=again

‘We would take a tupati (equipment for a ritual marriage test) along in the vessel
again.’ (NA 142.46)
It is often unclear whether a third person referent in a sentence with a restricted nominal predicate
(i.e. a predicate containing a predicate head with a restrictive locative suffix) is to be interpreted
as the subject of the predicate (triggering a possessive-existential reading) or as a locative adjunct
expanding the reference of the restrictive suffix(es) (triggering a simple existential reading). This
ambiguity exists in (220)c, for example. The source translates the sentence assuming the first
reading, as if M@r`otKFh ‘a day screen (a board with a painting depicting a mythological subject
on it)’ were the subject of the nominal predicate ptF`bF`BtK F`Q`F`BtK ‘(be) two people on a
surface’, but it is just as likely to be a locative RP expanding the reference of ,-F@Bt(K), that is,
an adjunct further specifying the identity of the surface the two people are on. The alternative
readings are ‘a day screen has two people on it’ and ‘there are two people on a day screen’. Another ambiguous Nuuchahnulth example is shown in (221). This sentence is especially interesting
because it contains two restricted nominal predicates. The first is the main complex predicate
head b`pHbs`phlKBt l@sl@r ‘twenty tribes in a container’; the second is the relative clause
x`Y`pQMtj ‘that which is in the hand’, which is adjoined to the demonstrative F`G ‘this’
(221)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b`pHbs`phlKBtl`
b`pHbÊ(R)s`phlKÊBT<l@

l@sl@r
F`G
l`F`rÊ;s= [LR] F`G

twenty–X.many.groups–in.container=INDIC

tribe–<PL>

DEM
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(221) x`Y`pQMtjp`r
x`piÊ"`pQÊMtj<p@<r
that.which–inside–at.hand=DEF=1sg

a. ‘This that I have in my hand has twenty tribes it in.’
b. ‘There are twenty tribes in this that I have in my hand.’ (NA 292.10-11)
The relative clause is clearly possessive-existential: the first person pronominal clitic assures us
of that. The question is whether F`G x`Y`pQMtjp`r ‘this that I have in my hand’ is the subject
of the main predicate (translation a) or an adjunct RP expanding the reference of the locative suffix ,BT ‘in a container’ (translation b).

4.5 Referring phrases
Referring phrases in Southern Wakashan may be divided into two types according to whether
they contain a relative root like M x`p@, N x`pi ‘one who, that which’. We first discuss simple
RPs, i.e. RPs that do not contain such a root.
4.5.1

Simple RPs

There are striking similarities in the structure of simple RPs and the structure of clauses that are
neatly explained by an analysis in which such RPs are, in effect, nothing but “nominalized”
clauses, that is, clauses made into referring expressions; or, put more formally, referring phrases
are headless relative clauses.58 The entity denoted by a simple RP is equivalent to the subject of
the corresponding non-nominalized clause. Key to this analysis is the idea that the morpheme I
have glossed thus far as an article M <?hp, N <FH is a type of relative mood marker.59 This is
supported by the fact that the article is in a relation of absolute paradigmatic exclusivity with the
other mood markers (cf. (212)b above). Predicate clitics thus naturally appear in “referring
clauses” just as they do in ordinary main clauses, with the exception that only the article (or, in
Nuuchahnulth, its quotative counterpart <(l)hE` <E@ ‘the reputed, the one they speak of’) may
appear in the mood slot of the clitic sequence. Thus, the RPs in the a. examples below are claimed
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to have the same structure and grammatical relationships among words as the clauses in the b.
examples. That is, M w`cF`ji ‘girl’ is predicate head in both (222)a-b, M vdFhC ‘sleeping’ is
predicate head in (223)a-b and w`cF`ji ‘girl’ is its subject, and so on.
(222)

MAKAH

a. w`cF`vhp
w`cF`ji<?hp
girl=ART

‘the girl’ (lit. ‘the one that is a girl’)
(222) b. w`cF`v
w`cF`ji<?h
girl=INDIC.3sg

‘She is a girl.’
(223)

MAKAH

a. vdFhEhp
w`cF`j
vdFhC<?hp w`cF`ji
sleep=ART

girl

‘the sleeping girl’
(223) b. vdFhE
vdFhC<?h
sleep=INDIC.3sg

w`cF`vhp
w`cF`ji<?hp
girl=ART

‘The girl is sleeping.’
(224)

MAKAH

a. p@p`sprsFhp
p`spÊ(j)rs` [LR]<?hp
amputate–at.legs=ART

‘the one with an amputated leg’
(224) b. p@p`sprsFh
p`spÊ(j)rs`<?h
amputate–at.legs=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it has an amputated leg.’
(225)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. pTF`rFh
pTF`r<FH
person=ART

‘the person’ (lit. ‘the one that is a person’)
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(225) b. pTF`rl`
pTF`r<l@
person=INDIC

‘He/she/it is a person.’
(226)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. p`G`jFh
p`GÊ`ji<FH
dead–DUR=ART

pTF`rwwww
pTF`r
person

‘the dead person’ (NT 74.19)
(226) b. p`G`jl`
pTF`rFh
p`GÊ`ji<l@ pTF`r<FH
dead–DUR=INDIC

person=ART

‘The person is dead.’
(227)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Ji@QrhlCFh
Ji`QÊrhlC [L]<FH
otter–do.ritual.for=ART

‘the one doing ritual for (catching) sea-otters’ (NA 48.30)
(227) b. Ji@QrhlCl`
Ji`QÊrhlC [L]<l@
otter–do.ritual.for=INDIC

‘He is doing ritual for (catching) sea-ottters’
(228)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. l`S`rF`QFh
l`sÊ"`r<"`Q<FH
fly–on.ground=TEMP=ART

SHbJhmwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
SHbJhm
Thunderbird

‘the Thunderbird that has flown down onto the ground’ (NA 136.4)
(228) b. l`S`rF`Ql`
l`sÊ"`r<"`Q<l@
fly–on.ground=TEMP=INDIC

SHbJhmFhwwwwwwwwwwwww
SHbJhm<FH
Thunderbird=ART

‘The Thunderbird has flown down onto the ground.’
A simple RP (with the article) can include any elements (subjects, objects, obliques, adverbial
clauses, complement clauses, etc.) that an ordinary clause can. As (229)i demonstrates, an RP
may be preceded (or more rarely, followed) by a demonstrative. The article attaches to the first
non-demonstrative word of the RP, precisely as a mood clitic attaches to the first word of the
predicate in an ordinary clause.
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(229)

MAKAH

a. C@C@a`S`rFhp
[R]ÊC@a`S`Êr`<?hp
PL–chief–precisely=ART

Fhx`W@sW
sHj`F`
Fhx`W`<"`sW sHj`F`9
at–dwelling

DEM

‘the real chiefs living here’ (HW, Speech)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(229) b. vhF`jRhQhsFh
G@ji@Qwwwww
vhF`jiÊRhQ<(l)hs<FH G@ji@Q
angry–PERF=PAST=ART

girl

‘the girl who had gotten angry’ (NT 66.18)
(229) c. lhlhKJtjFh
lhKÊJtj [R]<FH
alike–resemble=ART

FTxtpi`
FtÊHxtpÊ(x)@

KTCLTotjihsphm
KTCLTo<tj<(l)hs<p@<m

so.and.so–do.to–CONT

sister=POSS=PAST=DEF=1pl

‘the one who looks like our former sister’ (NT 78.24-25)
(229) d. G`VhKFh
FTb
G`VhK<FH FtÊh9b
chief=ART

lTGhmK
ltÊ@GT(K)Ê(v)hmK [L]

so.and.so–belong.to

burn–in.front–on.neck

‘the chief of the saw-bill (burned neck) ducks’ (NT 82.3)
(229) e. FTbFH
FtÊh9b<FH
so.and.so–belong.to=ART

p`K@shj
p`K@shji

QhGvhstF`
QhGÊvhst(K)Ê"@

younger.brother

move.pointwise–go.past.head.PERF–on.rocks

‘the younger brother of Pokes-past-Head (man’s name)’ (NA 388.19-20)
(229) f. ghmhmFh
ghm`ÊMH<FH

Ftx`pGlhrwwwww
Ftx`pGlhr

empty.root–arrive=ART

news

‘the news that has arrived’ (NT 150.40)
(229) g. rtrDFh
rtrÊ(x)@<FH
swim–CONT=ART

pi`x`BHjwww
pi`x`Bh9j
wolf

‘a swimming wolf’ (NA 143.4)
(229) h. vhjlhGr`oFh
YhlsRhQpTwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
vhjÊlhGr`<"`o<FH YhlsÊRhQ<pt9
not–want.to=CAUS=ART

sing.words.of.song–PERF=COND

‘the ones not wishing the words to be sung’ (NA 74.46)
(229) i. x@
x@
DEM

F`x`rTlhsFh
F`x`Êrt9o<(l)hs<FH

B@wB@wi`wwww
B`wiÊ(x)` [RepR]

many–die.CAUS.PERF=PAST=ART

spear–REP

‘the one who had speared (so) many to death’ (NA 403.1)
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(229) j. F@F`xhmsFh
[LR]ÊF`x`Êmhs<FH
PL–many–stocked.with=ART

g`Ftl B@B@j
g`Ftl [LR]ÊB`ÊF`ji
fish

PL–flow–DUR

‘rivers stocked with much fish’ (NA 83.13-14)
(229) k. F@F`xhmsFh
[LR]ÊF`x`Êmhs<FH
PL–many–stocked.with=ART

Lhm@Kh
Lhm@Kh

g`Ftl
g`Ftl

fishing.bank

fish

‘heavily-stocked fishing banks’ (NA 83.14-15)
The sentence in (230) includes an RP with the article containing another RP with the article (coreferential to the deictic pronoun root Ft, ‘so-and-so’ in the verb FTjihK ‘doing it to so-and-so’).
(230)

NUUCHAHNULTH

ghs`r`F`Q
ghs`Êr`Q<"`Q

XTpi@ [x@
XTpi@ [x@

QHGFhQhsFh
QHGÊ"hQ [L]<(l)hs<FH

empty.root–on.beach.PERF=TEMP

likewise

paddle–get=PAST=ART

(230) FTjihK
FtÊ(C)hK [L]
so.and.so–do.to

[DEM

[x@
[x@

rtrRhQhsFh]]wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
rtrÊRhQ<(l)hs<FH]]

[DEM

swim–PERF=PAST=ART]]

‘Those who had paddled after the swimmers likewise land.’ (NA 71.24)
As a rule, however, simple RPs are less complex than main clauses; referring expressions requiring overt subject and/or object RPs are often expressed by apposed simple RPs (231), or else by a
root RP containing a relative root like x`pi ‘one who, that which’ (for which see §4.5.2 below).
(231) a. [pTF`rFh]
[p`Gr@O`QFh
[pTF`r<FH] [p`GÊr@o<"`Q<FH
[person=ART]

[dead–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=ART

[Y@stRFh]]
[Y@stR<FH]]
[deer=ART]]

‘The man who killed the deer.’
(231) b. G@ji@QtjihsFh
gTo`E`rF`prtoXtjRhQtjihsFh
G@ji@Q<tj<(l)hs<FH gTo`E`r-Ê-"`prtoÊXtjÊRhQ<tj<(l)hs<FH
girl=POSS=PAST=ART

Hupachas–woman.of–born.of–PERF=POSS=PAST=ART

‘his late daughter, who was born of a Hupachas woman’ (NA 70.10-11)
The bracketing in (231)a represents one possible analysis of the structure of such examples. Other
analyses are conceivable.
If the RP does not contain a nominal word (i.e. a noun, property word?, or quantifier/numeral), use of the article is obligatory. If a nominal word is present, the article is optional;
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in this case, its presence or absence can have functional significance. Its function overlaps the
English definite article, but, rather than indicating definiteness (i.e. identifiability or uniqueness),
the Southern Wakashan article appears to indicate something closer to specificity, e.g. pTF`rFh
in (231)a is more accurately translated ‘the, a certain one that is a man’. The function of the article is considered in more detail in §7.2.21.
The spirit, if not the letter, of the present analysis of RP structure is anticipated by Sapir
(1911a, 1924). The parallelism is somewhat obscured by the fact that, like other writers of the
time (cf. Andrade 1933 on Quileute, and Boas 1947 on Kwakwala), Sapir uses the terms “nominal” and “verbal” in reference to kinds of linguistic categories that are today considered distinct;
he uses these terms to refer to both lexeme categories (noun and verb) and logico-syntactic categories (referring expression or noun phrase and predicate). (We leave open here the question of
whether Sapir himself recognized such distinctions conceptually.) Making allowance for such
terminological conflation, we see the germ of the RPs-as-clauses analysis already in this early
statement (Sapir 1911a: 17): “In both [Nuuchahnulth and Kwakwala] the stem is, as far as its
meaning allows, indifferently verbal [i.e. able to function as predicate––MD] or nominal [i.e. able
to function as a referring expression] and one or more suffixes [clitics] are required to give rise to
definitely verbal [predicative] or nominal [referring] complexes; in [Nuuchahnulth] a suffixed
[<FH] is often used to substantivize [i.e. make referring] a verb [i.e. predicative] form.” Likewise, in Sapir (1924: 84, note 9), he says the article is “often used as [a] nominalizing element”.
A more straightforward antecedent is found in Jacobsen (1979a, 1993), who refers to
“nominalization by the Article of core clauses” (Jacobsen 1993: 256). On the same page he also
claims “[The Nuuchahnulth phrase] KTbrldFh “the woman” ... is formed from KTbrl`
“woman” as a nominalized predicate “the one who is a woman”, with the identifying value that
would be conferred by an English relative clause.” Referring to Makah, he (1979a: 122) says: “...
[F]orms with ,?hp contain undercover predications, so that, for instance, PhcHkhp is literally, or at
least etymologically, ‘(the) one that is a dog’.” This is close to the present analysis, except I
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ogically, ‘(the) one that is a dog’.” This is close to the present analysis, except I would omit the
etymological qualification. I claim Southern Wakashan RPs contain predications synchronically,
and, moreover, that all RPs (except proper names), even those without the article, are clauses; the
article is simply an overt marker of the subordinate syntactic status of RPs as referring expressions.60, 61
An alternative line of analysis takes RP structure to be much like that of an English NP, that
is, a phrase consisting of a noun head and optional modifiers (Rose 1981: 39-45, Stonham 1999).
I will forego detailed discussion or critique of “standard NP” analyses except to comment that
they suffer from two main faults: 1) they fail to account for the clause-RP symmetries we have
seen, and 2) they assume the noun is the head of the phrase, but I see no language-internal structural evidence that justifies this assumption (e.g. a noun need not be present, the distribution of
the phrase as a whole is not equivalent to the distribution of the noun, etc.).
4.5.2

Root RPs

Simple RPs are the most common way of referring to entities. Another option, however, is to use
a “root” RP, i.e. an RP containing a relative root. These RPs are also headless relative clauses,
and are structurally similar to questions (§7.2.15-7.2.16). In this construction, a relative pronoun
root such as M x`p@, N x`pi ‘one who, that which’ or M pih, N pihp ‘whoever, whatever’ is
predicate head with a relative mood clitic and appropriate pronominal clitic attached. Other predicative clitics (e.g. passive-inverse, temporal specifier, tense) appear according to their normal
grammatical behavior. Predicates in the phrase other than the initial relative nominal predicate are
bare absolutes.
(232)

MAKAH

a. x`p@p
x`piÊ@<(p)h
one.who–APPEN=REL.3sg

‘the one who said it.’

v@
v@
say.PERF
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(232) b. x`p@ahs
x`piÊ@<(a)hs<(p)h

pihrH
pihrÊH

one.who–APPEN=PAST=REL.3sg

do.thus–APPEN

‘the one who did it’
(232) c. x`pDFhshjct
x`piÊ@<"hs<(p)hj<ct9

FTv`KtJihs
FtÊnv`Ktj [L]<"hs

one.who–APPEN=PINV=REL=1pl

so.and.so–look.after=PINV

‘the ones who look after us’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(232) d. x`pphm
x`pi<p@<m

C@jtoHGwwwwww
C`jtoÊh9G [L]

one.who=DEF=1pl

male–PL

‘we (who were) men’ (NA 19.8-9)
(232) e. x`pHr
x`pi<(x)h9<r

vhj YTXhv`Q
vhj YtXhÊ(v)`Q [L]

one.who=INDEF=1sg

not

medicine–find.PERF

‘I who have found no medicine’ (RW 79.21)
(232) f. x`pF@pQHj
x`pi<F`9pQ<(x)h9<j
one.who=INTENT=INDEF=2sg

ghmHrv`GrtK
ghm`Êh9rÊv`Grt(K)

O`br@jtlFh
O`br@jtl<FH

empty.root–carry–move.out.PERF

potlatch.handle=ART

‘whichever of you brings the potlatch handle out (of the crowd)’ (NA 57.35)
(232) g. x`pF@pQFhsp
p@Gp@G`
l@l@shFh
x`pi<F`9pQ<FHsp p`GÊ(x)` [RepR] l`9l@sh<FH
one.who=INTENT=DEF

dead–REP

bird=ART

‘he who would be killing the birds’ (NA 13.28-29)
(232) h. x`Y`stjFhsp
x`pi<"`s<tj<FHsp
one.who=PINV=POSS=DEF

p`Gr@O`s
p`GÊr@o<"`s

KTCLToww
KTCLTo

die–CAUS.PERF=PINV

sister

‘the one by whom their sister had been killed’ (NT 78.16)
(232) i. x`pH
x`pi<(x)h9
that.which=INDEF

gHs@BhmK
ghs`ÊBTÊmtQÊ[IterL]

F`x` FHGsTo
F`x` FHGiÊ(R)sTo

empty.root–in.bay–PERF–ITER

many

big–thing

‘the many whales coming into the bay from time to time’ (NA 378.4)
(232) j. pihpH
pihpÊ(x)h9
whatever=INDEF

RTvhrF@pQE`wwwwwwwwwwwww
RTvhr<F`9pQ<E@
shoes=INTENT=QUOTART

‘what would later be called “shoes”’ (NA 14.30)
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The relative pronoun can function as base to lexical suffixes as any nominal would.62
(233)

MAKAH

a. x`pi@ahc`p
x`piÊ@Êahc` [L]<(p)h
that.which–EPEN–owe=REL.3sg

‘debt, what one owes’
(233) b. x`PihChj
x`piÊ"hC<(p)hj
that.which–clothed.in=REL

‘your clothes’
(233) c. x@x`pv`shjr
x`piÊv`s [LR]<(p)hj<r
one.who–friend.of=REL=1sg

‘my friend’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(233) d. x`pihKF`QFhsp
x`piÊ#hK<"`Q<FHsp

pTF`rww
pTF`r

one.who–in.house=TEMP=DEF

person

‘the people in the house’ (NA 403.25)
(233) e. x`pBtpidFhsp
x`piÊBtpÊ(x)@<FHsp
that.which–in.mouth=CONT=DEF

‘that which is in one’s mouth’ (NA 72.10)
(233) f. x`YHrF`QFhsp
x`piÊ"Hr<"`Q<FHsp

pihmHFh
pihmH<FH

that.which–consume=TEMP=DEF

gull=ART

‘what the gulls ate’ (NA 23.50)
(233) g. x`piHKhsFhsp
m`X`pO`St
x`piÊ(C)h9K<(l)hs<FHsp m`X`pÊO`St
that.which–make=PAST=DEF

baby–thing

‘the cradle she had made’ (NT 90.31)
(233) h. pihXhGs`p`jHC
pihÊXhGs`pÊ`ji<(x)h9<C
whatever–derived.from–DUR=INDEF=QUOT

s`m`jlhr
s`m`jlhr
mosquito

‘what mosquitoes are made of’ (NT, p. 14 title)
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(233) i. x@YHGhsFhsp`j
x`piÊ"h9G [L]<(l)hs<FHsp`<j
that.which–try.to.get=PAST=DEF=2sg

rHChKwwwwwwwwwwww
rhÊ(C)hK [L]
1sg–do.to

‘that which you were trying to get from me’ (NA 172.5-6)
(233) j. x@pihKF`QFhsp
FtF@KtJi`Q
x`piÊ(C)hK [L]<"`Q<FHsp FtÊ"`9Ktj<"`Q
that.which–do.to=TEMP=DEF

so.and.so=look.after=TEMP

‘that which they were looking after’ (NA 399.31)
(233) k. x`pbGhp`r
x`piÊbGh<p@<r
one.who–married.to=DEF=1sg

‘my wife’
If the entity referred to is not equivalent to the subject of the phrase-internal predication, the relative root must in fact have affixed a verbalizing lexical suffix. The default suffix for this purpose
in Makah is ,(j)sh9o ‘doing to, with reference to ...’ and in Nuuchahnulth is -(C)hK [L] id., if a suffix with more specific meaning is not available. Compare the meanings of the root RPs in (234)
with and without the verbalizing suffix on the relative pronoun:
(234)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Root RP with verbalizing suffix
x@pihKhsFhsp
p`Gr@o
x`piÊ(C)hK [L]<(l)hs<FHsp p`GÊr@o
one.who–do.to=PAST=DEF

dead–CAUS.PERF

StwRhQ
StwÊRhQ
kill.from.hiding–PERF

‘the one he had killed from ambush’ (NT 88.7)
(234) b. Root RP without verbalizing suffix
x`phsFhsp
p`Gr@o
x`pi<(l)hs<FHsp p`GÊr@o
one.who=PAST=DEF

dead–CAUS.PERF

StwRhQ
StwÊRhQ
kill.from.hiding–PERF

‘the one who had killed him from ambush’
Root RPs can function as stand-alone referring expressions, as we have seen in all the examples so far in this section, but they are often set in apposition to simple RPs to form more complex
referring structures. They generally follow apposed simple RPs, but sometimes precede them
(235)b.
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(235)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FHEhlFh
FHEhl<FH
old.person=ART

x`Y`sp`r
x`pi<"`s<p@<r

FhstpGr`swwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
FhstÊpÊGr@<"`s

one.who=PINV=DEF=1sg

itu–BFR–desire.to.eat=PINV

‘the old man who desired to eat my itu bird (lit. by whom I was “itu-desired”)’
(NA 14.40)
(235) b. x`Y`pQhlKFhsp
x`piÊ"`pQÊ(p)hlK<FHsp
that.which–inside–over.a.rounded.surface=DEF

l@l@sh QtKFH
l`9l@sh QtK<FH

OTpQHshl
OTpQHshl

bird

down.feathers

good=ART

‘the fine down that birds have right next to their bodies’ (NA 165.28-29)
(235) c. g`FtlFh
x`Y`pQFhsp
g`Ftl<FH x`piÊ"`pQ<FHsp
food=DEF

that.which–inside=DEF

‘the inner flesh’ (NA 22.10)
(235) d. jtwlhmFh
x`Y`pQMtjFhsp
jtwlhm<FH x`piÊ"`pQÊMtj<FHsp
rattle=ART

that.which–inside–at.hand=DEF

‘the rattle in his hand’ (NA 260.32-33)
(235) e. F`GjT F`x`pQFh
F`GjT F`x`Ê`pQ<FH
DEM

much–inside=ART

g`Ftl x`YHrF`Qp`r
g`Ftl x`piÊ"Hr<"`Q<p@<r
food

that.which–consume=TEMP=DEF=1sg

‘this expensive food I am now eating’ (NA 83.33-34)
Root RPs can also appear internally to a simple RP (or vice-versa, of course). Example (236)
shows root RPs as RP-internal antecedents to the deictic pronoun root Ft, ‘so and so’, which is
base in the derived verb FTb ‘belong to’.
(236)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. [FTbFH
[FtÊh9b<FH
[so.and.so–belong.to=ART

p`K@shj
p`K@shj

[x@
[x@

x`piFHphm]]
x`pi<Fh9<p@<m]]

younger.brother

[DEM

one.who–get.to.be.at=DEF=1pl]]

‘the younger brother of the one we had gone to’ (NA 145.45)
(236) b. [FTbFH
[FtÊh9b<FH
[so.and.so–belong.to=ART

(236) b. bHbHY`r`
bhpÊ"`rÊ(x)` [RepR]
speak–go.to–REP

bhpHs`
bhpÊHs`

[x@
[x@

x`x`pihmjphm
x`piÊ(C)hmji [R]<p@<m

speak–...er

[DEM

one.who–contend.with=DEF=1pl

ghs`brl`Y`p`]]wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
ghs`Ê(b)rl`ÊY`p`]]
empty.root–defend–PL]]

‘he who had been orator for those with whom we were contending in making
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a marriage proposal’ (NA 155.47-48)
The derived verb bhY`r in (236)b literally means ‘go to speak’, but has narrowed in reference to
‘make a marriage proposal’. The context of the sentence involves two rival marriage parties contending for same girl.
In many cases, either a root RP or a simple RP are grammatically possible to refer to a particular entity (237); the parameters governing selection of one structure over the other are unknown.
(237)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Headless relative with relative root = root RP
gtos@F`QvdFhm
[x`pFHsp
M`CtF`K]
gtosÊ(x)@<"`Q<vDFhm [x`pi<FHsp M`CÊ(x)tF`K]
hide–CONT=TEMP=QUOT

[one.who=DEF

see–perceive]

‘The one who had seen him was in hiding.’ (NT 64.10-11)
(237) b. Headless relative without relative root = “simple RP with article”
gtos@F`QvdFhm
[M`CtF`KFh]wwwwwwwwww
gtosÊ(x)@<"`Q<vDFhm [M`CÊ(x)tF`K<FH]
hide–CONT=TEMP=QUOT

[see–perceive=ART]

‘The one who saw him was in hiding.’
The examples thus far in this section were extracted from sentences in which the root RPs
function as subjects or objects. Root RPs, however, can be used independently, as main clauses in
their own right, in deictic identificational utterances:63
(238)

MAKAH

a. x`p@ahsW@rHRj
x`piÊ@<(a)hs<W`9rh9R<`9j
one.who–APPEN=PAST=INFER.1sg=HAB

EHa`Wrto
EhuÊ"`WrÊto
jam.in–in.container–CAUS.PERF

(238) a. bHbHS`p@Q
bhS`pÊ(x)` [RepR]<"`Q
splash–REP=TEMP

‘I guess I was always the one jamming it into the container and splashing.’ (II, Dye)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(238) b. x@pihKF`QhsHCF@K`
oTwi@
Ftxh
x`piÊ(C)hK [L]<"`Q<(l)hs<(x)h9<C<F`9K` oTwÊ(x)@ FtÊxh
that.which–do.to=TEMP=PAST=INDEF=QUOT=HAB

blow–CONT

so.and.so–at.X.time
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(238) a. j@oCtjrm`Y@KF`QpT
r@x@E`ohrwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
j`oCtjÊ(b)rm`Y`9K [L]<"`Q<pt9 r`x@E`Ê`oh [L]–#hr
Kapchuk–perform=TEMP=COND

high–in.air–on.beach

‘That is what High-Above would blow into when he was staging Kapchuk (i.e. a
song and dance belonging to Kapchuk.’ (NA 161.2-3)
(238) c.

x@pihKF`QFhsp
xTKtFhKF`sG IhpV`mtO`Q
x`piÊ(C)hK [L]<"`Q<FHsp xTKtFhKF`sG IhpÊV`mÊto<"`Q
that.which–do.to=TEMP=DEF

Ucluelet

undone–in.middle–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

‘This the Ucluelets untied.’ (NA 394.33-34)
(238) d. x`Y`QhsHC
x`pi<"`Q<(l)hs<(x)h9<C
that.which=TEMP=PAST=INDEF=QUOT

Ji`ChQ
Ji`ÊChQ

pihxHC
pihxh<(x)h9<C

break.in.two–PERF

when=INDEF=QUOT

(238) c. Ji`brsHKF`Qtj
Ji`Ê(b)rs@Ê#hK<"`Q<tj

l`GSH
l`GSH

break.in.two–move.down.into.PERF–in.house=TEMP=POSS

house

‘That is the one that broke in two when his house collapsed at the roof
opening.’ (NA 170.28)
(238) e.

x`pBHKGF`Qp`r
x`piÊBHKG<"`Q<p@<r

F`G
F`G

FhmjCHKF`O`Q
FhmjiÊChÊ#hK<"`o<"`Q

that.which–use.as.fuel=TEMP=DEF=1sg

DEM

fire–at–in.house=CAUS=TEMP

(238) d. rTshK
rtsÊ(C)hK [L]
2sg–do.to

‘That is what I am now burning while I have you by the fire.’ (NA 298.14-15)
(238) f.

F`G
F`G

x`Y`Qp`r
x`pi<"`Q<p@<r

DEM

one.who=TEMP=DEF=1sg

‘That is who I am.’ (NA 322.3)

4.6 Complex constructions
Complex (i.e. multiple-predicate) constructions, which we continue our discussion of in this section, are very frequent in Southern Wakashan and classifying them into a definitive set of types is
far from straightforward. Rose (1981), Jacobsen (1993), and Nakayama (1997a) provide three
alternative views of how to divide up the pie. I make a few comments below on differences
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among the various schemes, but a comprehensive evaluation of them is a task for the future. The
main area of difference is the status of different kinds of absolute predicates.
The difficulty in classifying multi-predicate constructions arises mostly from the scarce marking of grammatical relationships between words and clauses. The analyst is often left attempting
to differentiate constructions by subtle and sometimes apparently statistical behavioral characteristics of uncertain grammatical significance. Jacobsen (1993: 239-40) provides a useful summary
of the analytic problems one encounters.
Keeping the preceding caveat in mind, I recognize the following types of clauses in complex
constructions: the referring phrases described in §4.5 (i.e. “nominalized” clauses), adverbial
clauses (§4.6.1), and complement clauses (§4.6.2).
4.6.1

4.6.1.1

Adverbial clauses

Bare absolute constructions

An exceedingly common sentence-building device in Southern Wakashan is to introduce one or
more bare absolute predicates into a sentence with an adverbial function. These elaborate on, expand, or modify the meaning of the main predicate. Subjects must be coreferential.
(239)

MAKAH

a. a`QHjr`k`K
a`QÊh9jr<"`Q<?`K

v`Kr@o
v`KÊr`9o

tie–bring.along=TEMP=3pl

go.home–CAUS.PERF

main

bare absolute

‘They tow it home.’ (Whaling)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(239) b. l`lTJi`Qmh
vHs`br`bHK
l`lTj<"`Q<mH vhs`Ê(b)r`bÊ(C)h9K [L]
work=TEMP=1sg
main

wwwwwwwwwww

war.party–container.for–make
bare absolute

‘We were working making war canoes.’ (based on NA 358.39)
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(239) c. IhbhlKF`QGrtj
IhbÊ(p)hlK<"`Q<G<rTj

j`lhsptj
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
j`lhspiÊtj

white–over.rounded.surface=TEMP=SUBOR=2sg
main

run–DUR
bare absolute

‘You are covered with ocean spray (lit. white all over) as you run.’ (NA 141.30)
Bare absolute constructions are a favorite sentence type, and used for a wide variety of expressive
purposes. One frequently finds sentences composed of two transitive predicates in which one
predicate expresses something of the specific manner or type of action affecting the object while
the other expresses the general relation of subject to object. The general relation is often coded by
a verbalizing lexical suffix. For example, in the Nuuchahnulth examples in (240) we see the following distribution of meanings between predicates:
General Relation of Participants

Specific Manner/Type of Action
(240)a verb root O`, ‘give a gift in a potlatch’

verbalizing suffix -`xH ‘give ... (perf.)’

(240)b verbalizing suffix ,h9r ‘carrying ...’

verbalizing suffix ,(C)hK [L] ‘doing to ...’

(240)c verb g`Ftj ‘eating’

verbalizing suffix ,"Hr ‘consuming ...’

(240)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. O`ChF`Q
O`ÊChQ<"`Q
give.gift.in.potlatch–PERF=TEMP

KTbr@lHG FtxHF`Q
KTbrl`Êh9G FtÊ`xH<"`Q

phb@K
phb@K

woman–PL

calico

so.and.so–give.PERF=TEMP

main

bare absolute

‘She potlatched calico to the women.’
(240) b. ghmHrlhrF`QdFhb
ghmÊh9rÊlHr<"`Q<(l)@<Fhb

mHGhK
G`VDK
mHGÊ(C)hK [L] G`VhK

empty.root–carry–move.about.beach=TEMP=INDIC=2sg
main

1pl–do.to

chief.VOC

bare absolute

‘You are taking us along the beach, O Chief.’ (NA 77.29)
(240) c. FtFHrF`Q
FtÊ"HrÊ"`Q
so.and.so–consume–TEMP
main

g`Ftj
g`Ftj

S`mtGBto
S`mtGBto

eat

worm.wood

bare absolute

‘What she ate was worm-wood.’ (NT 68.18)
The semantic patterns are sometimes easier to see with literal translations, e.g.
(240)a: ‘She gave [relation] the women calico by potlatching [manner of action] it to them’
(240)d: ‘She was consuming [relation] worm-wood by eating [manner of action] it’.64
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Instrumentals, locations, and other adjunct participants can be introduced into a sentence with
a bare absolute construction (241). Note that here, unlike the construction in (240), the objects of
the transitive predicates in (241)b-d are not co-referential. (The locative RP in (241)e l`GSHFh
‘the house’ is not an object, but rather an oblique in construction with ghK`prtF`rG ‘while there
in front (of)’.)
(241)

MAKAH

a. bHpbHp`pdxtK
FtFtjihctj
bhpÊ(x)` [RepR]<pdxt<`K FtÊ(ji)hctj [R]
speak–REP=COND.3sg=3pl

so.and.so–speak.with

main

IhrHPF`vhp
IhrHP`ÊF`ji<?hp
daylight–DUR=ART

bare absolute

(241) a. ghs`F@BhK
ghs`ÊF`9BhK
empty.root–in.sky

‘... when they are speaking with the Daylight in the sky.’ (Whaling)
(241) b. ghc`xtov@c
ghc`Ê`xto<v`9c`

CHatpWv@K
ChatpÊWv`9K [L+S]

empty.root–catch.PERF=QUOT.3sg

halibut.hook–use

main

bare absolute

‘He caught it with a halibut hook.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(241) c. IhChF`Ql`
IhÊChQ<"`Q<l@

FTGV`K
oT
FtÊGV`K [L] oT

shoot–PERF=TEMP=INDIC

so.and.so–use

main

bare absolute

gun

‘He shot it with a gun.’
(241) d. FTGVhmjbjih
FtÊGVhmji [L]ÊbjiH
so.and.so–use–having...-ed
main

FhmjiHK
oTF`jFh
Yhx@KphF`---wwwwwwwwww
FhmjiÊ(C)h9K oT<F`j<Fh Yhx@KÊpHÊ-"@
fire–make

gun=POSS=ART

plume–on.top–on.rocks

bare absolute

‘Plumed-Head (man’s name) had used his gun in making fire.’ (NA 405.35-36)
(241) e. ghK`prtF`rGF`QQ@
ghKÊ`prt(K)Ê"`rÊ(p)G<"`Q<Q`9
there–at.mouth–on.ground–while=TEMP=again
main

V`OhpRhQ
l`GSHFh--V`OhpÊRhQ l`GSH<FH
whoop–PERF

house=ART

bare absolute

‘They whooped again in front of the house.’ (NT 88.3)
Finally, nominals can function in main predicates followed by various types of verbal absolutes.
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(242)

MAKAH

a. FTRWTW`IhCjd
FTRÊTÊ(W)W<"`Q<"hC<jd9

bhpRhQ
bhpÊRhQ

someone–APPEN–while=TEMP=IMPER.2pl=ADVISE

speak–PERF

main

bare absolute

‘Some one of you speak!’ (HW, Louse)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(242) b.. F`m@Q`G
Ftm@j
F`m`<"`Q<(l)@<`G FtÊm@ji
only=TEMP=INDIC=1sg
main

mTsX`j--mTsÊX`ji

so.and.so–have

roll.hoop–thing.for

bare absolute

‘I alone own the hoop-game.’ (NA 165.47)
(242) c. F`x@Ql`
ghm`sRhQ
F`x`<"`Q<l@ ghm`Ê`sÊRhQ
many=TEMP=INDIC

KtKTCmhll`r--KtCÊmhl [R+L]–l@r-

empty.root–arrive–PERF

main

woman–try.to.obtain–moving.on.ground

bare absolute

bare absolute

‘Many now have come seeking a wife.’ (NT 100.16)
(242) d. G`VhKhsvdFhm
S`M`m`j
G@ji@Qtjwwwww
G`VhK<(l)hs<vDFhm S`M`Êm@ji G@ji@Q<tj
chief=PAST=QUOT
main

child–have

young.girl=POSS

bare absolute

‘There was a chief who had as child a daughter.’ (NT 14.1)
This construction is not as obviously adverbial as earlier examples in this section, but is included
here for completeness.
Nakayama (1997a: 115ff) can be consulted for more examples of the meanings expressed by
bare absolute constructions in Nuuchahnulth.65 Note, however, that he defines the construction
semantically66 rather than structurally as I have, and the two definitions do not pick out exactly
the same set of exemplars, e.g. I consider (243) a bare complement construction (§4.6.2.1) rather
than absolute adverbial (or serialization, in his terms) because the roles of the two predicates appear not to be permutable (§4.6.2):
(243)

NUUCHAHNULTH

pHr
pH<r

v`KxT
v`KÊxT

long.time=1sg

go.home–having...-ed

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

‘For a long time I stayed home.’ (Ahousaht dialect; Nakayama 1997a: 199, ex. 177; I
have modified his morpheme transcriptions and glosses for consistency with those in this
dissertation)
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Compare (243) with (251) below.
4.6.1.2

Mood-marked adverbial clauses

In addition to the bare absolute adverbials in §4.6.1.1, Southern Wakashan can form various types
of mood-marked adverbial clauses with the Purposive, Conditional, and Subordinate moods. This
section shows a sampling of the possibilities. More examples can be found in the discussion of
the individual moods in Chapter 7.
(244)

Purpose clause

a.

NUUCHAHNULTH

G`sG@M`GstFhC
[ItR@F`JDFhbT
G`M`GÊstQÊ;s= [R+L]<"HC [ItRÊ(x)@<F`j<"`9<Fhbt9
naked–PERF–<PL>=IMPER.2pl

[dry–CONT=POSS=PURP=2pl

(244) a. x`x@piFhC]--[R+L]Êx`piÊFhC]
PL–that.which–clothed.in]

‘Undress so your clothes can dry.’ (NA 444.26)
Conditional clause

b.
(244)

MAKAH

[ghcHpdxrHr
[ghc`ÊH<pdx<rh9r

s@k`]
s@k@]

a`ji@Kdxhjr
a`ji@K<"dxhj<r

[empty.root–give.PERF=COND=2sg/1sg

money]

buy=FUT=INDIC.1sg

‘If you give me money, I will buy it.’
(244) c.

NUUCHAHNULTH

---b`pr@O@Ghs`G
rTshK
---b`pÊr@o<"`9G<(l)hs<(l)@<`G rtsÊ(C)hK [L]
... on.end–CAUS.PERF=IRR=PAST=INDIC=1sg

2sg–do.to

(244) b. [pi`lhGrhlspTr]--[pi`ÊlhGr`<(l)hs<pt9<r]
[thus–want.to=PAST=COND=1sg]

‘I would have set you on end, if I had wanted to do so.’ (NT 88.26)
(244)

Causal clause

d.

MAKAH

pihrHahsr
pihrÊH<(a)hs<r

[FTcTQ
[FtÊ@ct9Q

vhFha`Wrh]
vhFha`<W<rh9]

do.thus–APPEN=PAST=INDIC.1sg

[so.and.so–because.of

angry=SUBOR=1sg]

‘I did it because I was angry.’
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(244) e.

NUUCHAHNULTH

IHVhmF`O`s
IHVhm<"`o<"`s

Ji`krhb
Ji`krhb

[F`mh
[F`mh

p@x@o`m`Cp`]--p`x@Êo`m`C [L]<p@]

laughing.stock=CAUS=PINV

Kwalisits

[SUBOR

drift–move.about.at.random=SUBOR]

‘Kwalisits was laughed at because he was drifting about aimlessly.’ (RW 77.16-17)
4.6.2

Complement constructions

Complement clauses fill a (semantic) argument slot of a higher complement-taking (CT) predicate head. It is unclear whether complement clauses have grammatical relations with matrix
predicate heads (i.e. function as subjects or objects) as well, or are simply oblique constituents of
some sort. Southern Wakashan has both bare absolute and mood-marked complement clauses.
The essential structural difference between a complement construction and an adverbial construction is that, in the former construction, the roles of the two clauses are not permutable, while,
in the latter construction, they are. That is, only (245)a is grammatical; the complement-taking
word vhj,, vhjH ‘not’ must be the initial, subject-marked, predicate head:
(245)

MAKAH

a. vhJ`Qhsr
vhj<"`Q<(a)hs<r
not=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

ghrRhQ
ghrÊRhQ
strike–PERF

‘I did not chop it.’
(245) b. *ghrRF`Qhsr vhjH
However, when two clauses are in an adverbial relation, either may be the initial predicate:
(246)

MAKAH

a. ghrRF`Qhsr
ghrÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<r
strike–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

FTWtv@K
ghrHx`jrhr
FtÊWv`9K [L+S] ghrÊHÊx`ji<rhr
so.and.so–use

strike–EPEN–thing.for=POSS.1sg

‘I chopped it with my axe’
(246) b. FTWtv@K`Qhsr ghrRhQ ghrHx`jrhr
(Note that (246)a is the unmarked construction; the variant in (246)b adds emphasis to the identity of the instrument: ‘I chopped it with my axe’.)
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4.6.2.1

Bare absolute complements

A bare absolute complement clause always follows the matrix clause. An expressed RP subject
can either precede or follow the complement predicate. The subject of the complement predicate
must be co-referential to that of the matrix.
(247)

NUUCHAHNULTH

m`r`jRhF`Qrh
m`r-Ê`jiÊRhQ<"`Q<rH

ghs`bGhmQF@pQ
ghs`ÊbGhÊmtQ<F`9pQ

v@jHs`Ftp
v@jHs`Ftp

try.in.vain–DUR–PERF=TEMP=1sg

empty.root–married.to–PERF=INTENT

Purple.Woman

matrix predicate

complement predicate

‘I tried in vain to marry Purple-Woman.’ (based on NA 411.8)
Some examples of CT roots that take bare complements:
Negative roots, e.g. M vhjH, N vhj ‘not’, M vHx`, N vHX` ‘never’, M xtatK, N vhL@pQ ‘unable to’
(248)

MAKAH

a. vhJDFhrhc
vhjÊ"d9Fhr<hc

v`g@j
v`g@ji

not–going.to=INDIC.1pl

go.PERF

‘We are not going to go.’
(248) b. vHx`c
vHx`Êhc
never–INDIC.1pl

v@
v@

WT
WT

say.PERF

DEM

‘We don’t say that.’
(248) c. xtatKrHbtW
xtatK<rh9btW
not.able=INDIC.1sg/2sg

g`JihKhx`
g`JihKÊhx`9
borrow–give.PERF

‘I can’t loan you (money).’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(248) d. vhJ`QpTr
vhj<"`Q<pt9<r
not=TEMP=COND=1sg

vdFhC F`sGH---www
vdFhC F`sGH
sleep

night

‘I did not sleep nights.’ (NT 140.10)
(248) e. vHX`l`
gTx@K wwwwwwww
vHX`<l@ gTx@K
never=INDIC

dance

‘He never danced.’ (NA 233.47)
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(248) f. vhL@pQdFhb
Qtx`ChQ--vhL@pQ<(l)@<Fhb QtKÊ#`ChQ
unable=INDIC=2sg

wwwwwwwww

good–INCEP

‘You cannot become pretty.’ (NT 94.20)
Phasal roots, e.g. M ghxT, N g`vH g`vHQ ‘finish, stop ...-ing’, Y`BhK, ‘persist in ...-ing’
(249)

MAKAH

a. ghxTF`Qr
ghxT<"`Q<r

basketHK
basketÊ(ji)h9K

stop=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

basket–make

‘I stopped making baskets.’ (KH)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(249) b. g`vHF`Q
g`vH<"`Q
stop=TEMP

YhG`j
KTbrldFh
YhG<`ji KTbrl`<FH
cry=DUR

woman=ART

‘The woman stopped crying.’ (NT 60.22)
(249) c. ...Y`BhK`
v`v@
...Y`BhKÊ(x)@ v@
...persist–CONT say.DUR

F`mh
F`mh

pi`x`BHjl`s`jp`
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
pi`x`Bh9jÊl`s`j<p@

SUBOR

wolf–probably=SUBOR

‘He persisted in saying it (the sound they heard) was probably wolves.’ (NA 396.36)
Phasal CT morphemes can impose aspectual requirements on lower predicate heads, e.g. complements to g`vH and Y`BhK` must be imperfective. Complements of other classes of CT roots
are apparently aspectually independent. Note that F`mh pi`x`BHjl`s`jp` ‘that it was probably
wolves’ in (249)b is a mood-marked complement clause (§4.6.2.2).
Psych-cognition roots, e.g. M gtWs`ji, N gtGs`ji ‘know how to’,M P`o@ji, N Y`o@ji ‘willing to’, M, N Otr, ‘tired of’, M sTW-, N stG, ‘afraid to’
(250)

MAKAH

a. gtWs`jRF`Qhsr
gtWs`jiÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<r
know.how–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I learned how to work.’ (IW)
(250) b. Otr`jr
OtrÊ`ji<r
tired–DUR=INDIC.1sg

vhvhjxtj
vhjÊxtj [R]
nothing–do

‘I’m tired of doing nothing.’

a`atx`j
a`atx`ji
work
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NUUCHAHNULTH

(250) c. gtGs`jRhF`Q
gtGs`jiÊRhQ<"`Q
know.how–PERF=TEMP

l@l@shFh
J@j v@
l`9l@sh<FH J@j v@
bird=ART

kaak

say

‘The bird had learned to say “kaak”.’ (NT 60.3)
(250) d. ---Y`o@jhm
gtKHs`--- wwwwwwwwwwwwww
---Y`o@ji<(l)@<mh gtKÊHs`--... willing=INDIC=1pl

dance–...er

‘We are willing to be (her) dancers.’ (NT 124.2)
(250) e. CT
CT
DISC

OtrRhF`Q`G
rhp@F`o
OtrÊRhQ<"`Q<(l)@<`G rhpÊ(x)@<"`o

g`Ftl--g`Ftl---

tired–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

food...

cook–CONT=CAUS

‘Well, I am tired of cooking food.’ (NA 83.4)
(250) d. sTGtJi`Q
stGÊtj<"`Q
afraid–DUR=TEMP

vHmdFh
vHm`<FH

QHGji`XHGRhQhj---wwwwwww
QHGÊji`Xh9G [L]ÊRhQ<(x)hj

war.party=ART

paddle–pursue–PERF=IRR.FUT

‘The war party was afraid to paddle after him.’ (NA 399.12)
Temporal roots, e.g. M, N pH ‘for a long time’ or derived words with suffixes like M ,Cdx`K, N
-CHK ‘for ... days’, M, N ,Ohs ‘... times’
(251)

MAKAH

a. pHF`khR
pH<"`Q<?hR
long.time=TEMP=ASSER.3sg

bHpbHp
bhpÊ(x)` [RepR]
speak–REP

‘He/she is speaking for such a long time.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(251) b. pHF`QhsE`rhR
pH<"`Q<(l)hs<E@rhR

vdFhC--- wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
vdFhC

long.time=TEMP=PAST=INFERI.1sg

sleep

‘Evidently I have been a long time sleeping.’ (NT 40.24)
(251) c. lTCHKF`Q
lTÊCHK<"`Q
four–for.X.many.days=TEMP

ghK
ghK

mtCHFh
mtCH<FH

there

mountain=ART

‘He was four days on the mountain.’ (NT 102.11)

ww
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4.6.2.2

Mood-marked complements

Mood-marked complements occur in either the Subordinate or the Conditional moods with the
difference between them more or less corresponding to the difference between actual (or realis)
and potential (or irrealis) modalities. In Nuuchahnulth, Subordinate complements are often introduced by the subordinate modal particle F`mh ‘that; because’, and Conditional complements by
Ftxh, in origin a derived word meaning ‘at so-and-so time’ but now essentially grammaticalized
(in this construction, at least) as a temporal-conditional complementizer. Makah does not have
F`mh. It is not known whether the Makah analogue of the Nuuchahnulth temporal-conditional
complementizer (Ftxt) occurs with Conditional complements, but it seems likely.
(252)

Subordinate mood complements
MAKAH

a. j`a`S`o
w`cF`vhEhp
ghchctWRHxhJhsp`
j`a`s<"`o w`cF`ji<?hC<?hp ghc`ÊhctWÊRhQ<"dxhj<"hs<p`9
known=CAUS

girl=DIM=ART

empty.root–look.for–PERF=FUT=PINV=SUBOR.3sg

(252) a. s`jx@xtFTb
s`jx@xt<"t9b
eldest.brother=POSS.3sg

‘The girl knew that she would be sought by her brother.’ (HW)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(252) b. ---FtpK@O`Q
YtpihKtjp`
---FtpK@o<"`Q YtpÊ#hK<tj<p@
... think=TEMP

C`jtowwwwwwwwwwwww
C`jto

urinate–in.house=POSS=SUBOR

man

‘She thought that her husband was wetting himself.’ (NT 23.1)
(252) c. FHpGtJi`Qrh
F`mhr
FHpG<tj<"`Q<rH F`mh<r
tell–DUR=TEMP=1sg

SUBOR=1sg

rtjihF`Q
rtÊjihQ<"`Q

m`X`p`jFh--m`X`pÊ`ji<FH

hold–PERF=TEMP

child–DUR=ART

‘I told them that I accepted the child.’ (NT 132.29)
(252) d. FTb`Gs`jr` g`RHChQ
F`mh
FTb`Gs`jr` g`RhKÊ#h9ChQ F`mh
then

know–INCEP

SUBOR

g@VHF`stj
FtlFHpr`j
g`V`Ê"hQ [L]<"`s<tj FtlFHprt<F`j
eat–get.PERF=PINV=POSS

mother=POSS
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(252) c. ji`sx@s
ji`sx@s
Kwatyat

‘Now then Kwatyat found out that his mother had been swallowed.’ (NT 35.3)
(253)

Conditional mood complements
MAKAH

a. vHc`Cr
vHc`C<r
afraid=INDIC.1sg

vhjHpdx
vhjÊH<pdxt

QtKTvhQ
QtKÊTvhQ

not–APPEN=COND.3sg

well–INCEP

‘I am afraid he won’t get well.’ (HW)
(253)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. S`o`sRhF`QvdFhm
G@ji@QFh
v`KRhF`QpT--S`o`sÊRhQ<"`Q<vDFhm G@ji@Q<FH v`KÊRhQ<"`Q<pt9
think–PERF=TEMP=QUOT

girl=ART

go.home–PERF=TEMP=COND

‘The girl decided she would go home.’ (NT 72.13)
(253) c. sTGtj
stGÊtj
afraid–DUR

Ftxh
FtÊxh

p`Gr@O`spTwwwwwwwwwwwwww
p`GÊr@o<"`s<pt9

so.and.so–at.X.time

dead–CAUS.PERF=PINV=COND

‘They were afraid they might be killed.’ (based on NA 371.20)
(253) d. v@F`Ql`
Ftxh
v@<"`Q<l@ FtÊxh
say=TEMP=INDIC

so.and.so–at.X.time

(253) c. l`F`rtj
IHFhWhl--l`F`r<tj IHFhWhl
house=POSS

jtVhs`optm
jtGiÊ"hs`o<pt9<m
open–on.ground.CAUS.PERF=COND=1pl

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

Jack.Simpson

‘It said we should open Jack Simpson’s house.’ (NA 267.9)
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5 Topics in Word Structure
5.1 Formal structure
According to a traditional morphological classification of languages,67 Southern Wakashan is a
classic example of a language family with polysynthetic word structure. Though definitions vary,
a major criterion for polysynthetic status in most accounts is a high average number of morphemes per word. An important corollary is that a significant portion of these must be “lexical”,
rather than grammatical in nature; that is, they should have meanings typically expressed by independent lexical items in other languages. These morphemes might include incorporated nouns
and adverbs, or semantically rich affixes like locative suffixes. Such features permit polysynthetic
languages to have words with complex internal structure that often correspond semantically to
entire sentences in less morphologically elaborate languages.68 True to type, words in Southern
Wakashan can be internally complex with numerous morphemes and multiple hierarchic levels of
structure packed into a single derivative.69
Southern Wakashan word structure can be described by the diagram in Figure 2, a more
detailed version of Figure 1 given previously in Chapter 4.70 The major structural division falls
between the unextended word (base + suffixes) and the extended word level (unextended word +
clitics). Important formal differences exist between the two. The sequence of clitics has templatelike organization with a fixed number of slots, flat structure, strict requirements on linear order of
Figure 2. Word structure
base core suffixes aspect
peripheral suffixes aspect
clitic sequence

unextended word
expanded unextended word
extended word
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elements, and other templatic characteristics described in Chapter 7. In contrast, there is no limit
in principle to the number of suffixes that can be added to a base, and the order of suffixes can
often be changed to produce changes in meaning, as demonstrated by the following example set
from Swadesh (1939: 86):
(254)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. QtXHrbjih
QtrÊ"HrÊbjiH
herring–consume–remains.of

‘left-overs from eating herring’
(254) b. QtrbjihYhr
QtrÊbjihÊpÊ"Hr
herring–remains.of–BFR–consume

‘eating left-overs of herring’
This open-ended “stacking” of suffixes creates layered structure rather than flat, slot-based structure with a fixed number of affix positions. The remainder of this section describes these formal
aspects of unextended word structure further. Use of clitics has been briefly described in §4.3 and
is more fully covered in Chapter 7.
An unextended word is formed by a base plus (core) lexical suffixes plus aspectual morphemes. (Expanded unextended words and the core/peripheral suffix distinction are discussed
below.) Words can have aspectual value with no overt aspectual formative if their final morpheme (root or lexical suffix) has inherent aspectual force. Anticipating more detailed discussion
of suffix types in §5.3, we find two basic types of lexical suffix: nuclear suffixes (nominalizing,
verbalizing suffixes, etc.), which determine the word class of the resultant word (§5.4), and restrictive suffixes, which merely modify the meaning of the base without necessarily altering its
word class (§5.5). From these definitions we derive two principles of Southern Wakashan word
formation:
i. The category of a nuclear suffix becomes the category of the resultant word.71
ii. Restrictive suffixes do not necessarily determine the category of the resultant word.
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Consider, for example, the Makah verb PhcHQHjr ‘bringing a dog’ in (255)a and the noun
PhcHQKFhs ‘big dog’ in (255)b.
(255)

MAKAH

a. PhcHQHjrHj
PhcHQÊh9jr<?h<`9j
dog–bring=INDIC.3sg=HAB

Ftb`ChQwwwww
FtÊb`ÊChQ

ghc@pI`rhp
ghc`Ê"@pI`r<?hp

so.and.so–go.to–PERF

empty.root–in.woods=ART

‘He/she always goes to the woods with a dog.’
(255) b. PhcHQKFhsv@c
PhcHQÊ(j)KFhs<v`9c`
dog–big=QUOT.3sg

‘They say it is a big dog.’
Based on the principles in i. and ii., the two words could be represented in tree form, as in (256)a,
or by labeled bracketing, as in (256)b (V = verb, N = noun).
(256) a.

V

N
PhcHQ
b. [[ PhcHQ]N ,h9jrV]V

N

V
,h9jr

N
PhcHQ

,(j)KFhs

[PhcHQN ,(j)KFhs]N

The nuclear verbalizing suffix ,h9jr ‘bringing, carrying...’ attached to the noun PhcHQ ‘dog’ produces a verb, while the restrictive suffix ,(j)KFhs ‘big; very’ attached to the same noun leaves a
noun. Attaching ,(j)KFhs to a verb would likewise leave a verb: g`Ftj,KFhs ‘eat a lot’ (g`Ftj
‘eat’).
The number of lexical suffixes a level of hierarchical structure may contain depends on the
type of suffix. One nuclear suffix may appear per level of word structure. Examples (257) and
(258) show derived words containing a single nuclear suffix; (257)a and (258)a are nouns, and
(257)b and (258)b-d are verbs.
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(257)

MAKAH

a. E`ssTo
E`sÊ(j)sTo
paint–thing

‘paint, dye’
(257) b. EdFHjr
E`Ê"Hjr
water–consume

‘drinking water’
(258)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. O`E`j
O`ÊE`ji
give.gift.in.potlatch–thing.for

‘potlatch gift’
(258) b. gtmprhlC
gTMhÊpÊrhlC [L]
drift.whale–BFR–perform.ritual.for

‘performing a ritual for (bringing in) drift-whales’
(258) c. m`X`pHK
m`X`pÊ(C)h9K
baby–make

‘delivering (lit. making) a baby’
(258) d. IhlRxT
IhlRÊxT
boil–having.been

‘boiled’
Addition of another nuclear suffix creates a new level of structure. Any number of nuclear suffixes may be so added, each creating a new word which may then serve as base for further derivation. This is essentially a restatement of Swadesh’s (1939: 85) generalization that “[when] a series
of [nuclear] suffixes are added to a [base], each successive suffix makes a new [word] which
serves as the underlying [base] for the next suffix.” The following rewrite rule captures this generalization:
(259)

Wordα → Base + Nucα
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(259) states that a word of category alpha (i.e. noun, verb, etc.) consists of a base of any category
plus a nuclear suffix of category alpha (i.e. nominalizing, verbalizing, etc.). This rule is recursive;
successive applications of it can add any number of nuclear suffixes, although more than three is
rare in a given word. Multiple suffixes of the same category can be added in succession, or, as
more frequently occurs, the category can change with each suffix.
The phrases and sentences in (260) and (261) each contain derived words with multiple nuclear suffixes. The word in question is repeated below the example’s translation with labeled
bracketing to show its constituent structure; buffer consonants (§5.2.2) and indications of CV
template associations are omitted from the bracketed representations to faciliate readability.
(Vroot = bound verb root, Nroot = bound noun root).
(260)

MAKAH

a. E@sstoHxhjaDpQW@R
E`sÊ(j)sToÊ(ji)h9K [L+S]Ê"hjÊad9pQ<W`9R
paint–thing–make–expert.at–want.to=INFER.3sg

‘Apparently she wants to be an expert at dyeing straw.’
[[[[[E`s]V root Ê(j)sToN]N Ê(ji)h9KV]V Ê"hjN]N Êad9pQV]V
verb: ‘want to be an expert at dyeing straw’
(260) b. vHj`Qr
EdFHjrx`jrhr
vhjÊ(v)`Q [L]<r E`Ê"HjrÊx`ji<rhr
not–find=INDIC.1sg

water–consume–thing=POSS.1sg

‘I can’t find my cup.’
[[[E`]Nroot Ê"HjrV]V Êx`jiN]N
noun: ‘thing for consuming water’
The Nuuchahnulth verbalizing suffix -(b)rl`Y`p` in (261)a actually consists of the verbalizing
suffix ,(b)rl` ‘defending ...’ plus the restrictive plural suffix ,Y`p` (§5.5.4), but the combination may be treated as a single nuclear suffix for our purposes, since it is now more or less lexicalized to mean ‘fighting over, competing in...’ (as in bhp,rl`Y`p` ‘competing in oratory’,
g`V`,brl`Y`p` ‘fighting to eat’, etc.).
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(261)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`G
F`G

mTj
mTj

O`E`jrl`Y`p`X`j
O`ÊE`jiÊ(b)rl`Y`p`ÊX`ji

DEM

song

give.gift.in.potlatch–thing.for–fight.over–thing.for

‘this gift-scramble song’ (NA 57.27)
[[[[O`]V root ÊE`jiN]N Ê(b)rl`Y`p`V]V ÊX`jiN]N
noun: ‘thing for (when) fighting over potlatch gifts’
(261) b. Ftm@jrhQ@
FtÊm@ji<rH<Q`9
so.and.so–have=1sg=also

m@X`pHKrhlCX`j---wwwwwwwwwwwww
m`X`pÊ(C)h9KÊrhlC [L]ÊX`ji
baby–make–do.ritual.for–thing.for

‘I also have a ritual for delivering babies.’ (NT 190.3)
[[[[m`X`p]Nroot Ê(C)h9KV]V ÊrhlC V]V ÊX`jiN]N
noun: ‘thing (i.e. ritual) for delivering babies’
(261) c. ---vHb@J@Ghsp`r
---vHb@j<"`9G<(l)hs<p@<r
... hesitant=IRR=PAST=SUBOR=1sg

(261) c. IhlRx`Yhrhs`YhQ
IhlRÊxTÊpÊ"HrÊHs`ÊpÊ"hQ [L]
boil–having.been–BFR–consume–one.who–BFR–invite.PERF

rHGhK---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
rHGiÊ(C)hK [L]
2pl–do.to

‘... for I would have been hesitant about inviting you to come and eat boiled food.’
(NT 198.25-26)
[[[[[IhlR]V root –xTV]V Ê"HrV]V ÊHs`N]N Ê"hQV]V
verb: ‘invite sb to be an eater of boiled food’
Rule (259) builds left-branching words with each suffix on its own level of constituent structure. This is the minimum amount of structure necessary to account for what we may call (following Fortescue 1980 on West Greenlandic) the “global scope rule” evident in Southern Wakashan:
a nuclear suffix is structurally and semantically superordinate to everything to its left within the
word. As Fortescue (1980) argues for West Greenlandic, however, this simple branching structure
will almost certainly need to be augmented to account for the many subregularities evident in the
co-occurrence patterns of various suffixes with one another.
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The largest classes of restrictive suffixes are the classes of path-orientation (§5.5.1) and locative suffixes (§5.5.2). (262) and (263) show examples of path (262)a, (263)a and locative suffixes
(262)b-c, (263)b-d occurring singly in derived words.
(262)

MAKAH

a. K`oW@xhQv@c
K`oWÊ@xhQ<v`9c`
fly–move.into.building.PERF=QUOT.3sg

‘It flew into the house.’
(262) b. W`x@pI`r`k`K
W`x@Ê"@pI`r<"`Q<?`K
far–in.woods=TEMP=3pl

‘They were deep in the woods.’
(262) c. vHvhjrs@k@RJta
vhjÊ(j)rs` [LR]<"`Q<?`9RJta
not–at.legs=TEMP=MIR.3sg

‘Oh, he doesn’t have pants on!’
(263)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghmtr`Q@
ghm`ÊVhr@<Q`9
empty.root–come.to.surface.of.water.PERF=again

‘Again he came to surface.’ (NT 84.13)
(263) b. LTGTK
LtÊ@GT(K)
burn–in.front

‘Burned-Front’ (place name)
(263) c. gTK`o`Qhm
gtKÊ`oh [L]<"`Q<(l)@<mh
dance–up.in.air=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

‘We were (clouds), dancing above.’ (NA 146.33)
(263) d. CTChRS`Q
CtÊ`ChRs<"`Q
face.down–on.ocean=TEMP

‘It lay face-downward on the water.’ (NT 154.8)
Unlike nuclear suffixes, multiple restrictive path-orientation and locative suffixes may occur on a
single level of hierarchical structure. When more than one occurs on the same level, they are or-
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dered according to the following hierarchy: path > locative site > locative locale. That is, if a path
suffix is present, it comes first, followed by any locative site suffixes, followed by any locative
locale suffixes. (The structural distinction between site and locale suffixes is discussed in §5.5.2;
there are only four locale suffixes: M ,"@, N ,"@F` ‘on the rocks’, M, N ,"`r ‘on the ground’,
M, N ,#hK ‘in the house’, M, N ,#hr ‘on the beach’.) Sequences of more than three restrictive suffixes have not been observed. Only one path and one locale suffix may occur per sequence. Ordering principles governing multiple site suffixes are discussed in Davidson (1999). See also
Rose (1981: 336). The following examples show several Nuuchahnulth nouns with restrictive
sequences.
(264)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. G`C`s`j --- KTGTK`r---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
G`C`s`j --- KtÊ@GT(K)Ê@r--all

... board–in.front–on.horizontal.surface...

‘Each had a board in front of him (on his canoe).’ (NT 82.6)
[KtN root Ê@GT(K)siteÊ@rsite]N
restricted noun: ‘board in front of one on a surface’
(264) b. KHbWl`K`ohY`jQ`j
KhbWÊl`KÊ`oh [L]ÊpÊ"`jQh<F`j

stoj`KFh
stojÊ(-F)`K<FH

spread.cloth–moving.about–up.in.air–at.rear=POSS

black–on.fabric=ART

(264) b. ghs@jQhFh
ghs`Ê"`jQh<FH
empty.root–at.rear=ART

‘Their black blankets flapped about their hips.’ (based on NA 75.9-10)
[KhbWN root Êl`KpathÊ`ohsiteÊ"`jQhsite]N
restricted noun: ‘spread cloth flapping about at one’s rear’
(264) c. Ftb`ChF`Qhm
FtÊb`ÊChQ<"`Q<(l)@<mh
so.and.so–go.to–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

l@KB@r
l`Ê`KB`Ê"`r
house–at.vertical.surface–on.ground

‘We went to House-at-Cliff (place name).’
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[l`N Ê`KB`siteÊ"`rlocale]N
restricted noun: ‘house at a vertical surface on the ground’
An important feature of restrictive sequences is that the entire sequence carries a single aspectual value. This is, in fact, one reason for analyzing the series of suffixes as being on the same
level. Aspect is normally indicated by the last morpheme in an unextended word, whether by an
aspect suffix, or by the aspectual value inherent in a word-final lexical suffix or root. In a wordfinal restrictive sequence, however, a path suffix can determine the aspectual value of the word,
even though it may precede a locative suffix in the sequence that otherwise has a different value,
e.g. the verbs in (265)and (266) are perfective because of the path suffix M, N ,jihr,s, ‘move
out, away (perf.)’ despite the presence of the following imperfective locative site suffixes -BT ‘in
a container; in a bay’ and ,"`Gr ‘in a vessel’.
(265)

MAKAH

rtrjihrB@Qv@c
rtrÊjihrÊBT<"`Q<v`9c`
swim–move.out.PERF–in.bay =TEMP=QUOT.3sg

‘He/she swam out of the bay.’
(266)

NUUCHAHNULTH

stwjihrS`GrF`Q
stwÊjihrsÊ"`Gr<"`Q
jump–move.out.PERF–in.vessel=TEMP

‘She jumped out of the canoe.’ (based on NT 84.21)
Any number of nuclear suffixes and restrictive sequences may co-occur in a derived word.
For example, the Nuuchahulth verb F`QphlKHbr`S`r ‘carry two round objects out of the woods’
in (267) consists of the numeral root F`Q, ‘two’ plus the nuclear nominalizing suffix ,phlK ‘...
many round objects’, forming the noun F`QphlK ‘two round objects’. This in turn serves as base
for the nuclear verbalizing suffix ,h9br ‘bringing, carrying ...’, forming the verb F`QphlKHbr
‘carrying two round objects’. The word is then capped off by the restrictive sequence ,`s,"`r
‘move out of the woods on the ground’, which, incidentally, is another example of a path suffix
determining aspect despite a following locative suffix.
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(267)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`QphlKHbr`S`rF`QpT
F`QÊphlKÊh9brÊ`sÊ"`r<"`Q<pt9

ShSHC`pxt
ShSHC`pxt

two–X.many.round.objects–carry–move.out.of.woods.PERF–on.ground=TEMP=COND

Titichakyo

(267) Y@stR
Y@stR
deer

‘Titichakyo would bring two deer out of the woods.’ (based on NT 86.13-14)
[[[[F`Q]NUM ÊphlKN]N Êh9brV]V Ê`spathÊ"`rlocale]V
verb: ‘carry two round objects out of the woods’
The lexical suffixes we have seen so far in this section are core lexical suffixes, which attach
either to bound roots, to free roots, or to bases with suffixes. Another, much smaller, group of
suffixes called peripheral suffixes attach only to bases that can also occur as words, i.e. free roots
or bases with suffixes, not to bound roots.72 The nuclear verbalizing suffix M ,adx`pQ ,ad9pQ, N
,l`Yh9pQ ‘want to ...’ is a peripheral suffix (the peripheral/core distinction cross-cuts the nuclear/restrictive distinction). As (268) shows, peripheral suffixes have their own aspectual value,
or they can be followed by an aspect suffix, which can vary independently of the core unextended
word’s aspect:
(268)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghs`bGhmQl`YHprstF`Q
ghs`ÊbGhÊmtQÊl`Yh9prsÊtQ<"`Q
empty.root–married.to–PERF–want.to–PERF=TEMP

FTjihK
FtÊ(C)hK [L]

v@jHs`Ftp--v@jHs`Ftp

so.and.so–do.to

Purple.Woman

‘He wanted to marry Purple-Woman’ (NA 410.52)
(268) b. ghs`bGhl`YHprtF`Q
ghs`ÊbGhÊl`Yh9prsÊtQ<"`Q
empty.root–married.to–want.to–PERF=TEMP

‘He wanted to have her as wife.’
Addition of a peripheral suffix forms what we will call an “expanded unextended word”.
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5.2 Roots
5.2.1

Bound roots

Roots make up about three-fourths of the underived lexicon, the rest consisting of suffixes and a
few particles. Roughly half are bound roots, that is, roots that cannot function as words without a
(core) lexical or aspect suffix. Bound roots are written with a hyphen when cited: M p`W,, N
p`G, ‘dead’, M, N E`, ‘water’, M W`,, N G`, ‘complete, sufficient’, M Q@v`p,, N Ghr, ‘blood,
bleed’, M, N Shpi, ‘sit’. Most correspond semantically to English verbs and adjectives, and most
are monosyllabic, although there are disyllabic roots (e.g. M IHc`p, ‘foggy’, N F`L`p, ‘have
sexual intercourse with’), and even a few trisyllabic members of the category (e.g. M F`xhr`p,, N
F`xhr`W, ‘trick, deceive’).73 The suffixes that a bound root occurs with to form derived words are
dependent on the combinatory possibilities of that root and the communicative need of the moment. The following are a sample of the possibilities for M Shpi, ‘sit’ and N Ghr, ‘blood, bleed’.
Derived Makah words formed from shpi, with lexical suffixes

(nouns)
Shpi`Bhr

‘chair’ (,`Bhr ‘surface for ...’)

ShptvhK

‘living room’ (,tKi ‘place for ...’, ,#hK ‘in the house’)

(verbs with restrictive suffixes)
ShpHv`chpr

‘sitting alone in a canoe’ (,v`ch ‘in the middle’, ,pr ‘in a vessel’, epenthetic /H/)

ShprHF`shFH

‘sitting at the door (,(j)rF`shFh9)’ (with epenthetic /H/)

Shpi@r

‘sitting on a horizontal surface (,@r)’

ShpiHBhs

‘sitting in water, a puddle (,Bhs`)’ (with epenthetic /H/)

Shpi@rB

‘sitting on the roof (,@rB`)’

Nuuchahnulth verbs formed from Ghr, with aspect suffixes

Perfective

GhrRhQ

‘start bleeding, bleed’
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Caus. Perf.

Ghrr@o

Continuative Ghr@

‘cause to bleed’
‘bleeding’

Derived Nuuchahnulth words formed from Ghr, with lexical suffixes

(nouns)
Ghrlhr

‘blood’ (,lhr ‘collectivity of ...’)

GHrrhs

‘blood-colored, blood-laced liquid’ (,(b)rhs- [L] ‘... liquid’)

(nouns with restrictive suffixes)
GhGhrChmj

‘blood on the calves of the legs (-Chmj [R])’

GhGhX`pQvh

‘blood under the fingernails’ (,"`pQ ‘inside’, ,vh [R] ‘at nails, claws’)

GhrbHK

‘blood along the edge of a linear object (,bHK)’

GhGHrMtj

‘blood on the hands (,Mtj [R+L])’

GhGHrrtK

‘blood in the eyes, bloody-eyed (,(b)rt(K) [R+L])’

(verbs)
Ghrm`p

‘fond of drinking (,m`p) blood’

GhrhlXTQ

‘get covered with blood’ (,(p)hlXt9Q, perf. of ,(p)hlK ‘over a rounded surface’)

GhXHr

‘drink one’s blood’ (,"Hr ‘consuming ...’)

An especially common bound root that deserves separate mention is M ghs`, ghc`,, N ghs`,
ghm`, ghm,, glossed “empty root” in examples. This root allows lexical suffixes to be used without a contentful base. Instead of N F`x`ji`K ‘many absent’ (< F`x` ‘many’ + path-orientation
suffix (§5.5.1) -ji@K ‘absent’), M, N pHji@K ‘absent for a long time’ (< pH ‘long time’ +
-ji@K), M, N Ftji@K ‘so-and-so (is) absent’ (< Ft, + ,ji@K), or some other derivative, the
empty root can be used to form simple M, N ghs`ji`K ‘absent’.
The empty root is limited to occurrence with verbalizing and restrictive path-orientation and
locative suffixes, but fairly liberal with its selection of suffixes within these classes:
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Empty root with verbalizing suffixes

(verbs)
M gHcTK, N gHmtK ‘waiting for’ (M ,TK, N ,tK [L])
M ghs`bW, N ghs`bGh ‘married to’ (M ,bWh, N ,bGh)
M ghs`c`j, N ghs`m`j ‘have’ (M ,c@ji, N -m@ji)
M gHc`C, N gHm`C ‘ask for’ (M, N ,C [L])
N ghm@Ghm ‘deprive of’ (,`9Ghm)
M ghchctW ‘look for, search for’ (,hctW)
M ghcH, N ghmH ‘give’ (M, N ,h9)
M ghs@F@o, N ghs`F`o ‘buy’ (M ,"@F`9o, N ,-"@o)
Empty root with path-orientation or locative suffixes

N gHm`jihmFhK ‘(at) the head of the bed’ (,`jihm, -#hK)
M ghs`jr`pQ ‘under one’s clothing’ (,(j)r`pQ)
M ghs`F@BhK, N ghm@xhK ‘(in) the sky’ (M ,F`9BhK, N ,@xHK)
N gHMHI` ‘underneath, (at) the bottom, underneath part’ (,"h9I`)
M ghs`jrhKsHr, N ghs`brtGshr ‘come out of the woods onto the beach’ (M ,(j)rhKs`, N ,(c)rtGs`,
M, N ,#hr)
The general rule for selection of the allomorphs is ghs`, occurs with consonant-initial and glottalizing/leniting suffixes while M ghc`,, N ghm`, occurs with vowel-initial suffixes. The Nuuchahnulth ghm, allomorph occurs with either. Exceptions to the rule are not difficult to find though,
e.g. M gHc`C, N gHm`C ‘ask for’ above.
5.2.2

Free roots

A root that can be used as an (unextended) word (e.g. M p`F`v`b, N p`FTb ‘pack-basket’) is
called a free root. Most free roots are nouns. Other salient word classes among the free roots in-
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clude the numerals (except ‘one’, which is a bound root), and some property words expressing
dimensional and evaluative concepts like ‘big’, ‘wide’, ‘fat’, ‘thick’, ‘good’, and ‘bad’.74
5.2.2.1

Combining forms and the buffer consonant

By definition, bound roots must occur with some suffix or suffixes to be used as a word. Although free roots may appear independently as words, they can, and often do, combine with suffixes as well. When they do so, they frequently undergo changes in form; many have special
combining allomorphs when they combine with suffixes. These are reduced forms with shortened
vowels, truncation of final segments, loss of formative suffixes and sometimes other changes
relative to free forms, e.g. the Nuuchahnulth noun root pTK ‘slave’ has a combining form with a
shortened vowel, ptK-,. A given free root may have no combining form, or it may have several. If
a root has a combining form or forms, these are cited preceding the free form, following Sapir &
Swadesh’s citation practice in their (1939: 243-316) vocabulary list, e.g. N ptK-,, pTK ‘slave’, M
a`ahb,, a@aHprt ‘elder sibling’. To conserve space, only the observed form, whether it is a free
form or a combining form, is normally shown in morpheme-by-morpheme analyses and glosses.
(269)

a. Free form of root
pTK
pTK

a@aHpr
a@aHprt

slave

elder.sibling

‘slave’

‘elder sibling’

b. Combining form of root
ptKF`GrtF`K
ptK-Ê"`GrÊ(x)tF`K

a`a@ahbctjta
a`ahbÊctj [R+L]Êta`

slave–in.vessel–perceive

elder.sibling–at.hands–thing

‘see a slave in a vessel’ (NT 188.30)

‘thumb’

If the final segment of a combining form or the free form of a free root is a vowel or, in Nuuchahnulth, a coda nasal, the voiceless uvular stop /p/ may intervene as a buffer consonant when
the root functions as base, e.g. N Bhwi`shm,p,hM`j ‘perform an eagle dance’ (eagle-pimitate.in.dance). Derived bases ending in vowels or coda nasals are also sometimes followed by
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a buffer consonant: N gTK,`oh,p,hM`j ‘perform a dance representing the quivering of (heated)
air’ (dance-up.in.air-p,imitate.in.dance). (However, bound roots (§5.2.1) as bases are never separated from suffixes by the buffer consonant.) A few exceptions have been noted thus far: the free
Nuuchahnulth noun roots lhmld9jr ‘bank note’ and G@shw ‘root of a certain kind’ are listed by
Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 265, 300) as occurring with /p/ even though they end in consonants.
The original function of the buffer consonant was perhaps to preserve the formal integrity of
words in derivation by preventing fusion through vowel contraction or other phonological processes when additional suffixes are added. If so, it still serves this function today –– as a rule,
vowel-initial and glottalizing/leniting suffixes (§§3.3.2-3.3.3, §3.4.2) condition its appearance
with appropriate bases. It is now partly morphologically conditioned, however, since it sometimes
appears before consonant-initial suffixes, where no fusion would occur in any case, as in N
x`Rl`,p,o`K ‘fur-seal season’ (hunt.fur.seal-p-season.of), M F`sjrDFh,p,BHKC ‘using wood as
fuel’ (wood-p,use.as.fuel). If a morpheme ever occurs with the buffer consonant in derivation,
this is indicated by Sapir and Swadesh in its citation form, e.g. N Bhwi`shm(,p,) ‘eagle’, N, M
-`oh(,p,) [L] ‘up in the air, erect’. Note, however, that some vowel- and nasal-final free roots do
not seem to occur with the buffer consonant (e.g. N S`M` ‘child’), which is why its occurrence
must be noted for the roots and suffixes it has been recorded with.
5.2.2.2

Free root types

The majority of free roots belong to one of two morphological types, simple roots and composite
roots.75
Simple roots
Simple roots include M, N vdFhC ‘(to) sleep’, M EtJTc`ah9, N EtjM`(,p,) ‘wren’, and M, N
ItO`C ‘root’. A subtype consists of roots that contain one or more frozen lexical suffixes. For
example, the Makah noun P`K@F`Wr ‘chamber pot’ contains the locative suffix ,"`Wr ‘in a ves-
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sel’ on the otherwise unattested element P`K-,. Similarly, the Nuuchahnulth verb YtB`Gr ‘taking
a share of what one’s neighbor has got in hunting, fishing’ has the locative suffix -"`Gr ‘in a vessel’ on the initial cranberry element Ytb,.
The initial cranberry element in a such a root is no longer used productively, but comparison
with related languages sometimes gives hints about their original meanings. For example, the
Nuuchahnulth verb FHE@oh ‘lifted up’, which consists of initial FhE`, plus ,`oh [L] ‘up in the
air; erect’, may (etymologically) contain a root PW *FhJ, still attested in Kwakwala: FhJ ‘above’
(from Boas 1947: 224 with regularized orthography). Correspondences between Makah and Nuuchahnulth forms are often enlightening in this regard. Makah gtjsTo ‘bird’ is composed of the
nominalizing suffix -(j)sTo ‘... thing, ... species’ plus cranberry element gt,, the original meaning of which is suggested by Nuuchahnulth gt, ‘flying in a flock’. Similarly, the Makah place
name stjTchs, glossed ‘sea lion’ in the Makah Traditional Cultural Property Study (Makah Cultural and Research Center 1989: 2), refers to Ringbolt Rock, a sea rock located off Tatoosh Island. It can be morphologically analyzed as stj, + T epenthetic + -chs ‘stocked with ...’. The
regular Makah word for ‘sea lion’ is g`jv@chR, but Nuuchahnulth stj, ‘sea lion’ explains the
traditional gloss. Jacobsen (1979c: 776-77) cites other examples in which the initial element in a
cranberry root in one of the languages is a productive root in the other, e.g. the Makah noun
Q`s@v`E`ji ‘(a) paddle’ consists of the nominalizing suffix ,E`ji ‘thing for ...’ on the cranberry element Q`s@v`, or, minus the epenthetic vowel, Q`sv`,, which is transparently related
to Nuuchahnulth Q`sV`, ‘paddling steadily’.
There is also a small category of irregular simple roots, which consists of roots with irregular
combining forms, that is, combining forms that are not derivable from their free forms by any of
the normal means (such as vowel shortening), e.g. M PhQC,, PhcHQ, N YhKC,, YhmHQ ‘dog’, M, N
C`owi,, C`jto ‘male, husband’.
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Composite roots
Composite roots consist of an initial radical element plus a semantically empty formative suffix
that “completes” it and allows it to appear as an independent word. Following Sapir & Swadesh
(1939), full citation form for a root in this category lists the initial radical element first along with
indication of its co-occurrence with the buffer consonant ,p,, if applicable. This is followed by
the free form of the root, i.e. the root with its formative suffix:
(270)

M, N ItC,, M ItE@a`, N ItEhl ‘large mussel sp.’ (suffix M ,"@a`, N ,"hl)
M, N ohb,, ohBto ‘inner cedar bark’ (suffix M, N ,"to)
M phC,, phCHc`, N phC,, phChm ‘louse’ (suffix M ,h9c`, N ,hm)
M r`W,, r`W@F`o, N r`G,, r`G`r ‘picking cedar bark’ (suffix M ,"`o, N ,`r)
N S`CJt,p,, S`CJtlb ‘sardines’ (suffix N ,l@b)
M v`F`p,, v`F`p`o ‘perch sp.’ (suffix M ,`o)

Some formative suffixes occur with many roots (e.g. M ,h9c`, N ,hm in phCHc`, phChm above,
M ,`9a`b, N ,l@b), while others are cranberry suffixes, appearing with a single root (e.g. N ,@j
in x`G@j ‘salmon weir’). When combined with ordinary lexical suffixes, these roots sometimes
appear with their formative suffix and sometimes without it (see below).
Kin terms are a special class of composite roots. The free form of most kin terms ends with
the kin suffix M, N ,(.F)Hprt, e.g. M, N F@rHprt ‘niece, nephew’, M FtjvDFhprt ‘stepparent, step-child’. Combining forms feature several changes relative to free forms: long vowels
are generally shortened, the kin suffix is dropped, and a formative element -b is added, a rare case
of material being added in a combining form. The combining forms of the above cited roots are
M, N F@rhb,, M Ftjv`b,. Words with Makah Ftjv`b,, FtjvDFhprt ‘step-parent, step-child’
are shown in (271).
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(271)

MAKAH

a. free form of kin term
FtjvDFhprtrhr
FtjvDFhprt<rhr
step.parent=POSS.1sg

‘my step-parent’
(271) b. combining form of kin term
Ftjv`bc`jhsr
Ftjv`bÊc@ji<(a)hs<r
step.parent–have=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I had a step-parent’
Note that Makah appended vowels (§3.4.4) are treated as formative suffixes for purposes of
lexical representation: ptK,, ptKT ‘slave’, vhj,, vhjH ‘not, nothing’.
5.2.2.3

Use of combining forms

Although a free root may have a combining form, it may or may not appear in this form with a
given lexical suffix. At this point there appears to be no general rule that will predict which form,
free or combining, a root will take with different suffixes. As Rose (1981: 288) observes: “The
morphology of base-affix linking is complex and idiosyncratic.” Some suffixes occur only with
the free forms of roots, others only with combining forms. Some occur with the free forms of
some roots and the combining forms of others. Still others can occur with either the free form or
the combining form of the same root. In this case there may be a difference in meaning between
the derivative based on the free form and the derivative based on the combining form. As the following Nuuchahnulth examples with the composite roots M, N ItC,, M ItE@a`, N ItEhl
‘large mussel sp.’ and M StW,, StWTBhc`, N StGi,, StGBhsh ‘head’ show, the derivative based on
the free form (i.e. the root with its formative suffix) has the more compositional meaning, while
the derivative based on the combining form (i.e. the initial radical element alone) has a more specialized, idiosyncratic meaning.
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(272)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Derivative based on free form of root
ItEhlbjih
ItEhlÊbjiH
mussel–remains.of

‘discarded mussel shell’ (< ‘remains of a mussel’)
b. Derivative based on combining form of root
ItCbjiH
ItCÊbjiH
mussel–remains.of

‘mussel shell for use in making a knife’ (Swadesh 1933: 62)
(273)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Derivative based on free form of root
StGBhshbjih
StGBhshÊbjiH
head–remains.of

‘remains of a head (of a baby that had died in the womb)’ (NT 192.4)
b. Derivative based on combining form of root
StgbjiH
StGiÊbjiH
head–remains.of

‘severed head’ (NA 378.17, 441.9, etc.)
Perhaps more frequently there is no discernable difference in meaning between the two:
(274)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Derivative based on free form of root
g`wihml`b`otK
g`wihml`bÊ(p)`otK
wren–impersonate

‘impersonate a wren’
b. Derivative based on combining form of root
g`wihsp`otK
g`wihsÊpÊ(p)`otK
wren–BFR–impersonate

‘impersonate a wren’ (Swadesh 1933: 62)
A few further examples of differences in meaning between the free forms and combining forms
of roots can be found in §6.4, ex. (334).
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5.3 Classification of suffixes
The 500 or so suffixes can be grouped into a number of categories on the basis of common semantic features and shared grammatical behavior. The broadest classification divides them into
three groups.
1. Formative suffixes, e.g. M ,h9c`, N ,hm, M ,Bhc`, N ,Bhsh
2. Aspect suffixes, e.g. M, N ,`ji ,tj durative imperfective, M, N ,RhQ perfective
3. Lexical suffixes, e.g. N ,LHs ‘son of ...’, M ,dx`W, N ,hx`pG [R] ‘singing ... song’
Formative suffixes are semantically empty suffixes that create the free forms of composite free
roots. Most formative suffixes are used with noun roots. For example, the Nuuchahnulth noun
roots Bhwi`s, ‘eagle’ and Y`xtwi`, ‘cod-fish decoy’ appear as words with the formative suffix
-hm: Bhwi`shm, Y`xtwihm. There are at least two dozen of these formative suffixes. They are discussed in more detail above in §5.2.2.
The dozen or so aspect suffixes make up part of the aspect system, a central grammatical
category in Southern Wakashan. Aspect is described in Chapter 6.
By far the majority of suffixes are lexical suffixes. Lexical suffixes are a Northwest Coast
areal phenomenon that also appears in Salish languages, and Quileute.76 They earned this name
because they have meanings more typical cross-linguistically of open-class lexical morphemes
than closed-class grammatical morphemes. They express a wide range of concepts, and researchers on languages that have them have proposed various semantic classification schemes. Boas
(1947: 236-7) expresses reservations about classifications of this sort on the grounds they impose
categories of the researchers’ languages on the languages of study, but concludes in the end that
they are harmless and descriptively useful as long as it is clear that they make no claim to represent native classifications.
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His worries about imposition of external categories on the object language are clearly wellfounded, and even today this is a common pitfall of comparative semantic research. Lucy (1994:
624) describes such research as follows:
Lexical items are grouped together [in analyses of this sort] and analyzed as a
coherent set not because speakers of those languages group them together in a set
as revealed, for example, by common grammatical treatment, but because the
analyst so groups them. And meanings are assigned not on the basis of close examination of actual usage, but on the basis of rough functional equivalence with
forms in our own language. Thus an external framework is imposed on the language in place of a framework deriving from its native logic.
Conclusions from these studies are likely to reveal more about the external framework than about
the language under analysis.
Fortunately, we need not content ourselves with a classification of lexical suffixes in Southern Wakashan that is descriptively useful, but ultimately of little value in understanding how the
languages works. We can make use of language internal criteria, both semantic and formal, to
classify the suffixes following “native logic”. Given the importance of the suffixes in the grammar, this is, in fact, an essential task. As we know, however, “all grammars leak”, so there is no
reason to expect every suffix to fit neatly into our classification scheme, whether its logic is native or external. By and large, suffixes do fall fairly clearly into one category or another, but a
few belong to more than one category, and we are left with the inevitable residue of suffixes that
are difficult to classify.
Use of language internal criteria can be demonstrated by considering the status of two ostensibly similar Nuuchahnulth suffixes, ,Ch ‘at, in ...’ and ,BT ‘in a container’. At first glance, one
might think to group these together as “locative” suffixes. However, closer study of their semantic relationship with bases and their effect on the grammatical category of the resultant word
shows that, according to Nootkan logic, they actually belong to different categories. Consider
(275), which shows each suffix with the simple noun root p`FTb ‘pack-basket’ as base.
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(275)

a. p`FTbCh
p`FTbÊCh

b. p`FTbBt
p`FTbÊBT

pack.basket–in

pack.basket–in.container

‘in a pack-basket’
*‘pack-basket (that is) in sth’

‘pack-basket (that is) in a container’
*‘in a pack-basket’

The addition of the suffix ,Ch ‘in ...’ to the noun in (275)a changes the word class of the resultant
word to a locational verb: noun p`FTb ‘pack-basket’ → verb p`FTbCh ‘in a pack-basket’, e.g.
(276)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

p`FTbC`Ql`
p`FTbÊCh<"`Q<l@

g`FtlFh
g`Ftl<FH

pack.basket–in=TEMP=INDIC

food=ART

‘The food is in a pack-basket.’
The base, which is here only a noun root, provides more precise specification of the meaning of
the suffix –– it fills out or completes its meaning just as the object NP does for the English preposition.
The word in (275)b demonstrates an entirely different grammatical relationship between suffix and base. Unlike ,Ch, the suffix ,BT ‘in a container’ does not determine the class of the resultant word, which remains a noun; it adds information about the base and limits or restricts its denotation, much as an adjective or relative clause limits the denotation of an English noun: the
word’s potential referent is not only a pack-basket, but a pack-basket that is in a container. The
noun p`FTbBt ‘pack-basket in a container’ functions like any other noun. Example (277) shows
it as nominal predicate head in a main clause:
(277)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

p`FTbB`Ql`
p`FTbÊBT<"`Q<l@

mHr@jFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
mHr@ji<FH

pack.basket–in.container=TEMP=INDIC

sack=ART

a. ‘There is a pack-basket in the sack.’
b. ‘The sack has a pack-basket in it.’
c. ‘He/she/they have a pack-basket in the sack.’
The source of the multiple meanings is described in §4.4.3.2. If the predicate is atransitive
(§4.4.3.1), the clause has the existential reading in (277)a, and the RP mHr@jFh ‘the sack’ is a
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locative oblique expanding the reference of ,BT. If the subject is personal, the sentence can mean
either (277)b or (277)c depending on the subject reference: if mHr@jFh is interpreted as the subject, (277)b is the appropriate translation; if it is interpreted as an oblique locative, (277)c is the
appropriate translation. The word might also occur as predicate head in a referring phrase (RP):
(278)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

vHj`QRhF`Q`G
[mHr@jFh
p`FTbBt]
vhjÊ(v)`Q [L]ÊRhQ<"`Q<(l)@<`G [mHr@ji<FH p`FTbÊBT]
not–find–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

[sack=ART

pack.basket–in.container]
referring phrase

‘I could not find [the sack with a pack-basket in it].’
This use is related to the possessive-existential meaning in (277)b. The RP literally means something like ‘the sack having a pack-basket in it’.
I refer to suffixes of the ,Ch type as nuclear suffixes. Suffixes like ,BT are restrictive suffixes.77 The essential difference between the nuclear and restrictive types is that a nuclear suffix
determines the class of the resultant word, while a restrictive suffix simply modifies the meaning
of its base without fundamentally altering its semantic category or word class. This can be also
expressed in terms of headedness: a nuclear suffix becomes the head of the resultant word, while
the base remains the head when a restrictive suffix is added.78 There are also the morphological
differences between the two types described in §5.1.
The Nuuchahnulth examples in (279) (from Swadesh 1948b: 62) provide further illustration
of the nuclear/restrictive distinction. Compare the word class and denotation of the words in
(279)a and (279)c with that of the word in (279)b.
(279)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Underived a
E`o`bl`
E`o`b<l@
canoe=INDIC

‘It is a canoe.’
noun: E`o`b ‘canoe’
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(279) b. Word with nuclear suffix
E`o`btF`Kl`
E`o`bÊ(x)tF`K<l@
canoe–perceive.PERF=INDIC

‘He sees a canoe.’
verb: E`o`btF`K ‘see a canoe’
(279) c. Word with restrictive suffix
E`o`b`pl`
E`o`bÊ(p)`p<l@
canoe–big=INDIC

‘It is a large canoe.’
noun: E`o`b`p ‘large canoe’
The underived word in (279)a, E`o`b ‘canoe’, and the derived word with the restrictive suffix in
(279)c, E`o`b`p ‘large canoe’, are both nouns and refer to the same entity: addition of the restrictive suffix ,(p)`p ‘very; big’ (this time a degree suffix rather than a locative suffix) has not
changed the word class or reference of the resultant word. Addition of the verbalizing suffix
-(x)tF`K ‘perceive ... (perf.)’ in (279)b, on the other hand, changes the category from noun to
verb, and fundamentally alters the relation of subject to predicate.
Boas’s (1947: 237) objection to this classification scheme runs as follows. (The original
quote is rather oddly phrased. I have taken the liberty of including Nakayama’s 1997a: 49 clarificatory emendations in brackets):
We cannot accept the classification of “formative” suffixes in two groups: “governing” and “restrictive” suffixes which are not based on internal evidence, but
rather on our European classifications ... For instance [the morphological complex] “to see a canoe” which [includes a lexical suffix expressing the notion of
“to see” that] would fall under the heading of “governing suffixes” may as well
be conceived as “to perform an action relating to a canoe by seeing” in which
case [the lexical suffix expressing] “to see” would be a restrictive element ... It is
impossible to decide how these combinations may be felt by native speakers.
Formally the governing and restrictive groups are identical.
His point concerning Eurocentric approaches to grammar is well taken, as I have said. In this case
though, contra Boas, the nuclear/restriction distinction is not a product of “European classifications”. The distinction is real and fundamental to Nuuchahnulth word formation. We see better
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why his charge is unwarranted if we break it down into three subparts and address them individually. Each makes a slightly differently claim:
1. There is no language internal evidence for the distinction;
2. There is no formal evidence of the distinction;
3. Classifications of individual suffixes as governing [nuclear] or restrictive are artifacts of
translation, as purportedly shown by the ‘see a canoe’ example.
All three of these points can be shown to be false.
The first and second claims are contradicted by patterns like those I presented above, which
show systematic differences in the grammatical and semantic relationships between the two types
of suffixes and their bases. These are certainly language internal and formal (since determination
of word class is based on distributional evidence) –– nuclear suffixes have the power to determine
the class of the resultant word, while restrictive suffixes normally do not. Chapter 8 discusses the
criteria for defining word classes.
As for the third claim, Boas fails to show that the distinction is an artifact of translation because the revised translation of ‘see a canoe’ he proposes to demonstrate this is nothing more than
a convoluted restatement of the original translation. His revision still contains a verb phrase,
namely ‘to perform an action relating to ... by seeing’. Hence, the suffix with this translation
would still produce a verb rather than a noun, which is precisely what is predicted. Further, the
fact that ‘see’ is restrictive in the new translation is irrelevant since it does not modify the right
word. If the suffix were restrictive in the present sense, it would modify the base ‘canoe’ and produce a noun denoting something about a canoe that sees or is seen. Instead, the phrase ‘by seeing’
is an adverbial phrase that modifies the participle construction ‘relating to ...’, which itself modifies the word ‘action’ in the verb phrase ‘perform an action’. As Swadesh (1948b: 62) himself
points out:
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Boas says that ‘to see a canoe’ ... may as well be conceived as ‘to perform an action relating to a canoe by seeing.’ But, since the stem alone means ‘canoe,’ this
translation includes for the meaning of the suffix ‘by seeing to perform an action
relating to’ –– which leaves the problem exactly as before ... It is no mere trick of
English translation but an inescapable fact that the relation of subject and stem
remains the same in [(279)a and (279)c] but is radically changed in [(279)b].
Ironically, Boas’ pessimism about gaining insight into native classification leads him to a
wholly translation-based descriptive categorization of suffixes in Kwakwala that is not so far
from the structurally-based scheme adopted for Southern Wakashan in this dissertation (see especially Boas 1947: 237-46). He divides Kwakwala suffixes into 19 categories (some of which contain only one or two suffixes) with labels like “general locatives”, “special locatives”, “nominal
suffixes”, “verbal suffixes”, etc. Based on examples of suffixes he offers from various categories,
it seems likely that at least the locative suffixes and nominal/verbal suffixes (and perhaps suffixes
of the other classes) fall into behaviorally distinguishable super categories comparable to the
Southern Wakashan restrictive and nuclear classes.
I present a provisional summary classification of the various Southern Wakashan nuclear and
restrictive subcategories below. Complete suffix lists can be found in Appendix A. For the most
part these categories have distinct formal properties, which provides some justification for claiming they are reflective of native classification. However, the semantic subdivision of restrictive
locative suffixes in Appendix A (after Rose 1981: 359-61) is simply a convenience to show the
reader the range of meanings expressed by them and is not based on language-internal or formal
criteria.
The proposed classification is not intended as a Procrustean scheme into which all suffixes
must neatly fit. Some fall into more than one category. For example, a handful of suffixes are
sometimes used as restrictive locative suffixes and other times as nuclear verbalizing suffixes
(e.g. N ,bHK ‘(restrictive) on the edge; (nuclear verbalizing) on the ... edge’). These are generally
listed only once in Appendix A, under the category that seems most characteristic.
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Nuclear suffixes §5.4
•

Verbalizing suffixes §5.4.1 (e.g. N, M ,"hQ [L] ‘get, go for, invite ... (perf.)’)

•

Nominalizing suffixes §5.4.2 (e.g. N, M ,-"`prto ‘woman of ... tribe’)

•

Quantifier suffixes §5.4.3 (e.g. N, M ,Hpi ‘... score’)

•

Temporal suffixes §5.4.4 (e.g. N ,xh, M ,xt ‘at ... time’)

Restrictive suffixes §5.5
•

Path-orientation suffixes §5.5.1 (e.g. N ,Y@F`st, M ,"`P`st ‘move down (perf.)’)

•

Locative suffixes §5.5.2 (e.g. N, M ,(p)T(K) ‘on the face’)

•

Degree suffixes §5.5.3 (e.g. N ,bJhm, M ,bJhc` ‘slightly’)

•

Plural formations (including suffixes, infixes, and reduplication) §5.5.4

There are also a number of miscellaneous restrictive suffixes and a few miscellaneous or difficult
to classify general suffixes listed in Appendix A.

5.4 Nuclear suffixes
5.4.1

Verbalizing suffixes

Verbalizing suffixes fall into roughly two groups, one creating verbs expressing actions or activities undertaken by their S/A argument, and the other creating verbs expressing a state, quality, or
condition, defined, as Swadesh (1933: 65) says, “with the aid of the underlying [base]”. We refer
to these types as verbalizing “action” and verbalizing “state” suffixes, respectively.79
Verbalizing action suffixes generally denote more abstract or superordinate types of actions
than verb roots. For instance, some verbalizing action suffixes denote a generalized type of action
like ‘consume’, whereas verb roots in the same semantic domain express a specific subtype of
that action like ‘eat’ and ‘drink’. Consider these Nuuchahnulth examples:
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(280)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Suffix – action hypernym

Root – action hyponym

,"Hr ‘consuming ...’

g`V`, ‘eat’
m`p, ‘drink’

,(x)tF`K ‘perceive ... (perf.)’

M`C, ‘look, see’
m`F@ ‘hear, understand, perceive’

,b`, ‘go to ...’

x`b, ‘walk, step, go’
j`lhspi, ‘run’
l`s, ‘fly’
rtr, ‘swim’

,@s` ‘directing action, blows at ...’

ghr-, ‘hit with beating instrument’
Itoj, ‘hit with beak, peck’
I`oG, ‘slam broad object against’
Btpi, ‘punch’
Btwi, ‘stab’

Eating and drinking are kinds of consuming, or, put differently, specific manners of action that
effect the more general action of consuming. In the same way, seeing and hearing are ways of
perceiving, and hitting, slapping, pecking, punching, etc. are all ways of directing blows. Even in
cases where translations do not make the contrast apparent, there are usually subtle differences in
usage between roots and suffixes with similar meanings, e.g. the free verb root N mtmTj, M
ctcTj ‘singing’ denotes the activity of singing per se, while the suffix N ,hx`pG, M ,dx`W [R]
‘singing ... song’ denotes the performance of a particular song denoted by the base. See §4.6.1.1
for examples of how these general-action verbalizing suffixes are used in conjunction with manner roots in discourse.
Despite the tendency of verbalizing action suffixes to denote more generalized types of action, there is also a set of verbalizing suffixes with surprisingly specific meanings relating to ritual or ceremonial activities, e.g. N ,"`XhlC ‘doing ritual for ... weather’, N ,F@l`C [L] ‘signifying, auguring, casting a spell for ...’, N -rhlC, M ,rta`C [L] ‘doing ritual for ...’, N ,b`vhmxtj
[L] ‘doing (esp. give a potlatch) on account of, in honor of ...’, N ,-"hmK, M ,-"hchK [L] ‘giving a
feast of ...’, N ,rHGFh9 ‘go to ... on a gift visit’, N -St9K` [L] ‘giving a potlatch or ceremony in
honor of ...’. Sapir (1912, reprint 1949: 99-100, 1916, reprint 1949: 444) famously cites the exis-
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tence of such suffixes as evidence for the importance and antiquity of these ritual activities, particularly those having to do with the potlatch, in Nootkan culture.
Examples of verbalizing action suffixes

(281) N ,(C)h9K [sometimes L], M ,(ji)h9K [sometimes L+S] ‘making ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. BHG`sHKRhF`QQ@
ChG`sÊ(C)h9K [L]ÊRhQ<"`Q<Q`9
arrow–make–PERF=TEMP=again

‘They again start making arrows.’ (NA 15.43)
(281) b. FTGVhmjbjih
FtÊGVhmji [L]ÊbjiH
so.and.so–use–having...-ed

FhmjiHK
oTF`jFh
Yhx@KphF`---wwwwwwwwww
FhmjiÊ(C)h9K oT<F`j<FH Yhx@KÊpHÊ-"@
fire–make

gun=POSS=ART

plume–on.top–on.rocks

‘Plumed-Head (man’s name) had used his gun in making fire.’ (NA 405.35-36)
(281) c. jihrHxhr`M`o
jihrÊbHKÊ#hr`M`o

l@GShpHKRhQCho--l`GShÊpÊ(C)h9K [L]ÊRhQÊCho

different–on.the.X.edge–on.beach.CAUS.PERF

wwwwww

house–BFR–make–PERF–BEN

‘He took her to the other end of the beach and built her a house.’ (NA 161.8)
(281)

MAKAH

d. I`w@I@wRF`Q
I`wÊ(x)` [RepR]ÊRhQ<"`Q
adze–REP–PERF=TEMP

Q`FT
Q`FT

BhW`sHKwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
BhW`sÊ(ji)h9K

again

arrow–make

‘He began adzing again, making arrows.’ (MP, Qweti and his Mother)
(281) e. F@c`jiHKCFh
F`c@jiÊ(ji)h9K [L+S]<CFh
fire–make=GoIMPER.2sg

‘You go build a fire!’ (HI)
(281) f. j`jv`KRF`Q
j`jv`KÊRhQ<"`Q
lost–PERF=TEMP

basketHKhpwwwwwwwwwww
basketÊ(ji)h9K<?hp
basket–make=ART

‘The (skill of) basket-making is lost now.’ (KH)
(282) N ,"`XhlC [L] ‘presaging, forecasting, doing ritual for ... weather’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a.

YTO`XhlC
YtoÊ"`XhlC [L]
calm–presage.X.weather

‘presaging calm weather’

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
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(282) b. FTY`XhlE`Qp`
Ft9pÊ"`XhlC [L]<"`Q<p@

XTpi@ Bhx`RFh
XTpi@ Bhx`R<FH

pleasant–do.ritual.for.X.weather=TEMP=SUBOR

likewise

goose=ART

(282) b. FTY`XhlE`Q
Ft9pÊ"`XhlC [L]<"`Q
pleasant.do.ritual.for.X.weather=TEMP

‘The geese on their part do ritual for good weather.’ (NA 13.11)
(282) c. vHY`XhlCF@K`
vHpÊ"`XhlC<F`9K`
stormy–presage.X.weather=HAB

‘It is a sign of bad weather.’ (NA 162.4-5)
(283) N ,XHG`, M ,"HW` ‘die of ...; suffer from excess of ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. x`pihmQH
x`piÊ@mTQ<(x)h9
that.which–for.X.reason=INDEF

F`xhlr B`wXHG`
F`xhlr B`wiÊXh9G`

pTF`r
pTF`r

often

person

hurl.point.foremost–die.of

‘That is why people are often speared to death.’ (NA 85.2)
(283) b. mH
mH
DISC

g`jtXhG`Qhmwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`jtÊXHG`<"`Q<(l)@<mh
hunger–die.of=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

‘See, we are starving.’ (NA 449.45)
(283) c. ItoXHG`Q
ItlÊXHG`<"`Q
hot–suffer.from.excess.of=TEMP

IhQjRhF`Q
IhQjÊRhQ<"`Q

ji`sx@s--- wwwwwwwwwwwwww
ji`sx@s

inflated–PERF=TEMP

Kwatyat

‘Now Kwatyat was perspiring and swelled up like an inflated bladder.’ (NT
40.8)
MAKAH

(283) d. vhJHsW`Qhsv@c
vhJHsÊ(W)W<"`Q<v`9c`
nobody–meanwhile=TEMP=QUOT.3sg

‘Nobody was hungry.’ (HW, Bible)
(283) e. a`pFhW@QFt
a`phÊ"HW`<"`Q<(a)t<?h
what–die.from=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

‘What did he die of?’

g`jFtW
g`jtÊ"HW`
hunger–suffer.from
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(283) f. stO@xhW@Qhsv@c
stO`KÊ"HW`<"`Q<(a)hs<v`9c`
salt.water–die.from=TEMP=PAST=QUOT.3sg

‘He drowned (in salt water).’
Verbalizing state suffixes cover a wide range of notions, including mental states, attitudes,
and proclivities of the subject (N ,`vhK, M ,TK [L] ‘expecting ...’, N -l`Yh9pQ, M ,adx`pQ
‘wanting to ...’, N ,M`Gh [L] ‘ready, intending to ...’, N ,rhl, M ,rta` ‘needing ...’, N -Gr@, M
-Wr@ ‘desiring to eat ...’), physical characteristics (N -Gshm, M ,Wshc` ‘made of ...’, N, M ,Jtj
[R] ‘resembling ...’, N -OTpr ‘smelling of ...’, N ,Xtj ‘wrapped in ..., covered over with ...’), and
others that are less easily categorized (N ,bGh, M ,bWh ‘married to ...’, N ,(C)K@, M ,(j)K@ ‘having ... as name’, N -m@ji, M ,c@ji ‘having ...’).80
Examples of verbalizing state suffixes

(284)

N ,`s`G, M ,`9s`W ,`s`W [L] (also [R], [R+L] in Makah) ‘lying in wait for, trying to
get; [R] ‘ready to, about to ...’
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
wwwww

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---BtBtbj`s`GRhF`Q
Ihr`KFh ...
---BtbjÊ`s`G [R]ÊRhQ<"`Q Ihr`K<FH--... tip.over–ready.to–PERF=TEMP blanket=ART...

‘The (pile of) blankets became wobbly.’ (NA 302.33-34)
(284) b. FHE@o`O`Q
ghrX`jtjFh
FHE@oh<"`o<"`Q ghrÊX`ji<tj<FH
lifted.up–CAUS=TEMP

ghghr`s`GF`Q
ghrÊ`s`G [R]<"`Q

strike–thing.for=POSS=ART

strike–ready.to=TEMP

‘He raised his axe, ready to strike.’ (NA 401.35)
(284) c. g`RHChF`Q
g`RhKÊ#`ChQ<"`Q
have.news.of–INCEP=TEMP

EHEHK`s`GFh
Eh9K,`s`G [R]<FH

StJi@F`sG--- wwwwwwwwwwwwww
StJi@F`sG

escape–ready.to=ART

Tukwa

‘The Tukwa man who was preparing to escape heard that ...’ (NA 406.50)
(284)

MAKAH

d. gtgtwRhQ`s`WJtv
gtwÊRhQÊ`s`W [R]ÊJtj<?h
fall.over–PERF–about.to–look.like=INDIC.3sg

‘The tree looks like it’s about to fall over.’

RtE`rhp
RtE`r<?hp
tree=ART
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(284) e. JhJhK`sp@s`WW@KR
JhK`sÊpÊ`9s`W [R]<W`9KR
fur.seal–BFR–try.to.get=INFER.3pl

‘I guess they’re after fur seal’
(284) f. v`vF`p@s`Wtvhr
v`F`pÊ`9s`W [R]ÊtKiÊ#hr
perch–try.to.get–place–on.beach

‘Beach-place-for-catching-Perch (place name)’
(285) N -bGh, M ,bWh ‘married to ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghs`bGhmtF`Q
ghs`ÊbGhÊmtQ<"`Q

stR@jFh
ETCjbGhmQ
stR@j<FH ETCj–bGhÊmtQ

empty.root–married.to–PERF=TEMP

rascal=ART

both–married.to–PERF

(285) a. L`F`GFh
L`F`G<FH
pair.of.sisters=ART

‘The rascal then became her husband, became the husband of both sisters.’ (NT 84.1)
(285) b. ---l`rChlbGhmQ-----l`rChlÊbGhÊmtQ
... commoner–married.to–PERF

‘She had married a commoner.’ (NT 132.26)
(285) c. ---F`mh
---F`mh

BhR@F`prtobGhp`---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
BhR@Ê-"`prtoÊbGh<p@

... SUBOR Tsishaa–woman.of–married.to=SUBOR

‘... because he was married to a Tsishaa woman’ (NA 387.17)
MAKAH

(285) d. vhjHadx`pQr
vhjÊHÊadx`pQ<r
not–EPEN–want.to=INDIC.1sg

sH
sH

FtbWhchQ
FtÊbWhÊchQ

J@REtFTFhp
J@REtFt9<?hp

DEM

so.and.so–married.to–PERF

hair.seal=ART

‘I don’t want to marry these seals.’
(285) e. Q`Wi`bWhcHxhjr
Q`Wi`ÊbWhÊchQ<"dxhj<r
ten–married.to–PERF=FUT=INDIC.1sg

‘I will marry ten!’
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(285) f. ghcHF`Ihs
ghc`ÊH<"`Q<"hs

F`QHspi`K J`sr`Bhp
F`QHspi`K J`UÊr`b<?hp

empty.root–give=TEMP=PINV

black.bear

oil–container.for=ART

(285) c. x`pbWhp
x`piÊbWh<(p)h
one.who–married.to=REL.3sg

‘Bear was given the oil bowl by his wife.’ (HW, Raven and Bear)
(286) N, M ,h9b ‘belonging to ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FHGsToHbtji`G
F`GjT S`oX`jFh
FHGiÊ(R)sToÊh9b<tj<(l)@<`G F`GjT S`lÊX`ji<FH
big–thing–belong.to=POSS=INDIC=1sg

sing.tama.song–thing.for=ART

DEM

‘This tama song of mine belonged to a whale.’ (NT 154.17)
(286) b. FtjiHb`G
Ftji`Êh9b<(l)@<`G
oneself–belong.to=INDIC=1sg

‘It is my own’ (NA 172.9)
(286) c. vhjHbl`
vhjÊh9b<l@

sto@sh--- wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
sto@sh

not–belong.to=INDIC

tupati

‘No one owns the tupati (ritual prerogative).’ (NA 69.28-29)
(286)

MAKAH

d. a`a`KchpHBhjrRF`Qct
a`Êa`KÊchÊpÊh9bÊ"HjrÊRhQ<"`Q<ct9

g`Fta
g`Fta`

dwelling–moving.about–on.water–BFR–belong.to–consume–PERF=TEMP=1pl

‘Now we eat whiteman’s food.’ (KH)
(286) e. FtbTF`or
FtÊh9bÊT<"`o<r
so.and.so–belong.to–APPEN=CAUS=INDIC.1sg

Maria
Maria
Maria

‘I’m saving it for Maria.’
(286) f. x@c`pHb
x@c`pÊh9b
baby–belong.to

‘baby oil’

J`s`Kx`j
J`UÊ`KÊx`ji
oil–on.external.surface–thing.for

food
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(287) N ,Ch, M ,Ch ‘at; in ...’; N [LR] ‘attached to ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. g`vHQ
g`vHÊQ
stop–PERF

FHGsToFh
E`o`bChpr---wwwwwwww
FHGiÊ(R)sTo<FH E`o`bÊChÊpr
big–thing=ART

canoe–in–in.vessel

‘The whale stopped in the canoe.’ (NT 142.35)
(287) b. O@sYhF`Q
G@VHG`QFh
O`spiÊ"hQ [L]<"`Q G@VhK`Q<FH
goods–get.PERF=TEMP

young.man.PL=ART

EhK`oHGCh--EhK-Ê(p)hlKÊh9GÊCh
woven–over.round.surface–PL–in

‘Men went to get the cargo in the woven bags.’ (NA 161.41)
(287) c. l`Qhr
l`QÊ#hr
tied–on.beach

FTFtjihr
FtÊCh [LR]–#hr

YhKCl`osFh--YhKCÊl`os<FH

so.and.so–attached.to–on.beach

dog–tree=ART

‘It was tied on the beach to a willow tree.’ (NA 23.44)
d.
(287)

MAKAH

c`CFnKhsr
c`CÊtF`K<(a)hs<r

FtCHC`js
FtÊChÊ@C`js

stO`Khp
stO`K<?hp

rTrtj
rtrÊtj

look–perceive=PAST=INDIC.1sg

so.and.so–at–on.ocean

salt.water=ART

swim–DUR

‘I saw it swimming around in the ocean.’
(287) e. KtCCFdsWv@c
KtCÊChÊ"`sW<v`9c`
woman–at–dwelling=QUOT.3sg

‘I hear he’s living with his wife’s people.’
5.4.2

Nominalizing suffixes

Nominalizing suffixes denote superordinate classes of things like N ,(R)sTo, M ,(j)sTo ‘... species, genus, class, ... type of creature, object’ and N ,l`os, M ,a`o ‘... plant, tree, bush; M ...
material’. The base specifies which particular subclass of the superordinate suffix category the
resultant derived noun denotes, e.g. M bhjxdRa`o ‘elderberry bush’ (bhjxdR, ‘elderberry’). There
are nominalizing suffixes denoting classes of persons (N, M ,-"`prto ‘woman of ... tribe’, N, M
-(p)@r ‘daughter of ...’, N, M ,"`pQ ‘expert at ...’), objects and instruments for various purposes
(N -Gs@, M ,Ws` ‘... instrument’, N -(b)r`b, M ,(j)r`b ‘container for ...’, N ,`Btr, M -`Bhr ‘surface for ...’), and other miscellaneous notions.
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Nakayama (1997a: 45-46) points out a clear semantic contrast between the generic, superordinate classes of entities expressed by nominalizing suffixes and the more specific entities
expressed by noun roots, e.g. next to N ,(R)sTo, M ,(j)sTo ‘... species, type of thing’ we find
noun roots like N m@GS`C, M c`W@S`C ‘mallard duck’ and N lhY@s, M ahP@s ‘sockeye salmon
(name when in lake)’.
An important and commonly used subclass of nominalizing suffixes are the enumerative suffixes, which attach only to quantity/quantifier bases like N F`x`, M F`jxHp ‘many’ and numerals. These are similar to numeral classifiers in languages like Chinese in that they index certain
physical or configurational properties of quantified entities, e.g. N F`QphlK, M F`Qp`oK ‘two
roundish or chunky objects’, N F`QOHK, M F`Q@O@xhK ‘two long, broad objects’, N F`QBhp, M
F`Q@Bhp ‘two long, thin objects’. Although they can be used independently as nouns, classified
quantifier words are generally used to modify a noun denoting an entity of the appropriate type,
e.g. N F`QOHK mhsto ‘two beams’. Not all enumerative suffixes are nominalizing suffixes. For
example, the suffixes N ,pFhCG, M ,PhCW ‘for ... many years’ and N -CHK, M ,Cdx`K ‘for ... many
days’ are nuclear temporal suffixes (for which see §5.4.4).
Examples of nominalizing suffixes

(288)

N ,(R)sTo, M ,(j)sTo ‘... species, type of creature, being, thing’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FHGsTo
FHGiÊ(R)sTo

b. jihrsTo
jihrÊ(R)sTo

c. r`RsTo
r`Ê(R)sTo

big–thing

different–thing

crawl–thing

‘whale’

‘supernatural being’

‘animal’

MAKAH

a. BHc`Wsto
BHc`WÊ(j)sTo

b. jihrsTo
jihrÊ(j)sTo

c. WhjsTo
WhÊ(j)sTo

low.tide–thing

different–thing

crawl–thing

‘small, black chiton sp.’

‘supernatural being’

‘animal’
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(289)

N ,(b)rXh, M ,(j)rhFH ‘medicine for ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. I`X`wrXh
I`X`wiÊ(b)rXh

b. m`RrXh
m`R-Ê(b)rXh

c. vhF`jrXh
vhF`jiÊ(b)rXh

move.quickly–medicine

strong–medicine

invulnerable–medicine

‘medicine for fleet
running’

‘strength medicine’

‘medicine for being invulnerable’

MAKAH

a. otwrhFH
otwÊ(j)rhFh9

(290)

b. PhvHR`prhFH
PhvHR`pÊ(j)rhFh9

c. v`r`prhFH
v`r`pÊ(j)rhFh9

inflate–medicine.for

healed.up–medicine.for

cough–medicine.for

‘baking powder, yeast’

‘medicine for wounds’

‘cough medicine’

N, M ,(.F)tKi ‘... place, place of ...’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. B`wtV`F`
B`wiÊtKiÊ"@F`

b. GtrtK
GtrÊtKi

c. JTptK
JTpÊtKi

spear–place–on.rocks

salt.water–place

stalk–place

‘place for spearing’

‘Salt-water-Place
(place name)’

‘hunting ground’

MAKAH

a. a`jNv`r
a`jiÊtKiÊ"`r

5.4.3

b. g@v`FtvhK
g@v`Ê-FtKiÊ#hK

c. STcF`wtK
STcF`wÊtKi

buy–place–on.ground

eat–place–in.house

cattail–place

‘store’

‘dining room’

‘Cattail-Place (place name)’

Quantifier suffixes

There are also a few quantifier suffixes. These are semi-productive at best. Most are nonproductive. The suffix N ,L@ ‘... in quantity, degree’ occurs in a few words like N pi`L@ ‘thus
many’ (pi`, ‘thus, such’ + ,L@) and N FhpL@ ‘the same number’ (Fhp ‘same’ + -L@). The
suffix N, M ,Hpi ,h9pi ‘... many score’ attaches to numeral roots, and a few non-numeral quantifier bases: N, M F`QHp ‘forty’ (< F`Q` ‘two’ + -Hpi), N G`xTp ‘ten score’ (G`xt ‘ten’ +
-Hpi), N pi`LHp ‘thus many score’ (pi`, ‘thus, such’ + ,L@ ‘... in quantity’ + -Hpi), M
F`jxHp ‘many’ (F`x` ‘many’ + ,Hpi, with velar increment). N ,Shl [L] ‘... many at a time’
probably belongs in this class as well, but is not well attested at present.
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5.4.4

Temporal suffixes

Finally, there are a few nuclear temporal suffixes. These include several enumerative suffixes
(e.g. N ,CHK, M ,Cdx`K ‘for ... many days’, N ,Ohmp ‘... many times around’, N, M ,Ohs ‘... many
times’, N ,pFhCG, M ,PhCW ‘for ... many years’), which, like enumerative nominalizing suffixes,
occur only with quantifier or numeral bases: N F`QCHK, M F`QCdx`K ‘two days’ (F`Q, ‘two’ +
-CHK, ,Cdx`K), N FTROhs ‘sometimes’ (FTR ‘something, someone’ + ,Ohs). There is also a suffix
meaning ‘at ... time’, which occurs in several allomorphs: N Ftxh, M Ftxt ‘at so-and-so time,
when’ (Ft, ‘so-and-so’ + ,xh, ,xt), N F`GF@xhx` ‘at that time’ (F`GF@ ‘then’ + -(x)hx`), N
Ytohx` ‘in calm weather’ (Yto, ‘calm weather’ + ,(x)hx`).

5.5 Restrictive suffixes
Restrictive suffixes are divided into five classes. The first two, path-orientation and locative suffixes, account for the majority of the restrictive suffixes and together form a significant subclass,
the spatial disposition class, concerned with the expression of motion and location. They frequently occur in sequences of path-orientation suffix + one or more locative suffixes. See (264)
above, and (291)-(292) below, for instance (§5.1). These sequences allow very precise localization of situations and participants, a capability necessitated by the languages’ almost obsessive
insistence on expression of spatial orientation and location.
5.5.1

Path-orientation suffixes

Path-orientation suffixes express various notions of physical orientation and spatial relation, particularly the motion or location of an entity with respect to a certain path. As will be seen in examples below, path-orientation suffixes normally attach to the clausal predicate head, expressing
the physical orientation or path of motion of its subject. The manner of motion, if expressed, is
usually the base to which the path suffix attaches, e.g. (292).
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There are two path subclasses based on inherent aspectual value. The first is the perfective
directional class, which expresses motion in a particular direction. This involves suffixes like N,
M -jihrs, ‘move away (perf.)’, N ,v`Grt(K), M ,v`WrhK ‘N move out, M move out of mouth
(perf.)’, N -Y@F`st, M ,"`P`st ‘move down, off (perf.)’, and N ,(b)rs@, M ,(j)rs@ ‘move down
into (perf.)’, e.g.
(291) N, M ,jihr,s, ‘move away (perf.)’ (must be followed by locative suffix)
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghs`jihrS`F`QvdFhm
ghs`ÊjihrsÊ"@F`<"`Q<vDFhm
empty.root–move.away.PERF–on.rocks=TEMP=QUOT

vhs`jihrS`F`Q
vhs`ÊjihrsÊ"@F`<"`Q
attack–move.away.PRF–on.rocks=TEMP

‘They started out from their ambush among the rocks.’ (NA 350.26-27)
(291) b. X`jjihrS`GrLhmGF`Q
X`jÊjihrsÊ"`GrÊLhmG<"`Q
in.view–move.away.PERF–in.vessel–PL=TEMP

‘They all showed themselves from in the canoe.’ (NA 241.34)
(291) c. ghCjihr`M`O`Q
ghCÊjihrÊr`M`o<"`Q
illuminate–move.away.PERF–on.beach.CAUS.PERF=TEMP

‘They startled them (the birds) off the beach with light.’ (NA 13.32)
MAKAH

(291) d. F`bj`sjihrB@k
F`bj`sÊjihrÊBT<"`Q<?h
jump–move.out.PERF–in.container=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

v@Phchp
v@Phs<?hp
frog=ART

(291) d. x`KChBtahspdx
x`KÊChÊBT<(a)hs<pdxt
where–at–in.container=PAST=COND.3sg

‘The frog jumped out of the container he was in.’ (RC, Frog)
(292) N ,Y@F`st, M ,"`P`st ‘move down, off (perf.)’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a.

BhsjY@F`S`rF`Q
BhsjÊY@F`stÊ"`r<"`Q
roll–move.down.PERF–on.ground=TEMP

‘It rolled downhill.’ (based on NA 370.2)
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(292) b. ---CHY@F`s`Q
---CHÊY@F`st<"`Q

KtFtj---wwwwwwwww
KtFtj---

... pull–move.down.PERF=TEMP

board...

‘Boards were pulled down.’ (NT 136.22)
(292) c. l`sY@F`s`Q
l`sÊY@F`st<"`Q
fly–move.down.PERF=TEMP

l@l@shFh
l`9l@sh<FH
bird=ART

‘The bird flew down.’
MAKAH

(292) d. j@v`P`s@k
j`wiÊ"`P`st<"`Q<?h

vhjvHx@vhEhp
vhjvHx`9ji<?hC<?hp

fall–move.down.PERF=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

boy=DIM=ART

‘The little boy fell off’ (RC, Frog)
The ‘move’ element in the meaning of these suffixes (sometimes also glossed as ‘go’, although
path suffixes express no deixis relative to the speaker’s location) is believed to be a result of their
perfective aspect value, rather than any inherent verbal force per se.
The second path subclass expresses perfective motion along a path when affixed to verbal
bases or the empty root N ghs`, ghm`, ghm,, M ghs`, ghc`,, but static location along or on the
same path when affixed to bases of other classes, e.g. N, M ,bo@ ,o@ ‘go over, past (perf.); on
the side, end’, N -hmY`st ‘go up the coast (perf.); up the coast’, N ,(b)rvH, M -(j)rvH ‘go
through (perf.); extending through’.
(293) N ,(b)rvH, M ,(j)rvH ‘go through’ (with verbal bases or ghs`,)
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`GF@F`Q
B`wRhF`Q
F`GF@<"`Q B`wiÊRhQ<"`Q
then=TEMP

spear–PERF=TEMP

B`wX`jtjFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
B`wiÊX`ji<tj<FH
spear–thing.for=POSS=ART

(293) a. B`wrvHF`J`O`Q
B`wiÊ(b)rvH<F`j<"`o<"`Q
spear–go.through.PERF=POSS=CAUS=TEMP

x`piFhCFhsp
x`piÊFhC<FHsp

ptpi@rFh
[R]–pTF`r<FH

that.which–clothed.in=DEF

PL–person=ART

(293) a. ShpihKLhmG
ShpiÊ#hKÊLhmG
sit–in.house–PL

‘Then they thrust their spears through the clothing of the people seated in the house.’
(NA 65.27-28)
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(293) b. ghs`brvh
ghs`Ê(b)rvH
empty.root–go.through.PERF

FhmjFH
YHjihmjFh
Fhmji<FH YHjiÊ(C)hmji<FH
fire=ART

pair.of.brothers–together=ART

‘The brothers went through the fire together.’ (NA 129.24)
MAKAH

(293) c. ghs`jrvHF`k
ghs`Ê(j)rvH<"`Q<?h
empty.root–go.through.PERF=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it went through.’
(294) N ,(b)rvH, M ,(j)rvH ‘through’ (with bases other than verbs or ghs`,)
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. jtGrvHF`jvdFhm
mhsto---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
jtGiÊ(b)rvH<F`j<vDFhm mhsto
hollow–through=POSS=QUOT

beam

‘They say their beams have holes through them.’ (NT 168.22)
(294) b. ---IhjrvHF`Q
---IhjÊ(b)rvH<"`Q
... hands.located–through=TEMP

F`Gwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
F`G
DEM

‘His hand stuck through (the wrapping) here.’ (NT 164.7)
MAKAH

(294) c. jtWrTvHF
jtWÊ;T=Ê(j)rvH<?h
hole–<EPEN>–through=INDIC.3sg

‘It has a hole through it.’
Some path suffixes occur obligatorily with a following locative suffix. These are indicated by
a final hyphen, e.g. ,jihr,s, above.
The examples in (295) and (296) show two suffixes expressing notions of physical orientation
and spatial relation other than path, N -rXt9C ,(X)t9C, M ,xt9C [L] ‘exposed, extending out, in
view’ and N, M -(.F)`K ‘attached on’.
(295) N -rXt9C ,(X)t9C, M ,xt9C [L] ‘exposed, extending out, in view’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---gTF`jrXTEhChlxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
---gTF`jiÊrXt9C [L]<"HChl
... early–exposed=FUTIMPER.2pl

‘Be up (i.e. out of bed) early!’ (NT 180.9)
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(295) b. ---m@QjrXTChF`QQ@
---m`QjÊrXt9C [L]ÊhQ<"`Q<Q`9
... feet.located–exposed–PERF=TEMP=again

IhshmjFh
x@
Ihshmji<FH x@

pTF`rFhrFhwwwwwww
pTF`r<Fhr<FH

cape=ART

person=DIM=ART

DEM

‘The little person again put his foot out of the cape (enfolding him).’ (NT 90.20)
MAKAH

(295) c. pHxTE`QhsrHbtW
pHÊxt9C [L]<"`Q<(a)hs<rh9btW

ghcF`v
ghc`Ê"`vh

long.time–exposed=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg/2sg

empty.root–wait.for

‘I was awake a long time waiting for you.’
(296) N, M -(.F)`K ‘attached on’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. rtrtE`phlK`Ktj
[R]ÊrtE`ÊphlKÊ(.F)`K<tj
PL–five–X.many.round.objects–attached=POSS

Chltm
Chltm

B`v@j
pTF`r
B`v`ÊF`ji pTF`r

halibut.hook

one–DUR

person

‘Each person’s (halibut) line has five hooks on it.’ (NA 21.48)
(296) b. FtF`KF`Q
FtÊ(.F)`K<"`Q

l`Q`K
QtjiHsFh
l`QÊ(.F)`K QtjiHs<FH

so.and.so–attached=TEMP

tie–attached

stout=ART

(296) b. Y`Qx`p`MtK--Y`QÊxTÊpÊ@Mt(K)
twist–having.been–BFR–along.length

‘A stout cedar-branch rope was tied on to it.’ (NA 13.9)
5.5.2

Locative suffixes

The locative class includes well over 100 suffixes expressing location. Like path-orientation suffixes, locative suffixes attach to bases of all classes. They usually express the location of the referent of their morphological base, or its subject, if it is a predicate head. Locative suffixes belong
to two formally and semantically distinct subclasses, the locale class and the site class. There are
four locale suffixes:81
(297)

Locale suffixes

N ,"@F`, M ,"@

‘on the rocks; N in the fire’

N, M ,"`r

‘on the ground, outside the house, in the village’

N, M -#hK

‘in the house, on the floor’

N, M ,#hr

‘on the beach’.
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They are formally distinguished from site suffixes by three main criteria:
1. All four have suppletive portmanteau perfective aspect allomorphs, e.g. N ,"TQ, perfective of
,"@F` ‘on the rocks’, N ,(#h)ohQ, M ,o`Q, perfective of ,#hK ‘in the house’. Site suffixes do
not have suppletive perfective forms unless they contain one of the locale suffixes as an etymological component, e.g. the site suffix N ,@xHK ‘on a raised platform in the house; in the
sky’, which is probably a fossilized combination of ,@r ‘on a horizontal surface’ and ,#hK ‘in
the house’, has the perfective form ,@xhohQ.
2. Locale suffixes are in paradigmatic opposition; unlike site suffixes, locale suffixes do not cooccur.
3. Locale suffixes always occur last if they appear in sequences of multiple spatial suffixes
unless they are lexicalized as part of the base.
There are also semantic differences between locale and site suffixes. Locale suffixes divide the
world into four broad zones or spheres of activity in which events and objects can be situated
(297). They express the equivalent of Talmy’s (2000) “locale” semantic category, which, in his
words, “pertains to the type of area or physical setting in which an event takes place”. He cites
cognate Kwakwala suffixes as examples of this category. Example (298) shows three Nuuchahnulth words with N ,"@F`, M ,"@.
(298) N ,"@F`, M ,"@ ‘on the rocks; N in the fire’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. BhF@F`F`Qtj
BhÊ"@F`<"`Q<tj
pour–in.fire=TEMP=POSS

Q`plhr---wwwwwwwwwwwwww
Q`plhr
oil

‘One’s oil is poured on the fire.’ (NA 167.12)
(298) b. jhB@F`
jhbÊ"@F`
stick–in.fire

Q`sl`os---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Q`sl`os
yew

‘A yew log was put on the fire.’ (NA 172.16-17)
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(298) c. L`KF@F`l`F@K`
L`K-Ê"@F`<l@<F`9K`
cold–on.rocks=INDIC=HAB

‘It is always cold on the rocks.’ (NA 80.21)
Site suffixes express location relative to body parts, objects in nature, man-made objects like
containers and house parts, and also to more abstract geometric notions like ‘behind’.
(299) N ,(v)hmK, M ,`chK [L] ‘on the neck’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gHmhmhlwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
ghm`Ê(v)hmK [L],hl
empty.root–on.neck–thing

‘necklace’
(299) b. FTb`Gs`jr` Y@ojihm`vhF`s
E@rshlbLhs--FTb`Gs`jr` Y`ojiÊ(v)hm`vhQ [L]<"`s E@rshlbÊLHs
at.once

hug–on.neck.PERF=PINV

mink–son.of

‘At once it hugged Mink about the neck.’ (NT 82.35)
(299) c. s@pihm`vhF`s
s@piÊ(v)hm`vhQ [L]<"`s
squeeze–on.neck.PERF=PINV

‘They were strangled.’ (NA 359.3)
MAKAH

(299) d. gHc`cF`Q
ghc`Ê`chQ [L]<"`Q

S@F`cta`FTb
S`Ê`chKÊta`<"t9b

empty.root–on.neck.PERF=TEMP

object.on.line–on.neck–thing=POSS.3sg

‘She put her necklace around her (own) neck.’ (HW, Sky Man)
(300) N ,M@ph, M ,c@ph ‘up on a height’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. lTCHKM`ph
lTÊCHKÊM@ph
four–X.many.days–on.height

ghKM@ph
ghKÊM@ph

FdFHGFh
mTCxT
[R]–FHGi<FH mtCÊxT [L]

there–on.height

PL–big=ART

mountain–PL

‘Four days he stayed on the high mountains.’ (NA 49.2)
(300) b. ghmhmp`mtF`Q
ghm`ÊM@phÊmtQ<"`Q
empty.root–on.height–PERF=TEMP

V@xhFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
V`9xh<FH
Wayi=ART

‘They climbed the hill at Wayi (place name).’ (NA 337.17-18)
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(300) c. ---x`bM@phmtQ
---x`bÊM@phÊmtQ
...step–on.height–PERF

YTYtpi`bphwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
[LR]ÊYtpÊ`bÊpH
PL–urinate–container.for–on.top

‘He climbed up Bladders-on-Top (place name).’ (NA 147.44)
(301) N ,(b)rF`st-, M ,(j)rF`shFH [L] ‘at the door’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. M@br@QG`j
x@K
M@br`<"`Q<G@<j x@K
see=TEMP=INTERR=2sg

yonder

S`RHFh
F@prF`stFh
S`RH<FH F`pÊ(b)rF`st- [L]<FH
door=ART

wide–at.door=ART

‘Did you see the wide doorway there?’ (NT 154.1)
(301) b. gHKrF`s`QpT
C@mh
ghKÊ(b)rF`st- [L]<"`Q<pt9 C@mh

S`RHFh
S`RH<FH

there–at.door=TEMP=COND

door=ART

for.a.while

‘He would stay for a while at the door.’ (NA 81.7)
(301) c. FTFHbrF`stF`rmh
FtÊFh9Ê(b)rF`st- [L]Ê"`r<mH
so.and.so–get.to.be.at.PERF–at.door–on.ground=1pl

gHKrF`stF`rFh--ghKÊ(b)rF`st- [L]Ê"`r<FH
there–at.door–on.ground=ART

‘We reached the door.’ (NA 143.11-12)
The property word F@prF`st ‘wide (door)’ in (301)a is an example of a secondary, classificatory function in both Nuuchahnulth and Makah performed by locative suffixes. In this use, a
locative suffix attaches to a predicate head to index or classify its overt or implied subject, e.g. the
locale suffix ,"@F` ‘on the rocks’ attached to N lhK-, ‘smooth’ in (302) forms N lhKF@F`
‘smooth (said of a rock)’, which is predicated of the noun N LtjrXh ‘rock’.
(302)

NUUCHAHNULTH

lhKFDFdFh
lhK-Ê"@F`<FH

LtjrXhwwww
LtjrXh

smooth–on.rocks=ART

rock

‘the smooth rock’ (NT 94.27)
The classificatory use contrasts with the more usual locative function, in which the suffix specifies the location of the subject rather than its type. The regular locative function of ‘on the rocks’
is, in fact, also shown in the very sentence from which the RP in (302) was drawn. Attached to
the main predicate head, the suffix (in its suppletive perfective form) specifies the location of the
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subject (Pitch-Woman); the classificatory reading is obviously nonsensical here: she is not asserted to be a supine rock.
(303)

NUUCHAHNULTH

MhITQ
MhQÊ"TQ

FhFhRrtFhK
FhFhRrtFhK

lhKDFdFh
lhK-Ê"@F`<FH

LtjrXhwwwww
LtjrXh

supine–on.rocks.PERF

Pitch.Woman

smooth–on.rocks=ART

rock

‘Pitch-Woman lay down on her back on the smooth rock.’ (NT 94. 26-27)
(304) shows two more Nuuchahnulth examples of classificatory locatives.
(304)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ItY@F`
ItpÊ"@F`
broad–on.rocks

LtjrXhwwwwwwww
LtjrXh
rock

‘broad stone’ (NT 94.39-40)
(304) b. Q`plhr l@F`jrhs
Q`plhr l@F`jiÊ(b)rhs
oil

whale–on.surface.of.liquid

‘whale oil’ (NA 298.23)
Use of classificatory locatives appears to be always grammatically optional, although it may be
stylistically preferred in certain contexts. That is, one could probably say simply lhK`jFh LtjrXh
‘smooth rock’ (with the durative aspect suffix on lhK-,).
It is not known how may locative suffixes have this classificatory function, but there are almost certainly more than those represented in (304). Jacobsen (1996: 12) records two Makah examples of classificatory locatives: F`P`r ‘wide (of a road)’, F`P`Wr ‘wide (of canoe, house)’. It
is likely that the Nuuchahnulth cognates (,"`r and ,"`Gr) allow classificatory use as well..
5.5.3

Degree suffixes

There are a half dozen or so restrictive degree suffixes, all of which appear to be peripheral suffixes. These are N ,(p)`p ,`p`p [often S+S], M ,(j)KFhs ‘very, big’, N, M ,`9oh [LR+S] ‘too
much, too ...’, N ,bJhm, M ,bJhc` ‘slightly’, N -(p)GKh ‘excessively’, N, M ,r` ,r`r` [usually L
or L+S] ‘precisely, very, too, really, just’, and N ,S`9m` ,S`m` ‘slightly’.
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(305)

N ,bJhm, M ,bJhc` ‘slightly, a little’ (often occurs with the diminutive <Fhr in N)
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gtoHChQbJhmFhr
gtoHÊChQÊbJhmÊFhr

b. FHGbJhm
FHGiÊbJhm

c. pHbJhm
pHÊbJhm

help–PERF–slightly–DIM

big–slightly

long.time–slightly

‘help out a bit’

‘a little bigger’

‘a little while’

MAKAH

a. g`FtjRhQbJhc
g`FtjÊRhQÊbJhc`

(306)

b. JnFtKbJhc
JnFtKÊbJhc`

c. sdFhKbJhc
sdFhKÊbJhc`

eat–PERF–slightly

further.away–slightly

sick–slightly

‘eat a little bit’

‘a short distance away’

‘a little sick’

N, M ,r` ,r`r` [often L or L+S] ‘precisely, really, very, just, too’
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gHKr`r`
ghKÊr`r` [L]

b. F`x`r`
F`x`Êr`

c. g@vHr`
g`vHÊr` [L]

there–precisely

many–too

finish–precisely

‘right at that place’

‘too big’

‘stop altogether’

MAKAH

a. FhFHWi`r
FhFHWi`Êr`

5.5.4

b. p@K@sjr
p`K@sjiÊr` [L]

c. xTatKr
xtatKÊr` [L]

big–too

younger.brother–precisely

unable–precisely

‘too big’

‘youngest brother’

‘absolutely unable’

Plural formations

Plural formation is one of the most irregular processes in Wakashan. This section summarizes six
ways of forming plurals attested in Nuuchahnulth and Makah. Although the kind of plural semantics carried by the different formations varies (the collective plurality of N ,LhmG, M ,a`c`W,
simple plurality, distributive plurality), all are simply glossed “PL”. The meanings of some, particularly reduplication, depend on the word class and morphological composition of the base.
(307)

Plural formations

1. Peripheral plural suffix N ,LhmG, M ,a`c`W
2. Core plural suffixes
3. Plural infixes
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4. Core plural suffixes with plural infixes
5. Reduplication
6. Irregular
Peripheral plural suffix
The peripheral plural suffix N ,LhmG, M ,a`c`W, the only fully productive plural marker, attaches with equal ease to verbs and nominals. It generally indicates a collectivity. Rose (1981:
240-47) has an enlightening discussion of the use of this suffix. Examples (308)a-b show it on a
predicate head of a main clause, and (308)c-f show it in an RP.
(308)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`oHrLhmGF`I`s
F`oÊh9rÊLhmG<"`Q<"`s
carry.on.shoulders–carry–PL=TEMP=PINV

‘They were carried on (people’s) shoulders.’ (NA 11.5)
(308) b. F`F`F`QphlKGshlxhKLhmGF@pQdFhbT
[R]–F`QÊphlKÊ(p)Gs` [R]Êl`KÊ#hKÊLhmG<F`9pQ<(l)@<Fhbt9
PL–two–X.many.round.objects–on.feet–move.about–in.house–PL=INTENT=INDIC=.2pl

‘The bunch of you will each carry two (dollars) on your feet’ (NA 67.32-33)
(308) c. F`l`rGtKLhmGF`sFh
F`lÊ`rGT(K)ÊLhmG<"`s<FH
locative.root–at.chest–PL=PINV=ART

‘their chests’ (NA 71.18)
(308) d. F@l`LhmG
F@l`ÊLhmG
loon–PL

‘loons’ (NT 17.3)
MAKAH

(308) e. c`cDFhprTa`c`W
c`cDFhprtÊa`c`W
grandparent–PL

‘grandparents’
(308) f. F`Q`rta
K@Wtja`c`W
F`Q`rta` K@WtjÊa`c`W
eight

man–PL

‘(a group of) eight men’
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Core plural suffixes
There are three core plural suffixes, all of which are in complementary distribution. The suffix N
,`p` ,"`p` ,Y`p`, M [L?] ,@p` ,"@p`, translated by Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 319) as ‘severally ... -ing’ in Nuuchahnulth, attaches to a limited number of bound verb roots denoting actions.
(309)

NUUCHAHNULTH

BHp, ‘chant’
Eh9K, ‘escape’
ohr`s, ‘play, move’

BHY`p`
EHKY`p`
ohr`S`p`

MAKAH

ct, ‘sing’
g@v`, ‘eat’
gTK, ‘dance’

ctF@p` or cTF@p`?
g@v@p`
gTK@p`

The suffix N -xT [R+L or L], M [R+L] ,xt, also translated by Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 324)
as ‘severally ... -ing’, attaches to several bound verb roots. These mostly denote vocal activity
such as speaking, shouting, singing, etc., but Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 239) also cite N M`M@Cxt
‘severally looking’. It occurs with the [L] template in Nuuchahnulth and the [R+L] template in
Makah with a few noun roots.
(310)

NUUCHAHNULTH

bhp, ‘speak’
gtG, ‘shout’
EhG, ‘ghost’
mtC, ‘mountain’

bhbHpxt
gtgTGxt
EHGxT
mTCxT

MAKAH

bhp, ‘speak’
IHwi, ‘laugh’
PhW, ‘cry’
x@c`p, ‘baby’

bhpbHpxt
IhIHwxt
PhPHWxt
x`jx@c`pxt (plus velar increment)

The final core plural suffix, N ,h9G [sometimes L], M ,hW, attaches to bases ending in restrictive locative suffixes with final /K/ (which is lost preceding it), and, in Nuuchahnulth, also to a few
roots denoting humans (311)c. The class of suffixes with which -h9G, ,hW occurs seems to be coextensive with the class described in §3.3.7 that loses final /K/ before certain suffixes, but further
research is necessary on this point.
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(311)

NUUCHAHNULTH

GtpTK ‘wearing a mask’
JihJihmWrtK ‘eyes sealed shut with gum’
C`jto ‘man, male’

GtpTG
JihJihmWrTG
C@jtoHG

MAKAH

IhrTK ‘white-faced, ghost’
bhW`oK ‘sour roundish object’’
WtK`oK ‘slimy roundish object’

Ihr@vhW
bhW`ohW ‘crab apples’
WtK`ohW ‘sole (fish sp.)’

Plural infixes
There are four plural infixes. The first, N, M ,s,, is associated with various CV templates. In
Nuuchahnulth it occurs at least with the [L], [R], [R+L], and [LR] templates, and, in Makah, it is
attested with the [R+L], and [LR] templates. The infix is inserted after the first vowel of the templatically specified base.
(312)

NUUCHAHNULTH

g`Ftl ‘fish, food’
m`X`p`j ‘infant’
ghE`pQ ‘torch’
F`rl` ‘high-born child’
OhR, ‘bad’
l`F`r ‘tribe’

[L]
[L]
[R]
[R+L]
[R+L]
[LR]

g@sFtl
m@sX`p`j
ghsghE`pQ
F`sF@rl`
OhsOHR
l@sl@r (< l@sl`F`r)

[R+L]
[R+L]
[LR]
[LR]
[LR]

a`sa@F`r (Jacobsen 1997a: 18)
pi`spi@B`K
a@saF`r (Jacobsen 1997a: 18)
s@sFdK (Jacobsen 1997a: 18)
vhsHvhPhr (plus epenthetic /H/)82

MAKAH

a`F`r ‘house’
pi`B`K ‘pretty’
a`F`r id.
sdFhK ‘sick’
vhPhr ‘bad, dirty’

The second plural infix, N ,VX,, M ,@x, [L], is inserted after the first consonant of the base.
The initial vowel of the Nuuchahnulth form is a short copy of the original initial base vowel. In
some cases, an original /h/ base vowel shifts to /@/ (lengthened by the [L] CV template) following
the infix, e.g. N vhChs ‘poor marksman’, vhX@Chs, M ghsHc` ‘blanket’, g@x@sHc`.
(313)

NUUCHAHNULTH

B@wtj ‘swift vehicle; traveling swiftly’ B`X@wtj
BtRtj ‘new’
BtXTRtj
E`o`b ‘canoe’
E`X@o`b
jihr@sG ‘another, a different tribe’
jihXHr`sG
ShpihK ‘sitting in the house’
ShXHpihK
vhChs ‘poor marksman’
vhX@Chs
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MAKAH

E`o`b ‘canoe’
ghsHc` ‘blanket’
KtCC`prta` ‘sister of a male’
Ihbtwi`cH ‘person, Indian’

E@x@o`b
g@x@sHc` (Jacobsen 1997a: 18)
K@xTCC`prta` (Jacobsen 1997a: 19)
I@xHbtwi`cH

The third plural infix is N, M ,K, [R]. It is inserted after the reduplicated vowel.
(314)

NUUCHAHNULTH

ltpi`KFhC ‘clothed in a phosphorescent robe’ ltKltpi`KFhC
sHC ‘alive, well’
shKsHC
MAKAH

jtWi`K ‘a hole on it’
vHa ‘not recognize’

jtKjtWi`K
vHKvHa ‘not recognize them’

The final plural infix, N, M ,F@, [R], is inserted after the reduplicated vowel. The meaning
of this infix can be described as “comitative plural”: it not only indicates plurality, but also that
the members of the plural set are together as companions, housemates, relatives, etc. In Nuuchahnulth it has been found with the relative pronoun root x`pi ‘one who’, x`F@x`p ‘companions,
ones who accompany’ (315), and derivatives of this root formed with lexical suffixes having
meanings appropriate to the comitative sense, e.g. ,(p)GXT ‘related to ...’ x`pGXT ‘relative’,
x`F@x`pGXt ‘relatives’.
(315)

NUUCHAHNULTH

IHFhKF`QhmQ@
x`F@x`phsphmwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
IHFhK<"`Q<(l)@<mh<Q`9 x`piÊ;F@= [R]<(l)hs<p@<m
feast=TEMP=INDIC=1pl=again

one.who–<PL>=PAST=DEF=1pl

‘We gave another feast to those that had accompanied us.’ (NA 140.22)
It is also attested in Makah in the plural of a`CCha` ‘commoner’, a`F@a`CCha` ‘commoners’,
cited by Jacobsen (1997a: 18). The original meaning of this word, ‘those dwelling along with’,
accounts for the use of the comitative plural. In the days of communal housing, only men with
rank and wealth, i.e. C@C@a`S` ‘chiefs’, owned houses. Lower ranking relatives or associates,
“commoners”, lived “along with” a wealthier relative in his house.
Core plural suffixes with infixes
Core plural suffixes sometimes co-occur with plural infixes-
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(316)

N ,h9G with infixed ,s, [L]
l`pTK ‘blind’
stlhrtK ‘charcoal on the face’

l@spTG
sTslhrTG

M ,xt [R+L] with infixed ,s,
w`c`, ‘woman’

w`sw@c`Cxt

The Makah form is slightly irregular in that the plural suffix appears as ,Cxt rather than ,xt.
Reduplication
In our discussion of affix-associated CV templates (§3.3.1) we noted that these have no semantic
force in most cases. However, several of the reduplicative templates listed in §3.3.1, ex. (42)
above are used to form plurals independent of any affix. We also find types of reduplication in
plural marking that do not occur as affix-associated templates, full reduplication (symbolized here
as [FR]) and full reduplication with lengthening of the original initial vowel (symbolized
[FR+L]). Full reduplication appears to occur only with a few selected monosyllabic roots. Other
than this, it is unclear what principles, if any, govern the association of plural templates with
bases. Reduplication of nouns tends to indicate simple plurality, while reduplication of both
nouns with locative suffixes and other word classes tends to indicate distributive. Makah forms
are cited from Jacobsen (1997a).
(317)

[FR]

NUUCHAHNULTH

jtG ‘hollow; hole’
Itp ‘wide’
mTj ‘song’
pihp relative pronoun root

jtGjtG
ItpItp
mTjmTj
pihppihp

[FR+L] NUUCHAHNULTH
FtG ‘so-and-so’ FtGFTG
QtK ‘good’ QtKQTK
[R]

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`m`G ‘thus in size’
F`x`pr ‘much in one’s canoe’
FHEhl ‘old person’
Q`FT ‘another’
l`9l@sh ‘bird’
L`V`9 ‘deliver’
pTF`r ‘person, Indian, man’
s`9xH ‘older brother’

FdFhmG (< F`FhmG < F`F`m`G)
F`F`x`pr
FdFHEhl ‘old people’ (< F`FHEhl < FhFHEhl)
Q`QT (< Q`Q`FT, §3.3.4)
l@l@lsh
L`L`V@
ptpi@r (< ptpTF`r)
s@s@xh
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MAKAH

F@rHprt ‘nephew’
C@a`S` ‘chief’
jtW@rB` ‘hole in the roof’
ITx`r ‘dry ground’
kTk`oh9 ‘hand’
ShpihK ‘sit in the house’
[R+L]

F`F@rHpt
C@C@a`S`
jtjtW`rB`
ItITx`r
kTkTk`oH
ShShpihK

NUUCHAHNULTH

MtophlK`xH ‘give one round object’ MtMTophlK`xh
MtVHprt ‘father’
MtMTVhprt
ptShGs` ‘tough-nosed’
ptpTShGs`
r`G`r ‘pick cedar bark’
r`r@G`r
MAKAH

s`jx@xt ‘older brother’
[LR]

s`s@x@xt

NUUCHAHNULTH

B`F`j ‘river, stream’
B@B@j (< B@B`F`j)
C`F`j ‘island’
C@C@j (< C@C`F`j)
Q`sVH ‘ceremonial paddler’
Q@Q`sVh
l`GSH ‘house’
l@l`GSh
LtCFhK ‘covered with fabric in the house’ LTLtCFhK
r`x@ ‘far off’
r@rH (< r@r`x`)
Plural reduplication can co-occur with reduplication induced by affix-associated CV templates producing doubly reduplicated words. Note also the presence of ,LhmG (collective plural)
in the Nuuchahnulth word, which nicely illustrates the interaction of collective and distributive
meanings.
(318) a.

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`F`F`QphlKGshlxhKLhmGF@pQdFhbT
[R]ÊF`QÊphlKÊ(p)Gs` [R]–l`KÊ#hKÊLhmG<F`9pQ<(l)@<Fhbt9
PL–two–X.many.round.objects–on.feet–moving.about–in.house–PL=INTENT=INDIC=2pl

‘The bunch of you shall each move about the house with two dollars on your feet.’
(NA 67.32-33)
(318) b.

MAKAH

FtFTFtv`Shc`
[R]ÊFtÊv`s [LR]Ê"hc`
PL–so.and.so–friend.of–treated

as

‘friends’
The Nuuchahnulth word is first reduplicated to meet the templatic requirements of ,(p)Gs` [R]
‘on the feet’ and then re-reduplicated to indicate distributive plurality: F`F`F`Q---. The Makah
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word is reduplicated according to the requirements of ,v`s [LR] ‘friend of ...’ and re-reduplicated
to indicate simple plural.
Irregular
In addition to the five plural formations just discussed, there are various irregular plurals. For example the plural of N, M vdFhC ‘sleeping’ is N, M gTFhC. Nuuchahnulth also has the pair Ftw,
‘topple over’ gtw, ‘several things fall’. Most other irregular plurals involve various irregular reduplication types. In both languages the plural of N pTK, M ptKT ‘slave’ is N, M p`pTK.
Jacobsen (1997a: 17-19) lists other examples of irregular plural reduplication in Makah, e.g.
F`aDFhprt ‘mother’ F@F`aHprt, p`K@sj ‘younger brother’ p@pK@sj, PhcHQ ‘dog’ PhQHPhQ.

5.6 Special suffixes
In addition to the lexical suffixes already discussed, each language also has a couple dozen “special suffixes”, as Swadesh (1933) refers to them, that are not discussed in this dissertation. These
are non-productive suffixes with dimensional or adjective-like meanings that occur with a limited
number of bases, e.g.
Dimensional special suffixes
N, M [L]/ ,@ ‘at ... distance’ in N F`m@, M F@c@ ‘thus close, at this distance’
N, M ,@E` ‘at ... height’ in N, M Q`v@E` ‘low down, close to the ground’, N r`x@E`, M
W`x@E` ‘high up’
N ,Gi, M ,Wi ‘... in size’ in N F`m`G, M F`ctW ‘thus big’
Adjective-like special suffixes
M ,a@r`pQ [L] ‘... friendly, tame’ in FTa@r`pQ ‘friendly, tame’ and vHa@r`pQ ‘unfriendly,
hostile’
N, M ,b`, [L] ‘... bold’ (with durative aspect ,F`ji) in N G@b@j, M W@bF`j ‘bold, unafraid,
fearless’ and N vHb@j, M vHbF`j ‘timid, hesitant’
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M ,B@c` ‘... brightness (of light)’ in W`B@c ‘bright light’ and vhB@c ‘dim light’
M ,S`o,`K ‘... lucky (esp. in love)’ in W`S`o`K ‘lucky in love’ and vhS`o`K ‘unlucky’
A complete catalog of these morphemes must await future research.

5.7 Etymological relations between lexical suffixes and roots
Lexical suffixes are at least very rare cross-linguistically and clearly very different semantically
than affixes in familiar languages.83 Despite their root-like meanings, very few show any phonological relationship to a root from which one might hypothesize they are historically derived.
Swadesh (1939: 79) points out two lexical suffixes with both obvious phonological and semantic
similarity to an extant root: the path suffix N ,l`K,, M ,a`K, ‘moving about’ with root N l`K,
‘move’, M a`K`s, ‘(large object) tremble, shake’, and the verbalizing suffix N, M -v@(K) ‘say ...’
with root N, M v@ ‘say’. We might also compare the root N FHpG, ‘tell, narrate’ (probably reduced from earlier *Fhx`pG,) to the verbalizing suffix N ,hx`pG [R] ‘sing ... song’, or, in Kyuquot dialect, ‘tell ... story’ (Rose 1981: 356). A final example involves the primitive root element
N, M vh, that occurs as a component of various roots expressing negative concepts, e.g. N vhj,
M vhjH ‘not’, N vHX`, M vHx` ‘never’, M vHa` ‘not know, recognize a person’, N vhF`ji
‘invulnerable, unafraid’, N, M vH,p, ‘angry, unpleasant; stormy, bad (weather)’, and many others.84 This element evidently occurs as a suffix in a single Nuuchahnulth derivative, rtvHX`j
‘instrument for not holding, nothing to hold’ (< rt, ‘hold’ + ,vH + ,X`ji ‘... instrument’)
(Swadesh 1933: 154). These root/suffix pairs exhaust readily detectable examples. More typical
is the situation shown in (319): roots with semantically similar suffixes are not phonologically
related to them:
(319)

Root

Lexical Suffix

N O`OH, M OhOhFH ‘ear’

N ,"hlK, M ,"`ahK

‘at the ear’

N p`rH, M p`khFH ‘eye’

N ,(b)rt(K), M ,(j)rhK

‘at, in the eye’
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N StGBhsh, M StWTBhc` ‘head’ N ,`xtj, M ,dxtj

‘at the head, hair’

N ,(v)h9ji

‘on the head’

N ,(b)rhmxtj

‘on the head’

N ,vhGs`

‘at the head’

Many body parts are not even coded by roots. If they must be referred to, the corresponding
body-part locative suffix is affixed to a dummy root, either the empty root N ghs`, ghm`, ghm,, M
ghs`, ghc`, or the general locative root N F`l,, M F`u, F`a, e.g.
(320)

N F`F`l`r

‘(on) the cheeks’ (,`r [R] ‘at the cheeks’)

M F`F`a`c`phK ‘(at) the midriff’ (,`c`phK [R] ‘at the midriff’)
N ghm`jrtK

‘(at) the mouth, lips’ (,`jrt(K) ‘at the mouth, lips’)

M ghs`ptK

‘(at) the face’ (,(p)T(K) ‘at the face’)

5.8 Specialization
Derived words vary widely in spontaneity of composition and degree of lexicalization. Speakers
are capable of using the principles of derivation we have discussed in this chapter to spontaneously produce and interpret new words, but many derived words must be considered elements of
the permanent mental lexicon, that is, words that are learned as units by speakers during the
course of language acquisition and not derived anew for each use. The clearest indication of this
is specialization of meaning. Derived words frequently have meanings more specific than the
meanings of their component parts would suggest. Examples are legion. The Nuuchahnulth word
FHGsTo (FHGi ‘big’ + ,(R)sTo ‘... species’) literally means ‘big sort, species of thing’ but now
denotes only ‘whale’. The literal force of the component morphemes (‘big’ and ‘... species’) has
been lost, as shown by the fact that one can say ‘big whale’ by modifying the derived word with
one of its own components: FHG FHGsTo ‘a big whale’ (NA 149.47). Similarly, N bhY`r (bhp,
‘speak’ + -"`r ‘go in order to ...’) literally means ‘go in order to speak’, but it is now specialized
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to refer to a formal marriage party made up of the groom’s relatives going to the prospective
bride’s people to discuss the proposal in certain ritualized ways. Derived words with specialized
meanings are commonly used for names of flora and fauna, tools, ceremonies, personal names,
and place names, e.g.
(321)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Q`sl`os
Q`mÊl`os
wedge–plant

‘yew wood’ (lit. ‘wedge plant’)
b. BhrrotFhr
BhrÊ(b)rot(K)Ê#hr
strung.out–between.legs–on.beach

‘Rope-between-Legs (name of ceremonial contest)’
c. QhGvhstF`
QhGÊvhst(K)Ê"@
move.pointwise–move.past.head.PERF–on.rocks

‘Pokes-past-head-on-Rocks (man’s name)’
d. ShpTFhr
ShÊpt9-Ê#hr
stone–at.point.of.land–on.beach

‘Stone-on-Point (place name)’
MAKAH

e. IhW`ohW
IhWÊ(p)`oKÊhW
red–over.a.rounded.surface–PL

‘red snapper’
f.

sTojrhs
stojÊ(j)rhs [L]
black–on.surface.of.water

‘Black-Water (place name)’
Sometimes both the specialized and literal meanings of a word are available. The root N, M
B`, means ‘(to) flow’, but with the durative aspect it is also used for ‘river, stream, creek’. The
two senses are even used together in the same phrase at NA 165.43: B`F`jFh B`F`j ‘the flowing
creek’ (,F`ji durative).
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No one has dealt with the subject of specialization in Southern Wakashan in full detail, but
further discussion and Nuuchahnulth examples can be found in Swadesh (1933: 54-58, 1939: 9598) and Rose (1981: 289-91).
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6 Aspect
6.1 Introduction
Aspect and aspectual distinctions are pervasive in Southern Wakashan. Most words have, or are
at least eligible for, aspect marking of one sort or another, including some that, from a nonSouthern-Wakashan point of view, might not seem likely candidates for aspectual modification. It
is not uncommon to find words corresponding semantically to English nouns, adverbs, and temporal expressions marked for aspect along with those corresponding to English verbs and adjectives. Even lexical elements that are not formally marked for aspect almost always have some
inherent aspectual value that must be reckoned with in determining their meaning, and, hence,
their behavior in various morphological and syntactic contexts.85
Aspect is indicated by the final morpheme of the unextended word.86 This may be an aspect
suffix (322)a, or else aspect is inherent in the meaning of the final morpheme, whether it is a lexical suffix (322)b or free root (322)c.
MAKAH/NUUCHAHNULTH

(322)

a. Perfective aspect suffix
C`pRhQ
C`pÊRhQ
push–PERF

‘push’
b. Perfective aspect inherent in meaning of lexical suffix
EDFhQ
E`Ê"hQ [L]
water–get.PERF

‘get water’
c. Perfective aspect inherent in meaning of root
v`g@j
v`g@ji
go.PERF

‘go’
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Aspect in Southern Wakashan may thus be considered a type of completing element (cf. Swadesh
1931: 13, note 1). In the morphological terminology of this dissertation, aspect creates an unextended word; a word is complete when it has an aspectual value (either inherently, or by means of
a lexical or aspect suffix). Formal expression of aspect is considered in more detail in §6.3.

6.2 The character of aspect in Southern Wakashan
At least from Sapir (1924), researchers on Southern Wakashan have recognized a basic two-way
semantic aspectual distinction. As we will see below, I claim with Rose (1981) that the distinction
is between imperfective and perfective aspect, but the two categories were originally labeled
“durative” and “momentaneous” by Sapir and Swadesh in Nuuchahnulth. This analysis is explicitly stated in places,87 but, even where not claimed outright in their works, it is often implied.88
Swadesh & Swadesh (1933: 199) give a representative characterization of the meanings of the
durative and momentaneous categories (as originally conceived) in Ditidaht:89
The durative expresses a continued existence, state, or activity; thus duratives are
translatable by English nouns, adjectives, and verbs expressing states and continued activities. The momentaneous expresses momentary occurrences, including
transitions into states and states of activity (these are generally translated “to start
doing ...”).
They evidently see the aspectual distinction as deriving from the duration of the situation itself: a
situation that lasts a relatively long time (“a continued existence, state, or activity”) is expressed
by the durative, and, conversely, a situation that lasts a very short time (a “momentary occurrence”) is expressed by the momentaneous. An aspectual distinction of this type is a situationtype distinction, because it involves some feature of the intrinsic temporal structure of the situation as represented by the semantics of the language. Different situation-type aspects correspond
to different semantic situation types.
A problem arises immediately with a situation-type definition of the two aspects based on
duration: the “momentaneous” is not limited to expressing momentary situations. It does express
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situations that are truly instantaneous, as the suffix M, N ,RhQ in (323)a does, but it can just as
easily refer to a situation that might last minutes (323)b or days (323)c.
(323)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. IhQpRhF`Ql`
IhQpÊRhQ<"`Q<l@
explode–?=TEMP=INDIC

‘It exploded.’
(323) b. EHrRhF`Ql`
EHrÊRhQ<"`Q<l@
sweep–?=TEMP=INDIC

x`pbGhp`rwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
x`piÊbGh<(p)@<r
one.who–married.to=DEF=1sg

‘My wife swept (the floor) clean.’ (based on NA 231.35-36)
(323) c. v`KRhF`Qrh
v`K-ÊRhQ<"`Q<rH
go.home–?=TEMP=1sg

‘I went home.’ (NT 150.16; context: the speaker travels home to the west coast of
Vancouver Island from Vancouver after visiting various tribes to invite them to his
daughter’s puberty potlatch)
It is difficult to see how the duration of the situations could be the primary factor in the choice of
aspect in these examples.
On the contrary, the point of using ,RhQ in (323) is not to express some intrinsic characteristic
of the situations (like momentary duration), but to present a particular view of them relative to
other situations in the flow of discourse, whatever their intrinsic structure might be. This is “extrinsic” or viewpoint (Smith 1996) aspect, a “temporal restriction on what is asserted” (Klein
1995: 690).90 Here the basic distinction is between perfective and imperfective aspects. Following
the spirit (though not necessarily the letter) of Klein’s (1995) “time-relational” analysis of aspect,
the difference between perfective and imperfective can be thought of as a difference in the scope
of assertion relative to internal situation boundaries. As I interpret this with respect to Southern
Wakashan, viewpoint aspect does not express durativity or lack thereof (as situation-type aspect
would), but rather, by selection of one (viewpoint) aspect over another, a speaker elects to include
or exclude any phases or boundaries that already exist in the meaning of a base. For example, in
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(323)c, by choosing ,RhQ, which we now reinterpret as a perfective suffix, the speaker includes all
phases of the situation in his assertion, and thus in effect presents it as a completed whole relative
to other situations in the discourse context. The following Nuuchahnulth text excerpt (from Text
39) shows example (323)c in situ, with its immediately preceding and following sentences.
NUUCHAHNULTH

39.22.27 v@
v@
say.PERF

F`mh
F`mh

V`pFTF@pQ
V`pFT<F`9pQ

ETCj pTWTlhRF`sG wwwww
ETCj pTWTlhRF`sG

SUBOR

respond.to.invitation.PERF=INTENT

all

Kohomishath

‘They said that all the Kohomishath would come (in response in my invitation).’
39.23.17 v`KRhF`Qrh
v`K-ÊRhQ<"`Q<rH
go.home–PERF=TEMP=1sg

‘I went home.’
39.23.27 ghm`rhQrh
ghm`Ê`rÊhQ<rH
empty.root–arrive–PERF=1sg

ghmJTF`rmhswwwwwwwwww
ghmJTF`rÊmhs
dog.salmon–stocked.with

‘I arrived at Stocked-with-Dog-salmon (place name).’
The three situations are presented as temporally sequenced, independent, and completed events,
like beads on a string:
[event 1] ‘they said’ [event 2] ‘I went home’ [event 3] ‘I arrived’
On the other hand, when an imperfective aspect is applied to v`K-,, all internal situation
boundaries are not included in the assertion, allowing the situation of going home to be interpreted as ongoing and overlapping another situation. Example (324) has v`K-, with the
graduative imperfective aspect (§6.5.1), an aspect used for secondary imperfectivization (i.e. to
imperfectivize an already perfective form), as a bare absolute predicate head following the inherently imperfective sHC ‘alive’. Because, as imperfectives, neither (v@KRhQ or sHC) has its situation boundaries included in the assertion, they can be construed as simultaneous.
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(324)

NUUCHAHNULTH

sHCtji`G
v@KRhQ
sHC<tj<(l)@<`G v`KÊRhQÊ[L+S]

--- FHstFh
x@wwwwww
--- FHst<FH x@

alive=POSS=INDIC=1sg

...

go.home–PERF–GRAD

iitu=ART

DEM

‘That iitu bird of mine was alive as I returned home.’ (NA 14.35-36)
The two situations of the bird being alive and the speaker traveling home are clearly to be taken
as temporally overlapping: ‘... was alive as I returned home’. For another example, see (359)b.
Comrie (1976: 16-17) argues against equating perfectivity with short duration or momentaneous occurrence in part by citing examples from several languages that show perfective verbs in
construction with temporal expressions that imply duration like ‘for an hour’ and ‘for ten years’,
e.g. Ancient Greek ebasíleuse (perfective past) déka étē ‘he ruled ten years’. A similar argument
can be made in Southern Wakashan, with the difference that the temporal expressions themselves
take the perfective marking; they are complement-taking words that serve as matrix predicate
heads for the temporally modified complement clauses (§4.6.2.1), e.g. pH ‘(do) [COMP] for a
long time’ and lTCHK ‘(do) [COMP] for four days’. The perfective suffix with these expressions
indicates the completion of the time period denoted by the matrix.
(325)

MAKAH

a. F`QCdx`KRF`QhscHbtW
F`QÊCdx`KÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<ch9btW

gHcTK
ghc`ÊTK [L]

two–X.many.days–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1pl/2sg

empty.root–expect

‘We expected you for two days.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(325) b. pHChQl`
pHÊChQ<l@
long.time–PERF=INDIC

gTx@K pTF`rFh
gTx@K pTF`r<FH
dance

wwwww

person=ART

‘The man danced for a long time (and is no longer).’
(325) c. lTCHKRhQvdFhm
lTÊCHKÊRhQ<vDFhm
four–X.many.days–PERF=QUOT

g`SHr pTF`rFhwwwwww
g`SHr pTF`r<FH
bathe

person=ART

‘The man completed four days of bathing.’ (NT 62.33)
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6.3 Formal expression of aspect
Before discussing the functions of each aspectual morpheme in more detail in §§6.4-6.5, a summary of how the different aspects are marked is in order (Table 12). Perfective aspect is inherent
in the meaning of some free roots and lexical suffixes, e.g. M, N v`g@ji ‘go (perf.)’, M, N ,"hQ
[L] ‘get ... (perf.)’, M ,(j)rhKs`, N ,(b)rtGs` ‘come out of the woods (perf.)’. If it is not inherent,
Table 12. Summary of (non-inherent) aspect marking
Aspect

Formal Realization

Basic Functions

Perfective (§6.4)

,RhQ plus other allomorphs perfective events, processes, and
changes of state
(also perfective inceptive
,#`ChQ, etc.)

Imperfective (§6.5)
(uniplex categories)
Graduative (§6.5.1)

[L+S] CV template

secondary imperfectivization

Durative (§6.5.2)

,`ji ,tj

stative intransitive; manner of motion

Continuative (§6.5.3) ,(x)@, or, rarely, the [L]
CV template

dynamic imperfective situations

(multiplex categories)
Repetitive (§6.5.4)

reduplication with ,(x)`

Iterative (§6.5.5)

events repeated at regular intervals
events repeated at irregular intervals

Iterative I

reduplication with ,R

Iterative II

altered perfective
suffix with changes to
vowel length of the base

perfective aspect is marked by the M, N suffix ,RhQ, which has many allomorphs (Table 13). A
handful of free roots and lexical suffixes (e.g. M FhFHWi`, N FHGi ‘big’, N X@p ‘long’) take the
“inceptive” suffix ,#`ChQ instead: X@p`ChQ ‘become long’. However, other roots and lexical suf-
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fixes, particularly those with final vowels or (in Nuuchahnulth) coda nasals (§2.3), are marked for
perfective aspect by another suffix, M ,dx`ChQ or ,h9vhQ, N ,h9ChQ, traditionally known in the
literature as the inceptive: M ctCHvhQ ‘turn into a mountain’ (ctChFH ‘mountain’), N
phC`mHChQ ‘become a louse’ (phChm ‘louse’).
Perfective aspect is essentially marked by a single suffix (the inceptive suffixes notwithstanding), but imperfective aspect is indicated in a variety of ways. Most free roots and lexical suffixes
are inherently imperfective and require no special imperfective marking: M phCHc`, N phChm
‘louse’, M, N ,"`r ‘on the ground’, M -hctW, N ,M@G ‘seeking ...’. If a word is already perfective, it can be imperfectivized by the graduative, indicated by the [L+S] CV template (see example (324)).91 The durative suffix ,`ji ,tj added to a bound root indicates a stative intransitive
imperfective aspect: N mhmj`ji ‘wrapped around’ (mhmj, ‘twist, wrap around’); it also occurs
with many bound roots denoting manner of motion: M WHFtj ‘crawling’ (Wh, ‘crawl’). The continuative suffix ,(x)@ or, occasionally, the [L] CV template, with a bound root indicates dynamic
imperfective aspect: verb N mhmj@ ‘getting wrapped around’, verb M, N C`p@ ‘pushing’ (C`p,
‘push, shove’).
In addition to the graduative, durative, and continuative imperfective aspects, which can be
called “uniplex” imperfective aspects, there are two multiplex aspectual formations, the repetitive
and the iterative. These imply various types of iteration of events versus the essentially steadystate meanings of the uniplex aspects. The repetitive, which expresses events repeated at regular
and generally narrow-spaced intervals, is formed by a special reduplication type plus the suffix
-(x)`. As we will see below, the repetitive has expanded its function somewhat beyond this in
Makah to cover semantic space expressed by the continuative in Nuuchahnulth. The iterative,
which expresses irregular iteration, is formed in two ways, one involving reduplication, and the
other involving changes to the perfective form of the base.
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6.4 Perfective
Perfective aspect indicates that all internal phases or boundaries of a situation are included in the
assertion, i.e. are asserted to have taken place; the situation thus is presented as complete relative
to other situations in the discourse context. The exact meaning of the perfective word depends on
the semantics of the base to which the perfective suffix is attached. With punctual bases like M
F`bj`s,, N stw, ‘jump’, M, N IhQp, ‘explode’ or M, N ghr, ‘strike with a beating instrument’
the perfective expresses the simple occurrence of the event. If the base denotes an event that may
occur repetitively, the perfective normally has a semelfactive sense –– it expresses a single repetition of the event.
(326)

MAKAH

a. F`bj`sRF`Qhsr
F`bj`sÊRhQ<(a)hs<r
jump–PERF=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I jumped (once).’
(326)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. ghrRhQ
ghrÊRhQ
strike.with.beating.instrument–PERF

phKBhl
phKBhl

FhmjrXh FTGv`K---wwwwwwwwwwwwwww
FhmjrXh FtÊGv`K [L]

Kithltsim

wood

so.and.so–using

‘Kithltsim clubbed him (once) with a stick of wood’ (NA 447.33)
With stative bases (e.g. nouns, property words, stative verbs) the perfective suffix usually expresses perfective change of state (an inceptive/inchoative/ingressive reading). Comrie (1976: 1920) mentions several other languages that allow this type of reading with perfective markers on
stative verbs. In these languages, among them Ancient Greek, Spanish, and Russian, this possibility is apparently limited to a handful of verbs. In Southern Wakashan, on the other hand, it is the
rule –– almost all stative bases produce a change-of-state readings with the perfective suffix.
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(327)

MAKAH

a. jhQRF`QFt
jhQÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)t<?h
shattered–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

‘It shattered, broke to pieces (intr.).’
(327) b. stpRF`QFt
stpÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)t<?h
melted–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

‘It melted (intr.).’
(327) c. ghs`Bhs`cF`QFt
ghs`ÊBhs`ÊchQ<"`Q<(a)t<?h
empty.root–in.water–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it went into the water.’
lit. ‘... got to be in the water.’
The construction in (327)c, which has the perfective suffix added to a base ending in a restrictive
locative suffix, is a common way of indicating motion in Southern Wakashan. Or, phrased in a
less English-centric fashion, we might say what is expressed as motion (with ‘go’ or ‘come’) in
English is often not expressed as motion in Southern Wakashan, but as simple change of location
(‘get to be at X’). This can also be seen with the nuclear verbalizing suffix M, N ,Ch ‘at ...’, which
means ‘get to be at ...’ (usually glossed as ‘go to ...’) when it is followed by the perfective suffix.
(328)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`GF@F`QvdFhm
KtCChmtF`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<vDFhm KtCÊChÊmtQ<"`Q

x`YHFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
x`YH<FH

then=TEMP=QUOT

Yai=ART

woman–at–PERF=TEMP

‘Then the Yai (a type of supernatural creature) went to his (own) wife.’ (NT 72.17)
With processual bases the perfective expresses either inception of the process or (less commonly)
its occurrence for an unspecified duration. This last usage is an especially clear indication of the
perfective value of the suffix. It is often the case that text examples can be translated either way
with little difference to the overall meaning of the passage.
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(329)

NUUCHAHNULTH

j`lhspRhQ
YhmsGshm--j`lhspiÊRhQ YhmsÊGshm
run–PERF

wwwwwwwwwwwww

mucus–made.of

‘Mucus-Made started running.’ (NT 98.23)
or ‘ran (for some duration)’; see also (323)b-c
The perfective is most commonly used in discourse to narrate a series of completed past
events. Occasionally, however, it occurs in an otherwise present context. Perfectivity in Southern
Wakashan is by nature incompatible with present time reference: since the speaker, by choosing
the perfective, includes all situation boundaries in the assertion, and thereby asserts its completeness, this leaves little room for the situation to be interpreted as ongoing at the time of speaking.
In a present tense context, a (non-tense marked) word in the perfective is interpreted as immediate
past:
(330)

NUUCHAHNULTH

EHKRhQ`G
Eh9KÊRhQ<(l)@<`G
escape–PERF=INDIC=1sg

‘I have (just) run away.’ (NA 255.49)
Boas (1947: 289) describes a Kwakwala suffix ,wFhc that he refers to as “recent past”. Significantly, there is another Kwakwala suffix with the same form ,wFhc, which is cognate to Southern
Wakashan ,RhQ, that he calls “momentaneous and inchoative” (Boas 1947: 290-91). This alleged
homophony between “recent past” and “momentaneous” morphemes may point to a similar situation in that language.
Perfective marking has become tied up with causative marking. When the perfective suffix is
not present (with no explicit aspect marking, or with the continuative, repetitive, etc.) causative is
expressed by the clitic M, N <"`o. With the perfective suffix, however, it is normally expressed
by a causative perfective portmanteau suffix. The words in (331) are the causative perfective
counterparts to the words in (326) and (327).
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(331)

MAKAH

a. F`bj`sr@F`Qhsr
F`bj`sÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)hs<r
jump–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I made him/her/it jump.’
(331) b. jhQr@F`Qhsr
jhQÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)hs<r
shattered–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I shattered it.’
(331) c. ghs`Bhs`cTF`Qhsr
ghs`ÊBhs`Êct9o<"`Q<(a)hs<r
empty–in.water–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I put him/her/it in the water.’
The perfective suffix has a number of allomorphs, each with a corresponding causative perfective form; Table 13 shows the perfective allomorphs in Nuuchahnulth. The distribution of the
allomorphs is at least partially predictable based on a) the morphological class of the final morpheme of the base, and b) the final segments of the base. However, a complete statement of their
distribution awaits further research.
Table 13. Perfective allomorphs in Nuuchahnulth
1a
1b
1c
Perfective
,RhQ
,ChQ
,jihQ
Caus. Perf. ,r@o, ,r@p, ,X@o, ,X@p, ,X@o, ,X@p,
Perfective
Caus. Perf.

2a
,hQ
,ho ~ ,hX`o

2b
,tQ
,to

3
,mtQ
,mto

Perfective
Caus. Perf.

4
,TQ, ,`vhQ
,To, ,`vto

5
,rstQ
,rsto

6
,"TQ
,"To

Perfective
Caus. Perf.

7
,"HQ
,"Hs`o

8
,(#h)ohQ
,(#h)ohs`o

9
,(#h)r`Q
,(#h)r`M`o

Makah has similar allomorphs, e.g. N 1a ,RhQ ,r@o, M ,RhQ ,r`9o, N 2b ,tQ ,to, M ,hQ ,t9o,
and N 8 ,(#h)ohQ ,(#)ohs`o, M ,o`Q ,o`s`o, etc.
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In addition to the suffix in Table 13, perfectivity can be marked by two other suffixes, M, N
-#`ChQ (causative M ,#`9x`9o?, N ,#`X`o) and M ,dx`ChQ, N ,h9ChQ (causative M ,`9x`9o, N
,h9X`o), the latter of which is referred to by Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 320) as “inceptive”. Makah
also has ,h9vhQ (causative ,h9vh9x`9o). In this dissertation, these suffixes are referred as “perfective inceptive” or simply “inceptive” suffixes to distinguish them terminologically from the regular perfective suffix. The impression of inceptivity seems to arise because they attach to stative
bases, and an inchoative/inceptive reading is the regular result when a perfective morpheme attaches to a stative base.
The suffix ,#`ChQ occurs with only a few roots and suffixes, apparently all property words or
nouns, e.g. in Nuuchahnulth F`o@r ‘small’, FHGi ‘big’, QtK ‘good’, OhR, ‘bad’, s@K ‘warm’, sHC
‘alive, well’, X@p ‘long’, (nominalizing suffix) ,o`K ‘season of ...’:
(332)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Qtx`ChQ
QtKÊ#`ChQ
good–INCEP

‘She got well.’ (NT 68.18)
(332) b. s@x`ChF`Q
s@KÊ#`ChQ<"`Q
warm–INCEP=TEMP

vdFhCtQ
ETCj---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
vdFhCÊtQ ETCj
sleep–PERF

both

‘Both of them got warm and fell asleep.’ (NA 444.36)
(332) c. g`FtloHChQvdFhm
g`FtlÊo`KÊ#`ChQ<vDFhm
food–season.of–INCEP=QUOT

‘It became time for the run of salmon.’ (lit. ‘Food came into season’) (NT 52.8)
The suffix M ,dx`ChQ, N ,h9ChQ generally attaches to words ending with final coda nasals (333)a
(in Nuuchahnulth) or final vowels (333)b, but some morphemes with other final consonants take
the inceptive as well (333)c.
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(333)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. mTK`lHChF`Qhm
mTKhlÊh9ChQ<"`Q<(l)@<mh
nuthlim–INCEP=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

‘We turned into nuthlim (a type of supernatural creature).’ (based on NA 123.15)
(333) b. Q`vHChF`Q
G@VhK`QFhrFh
FtlFHpr`j
cwwwwwwww
Q`v`Êh9ChQ<"`Q G@VhK`Q<Fhr<FH FtlFHprt<F`j
near–INCEP=TEMP

young.man=DIM=ART

mother=POSS

‘The little fellow approached (lit. became near) his mother.’ (NT 16.3-4)
(333) c. vhjHChQ ghs`Chmj
vhjÊh9ChQ ghs`Ê(C)hmj
not–INCEP

empty.root–together.in.competition

‘They stopped fighting.’ (NA 392.38)
Inceptive suffixes do not occur directly with bound roots, but N ,h9ChQ can be added to their
continuative form (if they have one), which is marked by the suffix ,(x)@ (§6.5.3), e.g. N Bhbj@
‘pounding’, continuative of Bhbj, ‘pound’, inceptive BhbjHChQ ‘begin pounding’. Based on the
morphophonemic processes we have seen so far, BhbjHChQ could in theory derive either from the
form Bhbj,h9ChQ or the form Bhbj,@,h9ChQ, but forms like EhxHChQ ‘begin cutting’ at NT 40.16
seem to assure the presence of the continuative; Eh,h9ChQ would surface as EHChQ.
The perfective inceptive occurs in addition to the perfective (not at the same time) with certain Nuuchahnulth roots to mark change of state or inception of a process, while the perfective
has a specialized meaning, e.g.
NUUCHAHNULTH

(334)

Perfective inceptive

Perfective

a. F`xHChQ
F`x`Êh9ChQ

F`x`ChQ
F`x`ÊChQ

many–INCEP

many–PERF

‘come to be many’

‘give away, handle, bet many’

b. KTbrlHChQ
KTbrl`Êh9ChQ

KtCRhQ
KtCÊRhQ

woman–INCEP

woman–PERF

‘grow up (said of a woman)’

‘give a woman in ransom’
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c. ptFHChQ
pTF`rÊ#`ChQ

ptF`bRhQ
ptF`bÊRhQ

person–INCEP

person–PERF

‘grow up (said of a man)’

‘do sth brave’ (lit. ‘act like a person’)

Note with reference to our discussion in §5.2.2.3 that the derivatives in (334)b-c based on the free
form of the root (N KTbrl` ‘woman’ < KtC, + ,rl` [L] free formative suffix, N pTF`r ‘person’) have the more compositional meaning, while the derivatives based on the combining forms
have specialized meanings.

6.5 Imperfective
6.5.1

Graduative

The graduative, formed by application of the [L+S] CV template,92 is used to make secondary
imperfectives, that is, to imperfectivize an already perfective base. The perfectivity of the base
may be inherent in its meaning (335) or may be due to the presence of perfective or inceptive suffixes (336).
(335)

Inherently perfective base
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gtKHFhF`Qrh
gtKÊh9FhQ<"`Q<rH
dance–move.into.house.PERF=TEMP=1sg

F`GF@
F`GF@
then

‘Then I danced into the house.’ (NA 86.8)
(335)

Inherently perfective base with graduative
NUUCHAHNULTH

b. gTKhFhQ
gtKÊh9FhQÊ[L+S]
dance–move.into.house.PERF– GRAD

‘(as) they danced into the house’ (NT 88.11)
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(336)

Base with perfective suffix
MAKAH

a. ghs`BhchQhshc
ghs`ÊBTÊchQ<(a)hs<hc
empty.root–in.container–PERF=PAST=INDIC.1pl

‘We entered the bay.’
(336)

NUUCHAHNULTH

b. ghs`BhmQmh
ghs`ÊBTÊmtQ<mH
empty.root–in.container–PERF=1pl

GTCtpQhr
GTCtpQhr
Uchucklesit.Bay

‘We entered Uchucklesit Bay.’ (NA 146.6)
Base with perfective suffix and graduative

(336)

MAKAH

c. gHs`BhchQhshc
ghs`ÊBTÊchQÊ[L+S]<(a)hs<hc
empty.root–in.container–PERF–GRAD=PAST=INDIC.1pl

‘We were entering the bay.’
(336)

NUUCHAHNULTH

d. gHs`BhmQ
ghs`ÊBTÊmtQÊ[L+S]
empty.root–in.container–PERF– GRAD

‘They were entering the bay.’ (NA 410.12)
In combination with the Nuuchahnulth intentive future clitic <F`9pQ (§7.3.2) the graduative
has a conative (‘try to’) sense:
(337)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gHs`brvhF@pQ
ghs`Ê(b)rvHÊ[L+S]<F`9pQ
empty.root–move.through.PERF– GRAD=INTENT

‘try to go through’
b. p@Gr`oF@pQ
p`GÊr@oÊ[L+S]<F`9pQ
dead–CAUS.PERF– GRAD=INTENT

‘try to kill’
The graduative also occurs with the irrealis clitic (N <"`9G, M <"tW?) with a conative sense
(§7.3.6).
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Although the graduative typically expresses an imperfective process, it sometimes seems neutral with respect to viewpoint and merely indicates that the process in question is taking place
slowly or gradually. This is probably its original function, in fact. The viewpoint component of
the aspect system as a whole seems to be an addition to, or modification of, an earlier, purely Aktionsart-based system. One apparent clue is a group of roots that do not have a simple perfective,
but only occur with the graduative. Most denote situations that cannot come about instantaneously, e.g. M aTKRhQ, N lTKRhQ ‘high tide’, N sToRhQ ‘evening’.
6.5.2

Durative

The durative aspect suffix M, N ,`ji ,tj (,F`ji ,Ftj after vowels) only occurs with bound
roots (§5.2.1) and a handful of suffixes. The distribution of the allomorphs is unpredictable, but
each root or suffix may only occur with one of the two. The durative has two basic uses:
a) It expresses an intransitive imperfective state:
(338)

MAKAH

a. IhWtv
IhWÊtj<?h
red–DUR=INDIC.3sg

‘It is red.’
(338) b. Otr`J`Qhc
OtrÊ`ji<"`Q<hc
tired–DUR=TEMP=INDIC.1pl

‘We are tired.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(338) c.

p`G`jl`
F`xdFh
FHGsTo
wwwww
p`GÊ`ji<l@ F`x`<FH FHGiÊ(R)sTo
dead–DUR=INDIC

many=ART

big–thing

‘The many whales are dead.’ (based on NA 378.4)
(338) d. F`js`j
F`jsÊ`ji
gnaw–DUR

‘gnawed’
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b) It is commonly used with manner-of-motion roots to indicate an imperfective process. The
first vowel of the root is often lengthened in this usage:
(339)

MAKAH

a.

K@oWtJ`k
K`oWÊtj<"`Q<?h

gtjsTahp
gtjsTo<?hp

fly–DUR=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

bird=ART

‘The bird is flying.’
(339) b. WHFtJ`k
WhÊFtj<"`Q<?h
crawl–DUR=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

KHFhFHFhp
KHFhFh9<?hp
snake=ART

‘The snake is crawling.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(339) c. j`lhsptj
j`lhspiÊtj
run–DUR

‘He was running.’ (NA 255.48)
(339) d. gtF`j
gtÊF`ji
fly.in.flock–DUR

‘(birds) are flying in a flock’
In Makah this “motive durative” pattern is so regular the durative can even add a motion sense to
roots that do not otherwise denote motion:
(340)

MAKAH

F@ostJi`k
F`os-Êtj<"`Q<?h
hidden–DUR=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it is sneaking around.’
A similar example in Nuuchahnulth:
(341)

NUUCHAHNULTH

M@Ctjrh
M`CÊtj<rH
look–DUR=1sg

‘I went around looking for him’ (NT 138.21)
A few other apparent process roots also take the durative, e.g.
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(342)

MAKAH

a. PhW`j
PhWÊ`ji
cry–DUR

‘crying’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(342) b. F`FTpi`j
F`FTpÊ`ji
play.with.spouse–DUR

‘to play with one’s spouse’
(342) c. EHp`j
EHpÊ`ji
inflict.harm–DUR

‘inflicting bodily harm’
(342) d. YhG`j
YhGÊ`ji
cry–DUR

‘crying’
(342) e. phQ@p`j
phQ@pÊ`ji
fish.for.halibut–DUR

‘fishing for halibut’
6.5.3

Continuative

The continuative,93 which occurs only with bound roots and a small number of suffixes (§6.7), is
marked by the suffix ,(x)@ (343)a-c, or, in the case of a few vowel-final monosyllabic roots, by
lengthening the root vowel (343)c-d.
(343)

MAKAH

a. FTWtv@K
FtÊWv`9K [L+S]<"h
so.and.so–use=IMPER.2sg

ItojTx`jrhb
ItojÊTÊx`ji<rhb

C`p@
C`pÊ(x)@

peck–EPEN–thing.for=POSS.2sg

push–CONT

‘Use your beak pushing it!’ (HI, Qweti and Raven)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(343) b. g`vHF`QvdFhm
Ehx@
g`vH<"`Q<vDFhm EhÊ(x)@
finish=TEMP=QUOT

cut–CONT

KTbrldFh
KTbrl`<FH
woman=ART

‘The woman finished cutting it up.’ (NT 62.25)
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(343) c. BHp@F`Q`G
BHpÊ(x)@<"`Q<(l)@<`G
chant–CONT=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

‘I am chanting.’
(343) d. G`C`shxtpQ
G`C`sÊhxtpQ
all–in.mouth

L@
L`Ê[L]

rtr@wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
rtrÊ(x)@

hold.in.the.teeth–CONT

swim–CONT

‘He had them both in his mouth, holding them in his teeth while swimming.’
(from NA 378.16)
(343) e. rTF`QvdFhm
Y`jX`jtjFh--rtÊ[L]<"`Q<vDFhm Y`jiÊX`ji<tj<FH
hold–CONT=TEMP=QUOT

cut.with.knife–thing.for=POSS=ART

‘She held her knife.’ (NT 78.30)
Rose (1981: 263) and Nakayama (1997a: 27) both analyze the continuative as indicating that
“a dynamic situation ... is enduring through time” (Rose 1981: 263). This definition is adequate as
long as “dynamic” is defined along the lines suggested by Comrie (1976: 13): “[Dynamic situations] require a continual input of energy if they are not to come to an end”. That is, there need be
no activity or change per se, but some energy or force must be exerted to maintain the situation. A
crucial set of examples shows that activity and change are not required to license the continuative.
Along with dynamic process roots like M, N Eh, ‘cut’ and M, N BHp, ‘chant’, the continuative
also regularly occurs with roots denoting attachment, adhesion, holding, etc: M, N JT ‘hooked’,
N Btop@ ‘stuck in, planted’, M Jihs@, N Jihm@ ‘stuck on’, M I`o@, N I`l@ ‘two-pronged
object clamped on (e.g. clothespin on line)’, M a`Q@, N l`Q@ ‘tied’, M a@, N L@ ‘holding in
teeth’, M p`o@, N p`l@ ‘lassoed, snared, entangled’, N rhmj@ ‘spear, arrow sticking in target’,
M, N rT ‘holding in hand’.
(344)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Jihm@F`I`sdFhb
x@KrF`st
sHKToFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
JihmÊ(x)@<"`Q<"`s<(l)@<Fhb x@KÊ(b)rF`st- [L] sHKTo<FH
stuck.on–CONT=TEMP=PINV=INDIC=2sg

yonder–at.door

devil.fish=ART

‘You will be held by (lit. stuck on to by) the devil-fish there at the door.’ (NT 170.31)
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These examples are hard to explain away as exceptional given the consistency of the pattern, yet
none of the situations they denote can be described as action or change. Any of them could undergo change of some sort, e.g. something can suddenly become unstuck from a surface, or ropes
can gradually loosen around a bundle, but change is not intrinsic to their nature as it is with a
situation like that denoted by Eh, ‘cut’. But neither are they inherently stable –– some application
of force, external or internal, is necessary for the maintenance of the expressed configuration.
Application of force seems to be the core meaning of this use of the continuative.
In Nuuchahnulth, when the continuative occurs with stative roots it expresses imperfective
inception: stpi@ ‘melting’ (stp,), bhj@ ‘becoming aslant, overbalanced’ (bhj,), Ihr@ ‘whitening, dawning’ (Ihr, ‘white, bright’).
(345)

NUUCHAHNULTH

sTl`oh
stlÊ`oh [L]

FHpGH Ihr@F`Qwwwwwwwwwwwww
FHpGH IhrÊ(x)@<"`Q

dark–in.air

still

bright–CONT=TEMP

‘It was still a bit dark as it dawned.’ (NA 157.8)
In this use, the continuative appears to overlap the graduative (§6.5.1). It is not known whether a
root like stp, ‘melted’ also occurs with the graduative (added to its perfective form), and, if so,
how this form is different in meaning from the continuative, i.e. do we find sTpRhQ ‘melting’
along with stpi@ ‘melting’?
In their list of Nuuchahnulth “primary stems” (1939: 243-316), Sapir and Swadesh record
most bound verb roots as occuring with the continuative, e.g. Btpi@ ‘to punch’, CtWi@ ‘to
tickle’, stwi@ ‘to jump’. In Makah, the continuative is generally disallowed with such roots, the
repetitive (§6.5.4) being preferred instead as the basic imperfective aspect. In this language, the
continuative appears restricted to situations that are truly continuous, involving little internal
structure and no distinguishable phases. Some light is shed on this by HW’s response when queried about Btpi@ ‘punching’. Initially, she disallowed the formation. When asked what the word
would have to mean if it were used,94 she said (paraphrasing), “You’d have to be like Popeye af-
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ter he ate spinach”, referring to an almost superhuman continuous blur of punches. After further
reflection she decided the word might be possible to describe the action in a boxing match, although the repetitive BtpTBTp would still be preferred.
6.5.4

Repetitive

The repetitive generally applies only to roots and is formed by the suffix ,(x)` plus repetitive reduplication (symbolized [RepR]), which involves full reduplication of monosyllabic roots with
both the reduplicative vowel and the original first syllable vowel long (346)a,d.95 If the root ends
in a vowel, /Q/ is inserted in the coda of the reduplicative syllable (346)b,e. Polysyllabic roots
have initial CV reduplication with both vowels lengthened (346)c,f. Due to the apocope rule described in §3.4.3, the final vowel of the repetitive suffix in Makah is not evident in surface forms
if it is word final.
(346)

MAKAH

a. CHsCHs
ChsÊ(x)` [RepR]
saw–REP

‘sawing’
b. jiHQjiHx
jihÊ(x)` [RepR]
sharpen–REP

‘sharpening, grinding, filing’
c. F@F@bj`s
F`bj`sÊ(x)` [RepR]
jump–REP

‘jumping’
NUUCHAHNULTH

d. p@spp@spi`
p`spiÊ(x)` [RepR]
behead–REP

‘behead one after another’
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e. sHQsHx`
shÊ(x)` [RepR]
wipe–REP

‘wipe repeatedly’
f.

gHgHwtpi`
ghwtpÊ(x)` [RepR]
shout–REP

‘shout repeatedly’
Several Makah roots ending in /W/ do not show the regular vowel lengthening: C`WC`W` ‘dripping’ (C`W, ‘drip’), CtWCtWi` ‘tickling’ (CtW, ‘tickle’).
Monosyllabic roots in Makah with initial voiced or ejective consonants (including glottal
stop) are subject to the epenthesis rule described in §3.4.3. As usual, insertion of the long epenthetic vowel induces shortening of the initial long vowel.
(347)

MAKAH

a. a`Q@a@x
a`Ê;@=Ê(x)` [RepR]
close.teeth–<EPEN>–REP

‘biting down repeatedly’
b. ItojTIToj
ItojÊ;T=Ê(x)` [RepR]
peck–<EPEN>–REP

‘pecking’
c. F`K@F@K
F`KÊ;@=Ê(x)` [RepR]
vomit–<EPEN>–REP

‘vomiting repeatedly’
A few roots irregularly insert /b/ in the coda of the reduplicative syllable. This irregularity is
not limited to monosyllabic vowel-final roots. (The Makah root Q`, is not attested with this
meaning outside this formation.)
(348)

MAKAH

a. Q@bQ@x
Q`Ê(x)` [RepR]
hew–REP

‘hewing stone’
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NUUCHAHNULTH

b. IHbIHx`
IhÊ(x)` [RepR]
shoot–REP

‘shoot repeatedly’
c. JiHbJiHw`
JihwÊ(x)` [RepR]
suck–REP

‘suckling’
d. G@bGTK` (< G@bG@VhK`)
G`VhKÊ(x)` [RepR]
wealthy–REP

‘perform a wealth display’
The repetitive has relatively uncomplicated semantics. It expresses a series of regularly
spaced iterations of an event. Unlike an iterative series (§6.5.5), the series of iterations expressed
by the repetitive typically takes place over a relatively short space of time and requires an agentive subject. In a pattern apparently first noticed by Rose (1981: 278), the repetitive participates in
a type of split intransitivity: stative intransitive roots are transitive in the repetitive, while dynamic intransitive roots remain intransitive. (349) shows several Nuuchahnulth examples.
(349)

stative root:

jhQ, ‘shattered’
p`G, ‘dead’
mhmj, ‘wrapped’

dynamic root: s@w, ‘spit’
stw, ‘jump’
bhp, ‘speak’

→
→
→

jHQjHQ` ‘shatter one after another’
p@Gp@G` ‘kill one after another’
mhmjmhmj` ‘wrap (tr.) repeatedly’

→
→
→

s@ws@w` ‘spit repeatedly’ *‘cause ...’
sTwsTwi` ‘jumping’ *‘cause ...’
bHpbHp` ‘speaking’ *‘cause ...’

One area that requires further research is the difference in meaning between the continuative
and repetitive aspects with roots like M, N Eh, ‘cut’. In isolation, of course, there is a difference
in translation: with the continuative (M Ehjx@, N Ehx@) this root is translated ‘cutting’ and with
the repetitive form (M EhQHEHx, N EHQEHx`), ‘cutting repeatedly’. In context it is not so clear
what the distinction is. For example, in Makah, ‘she is cutting (the) fish’ is equally well expressed
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by either. I examined this issue with speaker HW at some length but was unable to pin down a
difference, although she seemed to feel that there was one.
6.5.5

Iterative

The iterative is formed in two ways, which I will refer to as iterative I and iterative II. In some
cases, iterative I and II appear to contrast semantically, but in most other cases, they do not. As an
initial approximation, both can be translated as ‘do X at intervals’. I first describe the formation
of iterative I and II (§§6.5.5.1-6.5.5.2), and then compare their functions (§6.5.5.3).
6.5.5.1

Formation of iterative I

Iterative I involves the suffix ,R (,C after vowels except ,j after /t/ in Nuuchahnulth) plus a
unique iterative I CV template, symbolized [IterR]: full reduplication of a monosyllabic root plus
insertion of /Q/ in the coda of the reduplicative syllable if the root ends in a vowel (350)a,c-e.96 In
a few cases /Q/ is inserted even with consonant-final roots in Nuuchahnulth. Polysyllabic roots
have only the first consonant and vowel reduplicated (350)b,f:
(350)

MAKAH

a. ghsghsR
ghsÊR [IterR]
remember–ITER

‘remember every now and again’
b. ChChatpR
ChatpÊR [IterR]
halibut.hook–ITER

‘fishing with a halibut hook’
NUUCHAHNULTH

c. lhswlhswR
lhswiÊR [IterR]
turn–ITER

‘turn at intervals’
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d. EhQEhC
EhÊC [IterR]
cut–ITER

‘cut at intervals’
e. rtQrTj
rtÊj [IterR]
hold–ITER

‘pick up at intervals’
(350)

f.

KTKTC`pR
KTC`pÊR [IterR]
trap.with.deadfall–ITER

‘trap with a deadfall’
In Makah, epenthesis applies as normal with roots beginning with voiced or ejective consonants
(including glottal stop).
(351)

MAKAH

a. ahQHahQR
ahQÊ;H=ÊR [IterR]
rain–<EPEN>–ITER

‘raining intermittently’
b. F`os@F`osR
F`osÊ;@=ÊR [IterR]
hidden–EPEN–ITER

‘hiding at intervals, playing hide-and-seek’
Iterative I normally applies only to roots, not to derived bases. There are a few exceptions in
Nuuchahnulth, e.g. ghQghrs`pR ‘come from at intervals’, from ghr, ‘there’ + ,s`p ‘come from’.
Derived bases always seem to have /Q/ inserted in the coda of the reduplicated syllable.
There are some complexities with regard to vowel length. Often, length is unchanged in either the reduplicated syllable or the original first syllable. Sometimes, however, one finds the
original first syllable lengthened (e.g. M ji`Qji@C ‘back up at intervals; lobster’ < ji`, ‘move
backwards’, N rtQrTj ‘take up at intervals’ in (350)c), or both vowels lengthened (e.g. M
B@B@FtpR ‘gaffing fish’ < *B`Ftp, not attested outside this formation, N m@rpm@rpR < m`rp,
‘beat time with sticks’ at NA 398.14). Rose (1981: 277) analyzes forms in Kyuquot dialect like
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m@rpm@rpR with both vowels lengthened as composed of the iterative plus the graduative, and
says that they contrast semantically with the forms lacking the long vowels. She writes that the
iterative “denotes sporadic occurrence of an event” (p. 271), while the so-called “graduative iterative” “indicates that the iterativity is more intense, frequent, or progressive” (p. 277). I have been
unable to evaluate this claim for the Tseshaht corpus because forms with both vowels lengthened
are exceedingly rare, only two have turned up so far, and the translations are not precise enough
for comparison with other forms. Makah iteratives with one or two long vowels do not seem to
have contrasting forms with short vowels.
6.5.5.2

Formation of iterative II

The formation of iterative II is based on the perfective (or perfective inceptive) form of a word.
We first consider iterative II formation in Nuuchahnulth. Two operations are involved:
1. Change the final /Q/ of the perfective suffix to /K/.
2. Lengthen the first two vowels and the last vowel (normally the vowel of the perfective
suffix) of the resulting word and shorten all other vowels. In disyllabic bases both vowels
are lengthened. In trisyllabic bases it is optional whether the second vowel is long or
short (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 239).
For example,
(352)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Perfective

a. CTrhQ
CtÊ@rÊhQ

Iterative II

CTrHK
CtÊ@rÊhQÊ[IterL]

face.down–on.horizontal.surface–PERF

face.down–on.horizontal.surface–PERF–ITER

‘lie face down on a surface’

‘lie face down on a surface at intervals’

b. F`oHbrtQ
F`oÊh9brÊtQ

F@ohbrTK
F`oÊh9brÊtQÊ[IterL]

carry.on.shoulder–carry–PERF

carry.on.shoulder–carry–PERF–ITER

‘carry on shoulders’

‘carry on shoulders at intervals’
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c. ghr`jihr`ChRstQ
ghr`ÊjihrÊ`ChRsÊtQ

gHr@jihr`ChRsTK
ghr`ÊjihrÊ`ChRsÊtQÊ[IterL]

there–move.away–on.ocean–PERF

there–move.away–on.ocean–PERF–ITER

‘come up there out of the sea’

‘come up there out of the sea at intervals’

Recall that syllables with coda nasals count as long (§2.3). This means that an iterative II
form with a coda nasal in the final syllable requires no additional lengthening there.
(353)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Perfective

Iterative II

gtov@jQhmQ
gtoÊvHÊ"`jQhÊmtQ

gTov`jQhmK
gtoÊvHÊ"`jQhÊmtQÊ[IterL]

round.object–move.out–at.rear–PERF

round.object–move.out–at.rear–PERF–ITER

‘round object comes out the rear’

‘round object comes out the rear at intervals’

Some lexical suffixes are inherently perfective and thus do not occur with the perfective suffix. Bases ending in these suffixes form the iterative II in one of two ways. Some simply add the
allomorph of the perfective suffix they would take if the suffix were not inherently perfective and
apply the regular iterative II length changes:
(354)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Inherently perfective suffix

a. j`lhspvHF`r
j`lhspiÊvh9F`r

Inherently perfective suffix with perfective suffix

j@lHspvhF`rCHK
j`lhspiÊvh9F`rÊChQÊ[IterL]

run–go.outside.PERF

run–go.outside.PERF–PERF–ITER

‘run outside’

‘run outside at intervals’

b. ghs`brtGs`
ghs`ÊrtGs`

gHs@brtGshmK
ghs`ÊrtGs`ÊmtQÊ[IterL]

empty.root–come.out.of.woods.PERF

empty.root–come.out.of.woods.PERF–PERF–ITER

‘come out of the woods’

‘come out of the woods at intervals’

Others add the suffix -"`9K and apply iterative II lengthening to the resulting base.
(355)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Inherently perfective suffix

Inherently perfective suffix with Iterative II suffix

F`x`xH
F`x`Ê`xh9

F@x@xhF@K
F`x`Ê`xh9Ê"`9K [IterL]

many–give.PERF

many–give.PERF–ITER

‘give many’

‘give many at intervals’

The common restrictive path suffix ,F`st ‘move off, down; [L] sink, esp. into water (perf.)’ has a
suppletive iterative form (,F`9K) that is apparently related to this iterative II suffix:
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(356)

NUUCHAHNULTH

gToF`st
gtoÊF`st [L]

gToF@K
gtoÊF`9K [IterL]

round.object–sink.PERF

round.object–sink.ITER

‘round object sinks into water’

‘round object sinks into water at intervals’

The iterative II formation is not well attested in Makah, though it is known to exist from a
few forms that have turned up. For example, in one text we find
(357)

MAKAH

F@cHc`W@Qv@c
jihrCHrhK
F@cHc`Wh<"`Q<v`9c` jihrÊChÊ@rÊhQÊ[Iter]

RtE`rwwwwww
RtE`r

just=TEMP=QUOT.3sg

tree

different–at–on.horizontal.surface–PERF–ITER

‘He (Eagle) just kept landing in one tree after another.’ (HW, Raven and his Beak)
The iterative II form here, jihrCHrhK ‘get to be on a different one at intervals’ is formed by simply
changing the final /Q/ of the perfective suffix to /K/, mirroring step one of the Nuuchahnulth formation as described above. More thorough description must await further examples.
6.5.5.3

Comparison of functions

Given the current dearth of Makah iterative II examples, we must confine our semantic comparison of the iterative I and II formations to Nuuchahnulth. In most cases, iterative I and iterative II
are in complementary distribution: iterative I applies to bare roots and iterative II applies to derived words, with no apparent difference in meaning. Both formations express an irregularly
spaced (or at least not necessarily regularly spaced) series of repetitions of an action or event.
(358)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Iterative I
F@phmG`j
F@phmÊG@Êj
why–INTERR–2sg

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

EhsEhsR
EhsÊR [IterR]

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

sidewise–ITER

‘Why do you keep dodging to one side (during our spearing contest)?’ (NT 27.9)
(358) b. Iterative II
F@x@xhF@KF`I`sl`
F`x`Ê`xh9Ê"`9K [IterL]Ê"`QÊ"`sÊl@
many–give.PERF–ITER–TEMP–PINV–INDIC

‘He was given a lot each time (in the potlatch).’ (based on NA 222.7)
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Some translate Nuuchahnulth iteratives out of context as ‘every now and then’ or ‘once in a
while’ (cf. Rose 1981: 271-74, Nakayama 1997a: 28), e.g. B`wB`wR ‘spearing every now and
then’ (< B`wi, ‘(to) spear’ + iterative I). These translations might imply that the repetitions must
be temporally distant from one another, perhaps days or weeks apart, and that the series as whole
occurs over a considerable length of time, but no such restrictions exist: B`wB`wR can denote a
series of events that lasts only a few minutes. The temporally extended sense may be more typical
though; in fact, iteratives sometimes have a habitual connotation, as shown by their tendency to
lexicalize as deverbal nouns (§8.2.1), e.g. CHCHv`GrTK ‘bureau (of drawers), lit. gets pulled out
at intervals’ < CH ‘pull’ + ,v`Grt(K) ‘move out’ + iterative II.97
Exceptions have been recorded to the generalization that iterative I and iterative II are merely
formal alternates. For example, Sapir (1924: 87, note 37) notes for the root Qtoj, Qhlj, ‘awake’
that the iterative II form (which he calls the “durative iterative”) QTojRHK ‘to be waking up time
and again’ contrasts with the iterative I form (which he calls the “momentaneous iterative”)
QtojQtojR or QhljQhljR ‘to keep waking up by fits and starts’. More investigation is necessary to see how general the possibility for such contrasts is, but, at this point, it appears limited.

6.6 Aspect combinations
In addition to the simple aspects we have discussed, Makah and Nuuchahnulth allow the formation of various two- and three-aspect combinations. The main purpose of such combinations is to
imperfectivize perfectives or, conversely, to perfectivize imperfectives.
We have already seen examples of the first case in §6.5.1: the graduative is added to a base
ending with the perfective or perfective inceptive suffixes to imperfectivize it:
(359)

PERF-GRAD
MAKAH

a. vHR`aTF`Qr
vhR-Ê(p)`oKÊt9oÊ[L+S]<"`Q<r
flat–over.a.rounded.surface–CAUS.PERF–GRAD=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

‘I am deflating it (a sealskin float).’
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(359)

NUUCHANNULTH

b. gHmhmphmQF@pI`Qmh
ghm`ÊM@phÊmtQÊ[L+S]<F`9pQ<"`Q<mH
empty.root–on.a.height–PERF–GRAD=INTENT=TEMP=1pl

We are trying to get up to the top.’ (NA 142.30)
(359)

INCEP-GRAD
NUUCHAHNULTH

c. mtmTJi`Ql`
x@K
mtmTj<"`Q<l@ x@K
sing=TEMP=INDIC

L@ji`XHGFh
Q@vhChF`Qwwwwwwwwww
L@ji`Xh9G<FH Q`v@Êh9ChQÊ[L+S]

yonder

rescue.party=ART

near–INCEP–GRAD

‘There was the rescue party singing as they approached.’ (NA 238.50-51)
In the second case, the perfective or perfective inceptive suffix is added to an imperfective base to
perfectivize it, usually resulting in an inchoative/ingressive meaning. Note that the repetitive suffix is lost before the perfective suffix (360)c-d.
(360)

CONT-INCEP
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FTRF`QpT
FTR<"`Q<pt9
some=TEMP=COND

KTbr@lHG F`KHChQ
KTbrl`Êh9G F`K-Ê(x)@Êh9ChQ

BhBhR`--BhBhR`

woman–PL

loathing

vomit–CONT–INCEP

‘Some women would vomit from loathing.’ (NA 72.19)
(360)

ITER-PERF
NUUCHAHNULTH

b. rtQrTjRhF`Q
F`GF@ ---v@Clhm---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
rtÊR [IterR]–RhQ F`GF@ ---v@Clhm
hold–ITER–PERF

then

... policeman

‘Then the policemen started taking them.’ (NT 208.9)
(360)

REP-PERF
MAKAH

c. F@cF`Q
C`WC`WRF`Q
J`stjwww
F@ch<"`Q C`WÊ(x)` [RepR]ÊRhQ<"`Q J`UÊtj
in.fact=TEMP

drip–REP–PERF=TEMP

oil–DUR

‘Sure enough, oil began to drip.’ (HI, Raven and Bear)
(360)

NUUCHAHNULTH

d. bTbbTbRhQ
btbÊ(x)` [RepR]–RhQ
scratch.at.itch–REP–PERF

‘One starts scratching.’ (NT 206.21)
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Three-aspect combinations are formed by the perfective added to the graduative imperfective to
re-perfectivize it. The exacts semantics of this construction require further investigation, e.g. how
is Q@vhChQRhQ ‘approach’ in (361)b different from simple Q`vHChQ ‘approach’?
(361)

INCEP-GRAD-PERF
NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---F@xhX`oRhQF@pQ
---F`x`Ê#h9X`oÊ[L+S]–RhQ<F`9pQ
... many–CAUS.INCEP– GRAD–PERF=INTENT

g`Ftlwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`Ftl
fish

‘He started trying to make the fish numerous.’ (NT 118.35)
(361) b. Q@vhChQRhF`Q
Q`v@Êh9ChQÊ[L+S]ÊRhQ<"`Q
near–INCEP–GRAD–PERF=TEMP

‘They approached.’ (NA 440.29)
PERF-GRAD-PERF

(361)

MAKAH

c. a@ChQRF`k
a`ÊChQÊ[L+S]ÊRhQ<"`Q<?h
close.teeth–PERF–GRAD–PERF=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

EhFhBhp
EhFhb<?hp
butter.clam=ART

‘The clam is beginning to close down.’
(361)

NUUCHAHNULTH

d. p@GRhQRhF`Q
p`GÊRhQ–[L+S]–RhQ<"`Q
dead–PERF–GRAD–PERF=TEMP

G@ji@QFhwwwwww
G@ji@Q<FH
girl=ART

‘The girl was (close to) dying.’ (NT 78.4)
(361) e. lHswRhQRhQ
lhswiÊRhQÊ[L+S]ÊRhQ
turn–PERF–GRAD–PERF

‘to start making a circuit, turn’ (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 241)
In theory, one can make a four-aspect combination by adding the inceptive to the continuative,
followed by the graduative and then by the perfective. For example, Sapir & Swadesh (1939:
241) give Nuuchahnulth lHswihChQRhQ ‘to start starting to turn about’ (which they label “Preinceptive”), but there are no other clear cases. Given the rather forced translation, one can perhaps
see why.
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(362)

CONT-INCEP-GRAD-PERF
NUUCHAHNULTH

lHswihChQRhQ
lhswiÊ(x)@Êh9ChQÊ[L+S]ÊRhQ
turn–CONT–INCEP–GRAD–PERF

‘to start starting to turn about’ (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 241)

6.7 Aspect and lexical suffixes
Bases with lexical suffixes have less potential for aspectual modification than bare roots because
lexical suffixes typically have some aspectual force of their own. I note the basic patterns of lexical suffix/aspectual co-occurrence in this section for the sake of completeness, but a comprehensive suffix-by-suffix survey is a task for the future.
Let us first consider the potential for co-occurrence of lexical suffixes with the simple aspects
discussed above. The perfective is probably the most common aspect in terms of text frequency,
and also has the greatest privilege of occurrence with lexical suffixes. Several of the Nuuchahnulth perfective allomorphs listed in Table 13 and their Makah analogues occur only with suffixes, or roots lexicalized with those suffixes.
Most lexical suffixes do not occur with the durative and continuative. There are, however, a
handful of exceptions, perhaps relics from an earlier period of more productive co-occurrence. It
seems unlikely that the aspect suffixes make much semantic contribution in these combinations
today; they now have almost the character of formative suffixes.
The following list of Nuuchahnulth suffixes that occur with the durative or continuative may
not be complete, but contains the majority of the clear examples.
Examples of Nuuchahnulth suffixes that occur with the durative

Nominalizing suffixes:
,Gs`,, ,Gs@ji ‘... many flexible receptacles full’
,(R)s`p,, ,(R)s`p`ji ‘... many units’
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Verbalizing suffixes:
,(v)`pr`,, ,(v)`pr`ji ‘in ... generation, layer’
,Bhm`p,, ,Bhm`p`ji [L] ‘talking about ...’
,XhGs`p,, ,XhGs`p`ji ‘derived from, originating from ...’
Restrictive path-orientation suffix:
,Gs`,, ,Gs@ji ‘apart, divided off; out to sea’
Examples of Nuuchahnulth suffixes that occur with the continuative

Verbalizing suffixes:
,b@p,, ,b@p` [L] ‘busied with getting, cooking, eating ... food’
,b`9p,, ,b`9p` ‘paying attention to ...’
,btp,, ,btpi` ‘in ... hand’
,B`K,, ,B`K` [LR] ‘give attention to, do only ...’
,Bh9p,, ,Bh9p` ‘unable to find ...’
,Chxtp,, ,Chxtpi` ‘dealing with ...; attacking, trying to capture ...’
,Hxtp,, ,Hxtpi` ‘doing to ...’
-lhs`p,, ,lhs`p` [L] ‘telling about ...’
,o`K,, ,o`K` [R] ‘... on each side; several ... -ing at once’
,O`K,, ,O`K` ‘looking on admiringly at ...’
,(R)st9p,, ,(R)st9pi` [L] ‘going through ... formalities’
,Sh9FhK,, ,Sh9FhK` [sometimes L] ‘pretending to (be) ...’
Restrictive locative suffixes:
,"`ot(K),, ,"`otK` [L] ‘underneath, on the bottom’
,bhlt(K),, -bhltK` ‘on the ceiling’
,Bhs--, ,Bhs` ‘in the water, water hole’
,Btp,, Btpi` ‘in the mouth’
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-Ohp,, ,Ohp` ‘at the summit’
Other suffixes simply end in /`/; these may contain the continuative as an etymological component, e.g. -Ch9p` [R+L] ‘dragging ... along, impeded by ...’, ,Gs@ ‘doing to ...’, ,m`p` [L] ‘using
... as bait’, -Ohp` [R] ‘on the knee’, ,St9K` [L] ‘giving a potlatch, ceremony for ...’.
Makah cognates of the suffixes is the above lists also occur with the durative or continuative
suffixes (e.g. M ,Ws@ji ‘... many flexible recepticles full’, M ,"`otK` [L] ‘underneath’), but it is
not known if the aspect suffix is separable from the lexical suffix as in Nuuchahnulth or now
simply fused with it.
When any of the above Nuuchahnulth suffixes is the final lexical suffix in a base, it must be
followed by either the appropriate aspect suffix, as in (363)a, or else the perfective. The aspect
suffix does not appear otherwise because a following lexical suffix normally takes aspectual
precedence (363)b:
(363)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`QGs@j
F`QÊGs`,F`ji
two–X.many.sackfuls–DUR

‘two sackfuls’
b. F`QGs`G`
F`QÊGs`ÊG@
two–X.many.sackfuls–buy.PERF

‘buy two sackfuls’
Bases with lexical suffixes rarely occur in the repetitive aspect. Those that do are generally
specialized in some way, and hence have some independence from their component morphemes
in the lexicon. For example, in §5.8 I mentioned N bhY`r ‘woo’ as an example of a derivative
with a specialized meaning. This is also one of the few derived words that occurs with the repetitive: bHbHY`r` ‘continually engaging in marriage talk’ at NA 142.49, 145.30, 276.46, etc.
Another possibility of occurrence with the repetitive in Nuuchahnulth, and perhaps in Makah
as well, rests on the fact that derived or underived nominal bases denoting an exchangeable com-
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modity can occur with a non-durative aspect to form a verb meaning ‘give away X commodity’,
e.g. N s@m@ ‘money, dollars’ in the perfective (s@m@pRhQ) means ‘give away money’, N KtC,
‘woman’ in the perfective (KtCRhQ) means ‘give a woman in ransom’. Derived bases donating a
commodity may thus occur in the repetitive with similar semantic force:
(364)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F@F@QphlK`
F`QÊphlKÊ(x)` [RepR]
two–X.many.round.objects–REP

‘give away two dollars repeatedly’ (lit. ‘give away two round objects ’)
Most lexical suffixes have inherent aspectual value. The majority are imperfective, but some
verbalizing and restrictive path-orientation suffixes are perfective, e.g. perfective verbalizing suffixes N ,`9Ghm ‘deprive of ... (perf.)’ and M, N -"hQ [L] ‘get, go for, invite ... (perf.)’; perfective
path-orientation suffixes M ,@xhQ, N ,`xh9FhQ ‘enter the house (perf.)’, M ,(j)rs@, N ,(b)rs@
‘move down into (perf.)’. As noted in §5.5.1, certain path-orientation suffixes are (stative) imperfective with some bases and perfective with others, e.g. M ,(j)rvH, N ,(b)rvH ‘move through
(perf.); extending through’.
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7 Clitics
7.1 Introduction
An important feature of Southern Wakashan syntax is the presence of clitics in the predicate expressing grammatical categories like voice, tense, mood, among others. In Chapter 5, we described lexical suffixes in some detail. There are a number of phonological, morphological, and
semantic differences between the two morpheme types. These are as follows:98
(365)
•

Phonological differences between suffixes and clitics

Labialized velar and uvular consonants alternate with their homorganic non-labialized
counterparts before clitics just as they do before word boundaries (§3.2.2).

•

Clitics are never associated with CV templates (§3.3.1).

•

Glottalizing clitics do not affect fricatives (§3.3.2).

•

Long vowels in the second syllable of a word do not contract over a glottal stop inserted
by a glottalizing clitic (§3.3.4).

•

Sequences of vowels that do not normally reduce over a glottal stop do reduce with glottal stops inserted by glottalizing clitics (3.3.4).

(366)
•

Morphological differences between suffixes and clitics

Clitics may be added only to complete words, that is, words that are capable of independent use in a sentence, while most suffixes are core suffixes that attach to both bound and
free bases. Thus, the Makah Indicative mood clitic <?h may be directly added to the free
verb root vdFhC ‘sleeping’:
vdFhE
vdFhC<?h
sleep=INDIC.3sg

‘He/she/it is sleeping.’
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A bound root like Pi`a`p, ‘yellow, green’, on the other hand, must first take some suffix
before the Indicative clitic can be added:
Pi`a`p`v
Pi`a`pÊ`ji<?h
yellow–DUR=INDIC.3sg

‘It is yellow.’
)Pi`a`P
Pi`a`p<?h*
•

Closely related to this is the fact that clitics never occur with the combining forms of free
roots or suffixes (§5.2.2.1), only with free forms.

•

In the overall structure of the word, suffixes appear closer to the root than clitics; clitics
never precede suffixes in a word.

•

Clitics must occur in a fixed order relative to each other, while (nuclear) suffixes may often occur in different orders to express different meanings.

•

Clitics attach without formal or semantic irregularity to almost any word in the language
according to its syntactic function (see below). Suffixes are collocationally more restricted, and can have idiosyncratic semantic effects or enter into lexicalized combinations with bases.

Finally, there is an obvious difference in denotation between lexical suffixes and clitics. As
we have seen, suffixes often have semantic content akin to that of independent lexical items, or
even phrases, in English, e.g. M ,(ji)h9K [L+S] ‘making ...’, ,hctW ‘looking for ...’, -`chK [L] ‘on
the neck’. The meanings of clitics (e.g. tense, mood) are much more abstract by comparison, and
clearly mark them as belonging to the grammatical, rather than the lexical level, of the language.
Before turning to more detailed discussion of individual clitics, let us remind ourselves of
their general character. Syntactically, clitics are most associated with the predicate, which was
defined in §4.3 as an obligatory predicate head (normally a single word, but sometimes a complex
of property + noun, numeral + noun, etc.) and one or two optional predicate modifiers. Based on
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their typical positions in this predicate structure, three types of clitics can be distinguished
(§4.3.4): 1) second-position clitics, which attach to the first word of the predicate, whether head
or modifier, 2) head clitics, which attach at least to the head, and 3) flexibly-positioned clitics.
The Nuuchahnulth sentence in (367) shows exemplars of each category. The second-position
tense, mood, and pronominal subject clitics are hosted by the initial predicate modifier; the passive-inverse and possessive head clitics are hosted by the predicate head EHKr@o ‘cause to escape, run away’; and the flexibly-positioned temporal specifer <"`Q is hosted by both.
(367)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

F`GF@F`Qhs`G
EHKr@O`I`stj
F`GF@<"`Q<(l)hs<(l)@<`G Eh9KÊr@o<"`Q<"`s<tj
then=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1sg

escape–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=POSS

‘Then someone caused my (slave) to run away.’ (NT 162.40)
However, rightward copying of second-position clitics is sometimes possible and leftward copying of head clitics is common. In (368)a, the subject clitic has been copied from the initial modifier onto the following head, and in (368)b, the passive-inverse has been copied onto the initial
modifier from the following head:
(368)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

a. F`GF@F`Qrh
l@jtjrh
pTK--F`GF@<"`Q<rH l`jiÊtj<rH pTK
then=TEMP=1sg

buy–DUR=1sg

slave

‘Then I bought a slave.’ (NT 138.19)
(368) b. XTpi@F`sQ@
Y`G`ChF`swwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
XTpi@<"`s<Q`9 Y`G`ÊChQ<"`s
likewise=PINV=again

turn.away–PERF=PINV

‘He was likewise turned away from again.’ (NT 82.27)
Another situation in which head clitics are copied leftward involves the passive-inverse, which is
often copied from the head of a lower bare absolute complement head onto the head of the higher
matrix predicate (§4.6.2.1):
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(369)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

vhJ`s
ghmF`KRhF`s--vhj<"`s ghmÊ-F`KÊRhQ<"`s
not=PINV

empty.root–aware.of–PERF=PINV

‘He was not noticed.’ (NA 408.2-3)
It has been suggested by some (e.g. Klokeid 1976, Renker 1987) that clitics in Ditidaht and
Makah (and, by extension, Nuuchahnulth) form a second-position AUX constituent. I find examples like (367)-(369) to be evidence against this analysis, since the clitics do not appear to form a
single block or constituent in sentence structure, nor do they all automatically attach to the first
word of the predicate (or sentence).

7.2 Mood and pronominal clitics
We begin with description of the mood and pronominal clitics due to their importance in the
grammatical system. The basic principles underlying their use have been described in §4.3.1.
7.2.1

Makah mood-pronominal forms

Jacobsen (1973) contains the first description of Makah moods and pronouns. My analysis generally agrees with his, but does differ in certain respects. Some differences are merely terminological, e.g. I have renamed his “nominal” mood the “Relative”. In other places, as he notes, alternative analyses of forms are possible given the raw data. My choice of an analytical alternative for
Makah has sometimes been influenced by study of the Nuuchahnulth material (and vice-versa).
For instance, one can analyze one particular Makah variant of the third person plural clitic as either <K or <`K (see the section “Third person subject” below). Based on the Nuuchahnulth cognate <F`K (§7.4.1), I have analyzed the form as <`K. This also brings the form into line with two
other variants of the clitic in Makah which are uncontroversially <@K and <?`K. On the other
hand, Jacobsen selects the <K option (Jacobsen 1973: 5, et passim), presumably on the sound
principle that, everything else being equal, one should only posit segments for which one has di-
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rect evidence. For me, the Nuuchahnulth form and the other Makah forms tip the scales for <`K.
This allows us to straightforwardly reconstruct a third plural allomorph for Proto-Nootkan
*<(F)`K (assuming the Ditidaht data is not contradictory) without having to account for an errant
Makah reflex that lacks the vowel. Nonetheless, there is one instance in which it does seem we
must posit an <K allomorph in Makah (§7.4.2).
Combinations of first and second person
We begin our presentation of Makah pronominal clitics with forms expressing combinations of
first and second persons, shown in Table 14.
Table 14. Makah pronominals - combinations of first and second person
Non-subjects
Subjects
2sg
2pl
1sg
1sg
<rh9btW <rn9v`btW
1pl
<ch9btW <cn9v`btW
2sg
<?hbhr(`9)
<rh9r
2pl

1pl

<?hbch9r(`9)
<ch9r

<?hbrn9v`r`C(`9) <?hbcn9v`r`C(`9)
<rn9v`r`C
<cn9v`r`C

Rows represent subjects, and columns represent non-subjects. (I say “non-subject” rather than
“object” because, as mentioned in §4.3.1, obliques are sometimes indexed by these forms as well
as objects.) Further morphological segmentation is possible in the table, but I have chosen to
leave the forms unanalyzed in this dissertation for simplicity. Jacobsen (1973: 6-8) can be consulted for suggestions concerning further analytic possibilities.
The four forms at the top left of the table express first person subject with second person nonsubject. These forms occur by themselves as Indicative mood forms as well as with clitics expressing other moods, or with no mood clitic (in absolute predicates). The bottom right of the table shows the eight forms expressing second person subject with first person non-subject. The
upper form in each cell occurs by itself as the Indicative mood form. (The longer forms appear
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preceding the responsive post-modal clitic <Rh9 (§7.4.3).) The lower form occurs elsewhere, i.e.
with mood clitics or in absolute predicates.
First and second person subject, intransitive or with third person non-subject
Table 15 shows pronominal clitics expressing first and second person intransitive subjects. The
same forms convey first or second person subjects with third person non-subjects. Some forms
Table 15. Makah pronominals - first and second
person intransitive subjects
Set 1

Set 2a

1sg

<r(h)

<rh9

pl

<(h)c

<ct9

2sg

<?hb

pl

<?hb`9

Set 2b

Set 2c
<r

<c

<rt9

<ct9
<∅

<r`9

have longer shapes when followed by certain post-modal clitics, especially the habitual <`9j
(§7.4.2) and the responsive <Rh9 (§7.4.3), e.g. the Set 2 second plural form is<rn9v`C when
followed by<`9j: <rNv`C@j ‘you (pl.) always ...’. Presentation of these longer variants is
mostly reserved for later sections to avoid cluttering the table with alternate forms. We can note
here, however, that the first person singular Set 1 form is <rh when followed by the habitual and
responsive, otherwise it is <r. The first person plural Set 1 form is <c unless it follows a consonant and is not in turn followed by a vowel, in which case it is <hc.
The forms are divided into four sets according to the shape they take following different
mood clitics, although no person/number combination shows four distinct variant forms: first singular and plural and second singular have three variants each; second person plural has only two.
Some individual variants for any given person/number combination are obviously shared between
sets, but the sets differ as to which particular variant they show, e.g. Set 2a and Set 2c show the
same first plural variant (<ct9), but for second singular, it is Set 2a and Set 2b that are identical
(<rt9).
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Turning now to the distribution of the sets by mood, Set 1 occurs by itself to express Indicative mood. It probably also follows the Purposive clitic <"`9, but this mood is not fully attested
(§7.2.5). Set 2a occurs in absolute predicates and with the Subordinate mood and the various evidential moods (Quotative, Inferential, etc.). Set 2b occurs only with the Conditional mood
<pdx(t) (§7.2.6). Set 2c occurs with the Relative mood and the two Interrogative moods. (These
mood-pronominal set combinations are repeated in Table 16.)
Third person plural non-subjects can be indicated by the third plural clitic <`9K (§7.4.1) following the first singular and plural and second singular forms in Table 15 (for second plural with
third plural see below). This third plural marking is apparently limited to human and perhaps
higher animate non-subjects. When followed by <`9K, the non-Indicative sets (Sets 2a-c) reduce
to a single set of forms equivalent to Set 2a. That is, non-Indicative first singular is always <rh9
with <`9K, second singular is <rt9, etc. This formal syncretism suggests that originally there
were only two sets, Indicative and non-Indicative (modern Set 2a). The longer variants these
forms show with other post-modal clitics point to the same conclusion.
The <`9K plural clitic cannot follow the second person plural clitic. Jacobsen (1973: 5-6)
plausibly relates this expressive gap to potential loss of semantic contrast, e.g. adding third plural
<`9K to Set 1 (Indicative) second plural <?hb`9 would produce *<?hb@K on the surface –– the
same form that expresses Indicative second singular subject and third plural non-subject. He
(1973: 6) also describes several “work around” strategies, the simplest of which is to ignore the
plurality of the non-subject.
Third person subject, intransitive or with third person non-subject
Third person singular Indicative intransitive subjects are expressed by the clitic <?h. As with first
and second persons, the same clitic is used with third person non-subjects. Third plural intransitive subjects (or, again, third plural subjects with third non-subjects) add a short-vowel variant of
the third plural suffix, <`K, to produce <?hK. Third plural non-subjects cannot be indicated with a
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third person subject. If the plurality of a third person P argument must be expressed (often, of
course, it is simply unexpressed), a passive is used, which allows it to be coded as subject.
There is no third person singular non-Indicative clitic: third person singular non-Indicative
subject is either zero or indicated by a variant shape of the mood clitic; these are listed below.
Third person plural non-Indicative is expressed by yet another variant of the third plural clitic,
<?`K. The restriction against marking a third person plural non-subject with a third plural subject
also applies to non-Indicative forms.
Throughout the preceding discussion readers may have noted the lack of any forms with third
person subjects and first or second person non-subjects. This is explained by the hierarchical pattern of subject choice described in §4.4.2 and §7.3.5; propositions with a third person A and first
or second person P are expressed by a passive-inverse construction with the first or second P
coded as subject.
Mood clitics
The mood clitics are listed in Table 16.99 A couple have variant forms in past tense that are explained in the relevant sections below. The shapes that appear with first and second person pronominals are listed separately from the one indicating third person, if they differ. The Content Interrogative clitic has three forms. The first occurs with first and second person singular intransitive subject pronominals; the second occurs with all other first and second person pronominals;
the third is the third person form. Hyphens in the representation of a clitic indicate possible etymological boundaries between modal formatives. The third column of the table indicates the pronominal set from Table 15 that accompanies the clitic.
Paradigms for most common and fully attested moods in Makah are laid out in the tables following the mood table.
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Table 16. Makah mood clitics
Mood

Clitic

Set

Indicative

Indicative pronominals

1

Purposive

<"`9

1?

Quotative

1, 2<v`9s, 3<v`9c`

2a

Subordinate 1, 2<W, 3<p`9

2a

Inferential

<W,`9---,R

2a

Mirative

<?`9---,R,Jta

2a

Conditional

1, 2<pdx, 3<pdxt

2b

Relative

1, 2<(p)hj, 3<(p)h

2c

Content Int.

1sg(/3sg), 2sg(/3sg)<(p)h9j, 2c
other 1, 2<(p)hj,
3<(p)`9K

Polar Int.

1, 2<(p)`9j, 3<(p)`9

2c

Indicative
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

<rh9btW <rn9v`btW
<ch9btW <cn9v`btW

<?hbhr(`9)
<?hbch9r(`9)
<?hbn9v`r`C <?hbcn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects

1pl

(3sg)

3pl

1sg

<r(h)

<r`9K

1pl

<(h)c

<c`9K

2sg

<?hb

<?hb`9K

2pl

<?hb`9

3sg

<?h

3pl

<?hK
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Quotative
Non-subjects
Subjects

2sg

2pl

1sg

<v`9srh9btW <v`9srn9v`btW
<v`9sch9btW <v`9scn9v`btW

1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

1pl

<v`9srh9r
<v`9sch9r
<v`9srn9v`r`C <v`9scn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects

(3sg)

3pl

1sg

<v`9srh9

<v`9srh9K

1pl

<v`9sct9 <v`9sct9K

2sg

<v`9srt9

2pl

<v`9sr`9

3sg

<v`9c`

3pl

<v`9c`K

<v`9srt9K

Subordinate
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

<Wrh9btW <Wrn9v`btW
<Wch9btW <Wcn9v`btW

<Wrh9r
<Wch9r
<Wrn9v`r`C <Wcn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl
3sg
3pl

(3sg)

1pl

3pl

<Wrh9 <Wrh9K
<Wct9 <Wct9K
<Wrt9 <Wrt9K
<Wr`9
<p`9
<p`9K
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Conditional
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

<pdxrh9btW <pdxrn9v`btW
<pdxch9btW <pdxcn9v`btW

1pl

<pdxrh9r
<pdxch9r
<pdxrn9v`r`C <pdxcn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl
3sg
3pl

(3sg)

3pl

<pdxr
<pdxrh9K
<pdxc
<pdxct9K
<pdxrt9 <pdxrt9K
<pdxr`9
<pdxt
<pdxtK

Relative
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

1pl

<(p)hjrh9btW <(p)hjrn9v`btW
<(p)hjch9btW <(p)hjcn9v`btW
<(p)hjrh9r
<(p)hjch9r
<(p)hjrn9v`r`C <(p)hjcn9v`r`C
Non-subjects
Subjects
(3sg)
1sg
<(p)hjr

3pl
<(p)hjrh9K

1pl

<(p)hjct9 <(p)hjct9K

2sg

<(p)hj

2pl

<(p)hjr`9

3sg

<(p)h

3pl

<(p)`9K

<(p)hjrt9K
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Content Interrogative
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

<(p)hjrh9btW <(p)hjrn9v`btW
<(p)hjch9btW <(p)hjcn9v`btW

1pl

<(p)hjrh9r
<(p)hjch9r
<(p)hjrn9v`r`C <(p)hjcn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects

(3sg)

3pl

1sg

<(p)h9jr

<(p)hjrh9K

1pl

<(p)hjct9 <(p)hjct9K

2sg

<(p)h9j

2pl

<(p)hjr`9

3sg

<(p)`9K

3pl

<(p)`9Kh9K

<(p)hjrt9K

Polar Interrogative
Non-subjects
Subjects
1sg
1pl
2sg
2pl

2sg

2pl

1sg

<(p)`9jrh9btW <(p)`9jrNv`btW
<(p)`9jch9btW <(p)`9jcNv`btW

<(p)`9jrh9r
<(p)`9jch9r
<(p)`9jrn9v`r`C <(p)`9jcn9v`r`C

Non-subjects
Subjects

(3sg)

1pl

3pl

1sg

<(p)`9jr

<(p)`9jrh9K

1pl

<(p)`9jcT <(p)`9jct9K

2sg

<(p)`9j

2pl

<(p)`9jr`9

3sg

<(p)`9

3pl

<(p)`9K

<(p)`9jrt9K
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7.2.2

Nuuchahnulth mood-pronominal forms

Earlier descriptions of Tseshaht Nuuchahnulth mood and pronominal subject forms are found in
Sapir (1924), Swadesh (1933: 16-17), Swadesh (1939: 82), Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 242-43),
Swadesh (1948a), and Haas (1969).100 The analysis contained herein is along the lines suggested
by Sapir (1924), although the Indicative paradigm listed by Sapir (1924: 82, note 1) does not
segment the modal formative from the pronominal endings.
Nuuchahnulth presents fewer complications than Makah with regard to mood and pronominal
marking. To begin with, in most moods Nuuchahnulth pronominal clitics index only subjects.
Second, there is less variation in the shapes of mood clitics and in the pronominal subject clitics.
Third, in the present analysis, third person is unmarked (except, occasionally, by an irregularity in
the form of the mood clitic when it is not followed by a first or second person clitic). A third person plural subject or object can optionally be marked with the third plural clitic <F`K (§7.4.1).
Nuuchahnulth subject clitics fall into four sets based on the mood clitics they occur with
(Table 17). (These four sets are not to be taken as etymologically equivalent to the four Makah
sets in Table 15, although, many of the individual formatives are undoubtedly at least partially
cognate.) Set 1 occurs with the Indicative and Purposive clitics. Set 2a occurs in absolute predicates and with the Quotative. Set 2b occurs with most of the other mood clitics: Interrogative,
Table 17. Nuuchahnulth pronominal subject sets

1sg
pl
2sg
pl
a

Set 1

Set 2a

Set 2b

Set 2c

<`G
<mh
<Fhb
<Fhbt9

<rH
<mH
<rTja
<rt9 b

<rc
<m
<j
<rt9

<r@
<m`
<j@
<rt9(v`)

,btj following Quotative
,bT following Quotative
c
-rh with Inferential I
b
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Conditional, Subordinate, Definite and Indefinite Relative, and Inferential I. Set 2c occurs with
the Inferential II and Dubitative moods. The Assertive apparently mixes Set 1 and Set 2 forms.
The Nuuchahnulth mood clitics are listed in Table 18. Hyphens indicate a few probable
boundaries between etymologically distinct modal formatives. I have mostly retained the mood
names as given in Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 242) except their “Relative” mood has been renamed
“Definite Relative”. The Inferential I and Assertive moods, not included by them, have been
added based on my study of the texts.101 Their names are my own invention. My “Assertive”
mood corresponds to Rose (1981) and Nakayama’s (1997a) “indicative” in Kyuquot and
Ahousaht dialects. See §7.2.19. One of Sapir and Swadesh’s moods, the Relative Dubitative, has
Table 18. Nuuchahnulth mood clitics
Mood

Clitic

Indicativea

<(l)@, <l@

1

Purposivea

<"`9, <"d9,Fhs

1

<vDFhm, <vDFh

2a

<p@, <FHs,p`,<FHs,p

2b

<Gd

2a

Inferential I

<E@---,R

2b

Conditional

<pt9

2b

Definite Rel. e

<p@, <FHs,p`, <FHs,p

2b

Quotativeb
c

Subordinate

Indefinite Rel. <(x)h9

Set

2b

Interrogative

<G@

2b

Inferential II f

<E@---,Y`,R, <b---,Y`,R, <C---,Y`,R

2c

Dubitative f

<p@,E`, <p@,b, <p@,C

2c

Assertive

<FH,R

1, 2

a

Second form when no pronominal follows, i.e. third person
Second form with 1sg
c
Second form with 2sg, third with 2pl
d
See text
e
Second form with 2sg, third with 2pl or no pronominal
f
Second form with 1sg and 2pl, third with 2sg
b
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been judged a mood combination rather than a simplex mood and so does not appear in the table.
See §7.2.3 and §7.2.14 below for details.
Complete Nuuchahnulth non-Imperative mood-pronominal paradigms are shown in Table 19
(based on Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 242).
Table 19. Nuuchahnulth non-Imperative mood-pronominal paradigms
1sg
pl
2sg
pl
3
1sg
pl
2sg
pl
3
1sg
pl
2sg
pl
3
7.2.3

Absolute

Indicative

Purposive

Quotative

Subordinate

<rH
<mH
<rTj
<rt9
<∅

<(l)@G
<(l)hm
<(l)DFhb
<(l)DFhbt9
<l@

<"`9G(r`)
<"`9mh
<"d9Fhb(`)
<"d9FhbT
<"d9Fhs(`)

<vDFhrh
<vDFhmmh
<vDFhmbtj
<vDFhmbt9
<vDFhm

<p@r
<phm
<FHsp`j
<FHsprt9
<p@

Inferential I

Conditional

Definite

Indefinite

Interrogative

<E@rhR
<EhmR
<E@jR
<E@rt9R
<E@R

<pt9r
<ptm
<pt9j
<pt9rt9
<pt9

<p@r
<phm
<FHsp`j
<FHsprt9
<FHsp

<(x)h9r
<(x)hm
<(x)h9j
<(x)h9rt9
<(x)h9

<G@r
<Ghm
<G@j
<G@rt9
<G@

Inferential II

Dubitative

Assertive

<(b)r@Y`R
<E@m`Y`R
<Cj@Y`R
<brt9(v`)Y`R
<E@Y`R

<p@br`
<p@Ehm
<p@Cj`
<p@brt9(v`)
<p@E`

<rHR
<mhR
<Fhbj
<Fhbt9R
<FHR

Mood combinations and other modal formatives

The mood clitics are mutually exclusive with one exception in Nuuchahnulth: the Quotative can
combine with some of the other moods. It co-occurs at least with the Conditional, the Subordinate, the Inferential II, and the Dubitative. The Conditional and Subordinate precede the Quotative, while the two evidential moods, the Inferential II and Dubitative, follow it, e.g.
COND=QUOT:

<pt9vdFhm (but occasionally QUOT=COND, <vDFhmpt9)

SUBOR=QUOT:

<GvDFhm

QUOT=DUB:

<vDFhmp`E`

QUOT=INFERII:

<vDFhmE`Y`R
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Examples of these Quotative combinations will be given below in the sections on the relevant
non-Quotative moods.
Several other modal formatives are in use in Makah and Nuuchahnulth, but these never occur
without the presence a mood clitic from Table 18.102 These additional formatives are as follows:
M <(n9)vhr, N <(v)t9r dubitative, precedes at least the M, N Indicative, N Subordinate, M
Relative, N Indefinite Relative, N Inferential II, and N Dubitative. Other combinations
may be possible. The dubitative expresses the possibility that an event might occur or
doubt as to whether it will occur.
M <oh9s evidential, occurs with the Indicative.103
N <C quotative/evidential, occurs with the Conditional, Interrogative, Indefinite Relative, and
perhaps Subordinate. It is inserted between the mood clitic and the pronominal clitic, e.g.
the second person singular quotative Indefinite Relative is <(x)h9<C<j. This formative
is probably also an etymological component of the Inferential I & II and Dubitative mood
clitics.
N <F@ follows the Interrogative to form negative biased questions: ‘Is he? (of course not)’
(Swadesh 1939: 83).
N <pn9 follows the Subordinate (rarely) and Inferential II (commonly) to express unanticipated
result: ‘as it turned out’.
See below for examples of these formatives in use.
7.2.4

Indicative

The Indicative is the unmarked mood for assertion in conversation.
(370)

MAKAHa
a. K`oW@F`pIhKs`cHxhjrHbtW
K`oWÊ@Ê"`pQÊ"hKs`ÊchQ<"dxhj<rh9btW

fly–EPEN–inside–in.nose–PERF=FUT=INDIC.1sg/2sg

‘I will fly up your nose! (said Wren)’ (Elk and Wren)
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(370) b. rhsWHxTF`vhb
rhsWÊHÊxT<F`ji<?hb

x`PihChj
x`piÊ"hC<(p)hj

tear–EPEN–having.been...-ed=POSS=INDIC.2sg

that.which–clothed.in=REL

‘Your dress is torn.’ (II and RC)
(370) c. ShK`K`k
ShKÊ`K<"`Q<?h
wet–on.external.surface=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

v`KRhQ
v`KÊRhQ

QTjRTc
QTjRTc`

go.home–PERF

raven

‘Raven went home wet.’ (Qweti and Raven)
(371)

NUUCHAHNULTHa
a. F`orCHjl`
F`lÊrCh9jiÊl@

right.in.center–going.along=INDIC

x@xhK
x@KÊ#hK

vDFHsp
G`VhKFh
v@<FHsp G`VhK<FH

there–in.house

say=DEF

chief=ART

‘The chief’s words are true.’ (NA 77.38-39; said in a potlatch speech)
lit. ‘What the chief is saying is going along the right way there.’
(371) b. ghr@ChQhs`G
ghr`Ê@ÊChQ<(l)hs<(l)@<`G
there–go.out.to.sea–PERF=PAST=INDIC=1sg

‘I went out to sea there.’ (NT 74.28; said in conversation)
(371) c. F`CX@ldFhb
v@F`QvdFhm
pTF`rFh
F`CX@o<(l)@<Fhb v@<"`Q<vDFhm pTF`r<FH
gather.wood=INDIC=2sg

say=TEMP=QUOT

person=ART

‘“You are after wood,” said the man.’ (NT 64.12-13)
(371) d. F`Q`lhm
Q`sVH wwwwwwwwwwwww
F`Q`<(l)@<mh Q`sVH
two=INDIC=1pl

paddler

‘There were two of us crewmen.’ (NA 281.1)
(371) e. Ct
Ct
DISC

g`vHF`QdFhbT
v@F`I`smh
ptpi@rFh
g`vHÊQ<"`Q<(l)@<Fhbt9 v@<"`Q<"`s<mH [R]ÊpTF`r<FH
finish–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=2pl

say=TEMP=PINV=1pl

PL–person=ART

‘“Well, you are finished,” the people told us.’ (NT 180.8)
Following are a few examples of the Indicative with the dubitative formative introduced in
§7.2.3, <(N)vhr in Makah and <(v)t9r in Nuuchahnulth.
(372)

MAKAHa
a. xDxhKr@oNvhrhb
xDxhKÊr`9o<(n9)vhr<?hb

hurt–PERF.CAUS=DUB=INDIC.2sg

‘You might hurt your brother.’

p`K@sjrhb
p`K@sji<rhb
younger.brother=POSS.2sg
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(372) b. p`WRhQNvhrr
p`WÊRhQ<(n9)vhr<r
dead–PERF=DUB=INDIC.1sg

sHwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
sH
DEM

‘I might die here!’ (HS, Qweti Looks for a Wife)
(373)

NUUCHAHNULTHa
a. ---p`GRhQTrdFhb
vhJHsr`oChoTr`G
---p`GÊRhQ<(v)t9r<(l)@<Fhb vhJHsÊr@oÊCHo<(v)t9r<(l)@<`G

... dead–PERF=DUB=INDIC=2sg

not.exist–CAUS.PERF–BEN=DUB=INDIC=1sg

(373) a. E`F`j
E`ÊF`ji
water–DUR

‘You might die – I might cause your water (supply) to disappear.’ (NT 72.7)
(373) b. ---vHJhsr`jTrhm
StGbjiH---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
---vhJHsÊr` [L+S]<F`j<(v)t9r<(l)@<mh StGÊbjiH
... none–precisely=POSS=DUB=INDIC=1pl

head–remains.of

‘We might have no heads at all (even having killed a man).’ (NA 441.9)
(373) c. V`rm`vTrdFhb
V`rm`<(v)t9r<(l)@<Fhb
unwilling=DUB=INDIC=2sg

‘You might be unwilling.’ (NT 94.4)
(373) d. ---p`Gr@O`sTrl`
---p`GÊr@o<"`s<(v)t9r<l@
... dead–CAUS.PERF=PINV=DUB=INDIC

mtVh---wwwwwwwwww
mtVh
father.POSS.2

‘Your father might be killed.’ (NA 357.50-51)
Objects in Nuuchahnulth are not normally marked in the clitic sequence. One exception is
found with Imperative moods, which I discuss at §7.2.20. In the ceremonial language of speeches,
one also occasionally finds forms for second person singular subject acting on first person singular object that occur only with the Indicative, <(l)@<Fhb`r, transparently formed from the
regular second singular plus ,`r:
(374)

NUUCHAHNULTHa
a. FHE@o`O`QdFhb`r
FHE@oh<"`o<"`Q<(l)@<Fhb`r

lifted.up=CAUS=TEMP=INDIC=2sg/1sg

‘You have lifted me up.’ (NA 76.33)
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(374) b. KtCG@ldFhb`r
KtCÊG@Ê(l)@<Fhb`r

FtvH
FtÊvH

woman–buy.PERF=INDIC=2sg/1sg

wwwww

so.and.so–first

‘You took in marriage from me first.’ (NA 136.34)
(374) c. FTRX@F`O`QdFhb`r
FTRÊX@<"`o<"`Q<(l)@<Fhb<`r
something–troubled.by–CAUS=TEMP=INDIC=2sg=1sg

‘You are making me suffer.’ (NA 449.43)
This is obviously reminiscent of the regular Makah Indicative second singular on first singular
form. Approximate Makah counterparts of (374)a and (374)b would be (375)a and (375)b, respectively.
(375)

MAKAHa
a. gHc`o@Itahbhr
ghc`Ê`oh [L]<"`Q<"`o<?hbhr

empty.root–in.air=TEMP=CAUS=INDIC.2sg/1sg

‘You are holding me up.’
(375) b. F`F@aFtbhr
F`F@a<(a)t<?hbhr
first=PAST=INDIC.2sg/1sg

FtWT
FtWÊT

KtCW@
KtCÊW@

so.and.so–APPEN

woman–buy

‘You took in marriage from me first.’
7.2.5

Purposive

A Purposive adverbial clause expresses the reason or purpose for the action denoted by the main
clause.
(376)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghm`sr`OhQ@
ghm`Ê`sÊr@o<"H<Q`9
empty.root–arrive–CAUS.PERF=IMPER.2sg=again

(376) a. [lTBhpRhFDFhs
[lTÊBhpÊRhQ<"d9Fhs
[four–X.many.long.objects–PERF=PURP

Q`FTpT
Q`FT<pt9

OhmV`K
OhmV`K

another–COND

war.canoe

OhmV`K]
OhmV`K]

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

war.canoe]

‘Have another war-canoe come, so that there are four.’ (NT 148.19-20)
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(376) b. ghCl`CHKRhFhC
ghCÊl`Ê(C)h9KÊRhQ<"HC

[EhChF@mh]--[EhÊChQ<"`9<mh]

illuminate–thing–make–PERF=IMPER.2pl

wwwwww

[cut–PERF=PURP=1pl]

‘Make torches so we may cut them (sea lions) up.’ (NA 74.4)
The Purposive is not fully attested in Makah, but has been noted in the following passage (by
speaker KH):
(377)

MAKAH

vhJDFhb
vhj<"`9<?hb

g`jx@p`vhQ
g`jx@p`vhQ

not=PURP=2sg

forget.PERF

‘It’s so you don’t forget.’ (KH)
Its formation is apparently similar to the Purposive in Nuuchahnulth: clitic <"`9 plus Set 1 (Indicative) pronominals.
7.2.6

Quotative

The Quotative indicates that a statement is based on hearsay evidence rather than the direct experience of the speaker. The person reference cross-references the person of the subject, not the
speaker.
(378)

MAKAH

a. Fhx`W@sWhsv@c
gto`C`jswwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Fhx`W`Ê"`sW<(a)hs<v`9c` gtoÊ`C`js
at–residing=PAST=QUOT.3sg

round.object–on.ocean

‘They say she lived at Round-thing-on-Ocean (Tatoosh Island)’ (HS, Sea Gull)
(378) b. c`F@F`Qv@c`K
v@Phsa`c`Wwwwwwwwwwwwww
c`F@<"`Q<v`9c`<`K v@PhsÊa`c`W
hear=TEMP=QUOT.3sg=3pl

frog–PL

‘(It is said) they heard frogs (croaking).’ (HW, Frogs)
(379)

NUUCHAHNULTHa
a. F`GF@F`QvdFhm
J`GRhF`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<vDFhm J`GÊRhQ<"`Q

then=TEMP=QUOT

burst–PERF=TEMP

ji`sx@s
ji`sx@s
Kwatyat

‘They say that Kwatyat then burst.’ (NT 40.10)
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(379) b. gTx@KF@pQvdFhrh
gTx@K<F`9pQ<vDFh<rH
dance=INTENT=QUOT=1sg

‘It is said I am to dance.’ (NT 122.34)
As mentioned in §7.2.3, The Nuuchahnulth Quotative may co-occur with the Conditional §7.2.11,
Subordinate §7.2.7, Inferential I §7.2.9, Inferential II §7.2.17, and Dubitative §7.2.18 moods.
7.2.7

Subordinate

The Subordinate is used most often in realis complement clauses following predicates of perceiving, saying, thinking, and feeling. In Nuuchahnulth, such clauses are frequently preceded by the
subordinating particle F`mh.
(380)

MAKAH

a. a@pHc`W@ITj
a@pHc`Wh<"`Q<"t9j
how=TEMP=PAST.INTERR.2sg

j`a`S`o
[Fhx`W`p`
WT
j`a`s<"`o [Fhx`W`<p`9 WT

bTvhchp]
bTvhs<?hp]

known=CAUS

silver.salmon=ART]

[at=SUBOR.3sg DEM

‘How did you know that the salmon was there?’ (HW, Raven and his Beak)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(380) b. M`CtF`KF`QvdFhm
G@ji@QFh
[F`x`p`
M`CÊ(x)tF`K<"`Q<vDFhm G@ji@Q<FH [F`x`<p@
see–perceive.PERF=TEMP=QUOT

girl=ART

RHQtj]
RhQÊtj]

[many=SUBOR

move–DUR]

‘The girl saw that many were moving (changing residence)’ (NT 62.3)
(380) c. v@F`QvdFhm
[F`mh
v@<"`Q<vDFhm [F`mh
say=TEMP=QUOT

[SUBOR

CHChQF@pQp`
CHÊChQ<F`9pQ<p@

BhrsTotjFh]...
BhrÊ(R)sTo<tj<FH]...

pull–PERF=INTENT=SUBOR

strung.out–thing=POSS=ART]..

‘He told him that he would pull on the rope.’ (NT 64.1-2)
(380) d. ---j`l`sr`O`Q
---j`l`sÊr@o<"`Q
... known–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

[FtGtjp`
[FtG<tj<p@

S@sM`]
S`M`Ê;s= [L]]

[so.and.so=POSS=SUBOR

child–<PL>]

‘She knew that it was her own children.’ (NT 54.34)
Subordinate-mood clauses are frequently used as adverbial clauses with a causal sense.
(381)

MAKAH

a. ShpoF`Q
ShpiÊo`Q<"`Q
sit–in.house.PERF=TEMP

QTjRTc
[j`a`S`op`
QTjRTc` [j`a`s<"`o<p`9
raven

g`FtJiDFhrp`
g`FtjÊ"d9Fhr<p`9

[known=CAUS=SUBOR.3sg eat–going.to=SUBOR.3sg
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(381) a. F`jv`sHc
F`jv`sh9c`
eagle

FtFTjr
FtÊ"Hjr

bTvhs]wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
bTvhs]

so.and.so–consume

silver.salmon]

‘Raven sat down because he knew that Eagle was going to eat silver salmon.’ (HW,
Raven and his Beak)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(381) b. g`x@F`J`Qrh
v@pGTrh
v@
g`x@ÊF`ji<"`Q<rH v@ÊpG<(v)t9r<(x)h9 v@
not.know–DUR–TEMP–1sg

say–while–DUB–INDEF

say

g`Ftl] wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`Ftl]

(381) a. [vhjHophm
[vhjÊh9o<p@<m
[not–obtain.PERF=SUBOR=1pl

fish]

‘I did not know what he meant by what he said, because we had not got any fish.’
(NT 180.16-17)
(381) c. ---sTGRhF`Qrh
---stGÊRhQ<"`Q<rH
... afraid–PERF=TEMP=1sg

[F`mhr
[F`mh<r

gtsF`s`sp`r]
gtsF`st<"`s<p@<r]

[SUBOR=1sg

jealous=PINV=SUBOR=1sg]

‘I was afraid because someone was jealous of me.’ (NT 164.1)
Subordinate clauses in Makah can also be used as temporal adverbial clauses denoting situations coincident with the action of the main clause. In this use it is accompanied by Ftxt ‘when’.
(382)

MAKAH

shCHp`
shCÊH<p`9

Ftx
FtÊxt

Harold
Harold

alive–APPEN=SUBOR.3sg

so.and.so–at.X.time

Harold

(382) E@sstoHK`Qr
E@sstoHKwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
E`sÊ(j)sToÊ(ji)h9K [L+S]<"`Q<r E`sÊ(j)sToÊ(ji)h9K [L+S]
paint–thing–make=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

paint–thing–make

‘When Harold was alive, I dyed straw, dyed straw.’ (II, Dye on Face)
Makah has a quotative subordinate formation <WE`9.
(383)

MAKAH

I`b@WE`
I`bÊ@<WE`9

aHk@C
aHk@C

g`FtJi`Ihspdxwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`Ftj<"`Q<"hs<pdxt

fat–APPEN=QUOT.SUBOR.3sg

skate

eat=TEMP=PINV=COND.3sg

‘(Raven wanted Skate) because he heard Skate was fat when eaten.’ (HW, Raven
and Skate)
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There is an alternate form of the Subordinate clitic in Nuuchahnulth, <G. This has been observed in examples with second person and third person subjects. This alternate is followed by
Set 2a pronominal subject clitics, hence one finds <G<rTj ‘that, because you (sg.)’ for second
singular. It is not yet known in what circumstances <G is chosen over the regular Subordinate
clitic.
(384)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---F`mhj
---F`mh<j
... SUBOR=2sg

g`Ftjr`oGrtj
g`FtjÊr@o<G<rTj

mHV` g`FtlF`jFhsp`j
mHV` g`Ftl<F`j<FHsp`<j

eat–CAUS.PERF=SUBOR=2sg

1pl

food=POSS=DEF=2sg

‘... for you have given us your food to eat.’ (NA 332.17-18)
(384) b. EHp`J@mhsvdFhm
EHpÊ`ji<"`s<(l)hs<vDFhm
inflict.harm–DUR=PINV=PAST=QUOT

(384) b. F`mhC
F`mh<C
SUBOR= QUOT

JhK`mTr FTjs`p`s
JhK`mt9r FtÊ(R)s`p`<"`s
furseal

so.and.so–punish.for=PINV

F`x`rTlhsGvdFhm
F`x`Êrt9o<(l)hs<G<vDFhm

p`Gr@o
p`GÊr@o

pTF`r
pTF`r

many–die.CAUS.PERF=PAST=SUBOR=QUOT

dead–CAUS.PERF

person

(384) b. x`Rl`pXhG`--x`Rl`ÊpÊXHG`
hunt.furseal–BFR–die.of

‘They say that they did harm to the fur seals because they killed many people in
sealing.’ (NA 25.31-32)
As (384)b shows, the <G Subordinate may co-occur with the Quotative. It also co-occurs
with the dubitative formative <(v)t9r (§7.2.3):
(385)

NUUCHAHNULTH

---vhJ`pQMtJih
---vhjÊ"`pQÊMtj<"H

oT vhJHS`Oh
oT vhJHs<"`o<"H

FTmTQ
FtÊ@mt9Q

... not–inside–at.hand=IMPER.2sg

gun

so.and.so–because.of

(385) F`mhj
F`mh<j
SUBOR=2sg

not.exist=CAUS=IMPER.2sg

KhsjGhmF`sTrGrtj
KhsjÊGhm<"`s<(v)t9r<G<rTj

J`oRhF`swwwwwwwwwwww
J`oÊRhQ<"`s

jerk–deprive.of.PERF=PINV=DUB=SUBOR=2sg

rob–PERF=PINV

‘Don’t have guns in your hands; see that there are none, because they might jerk
them away.’ (NA 447.6-7)
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7.2.8

Inferential (Makah)

The Inferential indicates statements made based on inference or supposition.
(386) vdFhE`QW@R
vdFhC<"`Q<W`9R
eat–PERF=TEMP=INFER.3sg

‘I guess he/she/it is sleeping.’
The Inferential also has a special past form: <WtE`F`9---R:
(387) c`a@KWtE`F@KR
c`a@K<WtE`F`9KR
have.party=PAST.INFER.3pl

‘I guess they were having a party.’
Jacobsen (1973: 19) records that the regular past tense clitic <(a)hs may precede the non-past
inferential shown in (386). The semantic difference between this and the past inferential in (387),
if any, is unknown.
7.2.9

Inferential I (Nuuchahnulth)

The Inferential I mood is to be compared to the other two Nuuchahnulth non-quotative evidential
moods below, the Inferential II (§7.2.17) and the Dubitative (§7.2.18). The first Inferential does
not question the actuality of the event itself as strongly as the Dubitative, but often denotes that
some aspect of it (cause, duration, etc.) has been inferred by the speaker rather than being definitely known. In (388)a, for example, it is not the sleeping that is in doubt, but its duration. In
(388)b, it simply indicates that the event has been learned about after the fact through its effects,
rather than being witnessed directly.
(388) a. pHF`QhsE`rhR
pH<"`Q<(l)hs<E@rhR
long.time=TEMP=PAST=INFERI.1sg

vdFhC v@F`Q
ji`sx@s wwwwww
vdFhC v@<"`Q ji`sx@s
sleep

say=TEMP

Kwatyat

‘“Evidently I have been a long time sleeping,” said Kwatyat.’ (NT 40.24)
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(388) b. gHx Qtx`ChQE`rTR
gHx QtKÊ#`ChQ<E@rt9R
DISC

good–INCEP=INFERI.2pl

v@F`Q`G
bhpRhQ--v@<"`Q<(l)@<`G bhpÊRhQ
say=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

speak–PERF

‘“Ah,” I said, “I see you have done something good”’ (NT 198.25)
7.2.10 Mirative (Makah)
Jacobsen (1973: 19) describes the function of this mood, which he calls the “realizational”, as
“indicating that the speaker has only belatedly perceived, learned, or realized a fact ...”. It also
seems that the fact is generally surprising or unexpected in some way, which makes this mood a
marker of mirativity, as this is described by DeLancey (1997).
(389) FtWTF@RJta
FtWÊT<"`9RJta
so.and.so–APPEN=MIR.3sg

Arly.
Arly
Arly

‘Oh! It’s Arly!’ (KH)
7.2.11 Conditional
Clauses in the Conditional mood have several uses.

a) Protasis (condition or ‘if’ clause) of a conditional sentence:
(390)

MAKAH

[vhjHpdxrHr
[vhjÊH<pdx<rh9r

E`jx@]
E`ÊjÊx@]

jihRjihRHvhQNvhrrwwwwwwwwwww
jihRjihRh9Êh9vhQ<(n9)vhr<r

[not–APPEN=COND=2sg/1sg

water–INCR–give.PERF]

bluejay–INCEP=DUB=INDIC.1sg

‘If you don’t give me water, I might turn into a bluejay.’ (MP, Qweti and his Mother)
(391)

NUUCHAHNULTH

[vHrhJi@KF`I`spT
pi`L@
[vhÊrh9jiÊ"`9K [IterL]<"`Q<"`s<pt9 pi`L@

F`sgH]
F`sGH]

[incomplete–do–ITER=TEMP=PINV=COND

night]

as.many.as

(391) FTRrhK`I`s--FTRÊrhK`<"`Q<"`s--sth–happen.PERF=TEMP=PINV

‘If one does not carry things out to completion every night, something bad happens to
one.’ (NT 110.16)
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The protasis is often reinforced by Ftxh ‘if, when’ (lit. ‘at such and such a time’) in Nuuchahnulth.
(392)

NUUCHAHNULTH

IhsF`s`QpT
IhmÊF`st<"`Q<pt9

a. [Ftx@QpTvdFhm
[FtÊxh<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm
[so.and.so–at.X.time=TEMP=COND=QUOT

stem.breaks.off–come.off.PERF=TEMP=COND

(392) a. B`v@j]
pi@L`brhmxtjFhsp
Ohx`ChF`Qtjwwwwwwwwwwwww
B`v`ÊF`ji] pi`L@Ê(b)rhmxtj [L]<FHsp OhRÊ#`ChQ<"`Q<tj
one–DUR]

as.many.as–on.head=DEF

bad–INCEP=TEMP=POSS

‘It is said that if one (head of a shitlaa fern root) breaks off, then all its heads
go bad.’ (NA 23.29-30)
(392) b. p`Gr@oF@pQ`G
p`GÊr@o<F`9pQ<(l)@<`G
dead–CAUS.PERF=INTENT=INDIC=1sg

(392) b. vhvhRF`pQpTj
vhRÊ"`pQ<pt9<j

gTx@K]
gTx@K]

lazy–inside=COND=2sg

rTshK
[Ftxh
rtsÊ(C)hK [L] [FtÊxh
2sg–do.to

[so.and.so–at.X.time

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

dance]

‘I shall kill you if you are too lazy to dance.’ (NT 126.22-23)
This construction needs to be checked further in Makah.
The conjunctive particle M, N F`s ‘even if, sure enough; even he, they’ often reinforces a
Conditional concessive.
(393)

MAKAH

x@jrTpQr
x@Ê(j)rTpQ<r

[F`spdxr
[F`s<pdx<r

C@a`S]
C@a`S`]

sore–in.mind=INDIC.1sg

[though=COND=1sg

rich]

‘I’m sad even though I’m rich.’
(394)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. btl@l`pRhQtjihjp`r
btl@Êl`pRhQ<tj<(x)hj<p@<r

G`VhKlhr
G`VhKÊlhr

full–constantly=POSS=IRR.FUT=SUBOR=1sg wealthy–collectivity.of

[F`spTr
[F`sÊpt9<r
[though=COND=1sg

(394) a. gHs`ji`F`o]
ghs`Êji`F`oÊ[L+S]]
empty.root–spent.CAUS.PERF–GRAD]

‘May my place always be full of wealth even though I am spending it.’ (NA 48.24)
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(394) b. ---EtGHChQ
---EtGÊh9ChQ
... extinguished–INCEP

FhmjFH
[F`spT
Fhmji<FH [F`s<pt9

FHGF`Q
SHbp@]xxxxxxxxx
FHGi<"`Q SHbpÊ(x)@]

fire=ART

big=TEMP

[though=COND

flame–CONT]

‘The fire went out even though it had been flaming fiercely.’ (NT 100.5-6)

b) Counterfactuality
(395)

NUUCHAHNULTH

v@F`QvdFhm
ji`sx@s F`phrpTr
v@<"`Q<vDFhm ji`sx@s F`phÊr<pt9<r

M`CtF`K--M`CÊ(x)tF`K

say=TEMP=QUOT

see–perceive.PERF

Kwatyat

what–do=COND=1sg

‘Kwatyat said, “How could I have seen him?”’ (NT 30.10)

c) Habitual action or situation
(396)

MAKAH

ghwi`KbF`J`khb
v@F`Qpdxwwwwwwwwwwwww
ghwi`KbF`ji<"`Q<?hb v@<"`Q<pdxt
crazy=TEMP=INDIC.2sg

say=TEMP=COND.3sg

‘“You’re crazy!” he would (always) say.’ (II, ANA)
(397)

NUUCHAHNULTH

B`B`GV`pQhKF`QtjpTr
[R]–B`GV`Ê"`pQÊ#hK<"`Q<tj<pt9<r

F`G
F`G

ghb@jtjp`r
ghb@ji<tj<p@<r

PL–litter–inside–in.house=TEMP=POSS=COND=1sg

DEM

bed=POSS=DEF=1sg

(397) IHb`Ytj
IHb`Ytj
mouse

‘I used to have mice with litters here under my bed.’ (NA 76.1-2)

d) Conditional-mood clauses also function as the complements of certain predicates, especially
irrealis complements.
(398)

MAKAH

a. vHc`Cr
vHc`C<r
afraid=INDIC.1sg

[vhjHpdx
[vhjÊH<pdxt

QtKTvhQ]
QtKÊt9vhQ]

[not–APPEN=COND.3sg

good–INCEP]

‘I am afraid she will not get well.’ (HI, Bible)
(398) b. ...xtatKp@K
---xtatK<p`9<`K
...unable=SUBOR.3sg=3pl

[F@cHc`WpdxtK
sH
[F@cHc`W<pdxt<`K sH

Fhx`W]wwwwwwwwwww
Fhx`W`]

[just=COND.3sg=3pl

at]

DEM

‘(I thought) they can’t just be here (they must be here for a purpose).’ (II, ANA)
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(399)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. S`o`sRhF`QvdFhm
G@ji@QFh
[v`KRhF`QpT]
S`o`sÊRhQ<"`Q<vDFhm G@ji@Q<FH [v`KÊRhQ<"`Q<pt9]
think–PERF=TEMP=QUOT

girl=ART

[go.home–PERF=TEMP=COND]

‘The girl decided to go home.’ (NT 72.13)
(399) b. vhL@pQl`
sHCpT---wwwwwwwww
vhL@pQ<l@ sHC<pt9
unable.to=INDIC

alive=COND

‘He could not live.’ (NA 396.10)
e) In Makah, the Conditional also has an optative use in conjunction with the habitual postmodal clitic <`9j:
(400)

MAKAH

a. C`atKpdxrHj
g`Ftj
C`atK<pdx<rh9<`9j g`Ftj
able=COND=1sg=HAB

eat

‘I wish I could eat.’
(400) b. ctows@F`jpdxrHj
ctosw@<F`ji<pdx<rh9<`9j
die.instantly.upon.being.struck=POSS=COND=1sg=HAB

‘May mine (my prey) die instantly upon being struck!’ (said in a ritual prayer)
Jacobsen (1973: 11) notes a related formation he calls the “counterfactual”, which involves the
Conditional plus the formative ,E`9, as in Ihbtwi`cHpdxE@rHj ‘I wish I were an Indian’.
Speakers I checked with recognized the form, but felt it was archaic and suggested the simple
Conditional instead: Ihbtwi`cHpdxrHj. This may be a result of attrition of more recondite forms
in a language death situation. (In Nuuchahnulth, wishes have been observed in the Subordinate
mood with the irrealis future clitic N <(x)hj: JhlrRhF`shjp`r ‘may I be bitten, i.e. let my bait be
taken!’ at NT 108.8 JhlrRhQ ‘bite on bait’; see also (394)a.)
f) The Conditional may also be used as an indefinite or non-specific article in RPs, replacing the
regular article clitic:
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(401)

MAKAH

a. Ftrta`r
FtÊrta`<r
so.and.so–need=INDIC.1sg

K`F@Rpdxwwwwwwwwwwww
K`F@R<pdxt
bag=COND.3sg

‘I need a bag.’ (HI, Qweti and Canoe-Swallower’)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(401) b. ---FtM@gRhF`QCh
---FtÊM@GÊRhQ<"`Q<Ch
... so.and.so–look.for–PERF=TEMP=GoIMPER.2sg

ItY@F`pT
ItpÊ"@F`<pt9

LtjrXh---LtjrXh

broad–on.rocks=COND

stone

‘Go find a broad stone!’ (NT 94.14-15)
The Conditional may co-occur with the Quotative mood clitic in Nuuchahnulth. Normally,
the Conditional precedes the Quotative:
(402)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`QphlK`O`KF`QpTvdFhm
F`QÊphlKÊ@O`K<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm

phChmLhs
phChmÊLHs

Y@stR
Y@stR

two–X.many.round.objects–on.back=TEMP=COND=QUOT

louse–son.of

deer

(402) ghs`GS`r
ghs`ÊGsÊ"`r
empty.root–move.out.of.woods.PERF–on.ground

‘Louse would always bring two deer out of the woods on his back.’ (NT 84.35-36)
In Nuuchahnulth, Conditional clauses that are part of a sentence with multiple mood-marked
clauses can be marked as hearsay by the quotative formative <C. For example, the sentence in
(403) is a conditional sentence with two finite clauses, an if-clause (the protasis) and a thenclause (the apodosis). The protasis rhosTo FtpQMtJi`I`spTC ‘if one is holding a stick’ has the
Conditional clitic in combination with <C.
(403)

NUUCHAHNULTH

---FTFtsX`jGvdFhm
sTGtj
---FtÊhsX`j [LR+S]<G<vDFhm stGÊtj

EhG@ [rhosTo
EhG@ [rhlÊ(R)sTo

... so.and.so–fear=SUBOR=QUOT

ghost

afraid–DUR

[pole–thing

(403) FtpQMtJi`I`spTC]
FtÊ"`pQÊMtj<"`Q<"`s<pt9<C]
so.and.so–inside–at.hand=TEMP=PINV=COND=QUOT]

‘... for it is said ghosts are afraid if one is holding a stick.’ (NT 184.32)
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7.2.12 Relative (Makah)
The Relative mood forms relative clauses (i.e. root RPs, §4.5.2).
(404) a. c`CFnKhsr
c`CÊtF`K<(a)hs<r
see–perceive.PERF=PAST=INDIC.1sg

x`p@ahs
x`pÊ@<(a)hs<(p)h

v`g@j
v`g@ji

one.who–APPEN=PAST=REL.3sg

go–PERF

‘I saw (the one) who went’
(404) b. F`os@F
F`osÊ(x)@<?h
hidden–CONT=INDIC.3sg

FtChpr
FtÊChÊpr

E`o`Bhp
E`o`b<?hp

so.and.so–at–in.vessel

canoe=ART

(404) b. x`psHahs
x`pÊsh9o<(a)hs

Bill FTjiHK
Bill FtÊ(ji)h9K [L+S]

that.which–do.to=PAST=REL.3sg

Bill

so.and.so–make

‘He is hiding in the canoe that Bill made.’
In its capacity as a quasi-indefinite article (§7.2.11), the Conditional mood frequently appears
in relative clauses in which the identity of the referent is unknown or inferred by the speaker (cf.
the Nuuchahnulth Indefinite Relative, §7.2.14).
(405) ghprF`QoHc
ghÊprÊhQ<"`Q<oh9s<?h

PhcHkhEhp
PhcHQ<?hC<?hp

head.located–in.vessel–PERF=TEMP=INFER=INDIC.1sg

(405) x`KChprhQpdx
x`KÊChÊprÊhQ<pdxt

dog=DIM=ART

v@Phchpwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
v@Phs<?hp

where–at–in.vessel–PERF=COND.3sg

frog=ART

‘The little dog must have stuck his head in the container into which the frog had gone.’
(RC, Frog Story)
7.2.13 Definite Relative (Nuuchahnulth)
The Definite Relative forms relative clauses in which the identity or fact of existence of the referent is known or presupposed by both speaker and addressee, either from previous discourse or
world knowledge (cf. the Indefinite Relative, §7.2.14).
(406) YhmsF`s`Q
YhmsÊF`st<"`Q
snot–come.off.PERF=TEMP

YHG`jr`pG
--- K`pr`M`o
YhGÊ`jiÊr` [L+S]ÊpG --- K`piÊr`M`o
cry–DUR–just–while

...

soft.mass–on.beach.CAUS.PERF
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(406) KTbrldFh
YhmslhrFh
KTbrl`<FH YhmsÊlhr<FH
woman=ART

snot–collectivity.of=ART

[x`pF`stFhsp
[x`piÊF`st<FHsp
[that.which–come.off.PERF=DEF

(406) YhmsF`st]
YhmsÊF`st]
snot–come.off.PERF]

‘The woman blew her nose while she was crying and threw the mucus that had come
out down on the beach.’ (NT 90.7-8)
The referent of the relative clause in (406), x`pF`stFhsp ‘(the nasal mucus) that had come down’,
is implied by YhmsF`s`Q ‘blew her nose’ (lit. ‘had nasal mucus come off’) and therefore known to
exist.
(407) Bhwi`svHFhr FtjK@F`jmh
Bhwi`sÊvh9Fhr FtÊ(C)K@<F`j<mH
eagle–in.bow

so.and.so–have.as.name=POSS=1pl

(407) [x`piHpp`sGphm]
[x`piÊ(x)h9pÊp@sG<p@<m]
[that.which–travel.in–pretendedly=DEF=1pl]

‘Our imaginary canoe was called Eagle-Bow.’ (NA 81.5)
The fact that the speaker’s club in (407) has an imaginary canoe is established by the preceding
sentence in the text: ‘They refer to them as “thus many in a crew” because the clubs are pretendedly in canoes’.
A Definite Relative clitic hosted by a verbal predicate with a non-relative root forms a temporal adverbial clause:
(408) l@jtji`G
OhmV`K
l`jiÊtj<(l)@<`G OhmV`K
buy–DUR=INDIC=1sg

whaling.canoe

[QTji`spM`G`Qp`r]
[Qtji`sÊpÊM`Gh [L]<"`Q<p@<r]
[give.Wolf.Ritual–BFR–ready.to=TEMP=DEF=1sg]

‘When about to give the Wolf Ritual, I bought a whaling canoe.’ (NA 57.1)
7.2.14 Indefinite Relative (Nuuchahnulth)
This mood forms relative clauses in which the referent or the referent’s identity is new or unidentifiable. Example (409) takes place on a canoe trip through Barkley Sound (in Tseshaht territory).
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(409) ---FtGl@
---FtG<l@
... so.and.so=INDIC

x`pH
x`pi<(x)h9

FtjK@
FtÊ(C)K@

gHjihr--gHjihr

that.which=INDEF

so.and.so–have.as.name

Hikwis

‘It is the place they call Hikwis.’ (NA 409.4)
The speaker is pointing out landmarks to his nephew who has been away for many years as a
slave among the Quinaults. Several sentences earlier we are explicitly told of the nephew’s ignorance of the area: ‘He [the addressee of (409)] did not know where they were going as they returned home, because he had become a slave when he was still small.’
Although the subject of the relative clause in (410) is grammatically first person, the possessive clitic signals that the subject is the possessor of the S argument (§7.3.4), the grandfather, who
is thus the referent whose status is at issue. This is the first mention of him in the text and the
relative clause occurs with the Indefinite Relative.
(410) FtGhs`
FtG<(l)hs<`
so.and.so=PAST=INDIC

(410) m`mHprt
m`mHprt
grandparent

FHG FTRs`pxt
FHGi FTRÊ(R)s`pxt

x`ptjihsHr
x`pi<tj<(l)hs<(x)h9<r

big

one.who=POSS=PAST=INDEF=1sg

sth–having.power.from

m@X`pHKl`Ytjwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
m`X`pÊ(C)h9KÊl`Ytj [L]
baby–make–one.skilled.at

‘My former grandfather was a great maternity doctor.’ (NT 190.4-5)
The identity of the referent in (411) is unidentifiable to both speaker and addressee because
the event referred to has not yet occurred.
(411) G@xtptlXHGF@pQdFhb
G`xtÊphlKÊ"h9G [L]<F`9pQ<(l)@<Fhb
ten–X.many.round.objects–earn=INTENT=INDIC=2sg

(411) x`pF@pQHj
x`pi<F`9pQ<(x)h9<j
one.who=INTENT=INDEF=2sg

(411) x`pHj
x`pi<(x)h9<j
one.who=INDEF=2sg

C@jtoDG
C`jtoÊh9G [L]
men–PL.VOC

ghmHrv`GrtK
ghmÊh9rÊv`Grt(K)

O`br@jtlFh
O`br@jtl<FH

empty.root–carry–go.out.PERF

potlatch.handle=ART

m`Rtjwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
m`RÊtj
strong–DUR

‘You men, whichever strong one among you brings the potlatch handle out (of the
crowd) will win ten dollars.’ (NA 57.34-35)
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It is important to emphasize that it need not be the referent of the relative clause that is new,
but only its identity. In (412), the first person referent is obviously already a discourse participant,
but his identity as a Kyuquot is emphasized by the Indefinite Relative.
(412) FTRO`K`Q`G
FTRÊO`KÊ(x)@<"`Q<(l)@<`G
sth–look.on.admiringly–CONT=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

x`pHr
x`pi<(x)h9<r

p@XTJi`sG
p@XTJi`sG

one.who=INDEF=1sg

Kyuquot

‘I who am a Kyuquot look on admiringly.’ (NT 174.13)
The Indefinite Relative frequently occurs with the dubitative formative <(v)t9r to form
various types of irrealis relative clauses. The vowel of the Indefinite appears short instead of long
in this construction, which undoubtedly indicates some degree of grammaticalization in the combination of these formatives, though I do not find it necessary to consider it an entirely separate
mood as Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 242) do.
a) The dubitative Indefinite Relative is used in indirect questions after predicates expressing
lack of knowledge or understanding:
(413) a. g`x@F`J`s
g`x@ÊF`ji<"`s
not.know–DUR=PINV

pihXHG`vTrh
pihÊXHG`<(v)t9r<(x)h9
whatever–die.of.PERF=DUB=INDEF

‘It was not known what he died of.’ (NT 14.3-4)
(413) b. g`xhlGHChQ
pi@vTrh
sHC---wwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`xhlGhÊh9ChQ pi@<(v)t9r<(x)h9 sHC
not.know–INCEP

whether=DUB=INDEF

alive

‘He did not know whether he was alive.’ (NT 102.21-22)
b) It can be used in indirect questions with the verb F`F@sT ‘ask (a question)’, a root that naturally implies lack of knowledge on the part of its subject (the questioner):
(414) a. F`F@sTF`svdFhm
pi@vTrh
vhjXT
F`F@st9<"`s<vDFhm pi@<(v)t9r<(x)h9 vhjÊXT
ask=PINV=QUOT

whether=DUB=INDEF

not–having...-ed

M`CtF`K
M`CÊ(x)tF`K
see–perceive.PERF

‘He was asked whether he had not yet seen him.’ (NT 30.9)
(414) b. F`xtOhsRhQvdFhm
F`x`ÊOhsÊRhQÊvDFhm
many–X.many.times–PERF=QUOT

ji`sx@s F`F@sT x`ptjTrh
ji`sx@s F`F@st9 x`pi<tj<(v)t9r<(x)h9
Kwatyat

ask

one.who=POSS=DUB=INDEF
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(414) b. MtVHprt
MtVHprt
father

‘Many times did Kwatyat ask them who their father was.’ (NT 40.3-4)
c) It can also be used in any general relative clause expressing doubt, uncertainty, or lack of
knowledge.
(415) ---v@g@jM`gHChF`Q
ghKTrh
l`F`r
---v`g@jiÊM`Gh [L]Êh9ChQ<"`Q ghK<(v)t9r<(x)h9 l`F`r
... go–ready.to–INCEP=TEMP

where=DUB=INDEF

dwelling

FhFhRrtFhK
FhFhRrtFhK
Pitch.Woman

‘He made ready to go where Pitch Woman might be living.’ (NT 92.12)
See Rose (1981: 226-29) for a more detailed account of the Indefinite in Kyuquot dialect,
where its functions have expanded somewhat so that it appears as a general indefinite mood in
non-relative as well as relative clauses.
7.2.15 Content and Polar Interrogatives (Makah)
Makah has a mood for forming content questions and another for polar (‘yes/no’) questions.104
The Content Interrogative attaches to an interrogative word like F`C`p ‘who’ or v@r` ‘where’,
which functions as predicate head. The word may be underived, consisting of an interrogative
root alone (all the interrogative roots are free roots) (416), or derived, consisting of the interrogative root plus lexical suffixes (417).
(416) a. F`C`p@K
F`C`p<(p)`9K
who=CONTENT.3sg

ctcTj
ctcTj
sing

‘Who is singing?’
(416) b. v@r`phjct
v@r`<(p)hj<ct9
where=CONTENT=1pl

‘Where are we?’
(416) c. a`php@K
a`php<(p)`9K
what=CONTENT.3sg

‘What is this?’

sH
sH
DEM
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(416) d. v@rbTv`stjiHj
E`s@x`j
v@rbTv`s<tj<(p)h9j E`sÊ@Êx`ji
which=POSS=CONTENT

write–EPEN–thing.for

‘Which pencil is yours?’
(417) a. F@x@C`ptpK`p@KHK
F`C`pÊ;@x= [L]Ê(p)tpK`<(p)`9K<h9K
who–<PL>–have.as.name=CONTENT.3sg=3pl

‘What are their names?’ (KH)
(417) b. a@phB`JDFhr`QHj
a`phÊB`j [L+S]Ê"d9Fhr<"`Q<(p)h9j
what–cook–going.to=TEMP=CONTENT

‘What are you going to cook?’
(417) c. v@rF`sW@K
v@r`Ê"`sW<(p)`9K
where–residing=CONTENT.3sg

‘Where does he live?’
The Polar Interrogative attaches to the first word of a predicate that does not contain an interrogative root to form a yes/no question.
(418) a. F@chp@j
j`a`sr@o
F@ch<(p)`9j j`s`sÊr`9o
in.fact=POLAR

known–CAUS.PERF

‘Do you really know?’
(418) b. QtKTp`
QtKÊT<(p)`9
good–APPEN=POLAR.3sg

‘Is it good?
Both the Content and Polar Interrogatives have an irregular second person past tense form <"t9j,
i.e. past interrogative second singular <"t9j<∅, second plural <"t9j<r`9.
(419) a@phWv@K`ITj
ghs@sto
a`phÊWv`9K [L+S]<"`Q<"t9j ghs`Ê"`st<to
what–use=TEMP=PAST.INTERR

empty.root–come.off–CAUS.PERF

‘What did you use to get it (the dye) off?’ (IW, ANA)
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7.2.16 Interrogative (Nuuchahnulth)
The Interrogative mood in Nuuchahnulth is used in forming both content questions and yes/no
questions. In content questions it attaches to an interrogative functioning as predicate head. As in
Makah, the interrogative may be underived (420) or derived (421).
(420) a. v@rhG`
v@rh<G@
where=INTERR

Tom v@F`srhwwwwwwwwwwww
Tom v@<"`s<rH
Tom

say=PINV=1sg

‘“Where is Tom?” he asked me.’ (NT 144.27)
(420) b. ---F`C`pF@pQG`rT
Ftb`ChQ
---F`C`p<F`9pQ<G@<rt9 FtÊb`ÊChQ
... who=INTENT=INTERR=2pl

so.and.so–go.to–PERF

B@F`pTF`
B@F`pt9F`
Flow.Point

‘Who (of you) will go to Flow-Point?’ (NA 395.18-19)
(420) c. F@phmG`j
F@phmÊG@<j
why=INTERR=2sg

EhswRhQwwwwwwwwwwww
EhswÊRhQ
go.to.one.side–PERF

‘Why do you turn to one side?’ (NT 27.5)
(421) a. v@rb`ChF`QG`
v@rÊb`ÊChQ<"`Q<G@
where–go.to–PERF=TEMP=INTERR

‘Where has he gone?’ (NA 448.38)
(421) b. F`pHrF@pQG`
F`phÊ"Hr<F`9pQ<G@
what–consume=INTENT=INTERR

g`Ftj gHK
g`Ftj gHK

F`xdFh
pTF`r--F`x`<FH pTF`r

eat

many=ART

there.in.house

‘What are the many people here going to eat?’ (NT 154.23-24)
(421) c. F@pHrhs`YhF`sG`r
F`phÊ"HrÊHs`ÊpÊ"hQ [L]<"`s<G@<r
what–consume–one.who–BFR–invite.PERF=PINV=INTERR=1sg

‘With what am I to be feasted?’ (NT 44.18)
lit. ‘What am I invited to be a consumer of?’
(421) d. F`F`pTG`j
Y@stRLDs
F`phÊv` [R]<G@<j Y@stRÊLHs
what–say=INTERR=2sg

deer–son.of.VOC

‘What did you say, Deer?’ (NT 20.4-5)

person
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(421) e. F`m`xtF`KhsG`j
F`m`Ê(x)tF`K<(l)hs<G@<j
how.many–perceive.PERF=PAST=INTERR=2sg

‘How many have you seen?’ (Swadesh 1933: 109)
When in a non-interrogative predicate, it indicates a yes/no question:
(422) a. gHmhmp`mtF`QGhm
ghm`ÊM@phÊmtQÊ[L+S]<"`Q<G@<m

v@
v@

empty.root–up.on.a.height–PERF–GRAD=TEMP=INTERR=1pl

DISC

‘Aren’t we climbing up?’ (NA 142.28)
(422) b. m`F@F`QG`rT
m`F@<"`Q<G@<rt9
hear=TEMP=INTERR=2pl

‘Do you hear now?’ (NT 180.33)
(422) c. F@mhG`j
F@mhÊG@<j
really–INTERR=2sg

IhChF`Q
IhÊChQ<"`Q

FTjihK
FtÊ(C)hK [L]

J`xTlhm
J`xTlhm

shoot–PERF=TEMP

so.and.so–do.to

panther

‘Have you really shot a panther?
(422) d. vhjG@r
vhj<G@<r
not=INTERR=1sg

GdFHrChF`Q--G`Ê"HrÊChQ<"`Q
completely–consume–PERF=TEMP

‘Have I not eaten everything?’ (NA 83.15)
Note that inclusion of the discourse particle v@ (obviously related to the verb v@ ‘say, tell’)
indicates a positively biased question, i.e. a question expecting an affirmative answer (422)a.
Negative bias can be indicated by the formative <F@ following the Interrogative (Swadesh
1939: 83). Unfortunately, this construction is not attested in the corpus.
The Interrogative can co-occur with the quotative formative C:
(423) vhjG@C
vhj<G@<C
not=INTERR=QUOT

FtjK@F`Q
FtÊ(C)K@<"`Q

MtVh
MtVh

r@x@E`ohr
r@x@E`ohr

so.and.so–have.as.name–TEMP

father.POSS.2

High.Above

‘Don’t they say your father is named High-Above?’ (based on NA 63.13-14)
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7.2.17 Inferential II (Nuuchahnulth)
The semantic differences between the Inferential I and II moods are as yet unclear. In (424) the
Inferential II denotes discovery of the situation of the predicate. Evidential force arises from the
fact that the occurrence of the event is discovered on the basis of later evidence.
(424) Ct
Ct
DISC

G`C`pRhF`Qr`Y`R---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
G`ÊCTÊpÊRhQ<"`Q<(b)r@Y`R
completely–having...–ed–BFR–PERF=TEMP=INFERII.1sg

‘Well, I seem to have completed (my ritual).’ (NT 112.16)
However, the Inferential I clitic can also have this sense.
One formal difference between the two clitics is that the Inferential II is frequently accompanied by pi@ ‘(be) thus, so’ (425) or the enclitic <pn9 (which may be a reduction of pi@, since
these two never co-occur in this construction), while the Inferential I only rarely is.
(425) a. ghmFhF`QE`Y`R
ghmÊh9FhQÊ[L+S]<"`Q<E@Y`R

pi@
pi@

empty.root–move.into.house.PERF–GRAD =TEMP=INFERII

(425) b. gHrshFhF`Q
ghrsÊh9FhQÊ[L+S]<"`Q
there–move.into.house.PERF–GRAD=TEMP

thus

jtGV`mhlFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
jtGiÊV`m`Êhl<FH
opening–in.middle–thing=ART

‘It turned out that they were entering by the side entrance.’ (NT 152.12)
(425) b. gtosr@O`I`stjvdFhmE`Y`RpN
gtosÊr@o<"`Q<"`s<tj<vDFhm<E@Y`R<pn9
hidden–CAUS.PERF=TEM=PINV=POSS=QUOT=INFERII=thus

‘It seems that it had been hidden.’ (NA 405.22)
The addition of pi@ or <pN focuses on the unexpectedness of the results and gives the Inferential II the flavor of a mirative (Delancey 1997). Note also the co-occurrence with the Quotative in
(425)b.
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7.2.18 Dubitative (Nuuchahnulth)
This mood (not to be confused with the dubitative formative <(v)t9r, §7.2.3) acknowledges the
possibility of a non-future event or situation. Speculation about future events is made by
<(v)t9r.
(426) a. M@br@Qp`E`
gHK
M@br`<"`Q<p@E` ghKÊ#hK
see=TEMP=DUB

there–in.house

G`VhKFh
wwwwwwww
G`VhK<FH
chief=ART

‘I think the chief here (Tyee Bob) now sees it.’ (NA 77.20-21)
(426) b. v@F`QpTvdFhm
bhpRhQ
v@<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm bhpÊRhQ
say=TEMP=COND=QUOT

StJi@F`sG vHm`p`E`
StJi@F`sG vHm`<p@E`

speak–PERF

Tukwa

war.party=DUB

(426) b. ghmsRhQ
ghm`Ê`sÊRhQ
empty.root–arrive–PERF

‘The Tukwa would say, “Perhaps a war party is coming.”’ (NA 389.37-38)
(426) c. g`g`pChllhsvdFhmp`E`
ghmtr`
g`g`pChl<(l)hs<vDFhm<p@E` ghm`ÊVhr@
slightly=PAST=QUOT=DUB

empty.root–come.to.consciousness.PERF

‘He must have revived a bit.’ (NA 397.40)
The Dubitative co-occurs with the Quotative, which it follows (see also (426)c):
(427) F@F`x`rB@otF`QhsvdFhmp`E`
pTF`r---ww
F`x`Ê@rB`Ê`9oh [LR+S]–tQ<"`Q<(l)hs<vDFhm<p@E` pTF`r
many–on.roof–too–PERF=TEMP=PAST=QUOT=DUB

person

‘Evidently too many people got onto it (the roof).’ (NA 170.28-29)
7.2.19 Assertive
The Assertive is essentially a conversational mood, which accounts for its infrequency in the
Nuuchahnulth texts. Rose’s (1981: 224, 225) description of this mood in Kyuquot dialect (where
it is called the “indicative”, see below) applies to its use in Tseshaht as well:
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The indicative mood is used for statements of fact validated by experience, observation, general cultural knowledge, or wise authority ... It is also used to indicate that the act of assertion is as communicatively as important as its content.
This can be because the sentence is an important announcement [or] a statement
contrary to the listener’s opinion ...
The Assertive occurs most commonly in the texts precisely where this description would lead us
to predict, in contexts like that of Text 44, in which Tom gives his grandson (Alex Thomas) advice about life:
(428)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`GFDFHjFhbj
gtoHF`I`s--F`GF@<"h9j<Fhbj gtoH<"`Q<"`s
then=FUT=ASSER.2sg

help=TEMP=PINV

‘Then they will help you.’ (NT 192.22)
Another example from direct address:
(429)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F@mhFhbTR
F@mh<Fhbt9R

ChlChQ
C`l`ÊChQ

truly=ASSER.2sg

proper–PERF

wwwwwwwwwwwwww

‘You fellows certainly hit it lucky’ (NA 140.25)
The Assertive is obligatory with the contrastive particle F`s`:
(430)

NUUCHAHNULTH

mH
mH

F`s`rhR
F`s`<rHR

G`xtptlK`GtFhKF`QQ@
G`xtÊphlKÊ`GT(K)Ê#hK<"`Q<Q`9

DISC

CNTR–ASSER.1sg

ten–X.many.round.objects–in.front–in.house=TEMP=again

(430) I`Ghpr
I`GÊ(v)hpr
flat–at.lid

W`W`RJtj
W`RÊJtj [R]

Q`GFtxh
Q`GFtxh

bone–resemble

now

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

‘See, in spite of that, I now again have before me ten boxes of biscuits.’ (NA 87.12-13)
Rose (1981) and Nakayama (1997a) refer to this mood in Kyuquot and Ahousaht dialects as
the “indicative” mood. Dialects north of Barkley Sound (which include Kyuquot and Ahousaht)
do not have the <(l)@ Indicative mood described for Tseshaht in §7.2.4. The <FHR formative
in these dialects has apparently been named “indicative” because both it and the Tseshaht Indicative are found predominately in conversation, but this analogy is misleading because, as both
Rose (1981: 224) and Nakayama (1997a: 31) point out, <FHR is highly marked pragmatically
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even in these dialects and so is not strictly comparable to the Tseshaht Indicative, which is unmarked.
The Assertive occurs in Makah as well. It is not fully attested, but seems to involve <hR
added to Indicative endings, thus first person singular <rhR, first person plural <chR, third person singular, <?hR, etc. Its semantic force seems to involve emphatic assertion:
(431)

MAKAH

a. pHF`QrhR
pH<"`Q<r<hR

bHpbHp
bhpÊ(x)` [RepR]

long.time=TEMP=INDIC.1sg=ASSER

speak–REP

‘I’ve been speaking for such a long time.’
(431) b. QtKTFhR
QtKÊT<?h<hR
good–APPEN=INDIC.3sg=ASSER

‘It’s so good!’
As in Nuuchahnulth, it occurs in Makah (after the Indicative) with the contrastive particle F`st,
e.g. F`sFtbhR ‘but you (sg.) ...’ (Jacobsen 1973: 18).
7.2.20 Imperative moods
Makah has two Imperative moods. The simple Imperative is shown in Table 20. (For morphological analysis of the forms see Jacobsen 1973: 19-20.)
Table 20. Makah Simple Imperative
Non-subjects

(432)

Subjects

(3sg)

2sg

<"h

2pl

<"hC

3pl

1sg

<"`9K <"hr

1pl
<"hch9btW

<"hr`C <"hcn9v`btW

MAKAH

a. a`CF`I
a`ÊChQ<"`Q<"h
bite.down–PERF=TEMP=IMPER.2sg

‘Bite her now!’ (HI, Qweti and Basket-Woman)
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(432) b. a`Ji@F@OhCjd
a`jiÊ"@F`9o<"hC<jd9
buy–buy=IMPER.2pl=ADVISE

‘You folks buy it!’
The clitic <jd9 in (432)b follows imperative forms to lessen the force of a command to advice or
polite suggestion.
First person hortatives are formed by preceding the second person acting on first person plural imperative clitics with the causative clitic <"`o. For comparison, non-hortative imperatives
with first plural object are shown in (433). Example (433)a shows a regular (non-hortative) second person singular acting on first person plural imperative; (433)b shows second person plural
acting on first person plural:
(433)

MAKAH

a. C`pRF`IhcHbtW
C`pÊRhQ<"`Q<"hch9btW
push–PERF=TEMP=IMPER.2sg/1pl

‘Push us! (said to one person)’
(433) b. C`pRF`IhcNv`btW
C`pÊRhQ<"`Q<"hcn9v`btW
push–PERF=TEMP=IMPER.2pl/1pl

‘Push us! (said to more than one person)’
Example (434) shows the above with the causative clitic, which takes the shape <"to after the
temporal specifier. These are now first person hortatives:
(434)

MAKAH

a. C`pRF`IFtcHbtW
C`pÊRhQ<"`Q<"to<"hch9btW
push–PERF=TEMP=CAUS=IMPER.2sg/1pl

‘Let’s push it! (said to one person)’
(434) b. C`pRF`IFtcNv`btW
C`pÊRhQ<"`Q<"`o<"hcn9v`btW
push–PERF=TEMP=CAUS=IMPER.2pl/1pl

‘Let’s push it! (said to more than one person)’
The phonological alternations producing these forms are regular but perhaps deserve spelling out.
The clitic sequence underlying (434)a is <"`Q<"to<"hch9btW. Glottalization rules produce
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<"`ItFhcHbtW, where the temporal specifier has been glottalized, and the causative /o/ is
dropped before the glottalizing imperative. Next, the resulting /tFh/ sequence is dealt with by assimilating the second vowel to the first, which is then syncopated to produce the surface form:
<"`IFtcHbtW.
The second Makah imperative mood is a “directional” imperative (‘go and ...!’), formed by
<Ch preceding the Simple Imperative clitics:
(435)

MAKAH

BtBtsjhQCFh
BtÊsji [R+S]ÊhQ<Ch<"h
wash–at.hands–PERF=GoIMPER=IMPER.2sg

‘Go wash your hands!’
There are four Imperative moods in Nuuchahnulth. Table 21 shows two, the Present Imperative and Future Imperative paradigms (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 242). First person singular and
plural objects have distinct forms. The columns marked “3 obj” are really just intransitive forms
that also serve to mark third person objects.
Table 21. Nuuchahnulth Present and Future Imperative paradigms
Present Imperative
(3 obj) 1sg obj
2sg <"H
2pl

<"HC

1pl

<"hm

<"Hr

Future Imperative

1pl obj
<"hm

<"HC`r <"HChm

(3 obj)

1sg obj

1pl obj

<"h,l

<"Hr,hl

<"Hm,hl

<"HC,hl

<"HC`r,hl <"HC`m,hl

<"Hm,hl

The Present Imperative indicates the action in question is to be undertaken immediately.
(436)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`x`xhFhr
F`x`Ê`xH<"Hr
many–give.PERF=IMPER.2sg/1sg

p@bH
p@bH

x@prhlCp`r
x`piÊrhlC [L]<p@<r

G`VDK
G`VhK

give.gift

that.which–do.ritual.for=DEF=1sg

chief.VOC

‘Present me with many of what I’m doing ritual for, O Chief!’ (NA 48.28)
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(436) b. C`pv@rF`O`Ih
C`pÊv@r<"`o<"`Q<"H
push–go.outside.PERF=CAUS=TEMP=IMPER..2sg

‘Shove it outside!’ (NA 65.32-33)
(436) c. ChlohF`IhC
C`l`ÊohQ<"`Q<"H
ready–in.house.PERF=TEMP=IMPER.2pl

‘You folks get ready in the house!’ (based on NT 176.8)
The first person plural subject (hortative) form is the same as the second singular on first person plural form, so
(437)

NUUCHAHNULTH

vhJhm
vhj<"hm

IhChQ
IhÊChQ

not=IMPER.2sg/1pl shoot–PERF
t=IMPER.1pl

no

could theoretically mean ‘Don’t shoot us’ or ‘Let’s not shoot him/her/it/them’. Its hortative use
can be directed at either a single addressee (‘Let’s (the two of us) do such and such’) or at more
than one addressee (‘Let’s (the bunch of us) do such and such’). Not indicated on the table is the
fact that the second plural on first plural form (<"HChm) can also be used as a hortative specifically directed at more than one addressee, e.g. vhJHChm IhChQ ‘Let’s (the bunch of us) not shoot
him/her/it/them’ (also, of course, ‘Don’t you folks shoot us’).
(438)

NUUCHAHNULTH

vhJHChm
vhj<"HChm

IhChQ
IhÊChQ

not=IMPER.2pl/1pl shoot–PERF
=IMPER.1pl

not

The Future Imperative, formed by adding ,hl to the Present Imperative, indicates that the
action need not be undertaken immediately, but may be performed at some future time.
(439)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. C@m@IhChl
C@mh<"`Q<"HChl

FhmjrXhpmhsRhF`Q
FhmjiÊrXhÊpÊmhsÊRhQ<"`Q

for.a.while=TEMP=FUT.IMPER.2pl fire–medicine.for–BFR–stocked.with–PERF=TEMP
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(439) a. F`LHQhjFh--F`LHQhj<FH
tomorrow=ART

‘Spend a while tomorrow getting stocked up with firewood.’ (NA 235.31)
(439) b.

F`GF@F`Ihl
F`GF@<"`Q<"hl

ghm`sRhF`Q
ghmÊ`sÊRhQ<"`Q

then–TEMP–FUT.IMPER.2sg

empty.root–arrive–PERF–TEMP

(439) b. G`rHJHjpTj
G`Êrh9ji<"h9j<pt9<j
completely–do–FUT=COND=2sg

l@l`jtKFh--[RL]–l`jiÊtKi<FH

wwwwwwwwwwww

PL–buy–place.for=ART

‘Then come here when you have finished (searching) the stores.’ (NT
146.21-22)
Nuuchahnulth also has directional imperatives that mean ‘come and ...!’ or ‘go and ...!’.
These are laid out in Table 22 (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 243).
Table 22. Nuuchahnulth Directional Imperative paradigms
‘Come’ Imperative
(3 obj)
2sg <"H,j

(440)

2pl

<"HC,`j

1pl

<"Hm,`j

1sg obj
<"Hr,`j

‘Go’ Imperative
1pl obj

<"Hm,`j

<"HC`r,`j <"HChm,j

NUUCHAHNULTH

‘Come’ Imperative

a. g`FtJihj
g`Ftj<"Hj

eat=ComeIMPER.2sg

‘Come and eat!’ (NA 148.51)
b. vdFhCtO`Ihr`j
vdFhCÊto<"`Q<"Hr`j
sleep–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=ComeIMPER.2sg/1sg

‘Come and put me to sleep!’ (NT 21.1)
‘Go’ Imperative

c. F`F@sTCh
F`F@sT<CH
ask=GoIMPER.2sg

‘Go ask him!’ (NT 42.9)

(3 obj)
<CH
<C@rt9,
<brt9

1sg obj 1pl obj
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d. g`SHrbrT
g`SHr<brt9
bathe=GoIMPER.2pl

‘You (boys) go and bathe!’ (NT 62.6)
Finally, a structural note. As we have seen, the pronominal marking in the clitic sequence
usually expresses the person and number (in first and second person) of the subject. In Imperative
moods, however, first person objects are indexed with a pronominal clitic. In bare absolute complement constructions the mood and pronominal clitics occur on the matrix predicate (§4.6.2.1).
This means the first person object of a transitive bare absolute complement predicate is actually
marked on the matrix predicate instead of the complement in an Imperative mood.
(441)

NUUCHAHNULTH

vhJHr
vhj<"Hr

Yhs@j--Yhs@j

not=IMPER.2sg/1sg

disbelieve

wwwwwwwww

‘Don’t disbelieve me.’ (NA 369.44)
The same pattern applies in Makah.
(442)

MAKAH

vhJ`Ihrjd
vhj<"`Q<"hr<jd9

cTaFhjrChQwwwwww
cTa`Ê"HjrÊChQ

not=TEMP=IMPER.2sg/1sg=ADVISE

all–consume–PERF

‘Don’t eat all of me!’ (HW, Deer and Wolves)
7.2.21 The articles
The article M <?hp, N <FH (and its evidential-quotative counterpart N <(l)hE` ~ <E@) normally attaches to the first non-demonstrative word of the RP.105 It has multiple functions. The
most basic is simply to mark referring phrases as such. It occurs optionally with RPs containing a
noun or quantifier, but obligatorily with RPs that do not contain a word from one of these classes.
In cases where it is optional, its appearance seems to be conditioned by some functional parameter akin to definiteness. Sapir (1924: 84, note 9) calls <FH a “suffixed definite article, often used
as nominalizing element”, Swadesh (1948: 109) calls it a “definite suffix”, and Rose (1981: 250-
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53) describes it as a definite and particularizing marker. Jacobsen (1973: 21) says the Makah article “indicates a certain definiteness of reference”. It is true that RPs whose referents are definite
(in the sense of identifiable) and particular (specific and referential) almost always have an article, sometimes in concert with the preceding demonstrative particle, x@ in Nuuchahnulth106 or sH
‘this’, WT ‘that’ and related forms in Makah.107 For example, the referents of N pTF`rFh ‘the
man’ in (443)a and N x@ pTF`rFh ‘the man’ in (443)b are introduced in preceding sentences of
their respective texts (Text 13 and Text 76) and are thus identifiable and particular.
(443)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FHGvDFhm
pTF`rFhwwwww
FHGi<vDFhm pTF`r<FH
big=QUOT

person=ART

‘The man was big.’ (NT 64.9)
(443) b. vhJ`Q
RHQtj
vhj<"`Q rhQÊtj

x@
x@

pTF`rFh--pTF`r<FH

not=TEMP

DEM

person=ART

change.residence–DUR

‘The man did not move.’ (NA 379.19)
However, definiteness and particularity cannot be the whole story, as shown by the two RPs in
example (444), which is the first sentence of Text 16.
(444)

NUUCHAHNULTH

Ftm@jvdFhm
FtÊm@ji<vDFhm

G@ji@Q pTF`rFh
G@ji@Q pTF`r<FH

so.and.so–have=QUOT

girl

person=ART

‘A certain man had a daughter.’ (NT 68.22)
This sentence introduces the referents of both RPs into the text for the first time, which means
they ostensibly have the same identifiability status (unidentifiable), and both are particular, yet
the subject RP has an article and the object RP does not.
In general, RPs that depart from the narrow identifiable-and-particular type in (443) (e.g. RPs
with unidentifiable referents, non-referential expressions, generic RPs, etc.), show complex patterns of article use that are not well understood and that may not be reducible to a single general
principle. Consider the RPs in (445). These sentences come from a passage in which the speaker
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is describing his attempt to build a big house, a project which first requires finding appropriately
large cedar logs. Sentence (445)a occurs two paragraphs before (445)b.
(445)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FtM@GF`Qrh
FtÊM@G<"`Q<rH
so.and.so–look.for=TEMP=1sg

QtjiHsFh
QtjiHs<FH

GtlHr
GtlHr

large.in.girth=ART

cedar

‘I looked for stout cedar logs.’ (NT 138.31)
(445) b. ---pihxhp`r
FTXhO`Q
---pihxh<p@<r FtÊh9Xho<"`Q
... when=DEF=1sg

so.and.so–obtain=TEMP

QtK
QtK

GtlHr
GtlHr

good

cedar

‘... when I found good cedars.’ (NT 140.19)
The pattern of the article use in these sentences is further evidence against the definiteness-andparticularity hypothesis in its simplest form. Neither of the referents is identifiable, and the object
RP in (445)a, QtjiHsFh GtlHr ‘stout cedar logs’, which has the article, is non-referential –– the
speaker is looking for any objects that satisfy the intension of the RP rather than some specific
subset of stout cedar logs. In fact, that may be exactly the point: the article in (445)a may indicate
that the speaker is looking for “the whole set” in the sense that any member of the set of cedar
logs that are stout will do, while the lack of article in (445)b indicates he did not find the entire
set of good cedars, just some non-specific subset.
It is probably the case that the article is sensitive to discourse-pragmatic factors like topicality
and communicative importance in addition to –– or instead of –– definiteness or particularity/specificity strictly defined. Other criteria, as yet undiscovered, may also be relevant. As Rose
(1981) suggests, it may be necessary to take into account other elements that are present in an RP,
and if so, their categories. Further study of how the article is used in discourse is the only sure
way of making progress on these questions.
Makah also has a series of possessive clitics, shown in Table 23, that attach to the first word
of RPs containing a noun to indicate possessor.
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Table 23. Makah possessive clitics

(446)

sg

pl

1

<rhr

<chr

2

<rhb

<r`pr` or
<rhb`9

3

<"t9b

<"t9B`K

MAKAH

a. FtJihE`Qr
FtÊJihC<"`Q<r
so.and.so–clothed.in=TEMP=INDIC.1sg

BtrsjTrhr
BtrsjÊT<rhr

QhFhRC`px`j
QhFhRC`,pÊx`ji

new–APPEN=POSS.1sg

leg–BRF-thing.for

‘I am wearing my new pants.’
(446) b. rtjiF`I
rtÊjihQ<"`Q<"h
hold–PERF=TEMP=IMPER.2sg

KtF`Krhbwwwwwwww
KtF`K<rhb
board=POSS.2sg

‘Pick up your board!’ (HI, Qweti and Raven)
The possessive clitics can attach to kin terms (e.g. F`aDFhprtrhr ‘my mother’), but first person
singular also has a special possessive form <`W used only with kin terms: F`aDFhpr`W ‘my
mother’. This is probably cognate to the Nuuchahnulth Set 1 first person singular subject clitic
<`G (cf. Jacobsen 1969a: 137).

7.3 Pre-modal clitics
7.3.1

Diminutive

(Makah) <?hC <?hRC, (Nuuchahnulth) <Fhr, <Fhb before glottalizing clitics (DIM): The very
common diminutive clitic indicates that some aspect or participant of a situation is small. The
most typical circumstance for the diminutive is when a participant is small in physical stature. It
may occur in the main predicate of which the participant in question is an argument, as in (447)ac and (448)a-b, or in an RP, as in (447)d and (448)c. Further research is necessary to determine
criteria for choosing between these options.
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(447)

MAKAH

a. ShpihKhE`k
ShpiÊ#hK<?hC<"`Q<?h
sit–in.house=DIM=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

vhjvHx@vhp
c@KRhQ
vhjvHx`9ji<?hp c@KÊRhQ

v@Phchp
v@Phs<?hp

boy=ART

frog=ART

watch–PERF

‘The little boy is sitting on the floor watching the frog.’ (RC, Frog Story)
(447) b. FTa@Btr
FtÊ`a`9Bt<r

pihxtpihjr
ji`F`vhRC
pihxt<(p)hj<r ji`F`ji<?hRC

so.and.so–talk.about=INDIC.1sg

when=REL=1sg

small=DIM

‘I’m talking about when I was really small.’ (IW)
(447) c. K`oW@ahFHrhCv@c
K`oWÊ@ÊahFh9r<?hC<v`9c`

I@I@v@chp
I@I@v`9s<?hp

fly–EPEN–moving.about.on.ground=DIM=QUOT.3sg

butterfly=ART

‘The little butterfly was flying about.’
(447) d. gHc`pK`k
gHc`pK<"`Q<?h

vhjvHx@vhEhp
vhjvHx`9ji<?hC<?hp

amazed=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

boy=DIM=ART

‘The little boy is amazed.’ (RC, Frog Story)
(448)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`QBhpFhrtj
F`QÊBhp<Fhr<tj

BHG`sh
BHG`sh

two–X.many.long.objects=DIM=POSS

arrow

‘He had two little arrows.’ (NA 14.19-20 )
(448) b. ETCjHbrF`Q
S@sMdFhrtjFh
G@ji@QFh --ETCjÊh9br<"`Q S`M`–;s= [L]<Fhr<tj<FH G@ji@Q<FH
all–carry=TEMP

child–<PL>=DIM=POSS=ART

girl=ART

‘The girl took along both her little children.’ (NT 72.1)
Predicate diminutives may modify the object as well as the subject. Consider (449), which
shows a Nuuchahnulth example of an object-modifying diminutive on the main predicate head.
(449)

NUUCHAHNULTHa

MtoGs`M`GFhB@pQ`G
MtoÊGs`ÊM@G<Fhr<"`9pQ<(l)@<`G
one–X.many.sackfuls–seek=DIM=INTENT=INDIC=1sg

‘I am going to look for one small sack.’ (NA 83.41)
See also (450)c.
Occurrence in the main predicate clitic sequence or occurrence in the RP-level sequence are
not mutually exclusive options. Example (450)a has the diminutive in both the main predicate and
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the subject RP, and (450)b-c show sentences with every word affixed by the diminutive (except
the proper name YhlsRhF`s ‘Mentioned-by-Name’), even the predicate modifier r@Ehmj ‘always’:
(450)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. gTFhCFhB`QpTvdFhm
S@sMdFhrFh--gTFhCÊFhr<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm S`M`–;s= [L]<Fhr<FH
sleep.PL–DIM=TEMP=COND=QUOT

child–<PL>=DIM=ART

‘The little children would be asleep.’ (NT 54.28)
(450) b. B`v@jFhB`QpTvdFhm
r@EhmjFhr
YhG`jFhr
B`v`ÊF`ji<Fhr<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm r@Ehmj<Fhr YhGÊ`ji<Fhr
one–DUR=DIM=TEMP=COND=QUOT

always=DIM

cry–DUR=DIM

(450) b. YhmHQFhrFh
YhmHQ<Fhr<FH
dog=DIM=ART

‘Now there was one little dog who was always crying.’ (NT 54.29)
(450) c. v@rb`ChQFhB`QG`
v@rÊb`ÊChQ<Fhr<"`Q<G@
where–go.to–PERF=DIM=TEMP=INTERR

(450) c. bhYhji`pFhr
bhpÊ"hjiÊ(p)`p<Fhr
speak–fond.of–very=DIM

YhlsRhF`s
YhlsÊRhQ<"`s

FtjKDFhrFh
FtÊ(j)K@<Fhr<FH

mention.name=PINV

so.and.so–named=DIM=ART

p`Gr@oFhB@mhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
p`GÊr@o<Fhr<"`9<mh
dead–CAUS.PERF=DIM=PURP=1pl

‘Where has the little talkative one named Mentioned-by-Name gone, so that we
might kill him?’ (NA 448.7-8)
In addition to small physical stature, the diminutive may index the low social rank of a participant (451) (not reflected in Sapir and Swadesh’s translation).
(451)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`F`pTFhrG`j
F`phÊv` [R]<Fhr<G@<j

j`lT
j`lT

v@F`QvdFhmQ@
v@<"`Q<vDFhm<Q`9

what–say=DIM=INTERR=2sg

young.chap

say=TEMP=QUOT=again

wwwwwww

‘“What is it that you are saying, young fellow?” they said to Deer again.’ (NT 20.1-2)
The following Makah example occurred at the same point in a Makah version of the story:
(452)

MAKAH

FtWTFhE`Q@j
FtWÊT<?hC<"`Q<(p)`9j

v@F`Ihs
atjv`C wwww
v@<"`Q<"hs atjv`C

so.and.so–APPEN=DIM=TEMP=POLAR

say=TEMP=PINV

deer

‘“Is that you?” they said to Deer.’ (HW, Deer and Wolves)
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Discussing the text later, the speaker indicated that inclusion of the diminutive in the greeting has
the force of an insult –– such a greeting would normally only be given to a child or slave.
The diminutive can also indicate that a situational element other than a participant is small or
less than expected. Example (453) shows the diminutive used to indicate that the group size of a
plural argument is few.
(453)

NUUCHAHNULTH

F`spT
F`s<pt9

F`QhrsdFhr
F`Q`Êhrs`<Fhr

ghs`r`Q
ghs`Êr`Q

though= COND

two–in.canoe.as.crew=DIM

empty.root–on.beach.PERF

(453) E@otj
E`oÊtj
canoe.party–DUR

ghmHrVhrChr
ghmÊh9rÊVhrCÊ#hr

g`FtJi`o
g`Ftj<"`o

empty.root–carry–move.up.bank.PERF–on.beach

eat=CAUS

‘Even though the canoe party consisted of a small two, (I) would take them up
the beach and feed them.’ (NT 196.36)
Certain roots in Nuuchahnulth that denote the lower end of a scale (e.g. F`m`GFhr ‘small’
denotes the lower end of the property SIZE) obligatorily take the diminutive. Compare, for example, the pairs of roots in Table 24.
Table 24. Scalar roots with the diminutive
size

FHGi
‘big’

F`m`GFhr
‘small’

weight

ji`sxHj
‘heavy’

J`sxHjFhr
‘light’

texture

p`s
‘hard’

EhsFhr
‘soft’

quantity

F`x`
‘many’

j`L@,---<Fhra
‘few’

distance

r`x@
‘far off’

F`mDFhr
‘close by’

time

pH
‘long time’

J@C,---<Fhra
‘short time’

a

This root is bound and must have a suffix
before the diminutive. See (454)
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Derived words based on these roots also have the diminutive:
(454)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. FDFhmG`CFhr
F`m`GiÊ(v)`C [LR]<Fhr
small–at.margin.of.water=DIM

‘a small margin from the surface of the water to the gunwale of the canoe’
(454) b. j`LHFhQFhr
j`L`Êh9FhQ<Fhr
few–move.into.house.PERF=DIM

‘few enter the house’
(454) c. j`LhrsdFhr
j`L`Êhrs`<Fhr
few–in.canoe.as.crew=DIM

‘few crew members in a canoe’
(454) d. J@Cm@jFhr
J@CÊm@ji<Fhr
short.time–have=DIM

‘have sth for a short time’
Roots that denote the upper limit of a scale like FHGi ‘big’ can occur with the diminutive as well,
but with these roots it expresses qualified or partial possession of the property, e.g. FHGFhr ‘fairly
big’.
Use of the diminutive with scalar roots in Makah is not obligatory. When it does occur with a
root in this category, it intensifies the meaning: ji`F`vhRC ‘really small’ (ji`F`ji ‘small’).
As first discussed in Sapir (1915), the Nuuchahnulth diminutive can be used to indicate persons with certain “abnormal” physical characteristics other than small size such as lame people,
left-handed people, those who squint or are cross-eyed, hunchbacks, and others. In these cases the
diminutive acts in concert either with a characteristic and otherwise meaningless consonant cluster that is inserted into the word (e.g. ,QR, plus <Fhr to indicate lameness) or with special articulatory changes that are applied to particular groups of consonants (e.g. to indicate those with a
defect of the eye all sibilants are changed to the corresponding lateral stops or fricatives: /r R/
become /K/, etc.). To cite two of Sapir’s examples, S`MdFhrFh ‘the little child’ becomes
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S`QRMdFhrFh to refer to or to address a lame child; similarly, x@KF`Ql` ‘He is yonder now’ (x@K
‘yonder’, <"`Q temporal specifier’, <l@ Indicative mood) becomes x@KCGFhB`Ql` to indicate a left-handed person, which Sapir translates as ‘There now he is, poor little left-handed
chap!’.
7.3.2

Intentive future (Nuuchahnulth)

<F`9pQ (rarely <"`9pQ) (INTENT): This Nuuchahnulth clitic is typically used as a future tense
marker with the implication, though not the necessity, that the subject or some other participant in
the event has control over whether it comes about.
(455) a. ---F`mhr
---F`mh<r
... SUBOR=1sg

F@xHQF@pQ--F`x`Ê"hQ [L]<F`9pQ---

wwwwwwwwwwwwwww

many–invite.PERF=INTENT...

‘...because I was going to invite many.’ (NT 140.21)
(455) b. B`wRhQF@pQp`r
B`wiÊRhQ<F`9pQ<p@<r
spear–PERF=INTENT=SUBOR=1sg

‘And I am going to spear him.’ (NT 48.4)
(455) c. p`GRhQF@pQl`
Tom --- FTmTQ
p`GÊRhQ<F`9pQ<l@ Tom --- FtÊ@mt9Q
dead–PERF=INTENT=INDIC

Tom

...

so.and.so–reason

F`mh
F`mh

OhRFHrp`--OhR-Ê"Hr<p@

SUBOR

bad–consume–SUBOR

‘Tom will die because he is eating something bad.’ (NA 72.26-27)
Example (456) shows the intentive future in an RP. The intentive element is barely felt here:
(456)

j@FTbRhQF@pQtjFh
j@FTbÊRhQ<F`9pQ<tj<FH
grandchild–PERF=INTENT=POSS=ART

‘his future grandchild’ (NA 77.24)
The intentive future does not co-occur with the other future clitics that appear later in the sequence. Rose (1981) reports that <F`9pQ co-occurs with the irrealis <"`9G and the past tense
clitic<(l)hs in Kyuquot dialect, but examples of either are lacking in the Tseshaht corpus.108
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7.3.3

Temporal specifier

<"`Q (TEMP): This ubiquitous clitic, common to both languages, has a number of subtle functions, all of which derive from its basic function of fixing a situation at a specified time in the
course of events. When translated at all, it is rendered ‘now’, ‘(and) then’, or ‘at that time’.
It often serves as a device for expressing the temporal succession of a series of events. The
first two sentences of the following Nuuchahnulth excerpt from paragraph one of Text 77 (77.1.4
and 77.1.5 below; NA 385) relate two events in narrative sequence. The third sentence (77.1.6)
introduces information about the setting:
NUUCHAHNULTH

77.1.4 RHQtJi`Q
RhQÊtj<"`Q

FTbhXtj
m`Lhms
FtÊbh9Xtj [L+S] m`Lhms

change.residence–DUR=TEMP

so.and.so–go.to

Namint

‘They (the Ucluelets) were moving to Namint Bay.’
77.1.5 FtFhx`ChrS`Q
FtÊ-Fhx`Ê`ChRs<"`Q
so.and.so–get.to.be.at.PERF–on.ocean=TEMP

J`m`ChRstQ
J`mÊ`ChRsÊtQ

S`RVhm
S`RÊVhm

camp–on.ocean–PERF

trail–in.middle

‘They laid to on the water at Road-Middle.’
77.1.6 ghK@r
ghKÊ@r
there–on.horizontal.surface

F`m`GFhr
E`o`b gHKdFdFh
F`m`G<Fhr E`o`b ghKÊ(v)`F` [L]<FH
small=DIM

canoe

-

there–at.edge=ART

77.1.6 QtRhmp`jFhQtRhmpÊ`ji<FH
boarded.over.canoes–DUR=ART

‘There was a small canoe on the barge near the edge.’
Both sequenced sentences are marked with <"`Q. The third sentence, however, denoting a background or previously existing situation, is not in the narrative sequence and so is not marked with
<"`Q.
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7.3.4

Possessive

(Makah, Nuuchahnulth) <tj (M <F`ji, N <F`j after vowels) (POSS): In Nuuchahnulth, the
possessive clitic occurs on the first word of a possessed RP. If the possessor is third person, the
possessive is often, though not obligatorily, followed by the article <FH. The possessor can be
expressed in an independent RP that usually follows the possessed (457)c:
(457)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F@Cr@ShlF`jFh
F`CÊ(b)r`9S` [L]Êhl<F`j<FH
support.with.pad–at.forehead–thing=POSS=ART

‘his head flattener’ (NT 15.1)
(457) b. bhx`otwrtjFh
bhx`otwr<tj<FH
hat=POSS=ART

‘his hat’ (NA 399.21)
(457) c. mdFHpr`jFh
mdFHprt<F`j<FH
uncle=POSS=ART

G@ji@QFh
G@ji@Q<FH
girl=ART

‘the girl’s uncle’ (NT 62.16)
If the possessor is first or second person, the possessive clitic is followed by the appropriate
Definite Relative mood clitic (§7.2.16) and pronominal clitic:
(458)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`QphlKtjp`r
F`QÊphlK<tj<p@<r
two–X.many.round.objects=POSS=DEF=1sg

jTm@
jTm@
schooner

‘my two schooners’ (NT 144.31)
(458) b. F`rl@jFhsp`j
F`rl`<F`j<FHsp`<j
favorite.child=POSS=DEF=2sg

‘your (sg.) favorite child’ (NA 313.39)
As in English, a possessive construction in Nuuchahnulth can be used to express concepts
like ‘center of the house’ and ‘top of the tree’:
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(459)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`oohFhKtjFh
F`lÊoh(K)Ê#hK<tj<FH

l`GSHF`jFh
l`GSH<F`j<FH

locative.root–in.middle–in.house=POSS=ART

house=POSS=ART

‘the center of their house’ (NA 344.2-3)
(459) b. F`opHF`jFh
F`lÊpH<F`j<FH

I`p`Y`rFh
I`p`Y`r<FH

locative.root–on.top=POSS=ART

tree=ART

‘the top of the tree’ (NT 76.15)
In Makah, the possessive clitic has been observed in RPs functioning in a manner similar to
that just described for Nuuchahnulth:
(460)

MAKAH

oHjtpiHK
F`aDFhpr@jpdxwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
ohjtÊpÊ(ji)h9K [L+S] F`aDFhprt<F`ji<pdxt
basket–BFR–make

mother=POSS=COND.3sg

‘His mother was making baskets.’ (MP, Qweti and his Mother)
However, RP possession is more commonly accomplished by the possessive clitics in §7.2.21.
In both languages the possessive clitic participates in the very common possessor raising construction. In Makah, this is its primary use. It denotes that the subject (as indicated by the pronominal clitic in the clitic sequence) is the possessor of the S/A argument of the predicate head.
The possessed is oblique. It occurs with intransitive predicates and, rarely, with transitive predicates.
(461)

MAKAH

a. p`WRhQtjr
p`WÊRhQ<tj<r

PhcHQ
PhcHQ

dead–PERF=POSS=INDIC.1sg

dog

‘My dog died.’
(461) b. bta@F`vhb
bta@<F`ji<?hb
full=POSS=INDIC.2sg

‘Your bowl is full.’

W`CHpr
W`CHÊpr
deep–in.vessel
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NUUCHAHNULTH

(461) c. ---ghmHO`Qtjrh
---ghm`Êh9o<"`Q<tj<rH
... empty.root–obtain.PERF=TEMP=POSS=1sg

FtV@Shm--FtÊV@sÊ"hm
so.and.so–related.to–treated.as

‘One of my relatives got it.’ (NT 138.9-10)
(461) d. ---YhB@sRhF`Qtjrh
---YhB@sÊRhQ<"`Q<tj<rH

KTCLTo
KTCLTo

... menstruate.first.time–PERF=TEMP=POSS=1sg

sister.of.a.man

‘My sister had her first courses.’ (NT 138.15 )
(461) e. ---vHjbp@rtjp`
---vhjÊbpH [L]Ê"`r<tj<p@
... not–overhead–on.ground=POSS=SUBOR

F@rHprt
F@rHprt

wwwwwwwwwww

child.of.sibling

‘... for his niece didn’t have a roof over her head.’ (NT 54.19)
lit. ‘for his niece had nothing overhead (on the ground)’
(461) f. FtGshmF`j
FtÊGshm<F`j
so.and.so–made.of=POSS

LtRF`rhl
LtR-Ê"`rÊhl

pTF`rFh
KhG`K--pTF`r<FH KhG`K---

closed–on.ground–thing

man=ART

mat ...

‘The man’s door was made of a mat.’ (NA 379.23)
7.3.5

Passive-inverse

(Makah) <"hs, (Nuuchahnulth) <"`s, <"`9m before <(l)hs past tense and sometimes <tj possessive (PINV): This clitic covers the functional range of passive and inverse constructions in
other languages. Its use is triggered by the following conditions:
1. The A argument of a transitive clause is lower than the P argument on one of two hierarchies,
a person hierarchy (1,2 > 3) or a topicality hierarchy (more topical > less topical).
2. The S argument of an intransitive clause or the A argument of a transitive clause is impersonal.
Let us first consider the principles governing the use of the passive-inverse in relation to the person hierarchy.109
When one argument of a transitive clause is a speech-act participant (SAP) and the other is
third person, the SAP must be the subject regardless of its semantic role. If the third person argu-
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ment is the P (patient-like argument), it is coded as object, and the clause is direct, i.e. nonpassive-inverse.
(462)

MAKAH

SAP acting on 3 P

jtcTjr@F`Qhsr
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)hs<r

Bill
Bill

awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

Bill

‘I woke Bill.’
If, on the other hand, the SAP is the P, a passive-inverse construction is used (marked by the passive-inverse clitic on the predicate head) with the SAP as subject and the third person A (agentlike argument) as an oblique (463)a. A direct construction with the third person A as subject and
the SAP P as object is ungrammatical (463)b.
(463)

MAKAH

3 A acting on SAP P

a. jtcTjr@F`Ihshsr
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<"hs<(a)hs<r

Bill
Bill

awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=PAST=INDIC.1sg

Bill

‘Bill woke me.’
(191) b. )jtcTjr@F`QFt
)jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)t<?h
*awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

Bill rhx@
Bill rhx@
Bill

1sg

When both arguments of a transitive predicate are SAPs, the two languages differ on the coding strategy employed according to the different grammatical resources they have available.
Makah simply uses first on second or second on first pronominals:
(464)

MAKAH

a. jtcTjr@F`QhsrHbtW
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q<(a)hs<rh9btW
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg/2sg

‘I woke you.’
(464) b. jtcTjr@F`QFtbhr
jtcTj<r`9o<"`Q<(a)t<?hbhr
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.2sg/1sg

‘You woke me.’
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In Nuuchahnulth, the A can appear as subject and the P as object, marked by an independent
pronoun.
(465)

NUUCHAHNULTH

---G@GTo@pI`Q`G
rtV`-----G@GToÊ(x)@<F`9pQ<"`Q<(l)@<`G rtV`--... instruct–CONT=INTENT=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

2sg...

‘I shall instruct you.’ (NT 60.6)
However, another common strategy is to use a bare absolute predicate to introduce the P argument in a separate clause.
(466)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Qtojr@O`Q`G
QtojÊr@o<"`Q<(l)@<`G
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

rTshK
rtsÊ(C)hK [L]
2sg–do.to

clause 1

clause 2

‘I woke you (sg.).’
(466) b. Qtojr@O`QdFhb
QtojÊr@o<"`Q<(l)@<Fhb
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=INDIC=2sg

rHChK
rhÊ(C)hK [L]
1sg–do.to

clause 1

clause 2

‘You (sg.) woke me.’
In (466), the A arguments are subjects of the initial clauses, and the P arguments appear as roots
of bare absolute predicates with the verbalizing suffix -(C)hK [L] ‘doing to, with reference to ...’.
Literally, the construction means something like ‘X caused to be awake, doing it to Y’. See
§4.6.1.1 for details on this type of construction.110
We turn now to the use of the passive-inverse in relation to the topicality hierarchy. When
both arguments of a transitive predicate are third person, the more topical of the two is generally
coded as subject, regardless of its role. If the A is more topical, the clause is direct: the A is coded
as subject and the P is coded as object. If, on the other hand, the P is more topical, the clause is
passive-inverse: the P is coded as subject, and the A, if mentioned at all, appears as an oblique
agent RP. In syntactic terms, the passive-inverse clitic on the predicate head signals that the P
rather than the A is subject. In discourse terms, it signals that the A is less topical than the P.
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A definitive statement of the factors determining topicality in Southern Wakashan requires a
quantitative text study, but recency of mention is a relatively clear-cut parameter that will serve to
demonstrate the basic principles at work. In general, the more recently a referent has been mentioned in the discourse, the more topical it is. If the A has been mentioned more recently than the
P, and is hence more topical, it will likely be coded as subject, and the clause will be direct. Conversely, if the P has more recently been mentioned, it will be subject, and the clause will be passive-inverse. For instance, faced with the Makah sentences in (467)a-b out of context, an addressee could interpret either sentence as ‘Bill saw Mary’ or ‘Mary saw Bill’.
(467)

MAKAHa
a. Direct clause
c`CFnK`QFt
c`CÊtF`K<"`Q<(a)t<?h

see–perceive.PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.3sg

Bill Mary
Bill Mary
Bill

Mary

a. ‘Bill saw Mary.’
b. ‘Mary saw Bill.’
(467) b. Passive-inverse clause
c`CFnK`IhsFt
c`CÊtF`K<"`Q<"hs<(a)t<?h
see–perceive.PERF=TEMP=PINV=PAST=INDIC.3sg

Bill Mary
Bill Mary
Bill

Mary

a. ‘Mary saw Bill.’
b. ‘Bill saw Mary.’
Now let us assume that the previous sentence in the discourse was a`ChcF`QFt Bill ‘Bill came in
the house’, and that Mary has not been mentioned for several minutes. In this context, the referent-role relations become clearer. Since Bill is the more topical of the two arguments, he will
likely be coded as subject, and the a. translation of each sentence is the most probable.
The second circumstance for the passive-inverse is impersonal reference: clauses with impersonal S/A arguments are often passive-inverse. This impersonal passive-inverse marking is particularly common in the Nuuchahnulth corpus in texts describing how certain rituals are performed. The following example comes from the first two sentences of Text 25, A Secret Ritual for
Spearing Fish (NT 110). The passive-inverse appears three times in this excerpt: in the intransi-
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tive clause ‘one goes into the woods’ and the transitive clauses ‘one goes to (his) training place’,
and ‘one makes an imitation canoe with a spear extending out in front’.
NUUCHAHNULTH

25.1.1 Ftxh
FtÊxh
so.and.so–at.X.time

Q`v@F`QpT
ghmhm
Q`v@<"`Q<pt9 ghm`ÊMH

g`Ftl
g`Ftl

near=TEMP=COND

fish

25.1.1 ghs@pIhF`I`s
ghs`Ê"@pIhQÊ"`QÊ"`s

empty.root–arrive.PERF

Ftb`ChF`I`s
FtÊb`ÊChQ<"`Q<"`s

empty.root–in.woods.PERF=TEMP=PINV

so.and.so–go.to–PERF=TEMP=PINV

25.1.1 B@wrhlCtV`rFhB`wiÊrhlC [L]–tKiÊ"`r<FH
spear–do.ritual.for–place.for–on.ground=ART

‘When it is nearly time for the fish to come, one goes into the woods (and goes) to (his)
training place.’
25.1.2 FtjiHKRhF`I`s
FtÊ(C)h9KÊRhQ<"`Q<"`s
so.and.so–make–PERF=TEMP=PINV

E@o`bSHFhK`
rhl@brxhm
lhKrXh
E`o`bÊSh9FhK [L]Ê(x)@ rhlÊ@brxhm111 lhKrXh
canoe–pretend–CONT

rigid–at.bow

spear

‘He makes an imitation canoe with a spear extending out in front.’
Passive-inverse is not obligatory in such procedural contexts. Generally, the first several sentences in a text such as Text 25 are passive-inverse to establish the impersonal S/A in the discourse, but later sentences can be either passive-inverse or direct.
The following example of the impersonal passive-inverse in Makah occurs in a text in which
HI is describing the transparent appearance of a jar in a photograph.
(468)

MAKAHa
C`atKhs
c`Cr@vHFhs
C`atK<"hs c`CÊ;@=ÊrvH<Fhs

jarFhp
jar<?hp

able=PINV

jar=ART

see–<EPEN>–through=PINV

‘You can see through the jar.’ (Frog Story, HI)
The passive-inverse also regularly appears on the predicate head in both Makah and Nuuchahnulth when a body part is an S/A argument.
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(469)

MAKAH

a. x@F`Jhsr
x@ÊF`ji<"`Q<"hs<r

StWTBhc
StWTBhc`

sore–DUR=TEMP=PINV=INDIC.1sg

head

‘My head is sore.’
(469) b. IHCjpdx`Ihsr
IhCjÊpdx`Q [L]<"hs<r

BhJi@a`b
BhJi@a`b

creak–make.sound.PERF=PINV=INDIC.1sg

neck

‘My neck cracked (lit. made a creaking sound).’
(469) c. r@spRhIhsr
r@spÊRhQ<"hs<r
itch–PERF=PINV=INDIC.1sg

OhOhFh
OhOhFh9
ear

‘My ears itch.’
(470)

NUUCHAHNULTHa
a. x@F`J`I`srh
KhL`prsh---wwwwww
x@ÊF`ji<"`Q<"`s<rH KhL`prsh

sore–DUR=TEMP=PINV=1sg

mind

‘My mind was troubled.’ (NT 140.21)
(470) b. ---F`mh
---F`mh
... SUBOR

GhGhX`pQv`s
GhrÊ"`pQÊvh [R]<"`s

E`KE`---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
E`KE`

blood–inside–at.nails=PINV

fingernail

‘... that he had blood under his fingernails.’ (NT 14.7-8)
Evidently related is the fact that it can optionally replace the possessive clitic (§7.3.4) to mark
inalienable possession of body parts in Nuuchahnulth:
(471)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. Inalienable possession marked by possessive
StGBhs`jFh
StGBhsh<F`j<FH
head=POSS=ART

‘his/her/its/their head(s)’
b. Inalienable possession marked by passive-inverse
StGBhs`sFh
StGBhsh<"`s<FH
head=PINV=ART

‘his/her/its/their head(s)’
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7.3.6

Irrealis (Nuuchahnulth)

<"`9G (IRR): The irrealis occurs in the following constructions.112

a) Optionally in past counterfactuals
(472) a. ---b`pr@O@Ghs`G
rTshK
---b`pÊr@o<"`9G<(l)hs<(l)@<`G rtsÊ(C)hK [L]
... on.end–CAUS.PERF=IRR=PAST=INDIC=1sg

2sg–do.to

(472) a. pi`lhGrhlspTr--pi`ÊlhGr`<(l)hs<pt9<r
do.thus–want.to=PAST=COND=1sg

‘I would have set you on end if I had wanted to.’ (NT 88.26)
(472) b. ---G`xTXhO@GhsdFhb
Ihr`K
---G`xtÊh9Xho<"`9G<(l)hs<(l)@<Fhb Ihr`K

FhR
FhR

ltbltG`p
ltbltG`p

... ten–obtain.PERF=IRR=PAST=INDIC=2sg

and

bearskin

blanket

‘You would have got the ten blankets and the bearskin.’ (NT 154.4)

b) Conative: denotes an attempted action (with the graduative aspect)
(473) G@rhJ@G
G`Êrh9jiÊ[L+S]<"`9G
completely–do–GRAD=IRR

G`xtptlK
G`xtÊphlK

mTsX`j
mTsÊX`ji

ten–X.many.round.objects

roll.hoop–thing.for

‘They were trying to use up ten hoops.’ (NA 16.49-50)

c) Optionally in Nuuchahnulth future imperatives
(474) a. ---ghm`sRhF@GFhl
---ghmÊ`sÊRhQ<"`9G<"hl

YHKChM`j
YhKCÊHM`ji

... empty.root–arrive–PERF=IRR=FUT.IMPER.2sg dog–imitate.in.dance

‘Have Dog-Dancer (man’s name) come.’ (NA 378.3-4)
(474) b. vhJhl
vhj<"hl

jTVhKF@G---wwwww
jTVhK<"`9G

not=FUT.IMPER.2sg steal=IRR

‘Do not steal.’ (NT 206.13)
These are often negative imperatives, as in (474)b, or involve a third person object with a causative sense (474)a.

d) Optionally reinforcing the past tense denoting ‘deceased’ on kin terms
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(475)

ldFhQp`btJi@GhsFh
ldFhQp`b<tj<"`9G<(l)hs<FH
boy=POSS=IRR=PAST=ART

‘his late son’ (NA 125.29)

e) Obligatorily in Nuuchahnulth with the bound root Gh, ‘unable’
(476) Ghb`F`O@Grh
GhÊb`F`o<"`9G<rH
unable–go.to.CAUS.PERF=IRR=1sg

gTMhphsX`o---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
gTMhÊpÊHsX@o
drift.food–BFR–bring.as.gift.PERF

‘I could not present it anywhere as drift-food.’ (NT 198.14)

7.4 Post-modal clitics
7.4.1

Third plural

(Makah) <?`K <`K <`9K <h9K <K ÊÊ see §7.2.1 and §7.4.2 for distribution of allomorphs,
(Nuuchahnulth) <F`K (3pl): This clitic indicates that a third person participant (subject, object, or
oblique) is plural.
(477)

MAKAH

a. c`FTprF`Qhsr@K
c`FTÊprÊhQ<"`Q<r<`9K

gHgHKb`j
[R]–gHKb@j

accompany–in.vessel–PERF=TEMP=INDIC.1sg=3pl

PL–parent

‘I rode along with my parents (in the car, canoe, etc).’
(477) b. g`FtjRF`k`K
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q<?`K
eat–PERF=TEMP=3pl

‘They began to eat.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(477) c. ---Chop@F`Q
---ChopÊ(x)@<"`Q
... bow.is.drawn–CONT=TEMP

lTrs`s`jFhF`K--lTrs`sh<F`j<FH<F`K
bow=POSS=ART=3pl

‘They had their bows drawn.’ (NT 88.8)
(477) d. IhW`vtO`QrhF`K
IhWÊ(p)`vto<"`Q<rH<F`K
red–on.face.CAUS.PERF=TEMP=1sg=3pl

‘I daubed red paint on their faces.’ (NA 61.5)
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(477) e. v@F`QF`K
F`QdFhwwwwwww
v@<"`Q<F`K F`Q`<FH
say=TEMP=3pl

two=ART

‘The two said this.’ (NA 84.32-33)
(477) f. vhjlhGr`O`QF`K
p`GRhQ--vhjÊlhGr`<"`o<"`Q<F`K p`GÊRhQ
not–want.to=CAUS=TEMP=3pl

wwwwwwwwwww

dead–PERF

‘He did not want them to kill him.’ (NA 410.43-44)
It also occurs in the “associative plural” construction in which the predicate containing the third
plural clitic combines with a singular proper name or kin term to mean ‘NAME and associates did
X’.
(478)

MAKAH

a. v`KRF`khK
v`KÊRhQ<"`Q<?h<`K
go.home–PERF=TEMP =INDIC.3sg=3pl

Maria
Maria
Maria

‘Maria and her family went home.’
(478) b. c`C@xhIDFhr`Qhsr@K
c`CÊ@xhQÊ"d9Fhr<"`Q<(a)hs<r<`9K

Maria.
Maria

check.on–enter.house.PERF–go.to=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg=3pl

Maria

‘I just stopped by to look in on Maria and her family.’
(478)

NUUCHAHNULTH

c. ghgHpVhKs`QF`K
[R+L]–ghpÊVhKs`<"`Q<F`K
PL–all–move.out.of.canoe.PERF=TEMP=3pl

l@B@mtwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
l@B@mtw
Lunchman

‘Lunchman (man’s name) and all got out of the canoe.’ (NA 409.23)
HW volunteered (479) as an alternative way of expressing (478)b, which shows the plural clitic
can also appear with an associative reading in the RP.
(479) c`C@xhIDFhr`Qhsr
c`CÊ@xhQÊ"d9Fhr<"`Q<(a)hs<r
look.in.on–enter.house.PERF–go.to=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I just stopped by to look in on Maria and her family.’

MariaF`K
Maria<?`K
Maria=3pl
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7.4.2

Habitual

(Makah) <`9j, (Nuuchahnulth) <F`9K` (HAB): This clitic indicates the habitual nature of the
event denoted by the predicate.
(480)

MAKAH

a. ghcHjrrHj
ghc`Êh9jr<rh<`9j
empty.root–bring=INDIC.1sg=HAB

Ftb`ChQ
FtÊb`ÊChQ

a`F`rrhb
a`F`r<rhb

so.and.so–go.to–PERF

house=POSS.2sg

‘I always bring it to your house.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(480) b. F`Ji`KM`Ghsp`F@K`
Khb`Gtl
F`Ji`KÊM@G<(l)hs<p@<F`9K` KhbÊ`GT(K)Êl`
borrow–seek=PAST=SUBOR=HAB

(480) a. shshmjtl
shÊMtji [R+L]Êtl
wipe–at.hand–thing

cloth.spread.out–in.front–thing

G`VHG
G`VhKÊh9G

vhjl`p`jtjFh
vhjÊl`p`j<tj<FH

KTbrl`wwwww
KTbrl`

chief–PL

not–skilled.at=POSS=ART

woman

‘Chiefs whose wives were not smart used to (have to) borrow eating spreads
and hand–wipers.’ (NT 202.39-40)
(480) c. K@jRhFhr
K@jRhQ<"Hr
please=IMPER.2sg/1sg

stlhr`vto
stlhrÊ(p)`vto

v@F`I@mhs`F@K`
v@<"`Q<"`s<(l)hs<`<F`9K`

charcoal–on.face.CAUS.PERF

say=TEMP=PINV=PAST=INDIC=HAB

(480) b. rHwTKlHj--rhwiÊ(p)T(K)Êlh9j [L]
sores–on.face–getter.of

‘“Please put charcoal on my face,” they would say to Soreface-Hunter.’ (NA
67.15)
(480) d. vhJHF@K`
vhj<"H<F`9K`
not=IMPER.2sg=HAB

vdFhC wwwwwwww
vdFhC
sleep

‘Don’t sleep all the time.’ (NT 184.18)
Two second person plural clitics take longer forms in Makah when directly followed by the
habitual clitic. I have not reelicited this material, so my description relies on Jacobsen’s (1973:
16-17) presentation of the data; he refers to this morpheme as the “usitative”. The Set 1 (Indicative) second person plural clitic in Table 15 takes the form <?hbn9vhC (instead of <?hb`9) and the
Set 2 form becomes <rn9v`C (instead of <r`9).
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When the habitual is followed by the third plural clitic (§7.4.1), which here apparently has the
form <K, metathesis takes place whereby the /j/ of the habitual and the /K/ of the plural metathesize: <`9j<K surfaces as <`9Kj (cf. Jacobsen 1973: 16).
7.4.3

Responsive (Makah)

<Rh9 (RESP): This clitic indicates that the utterance is made in response to an utterance of the
hearer, generally a question, as demonstrated by the following standard greeting formula:
(481) Speaker 1: FtWTF`Q@j
FtWÊT<"`Q<(p)`9j
so.and.so–APPEN=TEMP=POLAR

‘Hello! –– (lit.) is it you (sg.)?’
(481) Speaker 2: FtWTF`QrhRh
FtWÊT<"`Q<rh<Rh9
so.and.so–APPEN=INDIC.1sg=RESP

‘Hello! –– (lit.) indeed, it’s me’
Second person plural clitics show longer forms with this clitic similar to those that occur with
the habitual: the second plural Set 1 form (see Table 15) becomes <?hbn9v`, and the Set 2 form
becomes <rn9v`.
When the responsive follows the habitual (§7.4.2), the final consonant of the habitual and the
initial consonant of the responsive metathesize: <`9j<Rh9 becomes <`9Rjh9. This metathesis
also occurs when the habitual has already undergone metathesis with the third plural clitic. Thus,
an underlying sequence of <`9j<K<Rh9 surfaces as <`9KRjh9 (cf. Jacobsen 1973: 18).
Jacobsen (1973: 17) reports that the responsive occurs with the Indicative and the Quotative.
Its failure to occur with most of the other moods can be explained pragmatically, e.g. it would be
a contradiction of its function to combine it with either of the interrogatives.
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7.4.4

‘Again’

(Makah) <QFn, (Nuuchahnulth) <Q`9 (‘again, also’): This clitic indicates the repetition of an
event or entity.
(482)

MAKAH

a. Ftc@jcTQFn
FtÊc@ji<ct9<QFn
so.and.so–have=1pl=again

cTohb@c`W ItO`Cww
cTohb`9c`Wh ItO`C
all.kinds

root

‘We also have all kinds of roots.’ (HW, Our Land)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(482) b. F`QGs`xHrhQ@
F`QÊGs`Ê`xh9<rH<Q`9
two–X.many.sackfuls–give.PERF=1sg=again

MtoGs@j
MtoÊGs`ÊF`ji
one–X.many.sackfuls–DUR

(482) b. v`v`B`pJtj MtoGs@jQ@
v`v`B`pJtj MtoÊGs`ÊF`ji<Q`9
beans

one–X.many.sackfuls–DUR=again

MhMhwJtjwwwwwwwwww
MhwiÊJtj [R]
salmon.roe–resemble

‘I gave him also two sacks, one of beans and one of peas.’ (NA 83.6-7)
This is likely a reduced and cliticized form of M, N Q`FT ‘another’.

7.5 Organization of the clitic sequence
Clitics fall into three groups: pre-modal (§7.3), mood and pronominal (§7.2), and post-modal
(§7.4). Though some combinations of clitics are rare or unattested (e.g. temporal specifier and
future in Makah, intentive future and irrealis in Nuuchahnulth), most of the pre- and post-modal
clitics may co-occur with one another and with the mood and pronominal clitics or an article.
When two or more clitics are hosted by the same word, they appear in a fixed order. The order of
clitics in Makah is shown in (483).
(483)

Organization of the clitic sequence in Makah

=DIM=TEMP=CAUS=POSS=PINV=TENSE=MOOD=PRO=HAB=3PL=RESP=again
The tense slot can be filled by either future <"dxhj or past <(a)hs (<(a)t preceding second and
third person). There seems to be another future clitic <hQ, but this is not well attested. The pre-
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modal benefactive clitic <to follows the temporal specifier, but its exact position among the
other pre-modal clitics is unknown:
(484)

MAKAH

Ftc@J`QtorHbtW
FtÊc@ji<"`Q<to<rh9btW

P`K@F`Wrwwwww
P`K@F`Wr

so.and.so–have=TEMP=BEN=INDIC.1sg/2sg

chamber.pot

‘I have a chamber pot for you.’ (HW, Deer and Wolves)
The “advisitive” clitic <jd9 mentioned in §7.2.20 is another post-modal clitic; it is not known
whether this co-occurs with the other post-modal clitics, and, if so, where it occurs in the sequence.
The order of Nuuchahnulth clitics is shown in (485).
(485)

Organization of the clitic sequence in Nuuchahnulth

=DIM=INTENT=CAUS=TEMP=PINV=POSS=IRR=FUT=PAST=MOOD=PRO=3PL=again=HAB
One of three future tense clitics may appear in the FUT slot. Note that, unlike its Makah cognate,
the Nuuchahnulth past tense is not in paradigmatic opposition with future tense. It may co-occur
with at least two of the future clitics, <(x)hj IRR.FUT and <"h9j FUT (not at the same time), to
express present and past counterfactuality.
(486) ---IhChFHjhsp`
---IhÊChQ<"h9j<(l)hs<p@
... shoot–PERF=FUT=PAST=SUBOR

Ftxh
FtÊxh

oTm@jGhspT
oTÊm@jiÊ(p)G<(l)hs<pt9

so.and.so–at.X.time

gun–have–while=PAST=COND

‘... that they would have shot if they had guns.’ (NA 397.34)
When the Nuuchahnulth causative and possessive occur in the same sequence, the possessive
precedes the causative (487)a, although if the causative is not present it comes later in the sequence, following the passive-inverse (487)b:
(487)

a. POSS<CAUS<TEMP<PINV
FtGtJi`O`I`smh
FtG<tj<"`o<"`Q<"`s<mH
so.and.so=POSS=CAUS=TEMP=PINV=1pl

‘Ours was caused to be ...’ (NA 19.8)
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b. TEMP<PINV<POSS
E`MHF`I`stj
E`MH<"`Q<"`s<tj
not.see=TEMP=PINV=POSS

‘Theirs were not seen.’ (NA 124.8)
Example (487)b also shows that the temporal specifier normally precedes passive-inverse and
possessive. When the irrealis and temporal specifier co-occur, however, the temporal specifier
follows the irrealis and thus these other clitics as well:
(488)

PINV<POSS<IRR<TEMP
Ji`X@O`stJi@GF`QpT
Ji`ÊX@o<"`s<tj<"`9G<"`Q<pt9

break.in.two–CAUS.PERF=PINV=POSS=IRR=TEMP=COND

‘If they try to break it ...’ (NA 17.14)
When the temporal specifier moves to the right of the irrealis, the passive-inverse and possessive
may optionally “piggy-back” along. Compare their positions in (488) to their positions in (489):
(489)

PINV<IRR<TEMP<PINV<POSS
gtosr@O`S@GF`I@mtjihsmh
gtosÊr@o<"`s<"`9G<"`Q<"`s<tj<(l)hs<mH

hidden–CAUS.PERF=PINV=IRR=TEMP=PINV=POSS=PAST=1pl

‘Ours would be hidden.’ (NA 142.47)
In (488) only the temporal specifier has moved. In (489) the passive-inverse and the possessive
have moved with it; all three clitics now follow the irrealis. Surprisingly, a copy of the passiveinverse is retained before the irrealis. This means the passive-inverse occurs twice in the same
sequence. Such double marking occurs only in this circumstance and is unknown with other clitics. Example (490) gives two more instances of double passive-inverse marking:
(490) a. ---v@ F`mh
---v@ F`mh
... say

SUBOR

GhrhKHX`oRhF`S@GF`I`sp`--GhÊrhK`Êh9X`oÊRhQ<"`s<"`9G<"`Q<"`s<p@--unable–do–CAUS.INCEP–PERF=PINV=IRR=TEMP=PINV=SUBOR...

‘She said that he (the doctor) had been unable to do anything for her.’ (NT
190.30-31)

wwww
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(490) b. vhjG@r
vhj<G@<r
not=INTERR=1sg

L`V@F`S@GF`I`s
x@YHGhsp`r
L`V@<"`s<"`9G<"`Q<"`s x`piÊ"h9G [L]<(l)hs<p@<r
deliver=PINV=IRR=TEMP=PINV

that.which–hunt=PAST=DEF=1sg
113

‘Are they not bringing to me what we [sic–MD ] tried to get?’ (NA 169.40)
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8 Word Classes
8.1 Inventory
Southern Wakashan has at least the following classes of unextended words (§4.2.1).
(491)

Nominals
Nouns (§8.2.1)
Numerals, quantities, and quantifiers (§8.2.2)
Pronouns (§8.2.3)
Verbs (§8.3)
Predicate modifiers (§8.4)

This list does not include particles, that is, words with limited capacity for taking lexical suffixes
or clitics and no implication of aspect. The class of particles includes imperative particles, interjections, and syntactic particles. See Swadesh (1933: 20-23, 1939: 80-81) for more information.114
The degree of grammatical differentiation among word classes in Southern Wakashan is famously low.115 Words are sometimes said to be polyfunctional (e.g. Rose 1981: 10, who, referring
to Kyuquot, speaks of “the extreme degree of constituent multipurposeness of lexical entries”),
but according to the conception of Southern Wakashan syntax developed in Chapter 4, this characterization is a bit misleading. Referring phrases (RPs), the syntactic realization of referring expressions, are claimed to be headless relative clauses or “nominalized” clauses, where “nominal”
is understood to mean “referring expression”.116 This goes hand-in-hand with the idea that all full
words (except proper names) are predicative, as Swadesh (1933, 1939) proposed early on. Hence,
the difference between (common) nouns and verbs is not in their ability to function in different
grammatical roles, for there is only one major syntactic role in Southern Wakashan, predicate
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head, but rather in the ease with which clauses headed by them can function as clauses that refer,
referring phrases, which fill the syntactic roles of subject, object, and oblique.
Based on this insight, first expressed by Jacobsen (1979a) in somewhat different terms, we
can say more precisely that clauses with verbal predicates cannot function as RPs unless they also
have an expressed nominal subject or are marked by the enclitic article M <?hp, N <FH, or both.
Thus, the second and third words in (492)a, a verbal predicate and its object, cannot be interpreted as belonging to an RP that functions as subject of ghwi@F`k ‘he/she is working hard’. This
proposition would have to be expressed by (492)b, which includes the article:
(492)

*MAKAH

a. *ghwi@F`k
)ghwi@<"`Q<?h
*working.hard=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

EhQHEHx
g`Fta
EhÊ(x)` [RepR] g`Fta`
cut–REP

food

*‘One who is cutting food is working hard.’
(492) b. ghwi@F`k
ghwi@<"`Q<?h
working.hard=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

EhQHEHxFhp
g`Fta wwwwww
EhÊ(x)` [RepR]<?hp g`Fta`
cut–REP=ART
food wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

‘The one, a certain one who is cutting food, is working hard.’
Note, however, that (492)a could mean ‘he/she is working hard cutting fish’.
It may well be, as argued by Nakayama (1997a), that good functional motivations exist for
this structural pattern, but since it defines distributional classes, there seems no reason not to call
words in the resulting classes “nouns” and “verbs”.117 I claim that the essential difference between Southern Wakashan and a language like Latin is one of degree, not of kind: it is not that
Latin has nouns and verbs and Southern Wakashan does not, but that the degree of grammaticalization of the classes is much greater in Latin than in Southern Wakashan.
The three nominal subclasses (noun, numeral/quantifier, pronoun) are distinguished by formal criteria discussed in the relevant sections below. Such formal differences are again slight.
Predicate modifiers are distinguished from verbs by their lack of ability to function as predicate heads and by the pattern of clitic placement in predicates containing them (§8.4).
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The classification laid out in (491) does not include bound roots, since syntactic tests of the
sort used to classify words are irrelevant to them. Some, like M, N Shpi, ‘sitting’ or M, N gto,
‘roundish object’, seem clearly verbal or nominal, but, in the absence of specific distributional
criteria, attempts at classification are speculative. Additional morphological criteria must be developed to allow definitive placement of bound roots in the classification scheme. One way of
doing this is to compare the morphological distribution of bound roots with that of free roots
whose categorical status is already established. For instance, it is known that when (free) nouns in
construction with restrictive locative suffixes function as predicate heads, along with the regular
readings allowed nominal predicates, a bahuvrihi reading is generally possible whereby the subject of the predication is asserted to have some association with the referent of the noun loosely
referred to as “possession” (§4.4.3.2), e.g. the noun root M PhcHQ ‘dog’ (in its combining form
PhQC,) with the locative suffix ,"`Wr ‘in a vessel’ can have the meaning ‘X has a dog in a vessel’
as a predicate head:
(493) Noun as base
MAKAH

PhQHE`Wr`k
PhQCÊ;H=Ê"`Wr<"`Q<?h
dog–<EPEN>–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘It is a dog in a vessel.’
‘He has a dog in his vessel.’
When a verb with a locative suffix is predicate head, on the other hand, a possessive-existential
reading is generally not possible:
(494) Verb as base
MAKAH

a`atx`Ji`Wr`k
a`atx`jiÊ"`Wr<"`Q<?h
work–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘He is working in a vessel.’
*‘He has someone working in his vessel.’
It appears that when the bound root Shpi, ‘sitting’ is predicated with the suffix, the possessiveexistential reading is equally impossible:
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(495) Bound root as base
MAKAH

ShPi`Wr`k
ShpiÊ"`Wr<"`Q<?h
sit–in.vessel=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

‘He is sitting in a vessel.’
*‘He has someone sitting in his vessel.’
The morphosemantic parallelism between a`atx`ji ‘working’ and Shpi, ‘sitting’ is one piece of
evidence for classifying Shpi, as a bound verb root. Until more such tests are developed and systematically applied to the lexicon, however, classification of bound roots must be considered
tentative.

8.2 Nominals
8.2.1

Nouns

There are several morphological sources for nouns. First, the Southern Wakashan lexicon contains many free noun roots:
(496)

Free noun roots, e.g.

M F`PhQ, N Y`YhQ ‘cave’
M aDFhb ‘sand dollar’
M bTvhs, N btVhs ‘silver salmon’
M EHKrdx`o, N JHKbTo ‘owl sp.’
M JtBto, N JtBhl ‘small mussel sp.’
M StWTBhc`, N StGBhsh ‘head’
M v`chR, N V`mtR ‘skirt’
Second, a derived noun can be formed from a base of any class with the addition of a nuclear
nominalizing suffix (§5.4.2):
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(497)

Derived nouns, e.g.

M bhpHshFH, N bhpHs` ‘spokesman’ < bnd verb root bhp, ‘speak’ + ,HshFh9, ,Hs` ‘..-er’
N gtKFhm ‘dancing garment’ < bound verb root gtK, ‘dance’ + ,-Fhm ‘costume for ...’
M WtpTa`, N GtpTl` ‘mask’ < noun WtpTK, GtpTK ‘inverted hollow object at one’s
face’ + ,a`, ,l` nominalizer ‘... thing’; the underlying noun base consists of noun
root Wtp,, Gtp, ‘inverted hollow object’ + restrictive locative suffix ,(p)T(K) ‘at
the face’
M aTO@xhK, N lTOHK ‘four long bulky objects’ < numeral root aT, lT ‘four’ +
-O@xhK, ,OHKi ‘... many long bulky objects’
M IHc`pahr, N FtCplhr ‘fog’ < bound verb root IHc`p-, FtCp, ‘foggy’ + M ,ahr, N
,lhr ‘collectivity of ...’
Third, nouns can be derived from lexicalized verbs. This is a particularly common source for personal and place names. Like the examples in (498), many lexicalized verbs are in the iterative
aspect, which, as mentioned earlier (§6.5.5.3), can have a habitual sense.
(498)

Nouns derived from lexicalized verbs, e.g.

M JihsHJihsR ‘hummingbird’ < lit. ‘sticks on at intervals’, bound verb root JihU, ‘stick
on’ + iterative I aspect
N CHCHv`GrTK ‘bureau’ < lit. ‘gets pulled out at intervals’, verb CH ‘pull’ + restrictive
path suffix ,v`Grt(K) ‘move out (perf.)’ with iterative II aspect
N pi@x@BhjRHK ‘Turns-into-Wolf (man’s name)’ < noun pi`x`Bh9j ‘wolf’ with perfective (and hence verbalizing) suffix ,RhQ and iterative II aspect
The following examples show nouns as predicate heads in RPs. By definition, RPs with
nominal predicates can occur without the article under appropriate discourse conditions (see
§7.2.21 for discussion of the article), which is not true of RPs with predicates of non-nominal
classes. However, proper nouns like N CHj`o ‘Jacob’ and N pi@x@BhjRHK ‘Turn-into-Wolf’ in
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(499)i-j are not predicates of nominalized clauses, and perhaps should not be considered RPs, but
simply single words functioning directly as referring expressions.
(499)

MAKAH

a`F`rhp@b
a`F`r<?hp`9b

a. pihR@F`k
pihR-Ê(x)@<"`Q<?h
smoke–CONT=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

house=DEM.ART

‘Smoke is coming out of that house.’
JihrH
JihrÊH

(499) b. xTwK`o@k
xtwKÊ`oh [L]<"`Q<?h
float–in.air=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

snow–APPEN

‘Snow is blowing in the air.’
bta@F`j
E`o`bwwwwww
bta@<F`ji E`o`b

(499) c. cTadx@Q
cTadxt<"`Q<?h
always=TEMP=INDIC.3sg

full=POSS

canoe

‘His canoe was always full.’ (HW, Qweti and Raven)
NUUCHAHNULTH

ldFhQp`bFh--ldFhQp`b<FH

(499) d. QtojRhF`Q
QtojÊRhQ<"`Q
awake–PERF=TEMP

boy=ART

‘The boy awoke.’ (NT 166.13)
(499) e. rtjihF`Q
rtÊjihQ<"`Q
hold–PERF=TEMP

GtpTl`jFh
GtpÊ(p)T(K)Êl`<F`j<FH
inverted.hollow.object–at.face–thing=POSS=ART

(499) b. ghs`p`vhF`Q
ghs`Ê(p)`vhQ<"`Q
empty.root–at.face.PERF=TEMP

‘He took his mask and put it on his face.’ (NT 102.37)
(499) f. sTjRhQ
sTjÊRhQ
cover.with.soil–PERF

Y`FtJi`QhsFh--Y`Ftj<"`Q<(l)hs<FH
lake=TEMP=PAST=ART

‘He threw dirt in the lake.’ (NT 166.22-23)
(499) g. F`GF@F`Qhs`G
l@jtJi`Qrh
pTK
F`GF@<"`Q<(l)hs<(l)@<`G l`jiÊtj<"`Q<rH pTK
then=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1sg

buy–DUR=TEMP=1sg

‘Then I bought a slave.’ (NT 162.39)

slave
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(499) h. Ohr`pl`
jTVhKlhr
OhR`p<l@ jTVhKÊlhr
bad=INDIC

steal–collectivity.of

‘Stealing is bad.’ (NT 206.13)
(499) i. O`ChF`s
O`ÊChQ<"`s
potlatch–PERF=PINV

CHj`o FtxHF`s
CHj`o FtÊ`xH<"`s

CHCHv`GrTK
CHÊv`GrtKÊ[IterL]

Jacob

pull–move.out.PERF–ITER

so.and.so–give.PERF=PINV

‘Jacob was potlatched a bureau.’ (NA 260.1-2)
(499) j. bhpr@O`Qrh
bhpÊr@o<"`Q<rH
speak–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=1sg

pi@x@BhjRHK
pi`x`Bh9jÊRhQÊ[IterL]
wolf–PERF–ITER

‘I had Turn-into-Wolf speak.’ (NT 152.39)
Note the lexicalized deverbal nouns from (498) in (499)i-j, examples which provide evidence that
these lexemes are, in fact, nouns.
Common nouns may also function directly as predicate heads of main clauses.
(500)

MAKAH

a. PhcHk
PhcHQ<?h
dog=INDIC.3sg

‘It is a dog.’
(500) b. p`F`v`B`kRh
p`F`v`b<"`Q<?h<Rh9

sH
sH

burden.basket=TEMP=INDIC.3sg=RESP

DEM

‘This is a burden basket.’ (RC, ANA)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(500) c.

ldFhQp`bFhrvdFhm
S`MdFhrFh
ldFhQp`b<Fhr<vDFhm S`M`<Fhr<FH
boy=DIM=QUOT

child=DIM=ART

‘The child was a boy.’ (NT 90.36-37)
(500) d. ---F`mh
---F`mh
... SUBOR

YhmHQtjp`
MtVHprt wwwwwwww
YhmHQ<tj<p@ MtVHprt
dog=POSS=SUBOR

father

‘... for his father was a dog’ (NT 58.13-14)
However, proper nouns cannot be (syntactic) predicate heads:
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(501) *NUUCHAHNULTH
)Billl@
)BillÊl@
* Bill–INDIC

‘He is, there is Bill.’
Nouns freely accept certain aspectual morphemes, particularly the perfective or perfective
inceptive suffixes (§6.4). In this case, they become verbs, e.g. M PhcHQ ‘dog’, PhcHQRhQ ‘become a dog’ (§8.3).
Southern Wakashan has an interesting set of kin terms, which, to my knowledge, have not
received prior description. The class of “associative kin terms” is distinct from (although in some
cases morphologically related to) ordinary kin terms like M F`aDFhprt, N FtlFHprt ‘mother’
and M xtjiHprt, N XtjiHprt ‘younger sibling’. It consists of a few free roots, e.g.
(502)

Associative kin roots, e.g.

M PhjH, YHji ‘pair of brothers’
N ghbrmto ‘husband with his wife, a couple’
M a`F`W, N L`F`G ‘pair of sisters’
and derivatives with the associative kin suffix M ,ChW, N ,ChG suffixed to kinship nouns, e.g.
(503)

Derived associative kin terms, e.g.

M F`rChW, N F`rChG ‘parent with child’ (F`r, cranberry root)
N G`ChbChG ‘sister with brother’ (G`Chb,, G`Chlrhprt ‘female’s brother’)
N j@FtbChG ‘grandparent with grandchild’ (j@Ftb,, j@FTb ‘grandchild’)
N vHFtbChG ‘uncle with nephew’ (vHFtb,, vHFT ‘sibling’s child’)
N Xhl`bChG ‘brother with brother-in-law’ (Xhl`b,, XhlHprt ‘male’s brother-in-law’)
These are not yet well attested in Makah, so examples are taken from the Nuuchahhulth texts.
Associative kin terms describe someone in company of a person with the particular kin relation
specified by the root. They have syntactic behavior typical of other Nuuchahnulth nominals.
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They may occur as nominal predicates in RPs, with or without the article, to directly denote a
person with the property they describe, an ability shared with most other nominals.
(504)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ghm@rhF`Q
ghm`Ê@rÊhQ<"`Q

ETCJ`Q
ETCj<"`Q

empty.root–on.horizontal.surface–PERF=TEMP

all=TEMP

ghbrmtowwwww
ghbrmto

(504) a. ghm@rhQ
ghm`Ê@rÊhQ
empty.root–on.horizontal.surface–PERF

husband.with.wife

‘Both got on, husband and wife got on.’ (NT 76.15)
(504) b. G@GToRhF`s
F`GF@ G`ChbChGFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwww
G@GToÊRhQ<"`s F`GF@ G`ChbÊChG<FH
instruct–PERF=PINV

then

female’s.brother–with.kin=ART

‘They instructed the brother and sister.’ (NA 47.15-16)
Associative kin terms can also occur in construction with proper names, e.g. Bill ghbrmto ‘Bill
with, and his wife’ (505)a. A second name can be added to specify the individual with the kin
relation denoted by the root: Bill ghbmto M`qx ‘Bill with, and his wife Mary’ (505)b-c.
(505)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. LDFhF`I`s
rHwTKlHj
ghbrmto--L`Ê"hQ [L]<"`Q<"`s rhwiÊ(p)T(K)Êlh9ji [L] ghbrmto
bite–get.PERF=TEMP=PINV

sores–on.face–getter.of

wwwwwww

husband.with.wife

‘Soreface-Hunter (Douglas) and his wife were “bitten away” (captured in a
Wolf Ritual).’ (NA 58.14)
(505) b. O`ChF`I`s
O`ÊChQ<"`Q<"`s
give.in.potlatch–PERF=TEMP=PINV

pi@Mhstw F`rChG
pi@Mhstw F`rChG

jihx@bshm--- wwww
jihx@bshm

Kwanituh

Kwiyatstin

parent.with.child

‘Kwanituh and his son Kwiyatstin got presents.’ (NA 175.31-32)
(505) c. O`ChF`I`s
O`ÊChQ<"`Q<"`s
give.in.potlatch–PERF=TEMP=PINV

--- v@LHR YHj
--- v@LHR YHji

rDrhk--rDrhk

...

Cecil

Wamish

brother.with.brother

‘Wamish and his brother Cecil got presents.’ (NA 175.31-32)
The nature of the syntactic relations in these constructions needs further investigation. It is unclear, for example, whether the second name is an argument of the associative kin term (i.e.
‘with-his-wife Mary’) or merely in apposition to it (i.e. ‘with-his-wife, Mary’).
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The same questions arise when associative kin terms function as main predicate heads. (506)a
is relatively unproblematic, but, in (506)b, it is unclear whether rHwTKlHj ‘Soreface-Hunter’ is
the object of F`rChG ‘parent with child’, or in apposition to it.
(506)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---F`rChGl`
---F`rChG<l@

FHGsTo--FHGiÊ(R)sTo

... parent.with.child=INDIC

wwwwwwwwwwwww

big–thing

‘The whales were parent and child.’ (NT 168.20)
(506) b. F`GF@F`Qrh
XTpi@ F`rChGF`Qrh
F`GF@<"`Q<rH XTpi@ F`rChG<"`Q<rH
then=TEMP=1sg

likewise

parent.with.child=TEMP=1sg

rHwTKlHj
rhwiÊ(p)T(K)Êlh9ji [L]
sores–on.face–getter.of

‘I also had my son Soreface-Hunter (Douglas) with me.’ (NA 80.50-51)
Bound classificatory (or “figure-conflating”, cf. Talmy 1985, 2000) roots, some which are
listed in (507), is another class of noun-like roots that deserves separate mention.
(507)

Classificatory roots, e.g.

M, N gto, ‘roundish object’
M, N jhb, ‘stick-like object’
M Khpi,, N K`pi, ‘soft, yielding mass (e.g. mass of wet seaweed, pile of blankets)’
M N Khb, ‘fabric-like object spread out’
M, N Kt, ‘board’
N mh, ‘hollow object; container’
M O`,, N st, stj-, ‘mass of small, roundish objects (e.g. pebbles, coins, clods of dirt)’
M?, N s@, ‘pole-like object sticking up, out’
M, N S`, ‘object on a line’
The most characteristic use of these roots is as base in a derived verb with a restrictive path or
locative suffix describing the movement or location of an entity of the sort they denote, which can
appear in an independent subject or object RP.
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(508)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. ---K`pr`M`o
---K`piÊr`M`o

KTbrldFh
YhmslhrFh--KTbrl`<FH YhmsÊlhr<FH

... soft.mass–on.beach.CAUS.PERF

woman=ART

snot–collectivity.of=ART

‘The woman threw the snot down on the beach.’ (NT 90.8)
(508) b. sTrhF`Q
stÊ@rÊhQ<"`Q

s@mDFh
s@m@<FH

mass.of.small.objects–on.horizontal.surface–PERF=TEMP

money=ART

‘The money was spread out on it (the table).’ (NT 146.13)
(508) c. stBT
stÊBT

oTFHwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
oT<FH

mass.of.small.objects–in.container

gun=ART

‘The gun was loaded with shot.’ (lit. ‘had a mass of small objects inside’)
(NA 392.28)
(508) d. KTG`vhF`Ql`
KtÊ@G`vhQ<"`Q<l@
board–in.front.PERF=TEMP=INDIC

F`GF@F`Q
KtFtj
F`GF@<"`Q KtÊFtj
then=TEMP

‘Boards were set before them.’ (NA 240.45)

board–DUR
118

They can, however, be used with only an aspect formative, and the resulting verb then expresses
general movement of an entity of the class in question:
(509)

MAKAH

a. I`opRF`Qhsr
I`opÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<r
mushy.substance–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC.1sg

‘I threw it (something soft and mushy)’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(509) b. K`pRhF`Q
K`piÊRhQ<"`Q
soft.mass–PERF=TEMP

Ihr`K---wwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Ihr`K
blanket

‘The blankets were thrown (down).’ (NT 170.13)
8.2.2

Numerals, quantity words, and quantifiers

Words in this class are easily distinguished from other nominal classes by their semantics, but
also by their ability to take enumerative suffixes (e.g. M, N ,Bhp ‘... many long, thin objects),
which words of other classes (with sporadic exceptions) cannot.
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(510)

Numerals, e.g.

1

M B`jv@F`ji, N B`v@ji; N Mto, as base for enumerative suffixes

2

M, N F`Q` ‘two’; F`Q, as base for enumerative suffixes

3

M vHxt, N p`CB` ~ p`bB`

4

M aT, N lT

5

M RtE`, N rtE`

10

M Q`Wi`, N G`xt

11

M Q`Wi` FhR B`jv@F`ji, N g`xt FhR B`v@ji (FhR ‘and’)

12

M Q`Wi` FhR F`Q`, N G`xt FhR F`Q`

13

etc.

20

M, N b`pHb

Note that multi-word numerals like N G`xt FhR rtE` ‘fifteen, ten and five’ do not a form a syntactic constituent. Evidence for this claim comes from a) the locus of suffixation when a nuclear
suffix has semantic scope over a multi-word numeral and b) from the placement possibilities of
the individual words of the numeral within larger structures. Only the first word of a multi-word
numeral need be affixed by a nuclear suffix, and this affixed word may be separated from the
other words of the numeral by grammatically unrelated material. For example, in (511), the verbalizing suffix N -"Hr ‘consuming ...’ applied to G`xt FhR rtE` ‘fifteen’ produces G`xTr FhR
rtE` ‘consuming fifteen’, which can be discontinuous in a sentence:
(511)

NUUCHAHNULTH

G`xTrF`orh
G`xtÊ"Hr<"`o<rH

x`YhGsdFhsp
x`piÊ"hGs`<FHsp

G`VhK l@sl@r
FhR
G`VhK l`F`rÊ;s= [LR] FhR

rtE`
rtE`

ten–consume=CAUS=1sg

one.who–at.point=DEF

chief

five

tribe–<PL>

‘I let the leading chief of each tribe consume fifteen.’ (NT 170.25)
There are also a few non-numeral quantity words:
(512)

Non-numeral quantity words,

e.g.

M F`jxHp, N F`x` ‘many’

and
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M cTa`, N ETCj ‘both, all’
M FhcHp ‘few’, N j`L@,---<Fhr ‘few, little’
Derived numeral and quantity words are formed by nuclear quantity suffixes like M, N ,Hpi ‘...
many score’ and N ,L@ (§5.4.2).
(513)

Derived numeral and quantity words with nuclear quantify suffixes, e.g.

M, N F`QHp ‘forty’ (F`Q` ‘two’)
M RtEHp, N rtEHp ‘one hundred’ (M RtE`, N rtE` ‘ten’)
N FHpL@ ‘same amount’ (Fhp ‘same; still’)
M F`chr, N pi`L@ ‘however many, as many as’
Finally, there are free quantifier roots.
(514)

Free quantifier roots, e.g.

M F`c`, N F`m` ‘only’
M, N Q`FT ‘another, more’
Words in these categories can appear as predicate heads in RPs with or without the article,
thus demonstrating their affinity with nouns:
(515)

MAKAH

a. rtjihI
rtÊjihQ<"h
hold–PERF=IMPER.2sg

B`jv@F`j
B`jv@ÊF`ji
one–DUR

‘Take one!’
(515) b. j`a`sr@F`Ihs
j`a`sÊr`9o<"`Q<"hs
known–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV

Ftc@jRhQp`
FtÊc@jiÊRhQ<p`9

Q`Wi
Q`Wi`

so.and.so–have–PERF=SUBOR.3sg

ten

(515) b. PhcHQa`c`W
PhcHQÊa`c`W
dog–PL

‘They found out that she had gotten ten dogs.’ (HW, Dog Husband)
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NUUCHAHNULTH

(515) c. j`QGRhF`Q
j`QGÊRhQ<"`Q
visible–PERF=TEMP

ghmjHb
ghmjHb

F`Q`wwwwwww
F`Q`

wear.headmask

two

‘Two appeared wearing headmasks’ (NA 276.19)
(515) d. l`QRhF`Q
G`xtFh
pi`x`BHjRhF`Qwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
l`QÊRhQ<"`Q G`xt<FH pi`x`Bh9jÊRhQ<"`Q
tied–PERF=TEMP

ten=ART

wolf–PERF=TEMP

‘The ten tied on (their wolf blankets) and became wolves.’ (NT 127.23)
(515) e. FtpGXTlhm
FtÊ(p)GXT<(l)@<mh
so.and.so–related.to=INDIC=1pl

StJi@F`sG v`v@Kx`Q
F`x`
StJi@F`sG v@KÊxT [R+L]<"`Q F`x`
Tukwa

say.PERF–PL=TEMP

many

‘“We are related to Tukwa people,” many said.’ (NA 356.36)
B`v@j--B`v@ÊF`ji

(515) f. stwVhKs`QvdFhm
stwÊVhKs`<"`Q<vDFhm
jump–move.out.of.vessel.PERF=TEMP=QUOT

one–DUR

‘One jumped out of the canoe.’ (NT 74.4-5)
(515) g. FtxtF`KvdFhm
FtÊ(x)tF`K<vDFhm
so.and.so–perceive.PERF=QUOT

ji`sx@s F`Q` G@sG@ji`Q
ji`sx@s F`Q` G@ji@QÊ;s= [LR]
Kwatyat

two

girl–<PL>

‘Kwatyat caught sight of two girls.’ (NT 40.1)
(515) h. O`ChQrh
O`ÊChQ<rH
give.gift.in.potlatch–PERF=1sg

Ihr`K
Ihr`K

F`Q` wwwwwwww
F`Q`

blanket

two

‘I gave her two blankets as a potlatch gift.’ (NT 170.38)
(515) i. jhl@rF`Q
jhlÊ@r<"`Q

gHMHI`jrtKF`sFh
ghmÊ"h9I` [L]Ê`jrt(K)<"`s<FH

resting.chin.on.surface–on.horizontal.surface=TEMP

(515) j. sDFhrhl
s@Ê#hrÊhl
pole.sticking.up–on.beach–thing

empty.root–below–at.mouth=PINV=ART

F`xdFh
F`x`<FH

g`Ftlwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
g`Ftl

many=ART

food

‘The chin of Beach-Pole (name of a house-post) rested on the great quantity of food.’
(NA 72.46-47)
(515) j. rtjihF`Q
rtÊjihQ<"`Q
hold–PERF=TEMP

YhmsGshm
YhmsÊGshm

Q`FTFh
LtjrXh--Q`FT<FH LtjrXh

mucus–made.of

other=ART

‘Mucus-Made took the other stone.’ (NT 94.27)

stone
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Numerals, quantities, and quantifiers can also function as predicate heads or parts of complex
heads in main clauses. Sometimes predication of numerals and other words in this class seems to
involve a type of quantifier raising, whereby a word that would otherwise appear as a predicate in
an RP is instead raised to main predicate position, e.g. (516)b,d.
(516)

MAKAH

a. FDFD F`jxHpoHc
FDFD F`jxHp<oh9s<?h
DISC

many=INFER=INDIC.3sg

I@xHbtwi`ch
sH
Ihbtwi`ch9Ê;@x= [L] sH

Fhx`W
Fhx`W`

person–<PL>

at

DEM

‘My, there must be a lot of people here.’ (RC, ANA)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(516) b. ETCj L`ChQ
ETCj L`ÊChQ
all

bite–PERF

lTFHwwwww
lT<FH
four=ART

‘All four bite him.’ (NA 66.41)
(516) c. F`x@Q
vhjlhGr`oFh
YhlsRhQpT--F`x`<"`Q vhjÊlhGr`<"`o<FH YhlsÊRhQ<pt9
many=TEMP

not–want.to=CAUS=ART

sing.words.of.song–PERF=COND

‘Many did not want the words to be sung.’ (NA 74.46)
(516) d. F`x` L@shKRhQ
F`x` L@shKÊRhQ
many

captive–PERF

xTxTKtFhKF`prto
S@sMdFhr---wwwwwwwwww
[R]Êxt9KtFhK-Ê-"`prto S`M`Ê;s= [L]<Fhr
PL–Ucluelet–woman.of

child–<PL>=DIM

‘Many Ucluelet women and children became captive.’ (NA 388.8)
(516) e. b`pHbl`
b`pHbÊl@

FhR
FhR

p`CB`wwwwwwwwwwwwww
p`CB`

twenty–INDIC

and

three

‘There were twenty-three.’ (NA 236.31-32)
Southern Wakashan is apparently cross-linguistically unusual in having numerals as predicate
heads: it is an exception to Greenberg’s (2000: 770) generalization that “most languages show a
reluctance to predicate numerals”.
8.2.3

Independent pronouns

Southern Wakashan has a set of independent first and second persons pronouns. Nuuchahnulth
pronouns have distinct forms for referential, predicative, and possessive functions (Table 25). The
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simple referential form of the pronoun appears when it is base (in its combining form) to lexical
suffixes in a derived word, or when it is used (in its free form) in a subject or object RP. The examples in (517) demonstrate the first of these environments. (517)a shows rh, ‘I, me’ in a derived
Table 25. Nuuchahnulth independent pronouns
Referential
1sg rh-, rhX` ‘I, me’
pl

mHG,, mHV` ‘we, us’

2sg rts,, rtV` ‘you (sg.)’
pl

Predicative

Possessive

rhX@p ‘it is I’

rhX@r ‘mine’

mHV@p ‘it is we’

mHV@r ‘ours’

rtV@p ‘it is you (sg.)’ rtV@r ‘yours (sg.)’

rHGi,, rHV` ‘you (pl.)’ rHV@p ‘it is you (pl.)’ rHV@r ‘yours (pl.)’

verb with the verbalizing suffix ,"`F` [LR+L] ‘doing in revenge of ..., for ...’s sake’, and (517)b
shows rts, ‘you (sg.)’ in a derived verb with the verbalizing suffix ,Fh9o ‘give a gift to ... (perf.)’.
(517)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. vhJHr
vhj<"Hr
not=IMPER.2sg/1sg

rHrHF`F`...
rhÊ"`F` [LR+L]

wwwwwwww

1sg–do.for.X’s.sake

‘Don’t do it because of me!’ (NA 336.36)
(517) b. rtsFHl`G
rtsÊFh9o<(l)@<`G
2sg–give.gift.to.PERF=INDIC=1sg

KtCRhQ
KtCÊRhQ

j`oCNj--j`oCtj

woman–PERF

Kapchuk.VOC

www

‘I give you a woman (in ransom), Kapchuk.’ (NA 161.13)
Independent pronouns generally occur in subject RPs only for emphasis and contrast (518)a-b.
(518)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a.

mH
mH

vhJ`QdFhb
vhj<"`Q<(l)@<Fhb

rtV`
rtV`

vHb`pQwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
vHb`pQ

DISC

not=TEMP=INDIC=2sg

2sg

shy.about.doing.sth

‘See, you on your part do not think it too much (i.e. aren’t hesitant about undertaking
it).’ (NT 200.7)
(518) b. ---sTGtji`G
---stGÊtj<(l)@<`G
... afraid–DUR=INDIC=1sg

rhX`--rhX`

wwwwwwwww

1sg

‘I for my part am afraid.’ (NA 74.45)
Their use in object RPs is more common and not pragmatically marked:
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(519)

NUUCHAHNULTH

rtV`.
rtV`

a. j@QGr`O`Qrh
j`QGÊr@oÊ[L+S]<"`Q<rH
visible–CAUS.PERF– GRAD=TEMP=1sg

2sg

‘I was introducing you.’ (NA 75.29)
(519) b. vhjF@pQhm
vHb@j g`KHK
vhj<F`9pQ<(l)@<mh vHb@j g`KHK
not=INTENT=INDIC=1pl

hesitant

ask.to.accompany

rHV` G`VDG
rHV` G`VhKÊh9G
2pl

chief–PL.VOC

‘We shall not be hesitant in asking you, Chiefs.’ (NA 317.2-3)
When a pronoun is to function as the P (patient-like ) argument, it often occurs as base in a derived verb with the verbalizing suffix -(C)hK [L] ‘do to ...’ rather than appearing as an independent
word; this is actually the most common circumstance in which pronouns appear in derived verbs.
The derived P-encoding verb usually occurs as a bare absolute predicate following the transitive
predicate denoting the main action (§4.6.1.1).
(520)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. p`Gr@oF@pQ`G
p`GÊr@o<F`9pQ<(l)@<`G
dead–CAUS.PERF=INTENT=INDIC=1sg

rTshK--rtsÊ(C)hK [L]
2sg–do.to

‘I shall kill you.’ (NT 126.22-23)
(520) b. K`K`JihmF@pI`Q`G
rHGhK
K`K`Jihm<F`9pQ<"`Q<(l)@<`G rHGiÊ(C)hK [L]
plead.with=INTENT=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

2pl–do.to

‘I am going to plead with you.’ (NA 60.43)
Subject RP elements under certain types of focus, especially identificational and contrastive
focus, can appear as nominal predicates in cleft-like constructions. When pronouns do so, they
take their predicative form, expanded by the formative ,@p.
(521)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. F`GF@F`Qrh
rhX@Y`Q
F`GF@<"`Q<rH rhX@p<"`Q
then=TEMP=1sg

1sg.PRED =TEMP

bhpRhQ
bhpÊRhQ
speak–PERF

‘Then I myself spoke.’ (NT 164.26)
(521) b. ---rhX@Y`Q`G
x@pihKhsFhsp`j
---rhX@p<"`Q<(l)@<`G x`piÊ(C)hK[L]<(l)hs<FHsp`<j
... 1sg.PRED=TEMP=INDIC=1sg

one.who–do.to=PAST=DEF=2sg
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(521) b. FtbGhlhGr`--FtÊbGhÊlhGr`
so.and.so–married.to–want.to

‘It is I, the one you wanted to be married to.’ (NA 147.26-27)
(521) c. ---F@wmhl`G119
rhX@p
---F@mhÊ;w=<(l)@<`G rhX@p
... really–<KWAT>=INDIC=1sg

1sg.PRED

p`Gr@o
p`GÊr@o

G`VhKtj
pi`x`BHj-G`VhK<tj pi`x`Bh9j--

dead–CAUS.PERF

chief–POSS

wolf...

‘It was really I that killed the chief of the Wolves.’ (NT 32.9)
When the referent indexed by a pronoun is a possessor, the pronoun takes its possessive form
marked by the formative ,@r- These possessive forms are uncommon in the texts, and their syntax has not been thoroughly investigated. In (522)a-b the possessive pronouns occur in main
nominal predicates, and, in (522)c, the possessive occurs in an RP.
(522)

NUUCHAHNULTH

a. vhjp@r
vhj<p@<r
not=SUBOR=1sg

rhX@r
rhX@r

S`M` x@
S`M` x@

S@sM@jp`r
S`M`Ê;s=<F`j<p@<r

1sg.POSS

child

child–<PL>=POSS=DEF=1sg

DEM

‘These children of mine are not my sons.’ (NA 336.33)
(522) b. G`ltoRhQrtj
rHChK
x`pp@r
G`ltoÊRhQ<rTj rhÊ(C)hK [L] x`pi<p@<r
recognize–PERF=1sg

1sg–do.to

one.who=DEF=1sg

m`mHprt
m`mHprt

rtV@r--rtV@r

grandfather

2sg. POSS

‘You recognize me, I who am your grandfather.’ (NA 323.41-42)
(522) c. FtjihprF`QtjTrGrtj
FtÊChÊ"`Gr<"`Q<tj<(v)t9r<G<rTj
so.and.so–at–in.vessel=TEMP=POSS=DUB=SUBOR=2sg

rhX@rFh
rhX@r<FH

jTm@
jTm@

1sg.POSS=ART

schooner

(522) c. O`sptj--O`spiÊtj
goods–DUR

‘Your goods would be carried in my schooner.’ (NT 144.34-35)
It may be the case that the regular possessive construction (with the possessive clitic <tj <F`j
and Definite Relative mood, §7.2.16) is not allowed as a (syntactic) nominal predicate; if so, a
major function of the possessive pronoun construction in (522)a-b would be to fill the expressive
gap.
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Makah pronouns, shown in (523), are apparently particles, taking neither lexical suffixes nor
clitics.
(523)

Makah independent pronouns

rhx@

1sg

ctv@ct9

pl
2sg

rtv@

pl

rtv@C

They are rarely used and only appear under conditions calling for special emphasis.
(524)

MAKAH

a. vhj`Kdxhjr
vhjÊ`K<"dxhj<r
not–included=FUT=INDIC.1sg

rhx@wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
rhx@
1sg

‘I won’t go myself.’ (Jacobsen 1979a: 124 with modified glosses)
(524) b. c@br`r
c@br`<r
see=INDIC.1sg

WdFhQbdx rhx@wwwwwww
WdFhQbdx rhx@
even

1sg

‘I even see myself.’ (HW, Bible Stories)

8.3 Verbs
Verbs are formed in the following ways. First, there are a handful of free verb roots (some of
which may contain aspect or lexical suffixes etymologically).
(525)

Free verb roots, e.g.

M F`F@st, N F`F@st9 ‘ask’
N G`GHCh ‘gathering a certain kind of black snail-like shell-fish called G`XhRsto’
M a`atx`ji, N l`lTj ‘working’
M a@a@rJ`c, N l@l@Jhm ‘playing with shells, dolls, playing in the manner of little
girls’
M, N v`g@ji ‘go (perf.)’
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M v@vhc` ‘hunting game in the forest’, N v@vhm ‘hunting deer in the manner of
wolves’
M, N vdFhC ‘sleeping’
Second, and more frequently, verbs are formed by aspectual morphemes on bases of any class:
(526)

Verbs formed by aspect morphemes, e.g.

M, N F`CRhQ ‘wedge up’ < bound verb root F`C, ‘wedge up’ + ,RhQ perfective
N FhmjrXhpmhsRhQ ‘get stocked up with firewood’ < verb FhmjrXhpmhs ‘stocked with firewood’ + ,RhQ perfective; the underlying base consists of noun root Fhmji ‘fire’ +
nominalizing suffix ,(b)rXh ‘medicine for ...’ + verbalizing state suffix ,mhs ‘stocked
with ...’
N Q`FTChQ ‘come to be another’ < quantifier root Q`FT ‘another’ + -h9ChQ inceptive
M a@, N L@ ‘holding in the teeth’ < bound verb root a`,, L`, ‘hold in teeth, bite’ +
[L] continuative
N MhQjRhQ ‘turn inside out’ < bound verb root MhQj, ‘turn inside out’ + ,RhQ perfective
N sHC`ChQ ‘come to life’ < root sHC ‘alive’ + ,#`ChQ hnceptive
M PhcHQRhQ ‘become a dog’ < noun root PhcHQ ‘dog’ + ,RhQ oerfective
A word on the morphological status of aspectual formatives as inflectional or derivational elements in Nuuchahnulth is in order at this point. In this dissertation, word class terms like noun
and verb refer to classes of lexemes. To claim that M PhcHQ ‘dog’ is a noun and PhcHQRhQ ‘become a dog’ is a verb is therefore also to claim that the perfective aspect suffix is changing the
lexeme class of the base.120 The power to change lexeme class is generally seen as a property of
derivational, rather than inflectional morphemes. According to such a conception of the inflectional/derivational distinction, it would seem that Southern Wakashan aspect must be considered
derivational. Further support for this idea comes from the frequent occurrence of aspect before
affixes that would seem uncontroversially derivational, as in the Makah noun
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(527)

Q@Q@Rj`sdx`j
Q`Rj`sÊ(x)` [RepR]Êx`ji
rigid–REP–thing.for

‘(an) iron’
where the nominalizing suffix ,x`ji ‘thing, instrument for ...’ occurs on a base already containing the repetitive aspect formation. In terms of the analysis of word structure given in Figure 2
(Chapter 5), the word consists of the bound root Q`Rj`s, ‘rigid, stiff’ as base followed by the
repetitive aspect to form an unextended word Q@Q@Rj`s` ‘making rigid’, followed in turn by
the peripheral suffix ,x`ji, which forms an expanded unextended word. (,x`ji is one of a handful of lexical suffixes that can function as either core or peripheral suffixes.)
Third, derived verbs are formed by bases of any class with nuclear verbalizing suffixes:
(528)

Derived verbs, e.g.

M F`jxHjr, N F`xHbr ‘bringing many < quantity root F`jx`,, F`x` ‘many’ + ,h9jr,
-h9br ‘bringing, carrying ... along’
N btwmhs ‘abounding in coho salmon’ < noun root btw, ‘coho’ + ,mhs ‘stocked with ...’
M EdFHjr ‘drinking water’ < noun root E`, ‘water’ + ,"Hjr ‘consuming ...’
M p`k`ahspCT, N IhlRxT ‘boiled’ < bound verb root p`k`ahsp,, IhlR, ‘boil’ + ,CT
,xT ‘having been ... -ed’
M g`Fta`c`j, N g`Ftlm`j ‘having food’ < noun root g`Fta`, g`Ftl ‘food’ +
-c@ji, ,m@ji ‘having ...’
M FtjsHo, N FTjihK ‘doing to, in reference to so-and-so’ < deictic pronoun root Ft, ‘soand-so’ + ,(j)sh9o, ,(C)hK [L] ‘do to ...’
(529) shows verbs as predicate heads of main clauses.
(529)

MAKAH

a. C`p`rhFHcTF`Q
C`pÊ`rhFh9Êct9o<"`Q
push–under.water–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

KtF`Kwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
KtF`K
board

‘He pushed the board down in the water.’ (HI, Qweti and Raven)
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(529) b. J`bhxDFhr
J`bÊhx`9<"hr

WT
WT

pinch–give.PERF=IMPER.2sg

DEM

‘Give me a piece of that!’
(529) c. c`CRF`Qv@c
c`CÊRhQ<"`Q<v`9c`
look–PERF=TEMP=QUOT.3sg

xTxt QTjRTcwwwwwwwww
xTxT QTjRTc`
awhile

raven

‘Raven looked for a while.’ (HW, Raven and his Beak)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(529) d. F`F@sTF`QpTvdFhm
vhsv@jFh--F`F@st9<"`Q<pt9<vDFhm vhF`jiÊ;s= [R]<FH
ask=TEMP=COND=QUOT

warrior–<PL>=ART

‘The warriors kept asking him.’ (NA 358.1)
(529) e.

v`g@jl`Q@
Mtos`phlK
v`g@ji<l@<Q`9 MtoÊ(R)s`phlK
go.PERF=INDIC=again

one–X.many.bunches

‘One bunch went there again.’ (NA 238.25)
(529) f.

FTGs@r`
FTGs@r`

stwRhQ
stwÊRhQ

bHbHpG`mhl
F`CRhQwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
bhpÊGhm [LR+L]Êhl F`CÊRhQ

immediately

jump–PERF

speak–at.end–thing

wedge.up–PERF

‘Speak-Ends (man’s name) jumped right away and blocked it (the roller).’ (from
NA 370.1-2)
(529) g. FhmjrXhpmhsRhF`Qhm
FhmjiÊ(b)rXhÊpÊmhsÊRhQ<"`Q<(l)@<mh
fire–medicine.for–BFR–stocked.with–PERF=TEMP=INDIC=1pl

‘We got stocked up with firewood.’ (NA 235.32)
(529) h. b`rHbrtF`Q
b`rÊh9brÊtQ<"`Q

S@sMdFhrFh
S`M`Ê;s= [L]<Fhr<FH

chase–bring.along–PERF=TEMP

child–<PL>=DIM=ART

‘He chased the children along.’ (based on NT 96.20)
(529) i.

l`bl`xtwi`spHbtji`G
l`bl`xtwi`sÊpÊh9b<tj<(l)@<`G

F`G
F`G

mTj S`oX`j
mTj S`oÊX`ji

supernatural.spearsman–BFR–belong.to=POSS=INDIC=1sg

DEM

song

tama–thing.for

‘This tama song of mine belongs to the supernatural spearsman.’ (NA 85.6-7)
(529) j. FtjiHK`G
FtÊ(ji)h9K<(l)@<`G
so.and.so–make=INDIC=1sg

Y`jX`j--Y`jiÊX`ji
cut.with.knife–thing.for

‘I am making a knife.’ (NT 46.29)
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(530) shows denominal verbs, that is, verbs derived from nouns by non-durative aspect suffixes,
as predicate heads of main clauses. The typical meaning of such verbs is perfective change of
state, i.e. ‘become, turn into NOUN’, although other meanings are possible with certain subclasses of nouns.
(530)

MAKAH

a. PhcHQRF`Q
PhcHQÊRhQ<"`Q
dog–PERF=TEMP

‘He became a dog.’ (HW Dog Husband)
NUUCHAHNULTH

(530) b. G@VhK`QRhF`Q
G@VhK`QÊRhQ<"`Q
young.man–PERF=TEMP

‘He grew up to be a young man.’ (NT 15.6; see also NT 92.8, NA 343.4, etc.)
(530) c. Y@stRRhF`Q
Y@stRÊRhQ<"`Q
deer–PERF=TEMP

‘He had turned into a deer’ (NT 46.40)
(530) d. Q`ohrhlChF`Q
Q`ohrhlÊChQ<"`Q
racoon–PERF=TEMP

‘He had become a raccoon.’ (NT 48.16)
(531) shows verbs as predicate heads in RPs.
(531)

MAKAH

a. jtcTjr@F`Q
jtcTjÊr`9o<"`Q
awake–CAUS.PERF=TEMP

vdFhEhp
W`cF`vhC
vdFhC<?hp w`cF`ji<?hC
sleep=ART

girl=DIM

‘He woke the sleeping girl.’
NUUCHAHNULTH

(531) b. MTGRhF`s
pTF`rFh
p`GRhQ---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
MTGÊRhQ<"`s pTF`r<FH p`GÊRhQ
bury–PERF=PINV

person=ART

dead–PERF

‘A corpse (lit. person who died) was buried.’ (NA 25.38)
(531) c. v`Kr@O`I`sl`
v`KÊr@o<"`Q<"`s<l@
go.home–CAUS.PERF=TEMP=PINV=INDIC

L@L@sohQhsFh
G`xt
[R]ÊL@sohQ<(l)hs<FH G`xt
PL–captive.PERF=PAST=ART

ten
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(531) b. Y@GTrF`sG
Y@GTrF`sG
Ahousaht

‘The ten Ahousahts who had been captured were allowed to go home.’ (NA 449.13)
(531) d. Lhm@KhFh
Lhm@Kh<FH
fishing.bank=ART

Otwmhs
OtwÊmhs
halibut–stocked.with

‘the halibut bank’ (NA 21.47)
(531) e. O`ChF`s
O`ÊChQ<"`s
give.in.potlatch–PERF=PINV

(531) g. sHohm
sHohm
table

p`sl`pGshm
p`sl`ÊpÊGshm

gHwtpYhmFhr FtxHF`s
gHwtpYhmFhr FtÊxH<"`s

g`V`FtK
g`V`Ê-FtKi

Alex

eat–place.for

so.and.so–give.PERF=PINV

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

oak–BFR–made.of

‘Alex was potlatched an oak dining table.’ (NA 260.1)
(531) f. FtFtx`pGF`Qrh
BHp@
FtÊhx`pG [R]<"`Q<rH BHpÊ(x)@
so.and.so–sing=TEMP=1sg

chant–CONT

pi`x`bHbFh
pi`x`bÊHb<FH

BHpX`j--BHpÊX`ji

wolf–belong.to=ART

chant–thing.for

‘I used a wolf chant in chanting.’ (NA 143.3)
(531) g. FTB`Ql`
FtÊh9b<"`Q<l@
so.and.so–belong.to=TEMP=INDIC

F`G
F`G

mTj j@j@V`mhCHKE`
mTj [R]–j`VhmÊh9ChQÊ[IterL]<E@

DEM

song

PL–killer.whale–INCEP–ITER=QUOTART

(531) c. pi`x`BHj
pi`x`Bh9j
wolf

‘This song belongs to the wolves who are said to turn into killer-whales.’ (NA
60.51-52)
As noted, RPs with a verbal predicate head must have an article unless a nominal subject is also
present.
(532)

MAKAH

a. c@rFhsr
c@r`<"hs<r
see–PINV=INDIC.1sg

ShPi`rhpwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
ShpiÊ"`r<?hp
sit–on.ground=ART

‘The one sitting on the ground sees me.’ (Jacobsen 1979a: 123 with modified glosses)
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(532) b. Qtx`ChF`Q
p`GRhQhsFh---wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
QtKÊ#`ChQ<"`Q p`GÊRhQ<(l)hs<FH
good–INCEP=TEMP

dead–PERF=PAST=ART

‘The one who had fainted (lit. died) got well.’ (NT 122.8)
(532) c. g`vHF`Q
g`vHÊQ<"`Q
finish–PERF=TEMP

bHpbHpdFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
bhpÊ(x)` [RepR]<FH
speak–REP=ART

‘The one who was speaking finished.’ (NT 154.26)
lhKrXh Y@x`YhQhsFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
lhKrXh Y@x`pÊ"hQ [L]<(l)hs<FH

(532) d. Ji`X@O`stj
Ji`ÊX@o<"`s<tj
break–CAUS.PERF=PINV=POSS

spear

herring.spawn–get=PAST=ART

‘The spears of those who had come for herring spawn were broken up.’ (NA 17.7)
(532) e. ---vdFhCtF`Q
G@ji@QSHFhKdFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
---vdFhCÊtQ<"`Q G@ji@QÊSh9FhK [L]Ê(x)@<FH
... sleep–PERF=TEMP

girl–pretend.to.be–CONT=ART

‘The one pretending to be a young woman went to sleep.’ (NT 80.9)
(532) f. m`R@j
m`R@j
glad

piHFhprTChQFhwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
piHFhprtÊh9ChQ<FH
father.in.law–INCEP=ART

‘The new (lit. the one just become a) father-in-law was glad.’ (NA 161.25-26)

8.4 Predicate modifiers
The class of predicate modifiers is comprised of a small set of adverb-like modifiers (§4.3.4):
(533)

Predicate modifiers, e.g.

N F`GF@ ‘then’

M gTF`Wh, N FHpGH ‘still’

M F@ch, N F@mh ‘really, in fact’

M jTvhK, N jtVhK` ‘doing as directed’

M xTxT, N C@mh ‘for a while, temporarily’

N v@Q ‘now, then, thereupon’

M gHrta`, N gHji`K ‘almost’

M xTpi@, N XTpi@ ‘likewise’

A few words from other classes may sometimes also function as predicate modifiers, e.g. M, N
K@jRhQ ‘(as a verb) have pity on, (as a predicate modifier) please!’.
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Predicate modifiers cannot serve as predicate head; they must be accompanied by a word of
another class that functions as head. They are also are structurally distinguished by their ability to
occur as post-head modifiers within the predicate (534)a. Otherwise they appear as pre-head
modifiers (534)b. See §4.3.4 for details on clitic position in this construction.
(534)

MAKAH

a. As post-head modifier
g`FtjRF`Qhshc
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q<(a)hs<hc

F@c
F@ch

eat–PERF=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1pl

in.fact

‘We really did eat.’
(534) b. As pre-head modifier
F@cF`Qhshc
F@ch<"`Q<(a)hs<hc
really=TEMP=PAST=INDIC=1pl

g`FtjRF`Q
g`FtjÊRhQ<"`Q
eat–PERF=TEMP

‘We really did eat.’
Predicate modifiers are particle-like in certain respects. They generally lack inherent aspectual implication in their meanings or potential for aspectual marking, and they have limited potential for taking lexical suffixes.

1

Makah is the usual English rendering of the Clallam (a neighboring Salish language) designation for the tribe. In their own language, the Makah call themselves pihchCC`F@sW and their language piHpiHchCC`p. Both words are regular formations based on the root pihchCC`,p,, a place
designation of uncertain reference (Renker & Gunther 1990: 429). The question of an appropriate
name for the other language appearing in the dissertation is difficult. The traditional name in the
anthropological and linguistic literature, Nootka, is not of native origin and disliked by the
community. In 1978, the Southern Wakashan people of Canada adopted the name Nuu-chah-nulth
(mTC@MtK ‘mountain range’) (Arima & Dewhirst 1990: 410). However, as an ethnonym, this
name actually subsumes peoples speaking two languages, those speaking the language formerly
referred to as Nootka and those speaking the closely related Nitinaht or Ditidaht. I follow Nakayama (1997a, see especially p. 2) in using Nuuchahnulth in a restricted sense as a linguistic designation to refer only to the language formerly known as Nootka. Note that I simplify the spelling
by eliminating the hyphens. Ditidaht is referred to as such.
2
Makah has not been used as a medium of daily communication for decades, and, at the time of
writing, there were only three fluent speakers, all elderly.
3
Interestingly, in phoneme charts given in his M.A. and Ph.D. dissertations (1931: 10, 1933: 4),
Swadesh did group /F/ and /Y/ with the glottalized consonants. The latter work agrees with Nootka
Texts in grouping the affricates with the stops, but the former has them listed separately.
4
Sapir and Swadesh refer to them as “voiced continuants”; Rose and Nakayama call them “resonants”.
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5

Sapir and Swadesh label the “Mid” row “Mid-wide”, the “Central” column “Back”, and the
“Back” column “Back Rounded”.
6
This, incidentally, is the reason Sapir & Swadesh (1939) represent the high back vowels with
the symbol ‘o’, rather than ‘u’. The mid back vowels are represented by them with open o. According to Sapir & Swadesh (1955: 4), by the time Nootka Texts was in press, Sapir had decided
‘u’ was more appropriate. This has been the standard symbol for the high back vowels since Sapir
& Swadesh (1955).
7
A syllable consists of an obligatory onset consonant followed by a single nuclear vowel, long or
short. The coda may contain zero, one, or more consonants (Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 13, Stonham
1994a: 76). Consequently, a nasal (or any other consonant, for that matter) is in the coda if it immediately precedes another consonant, or occurs in word-final position.
8
In early works, Sapir wrote the murmur vowel with either ‘i’, e.g. ,pElhK ‘round thing’ in
(1911a: 16) (-phlK in current orthography) and hmhjv,hgk ‘fire in the house’ in (1921) (FhmjihK in
current orthography), or with ‘i’, e.g. "ιmhj# ‘fire’ in (1924).
9
[L] indicates the suffix requires the first vowel of its base to be long. See §3.3.1. The colon diacritic is explained in §3.1.
10
This rule correctly places primary accent in Makah, but there may be secondary accent at work
as well since there are sometimes perceived prominences in addition to the primary accent, especially on long vowels. It is unclear whether these are merely phonetic correlates of vowel length
or part of the accent system. Accent in Makah is stress accent, which is probably the case in Nuuchahnulth as well.
11
Wilson (1986) formulates a similar rule in metrical terms. See also Stonham (1994a, b).
12
Jacobsen (1969b: 13-14) also discusses Sapir & Swadesh’s (1939) treatment of labialization.
13
Vowel-glide contraction also operates synchronically in some cases. See, for example, discussion of (65)b in §3.3.1.
14
However, caution is required here because Makah vowel-glide sequences do not always correspond to persistently long vowels in Nuuchahnulth. For example, corresponding to the Makah
suffix ,Cdx`K ‘... many days’ we find Nuuchahnulth ,CHK, which contains a long vowel that neutralizes as normal.
15
,hmj is derived from the underlying form ,(C)hmji by other processes. See below and §3.3.8.
Incidentally, a more accurate, but also more cumbersome, gloss for l`ji, is ‘conduct a commercial exchange, esp. buy’.
16
There are apparent exceptions in this environment, e.g. l`jFTjs ‘purchased goods’ (< l`ji,
+ ,-FTjs ‘obtained by ...’).
17
For exceptions see §5.5.4.
18
There are several other templates in addition to those listed in here that appear in aspectual formations (e.g. [RepR], [IterL]). These are described in Chapter 6.
19
The [LR] abbreviation is introduced in Jacobsen (1997a) as a substitute for Sapir and
Swadesh’s original symbol [RG].
20
See examples (66) and (69) below.
21
This process, traditionally referred to as “hardening” by Wakashanists, occurs in both branches
of Wakashan, and is one of the best known aspects of the phonology. Confining ourselves first to
sources that deal only or primarily with Nuuchahnulth, we can cite (among others) Sapir (1911a:
16; 1924: 82, note 1, 90, note 62; 1938), Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 238), Swadesh (1933: 6), Rose
(1976, 1981: 18-19), Nakayama (1997a: 16-19). On hardening (glottalization) in Ditidaht, see
Swadesh & Swadesh (1933: 200), and, for Makah, see Jacobsen (1996) and §3.4.2.
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22

Cf. also Sapir’s (1938, reprint 1949: 231-32) discussion of the historical origins of glottalization, where he argues that it is unlikely to have been simply a result of coalescence of consonant
+ glottal stop clusters.
23
Like glottalization (§3.3.2), lenition (referred to as “softening” by Wakashanists) is a well described process, and the two are often treated together. Many of same sources are relevant: Sapir
(1924: 92, note 84; 1938), Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 238), Swadesh (1933: 5-6), Rose (1976,
1981: 18), Nakayama (1997a: 19-20). On lenition in Ditidaht, see Swadesh & Swadesh (1933:
199), and, for Makah, see Jacobsen (1996) and §3.4.2.
24
Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 238) cite QtX`r ‘good on the ground’, but this form is not attested in
the corpus. QtKF`r is found at NA 15.18.
25
Sapir (1938, reprint 1949: 236), Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 237), Rose (1981: 22-23)
26
Examples (90) and (91) are from Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 236).
27
Boas (1947: 273), Lincoln & Rath (1980: 199). Boas’ orthography has been converted to the
one used in this dissertation.
28
Boas (1947: 323), Lincoln & Rath (1980: 253)
29
Boas (1947: 223)
30
Final /a/ is present underlyingly, but does not appear in the surface form due to a rule of final
vowel deletion in Makah (§3.4.3) (cf. also Jacobsen 1971).
31
Boas (1947: 238), Lincoln & Rath (1980: 111)
32
This, incidentally, raises the question of the historical source of modern Southern Wakashan
non-labialized velars, which, with the exception of /w/, are by no means rare in the present day
languages. That is, if PW velars became alveo-palatals, whence the velar in morphemes like the
N, M root j`, ‘stick-like object protruding’?
33
TRANS = transitivizing suffix used with stative or intransitive verbs (Boas 1947: 241, #6); NOM
= nominal suffix (Boas 1947: 323). Thanks to Emmon Bach for checking my Kwakwala forms.
He drew my attention to the fact that Boas (1947: 353) erroneously writes the ‘lick’ root in (120)c
with a plain voiceless velar stop. I have substituted the correct glottalized form per Lincoln and
Rath (1980: 244).
34
See Haas (1969: 111-112, 115-120) for discussion and examples of similar correspondences
between Nuuchahnulth and Ditidaht.
35
This word, like many others with original */Wi/, now contains morphophonemic /Gi/ (§3.3.2).
36
Makah voiceless stops undergo the allophonic process of coda aspiration described for Nuuchahnulth in §2.1.
37
This example and the next are found on page 16 of a revised version of Jacobsen (1996) in
Jacobsen’s possession.
38
Jacobsen (1996) indicates these segments with a capital barred-l.
39
Jacobsen (p.c.) has recorded this suffix as ,#` and ,#h. The ,#t form appears in my data.
40
This example is found on page 9 of a revised version of Jacobsen (1996) in Jacobsen’s possession.
41
See §2.5 for accent.
42
Some speakers change /@/ preceding /v/ to /N/ so they would have [c`9Kn9w].
43
Interestingly, Ditidaht shows similar patterns of syncope except that, in Ditidaht, it is the second of the two vowels that deletes rather than the first. See Swadesh & Swadesh (1933).
44
This first-syllable shortening sometimes seems to apply also in words that have undergone epenthesis (§3.4.3).
45
More fully translated in Makah as ‘good, rich tasting, full of fat (said of shellfish)’.
46
Actually, the question of whether Makah, Nuuchahnulth, and other languages with lexical verbalizing suffixes can be characterized as incorporating is controversial. I am agreeing with the
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view expressed by Sapir (1911b) and Mithun (1984), among others, that these languages are not
incorporating. See Jacobsen (1993: 266-67, note 2) for discussion.
47
Swadesh himself (1933: 11, note 1) compares them to the Latin enclitic conjunction -que.
48
At least one of these, x@K ‘yonder’, is attested in Makah as well.
49
See §4.4.1 for brief comments on grammatical relations. The relevant aspect of this topic here
is that a subject category can be justified for Southern Wakashan.
50
Cf. Swadesh (1933: 101-02).
51
This characteristic of Nuuchahnulth and Southern Wakashan languages contrasts sharply with
the situation in Salish languages, which are generally quite careful about indicating transitivity.
52
However, equational clauses involving personal names, place names, and RPs that contain the
article do require a copular element. See below for discussion.
53
See Chapter 8, note 114 for discussion of classification of property words.
54
Jacobsen (1979a: 114) tentatively reports a possible restriction in Makah against occurrence of
the future tense clitic with nouns. However, I was able to elicit several examples of nouns with
this clitic with no difficulty.
55
A few exceptions to this generalization have turned up in Nuuchahnulth, but syntactic predicates expressing names all seem to have existential readings, e.g. there at the door is Codfishalways-getting it (the name of a family crest), rather than equational readings.
56
See §8.2.3 for the forms of independent pronouns.
57
Cf. Sapir (1924: 86, note 31)
58
This claim does not apply to proper names, which, as discussed in §4.4.3.2, cannot function as
(syntactic) predicate heads.
59
Swadesh (1939: 82) proposes the same analysis, labeling the Nuuchahnulth article a “subject
relative” in a list of modal formatives and glossing it ‘he who is, does’.
60
However, the proper analysis of Makah RPs with possessive clitics, which have essentially the
same syntactic distribution as the article, (e.g. E`o`b<rhr ‘my canoe’) is as yet unclear.
61
Some have suggested that referring expressions in Salish languages are also nominalized predicates or clauses. See, for example, van Eijk (1997) on Lillooet and Thompson, Thompson, &
Egesdal (1996) on Thompson. Similar claims have been made for other languages of the Americas. See Comrie & Thompson (1985: 391-95) for a brief review.
62
Relative roots do have the special property of remaining the grammatical head of the word
when affixed by nuclear lexical suffixes, which otherwise become head themselves. See §5.1.
63
These might be considered a kind of equational clause (§4.4.3.2).
64
Often it is also possible to express manner of action and relation in a single derived verb, with
the manner expressed by the base and the relation by a suffix, e.g. M J`b,hx@, N J`b,H pinchgive.PERF ‘pinch sth off and give it to’, M C`p,hx@, N C`p,`xH push-give.PERF ‘push sth to sb’,
M Bhbj,hx@ throw-give.PERF ‘throw sth to sb’, N b`r,Hbr chase-bringing.along ‘chase sth
along’. For an example of the first word, see (201)b.
65
With some hesitation he terms this construction “serialization”, a characterization I find misleading because of the many differences between the Southern Wakashan construction and constructions called “serial verb” constructions in other languages, e.g. 1) any number of predicates
can be so combined (although more than two or three is uncommon), 2) the set of predicates from
which bare absolute predicates can be drawn is open-ended, 3) any lexical item can fill the role of
main predicate or of the bare absolute.
66
“Serialization combines multiple clauses into a unit that expresses a single state of affairs (=
event or state), i.e. a predication” (Nakayama 1997a: 115).
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67

See Anderson (1985: 9-10) and Spencer (1991: 37-39) for introductory discussion. In Sapir’s
(1921: 142-43) morphological typology, Nuuchahnulth (or Nootka, in his terminology) is classified as having a polysynthetic level of synthesis and “agglutinative (symbolic tinge)” technique.
68
See Fortescue (1994) for more detailed characterization of polysynthetic languages.
69
In a 100-word sample from Text 2 in Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 19-21), Jacobsen (1993: 266)
counts an average of 3.66 morphemes per word in Nuuchahnulth, which just slightly lower than
Greenberg’s (1954) figure of 3.72 morphemes per word in a similar sized sample from Eskimo.
70
Figure 2 should be understood as a static representation of the structure of existing words,
rather than a generative device for creating new words. Without extensive filtering or constraint
mechanisms, Figure 2 will generate many impossible words.
71
This statement does not apply to words formed on relative roots like N x`pi, M x`p@ ‘one
who, that which’, which always determine the category of the resultant word regardless of suffix
type, e.g. N x`pi plus the verbalizing suffix N ,FhC ‘clothed in ...’ forms the noun x`piFhC
‘clothing, what one is wearing’ rather than the verb *‘wearing sth that is ...’.
72
The terms “core” and “peripheral” are borrowed from Nakayama (1997a), where they are used
in a different sense.
73
See Haas (1972) for more on Nootkan root structure.
74
As mentioned later (see note 114 in Chapter 8), it is not clear if evaluative and dimensional
terms are a subclass of verbs or constitute a separate class of adjectives.
75
See Rose (1981: 284-89) for a different classification scheme.
76
Eskimo languages also have suffixes of this type, which are sometimes called “post bases” in
the specialist literature (e.g. Jacobson 1984, Miyaoka 1996). Eskimo, Wakashan, and Quileute are
strikingly similar in their reliance on these suffixes to the virtual exclusion of other wordformation techniques. Eskimo languages are even more extreme than Wakashan and Quileute in
this respect.
77
Other works refer to nuclear suffixes as “governing” suffixes, a term I avoid since nuclear suffixes sometimes do not “govern” the base in the sense used in current grammatical theory.
78
This statement is generally true, but oversimplified. Certain restrictive path-orientation suffixes
have the effect of deriving verbs due to their inherent perfective aspect (§5.5.1). In these cases,
the restrictive suffix could be considered the grammatical head, but the base remains in some
sense the main semantic element.
79
These types roughly correspond to Swadesh’s (1933, 1939) governing action and governing
state suffixes.
80
Rose (1981: 357-58) categorizes most of my verbalizing state suffixes as “adjectival” rather
than “verbal” suffixes, but, assuming her (p. 344) definition of the adjective class, it is not clear
how this could be correct. Jacobsen (1979a: 139) refers to Makah ,h9b ‘belonging to ...’ as forming adjectives, but since he considers Makah adjectives a subtype of intransitive verb, there is no
disagreement with the present analysis.
81
Locale suffixes are called “zone” suffixes in Davidson (1999).
82
The initial vowel is shortened due to insertion of the long epenthetic vowel (§3.4.3).
83
“The use of suffixes for adding new material ideas to the initial morpheme is common to a restricted area inhabited by all the Kwakiutl dialects, Nootka [and other Southern Wakashan languages––MD], Quileute, and Salish. Outside of this area it is unknown. Its closest analogue is
found in the suffixes of the Eskimo language” (Boas 1947: 236).
84
This root element must go back to Proto-Wakashan, cf. Kwakwala forms such as vhP5mWi` ‘to
fail to go straight to a person’ (Boas 1947).
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85

My analysis of Southern Wakashan aspect draws on that of Swadesh (1931, 1933, 1939), Sapir
& Swadesh (1939), and Rose (1981), but, as will be seen, differs in certain respects from each of
these.
86
Actually, to be more precise, aspect is indicated by the final morphological constituent of a
stem. This is often a single morpheme, as stated in the text, but may also be a combination of two
or more restrictive spatial suffixes, which together have a single aspectual value (§5.1), or an aspectually significant CV template applied to a base.
87
“[A]ll verbs have durative and momentaneous, or inceptive, aspects, most have also at least one
iterative aspect, and many have still other aspects” (Sapir 1924: 82, note 1). “The aspect system
consists of a set of categories based on two primary aspects, durative and momentaneous.” (Sapir
& Swadesh 1939: 240).
88
“We may class Nootka words into three semantic types, on the basis of their meaning in the
durative and momentaneous aspects” (Swadesh 1931: 24).
89
These definitions were formulated for momentaneous and durative categories in Ditidaht, but
can be shown to reflect Swadesh’s thoughts on Nuuchahnulth as well, although these were never
so succinctly expressed.
90
Some authors (including Klein) reserve the term “aspect” for viewpoint aspect.
91
In fact, potential for occurring with the graduative imperfective is a good test for determining
whether a base is perfective.
92
Rose (1981: 275) describes the graduative morpheme as [L] in Kyuquot dialect, but examples
like perfective M, N v`g@j ‘go’: graduative M, N v@g`j ‘going’ show that it must be [L+S] in
Tseshaht and Makah.
93
The term “continuative” is from Rose (1981). Sapir & Swadesh (1939) simply call this aspect
the ‘durative’, not differentiating it terminologically from the ,`ji/,tj durative described in
§6.5.2.
94
This kind of “what-if” elicitation technique was suggested to me by Ann Renker (p.c.).
95
Formation of the repetitive in Makah is first described in Jacobsen (1971).
96
Iterative formation is first described for Makah in Jacobsen (1971).
97
Note in this regard that the formal resemblance between the Habitual enclitic <F`9K` (§7.4.2)
and iterative II morphology may not be coincidental.
98
See also Swadesh (1933: 8-11), Rose (1981: 291-92), and Nakayama (1997a: 21-23).
99
Jacobsen (1973) describes a “relative” formative ,W (e.g. in vhJHsW vdFhC ‘no one is sleeping’). Since I judge this to be a specialized use of the peripheral suffix ,(W)W ‘while, meanwhile’
rather than a clitic, it is not discussed in this chapter.
100
See also Rose (1981: 212-234) for Kyuquot dialect forms and Nakayama (1997: 30-41) for
Ahousaht.
101
The Inferential I is, however, listed in Sapir (1924: 101, note 178).
102
These formatives are not mentioned in Sapir & Swadesh (1939), but are listed in Swadesh
(1939: 82-83).
103
Two other Makah morphemes given by Jacobsen (1986) as evidentials, ,P`ch and Jtj, are
here analyzed as specialized peripheral layer evidential uses of lexical suffixes rather than as clitics. In this regard, it is significant that <oh9s follows the temporal specifier, which shows it must
be a clitic, but -P`ch and ,Jtj precede it. This does not guarantee peripheral suffix status, but is
consistent with it.
104
Jacobsen (1973) refers to the first of these moods as the “informational interrogative” and the
second as the “confirmational interrogative”.
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105

There are a few examples of it attaching to a lone demonstrative in Nuuchahnulth, however,
e.g. F`GjTFh ‘that one’.
106
Tseshaht x@ is probably cognate with the morpheme g@ in Kyuquot dialect that Rose (1981:
40) describes as a definite article.
107
In Makah, the article itself may be extended by demonstrative elements: <?hp`9c proximate
article, e.g. PhcHkhp@c ‘this dog’, <?hp@b distal article, e.g. PhcHkhp`9b ‘that dog’.
108
See Rose (1981: 206, ex. 43; 209, ex. 60-61)
109
Rose (1981), Rose & Carlson (1984), Whistler (1985), Emanatian (1986), and Nakayama
(1997b) may be consulted for further discussion of passivization in Nuuchahnulth, especially the
controversy over whether this construction should be properly be considered a passive or an inverse. The reader will correctly infer from my labeling the morpheme in question “passiveinverse” that I consider the question to be terminological. The Southern Wakashan construction
simply mixes properties associated with constructions called “passive” and “inverse” in other
languages. It appears to be intransitive like the English passive, but is subject to person and topicality hierarchies like inverse constructions in Algonquian languages.
110
An obvious alternative analysis of this construction some have suggested describes ,(C)hK as an
object case marker. Rose (1981: 62-67) presents several arguments against such an analysis and
for a multi-clausal analysis like the one given here.
111
This is perhaps a typo for ,@bxhm, the normal shape of this suffix, cf. Sapir & Swadesh (1939:
319).
112
Makah has a morpheme ,"tW seems analogous to the Nuuchahnulth irrealis clitic, but it is not
yet fully analyzed.
113
In formal speeches first person singular forms may have plural reference (i.e. ‘I’ = ‘we’).
114
The classification of many words expressing property concepts is unclear. This uncertainty
primarily involves free roots like dimension terms, e.g. M, N F`p ‘wide’, M FhFHWi`, N FHGi
‘big’, and evaluative terms, e.g. M QtKT, N QtK ‘good’, and also some words with the durative
aspect suffix, e.g. M, N Ihrtj ‘white’, M, N F`C`ji ‘propped, wedged up’. Most property words
probably belong to a subclass of verbs, as proposed by Jacobsen (1979a), but some may constitute a separate class of adjectives (Rose 1981). Their syntax requires further investigation before
definitive classification can be made. Other property words such as those formed with suffixes I
have classified as verbalizing state suffixes (§5.4.1), e.g. M ,chs, N ,mhs ‘stocked with ...’, M, N
-h9b ‘belonging to ...’, are more clearly verbs.
115
Jacobsen (1979a: 84-108) includes a thorough review of various proposals concerning Southern Wakashan word classes in both the primary and secondary literature.
116
This is a different sense of “nominal” from the one used in the preceding list of word classes,
where the word simply means ‘having the character of a noun, noun-like’.
117
I therefore disagree with Nakayama’s (1997a: 64) contention that “...[T]here is no strong formal basis for positing word classes in Nuu-chah-nulth. That is, there is no unique and constant
correspondence between sets of words and formal markers or formal structuring patterns that justifies grammatical classes among words.”
118
Note also that this is a rare example of a post-head predicate modifier hosting a clitic.
119
The speaker is the mythological culture hero Kwatyaat, whose speech is characterized by inserted /x/’s (Sapir 1915, reprint 1949: 186; Sapir & Swadesh 1939: 210, footnote 8).
120
Jacobsen (1979a: 106) makes the same claim: “[T]he momentaneous [i.e. perfective––MD]
formation ... derives verbs from stems of other classes.”
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Appendix A: Lexical Suffixes
Lists of Nuuchahnulth and Makah lexical suffixes are presented below. Citation of Nuuchahnulth
suffixes is based on the more-or-less complete list provided by Sapir & Swadesh (1939: 316-34).
When possible, Makah equivalents (not necessarily cognates) to the Nuuchahnulth suffixes are
given as well. Many suffixes listed by Sapir and Swadesh are not well attested, or even unattested, in the Nuuchahnulth corpus; classification of these is obviously subject to revision. A few
suffixes have been posited that are not listed by them, e.g. -b@oh [L] ‘facing ...’ and -(b)bho`jQh
‘at the hams, upper thigh, rump’. Makah suffixes are often attested only in a word or two; their
shapes, morphophonemics, CV template associations, and glosses must be considered provisional, pending discovery or elicitation of more examples. Around 300 Makah suffixes have been
isolated to date; there are certainly many more yet to be found.
Throughout, Nuuchahnulth glosses are based on those given by Sapir and Swadesh, although
in some cases their original gloss has been modified based on corpus examples. This statement
also applies to morphophonemic indications. To save space, only one allomorph of each suffix in
each language is shown, even though many occur in more than one shape. However, it is often
unclear whether two apparently related forms should be considered allomorphs of a single suffix
or two suffixes. For instance, certain suffixes occur (in a phonologically unpredictable fashion) in
some words with the initial formative element N ,(b)r,, M ,(j)r, and in other words without it,
for example N, M -`b ‘vessel for ...’ in N x`Rl`p,`b, M x`R@a`p,`b ‘fur-sealing canoe’ and N
,(b)r`b, M ,(j)r`b ‘container, vessel for ...’ in N, M O`sp,r`b ‘valise’. Decisions as to whether
these pairs are allomorphs of a single suffix or two distinct suffixes have been made on a case-bycase basis. Sometimes the meanings and/or morphophonemic properties of the two forms have
diverged enough to justify considering them separate suffixes. In other cases, they appear to be
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lexically-conditioned allomorphs of a single suffix, and only one form, the form that seems most
characteristic, is listed.
The symbol ‘/’ after a CV template diacritic following a Makah suffix indicates that the template is associated only with the Makah suffix, not with the Nuuchahnulth suffix. An asterisk following a Makah CV template diacritic indicates its association with the suffix was taken from
Jacobsen (1997a) or Jacobsen (1998a).
Nuclear verbalizing suffixes
N ,"`F` [LR+L] doing for ...’s sake,
revenging ...
N ,(v)`F`9GtK [L] in a hurry for ...
M ,@c`Wh [L] in ... condition (cf. N ,rhmGh below)
N ,`9Ghm deprive of ... (perf.)
M ,"`ktW [L] working for ...
N, M ,-F`K aware of ...
M ,"`9K [R] controlling, looking after ... (cf. N, M ,"`Ktj)
N, M ,"`K`j [L] longing for, liking, in love with ...
N ,"`KrhlGh [L] yearning for, wanting, loving ...
N, M ,"`Ktj [L or R] supervising, looking after ...
N, M ,(v)`Q [L] find, come upon ... (perf.)
N, M ,`9F`Q [L] destined for, makings of ...
N ,F@l`C [L] signifying, auguring, casting a spell for ...
N ,(m)@m`j having ... along with one out at sea
N ,`mhl

[L] get, bring along ...

N ,@mt9Q, M ,@ct9Q because of ..., for ... reason
N ,-"@o, M ,"@F`9o buy ...; gain ...
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N ,`oS`K [L] in competition with ...
N ,(p)`otK imitating, impersonating, representing ...
N ,(v)`pr`,p,, M ,`pr`j [L] in ... generation, layer
N, M ,"`r

about to ...; go in order to ... (perf.)

N ,(m)`rFh9 approach (perf.)
N ,@s` directing action, blows at ...
N ,F@s` lacking ...
N ,`s`G, M ,`9s`W [L], [R]/, [R+L]*/ lying in wait for, trying to get ...; [R] ready to, about to ...
N ,@stj, M ,`9stj making ... sound
N ,(x)@v`, M ,x`v`9 go for, take ... at intervals
N ,`vhK, M ,TK [L] expecting ...; considering one to be ...
N ,`vh9pR [L+S], M ,HxtpR calling, sending for ...
N ,`xH, M ,hx@ give ... (perf.)
M ,@xt [R] saying ...
N ,`xtj, M ,tx`? [R+L] angry, crying, miserable on account of ...
N ,"`XhlC [L] presaging, forecasting, praying for ... weather
M ,ahc` [L] ‘owe ...’
M ,aTo be ...
N ,b-, facing ...
N, M ,b`, (N durative ,bt9,Ftj [L+S], M durative ,b,F`ji) go to ..., go in direction of ...
M ,bF`ji [R] acting like ...
N ,b`Gs`,

going towards ..., going in ... direction

N ,b`l` [R], M ,b`pQ going towards ...
N ,b@oh [L] facing ...
N ,b@p,, M ,b`9p [L] busied with getting, cooking, eating ... food; taken up with ... thing
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N ,b`p, paying attention to ...
N ,b`vh9 suitable for ...
N ,b`vhmxtj [L] doing (esp. giving a potlatch) on account of, in honor of ...
N ,bG` [L] go in order to ...; go in connection with ...
N ,bGh, M ,bWh married to ...; N having sexual intercourse with ...
N ,bFh9 go in direction of ... (perf.)
N, M ,bhs, on ... side, end
N ,bhShr [L] ... shore
N ,bh9Xtj [L+S] going to ...
N ,bpl`9o, M [R+L]/ ,Bh9pa`o taking notice of ...
N ,brG [L] paying ... for services
M ,bs`9K descended from, come from ...
N, M ,btj needing, requiring ...
N, M ,btp, in ... hand
N ,bt9s on ... side
N ,btV`s, M ,bNv`s [L] on ... side; on the ... side
M ,bW`c [L or R] doing for benefit of ...
N ,bX`j [R] dressed in ...; appearing like ...
M ,B`j [L+S] cooking ...
N ,B`K, [LR] give attention to, do only ...
M ,(j)B`9o sell ...
N ,B`prhl wanting ...
N ,B@r betting ...
M ,B`W [L] depending on ...
N ,BHKG, M ,Bh9KC using ... as fuel
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M ,BhQ come from ...
N ,BhlF`j [L] doing on account of, in honor of, in reference to ...
N ,Bhm`p,, M -Bhc`p [L] talking about ...
N ,(b)Bhp accompanying ... in canoe
N ,Bh9p, unable to find ...
N ,Btr, M ,Bhr [L] laughing at ...
N ,C`r [R] fond of ...
N ,(j)C@rCh [L or LR+L] playing, participating with ...
N ,Ch, M ,Ch at, in ...; [LR] attached to ...
N ,(j)Ch, M ,CCh along with ...; N [R] siding with ...
N ,ChK [R] naming, mentioning ...
N ,Chl [LR] for the sake of, on account of ...
N ,CHo, [L] having ... stored up
N ,Ch9p` [R+L] dragging along, impeded by ...
N ,Chxtp, dealing with ...; attacking, trying to capture ...
N ,ChX`K [R+L] pursuing, following ...
N, M ,CT ... -ed; having ... -ed
N ,E`o, M ,E`9F`o [R] sore in ... (body part); sick, sore with ... disease
N ,G@, M ,W@ buy ... (perf.)
N ,Gr@, M ,Wr@ longing for, desiring to eat ...
N ,Gs@ doing to ...
N ,Gshm, M ,Wshc` made of ...
N ,GV`K [L], M ,Wv`9K [L+S]* using ...
N ,GVhmji [L] using ...
N ,(p)GXT related to ...
N ,Y`Rs caused, accomplished, obtained by ...
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N ,YhQ find, come upon ...
N ,Yhm [L], M ,P`ch [R] making ... sound
N ,-Fh9, M ,-Fhx` get to be at ... (perf.)
N, M ,h9b belonging to ...
N ,h9br-, M ,h9jr carrying ... along
N ,(x)h9btj arrive at ... time
N ,FhC, M ,"hC clothed in ...
N ,hC`r [L] having ... as covering in bed
N ,"h9G, M ,"dx`W [R] hunting, collecting ...; [L] pursuing, trying to get ...; [R+L] trying to get,
earn ...
N ,h9GFh9 go to ... to give gifts (perf.)
N ,"h9ji, M ,"dxhji [L or LR] given to, fond of ...-ing, adept at ... -ing (also nominalizing suffix
‘expert at ...’
N, M ,hK [R] sleeping with ...
N ,(C)hK [L] doing to, with reference to ...
N ,(C)h9K [sometimes L], M ,(ji)h9K [L or L+S] making ...
N ,-"HQ, M ,"h9Q lose ... (perf.), win ... (perf. caus.)
N, M ,"hQ [L] go for, take, invite ... (perf.)
N ,"hm, M ,"hc` treated as ...
N ,"hm, M ,"`ch [L, R] making a sound of ...
N ,-"hmK, M ,-"hchK [L] giving a feast of ..., distributing ... in feast
N ,"hml`R, M ,"`ch taking the place of ...
N ,(v)hmp` [L] baited with ...
N ,-"hmGh [L] waiting for ...
N ,(v)hmji [L], M ,oHctj intermixed with ...
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N ,hmpQ [L or LR] inimical toward ...
N ,hmxtG on a visit for the purpose of getting, seeking ...
N ,hmxtj [L] having ... many points, branches
N ,hmXt, M ,hc`9 left behind
N ,HM`ji imitating ... in dance
N ,hM`JtG [L] looking on at ...
N ,Fh9o give a gift to ... (perf.)
N ,(x)h9p, M ,xtp traveling in ... vehicle, traveling by ... means
N ,"Hr, M ,"Hjr consuming ...; costing ...; having sexual intercourse with ...
N ,"hstK, M ,"`otK [R] dreaming of ...
N ,hsX`j [LR+S], M ,(ji)Hs`9j fearing ...
N ,HsX@o, M ,Hsx`o or ,hFh9s`o? bring ... as gift (perf.)
N ,hx`pG, M ,dx`W [R] singing ... song
N, M ,Hxtp, doing to ...
N ,h9Xho, M ,@xto capture, obtain ... (perf.)
N, M ,ji`ChQ because of ...
N ,ji`Xh9G [L] pursuing ...; trying to earn,
get ...
N ,J`9 having ... many successive points in the hoop game
N, M ,Jtj apparently, seemingly; [R] resembling ...
N ,Ji`o [L] caring for, liking, loving ...
N ,(C)K@, M ,(j)K@ having ... as name; N name, mention ... (the second and third meanings are
not yet attested in Makah; cf. ,(j)R`9K below for a Makah suffix with these meanings)
N ,l` [R] going toward ...
N ,l`9F`Q, M ,a`9F`Q intending to ...
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N ,l`Btj, M ,`a`9Bt talking about ...
N ,l`Yh9pQ, M ,adx`pQ wanting to ...
N ,l`9o paying attention to ...
N ,l`p` [LR+L] doing for the sake of ...
N ,l`p`j, M ,a`p`j skilled in ...
N ,l`9r` [L] take back, take home ... (perf. and impf.)
N ,lBt [R+L] feeding, regaling ...
N ,lGh, M ,a`Wh [R] fit, suitable, enough for ...; able to ...
N ,lh9F`j [LR], M ,ad9F`j [R+L?] N fearing ..., M expecting ... to happen
N ,lhF`j [L] thinking one is ...
N ,lhGr` desiring to ...
N ,lhs`p, [L] telling about ...
N ,Lhs` concealing, withholding ...
N ,LTo absent, away for the purpose of ...
N ,m@ji, M ,c@ji having ...
N ,m`p` [L] use ... as bait
N ,m`p fond of eating ...
N ,mhl, M ,c`a` [R+L] having the objective of obtaining ...
N ,mhs, ,chs stocked with ...
N ,M@G, M ,hctW seeking ...
N ,M`Gh [L] ready, intending to ...
N ,M`ph9K [L] find ... (perf.)
N ,MH, M ,cH come, arrive (perf.)
N ,oh9x`pG doing in accompaniment with ... -ing
N, M ,O@ [L] disliking ...
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N, M ,O`K smelling, tasting of, like ...
N, M ,O`K, looking on admiringly at ...
N, M ,OHC [L] having ... spouse
N ,OhCG doing while ... -ing
N, M ,Ohp do in passing, do slightly (perf.)
N ,OhpR [R] engaging in ...
N ,Ot9Q get paid for ..; get paid ... (perf.)
N ,OTpr smelling of ...
N, M ,p [R] N traveling in ... vehicle; M traveling (in company) with ...
M ,pdx`Q arrive (perf.?)
M ,Pdx`pQ need to, feel like ... (used with verbal bases denoting bodily functions)
N, M ,r doing ...
N ,r@Gh because of ...
N ,r`oh [R+L] having ... as backing, support
M ,rHB`9o [L?] send ...
N ,rHGFh9 go to ... on a gift visit (perf.); present gifts to ... (caus.)
N ,rh9ji, M ,rdx`ji make, complete ...
N, M ,rhK` do ..., act like ... (perf.)
N ,rhl, M ,rta` lacking, needing ...
N ,rhlC, M ,rta`C [L] doing ritual for ...
N ,rhm`9G [L] trying to ...
N ,rhmGh [L] trying to ...; keeping in ... condition (caus.)
N ,(b)rl` defending ...
N ,(b)rm@Y`K, M -(j)rc@P`K [L] handling, playing with ...
N ,rstjG [L or R] for ... reason
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N ,(b)rtoS`9K [LRc], M ,(j)rtoS`9K [LR+L] competing in ...
N ,rXto [R+L or LR+L] trying to make, coax into ... -ing
N ,R ,C ,jR, M ,C [L] asking for ...
N ,R`G`o [L] doing ...; acting like ...
N ,R`Gh, M ,R`Wh [L] having ... wrong with one
M ,(j)R`9K [L] mention ... by name
N ,(R)s`Y`pQ obtained by ...; paid for with ...
N ,s`p [R+L] working on ...
N ,(R)s`p` [L] blaming, doing to because of ...; doing to, punishing because of ...
N ,(R)s`p,RhQ, M ,s`pRhQ go, do before ... -ing; ... before going, doing (perf.)
N ,s`p,RhQ come from ... (perf.)
N ,(R)s`pxt, M ,(j)s`pxt powered by ...; having shamanistic power derived from ...
N ,(R)sHo, M ,(j)sh9o doing to ...; doing to while ...
N ,(R)shr, M ,(j)shr [L] guided by ...; acting by reference to ...
N ,(R)st9p, [R+L] going through ... formalities
N ,Sh9FhK, [sometimes L], M ,Sd9FhK [L+S]* pretending to (be) ...
N ,St9K` [L] giving a potlatch or ceremony in honor of, because of ...
N ,"t9 [R+L] having food-right to ...
N ,"t9, intending to get ...; camping out for the purpose of getting ...; waiting in ambush to get ...;
M ,"`vh waiting for ...
N ,-FTjs, M ,"Tjs obtained by ...
N ,tv` [LR] acting together with ...; [L] ... doing together
N ,(x)tF`K, M ,tF`K perceive ... (perf.)
N ,"TK having ... as means of conveyance
N ,t9l`K, M ,ta`K [L] born at ...
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N ,t9Ftj [L+S] going along on one's way
N, M ,v@ ([R] N impf. only) say ... (perf. and impf.)
N ,V@s, M [LR]/ ,v`s related to, friend of ...
N ,VhS`r about to ..., about to be ...; go in order to ... (perf.)
N ,xhs showing evidence, traces, marks of ...
M ,xtj [R] doing ...
N ,X@, M ,x@ troubled by, with ...
N ,XHG`, M ,"HW` suffering from excess of ..., ... -ing excessively; die of ... (perf.)
N ,XhGs`p, derived, originating from ...
N ,Xtj born of ...
N ,Xtj wrapped in ..., covered over with ..., surrounded by ...
N ,Xt9pG referring to, mean, deriving from ...

Nuclear nominalizing suffixes
N ,`F`p ... hide, skin
N ,-"@brXh ... thing
N ,`Btr, M ,`Bhr surface, platform for ...
M ,@otK habitual consumer of ...
N, M ,"`pQ gifted in, given to ...; expert ... -er
N, M ,-"`pr ... woman (in women’s names)
N, M ,-"`prto woman of ... tribe, band
N, M ,(p)@r daughter of ...
N ,-F`sG, M ,-"`sW (sg reference) man of ... tribe, band, (pl reference) men, persons of ... tribe,
band (also a restrictive path-orientation suffix ‘dwelling, residing’)
N ,b`lhr ... thing
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N, M ,bjiH having been ... -ed, having ... -ed; remains of ...
N, M ,Bhp ... many long objects
N ,(p)GrH ... -er
N ,Gs@, M ,Ws` ... instrument
N ,Gs`,, M ,Ws@ji ... many flexible recepticles full
N ,Gshm`l` ... instrument, device
N ,h [R or L] quality of ..., manner of ... -ing, thing ... -ed
N ,"HCG, M ,"DFhCW season of, year of ...
N ,-Fhm, M ,"hc` costume for ...
N -"hm, M ,"`ch ... string, means of suspension
N, M ,Hprt suffix in kin terms
N ,Hs`, M ,HshFh9 ... -er
N ,l`, M ,a` ... thing, being
N ,l`Ytj [L] maker of ...; one skilled in
N ,l`os, ,a`o ... plant, bush, tree
N ,lh9j], M ,aHj [L] getter of ...
N ,lhr, M ,ahr collectivity of ...; business of ... -ing
N ,LHs, M ,ahs son of ...; this suffix occurs in Makah in the names of a few story characters, e.g.
gtoc`ahs ‘Wren’, IhWa`ahs ‘Woodpecker’; it is unclear if it is otherwise productive.
N, M ,o`K season of ...
N, M ,O`St ... thing, instrument
N ,OHKi, M ,O@xhK ... many long bulky objects
N ,phlK, M ,p`oK ... many round objects
N ,(b)r`b, M ,(j)r`b ... vessel, recepticle
N ,r@Gs`ji, M ,r@Ws`9ji ... many kinds, varieties; ... kind, ... variety
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N ,rhx`oh [L] ... many bands, families; ... band, family
N ,(b)rXh, M ,(j)rhFh9 medicine for ...
N ,(R)s`p, ... many units
N ,(R)s`p,hlK, M ,(j)s`p`oK ... many groups, bundles; ... group, group of
N ,(R)sTo, M ,(j)sTo ... creature, being, thing; ... class, genus, species
N ,"t9 ... berry
N, M ,(-F)tKi place of ...
N ,VH... mark, mark of ...
N ,x`9rB` [L] ... many rolls
N ,X`ji, M ,x`ji ... device, instrument

Path-Orientation suffixes
N, M ,@, go out to sea (perf.)
N ,(-F)`K attached on
N ,@psT move across (perf.); extending across
N, M ,`r reaching to, touching on, following close
N, M ,@s, move downstream, out of the woods (perf.); extending downward
N ,-"`sG, M ,-"`sW dwelling, residing
N ,F`st, M ,"`st fall off, come off; ... ends; stop, leave off ... -ing; [L] sink (esp. into water);
faint, die (perf.)
N ,`Ft9 , M ,@xhK following behind
N ,`xh9FhQ, M ,@xhQ move into a building (perf.)
M ,at9r` climbing
N ,b`phlK, M ,b`p`oK [L] N all about; M go around, circle
N ,bh9p, [R+L] move along the shore
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N, M ,bo@ go over, past (perf.); on ... side (impf. and perf.); ... on a side
N ,GBH, M ,WBhFh9 holding over the fire, drying at the fire
N ,(p)Gr@ in a bundle
N ,Gs,, M ,Ws, move downstream, come out of the woods (perf.)
N ,Gs`,, M ,Ws`, apart, divided off; out to sea
N ,Y@F`st, M ,"`P`st move down (perf.)
N ,h9F`r, M ,tx`9F`r go outside (perf.)
N ,h9F`st [L] get to be under water (perf.)
N ,HC-, on, covering
N ,hl [R+L] through an aperture
N ,hmY`st go up the coast (perf.); up the coast (impf. and perf.)
N ,(C)hmji, M (ji)Hctj together, ... -ing in competition; N [LR], M [R] engage in competition,
play, conversation with ...
N, M ,(F`)ji`,C, apart, dispersed, in pieces; used up, destroyed, spent (of money); attacked;
completely ...
N, M ,jihr,s, move away from; miss, fail to hit (perf.)
N ,l`K,, M ,a`K, moving about
N ,l@r, M ,ahFh9r moving about on the ground, in the village
N ,lHF` moving about on the rocks
N ,lHK moving about in the house
N ,lHr loving about on the beach
N ,MHp, down a slope
N ,o-, go across (perf.)
N ,oHK, M ,oh9K [L] extending across, M move across (perf.)
N ,(b)r@F` come to land (perf.)
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N ,(b)r`oh, M ,(j)r`a in the way; screened by ...
N ,(b)rF`st fall off, fall behind; be born (perf.)
N ,(b)rs@, M (j)rs@ move down into (perf.)
N ,(b)rsHr move into the interior (perf.)
N ,(b)rtGs`, M ,(j)rhKs` come out into the open; come out of the woods (perf.)
N ,(b)rvH, M ,(j)rvH go through (perf.); extending through (impf. and perf.)
N ,(b)rX`prsh main ...; in the lead, leading
N ,rXt9C, M ,xt9C [L] exposed, showing
N ,(x)t9j [L], M ,t9j [R+L] all over
N ,v`Grt(K), M ,v`WrhK N go out (perf.), M go out of mouth (perf.)
N ,v@r go outdoors (perf.)
N, M ,vH N point comes out (impf. and perf.); M come out
N ,vh9F`r go outside (perf.)
N ,vh9Fhr go down to the coast (perf.)
N ,vhst(K) move past, over the head (perf.)
N ,VhKs`, M ,vhKs` come out of canoe, vessel (perf.)
N ,Vhr`, M ,vhr` [R] come out of one's hands; escape (perf.)
N ,Vhr@, M ,vhr`9 come to the surface of the water; come to consciousness (perf.)
N ,VhrC, farther up; move up the bank (perf.)
M ,Wrtv`9 move downstream

Site suffixes
Body Parts: Head
N ,`xtj, M ,dxtj [L] at the head, hair
N ,bhShl, M ,bhS`a on the side of the head
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N ,B`ph [L] at the head, foremost
N ,B`9r at the crown of the head
N ,(v)h9ji [L] on the head
N ,hmjrS`r- at the back of the head
N ,jt9F`r [R] at the side of the head
N ,(b)rhmxtj [L] on the head
N ,(C)twr on the head as headgear
N ,vhGs` at the head

Body Parts: Face
N ,(F)`jrt(K) at the mouth, lip
N ,`jt(K) [R] at the lower part of the ear, in the ear lobe
N ,@MtYhGs` [L] along the nose
N ,(F)`prt(K), M ,`prhK at the mouth, opening
N ,`r [R] on the cheek
N, M ,BhKtK in front of the face
N, M ,Btp, in the mouth
N ,"hlK, M ,"`ahK [R] at the ear; N at the gun-hammer
N, M ,hxtpQ in the mouth
N ,HXt(K), M ,HxhK at the throat; with reference to the voice
M ,o`ptK [R] at the cheeks
N ,oHX`F` [L] on the forehead, between the brows
N ,oHX`r [L] on the forehead
M ,O`s`r [R] on the cheeks
M ,O`stK at the cheeks
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N ,(b)r`9S`, M ,(j)r@S` [L] on the forehead
N, M ,rtj [L] at the septum
N ,(b)rt(K), M ,(j)rhK [R+L] at the eye; N [Rc+L] in, on the eye
M ,(j)rvhFh9 [R] at the teeth
N, M ,(p)T(K) on the face

Body Parts: Torso
N ,@brh- on the lap
N, M ,"@Ch at the groin; in the crotch; at the lower part of the belly; in the bay
N ,`CMtK from the spout to dorsal fin
N, M ,"`jQh at the rear, last; N [R] at the heel
N, M ,@O`K on the upper back; behind
N ,`rF`jQh on the rump, buttocks
N ,`rGT(K), M ,`rWT(K) on the chest, breast
N, M,bh9 [L] at the crotch
N ,B`Y`Ch [L] at the lower part of the belly, in the groin, at the crotch
N ,(v)hmK, M ,`chK [L] on the neck
N ,(C)hs, M ,(ji)Hs on, at the body; at the side of a canoe
N ,G@pQh on the penis
N ,jt9FhK [R] at the side in the region of the loins
N ,oH on the back
M ,OdxhK on the back
M ,(j)rF`K on the back
N ,(b)rh9 [L] on the lap
N ,(b)rhmph, M ,(ji)hsph on the belly
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N ,(b)rhmphK [L], M ,`c`phK [R] at the ribs
N ,(b)rhsji in a crotch, in between; [R] between the fingers, claws
N ,rs@pr at the hip, side
N ,rsHK at the collar bone
N ,(b)rTpQ, M ,(j)rTpQ inside the body, in the womb; in mind; having ... quality, emotion
(particularly of women)
N ,(b)rVhmK [LR], M ,(j)rv`chK [R+L?] in the arm-pits
N ,vHpQhmK [L] on the nape of the neck
N ,xhlK [sometimes R] on the shoulder

Body Parts: Limbs
M ,`o`9pQ [L] at the heel, elbow
N ,"`9r [LR] on the wrist
M ,`rj`ahK [R] at the arms
M ,a`K [R] at the arms
N ,b@r, M ,b`9r in the hand, at one of a pair of body parts
N ,(b)bho`jQh [L] at the thigh joint, hams
N ,bhS`Ch [R] at the thigh
M ,(j)BhK [R+L] at the feet
N ,Chmj [R] on the calf of the leg
N ,Gh [R+L] at the limbs; under one's knees (as one kneels)
N ,(p)Gs` [R] on the foot
N ,Mtj [R], M (after vowels) ,sji [R+S]*, (after consonants) ,ctj [R+L] at, on, of the hand
N ,OhC [R] on the ankle
N ,Ohp` [R] on the knee
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N ,(b)rot(K), M ,(j)rot(K) between the legs
M ,(j)rs` [LR] at the legs
N ,rStV`Ch [R] at the inner part of the thigh
N ,vH [R] at the fingernails, claws

Nature
M ,F`9BhK in the sky
N ,(v)`C [LR], M ,@C [L] at the margin along the water
N ,`ChRs, M ,`C`js on the sea
N, M ,"@pI`r in the woods, bush
M ,"@pQh9K upsound, to the east
N ,`rT-, M ,`rhFh9 under, in liquid (esp. water)
N ,B@st, M ,B`9st on the water, out to sea
N ,Bhs-,, M ,Bhs` in the water, in water hole
N ,BTr, M ,Bt9Fhr in a bay; M in meadow, yard
M ,jihFh9 on the river bank
N ,MH, M -cH on water
N ,r@Lh9BtK on the bluff
N ,(b)rhs-, M ,(j)rhs [L] on the surface of a liquid
N ,(b)rlt(K) [L] along the bank
N ,(b)rTFhr far out at sea; at a distant place out over the sea; on the horizon
N ,(b)rv`pQh downstream
N ,(b)rX@Gt(K), M ,(j)Rx`9Wt(K) on the face of a cliff
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Man-made Objects
N ,@bxhm, M ,ji`c` at the bow
N ,"`Gr, M ,"`Wr in a vessel; in the vagina; N [R] at the teeth
N ,(v)`jihm, M ,`jt(K) [L] at the head of the bed
N, M ,(-F)@K on a fabric-like surface; ... fabric, blanket, etc.
N ,(v)`prh [L] at the side (of canoe), at bank (of stream)
N, M ,@rB` on the roof
N ,@xHK on a raised platform in the house; in the sky
N ,b`pr at the side of a vessel
N ,(b)bh9Y`r [L] at the outside wall of the house
N ,bhlt(K),, M -(k)rahBh9K on the ceiling
N ,B`phK, M ,B`ph9K [L] at the rear end of the house
N, M ,BT inside a container; in a bay
N ,BTK in the center of the floor; initiated in Wolf Ritual
N ,hBT at the lid of a container, on level with the top of a container, (full) to the top; at the bowstring
N ,(v)hpr on top of, on the lid of a vessel; box
N, M ,hrs` ... person(s) in canoe as passengers, crew
N ,O`K at the handle
N ,pt9(K) [L] at a harpoon point
N ,(b)r`9L`pQh on the wall
N ,(b)r`pQ, M ,(j)r`pQ under one's clothing, under covers; in shelter
N ,(b)rF`st-, M ,(j)rF`shFh9 [L] at the door
N ,(b)rO`K at the top of a vessel; up to the top of a vessel
N ,(b)rSt9pr at the bow of a canoe
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N ,(b)rTFhK over the walls in the house
N ,vh9Fhr- at the bow

Geometric (including spatial extension)
N ,(v)`F` [L] at the edge
N ,(v)`F`p alongside
N ,-F@Bt(K) on, against a surface; on the palm, on the sole
N ,`GT(K), M ,`WT(K) in front
N, M ,`KB` at a vertical surface
N ,@Mt(K), M ,@chK [L] all along, on a long thing; up the river; [R or R+L] along the leg, along
the shin
N, M ,`oh [L] up in the air, erect, standing; best
N, M ,"`ot(K), [L] underneath, on the bottom
N, M ,`Oh9, in the rear
N, M ,"`pQ inside
N ,"@prs`, M ,"`9prs` [L] amongst
N ,`prsH amongst, within
N, M ,@r on a (horizontal) surface
N, M ,b@pr on the side
N ,bHK on the edge; on the ... edge
N ,b`pBt9, M ,b`pB`v at the end
N, M ,bpH [L] on top, above, overhead
N ,Ghm [LR+L] at the end
N ,Gm@ji in between
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N ,(p)Gr` [L], M ,Wr` [R] N along the edge, bank, M in the bushes; N [LRc+L], M [LR+L] at
the brink, along the front edge
N ,GrMt(K), M ,WrchK in between
N ,GV`ji [R] in between, having all about one
N ,(v)h9b [L] along the edge; around the head
M ,h9c` [R] on top
N ,"hGs`, M ,"hKs` at the point, end, at the nose
N ,(v)h9Gst(K), M ,(ji)h9shK N at the front, at the edge, at the top; N, M [LR] on the shoulder
N ,"h9I` [L] below
N ,(p)hlK, M ,(p)`oK over a rounded surface; in a bunch, group (with various extended senses)
N ,(v)hmjrs`, M -jiHct9jrs` [L] in between (M, more specifically, in a crevice or crack)
N ,(v)hmji in the corner
N ,jtlpQh, M ,j`ohpQ behind
N ,lhr` on top
N ,M@ph, M ,c@ph up on a height
N ,oH(K) in the middle
N, M ,OhC at the base of an upright object
N, M ,Ohp, at the summit
N ,Ohs at the edge
N, M ,pH on top, on the head
N ,pt9-,, M ,p`v`, at a point extending out
N ,(b)rhl [L] at an opening
N ,(b)rj@ot(K), M ,(j)rj@ot(K) at a hole in the top end
N ,(b)rOH on top; prevailing (in combat)
N ,(b)rST, M ,(j)rS@x behind a screen, hidden, sheltered, protected
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N ,(R)sp`, M ,(j)spH underneath
N ,Vhm, M ,v`ch in the middle

Miscellaneous restrictive suffixes
N ,`KB` [R+L] at fault
N ,(ji)@Rs, M ,`js dried ...
N ,bt9 probably, preferably
N ,CGF`r ... far into the woods
N, M ,ji@K absent, missing, lacking
N ,jihm young, toy ...
N ,l`9K, M ,a`K [L] ... surviving
N ,l`pRhQ, M ,a`pRhQ constantly
N ,l`s`j, M ,a`s`j probably, supposedly, presumably
N ,lTs left-over part of ...; defunct ...; former ...
N, M ,o`9Bt immediately, at once
N ,o`9K [LR] half ...
N ,o`m`C, M ,o`c`C [L] moving about at random
N ,p@sg, M ,p@sW pretendedly
N ,(p)G, M ,(W)W meanwhile, all the while
N ,rChl along with others
N ,(x)t9Ji`K absent
N ,vH first
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Miscellaneous suffixes
Suffixes in this section are either residual suffixes that do not seem to belong to any of the above
classes (e.g. N ,CHo peripheral benefactive suffix), or are not adequately attested to permit clear
categorization (e.g. N ,l`9p, ‘... growing at a place’).
N ,`KB` arrive at the scene of action; go to meet a returning hunter, fisher (perf.)
M ,`sh [R] cause to (be) ...
N ,`x` [L] repeatedly, continuously ... -ing; (added to graduative) in the act of ... -ing, gradually
... -ing
M ,ahFh9 [L] ?
M ,Bhsp, ‘... colored’
N ,CHo of, for him (benefactive)
N ,Gh, M ,Wh [R+L] durative formative
N ,Hji going along
N ,l`9p, [L] ... growing at a place
N ,o`9K [L] along with ...; in the same group with ...
N, M ,o`K, [R] ... on each side; several ... at once
N ,O@st to go ... far; left behind in ... condition
N ,Ohs [usually R] ... many hand spans
N ,pChji going along
N, M ,r@bt in ... places, in ... place
N ,rCh, M ,RCh ... many on a side
N ,(b)rj`otK, M ,rj`otK rascal
N ,(b)rji, M ,(j)rj ... far apart
N ,(b)rS`K, M ,(j)rS`K reciprocally
N ,(b)rSh9G [L] ?
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N ,rt9Q, M ,rhvH ... dies (perf.)
M ,(j)RFhahK occurs with emotion and cognition terms applying to females
N ,V@s ... a part
N ,X`K ... many fathoms
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Appendix B: Makah Vocabulary
The following Makah vocabulary is offered as a preliminary and highly selective survey of the
Makah lexicon, pending completion of a full dictionary currently in the planning stages at the
Makah Cultural and Research Center and the Makah Language Program.
Bound roots are given with the perfective suffix, if it is attested with the root, followed by
one or more of the basic imperfective forms (i.e. continuative, durative, repetitive). Other aspects
are occasionally given if they have specialized meanings with that root. Aspects that are known to
occur with a root but that are not listed separately are noted in parentheses. Attested combining
forms of free roots are listed first, followed by the free form. Perfective or (perfective) inceptive
aspect forms of free roots are sometimes included as well, if attested.
Possible Nuuchahnulth cognates or partial cognates from Sapir & Swadesh (1939) are given
in brackets following the aspect forms.
A selection of derivatives containing more or less productive lexical suffixes is included at
the end of entries. Derivatives with special lexical suffixes or non-productive lexical suffixes are
generally given their own entries.
Short final vowels, which are not present in surface form due to an apocope rule (§3.4.3), are
indicated where evidence is sufficient to determine their existence and quality. Word-final labialization of velars and uvulars following a consonant or /` h/ is indicated where its existence is
known. See §3.2.2 for word-final labialization following /t/.
Sources
Makah Dictionary: preliminary English-Makah word list (1990), manuscript on file at Makah
Cultural and Research Center
Elicitation notes by Matt Davidson (1996-98), Maria Pascua, Ann Renker, Cora Buttram
Jacobsen (1969a, 1971, 1996, 1997a)
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F@ interj. what did you say? [N F@]
F@ F@ interj. expression of sympathy
F`F@a` first [N F`L`,, FdFhl]
F`F@a`WFh poor thing (said in sarcasm) [N F`F`KGFh]
F@F@rhB`ch F@F@rhBhsp` singing a lullaby F@F@rhB`cdx`ji lullaby F@F@rhBhsp`FDFhr baby
gift-giving potlatch
F`F@st ask (a question) [N F`F`s`K,, F`F@sT] F`F@sFnK heard, learned by asking
F`jvH,p,, F`F@vhpxt playing F`F@vhpxtx`ji toy block F`jvHpNv`r gym F`jvHpo`K
playtime F@vHPhj playful
F`F@x`Wha ear ring
F`aDFhprt mother [N FtlF`b,, FtlFHprt]
F@adxt tomorrow, yesterday
F`bj`U, F`bj`s,, F`bj`sRhQ jump F@F@bj`s` jumping F@bj`stj skipping along [N
jdFDbj`s, j`bjdFDs,, jdFDbj`s` j`bjdFDs`] F`bj`c`P`st jump down F`bj`sbo` jump
over F`bj`svhKs` jump off a boat or canoe
F`C,, F`CRhQ wedge in, prop up, support F`C`ji wedged up, blocked, supported [N F`C,,
F`C`j] F@C`jta` pillow F`Crj@ota` wooden plug for whale hunting floats F`CsTo (a)
block
F`C`p (only with Content-Interrogative mood) who? [N F`C`,, F`C`p]
F`C@x`p,, F`C@x`9o gather wood [N F`C,X`p,, F`CX@o] F`C@x`ptK place name (Sooes
Beach)
F`Chb (only with Content-Interrogative mood) whose?
F`Co@a` salmon eggs; kidney F`F@Co`a@chK corn on the cob F`F`Co`a`Jtj cheese
F@Co`a`c`jRhQ spawning
F`CTK blind
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F`c`, F`ch,, F`ct, only; thus much; as much as; (with Content-Interrogative mood) how much?
how many? [N F`m`, F`mh,, F`mt,] F`chrhK` as soon as, immediately after (lit. doing only,
nothing but) F`chxt later F`ctpi`oK family; however many are in a group F`cTr as many
as are (residing) in the house
F@c@ thus far, at this distance; (with Content-Interrogative) how far?
F`c@a` breast, milk; sucking milk [N Fhm-,, Fhm,l`,p,, Fhml`]
F`c@ji fire F`c@jRhQ a fire starts [N Fhmj(],)] F`c@jph fire on top F`c@ji`Bhr stove
F`c@jihK fire in the house, fire is burning in the house F@c`jiHK making a fire
F@ch in fact, really [N F@mh]
F`chb however long a time; (with Content-Interrogative mood) how long a time? [N F`mhb]
F@cHc`Wh instead, only, just
F`chr however many, much; (with Content-Interrogative mood) how many? F`chr@sW population, however many are residing swh F`chrp`oK however many round objects, much money
F`chrPhCW age; however many years
F@chWW real, serious [N F@m`,pG] F@chWtK (or F@chWWtK?) serious face
F`ctjihs thus big in girth; (with Content-Interrogative) how big? [N F`mhjhs]
F`ctW thus big; (with Content-Interrogative) how big? [N F`m`G]
F@cv` interj. isn’t that right, really?, seriously?
F`g@g`9 chicken, rooster
F`js,, F`jsRhQ gnaw F`js@F@js` gnawing [N F`js,, F`js@ F`js`j]
F`jv`sh9c` bald eagle [N Bhwi`s, Bhwi`shm,p,, Bhwi`shm]
F`K,, F`KRhQ (to) vomit F`K@F@K` vomiting [N F`K-,, F`K@] F`KbjiH vomit (substance)
F`K@Pdx`pQ nauseated
F`Kpi,, F`KpRhQ unpack [N F`Kp],, F`Kpi@]
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F`Q,, F`Q` two F`QHvhQ become two [N F`Q,] F`Q`bWh have two wives F`Q`jihctj two together, a couple F`Q`rta` eight F`QCdx`K for two days; Tuesday F`QHKs` seal harpoon
prongs F`Qhrs` two-man canoe, two persons in a canoe F`Qhrsdx`ji two-man canoe F`QHp
forty F`F`QF`jQh swallow (bird), any variety (Gunther 1936: 110)
F`Q`Cha pectoral fin
F`QhFh9 afterbirth, placenta [N F`QH(p,)]
F`QHspi`K black bear, Euarctos americanus (Gunther 1936: 114)
F`QoT seven [N F`Qot]
F`u, F`a, locative root; right in the center; proper, correct, true [N F`l,, F`o,] F@F`ov@xhj
Wise Wren (story character) F`oWr@chK right in the middle, in between F`oWs@ji midnight;
divided in the middle F`ahK right in the middle indoors; middle of the floor F`o@BhKtK on the
face of a point F`o@Ohp peak of activity, tip of mountain F`o@v`ch middle F`op`v@
point of rocky land F`F`a`c`phK side of the body, midriff F@a`pI`r in the middle on the
ground or woods
F`o,, F`oChQ (perf. with impf. sense) carrying, packing on the shoulder [N F`o,] F@F`oHshK
packing something on the shoulder F`oHr carrying something on shoulder
F`o@F`r at the peak, in the very act of doing [N F`l`F@r]
F`o@r nice, cute [N F`o@r,] F`o@xhc` considered cute by everyone
F`opTK bold
F`os-,, F`osRhQ hide F`os@ hidden F@ostj sneaking around (iter. play hide-and-seek) [N gtos,,
gtos@] F`osrHvHx@o murder sb in hiding
F`os@a` keep a secret [N gtoshl]
F`p wide, big, large [N F`p] F`p`prhK basket’s top is flared out F`phsph big belly, stomach,
paunchy F`pHxhK wide throat F`P`Wr wide (canoe, container) F`P`r wide (road, trail, etc.)
F`PhQ cave [N Y`YhQ]
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F`PHxt9j wide opening
F`r,, F`rtj flock of birds feeding in the ocean [N F`r-,, F`rtj]
F`r@a` high born child [N F`rl`(p,)]
F`rChW parent and child together [N F`r,ChG] F@rChWahj getter of mother and baby (whale)
F@rChWo`K January (or F`rChWo`K?)
F@rhbWvh9Kta` niece [cf. N suffix ,GVhKhl]
F@rhb,, F@rHprt nephew [N F@rhb,, F@rHprt]
F`RW,, F`RWRhQ do sth sloppily, mess sth up F`RW`ji messy, dirty, sloppy (rep. doing sth sloppily) [N F`RW,, F`RW`j] F`RWji@x@o do a messy job
F`st but, nevertheless, still yet [N F`s`, F`s?]
F`sjrDFh,p,, F`sjrDFh9 wood [N FhmjrXh] F`sjrDFhpNv`r woodshed F`sjrDFhpBHKC using
wood as fuel, burning wood
F`sp,, F`sp@ji prized, coveted, highly valued [N F`sp,, F`sp@j] F`sp@a` valued, sacred
F`sWH,, F`sWHxtFt9 night F@sWhChQ evening, dusk [N F`sG,, F`sGH]
F`S` thick [N F`S`] F`F`S` nickel, 5 cents
F`wi,, F`wRhQ shake sth F`wi@ F`w@F@wi` shaking sth
F@WTr`sW Ahousaht Tribe [N Y@G6r(-,)]
F`x`, F`xh, F`xH, F`xt,, F`jxHp many, much [N F`x`] F@F`x@oh too many F`jx`jhctj
many together F`jx`OhsRhQ many times F`jxHBhsp`ji variegated, many-colored object
F`jxHBhsp`K variegated, many-colored fabric F`jxHjr bringing much, many F`jxTr many
in the room, in residence, F@x`jiHK making many, a lot
F`xhr`p,, F`xhr`ptj mischievous, tricky [N F`xhr`W,, F@F@xhr`W`]
a@ a@a@ drink (child’s word) [N l@G]
a`,, a`ChQ bite, close teeth a@ have teeth closed, biting down (rep.) [N L`,, L@; L`C-,]
a`a`sjhQ bite sb on the hand a`a@chK fish biting on the line a`bjiH bite marks a`E`ji
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clothes pin, pliers a`jiHctj teeth, jaws clamped together a`O`K bitter a@x`ji pincher (of a
crab) aDFhQ get sth by biting it adFhKs`chQ bite sb on the nose adFHjr carrying sth by holding it in the teeth
a`,, a`F`r house, dwelling [N l`,; l`,, l`F`r; l`GSh,p,, l`GSH] a`a`KchjKFhs big white
guy a`a`Kch white person, Caucasian a`sa@F`r houses a@a@a`KchP`pQrhK white man’s
eyes a@F`rHK making a house
a`F`wi foxtail, horsetail a`F@vhjr eating horsetails
a`F`W two sisters [N L`F`G]
a`F`Wrh9prt sister or female cousin of a female [N L`F`G,rXh,, L`F`GrXhprt]
a@a@rJ`c playing with seashells, dolls [N l`J,hs,p,, l@l@Jhm]
a`a`Wrh9c` leader (fish gear)
a`adxhs` fishing for cod with live bait [N l`lHs, l`lHs,`,p,, l`lHs`]
a`ahb,, a@aHprt older sibling or senior line cousin of a female [N L`Lhb,, L@LHprt]
a`a@ahbBta` big toe a`a@ahbctjta` thumb
a@akhr marbles (< Eng. ‘marbles’) a@a@khrJtj radish
a`at,, a`atx`ji working [N l`lt,, l`lTj] a`atF`r going to work a`atahr a bother,
business, work a`atc`ji have a job a`atctW looking for work a`atjsph basket base
a`atFtvhK office, workroom
a@ba@xtwi`ch9 supernatural being (little man with spear spirit) [N l`bl`xtwi,`s,p,,
l@bl@xtwihm]
a@bji@c fly (insect) [N l`bji,`p,, l@bjihm]
a`CCha` commoner [N l`rChl]
a`ChchQ enter a building a`ChFh9xhK a`ChFh9K a`CFhK inside a building
a@Ctj going fast on water (e.g. boat, fish)
a`E`r,, a`E`rh9c` flea [N l`E`r,, l`E`rhm] a`E`r`K have fleas (e.g. a dog)
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a@c`,, a@ctjihQ try, try out, test [N l@m`,, l@mtjihQ] a@c`jihctjRhQ engage in a test of
strength a@c`o`Q practice, try out a@c`Odx`ChQ taste, sample a@c`SDFhK try to imitate,
imitate
a@c`vh9 smelt fish [N l`Mt,p,, l`MT] a@c`vHO`K smell like smelt a@c`vHFhchK giving a
feast of smelt
a`chc`9o leave behind, abandon [N ,hmXt]
a`ctpRhQ put a spell on, cast a disease object into [N LhmTp,, LhmTpRhQ]
a`cv@F`sW sailer (< Eng. ‘man of war’)
a`ji,, a`ji@K a`jRhQ engage in a commercial transaction, esp. buy [N l`j],, l@jtj]
a`j@adxhK browsing a`jiHctj trade, barter a`jiHshFH store keeper, clerk a`j@ahFHr
peddling a`jNv`r store a`JTjs a purchased item a`Ji`r go to buy sth a@Ji`K`j want to
buy sth for sb
a@k` ball (< Eng. ‘ball’) a@k`jrc@P@K playing ball
a`K@B`chs place name (Ozette site; said to mean ‘place where there’s always cold water’)
a`K`s,, a`K`sRhQ (large object, ground) shake, tremble, move, sway a`K`stj shaking, trembling
[N l`K-,, l`K@]
a`KDShFh9 widowed brother- or sister-in-law [N L`KSh,p,, L`KS`,, L`KSH]
a`K/k, a`K-,, a`K@K cold [N L`K-,, L`Ktj L`K`] a`a@KBhK cold feet a`a@Kctj cold hands
a`a@KTj cold all through (e.g. in a house) a`K@adxhK cold house a`K@F`Wr cold water
a`KChchQ enter a cold house a`KDFhKs` cold nose; west wind a`KDFhKsHr west wind a@Krhs
cold water a@K`oh cold (weather, air), a@kHjr eating sth cold
a`Q,, a`QRhQ tie a`Q@ tied (rep., iter.) [N l`Q,, l`Q@] a`a`Idx`W policeman a`Q@ato tie
sth up a`Q@oK barrel a`QhK prisoner in jail a`Qhr sth tied down on the beach a`QHjr towing a`QHr towing a`QNv`r jail a`Qrj@ota` rope to attach floats for whale hunting
a`QsTo cordage a`I`r door locked a@Qp`oKdxtjta` dentalium headband
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a@p, be in shade, under cover away from rain or mist a@pbpHa` umbrella a@pCFdr under an
awning
a`ph,, a`php (only with Content-Interrogative mood) what? [N F`ph,, F`p`p] a`pFhjr eating
or drinking what? a`phCdx`K what day? a@phjB@o sell what? a`pHv` say, mean what?
a`pFhW` suffer from lack of, die from what? a@pHc`Wh how?
a`phrW (only in Content-Interrogative mood) why?
a`pQ,, a`pQhFh9 left in the care of a baby-sitter [N l`pQh,p,, l`pQH] a`pQ@chc@o leave sth
in sb’s care
a`pi, tie, fasten [N l`p,] a@a@piHc@jBta` shoelace a`a`piHsta` suspenders
a`pi`prta` bridle a`piHsta` harness
a@r@ roasting over coals [N l@r(-,)] a@r@c`ji roasting sth in ground under coals
a`rHvhQ wail, mourn, howl
a`rRhQ swelling goes down [N l`r-,, l`r`j]
a`FtjihQ take sth to its destination, deliver [N L`V@]
a`W,, a`WRhQ trap falls a`W@a`WR trapping birds [N l`G,, l`G`s,] a`W@x`ji trap a`W@F`r a
trap is sprung
aDFhb sand dollar
aHaHc`9j fierce, awesome
aHb,, aHbH meat aHbWr@ wish for, crave meat aHaHbBt canned meat
ahbji,, ahbji@ hesitant, reluctant to do
ahc@K,, ahc@Kh landmark for fishing [N Lhm`K-,, Lhm@Kh] ahc@K`K map
aHchr beans (< Eng. ‘beans’) aHchrB`j cooking beans
ahFhcF` place name (Baadah Village)
aHk@C skate (fish); triangular
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ahK/k,, ahK`ji level, even, flat [N lhK-,, lhK`j] ahkhr flat, level beach ahK@r flat on a horizontal
surface ahKHctj evenly together (e.g. books stacked on a shelf, boards fitted together)
aHK`K@x@ox`ji mat creaser ahK@K smooth aHKr@S` flat forehead aHk`r smooth place on
the ground, smooth ground
ahKrhFh9 sealing spear [N lhKr-,, lhKrXh]
ahQ,, ahQ@ raining aHQRhQ start raining (iter.) [N LhQ,, LhQ@] ahQHxdx`ji rain coat
ahP@s sockeye salmon [N lhY`s,, lhY@s]
ahr,, ahrRhQ smell, sniff ahr@ smelling, sniffing [N lhr-,, lhr@] ahrHO`K smell sth ahrHahFHr
sniffing along on the ground (e.g. a dog)
ahrs`s,, ahrs`sh9 bow (for arrows) [N ltr-,, lTrs`sh,p,, lTrs`sh] ahrs`sHK making a bow
ahR`Sh9 missionary, preacher
aHR@vhW black cod [N lHR@vHx,, lHR@vHG,p,, lHR@vHG]
ahs,, ahsRhQ spin kelp, cedar bark into rope, dog hair into wool (rep.) [N lhs,, lhs@] ahsHaHsbjH
a spun rope
aHs` dime (< Eng. ‘bit’)
ahsTkh9 place name (city of Victoria; < Eng. ‘Victoria’) [N lhs6mh(p,)]
aT, atx,, aT four [N lT,, ltx,, lT] aTbWh have four wives aTCdx`K four days; Thursday
atjxHp eighty aTpi`oK four round objects; four dollars aTPihCW four years aTWs@ji four
sackfuls
at,, atChQ burn atF`ji burning atF`jRhQ start burning [N Lt,, LtF`j Ltx@] atatsji
burned on the hand atbjhP`Wrx`ji ashtray atbjH ashes, sth that is already burned atjiHs
sunburned body
ataTrW`F`9o do sth any old way
atBhr,, atBhr`ji gunpowder [N LtBhr,, LtBhrtj]
atj,, atji`ji blue
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atji`p,, atji`pahr gravel [N Ltj],, LtjrXh]
atjv`C Columbian black-tailed deer, Odocoilens o. columbianus (Gunther 1936: 117) (perf. act
like Deer) [N ltv`C] atatv`CbF`ji act like a deer
atJtW having lips tightly closed [N l`Jihs, l`Jihsw,, l`Jihs`j]
aTk@ engine, machine, motor (< Eng. ‘motor’) ataTk`FtvhK machine room
aTK,, aTKRhQ tide rising aTKtj high tide [N ltK-, lTK,, ltK@ lTKtj]
atK`spRhQ waves break over jetty
atpTatpR steaming, boiling [N ltp,, ltpi@]
atptR mute, dumb [N ltpiHXtK; lTplTp,F`st]
atptRadxhK nightmare
aTraTr cow, bull [N ltrltr,, lTrlTr]
aTrbdxt someday
aTr, aTrb,, aTrbT someplace aTrbF`ji going swh
aTrp,, aTrpRhQ draw bow, cock gun aTrp@ hold bow drawn aTrp`ji bow is drawn [N
lTrp,, lTrp`j]
atR-,, atR`ji closed atR@ watertight, sealed atRTF`pIhKs` clogged-up nose atRTF`rta`
door atRTF`r closed (door) atRTF@ fish trap
ats,, atsRhQ cut atsTaTs` cutting [N lts,, lts@]
ats@r short, bobbed hair
atsp,, atspRhQ cut into small pieces; amputate atsp@ cutting atsp`ji cut [N ltsp,, ltsp`j]
atspCT fish cut in short pieces for cooking atspji`CxT fish cut in short pieces for cooking
atw, atwTaTwR boiling, place name (Bahobohosh Point) [N ltwi,] atwbjiH steam
atwihBt ceremonial bird rattle
atwiH clam or open weave basket, large basket
b`b`jhr razor clams [N b`jhr,, b`jhrh,p,, b`jhr`,p,, b`jhrh]
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b`p,, b@p`ji head down, on end, steep, vertical [N b`p,, b`p`j]
b`pHb twenty [N b`pHb]
b`pj`s,, b`pj`sRhQ fall forward b@pj`stj tumbling along
b`rj,, b@rjRhQ (bell) ring b`rj@ ringing (rep.) b`b`rJ`ch continuous pealing of bell
b`rj@x`ji bell
b`wi, round b`wi`oK round, spherical b@wi@chK round (post, pencil)
b`wi,, b`wRhQ roll, rotate, spin b@wi`ji rolling b`wb@wR spinning, whirling b@v`P`st roll
down b`ws@P`r wagon b`wspH steam boat, ship
b`WK,, b`WKRhQ rope loosens b`WK@ have loose movement, low tension
b`Ws,, b`WsRhQ fit loosens b`Ws@ loosely put together, joined, packed [N bhGs,, bhGs`j]
b@b`Ws@oh too loose b`W@S`Wr packed loose in box, basket, sth loose in a container
bDa`W,, bDa`WRhQ turn sour bDa`W`ji sour
bhjx@otwr hat [N bhx`o,, bhx`o,twrhl,p,, bhx`otwrhl] bhbhx`otwrJtj black cap berries;
thimble; mushroom
bhjxdR,, bhjxdxt elderberries bhjxdRa`o elderberry shrub
bhKtp,, bhKtpRhQ splash in shallow water bHbHKtpi` splashing bHbHKtP`ch sound like one has
water in one’s shoes (e.g. squishing along)
bhp,, bhpRhQ speak bHpbHp` speaking [N bhp,, bhp@] bhbhP`ch scold bhpHshFH spokesman, one
who speaks for you at a potlatch bhpHx`ji eloquent bhbHpxt argue, quarrel bhpHa`K`prhK
mumble bhprHS`K arguing back and forth bhPhj expert at speaking, good speaker
bhpbHpR riding the waves, moving in the wake of a fast moving object
bHs,, bHsRhQ dip food in oil bHs@ bHsbHs` dipping in oil
bhS`p,, bhS`pRhQ spatter, splash bHbHS`p` spattering bHS`ptj splashing along bhS`p`K spotted
bhW, sour [N bhG,, bhGtj] bhW`ohW crab apples bhWHO`K taste sour, sour taste bhW`ohWa`o crab
apple tree
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bta@ full (container) btaHvhQ fill up, become full [N btl`,, btl@] btaHxtpQ have a full
mouth bTa@chQ getting full bTbta@oh too full
btb,, btbRhQ scratch bTbbTb` scratching [N btb,, btbRhQ] btb@K fine striped fabric
bTbTbHc` chipmunk, Eutamias sp. Gunther 1936: 116)
bTo,, bToRhQ liquid flows out bTotj liquid flowing [N bto,, bto`j]
bTr,, bTrRhQ liquid flows bTrtj liquid flowing bTx`P`st waterfall
btrj,, btrjRhQ animal (esp. dog) urinates btrj@ urinating [N btrj,, btrj@]
btw,, bTvhs coho, silver salmon [N btw],, btVhs] btwi`js dried silver salmon bTvhsWr` wish
for, crave silver salmon
bWD bWD bWD interj. Qweti’s laugh
B`,, B@Ftj river, creek, stream, flowing water, ocean current B@FtjRhQ starting to flow [N B`,,
B`F`j] B`a`KrtpQ intestinal noise B`bjiH driftwood B`B`jihctj waves flow together
causing whitecaps B`B`P`cha`KrtpQ intestinal noise B`B`P`chjrtpQ growling stomach
B`jrs@r (to) drain B@F@chK bunch of junk floating around B@F@chK`C`js current
B@a`o sound, large body of water [N B@l`p`j]
B`B@jKBta` toe
B`B@jKctjta` finger
B`B@sW`Bhx place name (south fork of stream off Educkat)
B@B@FtpR gaffing fish in stream or river B@B@FtpRo`K November
B`c@C large bullhead, rock cod [N B`m@C]
B@jihs antler; barbs made of antler on whaling harpoon
B`Ji`p,, B`Ji`pahr dust, dirt, mud [N B`Ji`,p,, B`Jtlb]
B`oH separate B`oHWs@ji apart
B@ohc red-breasted merganser, Mergus serrator (Gunther 1936: 107) [N b`o`sp, b`ohsp,,
b@ohm]
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B`oHr B`oHjr carrying along holding against chest [N B`o, B`l,] B`oHrHxhK holding on lap
B`oHxhK hold on lap or knees
B`osRhQ sting, smart (e.g. a wound) [N B`os,, B`os@]
B`p,, B`p@ahr outer tree bark [N B`p,, B`plhr]
B`r,, B`r`oK grey-haired [N B`r,, B`rlhr]
B@rp,, B@rpRhQ knock B`rp@B@rp` knocking B@rpr@F`shFH knock at the door
B`sRhQ narrowly avoid an accident, e.g. B`sRF`Qhsr ghbji`sRhQ ‘I almost tripped’ [N B`s,, B`s@]
B`FtK,, B`FtKRhQ surf gets rough B`FtK` waves, rough surf [N B`,FtK,, B`FtK`] B`BFnKChF@
harlequin duck, Histrionicus histrionicus pacificus (Gunther 1936: 107, glossed literally as
‘bird that lies in the surf’)
B`v@, B`vH, B`vT,, B`jv@F`ji one [N B`v@,, B`v@j] B`B`v`c`ji each having one
B`B@v`jrhK Sasquatch B`jv@Bhp one long thin object, one o’clock B`jv@rta` nine
B`jvHrs` one rider in a vessel B`jv@Cdx`K one day; Monday B`jv@Chctj going swh
alone B`jv@p`oK all one family B`jv@rhvH for one person to die B`jvHr`bt all in one
place B`jvTr home alone B`jvTFhs once B`jvTrHc@o to leave sb home alone
B@vTa`K one surviving
B`vdxt9r rainbow [N B`v`,xTr]
B@vhK king salmon, spring salmon (saltwater name)
B`wi,, B`wRhQ spear, hurl spear (rep.) [N B`wi,, B`wi@] B`w@x`ji spear
B`W,, B`WRhQ raise the eyebrows B`WTK having a certain facial expression (looking pleasant)
B@xhp ceremonial healing (group and songs) [N B@xhp]
B@xtorh9 kelp, seaweed [N B`Xh,p,, B@Xhlb]
BdFhchv` goose neck barnacles (known locally as ‘boots’) [N BdFhs,p, BdFhm,v`,p,, BdFhmv`]
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Bh, BH,, BhChQ (liquid) go out of a vessel BHFtj going out of a vessel (rep.) [N Bh,, BhChQ]
BhF`Kx`ji perfume BHF`P`st downpour of rain BHFhQ scoop up water in a vessel BHFHjr
drink from a cup BHFHjrx`ji cup
Bh,, BhF`r vessel lying on side [N Bh,, BhF`r] BHF@oh aslant, overbalanced
Bha@wi`F@ kelp cod, kelp sucker Bha@wi`F@o`K October
BhahBhah9 mouse, rat
BhahS`vh9 squirrel, Sciurus sp. (Gunther 1936: 116) [N BhoS`,p, BhlS`,p, BhlS`wi,, BhlST]
Bhbj-,, BhbjRhQ throw, pound (rep.) [N Bhbj,, Bhbj@] BhbjbhS`ahQ get hit on the head with rock
BhbjHx`ji hammer BhbjHFhK pounding sth on the floor Bhbjhx@ throw sth to sb BHbj`oh
bouncing
BHBHj`s` rocking a canoe
BHBHWj`s` pulse, heartbeat, throbbing
BHc`W,, BHc`WRhQ tide goes out BHc`Wtj low tide BHc`Wsto small black chiton(s)
BhcHvhr minus, slack tide, low tide
BhFhr, braided [N BhFhr,, BhFhr`j BhFhr`] BhFhr`oK braided hair BhFhrCT finished braiding
BHjBHj wagon [N BhjBhji]
Bhjxto intestines, guts [N Bhr,, Bhxto] BhBhxtoJtj macaroni, spaghetti
BhjihWRhQ reenact a bad dream to prevent it from coming true
BhJi@a`b neck [N BhJt,p,, BhJtlb]
BHKJtFt9 dolphin [N BHKJ,tG]
BhK/k,, BhK`ji soft, yielding earth, mud BhKHBHK muddy, soft mud [N BHKj, BHKW,, BHKj`j
BHKW`j] BhBHk`r muddy puddle BhKHBHKx`ji swamp
Bhos`oK hair dripping wet [N Bhos,, Bhos`j]
BHp,, BHp@ singing secret chant with a rattle [N BHp,, BHp@]
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Bhr,, Bhr`ji in a line, file, strung out; measured [N Bhr,, Bhr`j Bhr@] BhrsTo rope, string BHr`oh
telephone line BhBHx`r black mountain berries BhrspHota` buoy ropes for whale hunting
BHr`ohWv@Kx`ji telephone (object)
Bhr@ hate, loathe [N BhBhr,`]
Bhr`,p,, Bhr`a`b sand BhBhr`phr sandy beach BhBhr`pJtj sugar Bhr`phr sandbar
Bhr`StK fish gear
BHr`x`Wsha cork line
BhR@F`sW Tsishaa Tribe [N BhR,4]
Bhsji,, BhsjRhQ twist, turn over Bhsji`ji twisted, lying on side [N Bhsji, Bhmji,, Bhsji@ Bhmji@]
BhBhsJi`r watermelon BhsjihK lying on one’s side in the house BhsjiHadxhK twisting on floor
while lying down Bhsji`prta` the weave along the rim of a basket
BHsp,, BHspRhQ squirt BHsp@ squirting [N BHsp,, BHsp@]
BhW`s,, BhW`sh9 arrow [N BHG`s,, BHG`sh] BhW`sr`b quiver (for arrows)
BHxtJta` dipper, cup [N BHXtJtl(p,)]
Bt,, BtjihQ wash [N Bt,, Btx@] BtadxhK washing the floor BtBtjrvhFHx`ji tooth brush
BtBtsjhQ wash one’s hands BTFdxtjx`ji shampoo Btjr`b wash pan, tub BtpNvhQr`b
sink, wash basin BtpNvhQx`ji sink, wash basin, wash cloth BtFTv`r laundromat
BTa`Wi`r`sW Sumas Tribe
BTatPi`r place name (Alberni) [N BTl`Y,`r]
Btb@ tippy, unstable canoe [N Btb, Btbj,; Btb4,, Btb@; Btbj,, Btbj`j Btbj@]
Btjihb,, Btji@oh9prt grandson
BtjihbWvh9Kta` granddaughter
BtojRhQ kissing sound made to babies [N E`oji,, E`ojRhQ]
Btp,, BtpRhQ hit with fist, punch BtpTBTpi` punching [N Btp,, Btpi@] BtpbhS`ahQ get
punched on the head BtprTS`K boxing
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Btr,, BtrRhQ dig Btr@ digging (rep.) [N Btr,, Btr@] BtBTx`r ditch BtrTx`ji shovel Btxhr
hole dug in the beach BTr@chK ditch BTx`r Sooes village BTx`rr`prto woman of Sooes
Btrsj,, BtrsjT new [N BtR-,, BtRtj] BtrsjTc@ji have sth new BtrsTJi`F@o buy a new one
Btw,, BtwRhQ stab [N Btwi,, Btwi@] BTwi@chK halibut backbone
C`a`, C`a@, right, proper, as desired; arranged; on the right-hand side [N C`l`, Chl-,]
C`a`jRFhahK sensible, wisdom (said of a woman) C`a`pQ sensible, wisdom, good at, skilled
at (said of a man) C`a@rhK` do the right thing C`a@b@r right hand or arm C`a@bo@ lie on
right side, right side C`aHx@o proper person C`aHxF`ji capable, intelligent person, good
(quality), proper C`aHxhK clear throat
C`a@bh9ptK sober, sane [N C`lHp,tK]
C`a`ptK sober, serious, calm [N C`lHp,tK]
C`a`r sweet (rep. smacking lips in anticipation of good food) [N C`l`r] C`a`ra`o pine tree,
white fir tree C`a`rO`K sweet smell or taste, taste sweet, smell good C@a`rrhs soda pop
C`C`a@x`pQ cake, candy, pastries
C@a`S` chief, wealthy, rich [N C@l`S`]
C`aDFhK bed [N ChlFhK]
C`ahWs very good
C@aTj cedar bark splits easily
C`atK be able to, can
C`aTOhp`ji untangled rope [N C@l`pr`,p,, C@l`pr`j]
C`C`a`Wh correct, right [N C`ChlGh] C`C`a`WHxhj always fixing sth
C@C@atbp` talking dirty, slang, talking about sex
C@cH place name (Tatoosh Island)
C`owi,, C`jto male, husband [N C`owi,, C`jto] C`ow@c@ji married woman
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C`oDFh,p,, C`oDFh9 heart C`C`ohpE@F`o heart pain C`oDFHE@F`o heart pain C`oDFhpE@F`o
sore heart
C`owsTo fur seal harpoon (barbs of elk antler)
C`owTK fast (person)
C`p,, C`pRhQ shove, push C`p@ shoving (rep.) [N C`p,, C`p@] C`pbtj require kneeding
C`phx@ push sth over to sb
C`Rwi,, C`RwRhQ act swiftly C`Rwi`ji walking quickly [N C`Rwi,, C`Rwi`j]
C@vhp,, C@vhp`ji sad, miserable, lonely [N C@vhp,, C@vhp`j] C@vhprtpQ lonely, sad (said
of a woman) C@vhptK sad face C@vhP`pQ lonely, sad (said of a man)
C`WC`W` dripping
C@x`wi picking berries [N C`X`wi-,, C`X`w]
C@xaN clam chowder
C@xcDsW Chinese
CH pull steadily CHQCHx` pulling hand over hand [N CH] CHCHjrtoS@K tug of war CHF`P`st
pull sth down CHFhQ pull sth to oneself CHFHjr trawling CHCHF`xhK pulling sth along with
force
Chahp`a`9sW Chimicum Tribe
Chat,p,, ChaTc` halibut hook ChChatpR halibut fishing [N Chlts,p,, Chltm,p,, Chltm]
ChatpWv@K using a halibut hook ChChatprotK bow-legged CHChatprs` bow-legged
ChC,, ChChFh9 tooth, teeth [N ChC,, ChChCh,p,, ChChCh] ChChCE@F`o tooth ache
ChCJ`v`r dog salmon, chum salmon [N ghmJTF`r]
ChcHp, cut cross ways ChcHpji`ChQ cut up meat in a certain way ChcHp`js dried seal, whale, or
game meat
CHcTorh9prt sister-in-law m. cos./brother-in-law [N CHMhb,, CHMtorhprt]
ChJi`W,, ChJi`WRhQ stretch ChJi`W`ji stretched (rep.)
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Chk`W,, Chk`WRhQ sag, become loose fitting Chk`W`ji sagging (rep.) Chk`W`oK oval, football
ChK,, ChKRhQ rip, tear ChK@ ripping ChK`ji ripped
CHpQhr`sW Chickleset Tribe [N EHpQhrF`sG]
ChRj,, ChRjRhQ jerk the head, beckon with the head (rep.) [N Chrj,, Chrj@]
Chs,, ChsRhQ saw CHsCHs` sawing [N Chs,, Chs@] ChsHx`ji saw (tool)
Chwi,, ChwRhQ chunk, piece, part falls out Chwtj easily breakable [N Chwi, Chwi-,, Chwi`j Chwi@]
Ct, bent over CTFtj sneaking up on [N Ct,, CtF`j Ctx@] CTF@oh crouching CtF`r (dog)
cowering on the ground
CTc` vagina, vulva [N CtM`(p,)]
CtjihFh9 eel
CtR@ leaking
CtFtKs`a` CtFhKs`a` nose
CtW,, CtWRhQ tickle CtWCtWi` tickling [N CtW,, CtWi@]
E`,, E`F`ji water [N E`,, E`F`j] E`BhspRhQ choke (on water) E`E`p`a`pQrhK cry, teary-eyed
E`E`P`chjrtpQ for one’s stomach to rumble E`jr`b water container E`jihrS`r spring water
E@jr`ahQ runny nose E`jv`WrhK drool E`pQ@ blister E`F`P`st waterfall E`F`r temporary
pond, puddle E@E@jrhS`r slough in tide flats E@jrhs watery EdFHjr drink water EDFhQ get
water EdFHxtpQ water in the mouth EdFHjrx`ji water drinking cup EdFHW` thirsty
E@c`,p,, E@cH not see E@c`pRhQ gone out of sight [N E`Mh,p,, E`MH] E@c`pOhp overlook
E`K,, E`KRhQ split lengthwise [N E`K,, E`K@]
E`K@E` fingernail [N E`KE`(p,)]
E@o,, E@otj manned canoe, canoe party [N E`l,, E@otj]
E@o,, E@oRhQ skim from the surface of a liquid E`o@E@o` skimming [N E@o,] E@orhshQ skim
oil from the surface of a liquid
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E`a,, E`o`b canoe [N E`l,, E`o`b] E@adxtp go by canoe, riding in a canoe E`E`o`B`jQh
peas E`o`b`rWta` breast bone E@o`bHK make a canoe
E@or`F`9 a certain moon phase
E`P`s,p,, E@P@ctFt9 crow E`E`P`spJtj blackbird E`P`spa`o wild honeysuckle, crow berries
E@rsta`b Pacific mink, Mustela vison energumenos; this word was not recognized by HW, but
is listed by Gunther (1936: 114) and appears to be a perfect cognate to N E`rst,p,, E@rshlb
‘mink’
E`s,, E`sRhQ paint, draw, write, color E`s`ji broad stripe [N E`s,, E`s`j] E`s`Bhr blackboard,
desk E`s`KBdx`ji blackboard E`s@KNv`r post office E`s@K letter, written document
E`s@x`ji chalk, crayon, pencil E`s@Kpdx`Q for mail to arrive E`s@KrHB`o send a letter
E`s@v`ch marked bone in slahel (bone game) E`sCtFT design (drawn or made) E`sCT crest
E`sHr note taking E`sHs streaked on the body E`sHshFH secretary E`shFH family crest, design
E`ssTo color, paint, dye E`stvhK artroom E`S`pQBt photo, picture E`S`pQBtjiHK printing
film for pictures E`S`pQBtx`ji picture frame E`S`pQBHc@ox`ji camera E`S`st (to) divorce sb E`Shj artist, author, writer E@s`o@r signal flag, banner E@s@chQ apply paint or
make-up
E`sp,, E`spRhQ spoon up E`sp@E@sp` spooning E`sp@x`ji spoon E`sp@x`ja`o galvanized
metal (spoon material)
E@FTpihK dizzy, drunk
E`FtR raw, uncooked, green fruit; brass [N E`FtR,, E`FTR] E`EFtRJtj bronze E`EFtRv`ch
musket E`FtR`oK brass kettle E`FTvhjr eat sth raw
E@vhbJdx purple
E`W,, E`WRhQ urinate (said of male) E`W@x`ji penis
Eh,, EhChQ cut sth soft, e.g. meat, fish Ehjx@ cutting (rep.) [N Eh,, Ehx@] EhEhbhS`a peach, plum,
nectarine Ehjrs@F`r crevice EhWs@ji (already been) cut apart EHx`ji knife EhF`K cut on a
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person EHjbhx`o castrate, geld (an animal) EHjhcTjrs@r canyon EHx`jr`F@ captain’s hat
EhEHv`ch humpback whale EhWsHxto behead EHjr`F@ bangs, haircut
Eha@s canoe mat
EhCHatFt9 scapegoat [N EhCLt,p],, EhCLT]
EHc@ji,, EHc@jRhQ pay a sympathy call EHc@jihK funeral, wake
EhcHo`9K hair wrestling [N Ehm-,, Ehm@]
EhFhb butter clam
Ehjx`W,, Ehjx`WRhQ fry food Ehjx`Wa`K`rx`ji frying pan Ehjx`WCT fried food
EhK,, EhKRhQ weave together EhKHEHK` weaving [N EhK-,, EhK@] EhKspHa` basket base weave
EHKrdx`o screech owl, Otus asio kennicotti (Gunther 1936: 109) [N JHKbTo]
EHKRhQ escape, run away [N EHK, EHKi,, CHKRhQ]
Ehu,, EhoRhQ plug, jam in Eho`ji plugged [N EHl,] EHa`Wr jammed into a container
Ehorj@ota` plug, stopper
EHorHch9 sudden downpour
EhOhs`a fish scale [N EhO`K,, EhO`Klhr]
EHR,, EHRRhQ sweep [N EHr-,, EHr@ EHr`j] EHRHshFH janitor EHRHadxhKx`ji broom
EhRHxtFt9 belongings of the dead (items thrown away)
EHRj,, EHRjRhQ shave, scrape [N EHrj,, EHrj@] EHRj`prhQ to shave (oneself) EHRj@K@x@o
scrape sth off
EHRj`kh9 western belted kingfisher, Megaceryle alcyon caurina (Gunther 1936: 110)
Ehs,, EhsRhQ turn sideways, on edge Ehs`ji sideways, on edge [N Ehs,, Ehs`j Ehs@] Ehs`C`js gill
net set in ocean Ehs@ata` horizontal longhouse planks Ehshr gill net set in river
EHs,, EHs@ dig clams (rep.) [N EHs,, EHs@] EhsHx`ji clam digging stick
EhS`o,, EhS`otj whale EhEHS`o@s`Wx`ji whaling canoe EHS`oahj getter of whales
Ehs`r,, Ehsdx`W` (a person) feeling cold Ehs`rRhQ feeling cold [N Ehs`r,, Ehs`rRhQ; EHEhm,Hj]
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EhU,, EhsH soft, easily torn EhsHvhQ soften [N Ehsjhr(,Fhr), ChsFhr] EhEhchr soft beach
EhsHahs hemlock bark dye [N EHs,Lhs`]
EhSTK war club [N EhStpi,, EhSTK]
Ehw,, Ehwtj shaking, trembling, having chills (rep.)
EhWi,, EhWi@ ghost, scary thing; dead person; worm, bug; penis (slang) [N EhG,, EhG@]
EhWHc@ji one caring for the dead EHEHv`otK dream about bad things or about dead people
EHWo@K six
EhWRhQ EhWi`sRhQ get startled, frightened [N EhG`s,, EhG`s`]
Et,, EtO`K stink, have an odor [N Et,, EtO`K] Eta`o denim jeans, overalls EtETjBhK stinky feet
EtEtv`WrhK gray or timber wolf, Canis gigas (Gunther 1936: 115) EtFhr Stinking Beach
(place name)
EtC, twist, spin into string [N EtC,, EtC@] EtCpH hair in a bun EtCTa` mountain goat, Oreamnos americanus americanus (Gunther 1936: 117)
EtCp,, EtCp`ji bunched up, wadded [N EtCp,, EtCp`j]
EtjrhFh9 long, green worm-like creature living on the beach
Etjr,, EtjrhFh9 freckle, mole EtjrTK freckles on face
EtJTc`ah9 song sparrow, Melosphiza melodia (Gunther 1936: 113) [N EtjM`(p,)]
EtR,, EtR@ suspicious, aware (of sth) ETRtj careful [N EtR,, EtR@] ETRshr careful, cautious,
use care
c`F@ hear, perceive, sense cdFHvhQ incep. [N m`F@] c`F@O`K smell, recognize by smell
c`F@SFdK pretend to pay attention c`F@jrtpQ sense, feeling inside (said of a woman)
c`F@pQ sense, feeling inside (said of a man)
c`F@FtW listen [N m`F@s`G]
c`a`, only [N M`l`,]
c`a`, tired c`a`jRFhahK tired (said of a woman) c`a`pQ tired (said of a man)
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c`a@K have a party, potlatch
c`C,, c`CRhQ look; look in on, check on c@br` c@b` c@r` see [N M`C,, M@br`; M`R,, M`RhQ]
c`C`rhFH looking down into the water c`C@vhKx`ji mirror c`C`WtK looking at front of sb’s
stomach c`C@xhQ go in for a quick visit, pop in for a visit c`C`F@BhK looking up at the sky
c`C@a`Khc looking around in the ocean c`C@adx`F@ looking around on the rocky shore
c`C@C`js looking at the ocean c`C@OdxhK looking at sb’s back c`C@BT looking in a bag
c`Cbo@ looking over a wall or partition c`Chr looking down on the beach c`CHctj two
people looking at each other c`Cji`c` looking at bow of canoe c`Cj`ohpQ look back where
one was c`Cjr@vH realize sth c`CpH looking at top of sb’s head c`Cr@vH clear (as glass,
an opening), see through opening c`CTK looking at sb’s face c`CFnK see, discover, find
c`E`jQh looking at sb’s bottom c`E`pQ looking at, inside a solid enclosure (eg. hold, oven)
c`E`P`st looking down c`E`r looking down on the ground c`E`st brief visit c`c@CTj
looking around c`c@C@xhK watch sb leaving or passing by c`c@CBhK looking at sb’s feet
c`c@Cc`a watchman, lookout, Peeping Tom c`c@Cctj looking at sb’s hand(s)
c`c@ChctJi`pQrhK cross-eyed c`c@E`P`stjrhK look down with eyes c@C`oh looking up
c@Cshr copying sth from a pattern or model by looking c@C@chK looking along a straight,
long object (e.g. river, road) c@Co`K looking across sth with sides (e.g. river, road)
c`Cj`sRhQ catch a glimpse of
c`c@x`9j tattle
c`cDFhprt grandparent [N m`mh, m`mhb,, m`mHprt]
c`gTaR`sW Snohomish Tribe
c`j@ sun, moon [N M@r]
c`jvF`r lounging around, sitting around chatting [N m`v,4r,]
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c@K,, c@KRhQ watch, observe c`c@Ka`K`K to read c`c@Ka`K`Kx`jtvhK library c@Ko`c`C sightseeing c`c@Ka`K`Kx`ji book c@c@Kc`adx`ji watchman c@K`FNv`r theater c@K@x`ji
article for display, display
c@K@vh strange, awesome, unusual sight [N m@K,@vh(,p,)]
c@o`ji coiled [N m@o,, m@o`j m@o@]
c`Ohs`p entirely, all at one time [N M`Ohm,`p,, M`Ohm`p`j]
c`R,, c`Rtj strong [N m`R-, m`R,tj,, m`Rtj] c`c@Rctj strong hands c`cdx`pQ strong person, stronger, very strong c`R`K strong cloth (i.e. denim) c`R@O`K strong, bitter tasting
c`R@BT packed in tight c`Rp`oK packed tight
c`S`s bump, nudge, touch, glance off, bounce off
c`FT,, c`FTj accompany, go with [N m`F6, m`F6,j,, m`F6j] c`FTpr ride along with
c@Ftji`9ChW help c@Ftji@ChWx`ji nurse
c`W@S`C mallard duck, Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos (Gunther 1936: 106) [N m`GS`C,,
m@GS`C] c`c`WS`CJtj teal duck?
c`x@EtFT echo [N m`xhp, m`xhFHp,, m`xhFH]
cDcHrPi`9 robin
cDFHxtW share food with
cHF`st sink [N mh,; mHsj,F`st]
cHB`(,p,) short cHBHvhQ get short [N MHb, MHb,Fhr] cHB`p`oK short cHcHB`prs` short legs
cHB@Ft9o bottom piece of two pronged fur seal harpoon (yew)
chK penis (child’s word)
chKp,, chKpRhQ grunt chKp@ grunting [N MhKp,, MhKp@; Khmp,, Khmp@]
chQ, lying on back chQHcHQ` rowing [N MhQ,, MhQRhQ] chQhK lying on back on floor or inside
chQHx`ji oar chI`r lying on back on ground chQ@xhQ fall backwards into the house (e.g.
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when someone opens the front door one is leaning on) chQ@rB` lying on one’s back on the
roof
chQ@j fight [N MhQji`p,, MhQ@j]
chQj`s,, chQj`sRhQ move one’s head back, bend, fall backward (rep.)
chp,, chpRhQ sew chp@ chpHcHp` sewing [N Mh,, Mhx@; Mhp,, Mhp@] chpHa` net twine, thread
chpHx`ji sewing machine chpr`b sewing basket
chr,, chr@ji have a full stomach, satiated chrHvhQ get full [N mhr-,, mhr@j] chchrE@F`o lazy
from being full, in pain from over-eating chrHBhspRhQ belch
chsHc`(,p,) Nitinaht [N mhshm`,p,, mHsHm`F`] chsHc`F@sW Nitinaht Tribe
chsto chstj beam [N mhs,, mhsto]
chW,, chW`ji tangled, bunched [N mhW,, mhW`j] chW`oK tangled, bunched hair, wrapped around
chcHWr`anv`r grapes
chW,, chWHEtFt9 overturned stump with tangled roots [N mhG,, mhGtj] chWHF`r uprooted tree
cHx@ place name (Neah Bay) [N mHx@] cHx`F`prto woman of Neah Bay
cTa` all, every, both cTa`Chctj cTa`jhctj all together cTa@OhQ put all (of sth) on one’s
back cTadxtCdx`K every day cTcTa`p go together with sb cTadxt always cTaFhjrChQ
eat it all cTahr@sW all tribes, nationalities, everybody cTcTa`rj`ahK both arms
ctChFh9 mountain ctCHvhQ become a mountain [N mtC,5p, mtC,, mtCH]
ctE`ji egg ctctE`jJtj light bulb
cTcTBhr making fun of, taunt [N MT,ShFhK, MTShFhK,`p,, MTShFhK`; MT,G5]
ctctC`Ch9 glossed in the Makah Dictionary, preliminary English-Makah wordlist (p. C-4) as
‘chickadee’; perhaps refers to the same bird as Gunther’s (1936: 112) dūdūtcīktcadx Oregon
towhee, Pipilo maculatus oregonus
cTj, ct,, ctjT song ctcTj singing [N mt,, mtmTj] cTFhQ start a song ctjTBT phonograph, radio cTJi`pQ phonograph, radio cTF@p` a large group singing
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cTcTPtpi` wishing for someone else’s food
ctjTx`b pitch-wood [N mtj]hb,, mtj]Hb]
cToh,, cToFdji all over, scattered about [N MToh,, MTohF`j] cTohb`p`ahQ go around everywhere, all over cTohb`Ws`ChQ go around everywhere
cTohb`9c`W every kind, variety cTohb@c`W`F@o buy all kinds of things
ctoTx`p harpoon shaft
ctows@ near fatal injury, fatal blow, die instantly on be struck [N M`ows4(,p,)]
ctoWs@ very sleepy, can’t keep eyes open
ctp,, ctpihFh9 abcess, boil, suppurating tumor [N Mtp,, Mtp]H] ctcTprhK stye in eye
ctpRhQ swallow food or drink [N MtY`p,, MtY`pRhQ]
cTrhp small degree, slightly better cTrhpHvhQ incep. [N mTr`p,` mTr`p`j]
ctR,, ctRRhQ distribute property in a potlatch ctR@ distributing [N MtR-,, MtR@]
cTRshc crybaby, delicate (story character)
cts,, ctsTctsR rolling, rotating [N mTs,, mTs@, dsb-] cts`oK hoop, round disk, wheel
ctv@ct9 we, us [N mHG,, mHV`]
cTvhprt father [N MtVh(b),, MtVHprt]
cTwji`ChQ become sun-cracked [N Mtw],, Mtwi@]
cTWkTah9F`sW Lummi Tribe
ctWi`b pocket
Fdc but, emphatic particle
FDFD interj. my! my!, wow! FDFDjKFhs terrific
FDFDFhRhx` hurry, do quickly [N FdF5R,, FDFDFhR`]
FDFHjs`pR magical, perform a miracle [N FDFHj,s`p,, FDFHjs`pR]
FDFhr Indian dice game
FDohkhr apple (< Eng. ‘apples’) [N Fdohs,p,, FDohmhr] FDohkhra`o apple tree
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g@F`K bass fishing gear, bass fishing [N g@F`K] g@F`Ka`o devil’s club
g`atP`ch9 baby fur seal
g`bhr, g`br, this way, this side [N g`Chr] g`bhro` this side, on this side g`brDFhx` come here,
this way
g@B`(,p,) long, tall g@BHvhQ get long, tall [N g@B`(p,)] g@g@B`prs` long legs g@B`p`oK
oblong tall container, tall basket, tall person g@B`ptK having a long snout
g@B@Ft9o top piece of two piece fur seal harpoon (longer piece)
g`Bhb,, g`BhbRhQ run g@g@Bhb` running g`BhbOhp run past g`BhBHQ ran over, trampled
g@g@BhbrtoS@K foot, horse race
g@BhK near, close by
g`Btjihs large end of a whale’s intestines g`g`BtjihsJtj cannon
g`c@ interj. say!, hey, you! [N g@mh g`mh g`mD]
g`cDFhprt aunt, uncle
g`chc pink or humpback salmon [N ghmJTF`r]
g`s,p,, g@chp common Canada goose, Branta canadensis canadensis (Gunther 1936: 106)
g`g`spJtj domestic goose
g`chs`,p,, g`chs`o strawberries [N j`Kjhms, j`Kjhms`ohlK,, j`Kjhms`oHG] g`g`chs`pJtj
bracken fern, birthmark
g@g interj. what did you say?
g`g@CKvh9r northwest, northwest wind [N g`CK,, g`CKHQ]
g`g`pCta` g`g`pCha` hardly, barely, slightly [N g`g`pChl]
g@g@x`b`p` stuttering
g`jt, hunger, famine [N g`jt, g`jih,] g`jFtW` hungry
g`jv@chR sea lion, Eumetopia jubata (Gunther 1936: 115)
g`jx@p`vhQ forget [N g`x5ptK]
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g`JihK, g`JiHQ borrow [N F`J]`K,, F`JtK,, F@JTQ] g`JihKhx@ lend, loan
g@k`F` bone game (a gambling game) [N g@m`F`(,p,)]
g`K@,, g`K@ChQ pay [N g`K@,(p,), g`K@ChQ] g`K@a` payment
g`KHK invite, ask to accompany one in doing sth [N g`KHK]
g@Kp@c interj. this foolish thing, oh you!
g`l` feces g@Qg@ldx` diarrhea [N g`l@r,] g`l`FNv`r toilet
g@lhB` a kind of dance [N g@l`B`,p,, g@l`B`] g@lhBdx`ji dance gear
g@or hops (< Eng. ‘hops’) [N gDor(-,)] g@orHK picking hops
g`o,, g`or@xto hair, fur [N g`o,, g`oW,, g`orXto] g`g`o`K furry g`g`o`rj`ahK hairy arms
g`g`orvhFH hairbrush, hair in teeth g`g@orta` eyelash g`o`prhK mustache, has whiskers
g`oHs having hair on the body g`O@Cha` pubic hair g`O@F`prhK goat (hair under the chin)
g`o`prta` beard, mustache, whiskers
g@P`K willing [N g@Y`K]
g@Rg@R` breathing [N g`R,, g`R@]
g`RhK knowing about, having news of [N g`RhK] g`RhKE@F`o interest g@RhKtW curious
g`sH soaking in water g`sHbjH has been soaked
g`sTa`ch9 swan, little brown crane, Grus canadensis canadensis (Gunther 1936: 108)
[N g`st,p,, g`sTlhm,p,, g`sTlhm]
g`S@cH bathe [N g`S,hmp,, g`SHr] g`S@chjr`b bathtub g`S@chFtvhK bath room
g`St,, g@SFtj wading g`Stadxhr wading around on beach, in the surf
g@v`,, g`Ftj eating g`FtjRhQ eat, start eating g`Fta` food [N g`V`,, g`Ftj; g`Ftl ]
g`g@Fta@s`W going to get food, fishing g`g@v`jBta` witness to a potlatch invitation
g`Fta`c`ji have food g`FtahFHs`o bring food as a gift g`FtaHjr bringing food
g`Fta`r`Ws@j food, staples g`FtjRhQbJhc` eat lightly, have a light lunch g@v`b@p busy
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eating g@v`Bhr dining table, table g@v`FtvhK dining room g@v`FTv`r cafe, restaurant,
dining room g@v`CxT have already eaten g@v@p` a large group eating
g@vhB`pR telling a story
g`Wj`sRhQ fall forward, bow
g`Wi, lie on one’s front g`vhK lying facedown on floor g`Wi@r lying face down on a horizontal
surface
g`WiHctjR bentwood box, chest, trunk
g`x@, not know, be uncertain [N g`x4,, g`x@F`j] g`jx@pQ worry (said of a man)
g`jx@jrtpQ worry (said of a woman) g@x@o`c`C lose direction, wander around lost
g@xsDF`sW Haida Tribe [N g@xs5,F`sG]
g`xta`s,p,, g`xTa`cH (a) swing g`xta`spRhQ (to) swing g@g@xta`sp` swinging
gdFhbw,, gdFhbwRhQ sneeze (rep.) [N g`Yhbw,]
gh, have face against, towards, head located ghChQ use one’s head to move sth [N gh,, ghChQ]
ghCHctjRhQ kiss ghF`K having one’s chin resting on sth
ghahjr deer tallow [N ghlhjr(-,)] ghghahjr@chK candle
ghbji`s,, ghbji`sRhQ (a person) stumble, fall down ghbji`shK fall down inside ghbji`shr fall
down on beach ghbji`S`r fall down outside ghbji`S@ stumble, fall down on the rocks
ghC@j light fishing (light on end of canoe attracts fish) [N ghC,, ghC@j]
gHc`pK amazed, surprised gHc`pKnvh sb/sth who should be marveled at
gHc`Wh done, ready [N FHm`w,, FHm`wh]
ghcHpRhQ growl, snarl, bare teeth
gHgHJdx`W delicate, walking a fine line
ghFHa pigeon
ghji, overhang [N ghji,, ghji`j] ghjTK hair hanging over the face
ghkHjta wolf mask
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gHKb@j parent [N ghK,, ghKrXTj?]
gHKFdx`W trying, perhaps, maybe [N gHKFHG]
ghKHp,, ghKHpRhQ forget ghKHp`ji not know; gHghKhPhj forgetful
ghr,, ghrRhQ hit with beating instrument (club, whip, axe, etc.) gHrHr` rep. hitting [N ghr-,]
ghghrahFHrx`ji mattock (for chopping on ground), hoe ghghrbjihpJtj soda crackers
ghr`KB` strike the wall once ghrHxT shredded cedar bark ghrsTo stick (to hit with), fish
club, whip ghrbhS`ahQ get hit on the side of the head ghrbjiH chips from chopping ghrHx`ji
axe, bark shredder
gHr`Wh consequence
ghrF`s,p,, ghrHF`9c red huckleberries ghrF`spo`K June, July ghghrF`spJtj currant berries
gHrta` almost gHrtadx`ChQ incep. [N gH,rhl, gH,ji`K]
ghs`, ghc`, empty root: be or do sth (exact meaning specified by suffix) [N ghs`, ghm, ghm`,]
ghc`KB` wall ghc`KBHK inside wall ghc`rWtK chest (body) ghc`vH out ghc`WtK in front
ghc`xto obtain, catch ghc@C`js ocean, ocean water, sea ghc@ChQ go out to sea ghc@pI`r
forest, woods ghc@r on a horizontal surface ghc@rB` on the roof ghc@F`K carry on back,
backpack ghcdxhQ enter (a building) ghcdxtp to ride in, on (e.g. car, boat, horse) ghchctW
look for, search ghcHjr bring, carry, take along ghcHKs` end or point (of something)
ghcHKs`a` canoe prow ghcHxhK throat ghcHxtpQ inside of mouth ghcF`vh wait for
gHcFdx`W hoping to ghghs`o`ptK cheeks ghghs`Wrv@r underbrush ghgHs`pQBhK sole of foot
ghgHs`pQctj palm of hand, holding in the hand ghs`aTr climb ghs`bo` go over ghs`bWFhc`
mate, spouse, wife ghs`Bt inside a container ghs`B@prs swallow sth ghs`Bhs` in water
ghs`BHchQ enter (a harbor) ghs`jK`a` name ghs`jr`pQ under one’s clothing ghs`jrhKs`
come out of the woods ghs`jrvH go through an opening ghs`jrF`shFH front door
ghs`js`pxT gifted with supernatural power ghs`ji`c` bow of canoe, harpoonsman
ghs`jihrBt to leave, go out of the harbor ghs`jihFH at the front edge, river bank ghs`JihEhc`
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clothes ghs`o`F@ cross (a stream) ghs`ohctj mixed with a group ghs@otK` underneath
ghs`OhE`r stump, base of tree ghs`OhEhKs` bridge (of nose) ghs`Ohp passing by sb or sth
ghs`OhP`r passing by sb or sth ghs`p`v@ come around a point of land ghs`pQ inside a tunnel, oven ghs`pQCTc`ji cooking sth in the oven ghs`pIhKs` nostril ghs`pr in a canoe
ghs`ptK face (body part) ghs`r`a obstruct, block, be in the way ghs`rhK` did, do, accomplish,
do as intended ghs`v`wrhK come out of mouth ghs`vhKs` get out of a canoe or boat, go overboard ghs`Wrtv@ go downstream ghs`F@BhK sky ghs`F@BhK`sW God ghs`F@C at the groin,
crotch ghs@c`ph top of mountain, hill ghs@ch arrive ghs@pQHK upsound, to the east ghs@prhK
mouth or lip(s) ghs@P`st get down from swh, move down ghs@st come off ghs@v`ch waist
ghsdFHQ defeated, lost a game or competition ghsF`r on the ground, garden ghsF`rc`ji have
a garden ghsFhK stored ghsFhK`Bhr cupboard, storage cabinet gHc`jTvhK at the head of the
bed gHc`o@r up above outside gHc`oHK above, up inside gHc`rta`C ritual, ritual training
gHc`v`Q find, found gHc@Chr on the beach gHc@chK way of thinking, mind, mental reasoning (said of a woman) gHc@chK upstream gHc@cTv`F@ upstream west of Neah Bay
ghcH give gHcF`K`j desire something gHs`jr`S` forehead gHs`jR@K mention by name
ghc`r arrive, reach a destination ghc`rhFH under water, bottom (of the sea, water), unconscious ghc`s`adxhr going around inviting ghcFnK carrying on the back ghghc`rj`ahK arms
ghgHcdxtjctjta` wrist ghgHs`pQrv`chK armpit ghs`bhS`jQh hip ghs`bpH above ghs`BtF@
inlet ghs`BTFhr bay, cove, clearing ghs`jK`ahx@ give a name to sb ghsF`jQH a male’s rump,
at the tail ghs`jrF`K on the back of the body ghs`jrS@x backside, backstreet ghs`jrtpQ at
the guts ghs`jRx@WtK on the face of a cliff ghs`jRx@Wtvhr on the face of a beach cliff
ghs`jsph bottom (of vessel) ghs`ji`K absent, away ghs`jihs on the body ghs`jihsph abdomen,
belly ghs`ph up above (on s.th.), upstairs ghs`pdx`Q arrive ghs`pQCT sth already baked
ghs`vhr` ghctr` come to the surface of the water ghs`WrchK between ghs@stJihC undress
gHc`C ask for gHc`jB@o sell gHc`oh above, up (there) gHc`o@pQ elbow, heel
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gHc`Wv@K use gHc@F`prhK chin gHc@E@ rock by seashore gHc@ctvhr tide flats
gHc@s`W chase (try to catch) gHcta`K birth, born gHcTK expect sb gHgHs`Wr at the (front )
edge gHgHs`WrHr at the front edge of the beach, along the beach front gHs`F@prs mixed
with a group, amongst, taking part in gHs`b`p`oK going around, circling around sth gHs`jbh
a female’s rump ghs`jihcTjrs between gHs`jihFH at a river bank gHs`OhE`pQ`chK nape of
neck gHs`rHB@o send sth gHsF`rHK planting a garden
ghs`CCFhc` brother of a male
ghs`Wvh9Kta` daughter
ghs,, ghsH remember, keep in mind ghsRhQ remember (iter.)
ghsHc` blanket ghsHc`JihC wear a blanket ghsHc`JihCx`ji clothing
gHsj`ch strange situation, condition gHgHsj`cFdch strange noise
ghwi`Kxtj ghwi`KbF`ji act crazy or drunk, desperate [N g`xtwi,, g`xtwRhQ?]
gHwchFh9 land otter, also known as Pacific or river otter, Lutra canadensis pacifica (Gunther
1936: 114) [N v`wmh,p,, v@wmH]
ghwtp,, ghwtpRhQ shout together ghwtpi` shouting [N ghwtp,, ghwtp]`]
ghwi,, ghwtj weak, simple, unimportant [N ghwi,, ghwtj] ghghwbF`ji stupid, act foolish
ghwi,, ghwi@ exerting effort, working hard [N ghwi,, ghwi@]
gHx`Kha` beloved
ghxT done, finish, stop
gNF interj. yes [N g@F`]
gt,, gtjihQ variant of rt, ‘hold, take’
gT interj. expression to warn sb to get away
gtF`,, gtF@ back, again [N gtF`,] gtF`c`ji have sth back, again gtF@cH come back
gtF`j`K still gone gtF`r`ohQ continue with, begin again after a break gtF`rdx`ji put sth
back to the way it was, repair gtFhx` go back, return gtF`b`ChQ return someplace
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gtF`ChctjRhQ make up after a fight gtF`pdx`Q return home gtF`rhK` recur, happen again
gtF`x@ give back, repay gtFdxFtjiH history, long ago gTF`b`p`ahQ birthday potlatch
gTF`jiHK repair sth
gTF`ahFh9 same as before, still the same
gtF`Phs old, worn (object)
gTF`Wh still, yet
gtF@x`9sW Ohiat Tribe [N gTYH,F`sG]
gTa@p wild rhubarb [N gtL`p,, gtL@p]
gta`pQ whole, complete, total, in one piece [N gtl,`pQ] gta`pQB@prs swallow sth whole
gtata`ah9 moon shell
gTcH food found adrift, esp. a drift whale [N gTMh,p,, gTMH]
gtgtF`Bhsp burp, belch
gTFhC several sleeping [N gTFhC]
gtFhFh9 lump, tumor [N gt,, gt,FHp,, gtFH]
gTFhK not too much! [N gTFhK]
gtjrChQ count [N gtjr,, gtjr@]
gtjsTo bird [N gt,, gtF`j]
gtktprJta navel
gTK,, gTKRhQ dance gTKtj dancing [N gtK,, gTx@K] gtKTJihEhc` dance costume gTK@p`
many people dancing gTKb`p`oK dancing around sth gTKdxhQ dancing into a building
gTKWr@ feel like dancing
gto, roundish, chunky or spherical object [N gto,] gtgtohr big chunky rocks on the shore
gtgto`rWtK heart beat (in chest) gto`C`js island gto@r boil gto@rx`ji kettle, pot gtohr
round or chunky object on the beach gtoHxhK choke (on food) gtop`oK bulge of flesh on
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body gTortvhx`K button gTgToWrHr least sand piper, pisobia minutilla (Gunther 1936:
108)
gto@oK crippled, lame
gtoc`ahs little bird (story character)
gTohB@sW Hopachisat Tribe [N gTo`E`r,F`sG>]
gtohctv`9R canoe for one or two persons, name of Qweti’s canoe [N gtohmv`,p,, gtohmv`R]
gtoj,, gtoj`ji lump or knot [N gtoj,, gtoj`j; gtop,, gtop`j] gtoj@r lump on a horizontal surface
gtr-,, gtrRhQ get wrinkled gtr`ji wrinkled gtr@K wrinkled fabric gtrhsph wrinkled belly
gtrTFhKs` wrinkled nose gtrTK wrinkled face
gTR interj. expression for coaxing baby to sleep
gtRDj rascal, also used as interjection ‘oh you!’ [N gtR@j, gtRDj]
gts,, gts@ bare, exposed
gtS`s jealous over a man or woman [N gts, gtsHp,, gtsHp`j; gtsF`st]
gTv@xd9sW black person (< Eng. Hawaii) [N gTv@xh,F`sG]
gtwi`sp,, gtwi`spRhQ gust of wind blows (iter.)
gTwrF`s resting [N gTw,rF`st] gTwrF`so`c`C on vacation
gtwi,, gtwRhQ fall over (tree, object) [N Ftw],, Ftwi@ Ftwi`j; gtwi,] gtgtwRhQ`s`W liable to
fall over gTv`r fallen tree or object
gtW animal, ugly animal (child’s word)
gtWi,, gtWRhQ holler gtWi@ hollering [N gtG,]
gTWF`ch call, invite gTWF`cTjs invited
gtWs`j know how gtWs`jRhQ learn [N gtGs`j(i,)] gtWs`jr@pshFH teacher gtWs`jRhQNv`r
school gtWs`jRhQtvhK classroom
gTx interj. shout used to introduce mask dance [N gNx]
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gTx`,, gTxtjihQ gTQgTxtjihQR waves, ocean swells [N gtX`,, gtX@j(i,)] gTx`ahr waves
gTx@o busy, “raising Cain”
FH interj. expression of disgust or dismay
FhCH rich in flavor (esp. seafood), full of fat [N FhC, FhCv,, FhC]
FHC,`,p,, FHEto old, mature person; right whale FHC`pRhQ (to) mature [N FHC,`p,, FHEhl]
FHC`p`prhK speaks like a mature person FHC`pRhQbJhc` middle aged person FHC`pRFhahK
sensible (said of a woman)
Fhc`ji wish Fhc`jidx`ChQ incep. [N Fhmhr]
Fhch, small quantity FhcHp few
Fhchb for a short time Fhchbtji`K gone for a short time
FhFhba`(,p,) sword fern [N Fhb,l`p, Fhb,l`p,, Fhbl`js] FhFhba`pJtj deer fern
FhFhchB`9j shallow water
FhFhk`W`9xt9r common skunk (Puget Sound striped skunk), Mephites occidentalis spissigrada
(Gunther 1936: 115)
FhFhKWi`F`9sW Elwha Tribe [N FHFhKWi`,F`sG]
FhFhRO`K blue whale (also known as “sulpher bottom”)
FhFHRWs`ChQ get divorced
FHWi,, FhFHWi` big [N FHG(],)] FHFHWa`K big arms and legs FhFHWBhK big feet FhFHWctj big
hands FHv`ChQ get big FHWahr valuable, of great worth FHFHv`ahK donkey
FhFHchr place name (Port Angeles; < Clallam?)
Fhj`s,, Fhj`stj spiteful, unfriendly through quarreling (said of a woman) Fhj`sRhQ act spiteful [N
Fhj`s,, Fhj`s`j Fhj`s`] FhFHj`Shj gets mad quick (said of a woman)
FhjH son
FhjxDFhprt brother-in-law, sister-in-law [N Fhx`b,, FhxHprt]
FHr`, FHrtjihQ urinate (said of a woman) FHr`PDpQ need to urinate
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FhR and [N FhR]
FhRhQ discard FhRhQWCFh scram! FhRhQbjiH discard (rejects)
FhRjhc` interj. ouch! [N FhRj`s`w]
FhWHv`pQ expensive [N FHGV`pQ]
FHWisHr`sW Ehatisat Tribe
Fhx`W,, Fhx`W` be at Fhx`WHK be at in the house Fhx`W@sW live at Fhx`WBhQ come from
j`, stick-like object protrudes [N j`,, j`F`j] j`v`ch killer whale, Globicephala scammoni
(Gunther 1936: 117) j@F@oh sticklike object protruding jdFHs`o drive a post into the
ground
j`a`s shown, known, definite j`a`S`o (with causative) know [N j`l`s] j@a`S`c`W curious
(want to know)
j`a`S`F`9o know how to
j`b,, j`bRhQ measure (rep.) [N j`,, j`x@] j`b@x`ji small snake
j`C`ji jutting out [N j`C,, j`C`j]
j`cFnK carry piggy-back [N j`mto,, j`mtO`K]
j@j@k`W` clunky, clattery noise, e.g. rattling dishes [N jhsG,, jhsG@]
j`jv`K lost j`jv`KRhQ get lost, misplaced [N o`v`K,, o`v`K`]
j`k@j`kh9 ankle
j`Q,, j`QRhQ speak harshly to, scold [N j`Q,, j`QRhQ] j`j@I`pQrhK glaring (eyes)
j@QW,, j@QWRhQ come into view, become visible j@QWtj in view, visible [N j`QG,, j`QG`j
j`QG@]
j@ohahr favorite (Kyuquot N j@o`o ‘like (to)’, Rose 1981: 71, ex. 165-66)
j`r,, j`rRhQ glance furtively out of the corner of the eye j@rj@r` glancing (iter.) [N j`r-,,
j`r@]
j`rF`K carry sb on the back [N j`r,]
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j`U,, j`sRhQ kneel; poke or push with the knee [N j`m,, j`sRhQ] j`chK kneeling in the house
j`chr kneeling on the beach
j@sWj@sW` limping
j`Fta`ch9 ladder, step [N w@F`lhm(,p,)]
j`FtoRhQ be critical [N jtFtp,, jtFtpi`]
j`wi, fall (from something) j`j`wvhr` drop something accidently (from hands) j`wo`Q fall off
(shaken off, like when truck drives by) j@v`P`st fall off a high place (person or thing)
j@v`st drop off (an object) j`w@rhQ fall onto a horizontal surface
jDahC cabbage (< Eng. ‘cabbage’)
jhaHs pry up, raise [N jhls,, jhls`j jhls@] jHaHs`oh sth levered up
jhas@k` jhvs@k` horse [N jhvhs@m`(p,)] jhas@k`a`o horse turnip jhas@k`CHr ride on a horse
jhas@k`CHro`c`C ride around on a horse
jhb, long piece of wood jhbRhQ poke with a stick [N jhb,, jhbtj jhb@] jhbsTo stick
jiHK,, jiHK@ bathing, praying ritual (rep.) [N jihK-,, jihK@]
jhQ,, jhQRhQ break into pieces, shatter, crack (dishes, etc.) (rep.) [N jhQ,, jhQ@] jhQTj glass or
ceramic bowl, dish (breakables) jhjhQtJi`pQrhK glass eye
jHoWjHoW` limping, (horse) trotting
jHrs@a`b gall [N jHrsh,lb]
jHrs`o cow parsnip sprout
jHRtj resentful over defeat
jhw`oK go fast on land
jhwK`ji rapid, speedy [N jhwK-,, jhwK`j]
jT interj. here! (handing sth to sb)
jtcTj awake jtcTjRhQ wake up
jtjTvhxd9W cheat
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jTk school (< Eng. ‘school’)
jTk@ gold (< Eng. ‘gold’) [N jTm4(p,)] jtjTk`jrvhFH gold tooth jTjTk`Jtj penny
jTk`Wshc` made of gold jTk`Wshc`jHK make sth of gold
jTK`a dear, dear girl
jtK,, jtKTBhc` provisions, lunch [N jtK-,] jtKHsx`o bring food gift to relative jtKr`b lunch
pail, bucket
jTQ,, jTQtj open jTI`r sth is open (door, etc.)
jtrnvhs blade of mussel shell for whale hunting
jTs coat (< Eng. ‘coat’) [N jTs]
jTs,, jTsRhQ beckon, gesture to come (rep.) [N jts,, jts@; jts`,]
jtsW,, jtsWRhQ (to) drum jTsWjTsW` drumming jtsWTx`ji (a) drum
jTvhK doing as directed, as desired [N jtVhK`]
jTvhK steal [N jTVhK-,, jTVhK] jTvHxhj thief jTjTvhKc`a stealing
jtwr`ji fresh (seafood) [N jtwb,, jtwb`j]
jtW,, jtWi`ji hole [N jtG(i,)] jtjtWo`pta` dimples jtjtWi`r crevice jtvhK hole in the
floor jtvhr hole on the beach jtWpHa` soft spot on baby’s head jtWrTvH hole through sth
jtjtWrvH macaroni
jTxtFt9 float (fish gear)
ji`,, ji`ChQ move backwards; sit ji@Ftj moving backwards ji`Qji@C lobster [N ji`,,
ji@F`j ji@x@] ji`a` canoe stern ji`F`Bhr seat, chair ji`F`r fall on one’s bottom on the
ground ji@F@oh bent over with rear end sticking up
ji`F`ji small, little ji`jiF`J`ahK little ears
ji`F`jr`9sW Queets Tribe
ji@bWh grandchild’s spouse, spouse’s grandfather [N ji@bGh(b,)]
ji`BHktv`sW Quatsino Tribe [N ji`BHmtw,F`sG]
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ji@chr camas, wild onion [N ji`Mhr] ji@chrchs place having wild onions
ji`ji`sh9atjr golden eagle
ji`KRhQ stem breaks off [N ji`K-,, ji`K@]
ji@rtj salmonberry stems turned hard
ji@s@ quarter (< Eng.) [N ji@s4(p,)]
ji@FTb grandchild [N j@Ftb,, j@FTb]
ji@WH uncovered, revealed ji@WHChQ become uncovered [N ji@GH] ji@WHK uncovered on the
floor ji@WHr uncovered, visible on the beach
jihCHx`9 earth, ground, land, world, universe
jiHc@xhK`sW Quinault Tribe [N jiHm@xhK]
jihcHS`sW Quileute Tribe [N jihmxTs,] jihcHS`prto Quileute woman
jiHji@K` social dance, fan dance [N jihji`K,, jiHji@K`]
jiHQjiHx` sharpening, grinding, filing [N j]h,, jiHQjiHx`]
jiHp,, jiHp@ sanding, smoothing jiHp@oKr`b whale harpoon sheath jiHp@oK seal or whale
harpoon head
jihr, different [N j]hr,, j]hrs,, j]hrs`,] jihr`rhK` change, transform jihr@F`sW people from a
different tribe jihrb`o`Q change position, shift jihrb`pHc`j face opposite direction, look
away jihrb`Ws`ChQ change direction, turn around jihrhsrv@sW people underneath jihroDFhK
in the other room jiHr@c`W different, different condition jihr`pB`v the other, opposite end
jihrhstvhr the other end of beach, west end of beach jihro@ other, opposite side, hand
jihrr@bt elsewhere jihrsTo something else, different jiHr`ahFH different from others, is
different jiHrnv`s on the other side
jihRjihRh9 Stellar’s jay (know locally as ‘blue jay’)
jihRT(,p,) pig (< F. or CJ.?) jiHRtpB`j cooking pork
jiHwjiHwi` rubbing causing friction [N j]hw,, jihw@]
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jiHWRhQ get running sores, scabies, itch [N jihW,, jihW@]
jiHK,, jiHxhK quiet jiHx`ChQ incep.
J`,, J`F`ji ashamed J@pTK embarrassed, shame-faced J`J`bF`j acting ashamed, embarrasing
J@Jdxhj bashful nature
J`a@j ring (fish gear) [N J@l4ji,] J`J@a`jctjta` ring (for finger)
J`b,, J`bRhQ pinch J`b@ pinching [N J`b,, J`b@] J`bpH pinching the top of sb’s head
J`b@c`9a`b small bullhead [N J`bm`,p,, J@bmhlb]
J`bp, torn [N J`bp,, J`bp`j J`bp@] J`bp@xT torn fabric J`bpji`CxT torn up, ragged
clothes, fabric
J`C@ soon, shortly, in a short time [N J`C@]
J`c@ch9 weasel, Mustela sp. (Gunther 1936: 114)
J`c@chr uvula; ornament at bow of canoe
J`jxHb,, J`jxHb`ji purple [N J`xHb,, J`xHbtj] J`jxHb`ohW salal berries J`jxHb`ohWo`K
August
J@J@a`rhFh9 embarrassing, shameful, disgraceful
Ji@Ktj ritual branches, fir needles [N Ji@K,, Ji@Ktj]
J`QW@x`j candlefish?, ratfish? [N J`QW4,X`j(i,)]
J`oRhQ take away [N J`o,, JhlJhl`]
J`R, inside out [N J`R,, J`R`j] J`R`oK inside out J`RTK cross-eyed J`RHxhK hoarse
J`REt,p,, J@REtFt9 Pacific harbor or hair seal, Phoca richardi richardi (Gunther 1936: 116) [N
J@rE`(,p,)] J`REtPihjr eating hair seal
J`U,, J`stj oil, oily J`sRhQ get oily J`s@Bt oil in a container J@J@c`pQ donuts, fried bread
J`s@BHKC to feed a fire with oil J`sr`b wooden oil bowl
J`sHr lag, unable to keep up
J`S`,, J`SF`ji insufficient, not enough J`S`ChQ run out, become insufficient [N J`S`,, J`S@]
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J`Stpi` neatly stored
J`v`W stare in amazement, awe; mouth gaping [N J`v`G,, J`v`G`j]
J`W,, J`WRhQ burst, break J`W`ji dry (wood); shattered, broken, burst, agape J`W@J@W` breakers, whitecaps (iter.) [N J`G,, J`G@ J`G`j]
J`W@v@s half dollar
J`xhRJ`ch9 sea shell, shell game [N J`xhRs,p,, J@xhRJhm,p,, J@xhRJhm]
JdFhsp,, JdFhspRhQ squeal, scream, caw [N JdFhsp,, JdFhsp`]
JhC`ji fabric-like thing rolled back [N JHC,, JHC`j JHC@]
JhcHKsta`b sea anemone [N JhmKh,lb]
JhK,, JhKRhQ meat or fish spoils JhK`ji spoiled [N JhKW,, JhKW`j]
JhK`s,p,, JhK`ct9r Alaska fur seal, Callerhinus alascanus (Gunther 1936: 115) [N JhK`s,p,,
JhK`mTr]
JnknFn9 wild currant
JnFtK further away JnFtKRhQ move away [N JT] JnFhKbJhc` little ways, short distance
Jt,, JT hooked JtChQ (to) hook (rep.) [N Jt,, Jtx@ JT] JtJTjihctj chain JtF`S`pQ hooked
on the end of a hook JTFhQ hook sth, get sth by hooking it JTF@oh hanging up on a hook
JTx`ji hook, fish hook
Jta`b hoarfrost [N Jihl`b,, Jihl@b]
Jtb,, JtBto small, black mussel sp. [N Jtb,, JtBhl] JtbpH sperm whale
JtC, JihC, having spines, spiny JtCj@ohW purple sea urchin
Jtu,, JtoRhQ point, poke, push with the finger Jto@ pointing (rep.) [N Jtl,, Jtl@]
JtoTx`ji index, pointing finger JtJto`rhQx`ji keyboard JtJTa`pQrhQ poke a finger in
sb’s eye Jto@rhQ press a button with the finger JtoHr pushing along, nudging with the finger
Jtrta fish barb
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Jtw,, JtwRhQ suck Jtwi@ JtwTJTwi` sucking [N Jihw,, Jihw@]
JTwi@R black scoter?, perhaps equivalent to Gunther’s (1936: 106) waxwac black brant, Branta
nigricans [N Jtwi`,p,, JTwt]
JTW,, JTWRhQ weather calms, clears up JTWtj calm, clear weather
Ji`,, Ji`ChQ break in two Ji`Q@Ji`C elbow, joints Ji`FTj brittle [N Ji`,, Ji`x@]
Ji`JiF`jQH porpoise Ji`Ws@xT broken in two Ji`F`rhFH put branches in water for herring
to spawn on Ji`Ws`ChQ to break apart into two pieces Ji`F`ji@x@o break in pieces
Ji`Ji@rj`ahK broken arm
Ji@bHchFh9 south wind
Ji@Cha dear, dear boy!, poor boy
Ji`K, Ji`K/k,, Ji`KRhQ break off; get cracked, chipped [N ji`K,-,, ji`K@] Ji`Ji`KP`ch make
sound in underbrush Ji`Ji@x`r bushes Ji`KbjH branch, broken off Ji@k`sto break a piece
off Ji@x`r bush
JihChshc fish knife
Jihp`K lucky in fishing Jihpdx`ChQ get lucky [N J]hp,`K]
Jihr,, Jihr@ snowing JihrH snow
JihU, Jihsp,, JihsRhQ get stuck, glued on Jihs@ Jihsp@ stuck on JihsHJiHs` baby nurses
JihsHJihsR sticking on at intervals; hummingbird, Selasphorus rufus (Gunther 1936: 110) [N
Jihm, JihsW,, Jihm@ JihsW@] JihchK stuck on the floor Jihsp@K glued, stuck on JihspHahr
glue JihspHctj stuck together JihJiHc`pQrhK sth sticky in one’s eye(s) JihsHa`o bed straw
k@F`k`Cw flower
k@a` whiskey, alcohol (< Eng. ‘rum’) [N m@l`] k@aHctW look for whisky k@aFhjr to drink
whisky k@a`p`otK alcoholic k@a`FTv`Ktj bartender k@a`FTv`r bar
k`BhKs` pointed
k`Cj`prhK pitcher (for liquid)
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k`ji,, k`jRhQ stick out tongue, lick k`ji@ tongue sticking out ( rep.) [N m`j,, m`j@] k`j@x`ji
tongue k`j@a`K`prhK licking one’s lips k`jrF`a` visor cap k`JihKs`a` canoe prow
k`k`Ji`ch lisp
k`jC,, k`jCtj light k`jC@k@jC` k`jC@k@jCR lightening k`j@E`Wr lamp k`jCHr going around
with a light k`jCHrx`ji lantern, oil lamp, flashlight
k@k@ toy (child’s word)
k`k`wDx`9 rainbow trout
k`k`wid9 Puget Sound sparrow, Zonotrichia leucophrys pugetensis (Gunther 1936: 113)
k`kTo`9 ribbon [N m`m6oh(p,)]
k`oTs@x bottle (< Chinook Jargon)
khaHst,p,, khaHsT lamb, sheep; wool khaHstp`K wooly, wool fabric khaHstPi`pQ quilt
kHkTs train
khpi`rFh sea elephant
khRNk shawl [N lhR`s,p,, lhRNm]
kHwtj cheap, inexpensive [N mhwi-, mHwi,, mhwi`j mHwi`j]
kTk`oh9 hand
kTk@r`js old sockeye
ktktRj`kh9 seesaw
kTktwi`b thimble berry kTktwi`bHxta rooster wattles
ktoW,, ktoWRhQ open one’s eyes ktoW@ eyes open [N m`oW, m`oWi,, m`oWi@ m`oWi`j]
ktRj,, ktRjRhQ flip over, turn facing up ktRjTkTRj` rocking ktktRj`ch teeter-totter ktRjTadxhK
rocking back and forth ktRjTadxhKx`ji rocking chair ktRTJihKs` turned-up nose
K`F@R bag
K`jChW scarce
K@jhChQ release, let sth go [N K`C,, K`C@Q, K`ChQ]
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K`ji,, K@jihpc`j having a hard time doing, poor, miserable K@jRhQ have pity on; (as predicate
modifier) please! [N K`j],, K@j]hpm`j] K`jrTpQ sympathetic K`jTK poor faced, having an
unhealthy look K`jo`K time of poverty K`K`Ji`r cemetery K`K@Ji`ch plead
K`jNvh poor, destitute K`jNvho`K time of famine
K@jWK tell hard luck story seeking sympathy
K@ji`Wh orphan, slave [N K@j]`Gh]
K`Jhs,, K`Jhsahr pitch (from a tree), spruce gum, rubber K@K@Jhs` chewing gum (m. full of pitch )
K`Jhs`K rain gear K`Jhs`oK rubber rain hat K`Jhs@xhC wearing a rain coat
K`Jhs`v`W salmon harpoon points, pitch-treated harpoons
K`K`jhWs,, K`K`jhWsRhQ K`K`jhWs` abstain, leave alone
K`oW,, K`oWRhQ flap wings, fly K@oWtj flying [N K`oG,, K`oG@] K`K`oWvhr` escape by flying
out of one’s hands K`oW@xhQ fly into a building K`oWji@KRhQ fly away
K`OHW,, K`OHWRhQ spread wings or arms K`OHWha` wings
K`pi, soft, spongy mass [N K`pi,, K`pi`j] K`Pi@ soft, spongy mass on rocks or shore
K`p, give as a gift, for free K`pH give as a gift K@phC ask for something, beg K`PTjs gotten as a
gift
K`p`s`9sW Plains, Plateau Indian
K`R,, K`RRhQ pick, choose the best K@Rtj picking, selecting K@RK@R` sorting [N K`R(-,)]
K`W,, K`W@ just now, right now [N Q`G(i,)] K`WbjiH recently, having been
K@WbtK` recently
K@Wtj man
K@xHj generous
KDFhRtj red cedar
KdFHW,, KdFHWRhQ measure by spread arms, fathoms
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KhF@r disagreeable, mean person KhKhF@x`ch unpleasant noise KhF@rrtpQ angry, mean feeling
(said of a woman) KhF@x`pQ angry, mean feeling (said of a man)
KHa`prshFh9 mind, reasoning, will power [N KhL,`prsh(,p,)]
Khb,, KhbRhQ cover with a cloth Khb`ji cloth spread out [N Khb,, Khb`j] Khb`WtK wearing an apron
Khb@ata` head scarf, bandana Khb@rta` small woven mat Khb@rx`ji table cloth KhbhK sth
cloth-like spread on floor KhbhKta` floor mat, carpet, rug KhbhKx`ji carpet, rug Khbhr cloth-like
object spread on the sand KhbHv`cta` canoe mat KhB`r cloth-like object spread on ground
KHb`oHKx`ji curtain, dance, or room divider, screen Khb`Wta` apron KhB`jQHx`ji diaper
KhB@ for a cloth-like object to be spread on rocks KHb`oHx`ji sail KHbbha` diaper (for a girl)
KhbHs pregnant [N Khb,, KhbHs]
KHFhFh9 snake
KhJi`W`K cloth [N KhJ]`W,`K] KhJi`W`Kbjh rag KHKHJi`Wa`K bat (animal)
KhKhF@x insult
KhoW@ inhale
Khs, Khsp, KHspKHsp` twitching, jerking [N Khs,, Khs@; Khsj,, Khsj@] KhKhSdx`W small hook, lead jigger, live bait, jig fishing
KhFT miss a mark or target [N KhF@]
KHv`W,, KHv`WRhQ get cloudy KHv`W`ji cloudy [N KhV`G,, KhV`G`j] KHv`Wahr cloud
KHKHv`WTj cloudy all over
KhWi,, KhWi`ji cloth spread out covering [N KhWi-,, KhWi`j; KhG,, KhG`j] KhWi`prta` outer lip
KhKHWctj wearing gloves KHWr@Sta` baby face covering
KhW`K canoe mat
KhWtp`ji skinny
Kt,, KtF`K board [N Kt,, KtF`j] KtKta`Khc place name (Forty Mile Bank, La Perouse) KtKtadxhr
flounder KtKtF`r place name (flat rocks at the end of Shi Shi beach)
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KtC, female, woman [N KtC,, KTbrl`] KtCTc@ji married man KtKtCbF`ji flirt KtKtEtW` intercourse
KtC`prta` older sister of a male
Ktj,, KtjTS`o muscle, sinew [N Ktj,, KtjS`os]
Ktp,, KtpRhQ spill, tip over Ktptj tipped over [N Ktp,, KtpxT Ktp`j] Ktp`oK whiskey flask
KtsKTsR Thunderbird [N KTs,, KTs@]
Q`, pole-like object in vertical position [N Q`,, Q`F`j] Q`Q`a`KOhC woodpecker, any variety
(Gunther 1936: 110) Q`QF`rx`ji fence post Q`prta` mast Q`x`ji iron Q`F`r upright object, post, totem Q`F`rx`ji totem pole Q@F@oh propped up Q@F`oHr salmon roasting on
sticks
Q`atwrh9 wedge
Q`c@,, Q`c@F`ji remain in place, stay still Q`cHvhQ incep. [N Q`m4j(i,)]
Q`,, Q`chs adze, wedge Q`ChQ use a wedge Q@bQ@x` hewing stone [N Q`s,, Q`m`s] Q`E`j
chisel
Q`jhR,, Q`jHR (person) stands [N Q`jhR,, Q`jHr] Q`jhR`r standing up on a horizontal surface
Q`jhRphF` standing on top of a rock Q`jHxhr standing on the beach Q`jhxhK standing on the
floor or inside Q@jhR`oh standing up Q@jhR`oHK standing up on the floor Q@jhR`oHr standing up on the beach
Q`jx`a` extra, bonus [N Q`x`,, Q`xhl]
Q@Q@Chs song or chant sung by Indian doctor [N Q`Chs,, Q@ChstK]
Q`Q`S`pQ stiff muscles [N Q`sC, Q`sCj,, Q`sC`j Q`sCj`j]
Q@Q@v`p,, Q@Q@v`pahr blood Q`Q`v`P`F@K tuberculosis Q@Q@v`pr`ahQ bloody nose
Q`Ohp, Q@Q@Ohp` driving nails, dowels [N Q`,Ohp,, Q`OhpRhQ] Q`Ohpha` dowel, nail
Q@r`,, Q@rF`ji foreign, artificial; a stranger [N Q@r`,, Q@r`F`j] Q@Q@r`jrvhFH dentures,
false teeth Q@Q@r`jrvhFHx`ji dentures, false teeth Q@Q@r`pQrhK glass eye Q@r`ptpK
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nickname Q@Q@r`jrs` artificial leg Q@r`c`jRhQ have a visitor I@r`p`oK toupee, wig,
wearing wig or toupee
Q`Rj`s,, Q`Rj`stj rigid, stiff Q@Q@Rj`s` making rigid; ironing Q@Q@Rj`sdx`ji`Bhr ironing
board Q`Rj`s`K stiff fabric Q@Q@Rj`sdx`ji iron
Q@RpHx`K lizard
Q`s@v`E`ji paddle (object) [N Q`sV`,]
Q`Ft,, Q`FT another, more [N Q`F6, Q`Ft,, Q`FT] Q`Q@FtOhsR do over and over
Q`Ftr`ohQ begin again Q`FTx@ give another, more Q`FTrta` need more, another
Q`FtBHKChchQ add more wood to fire Q`Ftr`prto woman of different tribe
Q`Ftji`F`9sW Clayquot Tribe [N Q`F6,jih,F`sG]
Q`v`,, Q`v@ close by, near [N Q`v`,, Q`v@] Q`v`r follow closely Q`vDFhK close to in the
house
Q`v@E` low
Q`Wi` ten
QdFhchv Olympic flying squirrel, Glaucomys sabrinus olympicus (Gunther 1936: 116; she records the initial segment glottalized)
QhC,, QhC@ stern (of boat) QHCQHC` steering a boat [N QhC4] QhQhE@K steering boat
QHCQHCdx`ji rudder; fish or mammal tail
QhCr`o cinquefoil, silverweed [N QhC,, QhCrXto]
QhFhRC`,p,, QhFhRChc` foot, feet, leg, legs, fish tail, whale flukes [N QhRQh,p,, QhRQhm]
QhFhRC`px`ji pants, trousers
QHr`K paper [N QHr,, QHr@] QHr`KWshc` paper towel, paper money
QhrHc`v place name (town of Forks)
QhW, move pointwise QHW,, QHW`ji paddling, driving a car [N QhG,, QhG@; QHG, QHG`j]
QHW`oHr point of land QhWDF`pQx`ji pullover shirt QHQHWrtoS`K canoe race
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QhW`sRhQ start a canoe, boat, car
QTFhr camped temporarily QTr`Q (to) camp [N QT,Ftv,hr] QTFhrx`ji campground
Qtj,, QtjRhQ widen Qtji`ji QtjiHs wide [N Qtj,, QtjiHs]
Qtji`s,p,, QTji@kh9 Wolf Ritual Qtji`spRhQ perform the Wolf Ritual [N Qtji`s,p,,
QTji@m`]
QtjRts,p,, QTjRTc` raven [N ptFhRhs,p,, ptFhRhm]
QTKQTK` do sth slowly [N QTK@]
QtK/k,, QtKT clean, good [N QtK] Qtkhr good beach QTkhC wear sth clean QtK`K clean (fabric,
person’s body) QtK@C`js calm water, sea QtK@r clean surface QtKHctj on good terms
QtKp@sW think oneself good QTKr@S` clean forehead QtKrTpQ be in good humor, feel at
peace QtQtKJtj look good (things, people), handsome, good looking QTKrhs still, good, or
clear water
Qtr,, QtrTaTs herring [N Qtr,, Qtrlhs] QtQTr@s`Wx`ji herring rake QTxHjr eating herring
QTRo`K bridge [N QtR-,]
I@F`r, south [N ID,FhK, I@,F`r,, I@,F`x,, I@,F@] I@F`r`sW cape dwellers I@F`rbo`
south side
I`a@r fat, blubber, dogfish roe [N Ihlr]
I`a`w,, I`a`wRhQ shoot slingshot; snap [N I`l5wi-,, I`lHwRhQ] I`a`wx`ji sling shot
I`b,, I`b@ fat, obese I`bHvhQ get fat [N I`b] I`bp`oK pudgy I`brhFH butter I`bTK fat face
I`B`pQ soaked I`I`bOhE`r fat ankles I@brhs fatty oil floating on soup
I`C,, I`CRhQ fold (rep.) [N I`C,, I`CRhQ] I`Cji`ChQ collapse (buckle) I`Cp`oK bundle
(folded) of cedar bark
I`C@oK black granite, black stone [N I`C,hlK]
I@Cji@k` black periwinkle snail [N I`Cji`,p,, I@Cjihm]
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I`j@a`o western hemlock [N I`j,l`p,, I`jl`os]
I@JihK spreader bar (for halibut fishing) [N I@JtK]
I@k`a`9sW Clallam Tribe [N I@Mhl,F`sG I@M`l`,F`sG]
I`k`Fta cockle clams
I@k@x long, Haida-type canoe [N I@M`(p,)]
I@Kp,, I@KpRhQ collapse I@Kptj leaning, collapsing (e.g. wall of a house)
I@I@v`9s` butterfly
I@I@v`9xhr place name (Clallam Bay)
I`u,, I`oRhQ cut with scissors I`o@ two-pronged object clamped on [N I`l,, I`l@ I`,
l`j] I`o@x`ji scissors I@a`oHr barbecue I@ahQ pick sth up with tongs
I`o@s storage basket [N I`o`s,, I`o@s]
I`oCj,, I`oCj`ji have legs folded Indian-style [N I`oCj, I`oCji,, I`oCj`j I`oCji`j]
I`op, soft, mushy substance I`opRhQ throw sth soft and mushy I`I`oP`pQ pie I`op`Kx`ji
jam, jelly
I`oW,, I`oWRhQ slam, slap broad object against (rep.) [N I`oG,, I`oG@] I`oW`KB` slap the
wall (once) I`oW@Bhs` whale slapping water with tail I`oWHctj clap hands
I`p, I@pRhQ grow; spring [N I`p,, I`p@]
I`p`,p,, I`p`o bush, leaf, plant, grass [N I`p`,p,, I`p`os] I@p`pHK harvesting hay
I`pK,, I`pKRhQ come untied, unfastened I@pKtj untied, unfastened I`pK@x`ji key I`pKo`Q
release from prison
I`r, I`rj,, I`rjRhQ make smooth I`rj`ji smooth, bare, slippery [N I`rj,, I`rj`j; I`r-,
I`rj,, I`rj@] I`rj@oK bald (shiny skin) I@x`P`st slide down
I`rj`sRhQ slip
I`R,, I`RRhQ get slippery I`Rtj slippery I`I`Rvhr` slip out of one’s hands
I`Rhsp,, I`RhspRhQ thrash, kick I@I@Rhsp` thrashing
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I@RPHktw turkey
I`w, I`w@I@w` adzing [N I`wi,, I`wi`j] I`w@x`ji adze I`wbjiH chips from adzing
I`W, flatwise I`WRhQ patch, mend I`W@I@W` patching [N I`W, I`W`j; I`G,, I`G`j]
I`I`Wa`Kch skimming the water I`I`WsP`r sled I`I@WBta` sole of shoe, shoes
I`I@Wctjta` palm of hand I`I@Whctj patchwork quilt I`W`KB` flat against a vertical
surface I`W@C`js raft I`W@F`st cut off flat I`WhFH patch on a canoe I@Wr@S` frontlet
mask
I`W@ not crying [N I`G]
IDFHc`v supernatural lucky charm animal [N ID,Fhmv`]
IDjN interj. thank you! [N IDjN]
IDxT interj. let me see!
IH,, IHF`ji walking IHadxhK walking around the house IHadxhr walking around on the beach
IHo`c`C walking around IHF`jj`ChQ caused by walking, because of walking IHahFHr
walking around the yard IHadxhKx`ji person who keeps people off the floor at potlatch
Ih,, IhChQ shoot bow and arrow, gun [N Ih,, IhChQ] IhPhj expert in accurate spearing
Ihb,, Ihbtj white clay, dirt [N Ihb,, Ihb`j Ihblhr] IhbHahr white, dry dirt, dust IhIHB`pQrhK
gray-eyed, cataract IhIhbJtj buckskin bread, flour IhIhbJtJi`Wrx`ji bread box, flour bin
Ihbtwi`s,p,, Ihbtwi`ch9 Indian, person IHIHbtwi`sp` speaking Indian
Ihbwi,, IhbwRhQ fade Ihbwi`ji faded, grey [N Ihbwi-,, Ihbwi`j]
IHc`p,, IHc`p`ji foggy, moldy IHc`p`K moldy IHc`pahr fog, mold IHc`prhs cloudy liquid, olachen oil
IHcTB IHcHB whale skin [N IhM`,p,, IhMh,b,, IhMhlb]
IH,, IHFhK IHBT gathered for a party, feast IHBhchQ gather for a party [N IH,, IH,FhK,; IH,,
IHBT IHFhK IHx@] IHF`ji`ChQ people leaving a gathering, dispersing
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IhFhPi`s,, IhFhPi`sh9 shell-rattle IHIHFhPi`s` rattling with shell-rattle [N IhFhpi`s,,
IhFhpi`s`]
Ihj`sRhQ start walking
IhQp,, IhQpRhQ explode, spark [N IhQj,, IhQj`j; IhQp,, IhQp@] IhQpbjiH ashes from sparks
IhQpHahr ashes from sparks
IhIHc`p`a`C Vaux’s swift, Chaetura vauxi (Gunther 1936: 110, literally glossed as ‘anything
that brings fog’, so this word may be related to IHc`p, ‘foggy’)
IhIhj`P`ch turtle [N IhIHj,Yhm(,p,)]
IhIhrPHFha` window
Iho,, IhoRhQ comb, rake [N Ihl,, IhoRhQ] IhoCT combed IhoHahFHr raking the ground
IhoHx`ji (a) comb IhoHahFHrx`ji (a) rake
IhorHJ@c barnacle sp. [N IhoGhs,p, IhoG`,p, IhlGhmp,, IhlGhm]
Ihr,, Ihrtj white [N Ihb, Ihr-,, Ihrtj] IhIhr`jrvH white-winged Scoter or white tipped black
duck IhIhxhr white on the beach (place name) Ihr@vhW white-face spirit, ghost IHrdxtj
blond hair IhrTK light-faced; ghost
IhrHc`,, IhrHc@ji clearing in the woods, meadow, prarie IhrHc`BTFhr prairie, meadow, valley
IhrHP`,, IhrHP`ChQ day breaks, dawn comes IhrHPF`ji day, daylight IhIhrP`jihctj pray
IhrHP`bo` sunny side of a mountain
IHrs`W lesser snow goose, Chen hyperborea hyperborea (Gunther 1936: 106)
IHFtPi`sh9 scallops [N IHx`Y`St(,p,)]
IHwi,, IHwRhQ laugh IHwi@ laughing [N IHwi,, IHwi@] IHwTK smile IHIHwP`ch sound of
laughter IHIHwxT whole bunch of people laughing IhIHvhj laughs IHv`pQ amused (said
of a man) IHwrTpQ amused (said of a woman) IHwiNvh funny (laughed at, made fun of)
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IhW,, IhWRhQ turn red IhWtj red [N IhW, IhWi,, IhW`j IhWi`j; IhG,, IhGtj] IhIhWHxhK whitecrested cormorant, Phalacrocorax auritus cincinatus (Gunther 1936: 106) IhIhWO`s`r rosy
cheeks IhIhWO`s`rx`ji rouge, blush, make-up IhIhWrF`K chitons, red backs IhIHW@chK
carrots IhW`ohW red snapper IhW@O`K cherry bark binding for whale hunting IhWHc`prta`
lipstick IhWHBhsp`ji pink, reddish IhWHF`pQa`o western yew IHWdxtj red hair IhWHFhKs`
red nose IhWHa` northern flicker, Colaptes auratus lutcus (Gunther 1936: 110) IhWHO`stK
blush, embarrassed IhWTK red blotch on face IhWa`ahs Woodpecker (story character) [N
IhGl`Lhs]
IhW`p skin, leather, hide [N IhG,`p(],)]
IHxhs footprints, animal tracks IHIHxhshr many footprints on the beach
IHxTPi`F` shinny game [N QHxTPi`F`(,p,)]
ItatJtRa`o buckthorn
Itatwrhs broth [N IhlR-?]
ItCp` knot on tree [N ItCp,, ItCp`]
ItC,, ItE@a` large mussel [N ItC,, ItEhl] ItC@oK name of an outlying sea rock ItCTchs
place name (Lyre River) ItEHjr eating mussels
ItK/k,, ItKRhQ put hand against, touch, feel with hand ItK@ hand flat against, feeling, touching
[N ItK,, ItK@] Itkhr hand flat on beach ITK`oh hand up in the air ItK`prhK hand over
mouth
ITITa`b testicles
ItItatP`ch motorboat, gas engine [N ItItlt,Yhm]
ITITCtjrtj sea parrot, puffin
Itu, Ito@K hot, warm [N Itl ITl,, Ito@] ITaHjr eat, drink sth hot, warm ItItoE@F`o
feeling warm, hot Itor`prsta` warm underwear ITa`Wr warm water, soup, etc. ITaHW`
sweating ITa`cta` neck scarf
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ITo@ doctoring by laying hands on belly and singing songs [N ITo,, ITo@]
Itoj,, ItojRhQ hit with beak, peck ItojTIToj` pecking [N Itoj,, ItojRhQ] ItojTx`ji
beak
ItorTB rib
ItoTr cormorant, shag [N Ihotr,, IhoTr]
ItO`C root [N ItO`C]
ItODFhCW summer
Itp,, ItpT wide [N Itp] Itpi`pr platter
ItR, ItR-,, ItRRhQ become dry, empty (liquid container) ItR`ji dry, empty [N ItR,, ItRtj
ItR@] ItR`jsO`K smell like dried fish ItR`js dried fish ItR@K dry (cloth) ItRTBT empty
(of container for liquid) ItRTF@ shallow bank, dry spot on the rocks ItxhK dry spot on the
floor, dry floor Itxhr dry spot on the beach ITR@ctvhr place name (Chilean Memorial
Area) ITx`r dry spot on the ground, dry ground
ItWItW oyster [N ItWItW]
ItWp,, ItWpRhQ small explosion ITWp`ohQ get blown up into the air by an exposion
l`CK`sW Muchalat Tribe [N l`CK,@sW]
l`P@ Makah Tribe (< Clallam)
m@mH grizzly bear [N m@m`,p, m@mh,p, m`m`,p, m`mh,p,, m@m` m@mh]
mtC@K`sW Nuchatlat Tribe [N mtC@K,F`sG]
mTC@mtK Nootka Tribe [N mTC@MtK]
FNkhmC`r orange (fruit) (< Eng. ‘oranges’) FNFNkhmC`rJtj lemon
o`ji`p cross (object)
o@K-,, o@KRhQ fillet, de-bone fish o@KbjiH salmon strips o@K@xT fish filleted for roasting on
sticks
o@K@C potlatch (< C.J.) [N o`K@C]
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o@r,, o@r`ji damp o@r`oh damp, misty air
o@rs`pRhQ yawn
o@RWrtj Raven’s wife [N o@RG,tj]
o`S`p`ji parched, dry mouth or eyes
o`W, peeking [N O`W,, O`W`j] o`Wr@vH peeking through a window o`o`Wc`a peeping tom
o@W`b beehive, nest [N o@v`b] o@o@W`bJtj yeast bread
o@xhr pie (< Eng. ‘pies’) o@xhrB`jx`ji pie pan
ohbjrhFh,p,, ohbjrhFh9 grave [N oHbj,rXh(,p,)] ohohbjrFhP`r graves
ohb,, ohBto inner cedar bark [N ohb,, ohBto] ohohbJtjb`pQ orange (color) ohohbJtj orange
(color)
ohjt,p,, ohjtFt9 small trinket basket [N ohj`FT ohjtFT] oHjtpHxhK make baskets indoors
oHjtpiHK basket weaving oHjtpiHKtvhK basket weaving room
ohk@p liver
ohkDohkd9 sword fern, fern game
ohKp, ohK,, ohKRhQ get tight ohK`ji ohK@ tight [N ohKp,, ohKp@; ohK-,, ohK@] ohKp`oK tight around
a circular object
ohr`s,, ohr`sRhQ move about ohrs`stj moving about [N ohr`s,, ohr`stj]
oHRaDc fisherman (< Eng. ‘fisherman’) [N oHRlDm]
oHRohR cat (< Chinook Jargon) [N oHRohR] oHoHRohRJtj bobcat
ohRp,, ohRpRhQ close one eye, wink ohRp@ one eye closed oHRpoHRp` winking
ohRp,, ohRpRhQ (to) dent ohRp`ji dented
ohs,, ohsRhQ bunch together ohs`ji bunched together [N ohs,-,]
ohs`r halibut strips
ohsp,, ohspRhQ get wedged in tight ohsp@ wedged in tight [N ohsp,, ohsp`j ohsp@] ohspHctj
crowded together, packed tightly together
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oHW,, oHWRhQ aim, look through telescope, binoculars oHW@ aiming [N ohG,, ohG@] oHWHx`ji
binoculars
ot,, otF`ji several running, running enmass [N ot,, otF`j otx@] otoTF`xhK fish in schools
otJTahr wild, untamed person; person mask of the nearly drowned [N otj,, otjlhr]
ototWbhF` seaweed of a certain species
oTsp,, oTspRhQ blow a horn oTsp@ blowing [N oTsp,, oTsp@] oTspTx`ji fog horn or whistle
otw,, otwRhQ inflate, fill with air; blow otwi@ inflating, blowing otwi`ji inflated [N oTwi,,
oTwi@] otwi`oK inflated oTv`r blown down on the ground otwrhFH baking powder,
yeast, leaven otwrj@ota` air valve (seal skin float air hole) (female end) otwTa`Khc get
blown around on the water oTwi`ohQ get blown up in the air
oTx`ji gun [N oT]
O`,, O`ChQ give money, gift away at a potlatch [N O`,, O`x@]
O`,, O`F`ji small, round objects scattered about (rep.) [N O`W,, O`W@] O`OFdro`K September
O`pTK apply powder to one’s face OdFhK small round things scattered on the floor
O`F`ji@x@o scatter small round objects about O`OFdr cranberries
O`b,, O`bRhQ foaming up, bubbling O`b@O`bR whipped berries, Indian ice cream [N O`b,,
O`b`j O`b@] O`b@ahr foam (substance)
O@CHc`F`9sW Pachenat Tribe [N O@CHm`,F`sG]
O@CHc`jihxhK northeast, northeast wind
O`c`vhK large freight canoe [N OhmV`K]
O`spi,, O`spi`ji goods, stuff, one’s belongings O`spRhQ pack one’s belongings [N O`spi,,
O`sptj] O`O`spHFha excess baggage O`O`spihK many possessions in house O`s@Pi`Wrx`ji
box, container
O`sW`ji decayed, rotten (tree) [N O`sG,, O`sG`j]
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OhKtp,, OhKtpi`ji soft (material) OhKtpi`K soft fabric, surface, soft cloth
OhOh,p,, OhOhFh9 ear [N O`Oh,p,, O`OH] OhOhpE@F`o earache
OTpITK small tide pool crab
Otp,, OtPi`pQhsta` feather, down [N OT,pQ,, OTpQHshl] OtPi`pQ feather mattress
Otr,, OtrRhQ get tired Otr`ji tired [N Otr-,, Otr`j] OTx`st rest after work
OtFto moss [N Ot,, OtFto]
p`,, p`ChQ prick, puncture with needle or awl [N p`,, p`x@] p`E`ji fish net needle, needle, pin
pdFHxta` broach p`CT tattoo p`jr@vH poke through
p`F`v`b burden, pack basket [N p`FT,b] p`pF`v`b@F`K Basket-Woman (story character)
p@aHK, caught by a trap [N p@l5K,, p@lHKRhQ] p@aHK`oHK hanging (by noose rope)
p`api@ maybe, I suppose
p`b, on the left [N p`b,] p`b@r left hand p`bo@ left side p`btp left-handed
p`B`K,, p`B`Kh9c` lice eggs, nits
p`C`p`oK water-tight basket
p@chWW demanding, insistent p@chWWhctj forceful, stubborn
p`jv`R,, p`jvdxt salmonberries p`jv`R`ji red hot [N p`v`R,, p`vH] p`jv`Ro`K June
p`p`v`RJtj raspberries p`p`v`RJtji`rWtK birthmark on chest
p`k`ahsp,, p`k`ahspRhQ boil p@p@k`ahsp` boiling p`k`ahspCT boiled food p`k`ahsPhjr eating
sth boiled
p@k`pdxtj beheaded [N p`sp],]
p`R,, p`khFh9 eye [N p`r-,, p`rH] p`p`RE@F`o eye (sore) p`rpHa` crown of head
p`ktoph9 nettle
p`K@sji p`K@shji younger brother or junior line cousin of a male [N p`K`sj], p`K@shj],,
p`K@shj]
p`KrDFh9 calm weather
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p`u,, p`oRhQ (to) trap, snare p`o@ trapped, lassoed, snared (iter.) [N p`l,] p@a`pQta` sth
tied on head (e.g. bandana, cedar headdress)
p@p cry of Raven [N p@p]
p`rpdx`o starfish [N p`rph,p,, p`rp5o,, p`rpHo]
p`s,, p`sRhQ cut into two pieces [N p`s,, p`s`j p`s@]
p`U,, p`s@ hard (to cut or break), tough [N p`s] p`p`chr hard beach
p`s@v@s half
p`sp, amputate [N p`spi,, p`spi@] p@p`sprs` amputated leg
p@vhb potato [N p@v`b]
p`W,, p`WRhQ die, become numb p`W`ji dead, numb [N p`G,, p`G`j] p`W`jihK corpse p@Wtj
half dead p@Wta`K still born
p@W,, p@W`r barbed [N p@G,, p@G`r(-,)] p`p`WBta` safety or blanket pin p@W`rta` salmon
harpoon barbs
p`WTj thirty
p@x`pRhQ shout, yell
pHx, phx,, pH long time [N pHx, phx,, pH] pHc`W way or condition pHji@K gone a long time
pHF@oh erect, up in the air a long time pHF@oHr standing on the beach a long time pHx@o
too long phxTC stay awake late
ph, shift position [N ph,, phx@] pHjvhx`K pocket knife phF`ji`ChQ break down (car)
phb,, phbRhQ mark, paint, write [N phb,, phb@] phbphb`oK spotted, speckled phbCT tattoo phbhFH
tattoo
phC,, phCh9c` louse [N phC,, phChm] phC`K have lice phphCJtj tick
phKba`F`9sW Kelsemat Tribe [N phKbl`Y,`sG]
pHpdx`C thunder
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phR,, phRRhQ go askew, sideways [N phR-,, phR@j phR@] phR`oK crooked, dented, out of shape,
bent pHR`oh bent over phR`prhQ mouth goes sideways (when a ghost looks at you)
phRhl spirit of Wolf Ritual [N phR`o,p,, pHRhl]
pHspHs` making a net in knots [N phs,, phs`j phs@]
phs,, phS`o bass phsHchs place name (Duncan Rock)
pHv`W steelhead trout [N phV`G]
phvhChc`9sW Cowichan Tribe [N phVHChm,F`sG]
pHxTs long life
ptF`b, ptF`r,, pTF`r husky person, man of worth; person (only in derivatives) [N ptF`b,,
pTF`r] ptpF`B`sW village ptF`b`rhFH mermaid ptF`btK good for nothing ptF@xhEhc`
shadow, soul ptpF`bbF`ji responsible
ptkTk salmonberry blossom
ptKT slave [N ptK-,, pTK]
pTr,, pTrRhQ poke with a sharpened pole, stick pTrpTr` poking pTpTrjihcTjrs@prta`
tooth pick pTrsTo pole
pts`ji ptsj`ji hard, tough, stiff [N pts,, ptsj,, ptsj`j]
ptFTS sturgeon
ptw,, ptwRhQ freeze ptwT ice [N ptw],, ptwi@ pTw]
pi`,, pi@ be thus, be so, be a certain way [N p]`, p]`x,, p]@] pi@rrFnW intentionally
pi@F@o do thus, like so pi@FTjs get sth thus or in a that pi`pi`Jtj what sth looks like
pi@x`ji whatever sth is for pi@cTQ that’s why pi@SFdK pretending, make believe
pi`B`K beautiful, pretty (said of objects only) [N p]`B`K] pi`pi`B`KHFha ornament pi`B`K`K
pretty garment pi`B`K@xhC wearing sth pretty
pi`k`s,p, pi`khs,p,, pi`k`k` glaucous-winged gull, Larus glaucescens (Gunther 1936: 108) [N
p]hs,p,, p]hmH] pi`k`spHb belong to a sea gull pi`khsP`F@ sea gulls on the rocks
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pi`o`K custom
pi`pi`JFh acting different, actions
pi`W`W for this reason, because of this
pi`x`Bh9j wolf (< Nk.) [N pi`x`b,, pi`x`BHj]
pih (only with Relative mood) whoever, whatever [N p]h,, p]hp] pihaTo whatever it is
piHa@Bt whatever one is talking about piHaHj whatever one hunts, quarry piHFhQ whatever one gets pihO`K flavor pihpihxtj whatever one is doing
pihchCC`,p, Makah piHpiHchCC`p` speaking Makah [N p]hmhRCh,F`sG] pihchCC`F@sW Makah
Tribe
piHFhprt parent-in-law, child-in-law [N piHFhb,, piHFhprt]
pihrH pi`rH fix sth; do sth, do thus, so [N p]hr, p]hrhK`]
pihR-,, pihR@ smoke, smoking piHRpiHR` smoking tobacco [N p]hR-,, pihR@] pihR`Bhr chimney stove pipe pihRHFHjr smoking (a cigarette, etc.) pihRr`b pipe pihRr`ba`o clay pipe
pihRTv`r smoke house
P`a`C`oK dishpan, enamel ware
P@a`OhFh9 sap-wood [N Y`LhO`(,p,)]
P`a`sRhQ sing the chorus of a song [N Yhls,, Yhls@]
P`ahB`pa`o cottonwood [N Y`lhB`,p,, Y`lhB`os]
P`aHp horse clams [N Y`lhp,, Y`lHp]
P`ahsp`ji water whirling in a whirlpool [N Yhl`sp,, Yhl`sp`]
P@aHvh9x`9o punish sb to teach a lesson [N Y@Lhp,HK]
P`b`vhs cataleptic state in Wolf Ritual [N Y`b,, Y`b@]
P`bHr continue
P@btj continually, habitually [N Y@b,, Y@btj]
P`Bhj artful, talented, expert, versatile
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P`C,, P`CRhQ extend one’s arm; strike with the elbow [N p`C,, p`C@; Y`C, Y`Cj,, Y`C@
Y`Cj@] P`Chx@ give sth to sb by extending the arm
P`C`sRhQ extend the elbow
P`c`s,, P`c`sahr bird droppings [N Yhms,, Yhmslhr]
P`ji, cut sideways, whittle [N Y`j],, Y`ji@] P`j@x`ji knife P`ji`ato peel potatoes
P`jbjiH shavings from whittling
P`k`KEtFt9 flounder [N Y`m`KB`(,p,)]
P`K@F`Wr chamber-pot
P`Ks`chr bear grass
P`o@ji willing P`oHvhQ yield, become willing [N Y`o, Y`o,4ji,, Y`o@j] P`P@o`jW ambitious, diligent
P`oji,, P`ojRhQ put arms around, hug P`oji@ arms around, hugging [N Y`oj],, Y`oji@]
P`oj@P@ojdx`ji cuddly (thing for cuddling) P`oji`rWtK arms folded against the chest
P@P`v`9c fish nose, salmon nose [N Y`v`s,p,, Y`vhm]
P`r,, P`r@P@r` carving [N Y`r-,, Y`rY`rR] P`r@P`pQ carpenter, carver P`rNv`r carving
room or building P`ro`K September
P`R,, P`RRhQ string or line breaks P`Rtj broken (string or line) [N Y`R-,, Y`RRhQ] P`Rji`Cxt
broken in pieces
P`sRhQ heal [N Y`s, Y`m,, Y`s@ Y`m@]
P`s`ji limber, pliable [N Y`Q-?]
P`shpRhQ express thanks, appreciation [N Y`shp,, Y`shpRhQ Y`shp`j]
P`swi,, P`swRhQ shrivel, curl up P`swi`ji shriveled, curly [N Y`sw]-,, Y`swi`j] P`swi`oK curly
hair
P`S`v` Pacific beaver, Castor canadensis pacificus (Gunther 1936: 116) [N Y`S`w],, Y`ST]
P`Ftj lake, body of water [N Y`Ft,j] P`PFnJi`r many puddles, ponds P`FtJi`r tide pool
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P@x`prhs dirty, cloudy water
PDFhFh9 wound, laceration [N YDFH]
PhF`K,, PhF`KRhQ cry, start crying PhF`Ktj crying
Pha@c umbilical cord [N Yhl`s,p,, Yhlhm]
PhBdxhs (female) puberty, menstruation [N Yhb,, YhB@s]
PhCj`s,, PhCj`sRhQ nod the head PHPHCj`s` nodding
PHc@j speak sympathetically, kindly [N YhM`,, YhM@j]
PhQC,, PhcHQ dog [N YhKC,, YhmHQ] PhcHQHjr bringing a dog PhQCHa`o pacific dogwood
PhPhQCJtj coyote PhQHE`Wr dog in a vessel
PhjH pair of brothers [N YHj(],)]
PhK-,, PhKHFhs big, long feather [N YhK-,, Yhx@K] PhKpHa` feather in hair, feathered head-dress
PHpRhQ yell, cheer [N Yhp,, YhpRhQ]
PhPhE` eyebrow [N Y`YhC,, Y`YhCh]
PhPHKrta` dust in the eyes (refers to a child in the way)
Phs,, PHsFtj lie, prevaricate (durative form apparently used only to describe women) [N Yhs,,
Yhs@] PHsji`ChQ lie, prevaricate, “stray from the truth” PhS`pQ liar (said of a man)
Phs@ji disbelieving [N Yhs`ji,, Yhs@j] Phs@jrtpQ doubt
PhvHR`p,, PhvHR`p`ji pink open scab like blood blister, etc. PhvHR`prhFH medicine for healing wounds
PhW,, PhW`ji crying [N YhG,, YhG@ YhG`j] PHWhFHj crybaby
PhWDFhEhc` coat
PhxhPHx onion
PHPHxtop` galloping
PTB`psto fruit
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PTu,, PToRhQ (liquid) flows, pours out PTotj pouring, flowing out [N Yto,, Yto@]
PTPTa`ch sound of liquid flowing
PtPTc`9a`b limpets, china hats
PtPtR`pctjta` knee
PTr`o alien, Salish [N YTr`o,] PTPTr`o` American golden-eye duck, Glaucionetta clangula
americana (Gunther 1936: 107, glossed literally as ‘anybody that talks Klallam’) PTr`O`sW
alien, Salish
Ptrns,, PtrNShFh9 belly, stomach [N Ytr,O`s, Ytr,O`St,p,, YtrO`St]
PTx` medicine [N YtXh]
PTx`o translate, interpret, clarify [N YTX`o]
Pi`F`Odxhr place name (in the prairie along Waatch river)
Pi`a`p,, Pi`a`p`ji green, yellow [N Ytl4p,, Ytl@p`j] Pi`Pi`a`p`oK gold finch, orangecrowned lutescent warbler, Vermivora celata lutescens (Gunther 1936 112) Pi`Pi`a`P`pQ
squash (vegetable)
Pi`B`p`ji partially dried fish, fresh fish [N Y`B`p,, Y`B`p`j]
Pi@k@R Pacific raccoon, Procyon lotor pacifica (Gunther 1936: 114)
Pi@khr heron [N Y@mtr]
Pi`Q,, Pi`Q@ji flexible, easy to bend, limber [N Y`Q,, Y`Q@ Y`Q`j] Pi@Pi`QB`p`K contorted (double-jointed)
Pi`Pi@F`a`o wild rose
Pi`Pi`k`a`pR osprey, Pandion haliaetus carolinensis (Gunther 1936: 108)
Pi`s@a`o yarrow
Pi`Wr@a`o alder tree
Pi@xDFhCW autumn [N Y`X,HCG]
Pi@xtp,, Pi@xtpi`ji pale Pi@xtptK pale of face
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PiDsH trickster story character
PihC@ji rotten, decayed [N YhC,, YhC@j]
PiHc`pRhQ smoulder
PihQ, snow, rock, earth slide [N YHQ,ji`ChQ] PihI`P`st snow, rock slide PihI`r mud, rock
slide PihI@ place name (Koitlah Point) PihQji`ChQ collapse when support gives way in a
structure
PiHp,, PiHpRhQ char bottom of canoe to make it smooth [N YHp,, YHp@] PihpHa` dogfish,
shark skin sandpaper
PihPiHc`p`o`v`W red-tailed hawk, Buteo borealis calurus (Gunther 1936: 107, glossed literally
as ‘slug-eating hawk’, so this word may be related to PihsHc`9a`b ‘snail’)
PihsHc`9a`b snail [N YhmLh(p,)]
PihshFh9 backbone of fish, salmon backbone
Pihsx@s mink [N ji`sx4s]
r`,, r@Ftj crawling on all fours [N r`,, r@Ftj] rdFhK crawling on the floor
r`F`ChQ strike with weapon, wound [N r`F`,, r`F`ChQ]
r`a@r shark [N l`l@rhX`j(i,)]
r`a@Ws`pa`o Douglas fir
r`Bto jack salmon, small young king salmon (freshwater name) [N r`b,, r`Bto]
r`cF`K kelp line for fishing [N r`m`O`K] r`r`cF`KJtj earthworm, angleworm
r@chC`9sW Saanich Tribe [N r@mhC,F`sG]
r@csH Sunday (< Eng. ‘Sunday’) r@cHs`W Saturday r@csHFNv`r church
r`k`W`K rush, tule reed [N r`m`W`K] r`k`W`Ka`o cattail
r`sp,, r`spRhQ itch r@r@sp`K itchy, scratching an itch
r`W@F`o peeling cedar bark [N r`G,, r`G`r]
r@xtop,, r@xtopRhQ whistle r@xtop` whistling
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rh,, rhChQ strike a match; stir, mix rHQrHx` striking matches, stirring rhFhKx`ji drill for starting
fires
rhaHs` roast fish over open coals [N rhls,, rhls@]
rhCH fish chowder
rhctFt9 small turban snail, black periwinkle snail
rHj,, rHj@ sailing [N rHj,, rHj@]
rhKrhsh9cF`pQ Pacific fisher, Martes pennanti pacifica (Gunther 1936: 114)
rhp,, rhp@ cooking rhP`Q ripe, cooked [N rhp,, rhp@; rhY`Q] rhpCT cooked (food) rhpH
cooked (done) rhpHc@ji cooking sth rhpHshFH chef, cook
rhp,, rHptj suppurating, discharging pus [N rhp,, rhp@] rhpHahr pus rhP`pQ pimple, abcess
rhrHptvd9 savannah sparrow
rhs,, rhsRhQ split rHsrHs` splitting [N rhs,, rhs@] rhsHxT split rHrhsbjih chips from splitting
wood, splinters
rhsj,, rhsjRhQ wag tail rHsjrHsj` wagging tail [N rhsw,, rhswRhQ]
rhsW,, rhsWRhQ rip, tear rHsWrHsW` ripping [N rhsW,, rhsW@ rhsW`j] rhsWHxT torn
rhS` tail [N rhs,, rhS`]
rhwi-,, rhwihFh9 scattering of scabs, rash rhwRhQ have scabs, rash, sores [N rhw],, rhw]H] rhwi@vhW
gray whale rhwi@vhWo`K December rhwiHFhKs` scabby nose
rhx@ I, me [N rh,, rhX`]
rHxTo fish for octopus [N rhXT,p,, rhXTo] rHxTox`ji octopus fishing pole rHxTODFhr go
fishing for octopus
rHb,, rHbHa@c` maggot rHbRhQ full of maggots [N rHb, rHb,lhm,p,, rHblhm rHbl@m`]
rk`gDk bone game
rt,, rtjihQ take hold of, pick up, get rT holding [N rt,, rT] rtrtsjhQ shake hands rTF@oh
catch sth
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rTo soup (< Eng.) [N rTo] rToFhjr eating soup
rTo soap (< Eng.) [N rTo]
rtpv@ahR Suquamish Tribe
rtr,, rtrRhQ swim rTrtj swimming [N rtr,, rtr@] rTro`c`C swimming around
rTsrTs` boring a hole [N rTs,, rTs@]
rtv@ you (singular) [N rts,, rtV`]
rtv@C you (plural)
rTx`p net, web rtrTx`pR fishing with a gill net rTx`pHxhj spider rTx`p`oK wicker bottle
rvds@ sweater (< Eng.) [N rv`s`]
R`a` feces, excrement R@QR@adx` diarrhea R`a`FtvhK bathroom, outhouse, toilet R`a`FDFhr
going to defecate R`R`a`Jtj brown
R`C`p`K sharp
R`Cj,, R`Cj`ji sharp [N r`Cj] R`C@JhKs` sharp-pointed object, sharp-pointed R`Cj@ohW goose
berries R`CjpH place name (Spike Rock) R`Cj@oK sea urchin R`R@Cj`oHr sharp points
sticking up on the beach
R`E`, R`Ehx`,, R`EF`ji permanantly, unceasingly [N r`E`, r@E`, r`E,hx`, r`Eh, r`Et,]
R`E`jrtpQ constipated R@Ehx`b`p`ahQ circle around sth continually
R`E@r one of a pair of appendages [N r`E`,]
R@RT interj. altogether now!
R@ws`ji fuzz sticking straight up [N R@ws,, R@ws`j]
R`wi,, R`wRhQ flee in fear [N R`wi,, R`wi@] R`wiHr chasing (along) R`wtxFHs`o chase out of
the house
RhQ,, RHQtj moving, changing residence [N RhQ,, RHQtj]
RhQ@a`o fern [N RhQ,, RhQ@]
Rhp, drawn together, pursed [N Rhp,, Rhp`j Rhp@] Rhprj@ohK pursed up RhpTK frown
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RhR, pared, peeled; brushed off, swept clean [N RhR-,, RhR`j RhR@] RhRHxT cleaned, brushed off,
picked clean RhR@oK peeled
RhR,, RhRRhQ weather clears RhRtj clear weather RhRRhQ@F`Q clear (weather), likely to clear (sky)
RHRc`W naked RHRc`WshQ undress [N G`M`G, perf. G`M`GstQ ]
RT interj. okay, good-bye [N Ct, CT]
RtF`K rusty
RtC@F`sW soldier (< Eng. ‘soldier’)
RtE` five [N rtE`, rtEh,] RtE`Bhp five long objects RtE`Cdx`K Friday RtE`p`oK five dollars,
round objects RtE`PhCW five years RtE`Ws@ji five sackfuls RtEHp one hundred
RtC,, RtE`r tree [N rtC,, rtE`r] RtRtCJtj look like a tree
Rtsj,, RtsjRhQ sniff, snort Rtsj@ sniffing, snorting Rtsj@P`ch snorting sound
RtFtj interj. come here!
RtFtji`sW Sooke Tribe [N RtFtJi,`sG]
Rtv` interj. well, then
RTxTK halibut RTRTxtK@s`Wr`b halibut canoe RTxTK`js dried halibut
s@ there
s`,, s@Ftj drifting [N s`,, s`F`j; s@,, s@ChQ] s@o`c`C drifting around s`s`adxhr hooks attached to drifting floats s`Wrtv@ drift downstream; flow out s`Ws`ChQ slip away (e.g. rope,
pole, canoe)
s`C@v ghost, spirit
s@ChQ singing a dinner song
s`c`9a`b mosquito [N s`m`j,l`,p, s`m`ji,, s`m`jlhr]
s@c`r beyond, far, way over there
s@j@ anyway, nevertheless [N s`j@]
s`jx@xt older brother or senior line cousin of a male [N s`xhb,p,, s@xH]
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s`jxHxtj heavy [N ji`sxh,, ji`sxHj]
s`K@ warm, comfortable [N s@K]
s`o@a` canoe cross piece [N s`oF`,p, s`o`,p,, s@oFhl]
s`oRhQ add on
s`pH earthquake [N s`p5]
s`pi,, s`pRhQ squeeze, wring with the hands s`pi@ squeezing [N s@pi,, s@pi@]
s`p@v`cHx`ji pestle, maul s`piHxhQ choke, strangle (a person) s`s@pctj squeeze sb on
the hand
s`P`K,, s`P`KC person who walks with a cane [N s`Y`K,, s`Y`K`] s`P`Kta` cane
s`r,, s`rRhQ rub on/off, smear s@rs@r` rubbing on/off, smearing [N s`r-,, s`r@] s`r`oK enamel
ware cooking utensil s`r@K@x@o smear sth s@x`stox`ji eraser
s@WRhQ moving about slowly
s@xHchK fish or seal club
s@k@ money [N s@m@(p,)] s`s@kFdx`W earning money s@k@c`ji to have money s@k`SDFhK
counterfeit money, play money s@k@Wshc` silver substance s@k`FTv`r bank s@k@jr`b
billfold, wallet, purse s@s@k`pQrta` eyeglasses s@s@k`pQrta`BTx`ji glasses case
sDctor turnips (< Eng. ‘turnips’) [N s`mtor(-,)]
sdFhchv` sea cucumber [N sD,Fhb, sD,Fhmv`,p,, sDFhmv`]
sdFhK sick [N s`,, sdFhK] s@sFdK sick (pl.) sdFhKbJhc` a little sick sdFhKNv`r hospital sDFhKtj feel
sick sdFhKa`pRhQ sick constantly sdFhKahr catch (a disease), sickness sDFhKnv`Ktj nurse
sDjhchr socks, stockings (< Eng. ‘stockings’) sDsDjhchrBhK wearing socks sDjhchra`o yarn
sH tea (< Eng.) [N sH] sHB`jx`ji teapot sHjr`b teapot
sH this
sh,, shChQ wipe sHQsHx` wiping [N sh,, shx@] shadxhK wiping in the house shadxhKx`ji mop
shjsTo paper towel, kleenex shp@vta` face towel shpTa` face towel shshprtox`ji dish
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towel shshsji wiping one’s hands shshsjta` hand towel shF`prta` napkin sHjbta` toilet tissue shF@K@x@o wipe sth on the exterior shE`ji branches in bundle for bathing, brush of
branches shshjrhQ wipe tears from eyes shshprto wiping dishes
shahr,, shahrahr charcoal [N stl,hr,, stlHr] shahr`vhQ get ashes put on face (for dancing)
shaTs skunk cabbage [N shl4s]
sHb`F`9 sHb that one there
sHC`p northern sea otter, Enhydra lutris lutris (Gunther 1936: 114)
sHC, shC,, shCH alive, healthy [N s5C, shC,, sHC] sHsHChFH soul, life sHCFdx`W trying to stay alive
sHCrHvH survive
sHETW gather seafood sHETWa@x`F@ out on rocks collecting seafood
shc@ that one, this one here
sHj`F`9 sHj this one here (close at hand)
shK,, shK@ fish bait [N sHK,, sHK@] shK@K bait on shKr`b bait pail
shKp,, shKpRhQ squash, smash sHKpsHKp` smashing [N shKp,, shKp@ shKp`j]
shKTo octopus [N sHK, sHK,6o,, sHKTo] shKTOhjr eating octopus
staTJi`9a`b sand flea
staTr garbage staTrr`b garbage can staTx`Wrx`ji garbage can
stbp,, stbpRhQ pluck stbp@ plucking [N stbW,, stbW@]
stChK stretch tight, taut [N stChK,, stChK`j; stChK,, stChKRhQ] ststE`ch speaking harshly
stE`,, stEhFh9 east, east wind [N stE`,, stEH]
sTj,, sTjRhQ cover with soil, bury stjsTjR burying at intervals; mole, Scapanus sp. (Gunther
1936: 113) [N sTj,, sTji@] sTjihr for sth (e.g. bread, potatoes) to bake in sand sTJi`r
buried in the ground sTjihrc`ji sand bake, pit-cook sth
stjr`b garbage can
stjstji`ch9 owl
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stji`p skin, hide [N stj],`p] stji`p`oK seal skin float for whale hunting stji`pWshc` made of
leather
sto,, sto`ji evening, twilight [N stl,, stl`j sToRhQ]
sto@s inherited family privileges, rights [N sto`s,, sto@sh]
stoj-,, stojtj black sTojdxtj black hair sTojsTojdxtj snow bird stojTFhKs` black nose
ststoJ`ahK black ears ststojHxtpQ blackmouth salmon (young king salmon)
stO`K salt water, ocean water [N stO`K stO`K(-,)] stO@xhW` drown in salt water
stp,, stpRhQ melt [N stp,] stpj`ChQ melt away
stRj@vhW lingcod [N stRj,, stRjTG]
stRp,, stRpRhQ bunch together stRp`ji bunched, bundled (things) [N stRp,, stRp`j] stRphrs`
people bunched together in a boat or canoe
stsTv`sR grouse
sTv@ctwi`sW Twana Tribe [N stV@mtw,F`sG]
sTvhr`p Olympic elk, Cervus canadensis occidentalis (Gunther 1936: 116)
sTw,, sTwRhQ spit sTwsTwi` spitting [N s@wi,]
sTW,, sTWRhQ become afraid sTWtj afraid [N stG,, sTGTj]
S`, object on line S`ChQ throw out a line with sinker [N S`,, S`ChQ] S@F`chK wearing a necklace
S@F`cta` necklace
S`F`p`r fish drying rack
S`a@ singing a certain kind of song [N S`l,, S`l@ S@oRhQ]
S`atp,, S`atpRhQ tie a knot S`atpi`ji knotted, a knot [N S`ltp,, S`ltp`j]
S`CChQ, sudden S`CChQRhQ do suddenly S`CChI`P`st sudden drop off, cliff, steep shore
S@c`, stacked, piled in layers; layered inside [N S@m`, S@m`,p,, S@m`p`j] S`S@c`JihC wearing layers of clothes S`S@c`jBhKx`ji shoe(s) S`S@c`jBta` golashes, overshoes
S`S@c`jBta`jBhK wearing golashes, overshoes
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S`cFnK carry on the back [N S`mto,, S`mto`]
S`jvF`ji vehicle overloaded [N S`v@j(],)]
S`ji,, S`jRhQ scratch with claws or nails; hold in claws (iter.) [N Mhj],, Mhji@ MhjRhQ; S`ji,,
S`ji@] S`j@x`ji claw S`S`jahFHr chicken scratching around on the ground S`S`Jihj eastern sparrow hawk, Falco sparverius sparverius (Gunther 1936: 108)
S`Ji`r fish gills [N S`ji, S`Ji,`r,, S`Ji`r]
S`o, wearing a belt, girded about, tied about [N S`o,, S`op,] S`o@v`ch wearing a belt
S`o@v`cta` belt S`S`ov`ch ant
S`o`s,, S`o`sRhQ think, concentrate, plan [N S`o`s,, S`o`s`] S@S@o`sW thinking, planning
S`oK-,, S`oKRhQ close eyes S`oK@ closed eyes S`oK@S@oK@ blinking [N S`oK-,, S`oK@] S`oKDFhK
lying down inside with eyes closed S`S`oKa`K`jrhK flirt (said of a woman)
S`orChQ dive [N S`or,, S`or@]
S`p, straight, going directly to where one is heading [N S`p,] S`p@sHr directly to the beach,
straight down the beach S`pCChj going directly where one is going
S`pt,, S@pFtj honest, truthful (durative is only said of a woman) [N S`pt,, S`ptpQ]
S`pi@E`ji one who is witness S@pta@Bt tell the truth, speak the truth
S`pTahr absolutely
S`pi,, S`pi`ji believing [N S`p,, S@p@j]
S`P`rh9 noon
S`r@v@ lingcod eggs
S`R,, S`RH door, doorway, trail, road [N S`R,, S`RH] S@x`r trail, road
S`Rrtj part hair down the middle
S@S@vhb bucking wind in a canoe or boat
S@vhr`9a`b stars [N S`Str,, S`S6r-]
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S`W, lean against [N S`G,, S`G`j] S`W`C`js sleep curled up on the water (as a seal) S`W`KB` leaning against the wall
S`xTFhr S`xTF@ anchored [N S`xT,, S`xTr; S`x@,F`(p,)] S`xTF@x`ji anchor
Shb,, ShbH simultaneous ShbRhQ do simultaneously
Shbj@ drumming in a rapid beat, thundering [N Shbj,, Shbj@]
ShC`sRhQ weigh
ShCWHx`ji (a) file
ShETo cooking pit, pit cooking
ShcHC,, ShcHCtj rock [N Sh,] ShShchChr rocks on the beach ShShchE`pQ cherry (stones, seeds inside)
ShcHCtjWv@K using a stone
ShJihbpRhQ hiccup [N ShJi`bp,, SHJi`bpRhQ]
ShK/k,, ShK@ ShK`ji wet, soaked [N ShK-,, ShK@ ShK`j] ShkhK wet spot on floor Shkhr wet spot on the
beach ShK`K wet SHk`Wr wet spot in a canoe SHk`r wet spot on the ground
Shpi, sitting Shpi@ji rump, bottom [N Shpi,] ShpHv`ch riding alone in a canoe ShpHv`cHx`ji
small one-man fishing canoe Shpi@r sitting on a horizontal surface (e.g. a chair) ShpihK sitting
on the floor or inside Shpihr sitting on the sand or on the beach ShpiHBhs` sitting in water
Shpi`Bhr chair, bench, seat, stool ShPi`Wr sitting in a canoe
ShW,, ShWRhQ sharpen ShWHF@ whetstone
ShWbjH tears [N ShG,, ShGRhQ]
Sta@ diving into the water (e.g. fish)
Stb@oK having the hair cut short [N Stb,hlK, StbhlXT(Q)]
StBto giant red sea urchin [N Stb,, StBto]
STcF`wi cattail, reed, rush [N Stm`w,, Stm@w] STcF`wtK place name STcF`wa`o catttail
Stji@F`sW Toquat Tribe [N StJi@,F`sG]
StJiHxt9j narrow opening
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StkTS`kh9 shrew, Sorcx or nesorcx (Gunther 1936: 114)
StlDmtvhr spiritual power
STu,, STotj happy, glad, proud StorTpQ proud StSTahj fancy, vain person StStoHFha show,
share prize
StophFh9 wart [N Stop,, Stop`j]
StOhbwRhQ sneeze [N Stohbw,, StOhbwRhQ]
StSta`pR lesser loon, Garia immer classon (Gunther 1936: 106)
StStoE`r rabbit
STWrdx`o large horsetail sprout
StW,, StWTBhc` head StWRhQ behead [N StG],, StGBhsh] StStWE@F`o headache STv`sto chop the
head off a fish StWbjH skull StWi`js dried halibut head
FTa@ this far [N FtL@]
FTa@r`pQ nice, friendly, kind, tame
FTCHa`9c the most, best
Ftjr@o urge, coax [N Ftj,r@o]
Ftjv`b,, FtjvDFhprt step child, parent [N Ftv`b,, FtvHprt] Ftjv`bc`ji have a stepparent
Ftjx`W,, Ftjx`Wahr news [N Ftx`pG,, Ftx`pGlhr] Ftjx`Wahr`K newspaper Ftjx`WBt radio,
television Ftjx`Wc`ji tell news, have news Ftjx`WHjr messenger
Ftji`,, FtFTji`W oneself; one’s own [N Ftji`,] Ftji`bWh married to a relative FtjiHb belong
to Ftji`jHK homemade Ftji`jHxtjs handmade (by self) FTFTji`r@sW` speaking one’s
own language
Fto`ji numb in pain, infection [N Fto,, Fto`j]
FtoTC rump, bottom (< C.J.)
FtoTK deaf
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FTp, good, pleasant, happy [N FT,p,] FTptahr good, pleasant weather, atmosphere FTFTpTj
weather looks good FTPi`pQ happy, pleased, pleasant feeling (said of a man) FTFTpo`c`C
dating FTprTpQ pleased, happy (said of a woman)
FTpKH think or believe [N FTpK@o]
Ftr@chQ break up, separated (a couple)
FtrDFhK place name (Ozette village)
FtrHctJihc` relative
FtrHsh trunk of body, torso [N Ftrhsh(p,)]
Ftrs-, locative root [N Ftrs-,] FtrsF`r earth, on the ground FtrsF@ on the rocks (like a seal)
FtrsFhK on the floor FtrsFhr on the beach
FTR`Wt9vhc child
FTRa`p`ji terrible (like huge waves on ocean), turbulent [N FTRl`p`j]
FTRhFh9K poison sb [N FTRFHK]
FTR, someone, something [N FTR] FTRrhK` accident FtRTahr trouble FtRTahrc`ji have a
problem FtRTx`ji useful, beneficial FTRx@ a chronic drunk FTR`a@Bdx`ji word FTRbtj
difficult FTRTBhc@p talk about sth, discuss sth FtFtR`a@B@xhj talkative FtFTRBHpa`o
pay attention to FtFTRp`KW something wrong, at fault FTR`a@Bt tell, talk FTRO`K looking
admiringly at s.o. FTRrTpQ worried mind FTRs`pxt Indian doctor, spirit healing FTRsTo
something
FtFta`Wh enough, to fit , just, right [N FtFtlGh] FtFta`WhbJhc` just right
FtFtCFh often
FtFTjih9K accusing, blaming sb FtFTjiHKRhQ accuse, blame sb
FtFtRb`a efficient worker [N FTFTRbhl]
FtFTRSh9K` fishing for halibut
FtFtxtjr` always
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FTv`chQ sometimes, at times
FtW,, FtWRhQ chew FtWTFTWi` chewing
FtWb`F`9 FtWb that person
Ft,, FtWT so and so, such and such; this, that one [N Ft,, FtG] FtF`jQh last, taking up the rear
FtF`K included with FTF`v`Q find FtF@F`o buy Fta`p`j skillful FtaToRhQ become
FtbF`ji going FTbNv`s side of a team Ftbs@K descended from, belong to FtbT belong to
FtbWh married to FtCCFdr being close together outside (e.g. sitting, buried next to) FtCCFhK
sitting close together inside or on the floor FtChBt in a container FTChoHK standing by FtCT
ask for in prayer FtjiHctj with, together Ftrdx`j make FtrhvH die FtFtbW`c doing
something for sb else FtFtJtj look like FtFtKs` ahead, first FtFTs`W hunting (esp. whale),
collecting FtFTx@o crying because of FTxtpi` doing to; particularly, especially, namely
FTahcdx`ji sth used for repayment of a debt FTcTQ reason for , because of FTjiHK making FTrta`C ritually preparing for FTFtv`s kin, related to FTFtv`Shc` friend, relative
FtFtctW looking for FTv`Ktj looking after, taking care of FTW`v@K use Ftb`ChQ go to
Ftb`pHc`j face a certain direction, direction facing towards Ftb`pQ going toward a given
point, toward FtbjH part of, left over from Ftbo@ on that side FtB`K especially FtCCTr live
together, cohabitate FtChpQ inside FtChF`prs mixed with a group Ftc@ji have, own
Ftjs`pxt spirit of an animal Ftjxtp to ride on, in FtjiHs@j in fear of FtJihC wear Ftpi@r
child of FtptpK` one’s name is FtpFnK see, find Ftrta` need, want FtWr@ hungry for,
want, crave a certain food Ftx`v@ going for at intervals FtF`ch taking the place of FtFhchK
serving sth at a party FtFhxhK sleeping with FtFHW` resulting from FtFTs`Wo`K March
FtFTs`Wr`b whaling canoe FtFTs`Wx`ji whale hunting gear FtFTx`W singing a song
FTa@Bt tell FTahc` debt, owe FTbW`c doing something for someone else FTB`j cooking
FTB`W depend on FTBhr laughing at FTjshr following directions, schedule, pattern FTF`K`j
longing for desiring FTFhQ go for, get FTFTK expecting
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v` interj. was it not so? right?
v@K,, v@ say [N v@,K,, v`v@ v@] v@KrTpQ attitude, thought, thinking to yourself (said of a
woman) v@x`pQ attitude, thought, thinking to yourself (said of a man)
v`F`E place name (Waatch Village) v`F`E@sW Waatch people
v`F`p,, v`F`p`o kelp perch
v`F`prta` lower jaw
v@ahs left-over dinner
v`Ehs,p,, v`Ehc` thin skin [N v`Ehm] v`Ehsp`ohW almond v`Ehsp`oK almond
v@c` interj. isn’t that right?
v`cHp larynx, voicebox, adam’s apple [N v`mhp,, v`mHp]
v`chR skirt [N V`mtR(-,)]
v`g@ji go [N v`g@j(i,)]
v`jr, on both sides or ends v`jrb`Ws`ChQ fork in river v`jr`pB`v both ends v`jr@r arms
(both sides)
v`jx`pRhQ have a miscarriage
v`k`W,, v`k`WRhQ speak harshly, harsh sounding, angry voice v`v`k`P`ch sound resembling a
trill
v`K,, v`KRhQ go home [N v`K-,, v`KRhQ] v`K@x`phK at home v`K@xT home v`K@x`phc` left
at home v`KWr@ homesick
v`K,, v`Ktj weak in strengh
v`Ktp,, v`KtpRhQ bark (seal, dog, etc.) v@v@Ktpi` barking [N v`Kxtp,, v`Kxtpi`]
v`KwxHxtj light in weight
v`I`p,, v`I`pRhQ make a “u”-turn, zig-zag v`I`padxhK pacing back and forth
v@p@F`9s bull kelp
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v@Phs frog [N v`Yhs,, v@Yhs] v`v@Phs`otK lesser scaup duck, Nyroca affinis (Gunther 1936:
107) v@PhSDFhr tadpole, polywog
v@r` (only with Content-Interrogative mood) where? [N v@r(s), v@r`,, v@rh] v@rF`sW live
where? v@rb`ChQ go where?
v`r`p,, v`r`pRhQ cough v@v@r`p` coughing [N V`r`p,, V`r`p`] v`r`prhFH cough
medicine
v@rbNv`s (only with Content-Interrogative mood) which one?
v@rpdxt (only with Content-Interrogative mood) when?
v`v`B`WJtj beans [N v`v`B`p,Jtj]
v@vhc` hunt game in forest [N v@vhm]
v`w@E`p`j bruise
v`wi,, v`wRhQ break wind [N v`wi,, v`wi@] v`w@BhKtK bee, wasp, hornet
v`W`StK kelp fishing (to catch kelp fish with sea eggs)
v@xhc wine (< Eng.)
vdFhC asleep, sleeping vdFhChQ go to sleep [N vdFhC] vDFhCb@p sleeping and sleeping
vdFhCPDpQ drowsy vdFhCtvhK bedroom vdFhE@ sleeping, lying on the rocks vdFhCahr
moth vdFhChK sleeping, lying in the house vdFhChQo`Bt fall asleep at once vdFhChr sleeping,
lying on the beach vdFhCJhEhc` nightgown, pajamas vdFhCJhEhcdx`ji sleeping garment
vdFhCTv`r hotel, motel vdFhCx`ji mattress vdFhE`r sleeping, lying on the ground
vDFhEhj sleepy head
vh, insufficiently, incompletely [N vh,]
vHa` not know a person
vHa@r`pQ disagreeable, unfriendly
vha`s doesn’t show, not known vha`S`o (with causative) not know
vHaHK durable, sturdy object
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vHbF`ji timid, hesitant vHbtjihQ incep. [N vHb@j]
vhbj,, vhbjRhQ lift one’s head up, back vhbj`ji have head up [N Vhbj,, Vhbj`j Vhbj@]
vHbjdxtjRhQ raise head slightly
vhB@c dim light
vhC`p, having no sense, unwise, irresponsible vhC`pRFhahK no sense, irresponsible (said of a
woman) vhC`P`pQ no sense, irresponsible, unwise (said of a man)
vhC`p`K dull, blunt
vhCHJhKs` dull-pointed, blunt
vhCp,, vhCp`ji clear, bare, bald; a clearing [N Vh, VhCW,, VhF`j VhCW`j] vhCp@oK bald
vhCppH bald on top
vHCtj slow vessel
vhs`,, vHc` raid, war, fight, wage war [N vhs`,, vHm`] vhs`jr`b war canoe
vHc`C fear, be afraid vhvHc`Ehj coward
vhcHr steady canoe [N vhmr(-,)]
vhFha` angry (said of a woman) [N vhFtl] vhFha`pQtK having a mad face (said of a man)
vhFha`pIhj gets mad quick (said of a man) vhFha`ptK having a mad face (said of a woman)
vhFha`pQ angy, mad, unafraid, fearless (said of a man)
vhj`WtK barren, childless, sterile
vhj,, vhjH not, no, nothing vhjdx`ChQ incep. [N vhj] vhjb@r on the wrong side vhjbtj easy
vhjHOHC not having a spouse, unmarried, bachelor vhjHa`s`j probably won’t vhjHa@F`Q
not intending to vhjHBT empty (box, etc.) vhjHp`sW pretending to not vhjHx`ji good for
nothing vhjHF`K unaware vhjrhK` for nothing to happen vhjrsTo nothing, good for nothing,
worthless vhjrta` not want vhjs`pRhQ didn’t before going vhjTr empty, no one in room
vhJ`pQhK empty house (no people) vhJ`Wr empty canoe, having caught no fish vhJ@o
doesn’t hear or understand, deaf vhJhC not wearing vhvHjBHpa`o ignore vHjTK expecting
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nothing, nobody; August vHj`a@Bt talking about nothing vhj`K not go along, stay behind,
not included vhj@K not, nothing on fabric or paper vhj`KB` nothing on the wall vhjb`ChQ
go to the wrong place, make a mistake vhjhK not at home vhjHa`p`j awkward, unskilled
vhjHs@j brave vhjhx@ not give vhjj@K nothing missing vhjFnK not perceive vhjr`pQ no
underwear vHjr@xtj wearing nothing on the head vhjr@bt in the wrong place vhjrsTohK
bare (floor) vHJ`ktW work for nothing, work without pay, volunteer vhJHs absent, no, none
vhvHjBhK bare feet vHjHaHj catches nothing, unlucky vHjHBhc`p not much talking, visiting
vhjHa` unwilling to give
vhjHB`W`ji stormy weather
vhjvHx`9ji boy
vhK`pQ reluctant, unwilling vhvHK`pQW lazy
vhI`p,, vhI`pRhQ (fire, light) goes out, becomes extinguished vhI`pa`o spruce tree
vho`w, annoyed by, weary (of) vho`wRhQ make a nuisance, annoyance of oneself [N vho`w,]
vho`wahr nuisance vhvho@v`pQ drowsy
vhowTK feeble, slow
vHp, angry, unpleasant; stormy, bad (weather) [N vH,p,] vHphahr bad weather, unpleasant atmosphere (e.g. at a party) vHpo`K November
vhp`K unlucky in fishing
vHprH windy weather, wind vHprHo`K March
vhP`K stingy, greedy (said of a male)
vhPhr bad, dirty vhPdx`ChQ incep. vhPhr`C`js stormy, rough water vhPhr`K dirty fabric
vhPhr`prhK foul mouth vhPhr@stj cursing swearing, talking dirty vhPhrahr bad things
vhPhrBhsp`ji dirty colored vhvhPhrJtj ugly looking vhvhPhxhK dirty house vHPhrO` not
good vhPhr`r dirty surface vhPHx`jQh dirty end
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vhrhBh9W head cold
vhrsHP`,, vhrsHP`ChQ get dark vhrsHPF`ji dark, darkness vhrsHPF`pI`r shady spot, in the
shade
vhR-,, vhRRhQ deflate, become flat vhR`ji deflated, flat [N VhRj,, VhRj`j] vhR`oK collapsed,
flat (balloon, sealskin float) vhRHFhKs` flat nose
vhS`o`K no luck, always unlucky
vhvha`W insufficient, not fit
vHx` never [N vH,X`]
vHxHj stingy, greedy (said of a woman)
vhxHvhQ miss, lonesome for
vHxt three vHxtbWh have three wives vHxtBhp three long objects vHxTp sixty vHxtCdx`K
three days; Wednesday vHxTr three residents
w`C,, w`C@ apart, separate, separate out [N w`C`,, w`C@; w`C,, w`CRhQ] w`CWs`ChQ separate
from a group
w`cF`ji woman
wts,, wts`prhQ drink wts`b water container, bucket wtsCT had a few drinks wTShj alcoholic
wtsHjr lead by the hand [N jts`,]
wtvhb,, wtvhbRhQ get drunk [N wTb,, wTb@] wtwtvhbbF`ji staggering
wi`b,, wi@bwi@b` crumbling wi`b`ji crumbled [N Whb,, Whb`j] wi`b`prhK crumbs on the
mouth wi@bj`ChQ crumbling apart
wi`j,, wi`jRhQ swell wi`jtj swollen [N w]`j,, wi`j`j] wi`J`r hill wi`jTK swollen face
W`, sufficient, complete, entirely [N G`,] W@P`chP`ch the sound of noise W@P`cHx`ji bull
roarer W@P`ch loud, noise WdFHjrChQ eat up all the food
W`F`K`ohW steamer clams, little neck clams
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W@a`,, W@aF`ji sleep overnight, stay overnight [N G`L`, G`LtjihQ] W@a`ji`K gone (over
night), overnight trip W@aF`sW staying overnight
W`a`pRhQ dodge, evade [N Ghlp,, Ghlp@]
W`ato know, recognize (a person) [N G`l,to] W`atoHxhK know, recognize a voice W`atOhc`
famous
W@b`,, W@bF`ji bold, unafraid w@btjihQ incep. [N G@b@j] w@W`bFhj nervy person
W`B@c bright light
W`C`sRhQ exhausted, used up [N G`C`s,, G`C`s`j]
W`CH deep down [N G`C5] W`CHjihctjrs canyon W`CHpr deep soup bowl
W`CK,, W`CK@ widowed, divorced W`CKdx`ChQ incep. [N W`CK-,, W`CK@]
W`Ctorh9prt brother of a female [N G`Chb,, G`Chlrhprt]
W`cHBtpi` eloquent, speaking fluently, fluent in a language
W`cTr enthusiastic
W`jTa` chief’s wife, upper-class woman [N G`jtl]
W`k`vh,p,, W`k`vtFt9 Dungeness crab W`k`vhpa`o plant sp.
W`k@W lizard
W`Itw,, W`ItwRhQ W@W@Itwi` shiny
W`Itwj`sRhQ flash of silver
W`otw,, W`otwRhQ relax, enjoy oneself W@otwo`c`C relax from work, take a walk
W`roTW,, W`roTWi`ji bright (color) [N G`r-, G`rsj,, G`r G`rsj`j]
W`rTa` allow, let
W`R,, W`R@ahr bone [N W`R(-,)]W`RbjiH skeleton W`RHxhK bone in the throat W`Ro`K time of severe famine W`W`RHc` rock cod, turtle W`W`RJtj crackers
W`s, (to) oil hair [N G`s,, G`s@] W`s@oK oiled hair W`sCT oiled hair
W`shw anxious, eager
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W`S`o,, W`S`o`K always having good luck (esp. lucky in love) W`S`orhFH love potion
W`W`cF`K extremely, very [N G`G`m`F@K]
W`W`cHo bold, extreme, too much
W`W`oWs` advice, advising [N G`oGsh,p, G`oGsH,p,, G`oGsH; G@GTo,, G@GTo`]
W`W`oWsdx`ji advisor
W`x@ far distance [N r`x`, r`x4,, r`x@] W`x@p@stj loud noise, loud-voiced person
W`x@B@st far out at sea
W@x@E` high [N r`x@E`]
WdFhQbdx even so, including, and even
Wh,, WHFtj crawling [N Gh,, Ghx@ GhF`j] WhadxhK crawling on the floor WhjsTo animal WhWhahFHr
car WhaTr climbing WHF@oh stooped
Whbat,p,, WHbatFt9 herring eggs [N rHGLt,p,, rHGLT] WhWhbatpJtj goat’s beard plant
WhWhbatpWr` flower part of goat’s-beard plant
WhFhc` northwestern mountain lion, Feles oregonensis (Gunther 1936: 115)
Whji`sRhQ bend over
WhRtj trash [N WhR-,, WhRtj]
WhRjiHF`sW Hesquiat Tribe [N GhRji5]
WHWHFhs licorice fern
WT that
Wt,, WtChQ bail, pump water WTQWTx` bailing [N Gt,, Gtx@] WtE`ji canoe bailer, water pump
WTahS`ch snoring [N Gtos,, Gtos@]
Wtc@ WtcD that one there
WtkTv`9a`b jellyfish [N WtmWtm,Vh(,p,)]
WtK,, WtK`ji slimy [N WtK-,, WtKj,, WtK@ WtKj@] WtK`ohW sole fish WtKTahr nasal mucous
WtWTKctj slimy hands
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Wtp, hollow object inverted against a surface WtpRhQ capsize [N Gtp,, Gtpi@] Wtphr (canoe)
upside down on the beach Wtp@C`js tipped over on ocean WtpTa` mask
Wts,, WtsRhQ splash WTsWTs` splashing [N Gts,, Gts@] WtS`WrhQ splash into a vessel
WtFt,, WtFtjihQ respond, answer, do in turn, retaliate; exchange [N G`Ft, G`FT,] WtFtp`vhQ
change masks WtFtJihChQ change clothes WtFtx@ trade, exchange
WTx`pQ sliver WTx`prshQ get a sliver WTx`pQsto (a) skewer
Wi`cdr sound heard but not seen, thing makes a sound
Wi`xWi@x Salish mask dance
x@,, x@F`ji be hurt, sore; longing for [N x@, x@ji,, x@F`j] x@F`chK sore neck x@v`ch
backache xDFhKs` sore nose xDFHxhK sore throat x@jrTpQ sad, sorrow, sadness, sorry
x`a@s resent x`a@srtpQ jealous, nasty feeling
x@ahr love
x`b,, x`bRhQ step, take a step [N x`b,, x`b@; x@b,, x@btj] x`b`Bhrx`ji stirrup x`b@r having one’s foot flat on a horizontal surface (e.g. rock, table, chair) x`bbo@ stepping over sth
x`bHF`r having one’s foot flat on the ground x`bHFhK having one’s foot flat on the floor
x`x`bhrx`ji leg x@BhQ take a step forward
x`b`sRhQ take a step
x`bj,, x`bjRhQ kick, push with foot [N x`bj,, x`bj@] x`bj`KB` kick the wall
x@B@c bright sunshine, clear day x@B@cdx`ChQ incep.
x`C`F`9 dogfish [N x`C,, x`C@]
x`Cp`oK wrapped bundle
x@c@j having an ache, being sick [N x`mt,, x@m@j]
x@c`p,, x@c`p`ji baby, child [N m`X`p,, m`X`p`j] x@c`pHb belonging to a baby
x@c`prO`sH cradle x@c`pSDFhK doll
x`cH, soon, right away, at once; early [N C@mh?] x@x`cHoh too early, premature
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x`K (only with Relative mood) where, place at which
x@K yonder; interj. here (handing sth to sb) [N x@K]
x`pi,, x`p@ (only with Relative mood) he who, that which [N x`p(],)] x`pbWh spouse
x`pbWFhc` spouse (when speaking about one) x`pi@ahc` what one owes x`ps`pxt guardian spirit x@x`pv`s friend
x`r,, x`rRhQ spread one’s legs x`r@ have spread legs [N X`r,, X`r`j]
x`R@a`,p,, x`R@a`K hunting fur seal [N x`Rl`,p, x`RlH,p,, x@Rl`K] x`R@a`Ko`K April
x`R@a`p`b sealing canoe
x@sx@s` singing in one place [N x`s,]
x`Wr@vH meet going opposite directions
x`x@pQ hate, dislike x`x@pQrS`K dislike or hate one another x`x@pIhc` not liked
x`x`W`9c blue berries
xDxhK hurting xDxhKRhQ get hurt
xta`r sour, unpleasant smelling
xta`S`F`9o not know how to
xtaDFhprt brother-in-law of a male [N Xhl`b,, XhlHprt]
xTaTj dense brush, growing densely
xtatK cannot, not able xtaTFhK restless, sleepless night
xtaTOhp`ji tangled rope
xtC,j,, xtCj`ji narrow [N XtCj,, XtCj`j] xTCj@chK slim, thin length xtCjTK narrow face
xtxtCv`ch ant; peanut xtCTJi`Wr narrow (canoe, vessel) xtxtCOhE`r slim ankles
xtxtCrj`ohK pear
xtjiDFhprt half sister
xtjihb,, xtjiHprt younger brother or junior line male cousin of a female [N Xtjih,, XtjiHprt]
xtxTjihbctjta` little finger xtxTjihbBta` little toe
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xtCHShK narrow (board, rope)
xTKtFhK`sW Ucluelet Tribe [N xTKtFhK,F`sG]
xto`wrhFh9 mischief
xTpi@ also, too [N XT,pi@]
xtw lungs [N xtw(i,)]
xtwK,, xtwKRhQ blow away xTwKtj floating; staggering, sick [N xtwK,, xtwK@] xTwK`oh floating
on air, blowing around
xtws@ prepare for departure [N xtws,, xtws@]
xT,, xTWiH even, equal, alike, same [N XT,pi@] xTxTJtj look alike, twin xTWs`ChQ divide
in half
xTxt morning xTxTxTC get up early xTxto`c`C walking around early
xTxT for a while
xtxTa omen, taboo
xtxta`W wrong
xtxtaFhx stupid
xtxTprHr north, north wind [N xt,, xtFh]
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